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MANAGEMENT BACKGROUND

I'JE LEGAL BASIS FOR WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT lti ALASKA

Wildlife management in Alaska was formally established in 1925 when
Congress created the Alaska Game Commission 11 to protect game animals.
land furbearing animals~ and birds in Alaska, and for other purposes."

Prior to 1925 protection of wildlife had been "ndertaken by the Departments
of Treasury, Commerce, and Agricult~re, and by the territorial governor.
The five-member Alaska Gawe Commission. appointed by the governor,
represented each of four Judicial

~ivisions

of the state and the U. S.

Bureau of Biological Survey~ later to become the J. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service* This commission set hunting seasons and bag limits subject to
aporoval by the Secretary of Interior. Emphasis of management was on
establishment of wildlife refuges and on enforcement and predator control
activities until the l950 1 s when research of ga~e populations was increased,
With the attainment of statehood in 1959 a formal framework for State
management of Alaska 1 s wildlife resources ~-.·as estab1ished. In addressing
natura 1 resources, Arti c1e VI I I cf the Constitution of tre State of
Alaska s'tates:
Section 1. Statement of Policy. It is the poi icy of the State to
encourage the settlement cf ~ts land and the development of ~ts
resources by making them available for maximum use consistent with
the public interest.
Section 2. General Authority. The legislature sha11 provide for
the utilization~ development~ and conservation of all natural
resources belonging to the State, including land and waters~ for
the maximum benefit of its people.
Section 3. Common Use. Wherever occurring in their natural
state, fish. wildlife, and waters are reserved to the people for
common use.
Section 4. Sustained Yield. Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands,
and all other replenishable resour:es belonging to the State sha!1
be utilized, developed} and maintained an the sustained yield
principle. subject to preferences among beneficial uses.
In accordance with these mandates, the Alaska legislature established by
statute a Jeoart~ent of Fish and Ga~~. provided for a Commissioner as
the principal executive officer of the Cepartment, and created a Board
of fish and Garr.e. The Division of Game was one of severa1 divisions
created to carry out the responsibilities of the Department.
Since statehood the role of the Legislature and the functions, structure.
and interrelationships of the Board of Fish and Game, its advisory
committeest and the Deoartment have Jndergone charges in response to
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public concerns over increased use of wild1ife, increased conf1icts
between users, growing pub1 ic involvement in government and increased
;lublic environmental concern.
legislature
The Legislature, by virtue of its broad constitutional authority, has
been a dominant force in establishing: the character and direction of
Alaska's management of wildlife. At statehood the Legis1ature enacted
the Fish and Game Code of Alaska (Title ~6) which established the Commiss'oner
and Department of Fish and Game and a Board of Fish and Gamet and defined
the Jowers, duties and functions of each. In addition, this act, or
arr:endments and additions to it, provided for: the authority to enforce
laws and regulations, licensing: of ~unting and trapping, including
specification of licenses and tags required and their fees; prQtection
of fish and game from human activities; estab1ishment of state gaMe
refuges and sanctuaries, and designation of critical habitat areas;
suppression of alld bounties for predatory animals; commercial use of
f:sh and game; and the specification of un1awfu1 acts~ violations, and
penalties therefor. Among the powers specifically reserved to the
Legislature were those of regulatory and adrrinistrative legislative
review; a?proval of areas set apart as fish and game reserves. refuges.
and sanctuaries by the Soard, the authority to change the a~ount of fees
or licenses, and budgetary controls. This :egislation. in essence,
fotmed the basic fra~tework for the entire scope of act1vities carried on
by the DepartMent and the Board.
Since statehood, the Legis1ature has various1y added to. af11ended or
repealed portions of the original State fish and gawe statutes. reflecting
increased complex1ties of resource management, and increased demands on
the Legislature by the people. In general, revisions of the statutes
have served to clarify or expand legislative intert ar.d to increase
provisions for management, protect'i on, regulation and use of wi i dl ife.
Although many of the revisions have affected the scope of activities of
the Commissioner~ the De~art~ent. and the Board, most have had 1itt1e
substantive effect on the interrelationships betv.•een these principals.
Some recent state legis1ation however, has affected the traditional
structure of Commissioner and Board author~ ties. The general effect of
these recent legislative actions has been a diminution of Commissioner
and Board authori:ies in favot of increased parochial advisory committee
roies and increased public participation. Included in such acts are
those relating ~o:
Boards of ~isheries and Game. This 1975 act restruct~red the
12 ~ember BOard cf Fish and--Game into tw0 1 ?-member boatds,
one for fisheries and one for game; reoea1ed the status of the
Commission~r of Fish and Game as an ex-officio member of the
Board; redefined the reguiatory powers of the Boards; amer:ded
the provision establishing advisory committees to concurre:'lt1y
expand advisory committee authority to close seasons and limit
the Commissioner's authority to overru:e c;osures established
by advisory committees.
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Taking of antlerless moose. This 1975 act expanded the authority
of advisory committees ard the Department while limiting the
regulatory authority of the Soard of 3ame by prohibiting the
taking of antlerless moose except under regulations adopted by
the Board after requisite recommer.dations for open seasons are
made by the DepartMent and by a majority of active local
advisory committees fer the game management unit or units
affected.
Although it is important to recognize that the Legislature has delegated
broad regulatory authority to the Board of Game, i: is also irrportant to
understand that the Legislature has the authority to affect that delegation
at any tine. For example, seasons and bag limits. normally set by the
Board, could legally be established by the Legislature, However. ~he
Legislature has generally res~ricted its activities to nore general and
enabling legislation.
Governor
The Governor, as chief executive of the State. is responsible for the
conduct of the Department of Fish and Game in serving the people of
Alaska. A11 actions of the Department are subject to review and concurrence
by the Governor. In additio~~ the Governor may invoke independent
executive actions. Under his strong constitutional authority, the
Governor has brought <:bout major reorganization of the ::Jepart11ent in the
past. In 1962 most of the functions ar,d powers of the Department
relative to the co1lection, accountability* and custody of fish and game
revenues was transferred to the Depar~ment a~ Revenue by executive
order. Similarly, the Division of Protection, with primary responsibility
for enforcement of a11 fish and game laws and regulations for the De~artment,
•.,-as transferred to the Department of Public Safety in 1972.
Corranissioner of the Deoartment of Fish and Game
The Commissioner is the principal executive officer of the Department of
Fish and Game. He is appointed by the Governor for a terw of 5 years,
subject to confirmation by the Leg1s1ature, and serves at the ~leasure
of the Governor. The Corrnissioner functions to "manage. protect, maintain,
improve~ and extend the fish, game and aquatic :Jlant resources of the
state in the interest of the economy and general well-being of the
state" (AS 16.05.020).

To that end, he supervises and controls the

Deoartment, including appointments of
for the general administration of the
authority to subordinate officers.

perso~ne1
~epartment

and assistants necessary
and he may delegate his

Among the powers and duties of the Commissioner are administrative~
budgeting and fiscal powers; the co11ection, classification and dissemi~ation
of statistics~ data and information; the emergency opening or closure of
seaso~s or areas; and the capture, propagation, transport~ purchase.
sale, or exchange of fish or game or eggs for scientific or stock7ng
pur:Joses.

In addition to that authority specifically provided to the Commissioner
by statute, the Board may delegate to the Commissicner authority to make
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regulations. However, such delegation in the past has been 1imited and
specific in nature.
~ivision

of Game

The O~vision of Game was establ':shed in 1959 Jnder r:rovisions of the act
creating ~he Oepart~ent of Fish and Game. As one of several divisions
of the Department, the Jivision of Game funct:ons in meeting the legislative
charge to :he Commissioner to 11manage, orotect~ maintain, improve and
extend the ..... gane ..... resources of the state ...... " as wen as in
providing such assistance to the Board of Gafl1e as it requires in the
performance of its functlons. In each of these areas, the Division
at:empts to maintain a public posture by d:sseminating information and
encouraging public involve~ent in the management of Alaska's wildlife.
The Division of Game conducts many activities to meet its responsibilities

including:
Assessrr.ent of garr:e popu1ation status involving biological
research, surveys and inven:ories of game populations. and
compilation and analysis of harvest statistics.

*
*

Identification and protection of important wild1 ife habitats.
The Division provides information and recommendations to
federal~ state and 1oca1 agencies wh~ch p1an for, ma~age~
regulate, or othenvise affect lands in Alaska or their use, to
fl1inirnize detrimental impacts of 1a~d and water uses upon
wildlife hablta: in Alaska.

*

?reparation of reports on the status) manaQeme~t and use of
Alaska's wildlife resources. for pub1ic information~ scientific
publication and use. and to provide the Board of Game with
infornation it requires to profl1'Jlga:e r-egulations.

*

Recommending appropriate regulations for consideration by the
Board of Game.

*

Enforcewent of reau1ations. Although prinary responsibility
for enforcenent of fish and game regulations falls to the
Jivision of 1-liidlife Protection in the Department of Public
Safety. Game Bio1ogists are authorized as enforceMent officers
and maintain an active profile in the en ..orcement of regulations.

*

Providing
services.

the~ic

with information, assistance and

cth~r

The Division disseminates reports of Division

activities to the public, contributes to Departmental in.;ormation
and education activities including te:evision and radio programs,
a Fish and Game magazine and newspa~e~ articles, distributes
r€gu1ation pamphlets to the oubl~c, and provides personal
assistance a~d explanation on an individual i~quiry basis.

At present, the Division of Game is staffed with approximately 110 full
time positions. About 75 positions are filled by professional biologists,
a11 of whom possess at 1east a Bachelor's degree in wildlife r:1anagemen't
or other biological sciences. f4any possess Mas:er 1 S degrees or higher.
The remainder conprlse ;;he support staff of clerical, technical, and
statistical positions. In addition to the Division headquarters in
Juneau, regional offices are naintaineC in Fairbar.ks~ .4nchorage and
J~neau.
A total of 21 area field offices are maintained in najar
communities throughout the state.
Activities of the Division o+' Game are largely f'Jnded by a federal-state
matching funds arrangement, made possible through a "Fish and Game Fund"
and the Federal Aid in Hildlife Restoration Act of 1937.
Under the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act and its amendme~ts,
funds fran an excise tax on sporting arms and ammunition, including
pistols~ revolvers, bows and arrows, anc parts and accessories are made
available to the various states on a ~atchi~g basis for use in wildlife
restoration work, including land acquisi:ion. research, development and
management projects, ant: for use in hunter safety ;lrograms. r~onies aJ]t
made available on a ~aximum snare basis of 3 federal to 1 s:ate dcllar
basis. Provisions in the act require the various participating states
!o maintain f'Jnds obligated to fish and wildlife restoration work as
defined by the act.
The Alaska Legislature established the Fish and Game Fund at the sar:1e
time the Department was established. ilost of the money comprising ~he
Fish and Game Fund derives from the sale of state sport fishing and
hunting licenses and specia1 permits. although funds from other sources
are poss~ble. Funds gained from license saies or permit fees cannot be
used for other than the protection, propagation) i>lvestigation and
restoration of sport fish and game resources and the expenses of administering
the Sport Fish and Game ~ivisions of the Department.
Soard of Game
The Beard of Game, as presently constituted. was established in 1975.
Originally established in 1959 as an eight-member Board of Fish and
Game. the Board was subsequently enlarged by statute to 10 and then 12
members before being di'lided into two Boards~ one for fisheries and one
for game. The Board of Game now has seven r:1e~bers, appointed by the
Governor and subject to confirmation by the Legislature. The staggered
term of office for nembers is four years, f1embers serve at the pleasure
of the Governor,
The primary functions of the Board of Game in conserving and deve1o~ing
the game resources of the state are the prorrulgation of regulations
affecting use of wildlffe and the establishment and conduct of advisory
committees.
The Board of Game is empowered to make
{1)

re~ulations

for:

setting apart game reserve areas. refuges and sanctuaries
the waters or on the lands of !:he state over l"ihich it has
~urisdiction, subject to the approval of the Legislature;
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(2)

establishment of open and closed seasons and areas for the
taking of game;

(3)

establishment of the means and methods emp1oyeo in the pursuit,
capture and transport of game;

(4)

setting quotas and bag limits on the taking of game;

(5)

class;fying game as game birds, song birds, big game animals,
furbearing anima1s, predators or other categories;

(6)

investigating and determining the extent and effect of predation
and competition anong game in the state. exercising control
measures considered necessary tc the resources of the state
and designating game management units or parts of game managerr.ent
units in which bounties for predatory ar.imals shall be paid;

(7)

engaging in biological research, 'viate...shed and habitat improvement 1
and game management~ protection, propagation and stocking;

{8)

entering into cooperative agreements with educaticnal institutions
and state, federal, or other agencies to promote game research,
manageme'1t. education, ar.d information and to train men for
ga~e :nanagement;

(9)

prohibiting the 1 ive capture. possession, '!:ran sport, or release

of native or exotic game or their eggs; ar.d
{:0)

establ~shing

the times and dates durir.g which the issuance of
game licenses, permits and registrations a~d the transfer of
perni ts and registrations between regi strati on areas and garre
management units cr subunits is a1lowed. {AS 16.05.255)

addition, the Board of Game nay adopt regulations upon the recommendation
~djority vote of affect~o local advisory
committees! or by written petition by interested residents of an area as
regards the establishment o~ subsistence hunting areas~ the control of
transportation methods and means within subsistence hunting areas, and
the establish~ent of open and closed seasons and areas to protect subsistence
hunting. (AS 16.05.257)
I~

of the Department, by the

Promulgation of regulations by the 3oard must be in accordance with
Alaska's Administrative Procedure Act (AS 44.62) which requires among
other things that:
1.

Meetinos of the Board be op€n to the oub1 ic and that reasonable
pub 1ic- notice be given for such :neet i {1gs.

2.

A procedure be used for adopting

regulatio~s

which includes:

a.

prior public

b.

opportunity for any interested person to present statements~
arguments, or contentions in reference to a orooosed

notif~cation

action~ and~
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of ?roposed actions,

c.

3.

opportunity for an interested person to petition the
Soard for the adoption~ amendmentt or repeal of a regulation.

Regulations be codified and published.

The Boards of Fisheries and Game are empowered to estabiish advisory
committees in various parts of the state for the purpose of providing
the 3oards with recommendations on fish and game in their areas of
jurisdiction. The Boards set the number and terms of the members of
advisory committees~ delegate one member of each committee as chairman
and give him authority to ho1d public hearings on fish or game matters.
Advisory committees have the authority to declare emergency closures
during established seasons under procedures established by the Board.
Furthermore, advisory committees must recommend openings of antlerless
moose seasons in their respective areas, in conjunction with Department
recorr~ndations for open seasons. before the Board of Game may adopt
regulations for the taking of antlerless moose.
The Soard of Game ~eets at least once each year, but may meet more often
as it considers necessary. Special Board meetings may be calied at ~ny
time by the tommissioner or at the re~uest of two 3oard me~bers.
Pub1 ic

Alaska's people are the uitimate managers of their wi1dlife resources.
Through the electoral process and other mechanisms of government respons1veness.
the public can and does effect the management of wildlife in A1aska.
Wiidlife manasement in Alaska is an exceptionally public process. Aside
from the economic interest in resource utilization~ few other resources
elicit public attention to the extent that fish and wildlife do because
an intimate association with wildlife has been an important part of the
Alaskan 1ifestyle. There is a traditional sense of persona1 ownership
of wildlife that doesn't exist to the same degree with other nat~ra1
resources. Other contributing factors are the increasing inportance of
outdoor recreatio~al activities and the widespread public association
with ''eco 1ogi ca1 awareness."
Alaska's constit~tion reserves the state's wildlife to the people for
comnon use consistent with the public interest. In order to assume a~
active and productive role in the managerr.ent and use of wildlife~ the
public must be cognizant of the responsibilities demanded by such a
role. The public has a responsibility to be informed about the stat~s
of wildlife resources and the options for their use. The public should
a1so be 1nformed about the governmental management fra~ework -which
agencies are involved, what their responsibilities are~ how their
functions and authority are interrelated, and what :egal, budgetary, and
administrative constraints 1i~it their actions. Citizens should be
aware of the opportunities to exoress their concerns as provided by
statute, directive and policy: the legislative stage, the Public for•.Jm
provided by ~he Board of Game, public hearings and meetings, petitions.
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and personal contact. The pub11c should participate in the regu1atory
process and should actively support current regulations. Fina1:y~ all
wildlife users should bear their shore of costs of conservation. A1though
many people who do not hunt or fish derive substantia1 benefits from
fish ard wildlife, in Alaska almost all costs of wi1d1ife management by
the Depart~ent of fish and Garne are borne not by the general p~blic. but
by those individuals who purchase hunting and fishing licenses~ guns and
afrn:unitior.• and fishing tackle.

BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Wildlife Habitat
The de e~denc of wildlife on its habitat is of fundamental ~w ortance,
yet many peop e are unaware of the re ationsh1ps 1nvo!ved. Habitat ls
a combination of many interrelated factors which provide living space
for a species. Food and cover are general terms for basic necessities
that are often complicated and variable according to season and circumstance.
Suitable and often different areas are needed for breeding, nesting,
rearing young, resting, escaping and feeding. Not only must al1 these
essential components be present in a habitat to rrake ;:: ''habitable'' for
a species, but they nust be accessible to the aninals. Su~e migratory
birds satisfy their habitat needs by depertding on habitat components
over the breadth of two continents while some sma11 marr:tr.a1s live their
entire lives in the space of a backyard. But the ubackyard'' must have
the necessary variety of areas to be good habitat. For many species.
the more "edge effectu created by interspersion of vegetative types, the
better the habitat. The suitability cf a habitaj_ is the first concern
in any effort to establish, rnabtain~ or enhance eopulations of a soecies.
There is a 1imit to the nunber of anlma:s su ported b a urit of hab~tat,
and thls llRlt varies roR season to ~ason and from year to year as the
adequacy of the essential habitat factors vary. When expressed as an
average density of animals that can be supported this limit is called
the carrying capacity. When carrying capacity is exceeded by a population,
habitat can be damaged, and the result is often a reduction in the
carrying capacity followed by a decline ~n the wildlife population.
A species usually relies on more than one specific hab~tat area Jr
factor for the essentials of life. The area or factor in shortest
supply determines the maximum number of anima1s that a habitat can
support. This is known as a limiting factor. If food is the limiting
factor, and the supply is increased, the carrying capacity for that
species 1;ill increase until it becomes limited by the shortage of another
factor, such as a place to escape from predators. Specific habitat
areas of great irr.portan::e to a wildlife pop•Jlation are called critical
areas or cri:ical habitat. Such areas are critical because they are
limiting~ and their loss or reduction would result in e1i~inaticr or
reduction of the population.
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changes are continuously occurring natu~ally. Vegetation associations
succeed one another as each successional stage, through its occupancy,
makes conditions more favorable fer its successor until a climax
vegetation stage is estab1ished. Climax coOlllunities remain 1n tenuous
balance with the long-term forces of climate and geological change.
There are reversals ln the process as well. and these normally are
sudden and drastic in comparison to the subtle progress of succession.
Fire is perhaps the most spectacu1ar, but there are many others~ such as
deposition of material by rivers and glaciers, effects of windstorms,
insect infes:ations, and wan-made clearings. W~ldlife po~u1ations
change in response to changes in habitat7 as it becomes more or less
favorable for the species.
~ab1tat

Mani ulation of habitat fincludin rotection when necessar is
t ere ore apr me too in nanaging for desired pooulat1ons of wildlife.
With the proper techniques the successional stages most favorable tc a
species can be maintained on a 1ong-te~ basis. variety of desired
vegetatior can be improved beyond r.atural occurrence, a"d special habHat
necessities can someti~es be artificially provided. Response of wildlife
to habitat imorovements can be draMatic.
Some qualifications on the benefits of ~abitat improvement should be
noted. Habitat improvement programs are directed at increasing or
maintai~ing numbers of desired wildlife populations.
Since a habitat
favorable for some species ~ay be less favorable for others, manipulation
of habitat win mean reductions of.so:ne species populations as well as
gains to others. A1so, manipulation of habitat does not always result
in increases of wildlife because the effectiveness of habitat improve~ents
may be limited by the influence of uncontro11ed fact~rs such as climate
and soil quality. There a1so are a number of species which are dependent
upon climax vegetation associations. Because their populations cannot
be benefitted through short-term vegetation changes management must be
directed to other factors which are alterable.
Population dynamics
Maintenance of populations at carrying capacity~ however Jseful as a
nanagement concept. is rarely achieved under natura~, unmanaged conditions.
How many individuals of a species there actually are in an area at any
time is a result of the interplay of the population with the a11owance
of its living area. Wildlife is often ''out of phase" with its habitat
in a o~ver-ending s~e-saw of adjustments to the excesses and shortages
of its environment. The processes of adjustment by which a population's
size is balanced with its habitat are terrred population dynamics.
Essentia11y, these are the opposing forces of teproduction and mort~llty.
ReProduction is the main way new individuals are recruited into a population
(migration may add animals, too), The increase of a population. excludir.g
the effects of movement or mor~al ity, is 1in:ited by the reprodo.Jctive
Potential of that species. The number of young each female can produce
in a year, the minimum and maximum ages at which breeding may occur, ~he
sex ratio of breeding adults, and longevity of individuals. all togetrer
determine the maximum rate of increase that a population may exhibit.

Wildlife populations, however, rarely increase at their maximum rate.
Mortality is the main reason, of course, but other factors w~y depress
reproductive success. For example, not all females capable of breeding
find males; or younger animals capable of breeding may be inhibited in
attempting to breed because of dominance exerted by older individuals;
and many species give birth to fewer young in times of adversi
Such

Mortality ooerates against population growth by removing animals.
Starvation, predation~ hunting~ inc1emen~ weather, diseases and parasites,
accidents, and strife between animals all contribute to losses of wi~dlife.
The relative importance of any one factor is generally dependent on two
things: the effects of other mortaiity fac~ors, and the density of the
population. Animals injured by accident or strife may have difficulty
obtaining food and may starve. Others, weakened by starvation or debilitated
by disease. may fall easy prey to predators. rn the absence of predatior
and hunting, populations can outgrow their food supply and starvation
wi11 be the major cause of mortality. Some factors, such as predation,
starvation and disease, increase in their importance as the density of
the population rises and these are known as ~nsity-dependent mortality
factors. Success of predators increases as their prey ~ecomes more
abundant. Starvation is rr.ore co:nmon as competition· for food increases.
Transmission of disease is facilitated by crowdi~g of animals. The
reverse situation is a1so true. As a population is reduced, relatively
fewer losses occ~r to ~hese factors. Aisc~ greater 1osses to one ca~se
wi11 result in reduced losses due to other factors. To sane extent,
change in one kind of loss is compensated for by change in another kind
of loss.
1

These direc~ and indirect compensatory relationships_ between reproductive
performance, various mortality factors, ar.d popu1atiOI'l density make it
possible to some extent for human use of wildlife to replace other kinds
of marta 11ty.
Losses to wildlife populations are replaced by reproduction. !f everything
is working right and habitat quality 1s reasonab1y good, animals characteristically
produce ~ore young than are needed for replacement. T1is creates a
11
surplus" of individuals, both young and old. that is trirrmed off by the
various ITIOrtality factors. The surplus may be sf'l'la11 H the nei'J individuals
are accommodated by excellent habitat, or it may be large as the population
exceeds !he capacity of the habitat. ~lildl i fe management seeks to :ake
advantage of compensatory relationships to make some of :he surplus
available for human use.
Removal of anima1s lowers ?OPulation density. Fewer animals are then
lost to density-dependent mortality factors. Lowered density results in
reduced competition for food) which in turn increases survival of
young, for it is the young (and the very old) which suffer the greatest
,osses to starvation. ~olithin lin:its, increasing the removal of ad"Jlt
aninals continues to boost the survival of young. Furthermore, lower
population density r:1akes more food available. more animais breed succcss .."Jlly
as a result of being in good phYsical condition, and more young are
produced and raised by each female.

!1

The productivity of a species in terms of its use by humans is called
"yie1d." Norma11y~ yield applies to consumptive use, but it can also
include so-called "nonconsump:ive" use as well. !>1anagement of wildlife
is aimed at producing a sustained yield, that is, utilizing a wildlife
population at such a level that the capability of the pooulation to
continue to provide such use is not impaired. Sustained yield 1~
the central c~ncept in the ~anagement of any renewable resource.
There is usually a range in intensity of use that wildlife populations
wi11 sustain, from no use to that which is the W4Ximum allowable. Human
use is another force acting on a population, affecting~ and in turn
being a$fected by~ the compensatory relationships of the various natural
reproductive and mortality factors. Consequently, a wildlife populatio~
wi!l establish an equilibrium with the forces acting upon it, as lons
as the minimal species requirements are met.
PROBLEMS OF t1ANAGP1ENT

Management of wildlife has its share of problems. Although many proble~s
can be foreseen and avoided by giving carefu1 thought to :he future,
de a1 i ng with wi 1dl ife and wi :h peop 1e is fu 11 a# S'Jrpri ses and the
wildlife manager must be "ready for anything.!'
The difficulties faced by wild animals ir, their daily lives becorr.e part
of the problems faced by wildlife managers. ~any of the crucial problems
faced by wildlife in obtaining enough good food. having a chance to
reproduce, and avoiding an untimely death are known. Many remain nature s
secrets. A large part of the wildlife rr~nager S job consists of learnir,g
to recognize these crucial problems, and trying to either mini!1'\iz:e or
rr.ake allowance for them.
1

1

Perhaps a larger part of the ~anager s job involves regulating man's use
of w11dlife and its habaat. There are two broad probler~ areas involved.
The most difficu1t is attempting to insure that ~se and development of
resources other than wildlife cause the least difficulties for wildiife
and its habitat. 7he second broad problem area involves developing a
system of wi1dlife use that enriches the lives of the public ir: varicus
ways without impairing the welfare of wildlife species~ their habitat.
or their relations wit~ other species. The latter problem is the
wil dl ifer' s "first 1ove, 11 but more often than not he's ''married!! to the
fanner!
1

Taken :ogether, these two broad problem areas include a whcle spectrum
of potential difficulties for wi1dlife~ wildlife managers~ and the
public who wishes to enjoy wildlife. Problems range in importance from
critical to mere nuisances, depending on their nature, location, duratio~.
season and rr~agnitude. The most important oroblem affectin9 the rJell
being of wildlffe in .A.laska and indeed, in most parts of the world, is
loss of suitable living space. or habitat. Alaska is fortunate in that
the wildlife habitat that has been lost or signizicantly damaged is
small at this time, but the trend toward increasing losses is clear.
Many other problems exist~ and the following review may give readers a
feeling for the variety ar.d importance of problems encountered in
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wildlife management. For convenience~ problems are grouped according to
these circumstances: natural factors, land use. use of wildlife, and
management limitations.
Natural Factors
Loss of habitat occurs through nature's processes, sometimes suddenly
but more often slowly eno~gh for animals to adjust. Given time~ meadows
may become brushlands~ and brush1ands become forests. For example, the
great 1947 Kenai burn~ a huge wildfire on the Kenai Penfnsulal allowed
thousands of acres of young willow, aspen and birch to replace mature
forests with prime food, and stimulated a boorr in moose numbers. 3ut
after 30 years the prime food plants have grown out of ~each or have
been eaten up; the prime moose habitat is gradua1ly being 1ost, and the
number of moose the area can support has declined. Similar situations
have occurred throughout rruch of Southcentral and rn:erior Alaska, as
modern, efficient fire suppression technh;ues have reduced the frequency
and extent of burning. On the other hand~ natural and man-caused fires
have affected wildlife populations, such as caribou, red squirrels~ and
spruce grouse, that are dependent on 1ong-estab1ished (cliMax) vegetation.
There are other examples: ponds or sloughs osed by beavers may ~radua11y
fill in with silt and dead plant remains~ and either become toe shallow
or develop a wide ·'beach 11 of sedges and grasses that ~akes food gathering
a dangerous proposition, and the beavers ~uit using the ponds.
Sometimes the animals cause their own problem. The Ne1china caribou
herd grew so large that it decreased its awn food supply by eating and
trampling more than the plants could produce. An important part of the
caribou habitat was lost, and wi11 not recover for ~any years. But, to
repeat, these are a11 exarrples of retatively long-term changes, and
while great changes may occur in numbers of the species affected, the
change each year may be moderate.

:n a few cases, change may be rapid and catastrophic. A much earlier
fire on the Kenai Peninsula apparently destroyed the caribou ~abitat
then available. Caribou disaooeared from the Kenai, and did not return
until transplanted by man 60 to 70 years later. The 1912 eruption of
Katmal was a catastrophe that quickly eliminated much wildlife habitat
on the Alaska Peninsuiaf and the 1964 ear:hquake caused the ocean floor
to rise severai feet in some areas of sou:hcentral Alaska~ dramatically
affecting all marine life, including marine mammals and waterfowl.
Another ~ajar, natural limiting factor, or problem, for wi1Glife is
weather. ll.laska s clirrate is oftet'! harsh and there are numerous examo1es
of the limi:ing effects of weather on wildli~e. In the winters of 1971~
1972 and 1974 unusually cold weather caused sea ice in the Bering Sea to
extend hJndreds of miles south of its usuai limit; sea otters were
trappedt unab1e to feed and float as they normally do, and many died.
Winters of prolonged~ unusually deep snow have caused major die-offs of
moose at Yakutat) and in Southcentral and Interior Alaska. In same
cases 50 percent or more of ~he moose may have died, main1y because it
becarre too difficult to get around in search of food.
1
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Hard snow crusts formed by unusual winter rain have caused grouse to die
from freezing, because the birds were unable to burrow in the snow at
night to sleep. Similar crusts caused by the bright spring sun have 3t
times aided wolves in pursuit of «'.oose. In some years, frozen or wind
blown sna« crusts may prevent caribou from feeding on parts of their
winter range; crusts or deep snow may affect sheep similarly,
Mid-winter flooding or unusually great depths of overflow ice have
driven beavers from their houses~ much to the benefit of passing wolves
or wolverines which find beavers easy prey on land. Severe spring
floods may drown beaver kits, ca1f moose, and other young-of-the-year.
Of course, the effect of any of these events depends on their severi:y,
how long they last, and whether or not they strike an especially vulnerable
spot in the species 1 annual cycle of living.
There may be times when weather is so severe that animals (especia11y
young ones) die outright from exposure, but usua11y, as in the examples
above~ bad weather makes it so hard for animals to use some critical
part of their habitat tr,at they die from starvation~ with a l~ttle extra
"push'. from a combination of various lesser factors such as d:sease or
parasites~ predators, and acc'idents.
Food supply, or nutrition, is a crucial factor not only during hard
winters, but at other ti~es as well. Ample food of good quality is
especia1ly important to pregnant and ~ursing females, whose food needs
are greatly increased. A lack of prope':" food may result in weak offspring
which may be susceptib1e to disease, or be caught by a predator. Same
young may not even be born, or may be born dead. In fact, if the
female has been undernourished prior to breeding season~ she may not
conceive when she mates. or perhaps she wil1 have fewer offspring than
normal.
"tlose. deer, and caribou depend on "fattening-up'1 during the SJrrmer ln
preparation for a rugged rutting season and a long winter. t-1a1es lose
most of their fat during the rut~ and are actually in oniy fair condition
when winter comes. If winter weather is particuiarly severe~ or winter
food Ts scarce, ma1es are nore 1ikely to die than females. Calves and
very old animals are even more susceptible.
Pts more is learned about wilc.life nutrition, it becof7les evident that
food _quality is as important as guantay. Some species of food plants
are more nutritious than others, some parts of plants are more nutritious
than other parts, and in general younger plants are more nutritious than
older plants. A bunch of brush is not necessarily a bunch of good
wildlife food~
Predation. If the moose, caribou 1 sheep, grouse or other species have
managed to survive all the other natural hazards of life so far discussed,
there is no time to be smug, because there may be a bear, wc1f, weasel,
hawk or some other predator looking for its next meal! When prey species
{those normally eaten by another speciesr-are at low numbers) in poor
condition. or have troub1e escaping because of deep snow or lack of
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suitab1e habitat~ predators can eat enough prey to reduce or hold down
numbers of their prey. The effects may be short-term, or they May
extend over several decades. depending on the species involved and the
circumstances. There usually is little doubt tha: prey rumbers will
eventua1ly recover, but in the meantime few of the prey species may be
available for the remaining predators1 scavengers, or for various uses
by people. For example~ in recent years, severe winter weather has been
an important cause of declining moose numbers in Interior Aiaska. I~
the Tanana Flats~ near Fairbanks, hunting and predation contributed to
this decline. Hunting has been a!rr.ost corr.p1ete1y eliminated to encourage
the recovery of the rr.oose population, but so far no recnvery is in
sight. ~!ol ves have been one of the major factors preventing moose
numbers from rapidly recovering, and in the Tanana Flats~ their depredations
may accelerate and deepen the moose decline to very 1ow numbers. The
situa:ion prompted wolf control programs in an effort to allow moose to
~ecover more rapidly,
Predators are rarely the sole reason for declir.es
of wildlife populations, but under certain circumstar.ces they can be a
primary ca<Jse for depression cf ~rey numbers.
There are additionai natural hazards for wiidlife. Accidents and
disease sometimes kill wildlife, but often these hazards are either
caused or pronated by other hazards. For example, a hard winter or late
break-up may cause more accidents, because animals are in ~oor conditior
and More accident-prone.
In summary, a variety of natural mortality f3ctors affect wildlife
populations; these fa:tors usually are interrelated, and their impact
varies f~m neg1tgible to considerable. Wildlife managers must know
wha: these factors~ or problems, are, and either devise ways of reducing
them~ or tailor management to allow for effects of these hazards.
Land Use
Land ownershiQ was pre:ty simo1e before ~,laska became a state. There
were a few military reservations, and a large petroleum reserve. A
handf:.tl of large National Parks, t"lom.r:nents end extensive ~'Jildlife Refuges
existed~ :>lu.s large National Forest holdings in Southeastern Alaska and
smaller ones in Southcentral Aiaska. ;t1ost of A1aska, though. was public
domain, uncommitted to any special uses.
Times changed, the State of Alaska was given the right to select lOd
million acres as part of its dowry from the federal government, and
before long the question of Alaska Native Land Claims arose. In 1971
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act gave Alaskan Natives the right
tc select approximate1y 40 mil1ion acres of land in Alaska~ and a1sc
provided for inclusion of up to 80 millfon acres ln t1ational Parks,
Refuges, Forests and i·ii1d and Scenic Rivers. N'ative selections: were
recently completed and are awaiting certification. Various proposals
nave been made for how the 80 mi11ion acres, called "d2" lands, should
be assigned to the governMent agencies involved, and Ccngress has to
make the final decisions by ~ecember 1978.
However those final decisions turn out, lands in Alaska will be in a
crazy-quilt pattern of private, state. a~d {several) federal agency
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ownerships. The rights, regulations and rYies of the various owners
will make resource use of all kinds nuch more complex, and generally
rr~re restrictive than ever before.
For wildlife management to contribute
effectively to the well-being of wildlife species? and to provide for
continued use of wildli~e in various ways, some major problems ~ust be
addressed.
Perhaps the most basic problem is that even as demands for use of wildlife
increase, the amount of land available for public use will decline~
simply because the amount of land in private ownership will increase.
Land granted to native groups will be private land. Like any landowner,
native groups will p1ace their own interests first, and the lands granted
to them are their main resource in becoming economically self-sufficient.
Self-sufficiency may he based on resource deve1opment. subsistence use,
or both, but whatever combination develops, public access to wildlife on
those lands will no longer be a right, and opportunities to use wildlife
wi11 decrease.
Some state-owned lands may go ,-nto priva:e control, too. through sale or
lease. This would a1so decrease opportunity for public access to wildlife.
3y statute1 one Alaskan has as much right to use wi1d1ife as anot0er~
but, also by law, the landowner c~n regulate trespass on nis own land as
he sees fit.
.
The dilemma of i~creasing demand for wildlife use is only a 1itt1e 1ess
complicated on pub1ic lands where constraints of private ownership are
not in effect. In substantial portions of the 8G million acres of d2
lands under consideration by Congress, wi1d1ife uses such as hunting,
trapping. observing, or other\>Jise enjoying w1ldl ffe may be severely
restricted or prohibited. Loss or severe restriction of these uses in
large areas of &ederal domain is in itself a prob1eM for those desiring
to hunt and trap, or use \til d1ife in other ways. but the prob1em is
compounded because the demand for these uses is not li~e1y to go away.
Rather, it will shift to other areas still available for these uses.
Wild11fe management programs then must cope with this concentrated
demand and the stress it places on resources of a reduced la~d area.
With the many future owners of Alaska's lands and their diverse interests.
a great challenge will be to achieve agreeMent on management that will
benefit wi1dlife no matter wnose land they're standing on. t·1any soecies
will regularly cross property boundaries, and it wi11 be very important
that habitat preservation or manipulation and other management measures
undertaken for the benefit of wildlife are a truly cooperative venture
among landowners.
Development of Alaska s natural resources has spurred interest in Alaska
ever since the first Russian ship groped its way through the storms and
fog to find and claim "The Great Land. '1 The history of development in
Alaska is really more a chronicle of exploitation, crammed with a thousa~d
shaky schemes to ~ake men rich and sprinkled with a few that succeeded.
Alaska survived, more by its vastness, remoteness, and by char.ce than by
the enlightenment of men. Alaska is still vast but it is no longer
remote, and its future condition as an unique environment for wi1d1ife
and for ~eople depends upon the attitudes and ac~ions of society much
more than in the past.
1
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Resource development, such has logging, ~ining, oil extraction? dam
constru.ction~ and other ac:iv.ities are often viewed as the beginning of
the end for wildlife. This is not always the case, but such resource
uses do present potential problems to wildlife, wi1d1ife habitat, and
wildlife management because they often involve rapid and substantial
habitat changes that persist for long periods of time. To most people,
the change ~ost lrrmediately obvious when development occurs is a ioss in
aes:hetic quality. ~eve1opment iryvolves change, and with few exce~tions
people view such change as an aesthetic loss. Although it is not merytioned
in the following discussion, the degradation of aesthetic quality ~s a
problem common to all forms of development.
logging practices in Southeastern Alaska have been a source of concern
to w11dlife (and fisheries} biologists for years. and recent1y became
national news when a court decision banned clear-cutting. Moderr. logging
in Southeastern Alaska usually involves c1ear-cutt7ng of ~ature forests
because that is the most economical method fn areas of even-aged trees
where few or no roads exist. the country is r~gged, and forests are a
kind of jungle. "Clear-cutting" means cutting an timber on a selected
piece of ground. The ground cover vegetation is pretty well cleared
also, by heavy equip,'flent used in logging.
Although shrubs of various ~inds grow up in c1ear-cuts, :here is sowe
question of how beneTicial they may be to deer. particularly i~ large
clear-cuts~ where deer may be reluctant to go far from the edge of
ti'llber. or deep snow preven::s their from doing so. Clear-cuts provide
new deer browse {primarily in snow-free periods) for 15 :o 20 years, but
after that little food is available. E~fects of clear-cuts on other
species are even less well kl'lown. Wl;ere logging occurs next to salmon
streams. s71tation, stream blockage; and higher water temperatures may
reduce or e1iwinate the streaM's suitability for spawning or for youn9
salmon and for other aquatic 1i7e~ and may indirectly affect brown
bears. black bears, and numerous furbearers that feed along these
strearrs. Sald eagles rest in trees a1cng the beaches, and they apparently
require virgin timber for nesting. Even in very old clear-cJts that new
have trees, eagles apcarently do not nest.
Logs are usually stored in floating rafts which are held in sheltered
or estuaries, where freshwater streams mingle w~th the ocean.
Estuaries are pri:ne "nurseries" for many marine invertebrates and
fishes~ and po1:utlon fran logs and bark that is soaked or warn aff can
seriously affect the marine 11fe of estuaries. log rafts often scrape
around the shallow bottom in response to tide or wind~ and this too
dawages the habitat so important to young marine life. Thus. various
birds and mammals that feed on the marine iife of estuaries can be
affected by what seem at first glance to be remote and unrelated events.

bays~

Logging in other parts of Alaska has not been extensive since the gold
rush days. but it is increasing in response to both domestic and fore~gn
demand. Not ,'f!UCh is known about effects of logging in these areas.
Although logging was intensive in many places ir: the early days, no one
paid rnuch attention to its effects on wi1d1ife. It rray be that logging
in Interior and Southcentra1 Alaska. can. with careful planning, benefit
certain wildlife species without doing great harm to others.
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Mining for many years has been synonymous with habitat destruction in
parts of the U.S. where open-pit mines were developed. Alaska has had
little of such methoos, although scores of creek bottoms have been
~urned ~ps:de down by placer ~ining and dredging for gold.
~ow. 10 to
60 years after most gold mining shut down, it s hard to say what the
impact has been or what it wi11 amount to when another 50 years have
passed. f1uch silt in numerous streams may have taken its toll on salmon
and grayling, but impacts on wildlife are not we11 known. If extensive
gold mining began once more~ certainly habitat losses would result, but
the importance of the losses is hard to predict.
1

In some cases roads or trails opened to reach mineral claims or mines
have created erosion~ thawing of permafrost and slumping. or other
damage to habitat. Although some individual cases ~ay do minimal
damaget the accurnulateo damage may become significant, particularly if a
great increase in mining should occur.
In the past, roads and trails built by and for miners provided access
for commerce of the day. Some of these routes became roads which today
allow thousands of wildlife users to reach new or different areas. The
results have been both good and bad. Hi1dlife users were able to
disperse to enjoy different areas and perhaps less crowding, but in
certain areas the added hunting pressure was undesirable a~d proved
detrimental to sorne big ~ame species. Should ,ew access be created by a
future surge in mining~ wi1d11fe managers will have to be orepared to
cope with the possibility of too much access by highly mobile hunters
and other recreationists.
Impoundments, or lakes created by man-made dams are another form of
development that creates wildlife management prob1ems. In gerera1, the
greatest problem caused by da~s and their lakes is simply loss of the
wildlife habitat to flooding. Few dams have been built in A1aska thus
far, and relatively little habitat daQage has occurred. Two proposed
damsf however, illustrate the potential.
The Rampart Oam proposa 1 was made in the early 1960's. Hi th a dam 11ear
Rampart~ on the Yukon River~ the Yukon Flats would have been flooded,
with the impoundment reaching nearly to the Canadian border. ~t. Yukvn
and several smaller vil1ages would have been displaced along with
several million acres of prime waterfowl, furbearer and big game habitat.
£lectric power was the purpose of the daM, and it was Finally decided
that the daM was not a good investment considering the returns it would
bring. For wildlife resources of the state (and the nationL it was a
fortunate decision. There is no way that production of wildlife in
other areas could have been increased enough to make up ~or the losses
that wouid have resulted from such a massive 1oss of prime habitat.
The 11 Devi1 's Canyon", or Susitna Dam~ is a project currently being
seriously considered. Its purpose is aiso the generation of electric
power. A pair of dams wo:.~ld be built on the upper Susitna River where
the river flows through a deep, re1ative1y narrow valiey. Habitat loss
would be small compared to the Rampart Dam proposal~ ye'!: va:uab1e wintering
areas for ~oose and nigration routes of caribou would be fiooded, and
increased human access would probably result. ~he effects of flood
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control on wildlife habitat below the dam are poorly understood, but it
is known that periodic flooding is one of the main events that ,~eeps
river bottoms ferti~e and productive.
Transportation corridor" is a currently-used phrase for a place to put
roads! pipelinest electric lines or other systems for moving people,
material or energy~ Numerous trans;Jortation corrldors for va!"ious
anticipated uses have been proposed in Alaska. The best known such
corridor in Alaska today is the Trans-Alaska Pipeline corridor, 1-1ith its
roads, camps~ pipes and storage tanks.
11

For wildlife management~ the problems of transportation corridors
include habitat loss and disturbance of wildlife at critical times, but
probably of more importance is how to regulate access and resource use
next to the corridor, and how to insure that the pipeline, road or
whatever may be built. interferes as little as possible with normal
animal movements and behavior. While a single corridor through an area
may have limited imoa~t on wildlife~ multiple corridors would very
likely create much more serious problems by compounding the smal1er
influences of individual corrlaors.
Urbanization and related effects of an increasing hurr,an population~ S<JCh
as spraw~ing suburbs, private recreation property, ro~ds, and fences.
probably create more prob1e~s for wildlife and wildlife management ~han
is commonly appreciated. Loss of wildlife habitat to urban expansion is
often not very obvious, until c.orroarisons are made with 5, 10 or 20
years past.
amount of habitat lost in the Anchorage area over the last 10 years
is startling~ and can be appreciated only by comparing aerial photo£raphs
from 10 years ago and now. The same is true of the Fairbanks area~ and
to a lesser extent it is true of many smaller communities and roadside
areas as well. In addition to habitat loss~ dist~rbance by increased
vehicle traffic~ additional peoJle, and more dogs and cats, places
greater difficulties before wildlife as they attempt to find and use
habitat once avai1ab1e to them but nmv gone or surrounded by "barriers, '1
Conflicts between wild animals and oeop1e in urban and suburban areas
often result in the elimination of the animals. Under such circumstances.
wildlife numbers cannot he1p hut decline.
~he

A second impact of urban growth is the effect 'J:>On adjacent recreat1or.
areas. Urban dwellers charac~eristically loo~ longingly to the country,
and if possible they will buy recreation property somewhere near their
homes. Again, the Anchorage area is a good example; many privately
owned recreation 1ots have sprung up in the t·1atanuska Valley. fJhere
former1y old homesteads and random fires c~eated clearings that ?reduced
abundant winter food for moasel now private owners carefully guard their
quota of maturing forest which they understandably treasure. The resulting
reduction in winter range may have strong and 1ong~term negative impact
on the number of moose in the r-1atanuska Valley. A1though it is a wildlife
~anagement ~roblem~ there may be no solution. at least within the choices
Jre~ent1y available to the manager.
PollJtion .~as on1y recently become a household word~ even though it has
long 6een a comrr,on problem. Alaskans are fortunate in ha~7ng few serious
pol1ution problems, but they do occur. Perhaps the most 1mportant
source of pollution with resoect to wildlife is oil develoome~t and
transportation.
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The effects of oil (or its by-products) may be direct, as when oil
products spilled on lakes, rivers or oceans immobilize birds~ ruin their
waterproofing~ or poison them.
Oii spills are now infamous for the
problens they have created for waterfowl and marine birds.
Indirect effects are more subtle, and in the long run they may be more
important. Oil ~roducts can upset natural systems by killing or cripplirg
sma11 organisms upon which larger for]S feed. or by slmilarly affecting
young stages of larger forms. Either way, there's potential for impacts
on game or food fishes, shellfish, waterfowl, sea birds and marine
nammals. The indirect impacts of just a single spill are poorly unoerstood,
yet the potential for repeated spi11s exists and is probably increasing.
Although more is being learned about the effects of oil spi11s and more
effJrt is now made to clean them up, the chief problem seems to be how
to avoid them in the first place.
1

Use of Wildlife

Of all the problems of wi1dlife rr.anagemer.t, none are more perplexing to
the 'Nildlife manager, nor stir the emotions of the public like wildlife
uses. People who would not blink an eye if ~oover Dam were plunked in
the middle of Alaska~ reservoir and all 1 are ready to fight if cow MOose
hunting is suggested~ And how many years has it been since tile "wolf
controversy" didn't warm up the Alaskan winter and save a thousand souls
from cabin fever? The list of wi1d1ife issues that bring out the best.
or the worst. in people seems endless. Alaskans have a personal and
proprietary interest in wildlife, and as many views on wi 1d1ife -.;ses as
there are feathers on a falcon.
Is that a problem? No, and~ yes. No - the public !las the last word on
how wildlife sho:Jld be managed and their interest and inpu-: is essential
if nanagement is tO turn out as they want it, Butf yes - net everyone
can be satisfied. Then, too, tllere are some peop1e whose views are
strictly self~serving, and who contribute ~ore to the problems than to
solutions.

Before a manager can think about how wildlife wi11 be used and who will
use it~ he has to consider whether use can occ·J:r in the first place.
For use to occur. wildlife populations must be maintained at leve1s
where they can provide use; losses to natural factors nust be considered
and habitat ~ust be maintained (1and use).
To be used, wildlife must also be accessible. In Many parts of Alaska
little use occurs simply because people can 1 t get to the animals. An
increase in private land ano some federal lands, discussed earlier, will
make wildlife even less available to the public. Everyone will feel
more restricted as the human population and demands on wildlife grow~
whi1e wildlife popu1ations and the lands where they can be :1sed remain
the same or shrink. What can be done?
There are a number of a~ternatives being used by other states 0>1here
these kinds of problems are much more advanced than in Alaska: 1)
increase access to remote areas~ 2) make the public pay for access to
private lands; 3) increase the number of animals in high use areas by
means of habitat manipulation techniques; 4) accept nore crowded conditions
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Of'i public lands and at the same time reduce the success of the consumpti\re
users; 5) limit the number of people who can use public lands to
maintain satisfactory use experiences; and 6) rotate user groups on the
same area (ca11ed ntime and area zoning"). t·1ost likely all of these
alternatives eventually will be used in various combinations in Alaska.
Increased restrictions on use seem inevitable.
The biggest problem of 'Jse is that of a11ccation or "who gets what."
The public is wade up of many interest groups who wish to use and enjoy
wi1d1ife in their own way; all have pretty much the same rights to do
1
so~ but there isn t er.ough wildlife to go aro~nd.
There are many
examples of user groups: the ''locals" and the "outsiders,u consumptive
users and nonco!1sumptive users~ recreational, "subsistence" and comrr.ercia1
users, residents and nonresidents, hunters and anti-hunterst majorities
and minorities, and let's not forget the "haves" and the "have-nots, ''
One of the first questions to be settled is ''who is which?" Is the man
that kills a walrus and sells its ivory a subsistence user or a C:Ofllmercial
user? Is a city dweller who hunts moose for meat a recreational h~nter
or a subsistence user? Is a hunter who photographs 1~ildlife more a
consumptive or nonconsumptive user?
If and when you can tell one user from another, the next point to
consider is what each user's leve1 of need ~sand how much use is
adequate to satisfy it. Where should the priorities be? Physical need?
Economic surviva1? Recreational enjoyment? There are few easy answers.
Although there are many instances of conflicting demands~ one major
problem which has bef~dd1ed nearly everyone is how to identify and
fair1y and adequately allocate resource uses between recreational and
subsistence users. The State Constitution says that wildlife is 'reserved
to the people for corrmon usee~ u which means ail Aiaska residents have
equal rights to use wild1ffe, However~ ~any people living in the bush
on law cash incomes depend more on wildlife (and other resources) for
part of their livelihood than do urban-oriented people with regular
jobs. The suppiy of wildlife is limited, so when the number of hunters
increases, or when nurr.bers of wildlife decline, somebody is going to
return from ~he hunt empty-handed. The subsistence users are most
severely affected~ so it seens reasonable to give them some preference
in use of wildlife. This has been done to some extent by adjusting
seasons ar.d bag 1irni-:s to favor residents of a particular area. by a
reduced fee (25t) for hunting~ fishing and :rapping licenses for families
with an income of 1ess than $3,600, by regulating use of airplanes or
vehicles, and various other techniques. Recently the Board of Game was
given the power to establish subs~stence use areas if it is shown that
recreational hunting will prevent subsistence ~eeds from being met. In
such areas regulations specifically favoring subsistence users (but not
legally barri~g others frow. use) could be adopted.
Econonic conditions in the state are changing, and wore rural res1dents
are earning substantial incomes which enab1e then to purchase more cf
their needs. The distinction between a subsistence user ar.d a recreatiora1
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user is often very fuzzy and is becomlng more so. There is actually a
broad spectrum of what is called subsistence use, that ranges from
nearly total dependence on natural resources to very little use. Just
where to draw the line -establishing what combination of resouT'ce use and
wage earning qualifies as subsistence use and what does not is difficuit.
Then, too, many Native groups as we11 as other Alaskan residents have
expressed the view that subsistence is not sinply an economic matter,
but a lifestyle and cultural necessity also, even though they have
willingly abandoned many traditional means (a cultural element) of
obtaining such subsistence.
This has comp1icated the problem further in that while ~he subsistence
user 1 S dependency on the resource is still very real~ the impact of his
use on wildlife has changed markedly from what it once was. Instead of
spears and bone fishhooks~ he now uses high-powered rifles and gillnets~
and he now travels by powerboat. snow machine and aircraft. In short.
he now has much the same impact on wildlife populations that his ''recreational"
counterpart does, and in some cases. a much greater impact. The result
has been harvests of some species in certain areas which have been in
excess of people's needs, too large for the species to support on a
continued basis, or both.
Conflicts between other user groups at times assume major proportions.
Take the wolf controve:sy as an exanple. There are some who feel "the
only good wolf is a dead wolT." Others blindly exto11 the virtues of
wolves under any circumstance while ignoring their "faults." Surely
there is a balanced approach possible, a ~iddle ground, but sometimes it
seems it is a nO rran's land" and the wildlife rranager is square in the
middle: The resuit: costly, time~consuming court suits at the expense
of the resources involved and the public.
11

The general problem of hunters versus anti-hur,ters is not likely to be
solved overnight. Because both groups share an enthusiasrr for wildlife
and a basic concern for its welfare, as we11 as similar rights to enjoy
their preferred wi1dlife use, the wasted energies of unproductive
confrontations could be far better used tc benefit both interest groups
and the wildlife resource. Certainly this is one more area to pursue
"detente."
What does the future hold? Increased demands and ~Dre conflicts, certainly.
:twill be a challenge to avoid the •.mfortunate ooicrization o:' Alaskans
that seems to accompany conflicting interests. As competition increases,
parochialism will become even more obvious in the attempt to retain
local jurisdiction. Overlaps in aGvisory corranittee, borough, village
council and state and federal agency jurisdictions rray create cnaos
unless some integrated workable system for allocation is developed.
From oast experience~ it is clear that whatever uses or combirattons of
uses are provided for~ actions are necessary to ensure that overuse is
avoided. There are many technical considerations, Should hunting of
females be ailowed, and if so, under what circumstances? Should predator
control he used, and under what circurr.stances? Hhat rr.easures must be
taken to avoid over'l:.~nting? Should vehicles be restricted? Should
hunter numbers be limited? Seaso~s closed? How can illegal hunting
best be detected and controlled?
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Under soo;e circumstances~ illegal hunting or trapping can be an especially
critical problem. In an area witn intensive legal hunting, a large
illegal ki11 can force curtail~ent of 1ega1 uses~ and in situations
where wi1dlife populations are at low levels) illegal kills can tip the
balance and cause the populations to decline.
Enforcement of hunting1 trapping, and fishing regulations is pri~ari1y
:he responsibility of the Jivision of Fish and \~ildlife Protection) in
the ::>epartment of Public Safety. However, most Fish and Garne biologists
are also deputized. Even so, the total number of enforcement officers
ls relatively small and consequently enforcement coverage of the state
is thin because of ~he state s size and because of the seasonal need to
concentrate enforcement efforts on crucial problerr areas.
1

Additional factors complicate the problem. Over such a large area it is
extremely difficu1t to keep track of thin1y scattered, highly mobile
hunters. A1so, many hunters a~e fro~ out of state and are able to avoid
prosecution by leaving Alaska be'fcre the violation is discovered or
before a "hard" case can be put together. Contributing i~tportantly tc
indifferent disregard for game regulations is the lack of rreaningful
penalties for convicted violators. The Alaska court records show a long
history of suspended senter.ces and "sla? on the wrist 11 penalties that
have had 1itt1e effect, except ~erha?s to encourage continued violations.
Recently there has been sowe improvement in sentencing of violators and
a continuation of this t~end is most desirable.

r.1ana2ement Li'lli tati ons
One final category of problems, here ca11ed managemeflt limitations, is
perhaps the most important of a11 because it affects the caoabilities of
the Department of Fish and Game in solving a11 :hose other problems
heretofore discussed, and hence its ability to mee: its responsibilities
to the resource and to the public. These limitations have to do with
the Department's relatio~ship to other agencies. the Legislatu~e~ and
the public.

Both the state and federa1 governments have wildlife resource management
res~onsibilities, but the objectives of each are not always in concert.
Federal agencies such as the National Pa:k Service. the fish and Wildlife
Service, the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land r.,anagement have bee"l
around for a long tine. Their actions are sometimes ponderous~ slowed
by massive bureacracies, governed by l~ng-standing policies and inflexible
guidelines, administered by officials far removed from Alaska~ and
influenced by a ~ational public with concerns which some:imes differ
markedly fran those of Alaskans.
To be sure, there are advantages to such a sla~-but-steady system, the
chtef of which is perhaps that it is less subject to fickle or irresponsible
management actions or local political influences. But there are as wany
instances where inaction is as dama9ing as the wrong action, and in
Alaska~ where changes are occurring at breakneck speed and where ~n1que
situations demand special cor.siderations. in~ovative approaches to
resource management are needed.
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Alaska~ as other states. has traditiona11y exercised jurisdiction over
its resident wi1dlife species, including those on wast federal lands
within the state. Wildlife within national parks, however, is managed
by the federal government i~ that r.ational parks are traditionally
closed to hunting and trapping. Federal wildlife refuges are generally
open to hunting~ but various regulations control use of airplanes. ali
terra in veh i c1 es and snow machines~ and otherwise i nf1 uence the distribution,
nu8bers~ and access of recreationists.
Thus these regulations essent~aily
become part of the Sta:e regulations affecting wildlife use. As ~ore
federal reserves are dedicatee by Congress, additional rules and regulations
will undoubtedly come into effect.

In addition. State jurisdiction over most species of birds, marine
mammals and endangered species has been superseded by federal regulations
made pursuant to national legislation and international treaties. Use
of any specles so affected is a11owed only under the guidelines estab1ishec
by the federal government. \~aterfowl huntif'lg regulations must fit the
general framework of federal reg~lations and be approved by the Secretary
of the Interior. Flanagement of marine mammals was withdrawn from the
State by the ~tarim= M.ai'!'IITials Protecticn Act of 1972~ but under provisions
of that act walrus management (subject to federal approval) was returned
to the State. Hanage~rent of other marine marrmals may follow the same
costly and circuitous rcute. Federal 1aws protecting endangered species
and same groups of birds also set some restrictions on State wl1d1ife
management.
Land use policies of federal and state agencies and of private landowners
strongiy affect management of wildlife. 7he Department of Fisil and GaMe
owns very little land. As a result, it is most often only advisory to
other agencies on matters such as land use planning, habitat protection
or manipulation, land disposal; and access regulation. In some cases
this arrangement has been a stumbling biock to various management efforts,
F~nding 1arge1y de:ermines what and how much the Division of Game can
accompiish, not only by limiting the amount o£ work that can be conducted,
but also by 1inlting the number of biologists on the staff (and therefore
the time each man can devote to different tasks;. Everyone ~nows a
dollar doesn t go far in Alaska, and for the Game Division the mileage
has been getting worse. Why? Because budgets have ~ot kept pace with
inflation or need. Each year more and more money goes to pay for
"fixed costs" (salaries. rents, and equipnent) and less and less is left
for 11 0perationsu - {transportation, supp1ies, and contractual services).
1

One important problem arising from the small staff available is that
not all parts of the state receive the attention they should. Although
field offices are ~aintained in many of the state S 1arger communities,
additionai fie1d staffing is required in various areas where the mushrooming
need for more and better quality information on wildlife has become
apparent.
1
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In addition, unprecedented demands on the staff have resulted from the
interaction between State and federa~ agendes on such matters as. ''d2"
lands, marine wammal management, Outer Continental Shelf oil leasing~
Coastal Zone Management, oil pipeline impac:s and various other matters,
a11 of tremendous importance to the future welfare of wildlife in Alaska.
Because there is so m~ch to do, some things can be done well ~nd others
don't get done at al1. One of the casualties of the "crunch" has been
activities directed at keeping the oublic fu11y informed as to the
status of wildlife, the reasons behind certain regulations and, in
general, what the Game Division is up to. The result? A serious
credibility gap which has had far-reaching impacts on many Oepar~ment
programs.
1

Information and education activities aren't the on1y ones to suffer.
Research activities needed to acauire badly r.eeded 1nformation on wild1ife
have been cut back, and many survey and inventory programs are red"Jced
to the "bare bones. u Inadequate 1nformat ion is avai 1ab1e about some
species such as furbearers and uncl ass i fi ed. .,.,i1 dl ife because a11 the
attention is focused on "problem" species such as caribou, moose, wolves
and bears.
The cry for mor:ey is a ch¥"onic

comp1~int among government agencies and
it rare1y catches a sympathetic ear. Nevertheless, the problems of
funding are acute for the Gar1e Divis~on and they impose serioL.s limitations
on the Oivision s capability to meet its responsibilities.
1

Control of the Department's budget is only one of several ways the
Legislatu~e affects wildlife ~rograms.
Each year, legis1ation is nassed
which affects wildlife and its use either directly by governing vse, or
indirectly by inf1uenci~g other land uses which in turr. impact wildlife.
Because legislation is generally relatively inflexible and permanent
(:..m1ike fish and game reg:.~lations which are annually reviewed and revised,
or policies which can be changed on short notice), legis~ation direct1y
a~fecting wildlife is valuable and ~ecessary to lon9-term direction and
continuity in wildlife programs if lt is carefully considered, addresses
matters of broad scope and provides a framework within which regulations
may be promulgated and rr:anagement can remain flexible. In contrast~
detailed and specific legislation directed at regulation of individual
programs removes the "elbow roorr 11 needed by nanagers to cope wi::h dynamic
wildlife situations. Once enacted, laws are in~requently repealed and
by their very existence become traditiona1. Such "fixtures, if undesirable,
reduce options and therefore the effectiveness of ~anagers.
1
'

Legislatton not directed at wildlife also can have significant secondary
impacts or. wild1tfe. legislation affecting classification of lands for
agriculture, private ownership, or state parks can be a detriment or
sometimes may benefit wildlife through changes in. or protection of,
habitat. Also, such measures, and others which influence set~lement and
transportation, af7ect utilization of wildllfe by changing its accessibility.
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The Division of Game operates within the general set of adrninistrative
operating rules and regulations~ and 1egislative and fisca1 schedules
common to all State agencies. These assorted processes of State government
a11 affect wildlife management programs to various degrees.
Finally, the public affects the things wildlife managers do by influencing
actions of elected and appointed government officials including legislators,
governors~ commissioners. and nembers of the Board of Game.
It is the
actions of such officials which set the bounds on what professional
managers can do.
Because wildlife managers act in the public interest as custodians of
the public's resource~ they welcome and encourage public interest and
involvement in management decisions. There are times, however, when
public sentiment can impede sound management~ sometimes threatening the
resource itself, but more often reducing or eliminating reasonable
utilization. Popularity is not always synonymous with public interest.
have already said something about the problem of identifying the
various 11 publics." Everyone knows that with rost iss1.1es there is a
voca1 minority and a silent najority) and the perceived public desire
may not necessarily be the real broad-based ?Ub1ic opinion. Yet it is
the perceived public opinion that sways elected and appointed government
officials~ whose actions have the d~ai motivations of seeing to the
p~blic interest and of staying in office.
A1sa. the public, or segments
of it, are sometimes subject to emotionalism and rapid polarization over
issues, and government officials sometimes react with corresponding
brevity. The result: actions of the moment. in response to limited~
spec~a1, and/or short-lived interests, having long~term consequerces on
the entire public body.
VJe

With wildlife management, as with politics, everyone seems to be an
expert on the subject. However, while use and enjoyment of w1ld1lfe are
common to a11~ the expertise required to manage wildlife is not. The
problem comes in balancing scientific professionalism with public
involvement. The public should understand that wildlife management must
be based on biological and ecologicai principles and that it should be
conducted with the highest standards of professional scientific expertise.
Wildlife managers in turn should be responsive to changing public attitudes
concerning wi1d1 ife and its use, and managers should be more cognizant
of their custodia1 role. Essentially it is a problem of communication~
in both d1rections. It is hoped that the information and proposals
contained ln these Alaska Wi1dlife r~anagement P1ans will be the basis of
an improved mutual understanding and effective corrmunication.
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MT. MCKINLEY NATIONAL PARK ii!LOLJFE

LOCATION

Mt. McKinley National Park is located in the central Alaska Range about
180 miles north of Anchorage and 140 miles southwest of Fairbanks. The
Park occupies portions of Gane Management

~nits

13E, 16B, 19 and 20C.

THE SPECIES

The park contains a relatively high diversity and abundance o~ wildlife
s~ecies of Interior Alaska.
These include Da11 sheep. caribou, moose,
black and grizzly bears, lynx, foxes, marten, wolverine, beaver, wolves,
snowshoe hares. muskrats, 'tarmigan, ground squirrels, pikas, marmots;
loons and numerous waterfowl, including truwpeter swans.
Da11 sheep in Mt. McKinley Park have a recorded history of population
fluctuations. The park population experienced drastic reductions in
192g and 1932 as a result of unusually severe winters. Since then the
populaticn appears to have fluctuated about an average of 1,000 sheep.
The McKinley caribou herd ranges primarily on the north side of the
Alaska Range in the vicinity of ~cKin1ey Park. T~e herd declined from
about 20,000 to 30,000 in 1941 to approximately 10,000 by the early
1960 1 s. Since 1966 a rapid decli~e has occurred and currently 1~000 to
1,500 caribou remain. The reasons for these declines are not known.
Moose were considered scarce in Mt. t<\cKinley Park in the early 1920 1 5.
Moose populations ~radua11y increased for the next 40 years, reaching
greatest abundance 1n the early 1960 S. Moose numbers have since gradually
declined~ but reasons for the decline are not known. A National Park
survey in ~t. McKinley Park in 1975 indicated a minimum of 641 moose.
1

Mt. McKinley National Park was established in 1917. The Alaska Railroad
rrade travel to the Park possible during the early 1920 1 s. In i922 on1y
seven persons visited the Park. gy 1956. 5~300 visitors loggedt with
most arriving by the Alaska Railroad and small aircraft.
In 1957 the
Denali Highway was opened making it possible to drive to the park. and
10s700 visitors were recorded. The Parks Highway was completed during
1971. greatly increasing park accessibility. Tourist activity occurs
primarily during May through September.
fishing, viewing and photographing wildlife and scenery are the
primary human uses of the park. Although it is i11ega1 to hunt within
the park~ a sma11 but unknown amount of poaching occurs.

Hiking~
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GLACIER BAY NATIONAL MONUMENT WILDLIFE

LOCATION
Glacier Bay National Monument is located approximately 55 miles northwest
of Juneau. The Monument occupies portions of Game Management Units 1C,

10, and 5.

THE SPECIES
Wildlife in the area include brown bears~ black bears, (including the
"glacier" or blue color phase of the black bear)l lynx. wolves, coyotes~
wolverines, mountain goats, Sitka deer, moose, hair seals. sea lions,
killer and humpback whales and porpoises. The amount of habitat for big
gaw~ species is limited.
Eighty-five percent of the monument now consists
of either glaciers or geological features which were left by retreating
glaciers.

Large numbers of waterfowl frequent the inlets and islands including
geese. cormorants, loons, gulls and terns, murrelets! guilTemots. puffins
and many ducks. Large flocks of sandhill cranes migrate through the
monument in Tate spring. Shorelands are inhabited by a multitude of
birds. Bald eagles, ptarmigan, grouse, crows and ravens are co!11T'.On
residents.
Glacier Bay National MonuMent was established in 1925 by Presidential
Proclamation to reserve its scientific and scenic values. Of special
interest are accessible tidewater glaciers in a setting of lofty peaks,
a variety of ecological stages showing vegetation develop~~nt related tQ
glacial retreat and opportunitles for study of paleoecology and history.
Visitors come to Glacier Bay National Monunent between May and September.
Half of them belong to tour groups sightseeing in Southeastern Alaska; a
third are c0fl11lercial fishermen. prospectors~ and researchers; and the
rest are 1ocal residents and yacht travelers frorr: the 11 Lower 48. 11 In
1966, there were 4900 visitors. In 1970, 37,000. These numbers will
probably grow by at least 10 percent per year in the future.
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KATMAJ NATIONAL MONUMENT WILDLIFE
LOCATION
Katmai t\ational Monument is located on the Alaska Peninsula in Game

Management Unit 9 approximately 290 airmiles southwest of Anchorage.

THE SPECIES
An abundant brown bear popu1ation occurs within the Monument boundaries.
Data are lacking on numbers present, but a denning survey conducted in
Mayt 1974, located 107 dens withln the Monument. There is free interchange
of bears between the Monument and public lands outside its boundaries*
Bears captured in Naknek have been observed travelling through Brooks
Camp. Bears are subject to legal sport hunting when they travel outside
the Monument.

the

Naknek~King

Except for the

Salmon

area~

11

defense of life and propertyu kills in

the level of harvest has been low.

Moose are locally abundant within the park: particularly in the headwaters
of the King Salmon River and around Naknek Lake-Savonski River. A mid
winter survey in 1975 identified 1,097 moose in the Monument area. The
moose population within the monument has been experiencing poor calf
production, and is declining in n~mbers. Moose that spend a portion of
their lives inside Katmai are important in providing the domestic needs
of residents of Naknek, King Salmon and South Naknek. Prior to the 1964
extension of the Monument boundaries around the western end of Naknek
Lake, this area provided the majority of the moose hunting for local
residents.
Caribou occasionally range inside the Monument boundaries in the winter.
Concentrations of up to 1,000 animals have been observed. but use to
date has been only temporary. No resident animals exist and caribou are
dependent upon the habitat outside the Monument*
Wolves are commonly observed in the Monument, but data on numbers are
lacking. Moose provide the primary big game prey species for wolves.
Other mammals present in the Monument are red foxes. lynx. wolverines,
river otters, mink, weasels~ beavers. arctic hares, and snowshoe hares.
Several species of squirrels and small rodents are also present. Coastal
waters abound with marine iife. Sea lions, harbor seals and sea ot:ers
are often observed, as well as various species of whales and porpoises.
Whistling swans~ ducks, loons, grebes~ gulls, terns and shorebirds nest
on the lakes and in w~rshes. Spruce grouse and ptarmigan occur in the
upland areas. More than 40 species of song birds spend their summers at
KatrrAi. Along the coast seabirds are abundant with several substantia1
rookeries of cormorants. murres, kittiwakes and puffins. Bald eagles
nest in nearly all areas of the Monument except the rugged Aleutian
Range itself. Surveys conducted in summer 1974 identified 57 active
eagle nests in the Katmai area. Ospreys, falcons, hawks~ and several
species of owls also occur in the area.
Major eru~tions have deposited ash in the <atmai area 10 ti~~s during
the past 7,000 years. Today most volcanoes of Katmai are dormant;
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however. the area may exhibit further volcanic activity as evidenced by
the Augustine Island eruption in February~ 1976. Pl'Jmes of smoke rising
from Mt, Mageik, Mt. Martin, and Mt. Trident indicate the potential for
new eruptions. An eruption bringing major change to Katmai cou1d occur
any time.
The resident wiidlife species are used primarily as a nonhunted population
for the enjoyment of tourists. Tourists are attracted to the region
largely through package tours of the Monument offered by the concessionaire.
As a result, nearly a11 visitor use occurs in the area of Brooks Camp 
the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Touris~ presently contributes only a
small part to the regional economy, especially in years of large salmon
runs. Most tourist activity occurs between June 1 and September 15.
Total visitation to the Monument has varied somewhat from year to year;
however, from 1970 through 1973 about 10,000 tourists visited the Monurr.ent
annually. The National Park Service projects an annual vis1tation to
Katmai of 20·25,000 people by 1981.

Weather imposes certain constraints on access. Strong winds and sudden
rain storms frequently sweep the area. The sky is clear only about 20
percent of the summer. Winter weather is more severe. Winter use of
the Monument is low. Access by users !s by amphibious or float al~craft
during the sumner, A concessionaire bus travels the road from Brooks
River to the Valley of Ten Thousand s~okes. Foot trails and sma11 boats
are also avai1ab1e. local residents of the area primarily enter the
monument on the road from King Salmon and utilize small boats for ~ransportation
within the area. Recreational opportunities include sport fishing~
camping, animal observation, and berry picking.
In the past the area at the western end of Naknek Lake was important to
local residents as an area they hunted and trapped. but with the 1964
extension of Monument boundaries such use has been curtailed.
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EKLUTNA LAKE WILDLIFE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 14C, the drainages into the Eklutna River and
Eklutna Lake within Chugach State Park except for Thunderbird Creek and
those drainages flowing into the East Fork of the Eklutna River upstream
from the bridge above Eklutna Lake.

THE SPECIES
Moose, Dall sheep, black bear, mountain goat, brown bear, wolf, wolverine,
coyote, fox, ptarmigan, grouse, snowshoe hare, lynx, and several other
furbearers and unclassified game occur in the Eklutna area. Species
population estimates are known only for moose. sheep and mountain goat.
Approximately 150 moose, 150-200 sheep and 10-20 goats are presently
found in the area. Small game, especially snowshoe hare during the high
points in their population cycles, are very abundant. All other species
are uncollVIlon to rare excepting black bear and coyote 1>1hich are corrmonly
observed in the area.
Little is known of natural mortality factors of the various species
although several reports of 11 Winter killed" moose and predation of sheep
by wolves have been received. Habitat conditions are excellent for
sheep and hare and fair to good for other species. Very little habitat
loss has occurred within the area. Several old homestead sites exist;
however, these have enhanced habitat for such species as moose and
snowshoe hare.
Prior to 1973~ the area was open to hunting and trapping. Sheep and
moose were the most popularly hunted big game species with an average of
10-12 of each species being harvested annually. Black bears, brown
bears and mountain goats were also taken, but in small numbers. Small
game hunting, especially for hare and grouse, was extremely popular.
Trapping for wolverine, lynx, coyote, and other furbearers also occurred.
Since 1973 when the area was closed to all hunting and trapping the
primary use has been viewing and photography of wildlife. Access for
viewers is provided by the Eklutna road which extends over 20 miles up
the valley. Many sheep and an occasional mountain goat can be seen from
the road from late spring through early autumn. Moose can be seen
throughout the year and black bears are occasionally observed during the
sullVIler and fall. Coyotes are frequently seen as are several small game
species. Other species are rarely seen.
Motorized access within the area is permitted only on the Eklutna Road
and by motorized boat on Eklutna Lake. Snowmachine use is also permitted
on and in the vicinity of Eklutna Lake.
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UNCLASSIFIED GAME IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

LAND AND SHORE BIRDS
Alaska, despite its large size. has a comparitively 1i~ited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion in co~parison to ~ost other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landbirds, roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed in Alaska and about a
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in, the state.
Birdlife in Southeastern Alaska is diverse due to a variety of habitats
available in the spruce-hemlock and alpine forests of the northern
Picific coast, Habitat variety is enhanced by the proximity of inshore
and offshore waters and by the presence of a major mountain system.
Upland passerine species common to the spruce·hemlock and associated
shrub habitat include corvids, robins and thr~shes~ kinglets, warblers~
siskins, juncos and sparrows. Typical alp1ne tundra breeders are savannah
sparrows, lapland longspurs and water pipits. Coastal tidelands, bogs
and marshes and numerous lakes and streams support herons, grebes.
loons, kingfishers and swallows. Plovers~ sandpipers, pha1arones and a
variety of other shorebirds occupy the freshwater marshes, marine beaches
and tidal flats. Though most species migrate south in fall) tens of
thousands of shorebirds persist through the winter frequenting the rocky
shores of the tidal areas. Several species of passerines frequent
upland areas in winter. but some. most notably pine siskinst crossbi11s
and redpo11s, vary greatly in abundan~e from year to year. Permanent
year-round residents include ravens, gray and Stellar's jays, crossbills.
chickadees, juncos, gray-crowned rosy finches, pine grosbeaks, dippers
and woodpeckers.
Besides those species which breed or reside there, Southeastern Alaska
is visited annually by great numbers of migrants. The northward spring
migration is most striking, resulting in the concentration of millions
of birds along the north Pacific coast# Concentrations are enhanced
because the migration period is telescoped in northern latitudes, with
most birds passing through in five weeks or less. Many thousands of
waterbirds frequent the Southeastern coastal waters as an extension of
the Pacific Coast Flyway enroute to or returning from coastal or A~ctic
breeding grounds.
The major human uses of nongame birds are nonconsumptive. Bi~dwatching
is a popular recreational activity enjoyed by thousands of Alaskans.
Observation and photography of birds occurs primarily along roads and
trails and near major communities. Travelers on the marine highway
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system or on sea tours cru1s1ng the Southeastern Alaska coast have
excellent opportunities to view many of the species associated with the
coastal environment. In addition to direct use, many outdoor activities
are enriched by the sight and song of birds. Scientific study of birds
has provided ~uch fascinating and valuable information on ani~a1 migrations,
ecological relationships and evolutionary mechanis~s.

SEABIRDS
Documented information on seabirds in Southeastern Aiaska is scarce.
Nesting colonies have been identified on Wil1oughby, Marble~ Drake, St.
lazaria! Hazy, and Forrester Islands. Forrester Island has a nesting
population of 350,000 blrds including petrels, cormorants, murres)
murrelets, guillemots, auk1ets, puffins~ and gulls. Other known rookeries
range in size from less than 1000 to 20,000 birds and each contains
several of the above species. Additional seabird colonies on the western
side of the Alexander Archipelago and up the coast to Icy Cape have not
been surveyed. Leach 1 s petrels are the ~ost common known breeders.
followed by horned puffins, common murres~ ancient murre1ets and rhinocerous
auklets.
Some alcidst cormorants and ~any gu11s ~inter in sheltered inside w~ters
and on Continental Shelf waters. Birds that winter on off-shore waters
include fulmars, petrels. murres, gui11emots, puffins, murrelets, and
auklets. Winter pelagic bird numbers are considerably lower than summer.
Seabird numbers traditionally fluctuate. No data is available to indicate
pop~lation trends of most seabirds in Southeastern Alaska; however, gull
numbers appear to be increasing. During spring and fall migrations,
:Ilillions of seabirds pass by Southeastern Alaska. Chief migrants are
short-tailed and sooty shearwaters whose summer popo1ations in the
subarctic north Pacific approxinate 50 million birds.
Nesting habits and habitat vary with species. Common murres and cornorants
nest in colonies on steep rocky cliffs. Auklets~ puffins~ and storm
petrels make nesting burrows in steep banks or hillsides. Gui11emots
and murrelets lay eggs in crevices and crannys among loose boulders~ or
in relatively open rocky situations close to shore. Gu11s utilize a
variety of nest sites including steep cliffs~ and flat, open areas .
.~st seabirds rely on the ocean for sustenance. In some ins~nces
seabirds compete directly with man for the fisheries resource. Some,
such as scavenging gulls and fulmars, benefit from fisheries waste
products. Seabirds are a dynamic part of marine food systems. Hundreds
of :hoosands of tons of biological material are cycled through seabirds
each year. Some of the smaller seabird species such as auklets or
murrelets are important prey for the peregrine falcon which is often
associated with seabird colonies. Many species fall prey to land based
predators such as foxes and mustelids. Gulls are scavengers as well as
predators on eggs and young of other marine birds. and are found in
conjunction with rr:ost seabird colonies. Cassin S auklets consume a
1
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soupy mixture of macroplanktonic euphasids and fish larvae. Pigeon
guillemots prefer 1arge blennies. Murres, murre1ets, puffins and rhinocerous
auklets all feed on small fish such as anchovy, sand1ance, smelt. seabass, etc. ?igeon gui1lemots and marbled murrelets fish within a few
hundred meters of shore, foliowed seaward by common murres, tufted
puffins, rhinocerous auk1ets, and Cassin's auklet. Birds that feed
farthest out at sea tend to be burrow nesters that return to their nest
at twilight or after dark. Storm petrels are burrow nesters and nocturnal
feeders on plankton. crustaceans and small fish.
Human consumptive use of seabirds has been minimal in Southeastern
Alaska. Nonconsumptive use in the form of viewing and photography is
increasing. Some of the known pelagic bird co1on1es in the region are
administered as refuges by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Visitor
access to refuges is not limitedy but the areas must be maintained in an
undist~rbed state.
Access to as yet uncatalogued colonies on the Gulf of Alaska side of the
Alexander Archipelago is restricted by weather and hazardous sea conditions.
Use of these colonies will probably remain mtnimal. Ultimately seabirds
may provide valuable data as biological indicators of marine habitat
degradation.
RAPTORS

Raptors* which occur in Southeastern Alaska include bald and golden
eagles, osprey~ red-tailed, and rough-legged hawks. marsh hawk, goshawk~
and sharp-shinned hawk. peregrine falcon~ merlin. and kestrel, and the
great-horned, great~grey, snowy, hawk. boreal, pygmy, saw-whet1 screech.
long-eared and short-eared owls. With the exception of eagles and
goshawks the diurnal birds of prey are only summer residents of the
region. With two exceptions. owls are Southeastern residents throughout
the year. The snowy owl infrequently winters in the region! while the
short-eared owl is a summer resident. The long-eared owl only occurs as
a rare visitor to this region. Migration times vary among species and
seasonal weather patterns. but summer residents generally arrive in
early April and leave during September or October.
Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities, although
marked fluctuations io abundance occur over time. These variations are
thought to occur in response to changes in prey abundance. Although
comparative data from earlier periods are not available, general observations
suggest that~ except for the peregrine falcon, migratory species occurring
in Southeastern Alaska are currently at moderate levels of abundance.
Breeding populations of bald eagles and ospreys, endangered or threatened
in eastern and southern ~rth America~ do not appear reduced in Southeastern
Alaska at this tirr~. The abundance of two subspecies of peregrine
falcon has declined in much of its Alaska range over the last 20 years.
This decline has coincided with the documented declines of peregrine
falcons throughout the world and is thought to be primarily the result
of chemical contamination. Because of marked declines in other portions
of the continent, any habitat supporting a breeding population is critical.

* A list of raptor species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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All habitat types in the region are utilized by raptors during the
breeding season. Raptors range widely in hunting activity, using a
combination of vegetation types as foraging habitat during the nesting
season. Nevertheless, the various species display marked preferences
for particular types of nest sites. Ospreys and bald eagles select
lowland old growth forests along rivers or lakes and along coastal
waters as nesting habitat. Golden eagles, and rough-legged hawks prefer
to nest on cliffs. The other buteos, the accipiters, merlins, kestrels
and owls (with the exception of the short-eared owl), are principally
tree-nes·Cers, and are found throughout Southeastern forests. The peregrine
falcon nests on cliffs typically in the vicinity of seabird colonies.
The marsh hawk and short-eared owl are the only consistent groundnesters in the Southeastern Region. Both of these species select open
areas for nesting. Resident raptors range widely over all major habitat
types during the winter in search of food.
The habitat changes that have occured to date in Southeastern Alaska
apparently have not significantly influenced raptor abundance. Raptors
do not have high reproductive potentials and, like other predators,
exist at relatively low densities. Given adequate nesting conditions,
raptor abundance depends primarily on the abundance and condition of the
prey populations. The diet of raptors as a group in Southeastern Alaska
varies seasonally and encompasses a wide array of species including
birds, mammals, fish and insects. Not only are the abundance and distribution
of these prey species important, but diseases or harmful residues carried
by these species are of prime concern. Many of the common diseases
carried by domestic fowl and by wild gallinaceous birds are known to be
transmittable to raptors. Residues from pesticides have been cited as
the primary factor responsible for declines in peregrine falcon numbers,
not only in Alaska, but throughout the world. Because little work has
been done with migratory raptor species in Alaska other than Peregrines,
it is not certain whether toxic chemical residues have affected populations
of these species. Findings presently available indicate that residues
are not significantly affecting resident populations.
Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Department as the primary uses of raptors. However,
the taking of a limited number of goshawks and kestrels under a tightly
regulated falconry permit system is compatible with nonconsumptive uses.
The number of persons interested in raptors for falconry purposes has
been low in the past and has included Alaska residents, nonresidents and
aliens. There has been a slight increase in interest during the last
five years. The number of permits issued in 1974 was less than 30, but
the demand for birds to be used for falconry is expected to increase in
the future.

SMALL MAMMALS
Small mammal*** populations are found throughout Southeastern Alaska;
however, distribution of certain species is disjunct, reflecting the
insular nature of much of this region. About 20 species are found
including the introduced house mouse and rat, both associated with human
habitation. Of the indigenous species, common and dusky shrews, deer
***A list of small mammal species considered in these plans follows
this regional account.
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mouse, and long-tailed vole are distributed most widely in the region.
Four additional species of vole occur in the region but are limited
primarily to the mainland. One species, the Coronation Island vole, is
found only on several small islands in this area.
The maskedl vagrant, water, and Glacier Say water shrews inhabit portions
of the Southeastern Region in varied patterns of distribution. Other
small nammals include six species of bats, pikas, and the meadow jumping
mouse. Bats and deer mice are found over most of the region while pikas
and meadow jumping mice are found only in the northern mainland portions
of the region. The northern bog lemming is the only lemming occuring in
Southeastern Alaska. Its range includes Admiralty Island and the mainland
south of Juneau.
Habitat requirements are as varied as the number of species found in
this group. Species such as the pika~ which require higher altitude
rock and talus slopes~ or the northern bog lemming. which is limited to
wet tundra and sphagnum bogs, are rather narrow in their habitat requirements.
Others such as the common shrew or meadcw jumping mouse are adapted to a
variety of habitats such as marshy, grassy, or forested areas.
Due to the high reproductive capacity of many of these species, the main
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. The voles and in
particular are noted for the rhythmic fluctuations in numbers. generally
with 3 to 4 years between peaks.
Small mammals are an extremely important scurce of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furbearers and many raptors
utilize rodents as food and when populations of these small marrr.1als are
high they form a significiant part of the summer diet of wolves and
bears.

LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Eagles

Hawks

Falcons

Co1m10n Name

Scientific Name

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Osprey

Aquila

Bal.iaeetue Zeu.coaephal-us
~r~$aetos

Pandion haZiaetuE

Goshawk
Sharpshinned Hawk
Red tailed Hawk
Harlan's Hawk
Roughlegged Hawk
Marsh Hawk

Accipiter gentilis
Accip-iter r:rtriatw;
Buteo jamaiaenaus

Gyrfa 1con
Peregrine Falcon
Merlin (Pigeon Hawk}
Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk}

FaZoo rusticolus

Buteo harZani
Buteo l.agopus
Ciruu.s c:yar.eus
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Fatco peregrinus
raZco ealUffharius
Pa'U!o eparverius

Owls

Screech Owl

Otus asio
Eubo virginianus

Great Horned Owl
Snowy Owl
Hawk Owl
Pygmy Owl
Great Gray Owl
Short-eared Owl
Boreal Owl
Saw-whet Owl

Nya·tea satmdiaaa:

S'urnia uZula
~lau~:diu~ ~n~a
St!>"~.r: nebu. Zosa

Asio f1.atrrneus

AegoZiua funereus
AegoZiua acadiea

LIST OF SMALL MAMMALS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Corrrnon Mane

Shrews

Bats

Scientific Name

Contnon Shrew

Sore::: c-z.r.eNus

Ousky Shrew

Sore::: ob::u::u.r,u3

Northern Water Shrew

Sorex palustr:s

Pygmy Shrew

t.Jia:roaoPe:r; hoyi

Keen's Bat

l.f0otis keeni

Big Brown Bat

E:JtesL'lUS
rU..SC!"'.tS
.

Pikas

Pi k.a

Rodents

Deer Mouse

.

Perorr:yacus ma:n.ieuZatus

Bog Lemming
Brown lerrnning

Syr.ap'f;ornys borealis
Lr:m?"1U$ tri,"17'..lct>?natU$

Red-backed Vo 1e
Meadow Vole

C&ethricr.orr.:~s rutitis
Microtus pennaJJlvaniJI.J...$

Long-tailed Vole
Tundra Vole

Mial'OtJ.iS lor.rJicaudis

Microtus

House Mouse
Meadow Jumping Mouse
Rat
Porcupine

Mus

oecono~~s

f!T'cJSC".A.'tu.e

Zapus hu.da011ius
P.ati:J.<s norveqicus

Erethizon

3r

do~satum

UNCLASSIFIED GAME IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

LAND AND SHORE BIRDS
Alaska. despite its large size. has a cornparitively limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion in comparison to most other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. Abou~ 170
species are landbirds, roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed 1n Alaska and about a
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in, the state.
Southcentra1 Alaska shares many nongame bird species with Southeastern
Alaska but is somewhat less diverse, perhaps because the climate in
Southcentral is not as subject to maritime infu1ences, Most bird use in
'the area is' seasonal, with 60 to 70 species recorded as resident breeders.
About 25 species are winter residents, including 20 that reside yearround in the region. common summer birds typical of upland spruce-birch
forests and associated shrub thickets include yellow~ Wilson's and
myrtle warolers; golden-crowned~ lincoln's~ Savannah, white-crowned and
fox sparrows; and robins and thrushes. Alpine tundra in the interlor
and at higher elevations along the coast support longspurs, horned
larks, ~pland and golden p1overS gray-crowned rosy finches and savannah
sparrows. Three species of swallows~ kingfishers. dippers~ sandpipers
and other shorebirds§ and loons and grebes nest and feed in association
with the thousands of ponds, lakes~ marshes and streams found in Southcentral
Alaska. The most common permanent residents are ravens, gray jays,
redpol1s and woodpeckers.
1

In addition to the resident species, millions of migrants pass through
the region and adjacent waters in spring and fa11 ~oving to and from
Arctic and Western Alaska breeding areas. Many thousands of birds
utilize the Copper and Susitna River systems as northward extensions of
the Pacific flyway. During May) thrushes! warblers and sparrows are
especially abundant and occur in such numbers during migration that they
are common in a wide variety of habitats~ from alpine to seacoasts. The
Northern Gulf of Alaska and Prince William Sound is a staging area for
tremendous numbers of migrating waterbirds. Densities in excess of
250,000 shorebirds per square mile were counted in the tidal flats of
the Copper River Delta in May, 1964.
The major human uses of nongrune birds
and photography. often in association
Birdwatching is growing in popularity
in organizations devoted primarily to

in Southcentral Alaska are viewing
with other recreationa1 pursuits.
and there is an increasing membership
such interests in the Anchorage
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area. The number of people erecting winter bird feeders and bird houses
also seems to be on the rise. Observation and photography of birds
takes place primarily along established roads and trails and near or
within major communities of the area. In addition to direct use, practically
all outdoor activities are enhanced by the sight and song of small
nongame birds. Scientific study of birds has provided much fascinating
and valuable information. for lay people as well as scientists, on
animal migrations, ecological relationships and evolutionary mechanisms.
SEABIRDS

The Southcentra1 coastal and marine environments provide a diversity of
habitats which support a varlety of seabird species. The numerous
islands and fjord lands of the southern and eastern coasts of t~e Kenai
Peninsula and similar areas of Prince William Sound contain the major
nesting colonies of seabirds in this region. The aicid family is represented
by several species a~ auklets) murrelets, rnurreS puffins and one species
of guillemot. Several soecies of gulls and terns and one species of
~ittiwake, members of the family Laridae, are present in suitable habitat.
Double-crested and pelagic cormorants are less numerous but are distributed
throughout the region. Glaucous*winged gulls. arctic terns and marbled
murre1ets are the most abundant species nesting in the region. Gu11s
and terns number in the hundreds of thousands ·~hi 1e the marb 1ed murre 1et
may exceed one million birds. Breeding and non-breeding populations of
murres probably number in the hundreds of thousands~ while several
million shearwaters use outer continental shelf waters in summer ffOnths.
An occassional endangered short-tailed albatross appears in offshore
waters in the summer.
1

~sting habitat requirements vary between species, ranging from burrow
nests in fine loam soil to rock ledges on sea cliffs. Burrow nesters
include auklets and puffins of the a1cid family. Nesting by these
species is limited to areas of suitable soil conditions~ generally on
less steep slopes and flat ground. Such nest site lotations, being
readily accessible, predispose these species to potential disturbance
and predation. Therefore, burrow nesting coionies have developed on
areas, such as islands~ not subject to these factors. However~ various
human activities have introduced predators to some islands in the region
and reduction or elimination of burrow nesting species on these islands
has resulted. Other species such as the guillemot are crevice and ho1e
nesters while the common ~urre and several species of cormorant are
conspicuous inhabitants of precipitous cliffs. Many of the gulls and
several alcids utilize a variety of nesting sites from gravel beaches to
bare rock.

The bulk of seabirds rely on the ocean for sustenance. Food items range
from euphasids~ fish larvae and other plankton to squids~ smelt, capelin,
cod~ blennies~ and i~ture salmonids. Gulls are scavengers and also
prey on eggs and nestlings of other seabirds and on small mammals. In
many instances seabirds compete directly with man for fisheries resources.
Same) such as scavenging gul1s and fulmars, benefit fran fisheries waste
products. Seabirds are a dynamic part of marine food systems. Hundreds
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of thousands of tons of
each year. Some of the
murrelets are important
associated with seabird
predators such as foxes

bioiogica1 material are cycled through seabirds
smaller seabird species such as auklets or
prey for the peregrine falcon which is often
co1on1es, Many species fa11 prey to land based
and mustelids.

Historically seabirds in Southcentral Alaska have not been subjected to
extensive consumptive use. Current nonconsumptive use by viewers and
ohotographers appears to be on the increase as Aiaska 1 s human population
grows and access improves. Ultimately seabirds may provide valuable
data as biological indicators of marine habitat degradation.
HAPTORS

Raptors* which occur in Southcentral Alaska include the bald and golden
eagles. osprey, red-tailed, Har1an 1 s, rough-legged and Swainson 1 s hawks,
w~rsh hawk, goshawk, sharp-shinned hawk, peregrine falcon~ w~r1in.
kestrel, and the great-horned, great·grey, snowy~ hawk~ boreal and
short-eared owls. Except for goshawks and gyrfalcons, and some eagles
the diurnal birds of prey are only su~er residents of Southcentral
Alaska. With two exceptions, the owls are residents in the region
throughout the year. The snowy owl infrequently winters in the region~
while the short-eared owl is a summer resident of this region. Migration
times vary aw~ng species and with seasonal weather ?atterns, but summer
residents generally arrive in April and leave during September.
Resident raptor populations currently appear to be at moderate densities.
although marked fluctuations in abundance occur over ti~e. These variations
are thought to occur in response to changes in prey abundance. Although
comoarative data from earlier periods are not available. general observations
suggest that~ except for the endangered peregrine falcon, migratory
species occurring in Southcentral are at moderate levels of abundance.
Breeding populations of bald eagles and ospreys, endangered or threatened
in eastern and southern North America~ do not appear seriously low at
this time in Southcentra1 A1aska. Important bald eagle nesting poou1ations
occur in Prince William Sound with smaller concentrations found on
several of the major river systems of the region. Numbers of two subspecies
of peregrine falcons ha·1e declined in wuch of Alaska over the 1ast 20
years. This decline has. coin-cided with the documented declines of
peregrine falcons throughout the world and is thought to be primarily
the resu1t of chemical contamination. Because of world~wide declines in
peregrine populations any favorable nesting habitat supporting a breeding
population is critical even if such habitats are not extensive.
Most habitat types in the region are utilized by raptors during the
breeding season. As a group, raptors range widely in hunting activity,
using a corr.bination of vegetation types as foraging habitat during the
nesting season. Nevertheless, the various species display marked preferences
for particular types of nesting sites. Ospreys and bald eagles select
lowland forests along river or lake systems or along the coast as nest~ng
habitat. Golden eagles, gyrfalcons and rough-legged hawks prefer to
nest on cliffs. The other buteos, the acclpiters, merlins~ kestreis and

* A list of raptor soecies considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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owls. except for the short-eared ow1} are principally tree-nesters, and
are found throughout forested regions. Of these species. goshawks
display marked preference for hardwood forests, while kestrels utilize
cavities in trees as nest sites. The peregrine falcon nests on cliffs
along major river systems or in coastal areas usually associated with
seabird nesting colonies. The marsh hawk and short-eared owl are the
only consistent ground-nesters in the Southcentral Region. Both of
these species select open areas for nesting, but unlike marsh hawks~
nesting short-eared owls occur in tundra and forested habitats. Except
for gyrfalcons which remain in alpine areas throughout the year, resident
raptors range widely over most major habitat types during the winter in
search of food. To date, human-caused habitat changes that have occurred
in Southcentra1 have not significantly influenced raptor abundance.
Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and, like many other
predators. exist at relatively low densities, Given adeQuate nesting
conditions, raptor abundance hinges primarily on the abundance and
condition of the prey populations. The diet of raptors as a group in
Southcentral Alaska varies seasonally and encompasses a wide array of
species including birds, mammals, fish and insects. The abundance and
distribution of these prey species are important~ and diseases or harmful
residues carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the
common diseases carried by domestic fowl and by wild gallinaceous blrds
are known to be transmissible ta raptors. Pesticide res1dues have been
cited as the primary factor responsible for declinEs in peregrine falcon
numbers throughout the world. Because little work has been done with
migratory raptor species in Alaska other than Peregrines; it is net
certain whether toxic chemical residues have seriously depressed populations
of these species. Findings presently available indicate that resid~es
are not significantly af7ecting resident populations.
Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Oepart~ent as the primary uses of raptors. However,
the taking of a limited number of goshawks and kestrels under a tightly
regulated falconry permit system is compatible wtth nonconsumptive uses.
The number of persons interested in raptors for falconry purposes has
been low in the past and has included Alaska residents, nonresidents and
aliens. There has been a slight increase in interest during the last
five years. The number of permits issued in 1974 was less than 30, but
the demand for birds to be used far falconry is expected to increase.

SMALL MAMMALS
About 16 species of small mammals*** are found in southcentral Alaska.
The house mouse and rat are both introduced species associated with
human habitations. A relatively large percentage of the indigenous
species including the common shrew, dusky shrew, brown lemming, redbacked vole, tundra vole and meadow jumping mouse are distributed throughout
the region. The northern bog lemming and the little brown bat have
extensive though not complete distributions in this area. Water, arctic
and pygmy shrews are found in the region. but their ranges are restricted.
The Alaska vole and meadow vole also occur in Sauthcentral Alaska. The
meadow vole occupies a wide range of habitats while the Alaska vole :s
***A list of small mammal species considered in these plans follows
this regional account.
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limited to tundra areas above timberline. Other species include the
silver~haired bat and the collared pika.
Ranges of these species are
restricted, the former being found only in some areas of Prince William
Sound. The collared pika is found in mountain habitats.
Habitat requirements are as varied as the number of species found in
this group. Species such as the pika, which requires high altitude rock
and talus slopes, or the northern bog lemming, which is limited to wet
tundra and sphagnum bogs, are rather narrow in their habitat requirements.
Others such as the common shrew or meadow jumping mouse are adapted to a
variety of habitats such as marshy, grassy, or forested areas.
Due to the high reproductive capacity of many of these species~ the main
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. Voles and lemmings
in particular are noted for rhythmic fluctuations in numbers generally
with 3 to 4 years between peaks. Slow-growing vegetation in alpine
habitats is rapidly exhausted by dense microtine populations, resulting
in population "crashes~< or 'Tiovements.
Small mammals are an extremely important source of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furbearers utilize rodents for
food and when populations of these small mammals are high they form a
significant part of the summer diet of faxes, coyotes, wolves, and
bears. Avian predators such as jaegers and many raptors ~ti1ize rodents.

LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Eagles

HawKs

Falcons

Owls

Corrrnon Name

Scientific Name

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Osprey

Haliaeetua teucoaephalus
AquiLa c~dsaetos
?a:n.dion .1u:zUaetus

Goshawk
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Redtailed Hawk
Swainson's Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk
Marsh Hawk

Accipiter gentilis
Aaaipiter

st~;atus

Buteo jamaicensus
Buteo swainsoni
Buteo Zagopus
CiPCus eyaneu.s

Gyrfalcon
Peregrine Falcon
Merlin (Pigeon Hawk)
Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk)

FaZao rustieolus

Great Horned Owl

~dbc virginiar~

Snowy Owl
Hawk Owl
Great Gray Owl
Long-eared OWl
Short-eared Owl
Boreal Owl

Nyetea cear~iaca
Su:r>nia uZu.la
Etri::c nebulosa
A.sic otus
AS'!.o
' . .;"'ta:mieus
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Pa ko pe::t>egrinus

Paleo col~haPius
Palco sparverius

A.egotiu.s fune"!'sus

LIST OF SMALL MAMMALS IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Common Name

Scientific Name

Common Shrew
Tundra Shrew

Sor>ex twuiiHMia

Dusky Shrew

Sore:: obsct.a"U.B

Northern Water Shrew

Pygmy Shrew

Sorex palust:ri$
MiaPosc:roe:& f>.oyi

Bats

Little Brown Bat

,t.tyotia ZucifUf!US

Pikas

Pika

Gahotona

Rodents

Bog Lemming
Brown Lemming
Red-backed vo;e
Meadow Vole
Long-tailed Vole

Shrews

Sorez dr.e!'eus

~oZl~s

Synapt:A711J8 bo!'ealis

!:..emmua tPimuerol'.atu.a
CLethri~O!r.iS r~tiZis

:'tf::c:rotus pe11nsyZvaniaua

Microtus Zcngicc;udis
Microtus oeaonom-l.iB

Tundra Vole

Alaska Vole
Hcuse Mouse
Meadow Jumping Mouse
Rat
Porcupine

Microtus MiU.::f".J.S

!>fo..<.s n;"'.iSCU: Zus
Zapr.:.s hudsor..ius
Ratt-us r.ol'Vi!giO"M3

ETethi?Nn doPsarum
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UNCLASSIFIED GAME IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

LAND AND SHORE BIRDS
Alaska, despite its la~ge size, has a comparitively limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion in comparison to most other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landbirds. roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state,
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed in Alaska and about a
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in the state.
Southwestern Alaska consists of a vegetational mosaic of bird habitats
composed of markedly different plant comnunities with abrupt transitions
into neighboring' types. The Alaska Peninsula and the Aleutians are
particularly distinctive for it is here that the rich~ moist. spruce
hemlock and spruce~birch forests of Southcentral and Southeastern Alaska
end. The generally low elevation of the Aleutian Range on the Alaska
Peninsula permits an intrusion of plant species which attract some
associated birds typical of interior Alaska, but the base of the Peninsula
remains an abrupt transition area in bird distribution. Many abundant
"mainhnd 11 species~ particularly the smaller passerines, extend their
range only a short distance onto the Peninsula. Although the interior
portion of the region shares many species with Southcentral and even
Southeastern Alaska! the Alaska Peninsula has relatively few species in
common and also supports few distinctive nongame bird species of its
own.
As with the rest of coastal Alaska, bird species diversity and abundance
show dramatic increases during the spring and fa11 migration periods;
many waterbirds heading for the Kuskokwim and Yukon River Deltas traverse
SOuthwestern Alaska. Of the esti~~ted 60 nongame bird species that
occur in Southwestern Alaska, about 40 are summer residents and 20 are
present year-round. The diverse wetlands habitat on the Alaska Peninsula
is used heavily by breeding shorebirds, especially greater yellowlegs,
least sandpipers and semipa1mated plovers. Winter residents of the
Peninsula that do not venture inland are mainly waterbirds such as
oystercatchers and rock sandpipers. Magpies~ gray jays, crossDills.
pine grosbeaks, chickadees and woodpeckers are fairly common in the lake
Clark region in winter but are rare south of Lake 11iamna. Species
common in winter to both the Peninsula and the interior of Southwestern
Alaska are limited to snow buntings, two species of redpo11s, ravens,
dippers and northern shrikes.
Human uses of nongame birds in Southwestern Alaska are limited, partly
because the human population is sparse, and because the ~ost avid bird
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viewers and photographers generally come from distant urban areas.
There are no large communities in Southwestern Alaska. Local residents
derive considerable enjoyment from the presence of nongame birds.
SEA81ROS
The Aleutians, Pribilofs, Semidis~ and other island groups together with
the iong coastline of mainland Southwestern .Alaska support seabird
populations of greater variety and abundance than any location of comparable
area in North America. Approximately 40 species of seabirds representing
the families Diomedeidae, Procellariidae, Hydrobatidae, Phalacrocoracidae,
Stercorariidae~ Laridae, and A1cidae occur as breeding residents, seasonal
residents, or migrants in Southwestern Alaska during the course of a
year. Representatives of six of the seven families breed in the region;
the exceptions Oiomedeidae, including the rare short-tailed albatross.
summer in Alaskan waters but breed on islands in the mid-Pac1f7c.
The Aleutians harbor enormous colonies of common and thick-billed murres,
tufted and horned puffins, and pelagic cormorants. This area is the
primary breeding ground for two species of kittiwakes, Pacific fulmars.
and red-faced cormorants. Eight 5pecies of auk1ets and murrelets occur
in the Aleutians with five species limited to or reaching their greatest
abundance in this area.
ihe Pacific side of the Alaska Peninsula harbors seabird colon~es along
its entire extent. A colony on Aghiyak Island in the Semidi group
contains approximately 1?000,000 murres, kittiwakes, and ~ulmars. The
Barren Islands, ~idway between the tip of the Kenai Peninsula and the
Kodiak Archi~e1ago. support an est~mated 500,000 breeding sedbirds
annually.
Although much of the north side of the Alaska Peninsula is not generally
suitable for nesting seabirds, rookeries are present on Arr.ak and Unimak
Islands and Cape Seniavin. The c1iffs of Cape Newenham, with pajor
colonies of murres. kittiwakes. puffins and cormorants, is one of the
laf9est rookeries in the North Pacific and Bering Sea region. Other
large rookeries are present. on the nearby Walrus Islands.
The rugged coasts and numerous islands and islets of Sotithwestern Alaska
provide a variety of nesting habitats. ~ost seabi~ds are colonial
nesters, with colony size apparently related to inaccessibility of the
site. Steep c11ffs and isolated islets devoid of mammalian predators
generally support the largest and most conspicuous colonies. Colony
size and location may also be a function of the distance that adults
have to forage. Species tha: are pelagic feeders genera11y have larger
colonies and place their eggs in burrows or crevices. Inshore foragers
have smaller and more ubiquitous colonies in more exposed s1tes. Cliff
nesting species include the cormorants, kittiwakes, glaucous-winged
gulls, fulmars, gui11e;nots, and some alcids. Petrels§ puffins, and some
murrelets and auklets nest in burrows on relatively open terrain or in
crevl ces or fissures on cliff faces. Conmon rr.urres genera11 y nest on
cliff ledges but also fonm colonies on exposed ground on islands.
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Seabirds can be grouped into two broad categories, pelagic (offshore)
and neritic {nearshore), depending on the distance from land they forage.
Both groups feed primarily on animal foods~ especially small fish~
crustaceans, and mollusks.
Seabird species diversity is maintained by variations in food preferences~
nesting habitat requirements, timing of breeding seasons, and foraging
zones at sea. Most pelagic and some neritic species feed on organisms
near or at the water surface. Other neritic species may forage at the
sea floor. Gulls, petrels, and fu1mars are also scavengers. Some gulls
and particularly jaegers specialize in robbing ather species of their
prey, and are also predators on eggs and nestlings of other seabirds.
Albatrosses, most proce11arids~ storm petrels~ and alcids are typically
pelagic feeders. Cormorants, Jaegers, some petrels, and the larids
concentrate in the nearshore environment.
RAP TORS

Raptors* which occur in Southwestern Alaska include the bald and golden
eagles. osprey~ rough-legged and red-tailed hawks~ marsh hawk~ goshawk.
sharpshinned hawk. gyrfalcon, peregrine falcon, merlin, kestrel, and the
great horned, snowy, hawk, short-eared and boreal owls. Goshawks and
sharpshinned hawks are not w-idely distributed in this region. The
Steller's and white~tailed sea eagles have been recorded in this region
but are rare visitors. The diurnal birds of prey are principally
summer residents with the exception of the gyrfalcon and goshawk. The
owls of Southwestern Alaska are resident except for the short-eared owl
and, in some years1 the snowy ow1. Migration tiMes vary among species
and seasonal weather patterns, but summer residents gene~ally arrive ~n
the region in April and leave in early fall.
Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities. although
marked fluctuations in abundance occur over time. These variations are
thought to occur in response to changes in prey abundance. Although
~omparative data from earlier periods are not available~ general observations
suggest that in the mid 1970 1 s migratory species were at moderate levels
of abundance. Breeding populations of bald eagles, peregrine falcons~
and ospreys, endangered or threatened in eastern and southern North
America, do not appear seriously low at this time in Southwestern Alaska.
The Aleutian Is1ands provide one of the highest concentrations of peregrine
falcons in North America.
Most habitat types in Southwestern Alaska are used by raptors during the
breeding season. As a group, raptors range widely in hunting activity,
using a combination of vegetation types as foraging habitat during the
nesting season. Nevertheless~ the various species display marked preferences
for particular types of nesting sites. Ospreys and bald eagles select
lowland forests along river or lake systems as nesting habitat although
some eagles nest on sea clif~s and rock outcrops on the Alaska Peninsula
and Aleutian Islands. Golden eagles, gyrfalcons and rough-legged hawks
prefer to nest on cliffs. Other buteos, accipters, merlins, kestrels

* A 1ist of raptor species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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and owls, except for the short-eared owl~ are principally tree-nesters.
and are found throughout forested areas. Of these species. goshawks
display a marked preference for hardwcod stands, while kestrels utilize
cavities in trees as nest sites. The peregrine falcon is commonly
associated with sea bird colonies in this region and can be found
nest1ng on adjacent cliffs. The marsh hawk and short-eared owl are the
only consistent ground-nesters in the region. Both of these species
select open areas for nesting 1 but unlike marsh hawks~ nesting shorteared owls occur in tundra and forested habitats. Except for gyrfalcons
which remain in alpine areas throughout the year, resident raptors range
widely over all major habitat types during the winter in search of food.
The minor human-caused habitat changes that have occurred to date in the
Southwestern Region have not significantly influenced raptor abundance.
Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and, 1ike many other
predators. exist at relatively low densities. Given adequate nesting
conditions, raptor abundance hinges primarily on the abundance and
condition of the prey populations. The diet of raptors in Southwestern
Alaska varies seasonally and encoMpasses a wide array of species of
birds, mammals, fish and insects. The abundance and dtstribution of
these prey species are important~ and d1seases or harmful chemical
residues carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the
corrmon diseases carried by do111estic fowl and by wild gallinaceous h~rds
are known to be transmissible to raptors. Pesticide residues have been
cited as the primary factor responsible for dec1ines in peregrine falcon
nuwbers not only in Alaska but throughout the world. Because 1itt1e
work has been done with migratory raptor soecies in Alaska other than
Peregrines, it is not certain whether toxic chemical residues have seriously
depressed populations of these species. Findings presently available indicate
that residues are not significantly a~fecting resident populations.
Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Department as the primary uses of raotors. However~
the taking of a limited number of goshawks$ gyrfalcons and kestrels under a
tightly regulated falconry permit system is compatible with nonconsumptlve
uses. The number of persons interested in raptors for falconry purposes
has been low in the past, and has inc1uded Aiaska residents, nonresidents,
and aliens. There has been a slight increase in interest during the last
five years, The number of pe~its issued in 1974 was less thdn 30~ b~t the
demand for birds to be used for falconry is expected to increase.
SMALL MAMMALS

About 18 species of sma11 mammals**~ are found in Southwestern Alaska.
The house mouse and rat are both introduced species associated with
human habitations. Of the indigenous speciest the common and dusky
shrew~ brown lemming, red-backed and tundra voles and the ~eadow jumping
mouse are distributed throughout the mainland portion of this region.
Of these species only the tundra vole is found on Kodiak Island. five
additional species of shrews are found in this region but are very
limited in distribution. The Unalaska shrew is found only on Unalaska
Island; the Pribi1of Island shrew is found only on the Pribilof Islands)
the tundra shrew occurs in the drainages of Bristol Bay; the pygmy shrew
*'**A list of small mammal
this regional account.

spec~es

considered in these plans foHows
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is Known only from the upper drainages of the Nushagak River; and the
northern water shrew is Known only from the vicinity of Lake Iliamna.
Three species of lemmings inhabit mainland Southwestern Alaska: the brown,
northern bog and collared lemmings. The brown lemming occurs in all mainland
areas of the region. The collared lemming is found on the Alaskan Peninsula
and lower basin of Bristol Bay while the northern bog lemming is found in
the upper drainages of Bristol Bay north of Lake Iliamna. Their distributions
overlap little in this region. A fourth species, the black-footed lemming,
is found only on St. George Island of the Pribilof group.
Other small mammals include the little brown bat, the only bat occurring
in this region, the meadow vole, found only in the Nushagak River
drainage, and the collared pika, found in suitable alpine habitat in the
southern extension of the Alaska Range.
Habitat requirements are as varied as the number of species found in
this group. Species such as the pika, which requires higher altitude
rock and talus slopes, or the northern bog lemming, which is limited to
wet tundra and sphagnum bogs are rather narrow in their habitat requirements.
Others such as the common shrew or meadow jumping mouse are adapted to a
variety of habitats such as marshy, grassy, or forested areas.
Due to the high reproductive capacity of many of these species, the main
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. Voles and lemmings
in particular are noted for rhythmic fluctuations in numbers, generally
with 3 to 4 years between peaks. Slow-growing vegetation in alpine or
tundra habitats is rapidly exhausted by dense microtine populations,
resulting in population "crashes" or movements.
Small mammals are an extremely important source of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furbearers utilize rodents for
food and when populations of these small mammals are high they form a
significant part of the summer diet of foxes, wolves, and bears. Avian
predators such as jaegers and many raptors utilize rodents.

LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Common Name

Scientific Name

Eagles

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Osprey

Ha.tiaeetus Zeueocepha"Lus
AquiLa chryaaetos
Pandion ha"Liaetus

Hawks

Goshawk
Sharpshinned Hawk
Redtailed Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk
Marsh Hawk

Accipiter genti"Lis
Accipiter stria.tus
Buteo jama.icensus
Buteo Za.gopus
Circus cyaneus
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Falcons

Owls

Faloo rusticotus

Gyrfalcon
Peregrine Fa 1 con
Merlin (Pigeon Hawk}

?alco
Falco

Great Horned Owl
Snowy Owl
HawX Owl
Great Gray Owl

Bubo

pere~:nua
~otu~~nius

virgini~~e

Nyctea sca:ndiaca

uZ.uZa
Stri::: nebutoaa

S'..<:!'nia

/..aio ut;-..:s
Asio p..c:;mmeus
Aegolius ;Unereus

Long-eared Owi

Short-eared Owl
Boreal Owl

LIST OF SMALL MAMMALS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Co!llnon Name

Shrews

Common

Scientif~c

-

Shrew

.

.:::ONZ Ci.-nei'@.US

Sorex

Dusky Shrew

Pygmy Shrew
Bats

Name

obsC"~PUS

Mim'OSOPez

h.OI;;'i

Little Brown Bat
Pika

Rodents

Collared Lemming

:r;arostonyx

Bog Lerrrning

8ynapt0.'11!f8 bcreal.is

Brown Lemming
Red-baded Vo1e
Meadow Vole
Tundra Vole

Lerrrrus tri~~~UCror.at'..:s
C'Lethrimwrrrys r.<tiEs

groen~icus

M<>J:PGi?.I.S pe:nnsy tvanil:r'.u;

Microtus oeco110fll'U.S

Alaska Vole

Microt:us

Meadow Jump1ng Mouse

Mus 7'1U6CU Z.us
Zr;pus h:udson.iu.s

House Mouse

ntiu.r'.4S

Rat

Rattus

Porcupine

E~~thizon dcreab~
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UNCLASSIFIED GAME IN WESTERN ALASKA

LAND AND SHORE BIRDS
Alaska, despite its large size, has a comparatively limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion in comparison to most other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landbirds, roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed in Alaska and about a
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in, the state.
Western Alaska can be divided into two general physiographic regions:
the spruce-birch forest of the interior and the sedge dominated wetlands
of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Between 55 and 60 species of nongame birds
breed in the region, of which about 12 are year-round residents. More
than 25 species of shorebirds, dippers, swallows, loons and grebes breed
along the coastline and in the lakes, streams and marshes of the Yukon
Kuskokwim Delta. Passerines associated with deciduous, streamside
thickets (primarily willow and alder) include the tree sparrow, Wilson•s
and yellow warblers and yellow wagtail. The interior spruce-birch
forests and forest edges support a variety of sparrows and warblers.
Typical species are the fox sparrow, slate-colored junco and black
polled and myrtle warblers. · Common bird species of the Western Alaska
tundra are the snow bunting, savannah sparrow, lapland longspur, common
snipe and upland and golden plovers. The most conspicuous year-round
residents are ravens, gray jays, redpolls, pine grosbeaks and three
species of woodpeckers, most of these are associated with the spruce
birch forest or its margins.
In addition to the resident nongame bird species, thousands of migrating
birds annually visit Western Alaska. Great flocks of waterfowl originating
from the Central, Mississippi and Atlantic Coast Flyways course the
Yukon Valley enroute to or returning from coastal breeding grounds.
Many Pacific Flyway species that nest in the Alaskan and Canadian Arctic
enter the lower Yukon system enroute to the North Slope.
The variety of species of nongame birds found in this region occupy a
complex mosaic of feeding and habitat niches, ranging from seed-eating
forest-dwellers to mud-probing shorebirds of the Delta. These species
provide a variable prey base for numerous falcons, owls and other raptors
that occur in this region.
Humans make little use of nongame birds in Western Alaska. However,
species that breed in this region winter in other areas of Alaska as
well as in other states and countries. While little direct recreational
enjoyment by humans occurs in Western Alaska, extensive observation and
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photography of these species occurs in other areas in other seasons. In
addition to direct use, many outdoor activities are esthetically enriched
by the sight and sound of birds.
SEABIRDS
The islands and coastal areas of Western Alaska host large breeding
populations of seabirds. Adjacent fertile waters of the eastern Bering
Sea support an estimated winter seabird density of 117 seabirds per
square mile, with higher numbers in the summer. Many of the birds found
offshore are non-breeding shearwaters and immature birds of other pelagic
species.
High quality seabird nesting habitat is available in the region. Bering
Sea islands generally provide the steep cliffs and vegetated seaside
slopes required by cormorants, ful~ars, kittiwakes~ ~urres. and a1cids.
The alluvial plains of the Yukan-Kuskokwi1n delta contain excellent
breeding habitat for gulls and terns, and support some breeding puffins.
Three nesting areas Cape Newenham, Yukon-Kuskokwim delta, and Nunivak
Island, each support over 1 million seabirds. lhree others! St. Mathew.
Hall and Pinnacle Islands, support an estimated 100,000 to 1 million
seabirds. Principal nesting seabirds include cormorants, fulmars,
gulls, kittiwakes, murres, guillemots~ auklets. and puffins. The largest
northern fulmar colony in Alaska extends nore than 5 miles along the
cliffs of St. Matthew Island.
Accurate population data is lacking, but some trends have been noted.
Scavengers such as gulls and fulmars appear to be increasing, probably
as a result of supplemental food provided by large scale fishing operations.
Local abundance of seabirds apparently depends on proximity of nesting
grounds and location of preferred food sources.
Nunivak Island, Saint Matthew Island, and the associated Hall and Pinnacle
Islands are federal wildlife refuges, as is 2,900 square miles of the
Y~kon-Kuskokwim Deita area.
Maintenance of these important breeding
areas as refuges wiil ensure protection of seabirds frow. excessive human
disturbance during the nesting season.
Most seabirds rely on the ocean for sustenance. Food items range from
euphasids~ fish larvae and other plankton to squids~ smelt, cape1in1
cod, blennies, and immature salmonids. G~lls and jaegers are scavengers
and also prey on eggs and nestlings of other seabirds and on small
mammals. In many 1nstances seabirds compete directly with man for the
fisheries resource. Some, such as scavenging gulls and fulmars~ benefit
from fisheries waste products. Seabirds are a dynamic ?art of marine
food systems. Hundreds of thousands of tons of biological material are
cycled through seabirds each year. Some of the smaller seabird species
such as auklets or murrelets are important prey for the peregrine falcon
which is often associated with seabird colonies. Many species fall prey
to land based predators such as foxes and muste1ids.
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Human use of seabirds in Western Alaska consists of local domestic
consumption of eggs, and some adult auklets. Gathering seabird eggs in
spring is practiced primarily on Nunivak Island and the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta. Some birds fall prey to indiscriminate shooting. Use of seabirds
for viewing and photography is increasing.

RAPTORS
Raptors* which occur in Western Alaska include the bald and golden
eagles, osprey, rough-legged hawk, marsh hawk, goshawk, sharp-shinned
hawk, gyrfalcon, peregrine falcon, merlin, kestrel, and the great horned,
great grey, snowy, hawk, boreal and short-eared owls. Red-tailed and
Swainson 1 s hawks may nest, to a limited extent, in the eastern portion
of this region. With the exception of the goshawk, gyrfalcon, and a
small number of eagles, the remaining diurnal birds of prey are only
summer residents of the Western region. With two exceptions, owls are
residents throughout the year. The snowy owl winters in portions of the
Western area while the short-eared owl is a summer resident of this
region. Migration times vary among species and with seasonal weather
patterns, but summer residents generally arrive in Western Alaska in
April and leave during September.
Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities, although
marked fluctuations in abundance occur over ·time. These variations are
thought to occur in response to changes in prey abundance. Although
comparative data from earlier periods are not available, general observations
suggest that, except for the endangered peregrine falcon, migratory
species occurring in Western Alaska are currently at moderate levels of
abundance. Breeding populations of bald eagles and ospreys, endangered
or threatened in eastern and southern North America, nest in moderately
high densities along the Kuskokwim and its tributaries in Western Alaska.
Numbers of two subspecies of Peregrine falcons have declined throughout
the state during the last 20 years. This decline has coincided with
documented declines of this species throughout the world as a result of
chemical contamination. Peregrines are known to nest in limited numbers
along the Kuskokwim and Hoholitna Rivers of Western Alaska, and they
probably breed in other drainages of this region. Because of marked
declines in other portions of the continent, peregrine populations that
exist in Western Alaska are of key importance.
All habitat types in Western Alaska are utilized by raptors during the
breeding season. Raptors range widely in hunting activities using a
combination of vegetation types as foraging habitat during the nesting
season. However, the various species display marked preferences for
particular types of nesting sites. Ospreys and bald eagles select
lowland forests along river or lake systems as nesting habitat. Golden
eagles, gyrfalcons and rough-legged hawks prefer to nest on cliffs. The
other buteos, the accipiters, merlins, kestrels and owls (with the
exception of the short-eared owl), are primarily tree-nesters, and are
found throughout forested regions. Of these species, goshawks display a

* A list of raptor species considered in these plans follows this
regional plan.
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marked preference for hardwood forests~ while kestrels utilize cavities
in trees as nest sites. The peregrine falcon nests on cliffs along
major river systems. The marsh hawK and short-eared ow1 are the only
consistent ground-nesters in the Western region. Both of these species
select open areas for nesting, but unlike marsh hawks, short-eared owls
nest in tundra and forested habitats. Except for gyrfalcons which
remain in alpine areas throughout the year~ resident raptors range
widely over all major habitat types during the ~inter in search of food.
The habitat changes that have occurred to date in the Wes~ern region
have not significantly influenced raptor abundance.
Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials andt like other predators~
exist at relatively low densities. Given adeq~ate nesting conditions~
raptor abundance depends primarily on the ab~ndance and conditions of
prey populations. The diet of raptors as a group in Interior Alaska
varies seasonally and encompasses a wide array of species including
insects, fish, birds and mammals. Not only are the abundance and
distribution of these prey species important. but diseases or harmful
residues carried by these species are a prine concern. Many of the
common diseases carried by domestic fowl and wild gallinaceous birds are
known to be transmitted to raptors. Residues from pesticides have been
cited as the primary factor responsible for deciines in peregrine falcon
numbers, not only in Alaska, but throughout the world. Because little
work has been done with ~igratory raptor species in Alaska other than
Peregrines. it is not certain whether toxic residues have seriously
de~ressed populations of these species.
Findings presently available
indicate that residues are not significantly affecting resident pop~lations.
Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Departrrent as the primary uses of raptors. However,
the taking of a limited number of goshawks~ gyrfalcons and kestrels
under a tightly regulated fa1ccnry permit system is compatible with
nonconsumotive uses. The number of persons interested in raptors for
falconry ~urposes has been low in the past and has included residents,
nonresidents and aliens. There has been a slight increase in interest
during the last five years. The number of permits issued in 1974 was
less than 30, but the demand for birds to be used for falconry is expected
to increase in the future.

SMALL MAMMALS
About 15 species of small maf!lTlals*** are found in ';;estern Alaska. The house
mouse and rat are both introduced species associated with human habitations.
Of the indigenous species~ the tundra vole. the northern red-backed vole,
the common, tundra and dusky shrews and the brown lemming are distributed
throughout the mainland portion of the region. Of these only the common
shrew and the brown lemming are found on Nunivak Island. Three additional
species of voles also occur in the Western Region. The meadow vole is
widely distributed while the St. Matthew Island '/ole is restricted to
***A list of small mammal species considered in these
this regional account.
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~ians

follows

Hall and St. Matthew Islands. The yellow-cheeked vole is found only in
the upper drainages of the Kuskokwim River.
Three species of lemmings inhabit the region. These are the brown,
northern bog and collared lemmings. Brown lemmings are found in all areas
except St. Matthew Island. The northern bog lemming is found primarily
south of the Yukon River but upstream from the Delta, while the collared
lemming occupies areas to the west~ principally the YuKon-Kuskokwim Delta.
Other small mammals include the meadow jumping mouse, the pygmy shrew
and the region's only species of bat, the little brown bat. The latter
ranges on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Jelta south of the Yukon River. The pygmy
shrew is found from the northern slope of the Alaska Range to the upper
Kuskokwim drainages.
Habitat requirements are as varied as the number of species found in
this group. Species such as the brown and collared lemmings require
treeless tundra, while other species such as the common shrew or red
backed vole are adapted to a variety of habitats such as marshy grassy
or forested areas.
Jue to the high reproductive capacity of many of these species, the ~ain
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. The voles and
lemmings in particular are noted for the rhythmic fluctuations in numbers,
generally with 3 to 4 years between peaks. The slow-growing vegetation
in alpine or tundra Mabitats is rapidly exhausted by dense microtine
populations. resulting in population 11 Crashe5 11 or movements.
Small mammals are an extreMely important source of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furoearers utilize rodents as
food and when populations of these small mammals are high they form a
s~gnificant part of the summer diet of wolves and bears.
Avian predators
such as the jaegers and many raptors also uti1ize rodents.

L!ST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN WESTERN ALASKA

Comon Name

Scientific Name

Eagles

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Osprey

Ha l.iaee tu.o l.ew::oc:spha Zu.a
Aquila c~dsaetos
P::-.mdion haLiae tus

Hawks

Goshawk
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk
Marsh Hawk

Adairiter gentilis
A~cipiter at~~~us

Buteo iaf]opus
aya:new;;

CiPa'<AfJ
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Falcons.

Owls

Gyrfa icon
Peregrine Falcon
Merlin {Pigeon Hawk)

Pa~o

rusrioolus

Fa Wo peregrir.us

?al5o ooZumbariu.s

Great Horned Owl
Snowy Owl
Hawk Owl
Great Gray Owl
Long-eared Owl
Short-eared Owl
So real Owl

::;!. '

-~

•

•

•

v~rg-~nLanus

llyctea scandia.ca
Bur>nia uZu.Za.
St:ri:: r.ebuZose,
.4.sia Qf:'..£8
.4:vZc ;~1:1.r.m§UC

AegoZius funepeus

LIST OF SMALL f1AMMALS IN WESTERN ft.LASKA

Shrews

Bats

Corrmon Name

Scientific Name

Conrnon Sflrew

So!'ex einereus

Tundra Shrev1

Sorex

Dusky Shrew
;>ygmy S:"!rew

Sorex abeoUI"'..lB
J';f!~tYPOBCre::: ;..::;yi

Little Brown Bat
Keen s Bat
Big Brown Bat

1Vyotie keeni ~
Eptesicus fuscus

tund:r~nsis

,'-fyoris i-WYL fucus

1

Pikas

Pika

Rodents

Deer Mouse
Collared Lemming

PeroTTr;iscus manicu.7.at:'.).S
Dicrcstonyx groenZandi.cus

Bag

Syr~ptcmrde

Lerrmi ng

horeatie

Brown Lerrrni r,g

Lerrvrr.w tr:.rr.u.cPr:matotS

Red-backed Vole
Meadow Vole
Long-tailed Voie

51iarotua pennsyZva:niaus
!1ict'otus 7..cngic::::zudis

·~ell ow-cheeked

Mic:rc ::-c~.s :can:thogro.avh!4o

CZet~~crcmys

Vo 1e

Tundra Vole

Microtus
Microtus

A1aska Vole
House

~louse

Meadow Jumping
Rat

rAtiZia

oacon~~s
mi'UT".A.8

Mus ITl'.JScr<A.lu$
Z<mu.s J;..u;isor.il.d1

~ouse

Rattus ~~rvegicus
EPethizon dorsaxum

Porcupine
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UNCLASSJFIEO GAME IN INTERIOR ALASKA

LAND ANO SHORE BIRDS
Alaska~

des¥ite its lar9e size. has a comparatively limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion in comparison to most other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landbirdst roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed in Alaska and about a
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in, the state.
Birdlife in interior Alaska is dominated by those forms characteristic
of the dominant interior spruce and birch forest habitats. Among permanent
residents of the area are ravens. gray jays. white~winged crossbill&,
chickadees and woodpeckers. In summer many species migrate north to
breed in the area; these include robins1 kinglets~ flycatchers, woodpeckers.
warble~s, sparrows and thrushes.
A1pine tundra occurs at higher elevations and several species are found
here that are typical of coastal and arctic tundra regions beyond
treeline. Lapland longspurs, savannah sparrows. gray-crowned rosy
finches, horned larks, upland and golden plovers and comrron snipe are
familiar species.
Thousands of small ponds, lakes and streams and extensive marshy habitats
in Interior Alaska provide for the needs of numerous water and shorebirds.
In addition to many species of waterfowl, loons. grebes, plovers~ ye11ow1egs.
sandpiperst phalaropes) swallows, kingfishers and dippers are cammon.
In addition to those species which nest or reside there, Interior Alaska
is annually visited by large numbers of birds migrating through to
Arctic or Western Alaska areas. Many thousands of waterbirds utilize
the Yukon Valley as an extension of the Central Mississippi and Atlantic
Coast Flyways~ enroute to or returning from the coastal or Arctic breeding
grounds. The Mississippi Flyway via the ~acKenzie Basin in canada is an
important source of many songbirds for Alaska. Many Arctic-nesting
birds affiliated with the Pacific Coast flyway enter the lower Yukon
River area and move to the Arctic Slope via Anaktuvuk Pass.
The rnajor human uses of non .. garre birds are non-consumptive. Birdwatch i ng
is a popular recreational activity enjoyed by thousands of Alaskans.
Observation and photography of birds occurs primarily a1ong roads and
trails and near major communities. In addition to direct use, many
outdoor activities are enriched by the sight and song of birds. Scientific
study of birds has provided much fascinating and valuable information on
animal migrat1cns, ecological relationships. and evolutionary mechanisms.
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RAPTORS
Raptors* which occur in Interior Alaska include the bald and golden
eagles, osprey, red-tailed, Harlan's, rough-legged and Swainson's hawks,
marsh hawk, goshawk, sharp-shinned hawks, gyrfalcon, peregrine falcon,
merlin, kestrel, and the great-horned, great-grey, snowy, hawk, boreal
and short-eared owls. With the exception of the goshawk and gyrfalcon,
the diurnal birds of prey are summer residents on the Interior, although
there have been records of a few eagles overwintering in the Interior.
With two exceptions, the owls are Interior residents throughout the
year. The snowy owl winters in the Interior, while the short-eared owl
is a summer resident of this region. Migration times vary among species
and with seasonal weather patterns, but summer residents generally
arrive in the Interior in April and leave during September.
Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities, although
marked fluctuations in abundance occur over time. Eight-fold variations
in goshawk breeding densities over a period of four years have been
documented in the Interior. These variations are thought to occur in
response to changes in prey abundance, and flucuations of similar
magnitudes probably occur within populations of other resident raptor
species. Although comparative data from earlier periods are not available,
general observations suggest that, except for the endangered peregrine
falcon, migratory species occurring in the Interior are at moderate
levels of abundance. Breeding populations of bald eagles and ospreys,
endangered or threatened in eastern and southern North America, do not
appear seriously low at this time in Alaska. Important osprey breeding
populations occur in the Minto Flats, Northway Flats and Tetlin Lakes
areas.
Numbers of two subspecies of peregrine falcons have declined in the
Interior over the last 20 years; the only known population approximating
its former breeding density occurs along the Yukon River between the
Alaska-Canada border and Circle City. This decline has coincided with
the documented declines of peregrine falcons throughout the world and is
thought to be primarily the result of chemical contamination. Because
of marked declines in other portions of the continent, peregrine populations
on the Yukon, Porcupine and Tanana Rivers of Interior Alaska are of key
importance.
Most habitat types in the Interior are utilized by raptors during the
breeding season. Raptors range widely in hunting, using a combination
of vegetation types as foraging habitat during the nesting season.
Nevertheless, the various species display marked preferences for particular
types of nesting sites. Ospreys and bald eagles select lowland forests
along river or lake systems as nesting habitat. Golden eagles, gyrfalcons
and rough-legged hawks prefer to nest on cliffs. The other buteos, the

•

A list of raptor species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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accipiters, merlins, kestrels and owls (except for the short-eared owl),
are principally tree-nesters, and are found throughout forested regions.
Of these species, goshawks display marked preference for hardwood forests,
while kestrels utilize cavities in trees as nest sites. The peregrine
falcon nests on cliffs along major river systems. The marsh hawk and
short~eared owl are the only consistent ground-nesters in the Interior
region. Both of these species select open areas for nesting, but unlike
marsh hawks~ short-eared owls nest in tundra and forested habitats.
Except for gyrfalcons which remain in alpine areas throughout the year,
resident raptors range widely over all major habitat types during the
winter in search of food. To date. human-caused habitat changes that
have occurred in the Interior have not significantly influenced raptor
abundance.
Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and, like many other
predatorsJ exist at relatively 1ow densities. Given adequate nesting
conditions, raptar abundance depends primarily on the abundance and
condition of the prey popu1ations. The diet of raptors as a group in
Interior Alaska varies seasonally and encompasses a wide array of species
including insects. fish, birds and mammals. The abundance and distribution
of these prey species are important~ and diseases or harmful residues
carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the common
diseases carried by domestic fowl and by wild gallinaceous birds are
known to be ~ransmlssible to raptors. ?esticide residues have been
cited as the primary factor responsible for declines in peregrine fa icon
numbers not only in Alaska but throughout the world. Because little
work has been done with migratory raptor species in Alaska other than
Peregrinest it is not certain whether toxic chemical residues have
seriously depressed populations of these species. Findings presently
available indicate that residues are not significantly affecting resident
~opulations. Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness
experiences are recognized by the Department as the primary uses of
raptors. However) the taking of a limited number of goshawks, gyrfalcons
and kestrels under a tightly regulated falconry permit system is compatible
with nonconsumptive uses. The number of persons interested in raptors
for falconry purposes has been low in the past and has included Alaska
residents~ nonresidents and aliens.
There has been a slight increase in
interest during the last five years. The number of permits issued in
1974 was less than 30, but the demand for birds to be used for falconry
is expected to increase.

SMALL MAMMALS
About 21 species of small mammals*** are found in Interior Alaska. ihe
house mouse and rat are both fntroduced species associated with human
habitations. Of the indigenous species~ the tundra vole, the northern
red-backed vole and the common shrew are distributed throughout the
Interior Region. Five additional species of voles also occur in the
region but are generally limited to habitats south of the Arctic Circie.
Three species of lemmings inhabit Interior Alaska: the brown, northern
bog and collared lemmings. Brown lemmings are found in all areas except
the Tanana Hills ana the Alaska Range near the Canadian border. The
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northern bog lemming is found primarily south of the Arctic Circle.
while the collared lemming occupies areas to the north of the Arctic
Circle.
The masked, Arctic and pigmy shrews and perhaps also the water shrew
inhabit portions of the region ln varied patterns of distributicn.
Other small marm;als include the meadow jumping mouse, the collared pika,
and the Interior Region 1 S only bat~ the little brown bat. The latter
ranges north to Fort Yukon, while the collared pika is found from the
Tanana River to the Mt. McKinley r~gion.
Habitat requirements are as varieo as the number of species found in

this group. Species such as the pika, which requires high altitude rock
and talus slopes, or the northern bog lemming, which is limited to wet
tundra and sphagnum bogs, are rather narrow in their habitat requirements.
Others such as the common shrew or meadow jumpir,g mouse are adapted to a
variety of habitats such as marshy grassy, or forested areas. Due to
the high reproductive capacity of many of these species, the main
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. Voles and lemmings
in particular are noted for the rhythmic f1uctuat~ons in numbers generally
with 3 to 4 years between peaks. ;he slow~growing vegetation i~ alpine
habitats is rapidly exhausted by dense microtine populations, resulting
in populat~on ncrasheS'' or movefllents.
1

Small mammals are an extremely important source of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. ~ost car'1ivorous furbearers utilize rodents as
food and when populations of these small mammals are high they form a
significant part of the summer diet of foxes, coyotes; wolves and bears.
Avian predators such as jaegers and ,,tany raptors also utilize rodents.

LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Eagles

Hawks

Corrmon Name

Scientific Name

Bald Eagle

Golden Eagle
Osprey

Ba~iaeetus Zaucoce?r~Zus
A~~i~a cr~yeaetos
PcP~i~~ PAZiaet~s

Goshawk

hcoipit~r genti~i$

Sharpshinned Hawk

Acc:ipi ter s-.::Y"':a tus

Red-talled Hawk

Rough-legged Hawk

Buteo
Buteo
Buteo
iP..t.teo

Marsh Hawk

Circus ay<Xne11.3

Harlan's Hawk
Swainsan's Hawk
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Jamaicensus
ha:!'Zani
s:.v.zinsani
Zagopue

Falcons

Gyrfa 1con
Peregrine Falcon
Merlin (Pigeon Hawk)
Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk)

Falco
Falco
Falco
Falco

Owls

Great Horned Owl
Snowy Owl
Great Gray 0..1
Long-eared 0..1
Short-eared Owl
Boreal Owl

Bubo virginianus
Nyctea scandiaca
Su.rnia ulula
St'I"ix nebu.losa
Asia otus
Asia flamneus
Aegoliu.s funereu.s

Shrews

Corrmon Shrew
Tundra Shrew
Ousley Shrew
Pygmy Shrew

Sorex cinereus
Sorex tundrensis
Sorex obsc::u.rus
Microaorex h.oyi

Bats

Little Brown Bat

Myotis lucifugus

Pikas

Pika

Ochotona coZlaris

Rodents

Collared Lemming
Bog Lemming
Brown Lenming
Red-backed Vole
Meadow Vole
Long-tailed Vole
Yellow-cheeked Vole
Tundra Vole
Alaska Vole
House Mouse
Meadow Jumping Mouse
Rat
Porcupine

Dicrostonyx groenlandicus
Synaptomys borealis
Lemmus trimucronatus
Clethrionomya ~Atilis
Microtus pennsylvanicus
Microtus longicaudis
Microtus xantho{f1'1.athus
Microtus oeconomus
Microtus miurus
Mus rmA.Scu.lus
Zapus hudsonius
Rattus norvegicus
Erethizon dorsa~

HawK Owl
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rusticolus
peregrinus
columbarius
sparverius

UNCLASSIFIED GAME IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

LAND AND SHORE BIRDS
Alaska, despite its large size, has a comparatively limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion in comparison to most other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landbirds, roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few old-world species breed in Alaska and about a
dozen species migrate to or through, but do not breed in, the state.
Nongame birds of Northwestern Alaska occupy a variety of habitats including
spruce, spruce-birch and birch-poplar forests, streamside alder and
willow thickets, tundra, and sedge-grass marshes. About 58 species of
nongame birds occur in Northwestern Alaska, with about ll species staying
year-round. The region achieves some faunal distinction by its proximity
to the Bering Straits, which results in a number of Asiatic species such
as dotterels, Kennicott's arctic warblers and red-spotted bluethroats
visiting Alaska during the summer. The interface between sub-arctic
forest and arctic tundra in the northern portion of this region results
in an abrupt transition zone where the range of many bird species terminates.
The extensive waterways, lakes and marshes are occupied by more than 20
species of swallows, shorebirds, cranes, loons and grebes. Small passerine
species that use the alder-willow thickets along rivers and streams
include tree sparrows, Wilson's and yellow warblers and yellow wagtails.
The interior spruce-birch forest and forest edges harbor typical forest
species such as ruby-crowned kinglets, fox sparrows, slate-colored
juncos and black-polled and myrtle warblers. Common tundra species
include snow buntings, lapland longspurs, golden plovers and the ubiquitous
savannah sparrows. Ravens, gray jays and redpolls are the most common
permanent residents.
Little use of nongame birds occurs in the region except in the vicinity
of Nome where bird watching is enjoyed by increasing numbers of visitors
in the summer. In addition, many species of nongame birds that breed in
Northwestern Alaska migrate seasonally and extensive observational and
photographic use of these populations may occur in other areas of North
America. Besides direct use, many outdoor activities are esthetically
enriched by the sight and sound of nongame birds.

SEABIRDS
During summer months the islands and coastal habitat of Northwestern
Alaska support millions of nesting seabirds. St. Lawrence, little
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Diomede and King Islands, and Cape Lisburne on the mainland all maintain
breeding colonies of 1 million or more birds. Colonies containing
50,000-1,000,000 birds occur at Cape Thompson, Fairway Rock, Bluff, and
Cape Denbigh. Principal nesting species are pelagic cormorants, northern
fulmars, glaucous gulls, black-legged kittiwakes, common and thick
billed murres, and 8 species of small alcids. Numbers vary with the
seasons. Spring migrations tend to follow leads or cracks in the ice
with resultant concentration of birds at such places. The distribution
of birds in summer is centered around colonies. Nonbreeding shearwaters
and fulmars tend to concentrate around upwellings where food sources are
greatest. Little data is available to determine exact population trends,
but seabird numbers are known to fluctuate in Northwestern Alaska.
Nesting habitat requirements vary between species. Pr_incipal requirements
appear to be isolation, steep seaside cliffs or grassy slopes, and a
limited amount of predation or other disturbance. Presence of abundant
food resources within feeding range is also a critical factor. Huge
colonies occur where these factors are concurrent on a large scale.
Cliff nesting species include cormorants, kittiwakes, and many alcids.
Murres and glaucous gulls utilize cliff ledges by preference but also
nest on exposed ground. Puffins and auklets use either crevices among
rocks or burrows in steep banks. Crevice and burrow nesters tend to be
crepuscular or nocturnal in their return to the nest and feed at greater
distances from the colony than do cliff nesters.
Seabirds of Northwestern Alaska breed later than birds in more southerly
colonies; egg laying reaches a peak in June rather than May. High summer
oceanic productivity provides abundant food which supports rapid growth
of nestlings. The principal food of cormorants and alcids is small fish
such as cod and capelin. For some species like the horned puffin, these
are augmented by squid, crustaceans, and mollusks. Crested, least and
parakeet auklets are plankton feeders. Gulls and jaegers are scavengers
that also prey on eggs and nestlings of other species of birds. Numerous
small alcids provide abundant prey for peregrine falcons. Nesting birds,
particularly burrow and crevice-nesters, also fall prey to foxes and mustelids.
Natives have traditionally used seabirds as an important source of food
in the spring. Eggs are still being collected for food, but the degree
of use is diminishing. Relatively few adults are taken. Nonconsumptive
use by viewers and photographers is increasing.
Seabirds have proved susceptible to chronic oil pollution. As many as
400,000 die each year in the Atlantic from this cause. Pelagic birds
may provide valuable data as biological monitors of marine habitat
degradation, particularly from oil pollution.

RAPTORS
Raptors* which occur in Northwestern Alaska include the golden eagle,
osprey, rough-legged, marsh and sharp-shinned hawks, goshawk, gyrfalcon,
peregrine falcon, merlin, kestrel, and short-eared, snowy, great-horned,
* A list of small mammal species considered in these plans follows
thts regional account.
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and boreal owls. Except for the goshawk and gyrfalcon, raptors are present
in the Northwestern Region as summer residents only. There also have been
records of a few eagles overwintering. Migration times vary among species
and with seasonal weather patterns, but summer residents generally arrive
in the region in May and leave during August and September.
Goshawks, gyrfalcons and snowy owls appear to be at moderate densities,
although marked fluctuations in abundance occur over time. These fluctuations
are often localized and are thought to occur in response to changes in
prey abundance. Although comparative data from earlier periods are not
available, general observations suggest that, except for the endangered
peregrine falcon, migratory species occurring in Northwestern Alaska are
currently at moderate levels of abundance. Breeding populations of
ospreys, greatly reduced in eastern and southern North America, do not
appear seriously low at this time in Alaska. Most osprey breeding
populations in Northwestern Alaska occur along the Kobuk River system.
Peregrine falcon numbers apparently have declined from former levels.
The species is presently found in very low numbers in Northwestern
Alaska. This decline has coincided with the documented declines of
peregrine falcons throughout the world and is thought to be primarily
the result of chemical contamination. Because of marked declines in
other portions of the continent, remaining peregrine populations in
Northwestern Alaska are of importance in maintaining viable populations.
Some of the highest gyrfalcon densities in Alaska are found in the
Northwestern Region, especially in the western half of the Seward Peninsula.
The numerous large rock outcrops in this area provide excellent raptor
nesting habitat. An abundance of other nesting bird species, ground
squirrels and other small mammals provide a ready supply of prey species
for the gyrfalcons. Gyrfalcons, rough-legged hawks, golden eagles and
ravens utilize similar nesting habitat and all of these species commonly
occupy the same or adjacent nesting sites over the course of a few
years. More than 165 nest sites are known and more than 300 are estimated
to have been active over the entire peninsula in recent years.
Raptors range widely in hunting activity, using a combination of vegetation
types as foraging habitat during the nesting season. Nevertheless, the
various species display marked preferences for particular types of
nesting sites. Ospreys select lowland forests along river or lake
systems as nesting habitat. Golden eagles, gyrfalcons and rough-legged
hawks prefer to nest on cliffs. The kestrels and owls, except for the
short-eared owl, are principally tree-nesters, and are found throughout
forested regions. The peregrine falcon nests on cliffs along major
river systems. The marsh hawk and short-eared owl are the only consistent
ground nesters in the Northwestern Region. Both of these species select
open areas for nesting, but unlike marsh hawks, nesting short-eared owls
occur in tundra and forested habitats. Except for gyrfalcons which
remain in tundra areas throughout the year, resident raptors range
widely in the winter over all major habitat types in search of food.
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Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and, like many other
predators, exist at relatively low densities. Given adequate nesting
conditions, raptor abundance depends primarily on the abundance and
condition of the prey populations. The diet of raptors as a group in
Northwestern Alaska varies seasonally and encompasses a wide array of
species including birds, mammals, fish and insects. The abundance and
distribution of these prey species are important, and diseases or harmful
residues carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the
common diseases carried by domestic fowl and by wild gallinaceous birds
are known to be transmissable to raptors. Pesticide residues have been
cited as the primary factor responsible for declines in peregrine falcon
numbers, not only in Alaska, but throughout the world. Because little
work has been done with migratory raptor species in Alaska other than
Peregrines, it is not certain whether toxic chemical residues have
seriously depressed populations of these species. Findings presently
available indicate that residues are not significantly affecting resident
gyrfalcon populations.
Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Department as the primary uses of raptors. However,
the taking of a limited number of goshawks, gyrfalcons and kestrels
under a tightly regulated falconry permit system is compatible with
nonconsumptive uses. The number of persons interested in raptors for
falconry purposes has been low in the past and has included Alaska
residents, nonresidents and aliens. There has been a slight increase in
interest during the last five years. The number of permits issued in
1974 was less than 30, but the demand for birds to be used for falconry
is expected to increase. The white color phase of the gyrfalcon is one
of the most prized birds of prey by falconers.

SMALL MAMMALS
Distributions of small mammal* populations in Northwestern Alaska are
relatively poorly known. About 12 species are found including the house
mouse and rat, both introduced species associated with human habitations.
Of the indigenous species, the collared and brown lemmings, the tundra
and red-backed voles, and the common and tundra shrews are distributed
throughout the Northwestern Region mainland. Two additional species of
voles also occur in the region. The Alaska vole is found throughout the
region north of Norton Bay, while the meadow vole is found south of the
Noatak River and north of the Buckland River. In addition to the red
back vole, St. Lawrence Island also has one species of lemming and one
species of vole which are unique to the island. Other small mammals
include the meadow vole and the vagrant dusky shrew.
Habitat requirements are as varied as the number of species found in
this group. The lemmings require treeless tundra, while other species
such as the common shrew or red-backed vole are adapted to a variety of
habitats such as marshy, grassy, or forested areas.

* A list of small mammal species considered in these plans follows
this regional account.
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Due to the high reproductive capacity of many of these species~ the main
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. Voles and lemmings
in particular are noted for rhythmic fluctuations in numbers, generally
with 3 to 4 years between peaks. The slow-growing vegetation in alpine
or tundra habitats is rapidly exhausted by dense microtine populationsl
resulting in population crashes~' or moverrents.
11

Small marrmals are an extremely important source of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furbearers utl1ize rodents as
food and when populations of these small mammals are high they form a
significant part of the summer diet of foxes) wolves a~d bears. Avian
predators such as jaegers and many raptors utilize rodents.

LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES !N NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Common Name

Scientific Name

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Osprey

FJaL iaer? tua Z.euoooepha tus
AquiLa c'J-..z·ysr:xetos

Goshawk
Sharpshirned Hawk
Rough-legged ~awk
Marsh Hawk

Accipiter' gentili;;

Falcons

Gyrfalcon

Fatcc rt..stiJoLus
?alco pereg!"'~nue
Fclco coZul'l'.iJaX"{u..">

Owls

Great Horned Ow1

Eagles

Ha.,.,.ks

Pandicn

Ac~:pi~r stCM~a~dS

.

- " r.agopua
t:Juveo

Ci.roua cyar:.eue

Peregrine Falcon
Merlin (Pigeon HawK)

ifubo tH.1•ainianus
.Vyc~ea s~andiaca

Snowy Ow'i

Hawk Owl
Long-eared Owl

Surr.,ia uZuZa

Asiu ct"ua

Short-eared Owl

LIST OF SMALL

Shrews

hatiae~ua

MAM~ALS

Asia fZ-:::vmleus

IN NORTHWESTERN AlASKA

Corrmon Name

Scienti fie Name

Corrmon Shrew
Tundra Shrew

Sore;;: cine1YJttS
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Sorex -tundl'ortsis

Rodents

Collared lemming
Brown Lemming
Red-backed Vole
Meadow Vole
Tundra Vole
Alaska Vole
House Mouse
Rat
Porcupine

u~ros!;cnyx

groenlandicua

Lemmus trimucronatus
CZvrt'hrionorrr:JB I"'.A.tilis
Miorctus ven."l.Sul.vaniC!'.J.S
,\fioro!us Oecon'Crtrd8
,'ificrotus mi-uru.s
Mus musaulw~
RaH:ue noroegieus
Erethizon dCrsatum
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UNCLASSIFIED GAME IN ARCTIC

LA~lO

ALAS~\

AND SHORE BIROS

Alaska. despite its large size, has a comparative1y limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather uniform character of the habitats occurring
in the state. Over 325 species have been recognized as occurring in
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds~ a relatively high
proportion in comparison to most other states and indicative of the
extent and importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landbirds, roughly divisible into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats. Less than one-fourth of
the species occurring in Alaska are permanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world forms which migrate to Alaska to
breed. In addition a few oid-world species breed in Alaska and about a
dozen s~ecies nigrate to or through, b~t do r.ot breed in, the state.
Blrdlife in Arctic Aiaska is dominated by species characteristic of the
dominant low arctic tundra vegetation and associated ponds and lakes.
The relatively homogenous nature of the arct'iC habitat~ in conjunction
with an abbreviated summer, results in a reduced diversity of species of
birds in relat~on to other regions of the state. Comparatively few
species spend the e~tire year in the Arct~c Region. The nest comnon
year-round residents are ravens. gray jays and redpo11s. About 55
species of nongame birds· have been recorded breeding in the region. but
the occurrence of many is irregular, and total numbers of some species
are rr.uch reduced in comparison to regions to the scuth. More than 25
species have strong associations with surface waters 1 both marine and
fresh. These include shorebirds, sandhill cranes, loons and grebes,
Many passerine species typical of the taiga and boreai forests to the
south have been recorded breeding in Arctic Alaska, e.g. gray jays~
thrushes~ warblers and fringillid sparrows, but only 1ap1and longspurs
and snow buntings are conspicuous on the coastal plain tundra. The
presence of boreal species in Arctic Alaska is due to the presence of
protected and isolated pockets of spruce and tall shrubs. Arctic Alaska
birds with Asiatic affinities are yellow wa£;tai1s~ bluethroats. wheatears
and yellow-billed loons.
Little human use of' nongame birds occurs in Arctic Alaska. A limited
amount of birdwatching is done by the residents of Barrow and other
communities. Many nongame birds produced in Arctic Alaska, however, are
subseQuently vlewed and photographed by people in other areas of North
America. Besides direct use~ nongame birds enhance the aesthetic values
of outdoor recreation. Scientific studies of nongame birds has provided
much fascinating and valuable information on migration, ecological
interrelationships and evolution.
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SEABIRDS
Arctic Alaska north of Cape Lisburne supports relatively few breeding
groups of seabirds. Principal nesters are glaucous gulls and three
species of jaegers. Other gu11s and terns are also arctic nesters.
Some black gui11emots nest 1n sheltered areas of Seahorse, Cooper and
Igalik Islands7 a few horned puffins breed on Seahorse Island, and small
numbers of thick-billed_murres nest-near Barrow.
Resident Arctic populations of seabirds are limited in number and widely
dispersed. Shearwaters~ fulmars1 black-legged kittiwakes, Sabine's
gulls and arctic terns either feed or breed in the Arctic and move south
with cold weather. Ivory and Ross' guns disperse or migrate in east~
west directions. and probably winter near open leads in the pack ice of
the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. Post-breeding dispersal of adults and
young brings glaucous gulls, murres, guillemots, horned puffins. and
parakeet and crested auklets north to the Chukchi Sea in the fall.
These birds migrate south with the onset of winter.
The birdlife of the Beaufort Sea consists of fewer species and lower
numbers than that of the ChJkchi or Bering Seas to the south. Marine
birds of the Beaufort Sea can be divided into four habitat groups according
to breeding and feeding requirements: 1} Inland birds that obtatn most
or a11 of their food from lakes or tundra during the breeding season but
move to marine habitats following breeding. These include most breeding
jaegers and some Sabine 1 s gu11s. 2) Coastal birds that nest on the
tundra or beaches and scavenge food along the beaches, These include
some Sabine's gulls and jaegers, and all breeding glaucous gulls. 3}
Inshore birds that consume foods in shallow waters and that utilize
barrier islands and river mouths for breeding, roosting and molting.
These include arctic terns and black guillemots. 4) Pelagic birds,
predominantly nonbreeders, that are not directly de~endent on land and
range to or beyond the continental she1f. These include murres, nonbreeding
jaegers and gul1s.
The coastal habitat of the Arctic Region lacks the precipitous cliffs
favored by many marine birds for nesting. Species such as the black
guillemot that usua11y nest in cliff situations, nest on barrier islands
wherever they can find cover. Drift ice covering up to 75 percent of
the ocean surface provides preferred feeding conditions. Arctic cod~ a
major food fish, approach closer to the surface when ice is present.
Drifting floes provide resting perches.
Parasitic, pomarine and long-tailed jaegers vary in relative numbers
from year to year. Their principal food sources during Migration are
eggs, nestlings and food stolen from other seabirds. Primary foods
1;hile nesting are lerrmings and other microtine rodents although passerine
birds and fishes are taken as available. Gulls are scavengers and
predators that feed primarily on surface fish and crustaceans at sea or
in pack ice. Alcids dive for fish and crustaceans.
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Gathering of eggs in spring by natives is common along coastal areas
near villages. Offshore barrier islands receive relatively little
attention. Human use is generally not concentrated. Human populations
are low and bird populations diffuse.
RAPTORS

The diversity of raptors* nesting in Arctic Alaska is relatively low.
Golden eagles, rough-legged hawks, peregrine falcons, gyrfalcons, snowy
owls, and short-eared owls are most commonly found but records indicate
that low numbers of nesting merlins, goshawks, sharp-shinned hawks,
marsh hawks and great horned owls also may be found in some years.
Except for gyrfalcons and snowy owls which remain in arctic uplands and
foothills throughout the year, all other arctic raptors seek habitat
types and foraging areas to the south during the winter.
Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities, although
marked fluctuations in abundance occur over time. These fluctuations
are thought to occur in response to changes in prey abundance. Snowy
owls, short-eared owls, and rough-legged hawks fluctuate in response to
cyclic rodent populations and gyrfalcons fluctuate with changes in
ptarmigan abundance. Although comparative data from earlier periods are
not available, general observations suggest that, except for the endangered
subspecies of peregrine falcon, migratory species occurring in the
Arctic are at moderate levels of abundance. Peregrine falcon numbers
have declined in the arctic over the last 20 years; only remnants of
former populations exist. Breeding densities and productivity continue
to decline. This decline has coincided with the documented declines of
peregrine falcons throughout the world and is thought to be primarily
the result of chemical contamination. Because of marked declines in
other portions of the continent, peregrine populations of Alaska are of
key importance.
Raptors range widely in hunting activity, using a combination of vegetative
types as foraging habitat during the nesting season. Nevertheless, the
various species show marked preferences for particular types of nesting
sites. Golden eagles and gyrfalcons prefer to nest on cliffs. Rough
legged hawks build stick nests, usually on cliffs, river bluffs or on
rocky outcrops which are elevated from surrounding area. Peregrines
often use nests built previously by rough-legged hawks or ravens but
will a1so utilize "scrapes" or s ha 11 ow depressions in the ground, protected
by stunted willows or rocky outcrops. Snowy owls, short-eared owls and
marsh hawks are the only consistent ground-nesting raptors in the Arctic
Region.
The habitat changes that have occurred to date in the Arctic have not
significantly influenced raptor abundance. However, there is a trend
toward increased oil-related development and construction in this region
which may result in habitat alteration in localized areas.

* A list of small mammals considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and. like other predators~
exist at relatively low densities. Given adequate nesting conditions,
raptor abundance depends primarily on the abundance and condition of the
prey popu1ations. The diet of raptors as a group in Arctic Alaska
varies seasonally and encompasses a wide array of species including
insects, birds and mammals. Not only are the abundance and distribution
of these prey species important. but diseases or harmful pesticide
contaminants carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the
common di~eases carried by domestic fowl and by wild gallinaceous birds
are known to be transmittable to raptors. Residues from pesticides have
been cited as the primary factor responsible for declines in peregrine
falcons numbers not only in Aiaska but throughout the world. Because
little work has been done with migratory raptor species in Alaska other
than Peregrines, it is not certain whether toxic chemical residues have
depressed populations of these species. Findings presently availab1e
indicate that residues are not currently affecting resident populations.
Observation~ photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Department as the primary uses of raptors. However.
the taking of a limited number of goshawks~ gyrfalcons and kestrels
under a tightly regulated falconry permit system is compatible with
nonconsumptive uses. The nu~ber of persons interested in raptors for
falconry purposes has been low in the past and has included Alaska
residents; nonresidents and aliens. There has been a slight increase in
interest during the last five years. The number of permits issued in
1974 was less than 30, but the demand for birds to be used for falconry
is expected to increase in the future.

SMALL MAMMALS

The variety of small mammals* in Arctic Alaska is the most limited in
the state with only about nine species occurring in this region~ The
common and tundra shrews. brown and collared lemmings, and the red
backed, tundra and Alaska voles a11 have area-wide distribution. Species
with limited distribution include the dusky shrew found in the upper
portions of the north slope of the Brooks Range, and the meadow vole.
found generally east of the Canning River. Habitat require~ents of
these species are generally similar in this region, however the shrews
and several voles prefer bushy overhead cover.
Due to the high reproductive capacity of many of these species, the main
factor limiting numbers is the availability of food. The voles and
lemmings in particular are noted for the rhythmic fluctuations in numbers
generally with 3 to 4 years between neaks. The slow-growing vegetation
in tundra habitats is rapidly exhausted by dense microtine populations,
resulting in population 11 crashes" or movements.
Small marrmals are an extremely important source of food for many terrestria1
and avian predators. Most carnivorous furbearers utilize rodents as
food and when populations of these small mammals are high they ~orm a
significant part of the summer diet of wolves and bears. Avian predators
such as the Jaegers and many raptors also utilize rodents.

* A list of small mammals considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN ARCTIC ALASKA

Eagles
Hawks

Falcons

Owls

Corrmon Name

Scientific Name

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle

ilq'..;:ila chr>tsaet.:::>s

Rodents

Accipiter gentilis

Goshawk

Rough-legged Hawk

Buteo Zagopus

Gyrfalcon

Falco zusticolua

Peregrine Falcon

Fa.l(:.o pe:Peg:t""~P.;.(S

Merlin (Pigeon Hawk)

FaZco c:oZwril:x:n>i.us

Great l-!orned O.Vl
Snowy Owl
Hawk Owl
Great Gray Owl
Long-eared Owl
Short-eared Owl

B'«bo virq-{.nianus
Nya:;aa sca.r.dicwa
SUPrt.ia u7.olZa

LIST OF SMALL

Shrews

Haliaeetue ZeucocephaLus

Str;.;:; ru;~bulnc.
fi.sio otus

~IAMMALS

IN ARCTiC ALASKA

Common Narr.e

Scientific Name

Co!flllon Shrew
Tundra Shrew

Sore::: a:i.nePeus

Collared Lemming
Brown LeMming

Eicrosi:ony~

Sore~ tur~nsis

Lemmus

Red-backed Vole

tJl'OenZ-c:ndicus

~rUw~crcnatus

ClethT>ior;::;ey$ rou:r,;iia
Microtus permsy Zvan:icr..ts
!1icro'tlJ.£ oeconorm..s

Meadow Vole

7undra Vole

Alaska vole

Microtus miUJ.'>'A£
Mus rr;1;.sou.Zua

House Mouse
Rat

Rattus !'..orvegicus
Erethizon dornat~

Porcupine
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ALASKA RAPTOR
LOCATION
The entire state of Alaska.

THE SPECIES
About 22 species of hawks, falcons, eagles and owls occur regularly
within the state. Detailed population data for raptors are lacking.
Accurate censuses of raptors are difficult because of the secretive
behavior of many species, and the wide distribution but low density of
most species.
International concern has resulted from the worldwide decline of the
endangered peregrine falcon. Alaska and northern Canada provide the
last extensive nesting populations of peregrines in North America.
Population estimates for Alaska range from 115 to more than 300 nesting
pairs. However, much of the potential nesting habitat has not been
surveyed and the population may be even larger.
Kestrels, marsh hawks and short-eared owls are seasonally among the most
abundant raptors. Conspicuous species such as rough-legged and Swainson's
hawks, and 9reat-horned owls are probably most commonly observed. Southcentral
Alaska supports the greatest variety of species due to the diversity of
habitats present in the region.
While raptor habitat throughout Alaska has remained relatively stable,
populations have fluctuated annually, largely in response to other
environmental factors. Local habitat changes have occurred in areas of
urban development, agriculture, or transportation corridors and have, in
addition to disturbance associated with human activity in such areas,
reduced local raptor populations, particularly nesting populations.
Viewing, photography and enrichment of wilderness experience are significant,
but unmeasurable uses of the raptor resource. With increased human
population growth in Alaska these uses will increase. Use of raptors for
falconry has not been a common practice in Alaska, although a few individuals
do practice the sport. Alaskan peregrine falcons and gyrfalcons have
been taken for use by falconers in other parts of the world; however,
with protection under the Endangered Species Act and the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, protection or closely controlled utilization of raptors in
Alaska was effected. Currently, use of goshawks is allowed under the
terms of a permit. At least one species of raptor, the snowy owl, is
utilized for domestic consumption by residents of Northwestern and
Arctic Alaska.
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ALASKA BALD EAGLE
LOCATION
Entire state of Alaska.
;"HE SPECIES

The highly productive coastal zone areas of Southeastern Alaska, the
Gulf of Alaska, and the southwestern coast to the Aieut~an Islands
support the largest populations of bald eagles in North America. Eagles
are also found along major inland drainages of Western and Southcentral
A1ask.a, although not in the dens i: i es present in coasta 1 areas.

Numbers

of eagles wlthi~ the state vary seasonally. Summer popuiations exceed
50,000 birds, !Jut migrations reduce the total substaf'\tially by winter.
Spawning cycles of several fish, primarily salmon and herring, cause
spectacular concentrations of eagles in some coastal streams and spawning
grounds. Notewortny concentration areas tnclude the lower drainages of
the Chilkat ar.d Stiki'le rivers. and coastal shore1ines :~ear K;awock and
Craig.

Nesting pairs are distributed throughout the species r-ange. Surveys in
Southeastern Alaska ~ave revealed at least 1,709 eagle nests with 1ess
than 50 percent of "';he habitat surveyed. Additional nesting concentrations
occur 1n Prince Hi1liam Sound~ the Kodiak Archipelago and along sorre
A:eutian Island sea cliff habitat.
1

In the past> persecution of eagles by commercial fishermen was predicated
on the belief that eagles had significant adv·erse impacts on the salmon
fishery. At one time bounties cr. eagles were offered to prcvide incentive
for their reduction. Since 1951 the bald eagle has received complete
protection under law, and populations in t\laska have remained hea1thy.
Nonconsumptive uses include viewing and photography, especia1ly at
feeding concentration sites. In addition~ scientific studies of eagles
in ~1aska provide ecological bases of comparison for evaluating status
and trends af endangered bald eagle populations in other parts of the
country.
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HOLITNA RIVER OSPREY

LOCATION
In Game

~1anagement

Unit 19, the drainages of the Holitna and Hoholitna

Rivers and Titnuk Creek.

THE SPECIES
The lower drainages of the Holitna and Hoholitna Rivers and Titnuk Creek
support one of the largest concentrations of nesting ospreys found in Alaska.
Surveys have indicated a minimum of sixteen nesting pairs in this area.

Of primary importance to nesting osprey and bald eagles in the Holitna
River area is the presence of large mature white spruce and cottonwood nest
trees. a product of periodic flooding and deposition of fine soils on the
floodplains of these drainages. In addition. clear uncontaminated waters
with abundant fish populations provide a ready source of food for ospreys.
Human use of ospreys in the area has not been documented.
receive use by sport hunters and fishermen.
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The area does

TANANA CLIFFS PEREGRINE FALCON

LOCATION
In Game t1anagement Units 20A, 20C and 200, all cliffs and bluffs bordering

the Tanana River between the Yerrick and Salcha Rivers, to include the
drainage of the Salcha River below the confluence of Flat Creek.
THE SPECIES
This portion of the Tanana River drainage has suffered a loss of breeding
peregrines in recent years. Surveys in 1970 indicated that at least 20
pairs of falcons had previously nested along the entire Tanana River.
Very few if any active eyries remain in the area. The elimination of
this subpopulation is a result of a combination of factors: disturbance,
low productivity and possible behavioral changes. The latter two factors
have resulted from pesticide residue build up. Additional mortality
undoubtedly resulted from adverse climatic conditions and loss of nest
sites due to landslides.
Habitat has remained relatively stable in this section. However, the
limited developw.ent of agriculture around Delta Junction may have created
additional foraging areas. The habitat is presently under-utilized,
although utilization will increase if this subpopulation is reestablished.
The presence of previously used eyries is important for birds introduced
to an area. Elsewhere peregrines have shown preference for nest sites
used earlier. The presence of peregrines in the past undoubtedly enhanced
the outdoor enjoyment of visitors to the area, and reestablishing the
species in this area would be desirable.
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TWELVE MILE-EAGLE SUMMIT UNCLASSIFIED GAME

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 208 and 20C, that area within one-half mile of
the Steese Highway between 1,1ile 83 and 115.

THE SPECIES
This area is characterized by alpine tundra with interspersed spruce
hardwood forest. Plovers, horned larks, lapland longspur, and several
species of shorebirds are commonly found in the alpine habitat of this
area. One species, the upland plover, although common here is rare
throughout much of Alaska. Golden eagles are summer residents and the
gyrfalcon is present throughout the year. Forest inhabitants include
woodpeckers, finches, thrushes and jays.
The Twelvemile - Eagle Summit area is representative of Interior Alpine
tundra habitat and associated fauna. The area is popular among resident
Alaskans and out-of-state visitors for it provides an opportunity to
view bird species not commonly encountered along much of Interior Alaska's
road system.
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UPPER YUKON PEREGRINE FALCON

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 25 and 2DC, all cliffs and bluffs bordering the
Yukon River from Eagle to Circle, including the Charley River below the

confluence of its east and west forks.

THE SPECIES
This portion of the Yukon River system represents one of the major
nesting areas of oeregrine falco~s in the state. Early surveys in the
1950's indicated that 16 to 20 'airs produced aoproximately 30 f~edged
young per year in this section. This sub-population slowly declined
throughout the 1950's and 1960 1 5 until 1970 when only seven pairs produced
lB young.

Recent surveys have indicated that the population has leveled

off at this low point. The Char1ey River, although not intensively
surveyed~ has a ~igh potential, f:Jur :o five 11esting pairs ·:Jei'lg 41 ound
in recent overflights.
Nesting failure appears to be the primary cause of population declines
both tn thts area and throughout most of the species range. Concentrations
of organoch1orire resicues appear to be the major factor affecting
nesting fa~1ure. ;iigh contam1nant :evels have resul::ed in addled eggs
and eggs with weak shel1s. Critical levels of some residues rr:ay affect
nesting behavior of adults resulting in increased abandonment of nests.
Peregr~ne

falcons from this region are Migratory and winter south of
r.tany of the ;>rey species ir. this area also winter in souther11
regions, thus subjectillg both preda~or and prey to accumulation c~
pesticide residues outside of Alaska. The peregrine ls subject to
continued accumulation when in9esting contaminated prey while in Alaska.
Additional ~or~a1ity occurs from ~atural causes such as landsl1des ir
nesting cliffs+ and ac.verse weather d'Jring nesting.

Alaska.

Nesting and foraging habitats have remained stable throughout this
section. Lands1ides along the Yukon have destroyed some eyries; however,
similar slides have also created potential ~est sites.
Little human use of ~eregrines has occurred in the area. Peregrines in
the Upper Yukon have been protected from the use or disturbance that
populations in more accessible areas have experienced. Although highly
esteemed by falconers for centuries~ relatively few peregrines were
obtained in Alaska for sport. The species now receiv-es complete protection
in Alaska and :he "Lower d8" under the Endangered S::>ec:ies Act of 1969.
The know1edge that peregrines occur tn the upper Yukon drair"Jages has
added to the wilderness experience of many who use the area. Nonconsumptive
use can be exoected to increase in the area as access improves. Designation
of the Charley River as part of the Hild Rivers system will attract
additional users.
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NOME AREA ORNITHOLOGICAL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 22, that portion of the Seward Peninsula draining
i~t~ Norton Sound and the Bering Sea between a~d including Canyon Creek
on the north and the Solomon River below its confluence with the East
Fork on the south.
THE SPECIES
The Nome area contains a variety of habitats which provide suitable
nesting conditions for 180 or more species of birds. Coastal warshes,
wet and dry tundra and shrub communit1es are found within the area. The
wide diversity of birds includes several old world species which have a
limited range in Alaska and are considered rare in North America.
Included among these are the red-spotted bluethroatt European wheatear~
Kenicott's arctic warbler, Alaskan yellow wagtail~ and the dotterel,
Prior to the 1960's 1ocal residents used birds 1arge1y as a source of
food and secondarily as a materia! for garments. Wa~erfowl. ptarnigan,
and shorebirds were killed in that order of preference for food and
clothing. However, their value as food has recently diminished.
An increasing number of professional and amateur ornithologists have
visited the Seward Peninsula in recent years to view and study birds.
Most viewers arrive in May and June when birds are establishing nesting
territories. Suitable viewing locations are reached by one of three
road systems radiating from NoMe. Sea bird rocKeries on Sledge 1s1and
(located 20 miles west of Nome) are ~lso becoming popular with bird
watchers.
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!RON CREEK GYRFALCON

In Game Management Unit 22, the entire drainage of Iron Creek above its

confluence with the Pilgrim River.

THE SPECIE2_
The Seward Peninsula is noted for its high density of breeding raptors
during spring. Over 165 raptor nest sites that have been active within
the past five years have been located in drainages flowing into the

Bering Sea and Norton Sound on the southern half of the Pen1nsu1a.
Eyries are scattered throughout the peninsula, although raptors concentrate
in relatively high numbers in a few places contfaning sutiabie habitat.
Iron Creek suppor:s a iarge number of gyrfalcons as well as other raptors.
Numerous bluffs and rocky outcrops where more than 13 pairs of raptors
have selected nest sites are 1ocated along a fifteen mile stretch of the
creek. Four r~esting pairs of gyrfalcons \..:ere present in 1973, and a:t
leas~ two active nest sites were present in both 1974 and 1975.
Rough
legged hawks and golden eagles have also established active eyries along
the creek.

tieather usually is the rrajor factor in r.esting success, but recently
huma~ activity ir. the ~rea ~ay have affected productivity by increased
disturbar.ce. Iron Creek was once heavily mined, but later was abandoned
and r~ained relatively undisturbed ur.t11 the summer of 1975, when ~n
cld mining lease was reactivated. Portions of the creek were used as a
route for hauling materials to another mining claim several miles distant.
Although the nesting bluffs themselves have not been altered, disturbance
to eyries and habitat degradation to ~he surrounding tundra has occurred.
Until recently. use of gyrfakons along Iron Creek has been li"'lited.
Some nes~1ings ~ay have beer. il1egally re~oved from nests in recent
years, since unexplained disappearance of nestlings has occurred c1ose
to the road systems. The lower oortion of Iron Creek is less than 2
miles from ~he nearest point of highway access.
In the late i960 1 s a ~tudy was conducted as oart of an area~wide ~nvestigation
to study distributionl numbers~ breeding sJccess and life history of
raptors. ¥lith increasing ninerai exploration and the high density of
rap~ors along Iron Creek, the area has a high potential for studying
effects cf hunan activities on nesting s~ccess of gyrfalcons and other
raptors. Accessibility of gyr&alcons ~rom roads on the Seward Peninsuia
has draw~ an increasing n~mber of amateur ornithologists to the area.
and viewing is expected to increase in the future.
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SERPeNTINE HOT SPRINGS GYRFALCON
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 22. al1 drainages of Hot Springs Creek above its
confluence with the Serpentine River,

THE SPECIES
The drainages around Serpentine Hot Springs support a relative1y high
density of breeding gyrfalcons. At least 15 known raptor nesting sites,
most of which are gyrfalcon sites, exist in a 10-square mile area near
the springs. Surveys in 1975 revealed at least two breeding pairs of
gyrfalcons; as many as 6 pairs have used the area in the past. Rough
legged hawks~ golden eagles~ and other raptors have also estab1ished
active eyries in the vicinity.

The area has received relatively heavy human use in the past from miners
and recreaticnists. A building was erected on the premises to lodge
guests, and, although 1t is in need of repair~ the hot springs continue
to receive some use, particular1y in the winter ~onths. Summer use is
restricted because access can only be gained by light aircraft or ail
terrain vehicles. The limited h~man use of the area has not created any
serious habitat decradation, but construct1on of a road to the site
would adversely imOact nesting habitat.
Little if any consumotive or nonco~sumptive use of falcons has occurred
in the area. Several years ago birds were killed because they were
considered a nuisance~ but that practice has largely ceased. In the
1ate 1960 1 s this area was included in a raptor investigation to 1earn
more about distribution~ nunbersJ breeding success, and other life
his tory parameters,
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FRANKLIN BLUFFS PEREGRINE FALCON

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 26, that portion of the east bank of the Sagavanirktok
River known as Franklin Bluffs.
THE SPECIES

Peregrine falcon populations throughout much of Arctic Alaska have been
declining. Surveys conducted along the Franklin Bluffs indicate a
similar pattern between 1958 and 1975. Five pairs nested in the Bluffs
in 1958, but surveys conducted from 1970 to 1975 located only two pairs
in most of those years, and only one pair in 1975.
Nesting failure appears to be the primary cause of population declines
both in this area and throughout much of the species range. During the
years 1970 and 1972, 5 known nesting attempts by peregrins resulted in
10 young or a production of 2.0 young per eyrie; however by 1974 and
1975, three nesting attempts resulted in only 2 young fledged or 0.7
young per eyrie. Concentrations of organochlorine residues appear to be
the major factor affecting nesting loss. High contaminant levels have
resulted in addled eggs and eggs with weak shells. Critical levels of
some residues may affect nesting behavior of adults resulting in increased
abandonment.
Peregrine falcons from this region are migratory and winter in southern
climates. Since many of the prey species in this area also winter in
southern regions, both predator and prey are subject to accumulation of
pesticide residues outside of Alaska.
Additional mortality occurs from natural causes such as land slides in
nesting cliffs, and adverse weather during nesting. Peregrine falcon
habitat in the area has remained relatively stable. A number of nest
sites and vast foraging areas are at present under-utilitzed.
Little information is available on past human use of peregrines alonq
the Franklin Bluffs. Some utilization of birds by falconers may have
occurred. The species now receives complete protection in Alaska and
the "Lower 48" under the Endangered Species Act of 1969.
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SAG~IQN

BLUFFS PEREGRINE FALCON

LOCATION
In Game t4anagliW!ent Unit 26,. the bluffs along the Sagavanirktok River
between the Ivishak and Lupine Rivers.

THE SPECIES

Peregrine falcon oapulations throughout much of Arctic Alaska have been
declining.

Surveys conducted along Sagwon Bluff indicate a similar

pattern between 1958 and 1970.
in 1974 -and 1975.

Only two eyries were occupied by peregrines

Production of young fa1cons has been low.

Three

young were fledged in 1974 and none in 1975.
Nesting failure appears to be the primary cause of population declines
both in this area and ~hroughout much of the species' range. Concentrations
of organoch:orine residues appear to be the ~~jor factor affecting
nesting loss. High contalfl.inant levels have resulted ir: addled eggs and
eggs with ftfeak shells. Criticai levels of some residues nay affect
nesting behavior of adults resulting in increased abandonment. Fledgling
success has also been poor. ln 1974 and 1975 fledgling success was 0.75
and 0.70 birds per eyrie, respectively (data combined with Franklin·
Bluffs). Peregrine falcons from this region are migratory and winter in
southern c1imates. ~1any of the prey species in this area also winte.- in
southern regions. thus both predator and prey are subject to accumulation
of pesticide residues outside of Alaska.
Additional mortality occurs fron natural causes such as landslides in
nesting ciiffs~ and adverse weather during nesting. Peregrine falcon
habitat in the area has remained relatively stab1e. Nest sites and
foraging areas are presently under-utilized.
Little information is available on past human use of peregrines along
the Sagwon Bluffs~ Some utilization of birds by falconers way have
occurred. The species now receives complete protection in Alaska and
the "Lower 48" under the Endangered Species Act of 1969. Until construction
of the North Slope Haul Road~ the Sagwon Bluff peregrines were relatively
isolated from any use or disturbance. If the Haul Road is opened to the
public and as interest in peregrines increases. nonconsumptive use of
the birds is expected to increase.
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COLVILLE RIVER PEREGRINE FALCON

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 26, all cllffs and bluffs adjacent to the Colville
River between Ocean Point and the mouth of the Kuna River; including

drainages a"" the K<ma River be1ow the ::onf1uence of Story Creek, drainages
of the Etivluk ~iver below the confluence of Nigu River, drainages of
tile Killik River below the confluence of Silalinfgun Creek to include

the Okpikruak River and Okokmilaga River below Fire Creek, drainages of
the Chandler River below Gunsight t1ountain, Sivugak Bluff including the

Siksikpuk River north of Desolation Creek and the draina9e of Anaktuvuk
River below the confluence of Anayaknaurak Creek to include drainages of
Tuluqa iiver and Nanushuk ~~vers below the confluence of Cobblestone
Creek.
T~E

SPECIES

The lower Colville remains one of the wost preferred peregrine falccn
nesting areas in Alaska. Trend surveys, however, have indicated a
decline ~n the population. b 1969, 33 nesting pairs was observed~ out
by 1971 only 14 pairs were located. The population has apparently
stabilized at this lower level. Nesting oairs :Jpstream from the Kuna
River now number only 7 indicating an overall deciine in the upper
Colville drainage. Poor production of young appears to be responsible
for much of the red'Jction. In 1969~ 13 pairs produced 26 young while in
1973~ 11 ?airs fledged only 9 young.
Mortality of the young and reduced
productivity of the adults appears to be c1ose1y linked with pesticide
~esidues in adult birds.
The migratory nature of bo:h the ~eregrine
falcon and certain orey species combine to increase residue 1e·te1s in
the falcon both outside and within the state, even though pest~cide
application in Alaska is very 1ow. Egg she11 thickness has been declining
in this region and has apparently reached critical 1eve1s. Susoension
of use of DOT may u1tiw.ately reverse this trend. Adverse weather conditions
or land slides have undoubtedly accounted for additional morta1ity.
Nesting and foraging habi~at remains unaltered frow. pre-decline periods,
and could support increased populations. Presence of former nest sites
will be a valuable asset if populations begin expanding.
Little information is available on past human use of peregrines along
the Co 1ville River, although some uti 1ization by fa 1caners Jndoubtedly
occurred. The species now receives complete protection in Alaska and
the 11 Lawer 48° under the Endangered Species Act of 1969. The presence
oF peregrine falcons has added to the wilderness experience of many
recreational users of the Colville River and its tributaries. Non
consumptive 'JSe of ;>eregrines can be expected to increase in the area as
interest in the species grows and access to the area improves.
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ALASKA SEABIRDS

LOCATION
Entire state of Alaska.

THE SPECIES
Over 40 species of seabirds migrate through, breed on, or visit Alaska's
coastline and adjacent waters. Approximately 24 species are known to
breed in Alaska, usually in colonies ranging from a few hundred to a
million or more birds. Most of the large colonies are located on
islands in the Bering Sea or in the Aleutian Islands, but sizeable
colonies are located wherever precipitous sea cliffs occur along the
mainland coast from Cape Lisburne to Southeastern Alaska. The most
abundant nesting species are murres, murrelets, gulls, kittiwakes,
fulmars, and petrels. Several species of auklets, puffins, and cormorants,
though not as numerous as some other species, are widely distributed.
Seabird populations in Southwestern and Southcentral Alaska exhibit
greater species diversity than those found in the remainder of Alaska
because of greater diversity of favorable habitats.
In addition to millions of nesting seabirds, many millions more utilize
pelagic waters off Alaska as summer feeding grounds. Of these, slender
billed and sooty shearwaters are the most numerous.
Seabirds migrate south as winter approaches and populations in Alaskan
waters become much reduced from those of summer. Many birds, however,
overwinter in ice-free waters, and substantial numbers are found in and
south of the Aleutian Islands.
Historically, seabirds have provided food and clothing to coastal native
people in the state. Traditional use of seabird eggs and adult birds,
principally auklets, puffins and murres, has been greatest along the
Northwestern and Western Alaska coast. Limited domestic use of seabirds
occurred in Southeastern and Southcentral Alaska. Consumptive utilization
has decreased in the past 10 to 20 years as coastal residents have
adopted a cash economy.
Nonconsumptive use is now becoming the dominant use of seabirds. As the
potential impact of energy resource development on these species has
become apparent, scientific surveys of Alaskan seabirds are being conducted
throughout the state. Studies of seabird distribution, population
sizes, and habitat requirements should increase knowledge about these
species. Seabirds may eventually serve as biological indicators of the
health of marine environments.
Viewing and photography are becoming major activities at seabird nesting
colonies in the more accessible waters of the state. The more conspicuous
colonial nesters such as gulls, murres, and kittiwakes support the most
use, but less numerous or more secretive species such as puffins, cormorants,
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auklets, and murrelets are rece1v1ng increased attention. Fortunately,
many seabird colonies are protected from habitat alteration or undue
disturbance by their inclusion in the National Wildlife Refuge System.
These areas receive additional protection under the state's refuge and
sanctuary system.
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AlASKA SMALL GA14E

LOCATION

Entire state except national parks or other areas which are closed to
all hunting.
THE SPECIES
S~all gane species addressed in this management plan are blue, spruce,
ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse; willow, rock and white-tailed ptarmigan;
and snowshoe, arctic and European hares. Small game populations fluctuate
considerab1y in successive years, and litt1e is known of annual population
status except in relatively small~ localized areas. A feature common to
most Alaskan small ga~e populations is a recurrent cycle of abundance
and scarcity. In Mas~ instances, a comp1ete cycle lasts a to 12 years.
Pooulations of the various species appear to fluctuate in phase over
wost of Alaskal although loca1 pockets of animals may remain at h1gh
nuwbers whi1e populations are declining e~sewhere. Coastal populations
see~ to exhibit less drastic oscillations than populations in the interior.
Blue grouse, fo~nd only in Southeastern Alaska spruce-hew1ock forests,
occur in relatively stable numbers. The three species of ptarmigan in
coastal parts of their range exhibit erratic. rather than cyclic~ popv1ation
fluctuations. Grouse and ptarmigan popu!ations in Interior and parts of
Southcentral Alaska were high d"ring 1960 to 196<-63 and again in 1968
to 1970. Hare populations followed a similar pattern. including less
drastic, more erratic fluctuations in numbers in coastal areas.

Factors causing the osci~1ations in small gane numbers are not well
understood, although weather, food, predation and diseases probably a11
play a role, with different factors varying in significance during
different stages of the cycle. The general synchrony of sna11 game
pooulation fluctuations suggests that so~e major extri~sic factor~
perhaps weather, is the cause for population cycles. Natural Mortality
rates for all sma11 game species are very high~ perhaps reaching 8G
percent in some years. Severe winters and wet, cold springs which
adversely impact nesting success and chick survival .l'Jay be the main
sources of grouse and ptarmigan mortality. Snowshoe hare abundance may
be related to available food supplies as wel1 as weather.

.,

Small game habitat has been little affected by human activity over most
of the state~ although some habitat has been lost or altered by urbanization
and agriculture near Anchorage and in the Matanuska~Susitna Valley and
by extensive logging in Southeastern Alaska. Logging activities and
fires may enhance habitat for hares and ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse~
while reducing suitable habitat for spruce and blue grouse and willow
ptarmigan. Rock and especially white-tailed ptarmigan breed at higher
elevatfons than wil1ow ptarmigan~ and their habitat has probably been
little altered by human activity.
Recreationa1 hunting by Alaskan residents is the primary use of small
game with most harvested an~mals retained for domestic consu~ption.
Most sma11 gaQe hunting occurs along established road systems close to
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huffian population centers. although some hunters effip1oy snowmachines in
winter and boats in summer and fall to reach more distant areas. A few
hunting parties travel by plane to remote regions specifica1ly to hunt
small game. ~1ost small game hunting in remote areas, however, is
incidental to quests for big garr:e and ser'les rr:ain1y to supplement carrp
rations. Nonresident hunters contribute little to the small gane harvest.
Hunter effort and harvest levels of small game depend mainly on small
ga~e aburCance and accessibility.
The high natural mortality and fecundity
rates of srr:all game populations preclude hunting as a significant limiting
factor. Small game hunting seasons and bag limits have changed 1ittle
since statehood. The only significant change was a shortening of seasons
and summer closures to small game hunting in Chugach State Park near
Anchorage.
Nonconsumptive uses of s~all game vary significantly between areas.
Mos: viewing and photography occurs adjacent to JTajor hurr,an population
centers~ such as in Chugach State Park near Anchorage~ along the roads,
trails and footpaths in Chugach National Forest and the National t4oose
Range on the Kenai Peninsula, and the Twe1vemi!e and Eag1e Summits on
the Steese Highway. Besides being an important hobby of many urban-area
residents. viewing and photography of small game occur incidental to
other outdoor pursuits~ s~ch as berrypicklng, skiing 1 snowshoeing,
~iking~ and moun:ain clim~ing.
Although most r.onconsurrptive users are
Alaska residents1 nonreside:'lts also enjoy snall gane, partic:Jlarly in
Interior Alaska along roads leading to and near t'.t. t1cKin:ey National
Park.
Ptarmigan are the most common and popular gamebirds in Alaska. Willow
and rock ptarmigan are distributed throughout the state. White-tailed
ptarmigan are restricted to the Alaska Rar.ge and mountainous areas to
the south including the Ccok Inlet area, :he Kena~ Peninsula, the coast
of Prince WilliaM Sound and the Gulf of Alaska, and Southeastern A1aska.
Rock and willow ptarmigan make extensive altitudinai migrations in
spring and fall, while white-tailed ptarmigan generally remain at
higher elevations throughoot the year. Willow ptarmigan occur in willow
grown flats and foothills near timberline during summer and fall and
move to lower riparian areas in winter. Rock ptarmigan breed above
timberline to about 3500 feet, and white-tailed ptarmigan occur as high
as 5000 feet. Comparatively little ptarmigan habitat has been altered or
destroyed i~ Alaska, although greater efficiency in 7ire suppression rray
be having an impact on willow and rock ptarmigan wintering areas.
Willow ptarmigan are the most frequently encountered garr:ebird because
they are most abundant and they winter at lower elevations. The magnitude
of harvest is unknown~ but hunting effort varies considerably from year
to year depending on bird abundance. Some of the most popular recreational
ptarmigan hunting areas include the Copper River Oe1ta, lands adjacent
to the headwaters of the U~!::e Susitna River~ the !sabel Pass areal
Eagle and Twelvenile SJnmi~s on the Steese 4ighway, Mt. Fai~p1ay andJ on
Kodiak Island, the Upper Station ~akes and Tugidak Is1and. In Southeastern
Alaska, the most used ptarm:gan hunting areas are near Haines, Juneau~
Ketchikan~ and along beach and river systems from Yakutat to the Alsek
River. Ptarmigan hunting is most intensive in 1ate winter after sn~v
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depths at high elevations have forced birds to move down. Ptarmigan are
an important year-round source of food for rural residents in much of
northern, western and interior Alaska and are taken whenever available.
The extent of domestic utilization by local residents is dependent on
cyclical ptarmigan abundance; when birds are scarce relatively little
effort is expended to procure them. Observation and photography of
ptarmigan occurs year-round and are popular whenever and wherever the
birds are accessible. Many people also view ptarmigan incidentally to
other outdoor activities.
Grouse are less abundant and less conspicuous than ptarmigan~ although
spruce grouse are widespread and at times locally abundant. Blue grouse
are common in spruce-hemlock forests of Southeastern Alaska but their
range extends only as far north as the Dangerous River. Sharp-tailed
and ruffed grouse are distributed through Interior Alaska in a broad
band that approxiw~tes the drainage of the Yukon River, although these
species also occur in areas south of the Alaska Range. Ruffed grouse
are present in Southeastern Alaska. Ruffed grouse have an affinity for
hardwood trees and replace spruce grouse where aspen and birch stands
occur in the predominantly spruce Torests. The sharp-tailed grouse
prefers transitional habitats between forests and tundra or grasslands.
Spruce grouse are the most widespread and numerous of Alaskan grouse,
present in spruce-birch and spruce-hemlock forests over most of the
state. Little information is available on abundance, except on a comparative
basis. ~lhereas ruffed and sharp-ta i 1ed grouse probably benefited from
widespread wildfires that occurred earlier in the century, spruce grouse
have probably benefited from forest fire prevention now provided by
federal and state agencies.
Most grotlse hunting is by Alaska residents for recreation and domestic
use. The w~gnitude of harvest is unknown. Hunting effort declines
substantially when grouse populations decline. Grouse are typically
hunted a1ong road systems in fa11 and early spring when the birds are
gathering grit. Spruce grouse have been relatively common along the
Steese Highway between Mile 120 and 148. near Manley Hot Springs,
between Ester and Nenana on the Nenana Road near fairbanks, along the
Alaska and Taylor Highways near Fortymile. near Glennallen, and o~ many
secondary roads on the Kenai Peninsula.
In Southeastern Alaska spruce and ruffed grouse occur in such low n~bers
that they are usually taken ~Y hunters only incidental to quests for
other species, usually big game. Blue grouse. however, are subject to
intensive local hunting from mid-April to mid-May when 1'hooters 11 {territorial
males} are conspicuous; most of the blue grouse harvest consists of
males. Most grouse hunting occuts adjacent to major road systems.
Grouse viewing and photography are priw~ri1y by Alaska local residents.
although an increasing number of nonresidents. usually summer tourists.
are important nonconsumptive users in state and national parks and along
major road systems. Comparatively few people seek grouse specifically
fer viewing and photography, hut they are clearly important adjuncts to
some outdoor activities such as hiking, camping, fishing etc.
Hares are probably the most important

species occur in the state.

sw~11 game in Alaska.
Three
Snowshoe hares and arctic hares are indigenous
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species. European hares are introduced. Native hare populations are
extremely cyclic in inland areas of the state; hare numbers may vary by
factors of 100 or more between years. Snowshoe hares reach their
greatest density about every 10 years, with catastrophic population
declines during intervening periods. Coastal populations of arctic and
snowshoe hares seem less cyclic and exhibit erratic population oscillations.
Hare population fluctuations have been documented since the late 1800's
in Alaska. Hares were abundant in Interior Alaska in 1885, probably
during the mid-1890's, in 1905, from 1913 to 1915, in 1924, in 1935,
from 1946 to 1947, in 1954, in 1963, and finally around 1970. Hare
numbers were again at low levels by the mid-1970's. less is known of
arctic hares, but their numbers seem to show a similar pattern. European
hares have been established by the release of domestic hares on a
number of islands including Umnak and Hog in the Aleutians, and Middleton
Island in Prince William Sound. The Middleton Island transplant of
three females and one male in 1954 increased to at least 6000 by 1960
and the population is currently at about that level, although drastic
fluctuations in numbers have occurred over the last 15 years. The
Alaska Game Commission authorized a transplant of snowshoe hares to
Kodiak and Afognak Islands in 1934. The transplant was successful, and
snowshoes were subsequently released on l'Joody and Long Islands and later
on Popof Island in the Shumagin group. t..lost hare habitat has probably
been little altered by human activity, although improved efficiency in
fire suppression and prevention by state and federal agencies may have
reduced some hare habitat. Habitat requirements of hares appear flexible
but most often consist of streamside willows, dwarf birches, and brush
thickets. Hares are widespread during population ·highs. Urban sprawl
and livestock grazing are probably having adverse local impacts on hare
numbers in some areas.
Snowshoe hares are probably the most popular small game species in
Alaska. Most use is recreational hunting for food. Most hares are
harvested by local residents although nonresidents take hares incidentally
to quests for big game. Areas adjacent to roads and waterways are most
heavily hunted. Access to hunting areas is often by walking, but more
hunters are employing boats, all-terrain vehicles and snowmachines to
reach distant areas. A few hunting parties travel by plane to remote
regions exclusively to hunt hares. Hunting effort varies with population
fluctuations, being intense when hares are abundant and limited when
they are scarce. Snowshoe hares are less common in Southeastern Alaska
and provide a limited amount of recreational hunting near Juneau, Haines,
and Skagway. Villagers in remote areas make extensive domestic use of
hares. Most hare hunting occurs in fall and winter. Hares are also
popular with nonconsumptive users, particularly near urban areas.
Although many people wishing to view hares often blame hunting for low
numbers during years of hare scarcity, the high reproductive and natural
mortality rates make the impact of losses due to hunting insignificant.
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SMALL GAME IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA
GROUSE AND PTARMIGAN
Blue, spruce and ruffed grouse and wi11ow, rock and white-tailed ptarmigan,
a11 menbers of the family Tetraonidae. are gallinaceous birds inhabiting
various parts of Southeastern AlasKa.

Blue grouse {DencL~agapus obs~~~s) are the most widely distributed and
hunted sna1l game species in Southeastern. They occur primarily in
spruce-hemlock forests frow Yakutat south throughout the rest of the
panhandle except for Prince of Wales tsland. Franklin's grouse, a
subspecies of spruce grouse {Canaohites canadensis), occurs in limited
numbers in spruce-h~lock forests on the mainland south of Unuk River
and on Revillagigedo and Prince of Wales Islands.

Ruffed grouse (Bon:zsa

umbet&ua) are found in very 1ow numbers in cottonwood forests and riparian
willow stands on mainland river drainages from the Unuk River north to
Haines,

Willow ptarmigan (Laqopus Zagorua) are the ~ost abundart ptarmigan
soecies and occur on the mainland and an 1arger islands except Prince
of ioia1es and Kiui Islands. ~hite~tai1ed ptarmigan (£. !ew~:.ad are
found throughout Southeastern Alaska exce3t for Prince of Wales Island.
Rock ptarmigan (L. nutus) occur in low numbers along the entire mainland
coast and on Revi11agigedo Island.
Ptarmigan move downwards in October to their winter ranges. Among rock
and willow ptarmigan the sexes segregate during this seasonal habitat
shift. ~lale rock and willow otarmigan remain near the breeding grounds
throughout winter, while the females undergo movements of several ~iles
to brushy subalpine or timbered winter range. The birds are funneled
through river valleys and low mountain oasses during this fa11 movement
and again when returning to their breeding grounds in March. The degree
of sexual segregation among white-tailed ptarmigan is not known.
The tetraonids have evolved so that each major vegetation type in Alaska
provides habitat for one or more species at some period of the year.
Therefore. disturbances s~ch as burning~ timber removal and agriculture
produce vegetative changes that decrease the range quaiity for some
species while favQring otherspecies. Spruce and blue grouse and the
three species of ptarmigan tend to occupy wature or climax habitats.
Conversely, disturbed communities provide ruffed grouse habitat.
Although populations Qf grouse and ptarmigan fluctuate ln Southeastern
Alaska the extreme cyclic fluct~ations evident over large northern
Alaska areas have not been observed in the region. Due to lack of
knowledge regarding the factors governing pooulation fluctuations,
~anagement programs aimed at stab1i1izing tetraonid densities from year
to year are not feasible at present. Although populations can probably
·.vithstand repeated harvest amounting to 40 oercent of tha fall population,
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hunting pressure and harvest will probably continue to fluctuate with
tetraonid abundance. Habitat management has not been attempted in
Alaska, but ruffed grouse populations would probably respond to habitat
manipulation. Higher densities of this species could 'robably be attained
in some years through intensive habitat manipulation although it is
doubtful if ltcyclic" lows could be prevented.
Gallinaceous birds are important prey for avian and mammalian predators.
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not on1y varies
according to their abundance, but also with predator densities and
availability of buffer species such as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain relatively heavy losses to predators,
Their long-tenm population trends are not significantly altered.
Therefore, the use of these species as prey is compatible with the
various human uses~
Grouse and ptarmigan have received only light to moderate harvest by
sport hunters in Southeastern. Most hunters are residents, and the
distribution of hunting pressure is primarily restricted to access
routes and areas in close proximity to human population centers. Most
grouse hunting occurs in the spring when the male blue grouse are
''hooting." Ptarmigan and some grouse are a1so taken in the fa11 in
conjunction with deer or goat hunting.
Although some individuals may hunt specifically for grouse and ptanmigan,
a significant amount of the harvest results incidental to big game
hunting. Interest in grouse and ptarmigan hunting is expected to increase
along with human population growth. This increased hunting pressure
will probab1y continue to be exerted in relatively localized~ traditional
hunting areas. Like hunting, nonconsumptive uses such as observation
and photography have been light in the past, but an increase should also
be expected. For the most part consum?tive and nonconsumptive uses can
be provided concurrently on all small game ranges in Southeastern Alaska.

The snowshoe hare (Lepus ame~~c~r.us) is the only hare occurring in
Southeastern Alaska. It is found mainly in the major river deltas of
the mainland, artd is very sparse elsewhere. There are no hares on tne
islands.
~ares are never as abundant in the Southeastern Region as they are in
more northern parts of the state but their densities are sti11 influenced
to sow.e extent by cyclic fluctuations in population levels. These
fluctuations average lO years between peaks, but never reach the magnitude
that occurs in interior Alaska areas. No estimates are available for
hare densities in the Southeast.

Snowshoe hares occupy a variety of habitats} although certain types seem
to be ereferred, or will support a higher density. Hares prefer the
more open aspen and birch communities with brushy understories of
willow, alder~ blueberryJ etc. and streamside areas with willows seem to
be o~timum habitat for hares. In Southeastern Alaska suitable habitat
occurs mainly along the major river bottoms. Dense spruce-hemlock
forests support few hares.
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Habitat disturbances such as wildfire and clearing of timber usual1y
benefit the snowshoe hare~ since regrowth of herbaceous and woody species
provides cover and food. Increased logging cperations in the region may
possibly benefit the hare. Climax communities of dense spruce do nat
provide suitable brushy understories for snowshoe hares.
snowshoe hare is an extremely important prey species for several
predators. Lynx depend almost entirely on snowshoe hares for fooc) and
populations of lynx fluctuate with hare populations, with high and low
points in 1ynx populations following those of hares by about one year.
In years of low hare numbers, few if any 1ynx kittens are raised. Both
red foxes and wolves a1so depend to a great extent on hares.
Raptors
such as the great horned owl and the goshawk utilize hares as a major
part of their diet, and their numbers are influenced by the snowshoe
hare populations.

~he

The cyclic nature of snowshoe hare populations precludes management
programs designed to stabilize hare populations. In Southeastern J:Uaska
especially, it is the availability of suitab1e habitat which controls
the hare populations. Hunting pressure on hares increases as populations
increase and hares become ncre available, but as hare populations decline
and become harder to find, there is correspondingly less interest in
hunting them, and hunting then has little effect on the natural population
cycle. Snowshoe hares are not considered an important small game anima:
in Southeastern Alaska as their populations are so scattered. ~lost hare
hunting in the regicn is probab1y incidenta1 to hunting for other species.
Local populations of hares, such as those in the Mendenhall flats area
near Juneau, may receive significant hunting pressure as the huwan
population in the area increases.
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SMALL GAl-lE IN SOU111CENTRAL ALASKA

GROUSE AND PTARMIGAN

Spruce grouse (Canachites canadensis)~ ruffed grouse (Bonaaa umbe~tua) and
sharp-taf1ed grouse (Pedioaetes ph~sianeZlus) and rock ptarmigan (Lagopue
mutus). willow ptarmigan (L. Zagopus) and white-tailed ptarnigan (L.
teuau.PUs). a11 members of the fami1y Tetraonidae, are the gallinaceous
birds inhabiting the Southcentral Region. Within this region rock,
willow and white-tailed ptarmigan and spruce grouse are found wherever
suitable habitat occurs. Sharp-tailed grouse inhabit the basin bounded
by the Talkeetna Mountains, the Alaska Range and the Wrangell Mountains
southward along the Copper River drainage to the Chitina area. Ruffed
grouse are restricted to the upper portions of the Copper River drainage.
Although there is considerable overlap ln geographica1 distribution of
the various tetraonid species, each displays a marked preference for
certain habitat types. Spruce grouse are found most conmonly in white
spruce-birch cmrmunities and black spr'Jce associations. Ruffed grcuse
inhabit upland aspen and birch comrr~nities and riparian wi11ow stanas.
Sharp-tailed grouse occupy a variety of habitat types including subalpine
brushlands. sparsely timbered black spruce bogs, mature birch woodlands,
regenerating hardwood forests and open fields.
In SouthcentraT Alaska, breeding habitats of the three species of
ptarmigan are separated altitudi~ally. although some overlapping occurs.
Willow ptarmigan breed close to timberline. o~ten partially within the
fringe of coniferous woodland; and also along stream courses in riparian
shrub communities, generally between elevations of 2,000 and 2,800 feet.
Rock ptarmigan breed from timberline to approximately 3~500 feet in
habitat ranging fro~ brushy stands of dwarf birch less than four feet
ta11 to areas above the 1 imit of upright, woody vegetation. White
tailed ptarmigan breed at elevations of 3,500 to 5,000 feet. They
occupy rough terrain where vegetation fonns a low, sparse cover interrupted
by boulder fields, talus slopes, 1edges and glaciers.
Unlike forest grouse~ ptarmigan move downward in October to their
winter ranges. Among rock and willow ptarmigan the sexes segretate
during this seasonal habitat shift. Male rock and willow ptarmigan
remain near the breeding grounds throughout winter, while the females
move up to 100 miles to brushy subalpine or timbered winter range. The
birds funnel through river valleys and low mountain passes during this
fa11 movement and again when returning to their breeding grounds in
March. In some years flocks numbering in the hundreds of birds move
through Isabel Pass, and there are probab1y similar seasonai concentration
areas for birds in other areas. The degree of sexual segregation among
white-tailed ptarmigan is not known.
The tetraonids have evolved so that each major vegetative type in Alaska
provides habitat for one or reore species at sene period of the year.
Disturbances such as burning, timber removal and agriculture produce
vegetative changes that decrease the habitat qua1ity for certain species
while favoring others. Spruce grouse and ptarmigan tend to occupy
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mature or climax habitats. The forests of the western Kenai Peninsula
provide some of the best spruce grouse habitat in Alaska. Ruffed and
sharp-tailed grouse thrive in disturbed communities, and in the Southcentral
region fire has been a prevalent factor producing and maintaining ruffed
and sharp-tailed grouse habitat. Favorable habitat resulting from
burning lasts for up to 60 years but, because of this relatively short
time span, the maintenance of grouse habitat for these species involves
a regime of repeated burning. Recent trends in fire control, particu1ar'!y
in the vicinity of human population centers, may be resulting in a
decline in the amount of habitat for these species.
Inland populations of the various Alaskan tetraonids demonstrate marked,
generally synchronous, fluctuations involving seven to nine years between
peaks. These patterr.s are evident over large geographical regions, but
the abundance of a given species in a local area may vary from the
general pattern at any given time. During the last 15 years Southcentral
grouse populations were high during the periods 1960-62 and 1968-69,
Low grouse densities occurred in 1964-66 and again in the early to mid
1970 1 s. Similarly, ptarmigan were abundant in 1961-63 and 1968~70, anc
scarce in 1964-66 and in the early to mid 1970's.
Due to lack of knowledge regarding the factors governing population
f1uctuations~ management programs aimed at stabilizing tetraonid densities
from year to year are not feasible at present. Habitat management has
not been attempted in Alaska, but ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse populations
would probably respond to habitat manipulation. Higher densities of
these species could probably be attained in some years through intensive
habitat manipulation although it is doubtful if "cyclic" lows could be
prevented. If increased densities of self-sustaining populations of
ruffed or sharp-tailed grouse are desired, the lntensive habitat manage
ment approach is definitely preferred over the usually unsuccessful
techniques involving captive breeding. stocking and transplanting.
Gallinaceous birds are important prey for avian and mammalian predators.
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not only varies
according to their abundance. but also with predator densities and
avai1abi1ity of buffer species such as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain relatively heavy losses to predators,
their long-term population trends are not significantly altered.
Therefore, the use of these species as prey is comootib1e wHh the
various human uses.
Grouse and ptarmigan have received only light to moderate harvest by
sportsmen and "subsistence" hunters in the Southcentra 1 region. A1 though
bird populations can orobably withstand repeated fall harvests amounting
to 40 percent of the fall oopulation, hunting pressure and harvest will
probably continue to fluctuate with tetraor.id abundance. t~ost hunters
are Alaskan residents, and the distribution of hunting pressure is
primarily restric~ed to access routes and areas in close proximity to
human population centers. Most grouse hunting occurs from early September
through October. Ptarmigan hunting follows the same pattern during
autumn but, a moderate amount of hunting also occurs during March and
Apri1. A1though some individuals may hunt specifically for grouse and
ptarmigan. a signi~icant amount of the harvest occurs incidental to big
game hunting. Past harvests have had little if any influence on overa11
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abundance, but interest in grouse and ptarmigan hunting is expected to
increase along with accelerated human population growth. This increased
hunting pressure will probably continue to be exerted in relatively
localized, traditfona1 hunting areas. Like hunting. nonconsumptive uses
such as observation and photography have been light in the past. but an
increase should also be expected. For the most part consumptive and
nonconsumptive uses are presently compatible. This situation is expected
to continue where grouse are involved, but there is a possibility oT
future conflicts between nonconsumptive users and spring ptarmigan
hunters.

HARES
The snowshoe or varying hare (Lepus amePicanus) is the only hare occurring
in Southcentral Alaska. being common throughout the area wherever suitable
habitat occurs. The highest hare densities are found around the upper
Cook Inlet area, in the Matanuska Valley and Knik River drainages~
around Glennallen and Talkeetna~ and on the Kenai Peninsula around
Soldotna. In 1976 hares were present in low numbers throughout w~st of
the regio~. but there were some localized pockets with moderate numbers.
Densities are influenced by cyclic fluctuations in popu1ation levels
averaging 10 years between peaks. In the Southcentra1 Region snowshoe
hare populations were high around 1971-73. Fluctuations are fairly
synchronous throughout the area~ but tend to peak first in the more
northern part. These cyclic fluctuations seem to be most extreme in the
central portfons of the snowshoe's range. Interior Alaska has historically
experienced the greatest extremes in hare density. During population
peaks, densities may average 1500 or more per square mi1e.
The abundance of hares in local areas may vary greatly, and even in
periods of low population levels local areas of abundance will occur tn
optimum habitat. As populations increase hares spread into 1ess desirable
habitat1 and when populations decline, they disappear from these areas
first. The decline may be abrupt~ or it may be gradual and occ~r over a
period of 3 to L years.
Snowshoe hares occupy a variety of habitats, although certain types seem
to be preferred and will support a higher density of hares. Hares can
be found in subalpine area5, brush lands~ white spruce-birch co~munities
and scrubby black spruce stands. The more open aspen and birch communities
with brushy understories of willow) alder, highbush cranberry and wild
rose~ and streamside areas with wii1ows seem to be optimum habitat for
snowshoe hares.
Habitat disturbances such as wildfire and clearing of timber usually
benefit the snowshoe hare, since regrowth of herbaceous and woody species
provides cover and food. However increased fire control is decreasing
prime habitat for hares. Climax communities of dense spruce do not
provide suitable brushy ~nderstory for snowshoe hares.
In years of high snowshoe poPulations, girdling of willow and other
browse plants, and to a lesser extent spruce saplings, occurs over large
areas. Such girdling can seriously reduce the amount of ava11ao1e
browse for a number of years and w~y affect rr~oose populations as well as
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the hares themselves.
The snowshoe hare is an extremely important prey species for several
predators. Lynx depend almost entirely an snowshoe hares for food. and
populations of lynx fluctuate with hare populations, with high and law
points in lynx populations following those of hares by about one year.
!n years of low hare numbers~ few if any lynx kittens are raised. Both
red foxes and wolves also depend to a g~eat extent on hares. Raptors
such as the great horned owl and the goshawk utilize hares as a major
part of their diet. and their numbers are influenced by snowshoe hare
populations.
The cyclic nature of snowshoe hare populations makes management programs
designed to stabilize hare populations difficult. Too many factors are
involved in these population cycles for man to have much effect other
than by modifying the habitat. Huntfng p~essure on hares increases as
populations increase and hares become mare avai1ab1e~ but as hare
populations decline and they become harder to find. there is correspondingly
less interest in hunting themt and hunting then has little effect on the
natural population cycle. Alsof hunting pressure is concentrated along
roads and trails and around human ~opulation centers; over vast areas
the animals are not hunted by man.
When snowshoe hares are abundant, the harvest by sport hunters may be
fairly high in very localized areas. Most hunters are residents. ~,ost
hunting occurs in the fa11. but hare h"unting is popular all winter long
when snowshoe hare populations are high. On mild winter days. many
people enjoy going out for a few hours to hunt hares as a form of winter
recreation, combining it with skiing, snow machining, or snowshoeing.
Hares are used as human and dog foodJ and as bait for traps. The hides
are fragi1e~ but are sometimes used for mittens and blankets.
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SMALL GAME IM SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

GROUSE AND PTAP.M!GiiN
Spr:..~ce

grouse (Canaahit:ee aanadenaia)

iHtG

rock ptarmigan (Lagopus rn..tus) and

wil1ow ptarmigan (L. Zagopus)~ all members of the family Tetraonidae,
are the most abundant gallinaceous bi~ds inhabiting the Southwestern
Region. t'ihere suitable habitat exists, rock and willow ptannigan inhabit
the entire region inc1ud~ng the Aleutian and Kodiak-Afognak Island
co~plexes.
Spruce grouse occur in the lower* forested habitats north of
Becharof Lake. Spruce grouse are not found on Kodiak Island. While not
widespread in southwestern Alaska, white-tailed

ptarn~igan

(L. leucurus) inhabit

the higher elevations of the Aleutian Range in the northeastern portion
of the region and ruffed grouse (Bonasa 1.unbeUus) and sharp-tailed
grouse (?edioce~~s phcsiane~lus) may occur in the upper reaches of the
Chichitnok, Nushagak and Mulchatna drainages. Upland game birds do not
occur on St. Matthews or the Pribilof Islancs.
Although there is considerable overlap in geographical distribution of
the various tetraonid species, each displays a marked preference for
certain habitat types. Spr:;ce grouse are found most corrmonly in \'lhite
soruce-birch conmun:ties and black spruce associa:ions. Ruffed grouse
inhabit upland aspen and birch communities and riparian willow s~ands.
Sharp-tailed grouse occupy a variety of habitat tyoes inc 1udi ng suba 1pine
brushlands~ sparsely timbered black spruce bogs, mature birch woodlands,
regenerating hardwood forests and open fields.
ln mountainous sections of Southwesterr. Alaska, breeding habitats of the
three species of ptarmigan are separated a1titudinally although some
overlapping occ:..~rs. Wi1~ow ptannigar. breed close to tinberline, often
partially within the fringe of coniferous woodland, and also along
stream courses in riparian shrub communities genera11y between elevations
of 2,000 and 2.800 feet. Rock ptarmigan breed from timberline to approximately
3,500 feet in hab1tat ranging from brushy stands of dwarf birch less
than four feet tall to areas above the li~ft of upr~ght~ woody vesetaticr.
White-tailed ptarnigan breed at elevations of 3,500 to 5,000 feet. They
occupy rough terrain where vegetation forms a low, sparse cover interrupted
by boulder fields, talus slopes, ledges and glaciers. In the lower,
coastal portions of the region the differences between rock and willow
ptarn~igan habitats are poorly understood.
Unlike forest grouseJ otarmiga~ in mountainous portions of Southwestern
A1aska mJve downward in October to their winter ranges. Among rock a~d
willow ptarnigan the sexes segregate during this seasonal habitat shift.
Male rock and willow ptarmigan remain near the breeding grounds throughout
the wintert while females move up to 100 miles to brushy s:;ba1pine or
timbered winter range. The birds funnel through river valleys and low
mountain passes during this fail noverrent and again when returning to
their breeding grounds in ~arch.
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The tetraonids have evolved so that each major vegetative type in Alaska
provides habitat for one or more species at some pericd of the year.
Disturbances such as burning~ tiwber removal and agriculture produce
vegetative changes that decrease the habitat quaiity for certain species
while favoring others. In Southwestern Alaska 1itt1e such habitat
d1sturba~ce has occurred* consequently man's activities have had no
significant impact on the distribution or abundance of tetraonids in
this region.
Inland populations of the various Alaskan tetraonids demonstrate marked,
genera liY synchronous~ f1 uctuati ons i nvo1vi ng seven to nine years between
peaks. In maritime situations, such as most of the Southwestern region,
population f1uctuations do occur~ but they are thought to be erratic and
not necessarily in phase with those recorded from continental habitats.
Due to lack of knowledge regarding the factors governing population
fluctuations, management programs aiMed at stabilizing tetraonid densities
from year to year are not feasible at present. Since the major upland
game bird species in this area occupy mature or climax vegetation types,
habitat manipulation is not considered a feasible technioue for increasing
carrying capacity.
,
Ga11inaceous birds are iMportant prey for avian and mammalian predators.
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not only varies
according to their abundance, but also with predator densities and
avai1abi1ity of buffer species s~ch as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain relatively heavy losses to ~redators,
their long-term population trends are not significantly altered.
Therefore) the use of these species as prey is compatible with the
various human uses.
Grouse and ptarmigan have received only light to ~Gderate harvest by
sport and domestic hunters in the Southwestern Region. Harvests probably
fluctuate with tetraonid abundance and have had iitt1e influence on
regional population trends. AlthoUgh some individuals may hunt specifically
for grouse and ptarmigan. a significant amount of the harvest occurs
incidental to big game hunting. Like hunting, nonconsumptive uses such
as observation and photography have been light in the past, and for the
most part consumptive and nonconsumptive uses are compatible.
~ARES

Both the snowshoe hare (Lepus amc~;aanus) and the tundra hare (L. arctiaus)
are found in Southwestern Alaska. The snowshoe hare occurs naturally on
the mainland, and has been reported as periodically abundant around Lake
Clark and along the Chulitna River. Specimens have been taken at Nushagak,
Lake Aleknagik, Ekwok, and Kakwok River. They probably do no~ range far
beyond the timbered areas.
Showshoe hares were introduced to the Kodiak Island group in 1934 with a
release of 558 snowshoe hares on Kodiak and A~ognak Is1ands. This
transplant was successful and in 1952 hares from Kodiak Island were
capt:Jred and introduced to the adjacent Woody and Loog Is1ands. These
introductions were also successful.
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Tundra hares have been found throughout the Alaska Peninsula and Bristol
Bay area. They are not present on the islands, a1though there is a
record of one specirren collected on Popof Island in 1913. t·1urie reports
that tundra hares were abundant in 1936 at Snag Point, near Nushagak.
and in 1925 were seen at the west end of the Alaska Peninsula. Tundra
hares inhabit shrub thickets of dwarf birch~ willow and alder in the
coastal tundra areas of the Peninsula. Windswept areas of tundra and
rocky slopes provide access to habitat free of snow in the winter.
There is little infontation available on the status of tundra hare
populations in this area.
Densities of snowshoe hares* and possibly of tundra hares as well~ are
influenced by cyclic fluctuations in population levels averaging 10
years between peaks. On Kodiak Island~ snowshoe hares occur in moderate
densities in good habitat, but they do not have suitable habitat everywhere
on the island and individual populations fluctuate sporadica11y.
The abundance of snowshoe hares in local areas on the nainland may vary
greatly, and even in periods of 1ow popu1ation leveis~ local areas of
abundar.ce wi11 occ:1r in optimurr habitat. As populations increase hares
spread i~to less desirable habitat, and when populations decline~ they
disappear from these areas first.
Snows hoe hares occupy a variety of habitats, a 1though certain types seerr
to be preferred and support a higher density of hares. Hares can be
found in subalpine areas, brush lands, white spruce~birch communities
and scrubby black spruce stands. The more open aspen and birch communities
with brushy understories of'wi1low, alder, highbush cranberry and wild
rose, and streamside areas with willows see~ to be optinum habitat for
snowshoe hares.
Habitat disturbances such as wildfire and clearing of timber usually
benefit the snowsftoe hare, since regrowth of herbaceous and woody species
pro·;ides cover and food. However, increased fire control is decreasing
prime habitat for hares. Climax corrrnunities of dense spruce do not
provide suitable br~shy understories for snowshoe hares.
The snowshoe hare is an extre~e1y i~portant prey species for several
predators, Lynx depend almost entirely on snowshoe hares for food, and
populations of lynx fluctuate with hare popula:ions, with high and low
points in lynx pooulatians foliowing those of hares by about one year.
In years of low hare numbers, few if any lynx kittens are raised. Both
red foxes and wolves also deoend ta some extent on tundra hares and
snowshoe hares. Raotors feed on both species of hares, and their numbers
may be influenced somewhat by hare populations.
The cyclic nature of snowshoe hare popl11ations rrakes nanage~e!lt programs
designed to stabilize hare populations difficult. Tao many factors are
involved in these population cycles for man to have much effect other
than by modifying the habitat. Hunting pressure on hares increases as
pooulations increase and hares becone more available, but as hare populations
deciine they become harder to find, and there is correspondingly less
interest in hunting; hunting then has little effect on the natural
population cycle.
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When snowshoe and tundra hares are abundant, domestic utilization and
recreational harvests mdy be fairly high in very localized areas. There
is very little information on harvest levels for either species of hare
in thls area~ except for snowshoe hares on Kodiak. On Kodiak, there is
an intense hunting effort both for sport and food along the Kodiak road
system and in the Port lyons and Ouzin~e areas.
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SMALL GAME IN WESTERN ALASKA

GRCUSE AND PTARMIGAN
Spruce grouse (Canachi tas c::.:nader.sia). ru+'fed grouse (Bor>..asa ul1'.be ~Zus; and

sharp-tailed grouse (?ediacetes ph::.:s·iam:'Z"Zue) and rock ptarmigan {Lagopus
mutus) 1 willow ptannigan {£. i..a.gopua) and white-tail ptarmigan {L.
Z-e"~c.>U!"'..<B)~ all 11embers of the family Tetraonidae, are the gallinaceous
species occurring in the Western Region. Hillow ptannigan occur through
out the entire region, including Nunivak !s1and, where suitab·:e habitat

exists. Rock pta~igan and spruce grouse occur throughout with the
exception of the western portion of t~e Yukon-Kuskokwim delta. Ruffed
and sharp-tailed grouse occur throughout the

Y~kon

and Kuskokwim drainages

above Holy Cross and Aniak} respectively. White-tailed ptarmigan are
restricted to the upper slopes of the Alaska Range in the southeastern
portion of this region.

Although there is considerable overlap in geographical distribution of
the severa1 tetraonid species, eacn displays a marked preference ~or
cer:ain 1abitat types, Spruce groJse are found most ccmmonly in whi~e
spruce~birch communities and black spr~ce associations.
Ruffed grouse
inhabit upiand aspen and birc~ communities and streamside wi}low stands.
Sharp-taiied grouse occupy a variety of r~abitat types including sub~
alpine brush1ands, sparsely timbered black spruce bogs~ mature birch
woodlands. regenerating hardwood forests and open fields.
In mountainous sections of Western Alaska. breeding habitats of the
three species of ptarmigan are separated altitudina11y altho~gh some
overlapping occurs, Wi11ow ptarmigan breed close to timberline, often
partially within the fringe of coniferous woodland, and also along
strea~ courses in s:reanside shrub communities, generally betwee~ elevations
of 2, 000 and 3, 800 feet. Rock: ptarniqan breed from t~mber 1i ne to approx irta te 1y
3,500 feet in habitat ranging fran brushy stands o~ dwarf birch less
than four feet tall to areas above the limit of upright, woody vegetation.
White-ta11ed ptarmisan breed at elevations of 3,500 to S~OOO feet. They
occupy rough terrain where vegetation forms a low, sparse cover interrupted
by boulder fields. taius slopes, ledges and glaciers. In the lower,
coastal portions of the region the differences between rock and wii1ow
ptarmigan habitats are poorly understood.
UnHk:e forest grouse, ptarmigan in mountainous portions of Hestern
Alaska are known to move downward in October to their winter ranges.
The sexes segregate during this seasonal nabltat shift. Male rock and
willow ptar:nigan remain near tt1e breeding grounds throughout the winter~
while females move up to 100 miles to brushy subalpine or timbered
winter range. The birds funnel through river valleys and low mountain
passes during :his fall movement and again when returning to their
breeding grounds in Marc~.

:"he tetraonids have evo1 ved so that each major vegetative type in J\1aska
provides habitat for one or more species at some perlod of the year.
Disturbances such as ~urning, timber removal and agriculture produce
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vegetative changes that decrease the habitat quality for certain species
while favoring others. Spruce grouse and ptarmigan tend to occupy
mature or climax habitats whereas ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse select
disturbed plant communities. In the Western region fire has been the
most prevalent factor producing and maintaining ruffed and sharp-tailed
habitat. Favorable habitat resulting from burning lasts up to 60 years
but, because of this relatively short time span, the maintenance of
grouse habitat for these species involves a regime of repeated burning.
Recent trends in fire control, particularly in the eastern portion of
this region. may be resulting in a decline in the amount of habitat for
these species. Elsewhere in the Western region habitat alterations as a
resu1t of human development have not been widespread and changes that
have occurred have not influenced tetraonid populations significantiy.
Inland populations of the various Alaskan tetraonids demonstrate marked.
genera11y synchronous~ fluctuations with seven to nine years elapsing
between peaks. These patterns are evident over large geographical
regions but the abundance of a give~ species on a loca1 area way vary
from the general pat~ern at any given time. Duri~g the last 15 years
grouse populations in the interior were high during the period 1960-62
and 1968~70. Low grouse densities occurred in 1963-65 and again in the
early to mid 1970's. Simiiarly~ ptarmigan were abundant tn 1961-63 and
1969-71 and scarce 1n 1g64-66 and the early to mid 1970's. These data
are probably applicable to grouse and ptarmigan population trends in the
eastern portions of the ~estern Region. Populations in the coastal
portions of this region fluctuate erratically and not necessarily in
phase with those of the interior.
Que to lack of knowledge regarding the factors governing population
fluctuations, management programs aimed at stabiliz}ng tetraonid densities
from year to year are not feasible at present. Habitat management has
not been attempted in Alaska. but ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse populations
would probably respond to habitat manioulation. Higher densities of
these species could probably be at!ained in some years through intensive
habitat manipulation although it is doubtful if "cyclicu lows cou1d be
orevented. !f increased densities of self-sustaining popu1at1ons of
ruffed or sharp~tai1ed grouse are desired. the intensive habitat management
approach is definitely preferred over the usually unsuccessful techniques
Jnvolving captive breeding. stocking and transplanting.
Ga11inaceous birds are important prey for avian and mammalian predators.
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not only varies
according to their abundance, but also with predator densfties and
availability of buffer species such as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain re1atively heavy 1osses to predators,
their 1ong-term population trends are not significantly altered.
Therefore! the use of these species a~ prey is compatible with the
various human uses.
Grouse and ptarmigan have received only light to moderate harvest by
sport and "subsistence" hunters in \;'estern Alaska. Although populations
can probably withstand repeated harvest amounting to 40 percent of the
fall population, hunting pressure and harvests will probably continue to
fluctuate with te:raonid abundance. t.lost hynters are Alaskan res7dents,
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and the distribution of hunting pressure is primarily restricted to
access routes such as rivers, roads and trails in areas close to human
population centers. Although some individuals may hunt specifically for
grouse and ptarmigan, a significant amount of the harvest occurs incidental
to big gaMe hunting. Past harvests have had little if any influence on
overall abundance. Like hunting, nonconsumptive uses such as observation
and photography have been light in the past. For the most part, consumptive
and noncansumptive uses are presently compatible, and this situation is
expected to continue into the foreseeab1e future.
~ARES

Both the snowshoe hare (Zepus am~Y'i~an~s) and the tundra hare (L.
aroticus) occur in Western Alaska. Tundra hares are found in the coastal
tundra a~as in low to moderate numbers, whi1e snowshoe hares occur
further inland along the major stream drainages. Snowshoe hares are
f"a"irly abundant along the l(uskohJim River and in the mountain valleys to
the south.
Densities of snowshoe hares are infiuenced by cyclic fluctuations in
population levels averaging 10 years between peaks. rn the rlestern
region. snowshoe hare populations were high around 1971-73. These
cyclic f1uctuations seem to be most extreme in the central portions of
the snowshoe's range. Yare densities have averaged i500 or MO~e per
square mile during population pea~s. -he abundance ~f hares in local
areas may vary greatly, and even in ~eriods of low population levels
local areas of abundance will occur in optimuM habitat. As populations
increase hares spread out into less desirable habitat~ and when populations
decline, they disappear from these areas. Sometimes the decline may be
abrupt, or it may be gradual and occur over a period of 3-4 years.
Snowshoe hares ccc'.Jpy a variety of habitats, although certair. types seem
to be preferred, or will support a higher densi~y of hares. Pares can
be found in subalpine areas, brush lands, white spruce-birch comrr.unities
and scrubby black spruce stands. The more open aspen and birch communities
with brushy understories of willow, a1der~ highbush cranberry and wiid
rose, and streaMside areas with wi1lows seem to be optimum habitat for
snowshoe hares. The preferred habitat for the tundra hare is brushy
t:.mdra and windswept roc(y s1opes~ with alder thickets and willows along
the lew wide river valleys near the coast.
Habitat disturbances such as wildfire and clearing of timber usually
benefit snowshoe hares, since regrowth of herbaceous and woody species
provides cover and food. However, increased fire control is decreasing
prime habitat ~or hares. G1i~ax coMmunities of dense spruce do not
provide suitable brushy u~derstories for snowshoe hares.
In years of high snowshoe popu!ations* girdling of wil1aw and other browse
plants, and to a lesser extent spruce saplings, occurs over 1arge are~s. Such
girdling can seriously reduce the amount of available browse for a number of
years and may affect moose populations as well as the hares themselves.
The snowshoe hare is an extremely important prey spec~es for several predators.
Lynx deoend almost entirely on snowshoe hares for food, and ~opu1ations of
lynx fluctuate with hare populations, w~th high and low points in lynx
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populations following those of hares by about one year. In years of low hare
numbers. few if any lynx kittens are raised. Both red foxes and wolves also
depend to a great extent on hares. Raptors such as the great horned
owl and the goshawk utilize hares as a major part of their diet, and
their numbers are influenced by the snowshoe hare populations.
The cyclic nature of snowshoe hare pop~lations nakes managament programs
designed to stabilize hare populations difficult. Too wany factors are
involved in these population cycles for man to have much effect other
than by modifying the habitat. Hunting pressure on hares increases as
populations increase and hares become more available. But, as hare
populations decline and they become harder to find, there is correspondingly
less interest ln hunting them. and hunt1ng then has little effect on t.~e
natural population cycle. Also, hunting pressure is concentrated along
roads and tral1s and around human population centers; over vast areas
the animals are not hunted by man.
iundra hares are hunted by the natives of coasta1 tundra areas who often herd
Some are shot or snared. ~·1ost are taken for food
in the fa1 J ~ winter or spdng. There is no estin:ate of harvest, but the
meat and occasiona11y the hides are used domestically. In the past,
tundra hare oelts were sold co11111ercially, and exported from Alaska by the
hundreds, but there is little demand for t~ndra hare pelts at ~resent.
and kill them with clubs.
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SMALL GAME IN INTERIOR ALASKA

GROUSE AND PTARMIGAN
Spruce grouse (Canachites canadensis}, ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus)
and sharp-tailed grouse (Pediocetes phasiannellus) and rock ptarmigan
(Lagopus mutus), willow ptarmigan (L. Zagopus) and white-tailed ptarmigan
(L. Zeuourus), all members of the family Tetraonidae, are the gallinaceous
species inhabiting the Interior Region. Within this region white-tailed
ptarmigan are restricted to relatively high elevations of the Alaska
Range, but the other species occur throughout the region where suitable
habitat occurs.
Although there is considerable overlap in geographical distribution of
the various tetraonid species. each displays a marked preference for
certain habitat types. Spruce grouse are found most commonly in white
spruce-birch communities and black spruce associations. Ruffed grouse
inhabit upland aspen and birch communities and streamside willow stands.
Sharp-tailed grouse occupy a variety of habitat types including sub
alpine brushlands, sparsely timbered black spruce bogs, mature birch
woodlands, regenerating hardwood forests and open fields.
In Interior Alaska breeding habitats of the three species of ptarmigan
are separated altitudinally although some overlapping occurs. Willow
ptarmigan breed close to timberline, often partially within the fringe
of coniferous woodland, and also along stream courses in riparian shrub
communities generally between elevations of 2,000 and 2,800 feet. Rock
ptarmigan breed from timberline to approximately 3,500 feet in habitat
ranging from brushy stands of dwarf birch less than four feet tall to
areas above the limit of upright, woody vegetation. White-tailed ptarmigan
breed at elevations of 3,500 to 5,000 feet. They occupy rough terrain
where vegetation forms a low, sparse cover interrupted by boulder fields,
talus slopes, ledges and glaciers.
Unlike forest grouse, ptarmigan move downward in October to their winter
ranges. The sexes segregate during this seasonal habitat shift. Male
rock and willow ptarmigan remain near the breeding grounds throughout
winter, while the females move up to 100 miles to brushy subalpine or
timbered winter range. The birds funnel through river valleys and low
mountain passes during this fall movement and again when returning to
their breeding grounds in March. In some years flocks numbering hundreds
of birds move through Anaktuvuk and Isabel Passes, and there are probably
similar seasonal concentration areas for birds in other areas. The
degree of sexual segregation among white-tailed ptarmigan is not known.
The tetraonids have evolved so that each major vegetative type in Alaska
provides habitat for one or more species at some period of the year.
Disturbances such as burning, timber removal and agriculture produce
vegetative changes that decrease the habitat quality for certain species
while favoring others. Spruce grouse and ptarmigan tend to occupy
mature or climax habitats. Conversely, disturbed communities provide
ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse habitat. In the Interior fire has been a
prevalent factor producing and maintaining ruffed and sharp-tailed
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grouse habitat. Favorable habitat resulting from burning lasts for up
to sixty years, but, because of this relatively short time span, the
maintenance of grouse habitat for these species involves a regime of
repeated burning. Recent trends in fire control, particularly in the
vicinity of human population centers, may be resulting in a decline in
the amount of habitat for these species. Ruffed grouse habitat near
cities in the Interior is also being rapidly lost as a result of its use
as building sites. Elsewhere in the Interior habitat alterations as a
result of human development have not been widespread, and changes that
have occurred probably benefited tetraonids.
Inland populations of the various Alaskan tetraonids demonstrate marked,
generally synchronous, fluctuations involving seven to nine years between
peaks. These patterns are evident over large geographical regions, but
the abundance of a given species on a local area may vary from the
general pattern at any given time. During the last 15 years Interior
grouse populations were high during the periods lg60-62 _and lg68-70.
Low grouse densities occurred in 1963-65 and again in the early to mid
1970's. Similarly, ptarmigan were abundant in 1961-63 and 1969-71, and
scarce in 1964-66 and in the early to mid 1970's.
Due to lack of knowledge regarding the factors governing population
fluctuations, management programs aimed at stabilizing tetraonid densities
from year to year are not feasible at present. Habitat management has
not been attempted in Alaska, but ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse populations
would probably respond to habitat manipulation. Higher densities of
these species could probably be attained in some years through intensive
habitat manipulation although it is doubtful if "cyclic" lows could be
prevented. If increased densities of self-sustaining populations of
ruffed or sharp-tailed grouse are desired, the intensive habitat management
approach is definitely preferred over the usually unsuccessful techniques
involving captive breeding, stocking and transplanting.
Gallinaceous birds are important prey for avian and mammalian predators.
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not only varies
according to their abundance, but also with predator densities and
availability of buffer species such as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain relatively heavy losses to predators,
their long-term population trends are not significantly altered.
Therefore, the use of these species as prey is compatible with the
various human uses.
Grouse and ptannigan have received only light to moderate harvest by
-.
sport and "subsistence" hunters in the Interior. Although bird populations
can probably withstand repeated harvests amounting to 40 percent of the
fall population, hunting pressure and harvest will probably continue to
fluctuate with tetraonid abundance. Most hunters are Alaskan residents,
and the distribution of hunting pressure is primarily restricted to
access routes and areas in close proximity to human population centers.
Most grouse hunting occurs from early September through October.
Ptarmigan hunting follows the same pattern during autumn but, in addition,
a moderate amount of hunting occurs during March and April. Although
some individuals may hunt specifically for grouse and ptarmigan, a
significant amount of the harvest occurs incidental to big game hunting.
Past harvest have had little if any influence on overall abundance, but
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interest in grouse and ptarmigan hynting is expected to increase along
with accelerated human population growth. This increased hunting pressure
w111 probably continue to be exerted in re1ative1y localized~ traditional
hunting areas. Like huntings nonconsumptive uses such as observation
and photography have been light in the past~ but an increase should aiso
be expected. For the most part consumptive and nonconsun;ptive uses are
~resent1y compatible.
This situation is expected to continue where
grouse are involved. but there is a possibility of ccnf1icts between
nonconsunptive users and spring ptarmigan hunters in the future.

The snowshoe hare (L~pus ~erioanus) is the only hare occurring in
Interior Alaska, being common throughout the area wherever suitable
habitat occurs. Densities are influenced by cycric fl~ctuations in
population levels averaging 10 years between peaks. I~ the Interior
Region hare populations were high in 1960-62 and 1970-72 and low in the
mid-1960's and mid-1970's. ~Tuctuations have been fairly synchronous
throughout the area but have tended to peak first in the more northern
part. Peaks occurred in the Yukon Flats in 1970-71, in the Fairbanks
area in 1971-72, and in the McKinley area in 1972-73. These cyclic
fiuct~ations seem to be most extreme in the central portions of the
snowshoe's range. The Interior Region historically has experienced
extremes in hare density equal to any reported elsewhere. During pop<.~lation
peaks, densities have averaged 1~500-2,000 per square mi1e, or even
higher, with reports of up to 30~000 per sqLare mile existing in the
literature. The abundance of hares in 1oca1 areas may vary greatly. and
even in periods of low population levels 1oca1 areas of abundance will
occur in optimum habitat. As populations increase hares spread into
less desirable habitat~ and when populations decline, they disappear
fro~ these areas.
The decline ~ay be abrupt) or it may be gradual and
occur over a perlod of 3-4 years.
Snowshoe hares occ~py a variety of habitats~ although certain types seem
to be preferred, or will support a higher density of hares. Hares can
be found in subalpine areas+ brush lands, white spruce-birch communities
and scrubby black spruce stands. The more open aspen and birch communities
with brushy understories of willow~ alder. highbush cranberry and wild
rose, and streamside areas with willows seem to be optimum habitat for
snowshoe hares.
Habitat disturbances such as wildfire and clearing of timber usua11y
benefit the snowshoe hare, since regrowth of herbaceous and woody species
provides cover and food. However, increased fire control is decreasing
prime habitat for hares. Climax communities of dense spruce do not
provide suitable brushy understories for snowshoe hares.
In years of high snowshoe populations, girdling of willow and other
browse plants, and to a lesser extent spruce saplings, occurs over large
areas. Such girdling can seriously reduce the a~ount of availab1e
browse for a number of years and may affect moose populations as well as
the hares themselves.
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The snowshoe hare is an extremely important prey species for several
predators. Lynx depend almost entirely on snowshoe hares for food and
populations of lynx fluctuate with hare populations, with high and low
points in lynx populations fo1lowing those of hares by about one year.
In years of low hare numbers, few if any lynx kittens are raised. Both
red foxes and wolves also depend to a great extent on hares. Raptors
such as the great horned owl and the goshawk utilize hares as a major
part of their diet, and their numbers are influenced by the snowshoe
hare populations.
The cyclic nature of snowshoe hare populations makes ~4nagement programs
designed to stabilize hare populations difficult. Too many factors are
involved in these population cycles for man to have much effect other
than by modifying the habitat. Hunting pressure on hares increases as
populations increase and hares becone more available. But~ as hare
populations decline and they become harder to find, there is correspondingly
less interest in hunting them, and hunting then has 1ittle effect on the
natural population cycle. Also. hunting oressure is concentrated along
roads and trails and around human population centers; over vast areas
the animals are not hunted by man.
When snowshoe hares are abundant, domestic utilization and recreational
harvest may be fairly high in very 1oca1ized areas. Host hunters are
residents. Most hunting occurs in the fall, but hare hunting is popular
at1 winter long when the snowshoe hare populations are high. On moderate
winter days) many people enjoy going out for a few hours to hunt hares
as a form of winter recreation3 combining it with skiing, snow machining~
or snowshoeing. Hares are used as human and dog food~ and as bait for
traps. The hides are fragile~ but are sometimes used for mittens and
b 1ankets.
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SMALL

GAr~E

IN NORTHHESTERN ALASKA

GROUSE AND PTARMIGAN

Rock ptarmigan (Lagopus mutus) and willow ptarmigan (L. ~agopus) and
spruce grouse (canachites canadensis), all members of the family Tetraonidae,
are the gallinaceous species occurring in the Northwestern Region. Game
birds are absent from St. Lawrence and little Diomede Islands. Rock and
willow ptarmigan occur throughout the Northwest region where suitable
habitat exists. Spruce grouse are absent from the western two-thirds of
the Seward Peninsula and the tundra in the vicinity of Pt. Hope, but
otherwise occur where suitable habitat exists.
Although various tetraonid species overlap in geographical distribution,
each displays a marked preference for certain habitat types. Spruce
grouse are found most commonly in white spruce-birch communities and
black spruce associations. In mountainous portions of this region,
breeding habitats of the two species of ptarmigan are separated altitudinally.
\~illow ptarmigan breed close to timberline, often partially within the
fringe of coniferous woodland, and also along stream courses in shrub
communities, generally between elevations of 2,000 and 2,800 feet. Rock
ptarmigan breed from timberline to approximately 3,500 feet in habitat
ranging from brushy stands of dwarf birch less than four feet tall to
areas above the limit of upright woody ve9etation. In the lower, coastal
portions of this region the differences between rock and willow ptarmigan
habitats are poorly understood.
Unlike forest grouse, ptarmigan in mountainous portions of Northwestern
Alaska move downward in October to their winter ranges. The sexes
segregate during this seasonal habitat shift. Male rock and willow
ptarmigan rema_in near the breeding grounds throughout the winter, while
the females move up to 100 miles to brushy subalpine or timbered winter
range. The birds funnel through river valleys and low mountain passes
during this fall movement and again when returning to their breeding
grounds in March.
Tetraonids have evolved so that each major vegetative type in Alaska
provides habitat for one or more species at some period of the year.
Disturbances such as burning, timber removal and agriculture produce
vegetative changes that decrease the habitat quality for certain species
while favoring others. In Northwestern Alaska little such habitat
disturbance has occurred. Consequently, man's activities have had no
significant impact on the distribution or abundance of tetraonids in
this region.
Inland populations of the various Alaskan tetraonids demonstrate marked,
generally synchronous, fluctuations with seven to nine years elapsing
between peaks. In maritime situations, such as over much of the Northwestern
Region, population fluctuations probably occur, but they are thought to
be erratic and not necessarily in phase with those of inland habitats.
Due to the lack of knowledge regarding factors governing population
fluctuations, management programs aimed at stabilizing tetraonid densities
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from year to year are not feasible at present. Since ~he major upland
game species in this region occupy mature or climax vegetation types,
habitat manipulation is not considered a feasible technique for increasing
carrying capacity.
Gallinaceous birds are inportant prey for avian and mammalian predators.
The number of grouse and pta~igan taken by predators not only varies
according to their abundance, b~t also with predator densities and
availability of buffer species such as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ptarmigan sustain relatively heavy losses to predators~
their long-term popu1at1on trends are r.ot significantly altered.
Therefore, the use of these species as prey is co~patible with the
various human uses.
Grouse and ptanr.igan have received only 1ight to moderate harvest by
sport and 11 Subsistence" hunters in the Northwestern a!"ea. Harvests
probably fluctuate with tetraonid abundance and have little influence on
regional population trends. Although some individuals nay hunt specifically
for grouse and ptarmigan, a significant amount of the harvest occurs
incidental to big game hunting. Like hunting, nonconsumptive uses such
as observation and photography have been light in the past, and for the
rrost part, consumptive and ncnconsumptive uses are conpatible.

Both the snowshoe hare (Lepus an;ericc:nus) and the tundra hare (r.. a:r·ctieus)
occur in Northwestern Alaska. The tundra hare is found in coastal
tundra areas and is periodically abundant on the Seward Peninsula. The
status of tundra hare populations is undetermined and it is probably or,e
of the least known manurals of Alaska. Fluctuations in population levels
occur simi1ar to those of the snowshoe hare. Tundra hares were abundant
on the Seward Peninsula in 1971 and lg72.
The snowshoe hare occurs in 1and a1eng rivers throughout Northwestern
Alaska. The upper drainages of the Kobuk and its tributaries support
moderate populations of snowshoe hares. while the lower, treeless
valleys of the Kobuk and Noatak are more suitable for tundra hares.
Snowshoe hare populations suffered a mild 11 Crash" two or three years ago
throughout most of the northwest and now (1976) are starting their
recovery.
Cyclic fluctuations in snowshoe hare populations seem to be most extreme
in the central portions of the snowshoe 1 s range~ The Interior Region
historica1ly has experienced extremes in hare density with 15GG or more
per square mile being reported during population peaks. Present de~sities
of snowshoe hares in Northwestern Alaska are unknown. The abundance of
hares in local areas may vary greatly, and even in periods of low population
levels local areas of abundance will occur in optimum habitat. As
populations increase hares spread into less desirable habitat, and. i'ihen
populations decline, they disappear from these areas. The decline May
be abrupt. or it may be gradual and occur over a period of 3-4 years.
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Snowshoe hares occupy a variety of habitatst although certain types seem
to be preferred. or will support a higher density of hares. Hares can
be found in subalpine areas, brush lands. white spruce-birch communities
and scrubby black spruce stands. The more open aspen and birch communitles
with brushy understories of wi11ow. alder~ highbush cranberry and wild
rose, and streamside areas with willows seem to be opt1mum habitat for
snowshoe hares.
The preferred habitat for the tundra hare is brushy tundra and windswept
rocky slopes~ with alder thickets and willows along the lew wide river
valleys near the :oast.
Habitat disturbances such as wildfire and clearing of timber usually
benefit snowshoe hares. since regrowth of herbaceous and woody species
provides cover and food. However, in~reased fire control is decreasi~g
pritte habitat for hares. Climax coll't'fturdties of dense spruce do not
provide suitable brushy understories for snowshoe hares.
In years of high snowshoe populations, girdling of trees and shrubs over
large areas. This may Kill trees and shrubs ar:d reduce the amount of
available browse for several years.
The snowshoe hare is an extremely iffiportant prey species fer several
predators. Lynx depend almost entirely on snowshoe hares for food in
Northwestern Alaska. Lynx see~ to be extending their range into the
habitat of the tundra hare, and may be preying on these this speCies. as
we11 as on ptarmigan in the region. Both ted foxes and wolves also
depend to a great extent on hares. Several species of raptors 'Jtili1e
hares as a major part of their diet.
The cyclic nature of snowshoe hare populations makes manag~ent prograr~s
designed to stabilize hare populations diff1cult. Too Many factors are
involved in these population cycles for man to have much effect. Hunting
pressure on hares increases as populations increase and hares become
mare available~ but as hare populations decline, there is correspondingly
less interest in hunting them. Also~ hunting pressure is concentrated
along reads and trails and around htiman population centers; over vast
areas the animals are not hunted by man.
When snowshoe hares are abundant, domestic utilization and recreational
harvests may be fairly high in very localized areas. Most hunters are
residents. Most hunting occurs in the fall) but hare hunting is popular
a11 winter long when populations are high. On maCerate winter days,
wany people enjoy going out for a few hours to hunt hares as a form of
winter recreation combining it wfth skiing, snow Machining. or snowshoeing.
Hares are used as human and dog food. and as bait for traps, The hides
are sometimes used for mittens and blankets. So little is known about
tundra hare populations that it is hare to evaluate the effects of
hunting pressure on these populations. A few recreational hunters fran
urban centers such as Anchorage and Nome hunt for these iarge hares. and
~atives hunt them for meat, often by heraing and clubbing them.
Historically,
hides from arctic hares were exported for the fur trade.
1
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SMALL GAME IN ARCTIC ALASKA

GROUSE AND PTARMIGAN.

Rock ptarmigan

{Lag~pus ~u~ua)

and willow ptarmigan (L.

l~J~pus)~

a11

nembers of tne family "7etraonidae, are the most comon ga11 i'1aceous

birds inhabiting the Arctic Region, occurring throughout the region
where suitable habitat exists. Spruce grouse (Canachites ~densio) probably

occur to a limited extent in spruce communities at the lower elevations
in the southern portions of this region.
In the mountainous portions of the Arctic, breeding
species of ptarmigan are separated a1titudina1ly.

hab~tats

of the two

Willow ptarmigan

breed close to timberline, often partially within the fringe of coniferous
woodland, and also along stream courses in shrub communities, generally
between elevations of 2,000 and 2,8GG feet. Rock ptarmigan breed from
tim~erline to approximately 3,500 feet in habitat ranging from brushy
s:ands of dwarf birch less than four feet tall to areas above the limit
of upright woody vegetation. In the lower, coastal portions of this
region the differences between rock and wi11ow ptarmigan habitats are
poorly understood.
Ptarmigan occurring in inland areas move downward in October to their
winter ranges. The sexes segregate during this seasonal habitat shift.
Males of these two species remain near the breeding grounds throughout
the winter) while females move up to 100 miles to brushy suba1pine or
timbered range. The birds funnel through river valleys and low mountain
passes during this fall movement and again when returning to their
breeding grounds in March. In some years~ flocks nurr:bering hundreds or
thousands of birds move through Anaktuvuk Pass, and there are probaJiy
similar seasonal concentration areas for birds in other areas.
Inland populations of various A1askan tetraonids demonstrate marked,
generally synchronous, fluctuations with seven to nine years elapsing
between peaks. In maritime situations, such as nuch of the Arctic
Region, population fluctuations occur, but they are thought to be
erratic and not necessarily in phase with those recorded from continental
habitats. Due to lack of knowledge regarding the factors governing
population fluctuations, management programs aimed at stabi1izing
tetraonid densities from year to year are not feasib1e at present.
Since the major upland game species found in Arctic Alaska occupy mature
or c1imax vegetative types, habitat manipulation is not considered a
feasible technique for increasing carrying capacity. The habitat
disturbance that has occurred in Arctic Alaska has probably had no
significant impact on the distribution and abundance of tetraonids in
this region.
Gallinaceous birds are important prey for avian and mammal tan predators.
The number of grouse and ptarmigan taken by predators not only varies
according to their abundance. but also with predator densities and
availability of buffer species such as snowshoe hares. Even in years
when grouse and ,tarmigan sustain relatively heavy Josses to predators,
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their long-term population trends are not sigr.ificantly altered.
Therefore, the use of these species as prey is compatible with the
various human uses.
The upland game bird resource in this area has received only 1ight to
moderate harvest by sport and "subsistence" hunters in ':he past. Harvests
have probably fluctuated with ptarmigan abundance, and have had little
influence on population trends in this region. Although some individuals
may hunt specifically for ptarmigan, a significant amount of the harvest
occurs incidental to big game hunting. Like hunting, nonconsu~ptive
uses such as observation and photography have been iight in the past ard
for the rr.ost part consumptive and nonconsumptive <Jses are compatib1e.

Both the snowshoe hare (Lepus at'Je!>ic:arrus) and the :undra hare (1,. arct:i(;,.e)
occur in Arctic Alaska but neither is common. The snowshoe hare is
rare. They were observed along the Canning River in 1973, after high
population levels occ~rred south of the Brooks Range in 1971 and 1972.
It is possible that high popu1ations in adjacent areas south of tre
divide caused migrations into the north slope areas.
Tundra hares have been collec:ed from the Colville River drainage. They
Aay not be present in the eastern third of the region, The best habitat
for both species of hare in this region is habitat with an abundance cf
willow principally found a1ong major water courses. Because of the
scarcity of hares in the region litt~e if any use by hu~ans occurs.
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GREATER ALASKA rURBEARERS

LOCATION
Entire state except Gane t1anagement Units 7 t 14 and 15 and national

parks or other areas closed to all hunting and trapping,
TKE SPECIES

The species of furbearers addressed in this plan include wolverine,
marten, mink~ beaveri muskrat, lynx, land otter. coyote, red and arctic
foxes~ short-tailed and least weasels~ arctic ground squirrel, red
squirrel, marmot and raccoon. The wolf has been treated separately.
Many of these species have wide distribution in the state; consequently
most are represented to some extent any given area. The arctic s1ope,
the Aleutian Islands, and many islands in the 3ering Sea, the nort~ern
Gulf of Alaska, and Southeastern Alaska have relatively few species
present although large numbers of any one species may occur. On a
number of tslands furbearers are present as a result of past introductior.s
from fur farning or from efforts to establish harvestable populations.
Each individual species may ~ary in abundance according to haoitat
preferences and availability of food. There is 1 itt 1e i nfcrmat ion
avai1ab1e on numbers, distribution, or utilization of the various species.
r~uch of what is known is acquired from fur export reports~ some field
observations and reoorts from trappers.
Furbearer population levels a~d trends depend pri~ri1y on the abundance
Most species such as wolverine, otter and beaver rely on a
variety of prey species or on a re1ative1y stable vegetative food source
are less subject to fluctuations than those furbearers such as lynx and
arctic fcx are dependent on a single or only a few orey species. At
times diseases cause sisnificant reductions in furbearer populations.
Rabies, nanget and distemper affect fox populations, beavers are subject
to endemic h~orrhagic disease, and in Southeastern Alaska, nutritional
steatitis affects those mustelids that feed on rancid fish fat. Those
species which occupy aquatic or riparian habitats, particularly beaver~
muskrat, and mink are subject to flooding or "glaciering" conditions.
A number of the smaller furbearers including weasels, wuskrats, squirrels,
and marmots are prey to larger furbearers or other mammalian and avian
predators.
cf food.

Commercial and domestic utilization are the most important uses of
furbearers in much of Alaska. Some recreational trapping and nonconsumptive
use occurs near urban centers, but viewing and pho~ography are limited
to relatively few spec~es whose habits provide oppottun~ties for observation.
Most furs are sold but some are retained for domestic use in parkas,
mukluks, or as trim for gaments. \ololverine, muskrat, and beaver are
t!Je species most used in the domestic manufacture of garments, but
almost all species are utilized to so~e exte~t. particularly when the
furs are not in prime marketable condition. Beaver, muskrat. ground
squirrels. and to a limited extent lynx and red squirre1s are also used
as hurr.an or dog food.
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Furbearer trapping seasons and bag li~its have re~ained relatively
unchanged since statehood. Seasons 'lave generally been timed to colr,cide
wlth periods of pe1t primeness. Liberal seasons and bag limits have had
little effect on populations of r:1ost species of furbearers except for
small 1oca1ized areas of overharvest associated with ease of access.
The vulnerability of beavers to intensive trap~ing and that of wolverines
in tundra regions to tracking by sncwmachine has resulted in depressed
populations of these species in sane areas. In most areas of the state
and for most species harvests are reguJated primarily by abundance and
availability of furbearers, and by market values. At low levels of
abundance or in inaccessible areas, trapp~ng effort usually ceases when
it becorr:es unprofitable; then 'the high reoroduc~1ve potentia: of most
species rapidly restores populations to carrying capacity. 7rapping is
done primarily to supplement income derived from other sources. Few
full-time professional trappers operate in the state.
Snowmachines are the rrost commonly used rrode of transport for trapping
or hunting furbearers, although aircraft are also used exter.s1'vely.
Snowmachines are the standard means o~ transport at all bush comnunlties
and provide rapid and efficient coverage of large areas surrounding
settlements. Aircraft are useful for trapping in areas far from human
habitation and are also used as an aid in locating and shooting foxes
and wolverines from the ground. In Scutheastern Alaska, boats are the
primary transport rreans for trappers because most -::rappirg activity
occurs along the beach fringe,
Wolverine occur throuqhout mainland Alaska and on some islands in Southeastern
Alaska. Population d€:nsities are variable depending on suitable habitat
and, in some western and northern areas. on the degree of harvest.
Wolverines are most abundan~ in interior A1as~a and :east abundant in
southcoastal areas. Sparse populations exist over most of Southeastern
Alaska~ with moderate nu~bers in the s:ikine, Taku, Chi1kat~ Yakutat and
gulf coast areas. Wolverines are genera11y abundant over the remaincer
of the state, particularly in forested and alpine habitats. Densities
are relatively low on qortions of the arctic slope. northwestern coastal
tundra areass and on the Yukon-Kuskokw~m De:ta.
In comparison to other furbearersl wolverine never attain high densities,
due in part to their large territorial requirements and apparent1y low
reproductive rate. Wolverine have catholic food habits; much of their
food is scavenged and a depe~dable source of carrion may be important ~n
maintaining populations.
More than 800 wolverine are harvested each year by hunters and trappers.
Southcentral Alaska and tt1e Yukon River drainage yield the largest
harvests with about 250 and 200 wolverine, respectivelyt taken there.
Although sealing (marking) of wolverine skins is requi~ed, some skins
are used domestically for parkas~ ruffs and garment trim and are not
reported; consequently, reoorted harvests are minirrum numbers. Trappi~g
is the most common method of taking wolverines in forested areast sue."!
as in Interior and Southcentra1 Alaska while in the open country of
Western and Arctic Alaska or in aloine areas ground-shooting from snowmachines
or with the aid of aircraft predominates.
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Jse of wolverine varies between areas. In \•Jestern and Arctic Alaska,
most wolverine are in high deMand for domestic use in garments and few
are sold corrr:~ercially. ~1ost skins never leave the villages. Coastal
villagers acquire oe1ts by bartering with Interior residents or purchasing
fron commercial furriers. In !nterior and Southcentra1 Alaska most
skins are sold commercially with a few kept for domestic use.
Regulations and remote wilderness areas provide so~e ~easure of protection
for wolverine populations. '.4here lack of cover renders the animals
vulnerable to tracking with mechanized vehicles. local extirpation may
occur, especially near settlements. High prices for pelts and the
de~and for local use of skins for garments provides continuous incentive
to trappers and hunters. In forested areas with relatively low wolverine
densities the species is not actively sought and many that are take~ are
caught ir. wolf sets.
Marten occur throughout most of the state but are absent north of the
Brooks Range, on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, and the Alaska Peninsula.
Marten were introduced to Prince of Wales and Baranof Islands in 1934
and to Chichagof and Afognak !slands in the early 1950's; they are
abundant on Admiralty Island, but are otherwise abser.t from most of the
islands in Southeastern Alaska, Prince Wi11iam Sound. and the <odiak
Arch~pelc.go.
:1arten distribution co:ncides wit.~ that of climax spruce
forests. Their dependence on mature soruce habitat ~akes this species
particularly susceptible to forest fires and clearcut logging practices.
In northern Interior Alaska extensive burns have resulted in reduced
populations of marten over large areas. Much good habltat is still
present in Interior A1askat however, and marten are abundant ever the
area as a whole. r·1arten populations are lower south and west of Interior
Alaska; marten in 1-lestern and Southeastern Alaska are less abundant than
in past years.
In good marten habi:at, population densities may be as Pigh as four
animals per square mile. Although ma1es occupy a larger home rar.ge than
fena1es, neither generally range ever an area greater than one square
mile, except during the breeding season or in ~ountainous terrain where
marten may undertake seasonal altitudinal movements due to changing food
availability. ~ticrotine rodents constitute the main source of food for
marten although a variety of prey is utilized~ depending on availablity.
The red squirrel is a minor item in :heir diet. Berries nay be an
important food in late summer and fall,
Past marten harvests have fluctuated widely, bot in the period from 1962
to 1972 averaged about 8000 per year. In 1973 the harvest increased to
about 18,000~ The price of marten fur, a primary determinant of trapping
effort on the species, increased from $30 to $40 per pelt in 1973.
Current prices of $40-50 are incentive for continuing intensive trapping
effort. Harvests in Interior Alas<• have been relatively low (2000-3000
per year} despite high marten densities; here 1ow trapping effort is
probably a result of the availability of other employmert in the area.
Currently, Southeastern and i1estern Alaska have the 1argest harvests,
with each area exporting 4000 or more pelts per year in recent years.
Most marten trapped are sold co~m~ercia1ly. A few are kept in Hesterr_
Alaska for dorr.estic use as garment trim and or. s1ippers.
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Mink are common throughout the state except for the Kodiak Archipelago, the
Aleutian Islands, the off-shore islands of the 3ering Sea, and most of tne
Arctic Slope. ~.Hnk are usually associated with riparian habitats 
streams, ponds, marshes~ and-salt water beaches and their diet ref1ects
:he variety of food species available there; small mammals, birds, fish, and
insects and other invertebrates are eaten. Southeastern Alaska and the nortnern
Gulf of Alas~a Coast-Prince William Sound area have relatively stable, high
density mink populations, distributed primarily along the coastal fringe
where their food supply including a variety of small man~als, Marine
invertebrates and fish; is diverse ar.d abundant. ~tink ooou1ations in interior
Alaska areas are characterized by lower densities and greater fluctuations
than southcoastal populations as a result of seasonal or ufl'Stable food sources.,
and lower productivity of freshwater habi~ats. !~icrotine rodent populations
typically fluctuate drastically and are a pri~ary factor affecting mink
abundance, An abundance of mice or hares in upland areas wil1 someti~es
prompt mink populations to expand inland in search of prey.
In 1976, mink population 1evels were variable over most of Alaska excluding
Southeastern. Plink in northern Interior areas and in Northwestern
Alaska were relatively abundant and increasing. Over most of the remainder
of :he state, mink were ~oderate1y abundant, having dec1 ined sowewhat
from high levels in the mid-1960's. Populations were low in some parts
of the centra1 Interior such as the Tanana River drainage.
Factors controlling mink population levels are not we11 known. food
avai1abi1ity is probably the major factor. In some areas spring flooding
may reduce populations by drowning young mink in dens. In southcoastal
areas nutritional steatitis may be important; it was a significant
~ortality factor to mink raised commercially in past years.
Traditionally mink have been one o~ the most i~portant com~ercia11y trapped
species of forbearers in the state. Reduced pelt prices, increased levels of
e~oloyment, and availability of welfare, have resulted ln reduced trapping
effort in many areas in the past decade, and mink are currently underharvested
over 11uch of the state. Western Alaska, particularly the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta, has always been an important ~ink oroducer~ Delta mi~k are not aniy
nuch larger than in other parts of Alaska but they are more uniform in
color which, in combination, contribute to consistent1y higher prices.
Large harvests also occur in Southeastern Alaska where climatic conditions
are less of a deterrent to trapoing than to the north. Elsewhere in
the state harvests are variable. depending as much on the abundance of
mink as on current market values. In some locations such as near Fairbanks
and along the Copper River Highway near Cordova interest in recreational
trapoing is high despite price or abundance considerations. The majority
of trapping effort, however, continues to be CQmilercial in nature. Most
ilink trapped are so1d to outside buyers. A few are retained for use as
garment trin on slippers~ g1oves. hats and parkas.
Beaver are presently distributed over most of mainland Alaska from the
Brooks Range south to the middle of the A1aska Peninsula and into Southeastern
A1aska. Beaver are rare in much of Prince Wi11iarr: Sound~ ar.d in Southeastern
Alaska are now abundant only fn the Yakutat forelands and so~e of the
Major mainland river drainages. They are present in low numbers on many
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Southeastern Alaska islands. In Southwestern Alaska there has been a
general decline in the beaver population north of the Kvichak watershed,
particularly near settlements. Beaver are abundant in remote areas and
are increasing there because of reduced wilderness trapping. Populations
are also high and increasing on the Alaska Peninsula and southwest of
the Kvichak watershed. Beaver were introduced to islands in the Kodiak
area in the 1920's and are now well established in suitable habitat on
Kodiak, Afognak, Raspberry and several other islands. Beaver populations
in Interior and Western .tllaska are moderate to high and generally increasin£
except ir, the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim area where overtrapping has occurred.
Very few beavers were present in ~~orthwestern A1aska prior to the i 930' s ~
bu~ since the 1950 5 populations there have been increasing and expanding
into the Selawik and lower Kobuk drainages.
1

Distribution and abundance is a reflection of habitat ava11abi1ity
except in areas where overtra?ping has occurred. The most productive
beaver habitat is characterized by a dependable water supply with little
fluctuation in streaf'li flow and by willow. aspen, cottonwood, cr birch
vegetation. Beavers are found from sea level to elevations of 4000
feet; they are absent on treeless tundra bordering the Arctic Ocean and
the Bering Sea, and on the Aleutian islands. Populations f1uctuate
naturally in response to availability of food in localized areas. In
some years high water levels force beavers out of 1odges where they
become vulnerable to predatton. Endemic hemorrhagic disease can reduce
populations when they attain high densities.
Beavers are unique fn the degree to which their presence modifies
riparian habitats. Beaver dams stabilize watersheds~ reducing flooding
and silting. Raising of water tables and irr.poundrrent of water alters
vegetative cover and ~rovides aquatic and riparian habitat for many
species of wildlife. Although some species of f1sh benefit by increased
production of fish food, dams often create serious barriers to spawnir.g
anadroo:ous fish.
Beginning with the 18th century Russian fur trade, beavers have been one
of A1aska' s most important furbearers. Heavy utili zati on of beaver in
early territorial days led to a period of scarcity in the early 1900's,
but populations have recovered and are now at moderate to high levels in
many areas. Although prices of beaver pelts have not risen as dramatica11y
as other furs, beavers remain an important furbearer in Alaska.
Trapping pressure varies between areas. The largest harvests come from
the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim River drainages where about 3500 beavers are
taken annually. 7rapping is also heavy in the Bristol Bay drainages
where more than 1600 beavers are taken each year. A declining salmon
industry in that area has resulted in increased trapping effort. Harvests
in Interior and Southcentra1 Alaska are relatively small; poor prices,
low l irr.its on take and relatively high eMployment rates contribute to
low trapping effort. Trappers on Kodiak Island annually take about 200
bea'lers, out the traditional low prices offered for coastal beaver pelts
discourages effort there. Southeastern Alaska trappers also take about
200 beavers per year, mostly from the mainland; harvests tend to fluctuate
widely between years.
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Most beaver trapping occurs near human settlements by local inhabitants.
Because beaver are easily overtrapped, concentrated trapping near villages
and along road systems results in overharvests and depletion of 1oca1
populations. This is especially evident in Southwestern Alaska where
beaver are five tiwes as abundant in remote locations as compared to
areas near villages. The percentage of beavers less than one year old
(kits) in the harvest is also indicative of harvest pressure. Up to 30
percent of the harvest near some Southwestern and Hestern Alaska villages
are kits, as contrasted to 10 percent kits or less on the average in
more remote areas.
Seavers are trapped ~ainly for comwercia1 use~ but in so~e areas such as
Western and northern Interior Alaska they are also used for human and
dog food. Pelts, particu1arly those from kits) :nay be used domestically
for garment trim on hats, mittens and siippers. Beaver castors are used
as a perfune base and are valuable to trappers as a component of seen:
1ures.
Beavers are one of the few furbearer species that provide for nonconsump:ive
use. :1uch v1ewing and photography take place not only near the larger
hur~an settlements, but also in ~'bush areas.
11

Muskrats occur tliro~ghout all of the Alaska nainland SQuth of the Brooks
Range except the Alaska Peninsula west of the L'gashik Lakes. The species
was introduced to Kodiak Island in 1929 and later to Afognak and Raspberry
Islands, but is absent from most other Alaskan islands. ~he densest
muskrat populations are found ln five areas; the Yukon Flats surrounding
Fort Yukon, ~Hnto Flats, Tetlin Lakes. the Yukon~Kuskokwim Delta and the
Se1awik-Kobu<-Noatak area. Four fiftns of the annual muskrat harvest
comes from these areas. t4uskrat abundance elsewhere in the state varies
depending on localized wetland habitat conditions. In Southeastern
Alaska? muskrats have never been abundant and are currently present in
fair numbers only near Haines, Juneau, and the Stikine River. ~luskrats
were once very abundant on the Copper River Delta but are now relatively
scarce througho'Jt the northern Gulf of Alaska coast, Populatlons over
most of the remainder of the state are generally at moderate levels,
down frow higher densities of past years.
Muskra:s are vulnerable to unfavorab1e weather conditions affecting
their wetland habitat. Populations are reduced by wi~ter kill when the
ice becomes too thick and animals are forced into li~it~d forage areas
or emigrate. In years of heavy snow, muskrats are flooded out in the
spring. Losses to oredation and starvation increase under such situations.
Reduced muskrat ?OPU1ations in many areas of Alaska can be attributed to
adverse winter and spring conditions of recent years.
Hun:tng and trapping have relatively little effect on muskrat pooulations.
The species is highly produc~ive (about 15 young produced annually per
adult female) and capable of repopulating depleted habitats raoidly.
Heavy harvests can be sustained if habitat conditions re~ain good. A
relatively s~a11 proportion of the total good muskrat habitat is hunted
or trapped. usually only areas of high density populations within three
or four miles of major s:reams and lakes. Unhunted areas act as reservoirs
of breeding stock.
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Although the open season for harvesting muskrats extends from November
into June, most are taken in the 1ast six wee~s of the season. Eighty
percent or more of the muskrat harvest is taken by shooting with small
ca1ibe~ rifles; trapping is usually considered too time consuming.
In the 1950's• muskrats ranked first in numbers of furbearers harvested
in Alaskai and was among the first four in total value. Low prices
combined with increased errployme"lt and availability of we.lfare are
responsible for current greatly reduced harvest efforts, although rece~t
pelt price increases may increase harvests. r-1ost muskrats are taken fnr
corrnercial sale of fur. but some are utilized domestically for food and
for parkas and trim on boots and slippers. In Nestern and Northwestern
Alaska domestic use exceeds commercial use. In northern Interior Alaska
muskrats are an important food in the spring. t1uskrats also provide
some nonconsumptive use~ particularly near human population centers to
which they readily adapt~ but observation of muskrats is much less than
that of the more conspicuous beavers.
L~nx occur throughout Alaska except on t~e A:eutian Islands, the islands
Lynx are relatively uncommon along the northern Gulf Coast and in Southeasterr
of the Bering Sea and some of the islands of Prince William Sound and
So'Jtheastern Alaska. The lynx is primarily an inhabitant of the northern
boreal forest where it feeds largely on snowshoe hares. It cccassiona1iy
occurs on the tundra beyond treeline, and in starvation years it vent'.lres
far out onto the tundra in search of arctic hares, lemmirgs, and ptarmigan.
Lynx are re1ative1y uncommon along the northern Gulf Coast and in Southeastern
Alaska~ being present on the larger river systems where they have emigrated
from interior populations.

?opulation estimates are not available but lynx were very abundant over
much of their range in Alaska from about 1971 to 1974. Currently lynx
are present in low numbers and are still declining. Like snowshoe
hares. lynx populations fluctuate greatly with a lO~year periodicity ~n
abundance. The amplitude of lynx population fluctuations is very great
as indicated by records of exported pelts. Population highs are not
synchronous throughout Alaska and broad two to four year peaks of catch
probably reflect consecutive population peaks in different areas. r~
increasing lynx populations the females ~reed in the first year of life
and almost 100 percent of the fe~ales conceive. Large litters and hiqh
survival of kits is comrron. After snowshoe hare populations dec1ine.
female lynx may not breed during their first year, the number of kits
produced is reduced~ and those kits that are born have low survival
rates.
Lynx fur has again become popular for parkas, coat trin. jackets~ hats
and muffs after a long period of unpopularity. High prices in recent
years have resulted 1n intensive trapping effort. Harvests dur~ng the
recent period of peak abundance were about 2000 to 2500 annually, half
of which came from Interior Alaska. Trapping effort is centered around
villages and along road systems and the majority of the harvest is by
1oca1 reside~ts. ~1ost pelts are sold but some are kept for domestic
use. The meat is edible and is occaslonally used for human and dog
food.
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Land otters are nost abundant in the Southeastern Alaska and Prince
tiilliam Sound coasta1 regions. and in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, although
tney are found throughout the state except on the Aleutian Islands,
islands of the Bering Sea. and the arctic coastal plain east of Point
Lay, Land otter popula~ions are re1ative1y stabie, esoecia11y in coastal
areas where marine food is always abundant. She11~ish, crustaceans,
insects~ fish, frogs~ bitds. small Mammals and vegetable m3tter are all
eaten. Parasites and disease are not normally important ~ort31ity
factors. F1oading in the soring sometimes drowns young otters in dens.
Land otters are probably utilized more in the Southeastern and Southcentral
coastal areas than in Interior Alaska. Overtrapping is usua11y not a
factor affecting populations, b~t temporary reductions in local populations
can be effected by an efficient trapper. Frorr: 1000 to 2000 land otters
are taken annually~ most near villages or communities in Southeastern
Alaska, Prince ;4i11iafl' Sound and the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Land otters
are an imoortant furbearer on the Kodiak Archipelago where 200~250 are
taken and sold locally, Pelt prices affect trapping effort because
otters are difficult to catch and to skin. Most otter hides are so1d
commercially, but in the Northwestern area they are often used domestically
for trim on garments and slippers. Otter hides that are used dowestically
are usuai1y those which a~e taken late ir the season and are less than
pri~e.
Land otters often provide excellent viewing o~portunities,
especially around coasta1 towns where they are often seen in the harbors.
Coyotes apparently first arrived in Alaska about 1915. A rapid population
expans'ion occurred, with the ::enter of abundance &irst in the Tanana
Valley around 1930 and later in Southcer1tral Alaska. At the present
time coyotes occur as far west as the Alaska Penins~la and the north
side of Bristol Bay, and are rare north of the Brooks Range. While not
especially abundant, coyotes are comwon in many areas, particularly in
the drainages of the Tanana, Copper, r·1atanuska and Susitna Rivers, and
on the Kenai Peninsula. Populations may become locally abundant periodica!1y.
Aithough snowshoe hares may be important prey in some areas and at
certain times. coyotes are catholic in their food habits. The diversity
of their foods and their adaptability to a variety of habitats including
those affected by man are probably factors which have allowed them to
compete successfully against indigenous wolf populations.
Relatively few coyotes are tranped and those which are taken are usua11y
caught incidental :o trapping for fox, lynx, and wo1f. A few coyotes
are taken by sport hunters. Most coyotes are sold commercially. Some
are used for parka ruffs and mittens. Prior to 1969 there was a statewide
bounty of $30 for coyotes. No bounties have been oaid since 1969.
Red foxes occur over the entire state except for some of the ts1ands of
Southeastern Alaska and Prince William Sound. The species is native to
Kodiak Island but on many of the other islands where it occurs it was
introduced by fa~ farming opera:ions in the early 1900's. Red foxes are
most abundant south of the arctic tundra although they are present in
Arctic and Northwestern coastal tundra regions where their distribution
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overlaps that of arctic foxes. The best red fox habitat appears to be
in Interior Alaska and on the coastal areas south of Norton Sound.
includin£ the Alaska Peninsula. Red fox populations along the northern
Gulf of Alaska coast and in Southeastern Alaska are sparse. with most
foxes occurring in the major wainland drainages which connect to interior
areas.
Red fox ?oPu1ations fluctuate in response to availability of food.
Fluctuations of snowshoe nare and rodent populations will cause the fox
populations to fluctuate also. Fox populations in Interior areas of the
state are currently declining due to low hare numbers. In coastal areas
such as Kodiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula, red foxes feed on carrion
on the beaches and are not so dependent on small mammal populatior.s;
populations in these areas are therefore rr~re stable. Fox populations
are affected by diseases such as rabies, rr4nge and distemper.
Red foxes are one of the more important furbearers in the state. Ir. the
last two to three yeats the value of their pelts has increased greatly,
which may result in increased trapping pressure; however, foxes are
probably not overtrapped anyrlhete in the state. The estimated red fox
harvest in 1973-74 was 14,580.
Silver and cross foxes, color variations of the red fox, are in high
demand for wa11 lf.Ounts. ~1ost red foxes taken are sold commercially. but
some are used domestically for garnents including parkas~ ruffs, hats.
and trim. In some areas such as t·kKinley National Park~ the North Slope
Haul Road and other roads and trails. red foxes provide substantial
enjoyment to viewers and photographers. The species readi1y becomes
accustomed to the presente of humans and once so conditioned can be
observed at close range.
Arctic or white foxes are found in Alaska a1ong the toast from the
Aleutian Islands north. On the mainland (except the lower Alaska Peninsula)
and St. Lawrence and Nunivak Island the white color phase predominates
while on the Pribi1ofs and most of the Aleutians west of Unalaska. the
bl~e phase predominates.
Blue foxes were transplanted to the Pribi1ofs
Aleutians and many other islands.
1

Arctic foxes are noted for their extrelf.e fluctuations in population
levels. Periodic peaks in arctic fox populations occur approximately
every four years in Alaska, Canada and Greenland and are tied to cyciic
fluctuations in small rodent abundance. Arctic foxes have a high reproductive
potential, breeding at one year Of age and averaging four to eight pups
per litter. Apparently there is a reduced production of pups during
periods of food scarcity. Studies in Canada show that mean litter size
varied directly wlth Te~ing numbers. Although microtine rodents are
the primary prey, arctic foxes are highly efficient predators on the
eggs and young of waterfowl t and are an irr.portant factor governing tne
nest locations of seabirds.
Considerable variation exlsts in the yearly harvest of A1askan arctic
foxes. Since pelt prices have remained re1ative1y stable the size of
the annual harvest has been ~ost affected by cyciica1 abundance of
foxes. The average annual harvest between 1912 and 1963, (derived from
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the number of furs exported) was 4~072 white fox pelts. Between 1968
and 1974 the annual harvest averaged 2~369 pelts. Arc:ic foxes are the
most ioportant furbearer north of the BrooKs Range because they are the
only furbearer that occurs in large numbers. Approximately 40 percent
of the arctic fox harvest comes from the arctic slope, The ~ighest
catch per unit of area, however~ comes from the Bering Sea islands where
about 30 percent of the harvest is taken. r·1ost Alaskan white fox furs
are sold and utilized outside of Alaska.
Short-tailed weasels, also known as ermine~ are present throughout
Alaska except for the Aleutian Islands weSt of Unimak Is1and and the
offshore islands of the Bering Sea. Least weasels, have a similar range
except that they are not found in Southeastern Alaska south of Glacier
Say, the mountains in the southeastern corner of Southcentral Alaska,
nor on Kodiak Island. The armine favors wooded or brushy terrain with
some topographic relief whereas least weasels orefer damp, marshy habitat
with its high microtine Populations. Ermine are seldom numerous anywhere
within their Nnge. The smaller least weasel is sparsely distributed
throughout its range except in some years of peak rodent populations.
Weasels are voracious predators that take a variety of rodents, yourg
snowshoe hares. young birds, eggs, f~sh and earthworms. When live prey
is scarce weasels utilize carrion and berries or other vegetable matter.
Weasels are not selective among prey species but take them in direct
proportion to their abundance and avai~ability. Weasels in turn fa1l
prey to raptors and other car~ivorous furbearers.
f·1ost weasels are now taken incidental to trapping for o~her species.
Weasel pelts are sold although their va~ue is low. So~e skins are used
for trim on parkas and s11ppers and in the manufacture of tourist items,
Arctic ground squirrels are found in well drained tundra areas throughout
Alaska from sea level to the uplands. They are most abundant in mountainous
terrain. Ground squirrels live in colonies where there are 1cose soils
on we11-drained slopes, vantage points from which the surrounding terrain
can be observed, and bare soils surrounded by vegetation in early stages
of succession. Colonies in high areas or well drained slopes are least
affected in the spring by water from welting snow. Hibernaticn protects
ground squirrels frow the low temperatures of winter, and lasts as long
as seven or eight rronths. Ground squirrels feed on a variety of food
ir.cluding seeds, roots and bulbs, plant stems and leaves, mushrooms,
insects, carrion and bird eggs. Quantities of seeds and vegetation are
stored in underground chambers. Ground squirrels are an important food
source for raptors, weasels~ foxes, wolverines and grizzly bears.
Residents of the Arctic Slope, northerfl Interior Alaska, and Northwestern
Alaska trap§ snare and shoot ground squirrels and use them for food and
oarKas. Ground squirrels are an important food supplement for these
people in the spring soon after the squirrels emerge from hibernation.
Local residents extract fat and oil frorr squirrels by boi1ing and eat
the fat along with the lean meat of other animals. Elsewhere in the
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state* uti1ization of the arctic ground squirrel fur is much less than
other furhearers. Nonconsumptive use of ground squirre1s occurs in
alpine areas but except for park areas and upland campgrounds~ observation
of ground squirrels is usually incidental to other outdoor activities.
sgu i rre ls. are found over most of A1aska where white spruce are
present. These squirrels are abundant in the Interior, especially along
river bottoms with abundant stands of white spruce. They are highly
dependent on white spruce seeds as a food source; squirre1 populations
fluctuate in response to spruce cone abu11dance~ with sharp declines Yfhen
spruce cone failures come in consecutive years. Squirrels will utilize
spruce buds in winters when there are no cones~ but there may be severe
attrition in the squirrel population. Red squirrels may have some
effect on the scattering of spruce seeds, aiding reforestation.

~ed

Red squirrels are prey for a variety of predators inc1uding marter, fox,
lynx, and many raptors. \hey are also hunted and trapped by man, mostly
for recreation, with some utilization for food, fur, and trap bait.
Some are taken in traps set for other s~ecies. The rides are worth
about 50¢ to ~1. 50 each and the fur harvest is insignificant. r~any red
squirrels are shot as nuisances around hunan dwellings as they can be
destructive to insulation if they gain access to a building. Red squirre1s
are one of the rr:ost corrmon1y cl:iserved sma11 mamma~s in tl,laska. Viewing
and photography are significant uses in campgrounds. waysides and other
recreation sites.
Northern fltinq squirre1s are a relatively Tittle-known species which
inliabits the boreal forest in Interior, Southcer.tra1, and Southeastern
Aldska. The species is rarely seen due to its nocturnal habits. Flyi~g
squirrels eat a variety of seeds, fruits, and other vegetable rraterial
and scavenge on carrion. This proc:ivity for meat results i~ flying
squir~els often being caught in traps set for other species.
The fur is
of ~o commercial value.
Hoary marnots are preser.t throughout most of the mountainous regions of
but are generally absent from the lower regions such as the
Seward Peninsula. the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, the North Slope. and the
lower Alaska Peninsula. None are present on the Kodiak Island group or
the outer islands in the Southeastern Alaska group. Hoary ~rmots
prefer the precipitous sides of canyons and valleys where boulders are
large and have accumulated to a depth sufficient to give subsurface
orotection.
Alaska~

Marmots are sometimes traoped and the fur used for parkas. tf the pelts
are taken in the fall Vihile they are prime and softly furred they make a
fine garment. There is not much commercial use o~ marmot fur, however>
and l itt:e information is available on the harvest. ~larmots may be seen
in sorr:e of the national parks, notably Mt. r~cKinley National Park~ and
provide opportu~ities for interesting viewing and photography.
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A closely related species! the woodchuck ls present in eastern Interlor
Alaska, in a small area lying between the Yukon and Tanana Ri~ers east
of Fairbanks to the Alaska-Yukon border. Woodchucks prefer open woodlands
and thickets, near fields and clearings on dry so11. They have a very
spotty distribution in Alaska.
Raccoons have been released by private individuals in Southeastern
Alaska in the past, and a small population has became established. Only
occassiona1 sightings are reported.
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FURBEARERS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Almost all species of furbearers* common to Alaska occur in Southeastern
Alaska. The region is comprised mostly of the Alaska Archipelago and
the distribution of several species is discontinuous throughout the
area. Mink, otter and marten are the prominent species with wolverine,
lynx and other species occurring either sporadically or at low densities
in a few areas. White fox are not present. The coastal and estuarine
habitats, influenced by the warmth of the Japanese current, contain an
abundant food supply which provides for relatively high numbers of those
furbearer species which utilize the marine environment. Otter are as
abundant throughout their range in Southeastern Alaska as anywhere in
their world-wide range. Furbearers have been transplanted to several
locations in Southeastern Alaska and some transplants have been very
successful, particularly the marten transplants to Prince of Wales,
Baranof and Chicagof Islands. Red squirrel transplants have also been
successful in the region.
Population levels and trends of carnivorous furbearers are often closely
tied to relatively few prey species or even a single prey species. The
abundance of snowshoe hare and small rodents are often reflected in the
abundance of lynx, coyote, marten, weasels and red foxes. Although
mink, marten and weasel populations fluctuate greatly, otter population~
are generally stable. The herbivorous furbearers do not appear capable
of seriously damaging their food supply. Although beavers are capable
of overutilizing their immediate food supply, they are not widely distributed
or abundant in Southeastern Alaska, therefore they have no important
influence on the environment. Beaver, muskrat, squirrels and marmots
are all subject to significant levels of predation by other furbearers.
The most important influence on Southeastern furbearer habitats has been
logging. The activities associated with logging, such as log storage
and handling facilities, mills etc. almost always occur along the tidal
zones which are important mink, otter, and weasel habitat.
Human consumptive use of furbearer populations throughout Southeastern
Alaska is highly variable and almost always depends on recent fur market
values. Southeastern otters command the highest prices of Alaskan
otters, whereas mink and marten, although very abundant, have a much
lower value relative to other Alaskan areas, and the trapping effort
which is expended on these species is much more dependent upon annual
market conditions. In the past mink have been heavily trapped to the
point where it was necessary to have alternate-year openings and closings
in many areas. Present market conditions and the resulting trapping
efforts do not require alternate-year season openings.
Long established traditions, market conditions, and trapping regulations
have limited the use of furbearers to the season from October to May
when pelts are prime. Consumptive use of red squirrels occurs at other
seasons because this species is used for food.
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The seasonal nature of employment in Southeastern Alaska has not changed
significantly over the years. Unlike other areas which have seen changes
in the traditional patterns of use of furbearers, Southeastern has
remained relatively stable. although some shift from commercial to
recreational trapping has occurred. The trend in the intensity of use.
however, has been towards a slowly decreasing utilization. Trapping
pressures are relatively low now and will probably not decrease further.
Recent increases in fur prices may stimulate some increase in trapping
pressures. Compared wlth other areas of Alaska there is little nonconsumptive
use of forbearers in Southeastern. The furbearers which predominate are
generally those which are nocturnal or secretive in nature and provide
limited viewing

*

opportunities~

A list of forbearer species considered in these plans fo11ows this

regional account.
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FURBEARERS JN SOUTHCENTRAL AlASKA

Almost all species of furbearers* common to Alaska occur in the Southcentral
Region. The nost noticeable exception is the arctic or white fox.
Beaver, otter, mink and muskrat are the most prominent species in riparian
and aquatic habitats. Wolverine, lynx~ marten. weasels~ squirrels and
marmots are common to the upland and alpine habitats. lhe red fox is
common in lowland and upland areas.
Population levels and trends of carnivorous furbearers are often closely
tied to relatively few prey species or even to a single prey species.
Lynx abundance can often be predicted from snowshoe hare population
trends. In those portions of the Southcentral Region drained by the
Copper River and the Sositna River the snowshoe hare and 1ynx abundance
cycle runs about nine years from peak population to the following peak
population. Lynx and hare populations also show great fluctuations in
abundance on the Kenai Peninsula but they do not seem to be synchronous
with the cycles of the interior of the state. Densities of marten, red
foxes, weasels and coyotes appear to be dependent upon densities of
small rodents, although red fox and coyote abundance also appears related
to snowshoe hare population levels. Coyotes are more abundant on the
Kenai Peninsula than elsewhere in the state. Some areas also seem to be
capable of sustaining high land otter populations, particularly along
the coast from Cordova to Valdez.
The herbivorous furbearers do not appear capable of seriously damaging
their food supply. Although beavers are capable of over-utilizing their
immediate food supply, this rarely results in major population f1uctuations
because the effect is not simultaneous over large areas. At any given
time a substantial percentage of the beaver population in any drainage
is emigrating into new habitat as occupied habitat becomes less productive.
Muskrat population fluctuations. though not we11 understood in Alaska~
are related to productiveness of their habitat. Deep freezing may be a
major factor reducing muskrat populations. Beaver. muskrats. squirrels~
and marmots are subject to significant levels of predation by other
furbearers.
Furbearer habitat in this area is extremely diverse, ranging from mature
spruce forests and fire-dominated habitats in the inland portion to
coastal rain forests in the southern portion. The frequency. intensity,
and acreage burned by wildfire has varied greatly in the past 1 but
considering that over half of the State's human population lives within
this area, it is unlikely that wildfire will be a dominant influence in
the future. Because of the relatively high human population much
furbearer habitat has already been irreversibly altered by development
activities. This trend towards habitat change wi11 probably continue.
Human consumptive use of furbearer popu1ations throughout the Southcentra1
Region is highly variable and generally depends on the abundance and
current market value of the various species. In some locations trapping

.,
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COOK INLET FURBEARERS

LOCAT:ON

Game Management Units 7, 14 and 15.
THE SPECIES
Furbearers in the Cook Inlet area include beaver, wolverine, lynx,
coyote, red fox, marten* mink, wease1, muskrat, land otter, red squirrel
and marmot. The wolf has been treated separately. Furbearers vary in
abundance between species according to habitat oreferences~ and the
abundance of food.

There is little information available on nu111bers and

distribution of furbearers or on the factors which affect abundance and
distribution. In general furbearer population fluctuatior.s are closely
tied to those of their prey species. Those furbearers who rely on
several prey species or on a relatively stable food source such as
vegetation are less subject to fluc~uations than those dependent on one
or a few prey species. Furbearer habitat in the Cook Inlet area ~emains
relatively unaffected by the presence of man~ with some exceptions.
Forest fires on the Kenai fleninsula ana urban and agricul tura1 development
have a1tered some areas.
Recreational trapping by residents of Anchorage and other Cook In1et
communities is the primary use of furbearers in the area. Some CO!f171ercia1
trapping occurs but ~ost of the :rea does not suoport furbearer popu1atior~s
conducive to profitable commercial utilization. Nevertheless~ commercial
aspects are usually present in some degree as most trappers se11 their
catch and trapping effort is stimulated by high market values for pelts.
Some pelts are ~anned and kent for personal use such as wolverine and
coyote.
Furbearer trapping seasons and bag limlts have remained relatively
unchanged since s:atehood. See:sons have generally been timed to coincide
with the period of pelt primeness. liberal seasons and bag 1imits have
had little effect on most species of furbearers except fer smai1 localized
areas of overharvest associated with ease of access. Although the Cook
Inlet area has wel; developed roads and trails in comparison to the
remainder of the state, large tracts of land remain relatively inaccessible
and trapping pressure is light. F'Jrbearer population fluctuations occur
in spite of, rather than as a result of, trapping in most cases.
Snow mach~nes are the most commonly used transport for trapping in the
area although highway vehicles are used for roadside trapping and aircraft
for more remote sites. r.fink, muskrat and beaver are more inter;sively
trapped ~ear roads and trails~ whereas trapping of 1ynx, wolverine and
1and otter requires the mobility of snow machines and aircraft.
Except for beavers, red squirrels and marrr:ots, noncor:sumptive uses of
furbearers s~ch as viewing and photography are practical~y nonexistent.
Furbearers as a grou~ are difficult to observe due to their nocturnal or
secretive habits and their relativeiy sparse distribution. Some muskrats
and mink are observed incidental to other activities such as hunting,
fishing. and canoeing.
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Beaver occur throughout the Cook Inlet plan area but are most abundant
on the eastern portion of the Kenai Peninsula a~d in the drainages of
the Talkeetna Mountains. f1oderate to low populations occur on 1akes and
streaos on the western Kenai Peninsula; however, populations there
appear to be increasing in the area north of Tustumena Lake. In the
Anchorage area beavers are common in the drainages of the Twentymile
River and Portage Creek and on lands within the 8ilitary bases.
Good beaver habitat is present throughout the area but is limited in
mountainous terrain. Loss of habitat has occurred in the lower r.~atanuska
Valley with agricu:tural development of the lanG, and on the Kenai
Peninsula where a considerable amount of beaver habitat was lost to the
1969 forest fire.
Use of beavers by trappers in the Cook Inlet area !)as increasingly
becone a recreational activity as hunan populations and access have
increased in the area. Trapping ~ressure has been Tight to moderate :n
most areas~ depending on the abundance of beaver ard fur prices. For
~he area as a whole harvests of beaver have been below the sustained
yie1d 1evel. t1hile the ma,!ority of beaver colonies are untrapped
because they are relatively inaccessiblet those that are readily accessible
from the road sys~em are often overutilized.
Over the past decade harvests on the Kenai have ranged between 46 and
259 per year. I:Jlthin the !ower Matanuska Valley and southwestern Talkeetna
Mountains an average of .about 130 beavers has been taken annually,
a1though the take has fluctuated widely in nu~bers.
Cbservation and photography of beavers is popular wherever beavers are
ac:essible to viewing. Thousands of people view beavers at the Portage
area annually. Colonies in the Hatcher Pass area also provide considerable
viewing, and additional sites include Fort Richardson and the Eagle
River Drainage. ~1any people also view Jeaver incidental to other activities
such as fishing, hiking, hunting and canoeing.
Wolverines are fairly abundant in the mountainous sections of the area.
and along the outer Kenai Peninsula gulf coast~ but are relatively
scarce over lowland portions of the area. Annual harvests have averaged
about 60 wolverines for the past 5 years although the take has fluctuated
widely between years. Trapping has not appeared to be a limiting
factor on wolverine populations. Hunting and trapping of wolverine have
been prohibited within Chugach State Park since 1973.

L1nx occur throughout the area~ but are most common ad:acent to the
mountains or in the major wountain drainages. They are occasional to
rare along the gulf coast. In 1975 populations were at moderate to low
levels fo11owina the decline of the snowshoe hare population. Habitat
alterations whiCh benefit hares also favor lynx. The i947 burn area
harbors some of the best lynx populations on the Kenai Peninsula.
Although high fur prices have stimulated trapping effort for lynx.
harvests have remained at moderate leve1s, At the peak af the 1yrx
cycle in 1974, the harvest on the Kenai Peninsula did not exceed 350.
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Harvests from the Knik, Eklutna~ and Eagle River drainages are thought
not to exceed 10-15 per year. In the lower ~1atanuska Valley atea and
the southwestern Talkeetna Mountains average annual harvests probably
don't exceed 200-300 lynx.
Coyotes are abundant throughout the area. They are versatile in their
-habitat requirements and adapt wen to areas with high human j:)opulations.
Because coyotes utilize a variety of prey species and scavenge on carrion
they are less subject to the population fluctuations suffered by some
other furbearers. Coyotes are taken in low numbers by trappers because
they are difficult to trap and because their fur is of relatively low
value. Hunters take some coyotes by utilizing predator calls, and this
sport appears to be increasing in popularity. The effects of hunting
and trapping on coyote populations is negligib1e. The annual harvest is
estimated to be less than 200 coy3tes.
Red Foxes occur in mountainous sections of the Cook Inlet area in relatively
low numbers except for the southwestern Ta 1keetna t·1ounta ins where they
are moderately abundant, Few foxes are taken by ~rappers.
P1arten occur ~n low to moderate nurrbers, primarily in the fores:.ed areas
of the eastern Kenai Peninsula, from Kenai Lake to Seward. ar.d in ~he
southwestern Taikeetna f>'tns. Utilization of marten by trappers is very
lew, probably not exceeding 20-30 per year.
t>Iink are COilliJDn in many lowlar.d areas, with the highest densities along
the gulf coast, Populations are subject to wide fluctuations that are a
functi or, of prey ava i1 ability~ such fl uctua ti ons being nore pronounced
in inland areas. Harvests of mink are strongly affected by the market
value of pelts. Generally§ harvest levels are low because large areas
of mink habitat are untrapped. Intensive trapping in accessible areas
has temporarily depressed mink populations in some localized sites. but
has had little 1ong-term effect on populations.
Wease1s inc 1udi ng short-ta i1 ed and 1east wease1s occur throughout the
area. The short-tailed weasel is comron whiie least weasels are ur.co1t111on.
'~ase1s are abundant in lowland areas where mice and shrews are common.
7hey are often observed in residential areas. Very little harvesting of
weasels occurs as their pelts have traditiona11y been of little value.
Most that are taken are accidentally trapped in sets for other species~
particularly mink.
Muskrats are convnon 1n the lower Matanuska Valley and in the lowlands
between Anchorage and the Knik River, but are relatively uncommon on the
Kenai Peninsula. Harvests of muskrats are 1ow except for small areas
trapped near Anchorage and in the Matanuska Valley. Harvests have had
little effect on muskrat populations.
Land Otters are abundant along the east side of Kachemak Bay and along
the gulf coast. They a1so occur in tower numbers along inland laKes and
streams on the remainder of the Kenai Peninsu1a and in the southwestern
Talkeetna t·1ountain drainages. Other populations appear to fluctuate
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less than most other carnivorous furbearers because they re1y on a
relatively stable fish prey base. Harvests of land otter in the Coo~
Inlet area probably does not exceed 50-60 per year. Harvests are wel1
below sustained yield levels and large areas are virtually untrappeo:.
However1 past harvests on streams flowing into Cook Inlet south of the
Kasilof River may be responsible for reduced numbers there.
Squirrels and r-1arnots are co1m1on in the area wherever suitable
habitat occurs. Red squirrels occur in spruce forests while marmots are
most abundant in alpine areas. Except for 1arge areas of squirrel
habitat lost in the 1947 and 1969 forest fires on the Kenai Peninsula,
these species have been unaffected by man's presence. Although a few
people hunt squirrels for sport and food, the primdry use of squirrels
and marmots is nonconsumptive. Squirrels are commonly observed in
campgrounds and residentia1 areas and marmots are conspicuous to hikers
or other visitors to alpine areas.
~ed
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FURBEARERS Irl SOUTHIVESTERN ALASKA

Al! species of furbea~ers* comnon to A~aska occur in the Southwestern
Qegion. A great diversity of furbearer habita~ is present in this
region which encompasses an area fro~ the Aleutian Islands to the crest
of the Alaska Range. The distribution of furbearers reflects the diversity
of the habitat.
Excellent beaver habitat exists in the northern ha1f of this region and
on Kodiak Island where they were introduced some years ago. In the

Nushagak drainage beavers achieve some of the highest dens1ties within
Alaska. Beavers do not exist on the western er.d of the Alaska Peninsula
or the Aleutian Islands. On :he extremity of their range on the Alaska

Peninsula beaver pooulatio~s may fluctuate with the condition of their
habitat. I:Jolverines occur tilroughout the mainlar:d portion of the regior.
and on Unimak Island, but are absent en the Aleutian Islands. \Jolverines
apoear to be abunda~t~ but, as eisewhere in the state, accurate ~nfonmation
en popuiation size and compcsition is not available. Arctic fox, particu1ar1y
the blue phase, occur on many of the Aleutian Islands, the nlaska Peninsula.
and the coastal frir.ge_ to the north. Foxes were introduced to m-any of
the Aleutian Islands and efforts have been nade ~ecent1y to remove them
from islands where they a~e seriously impacting Qround nestin9 birds.
Fox poD~1ations are abundant throughout the area but ~ave a tendency to
fluctuate in density ove~ the years. Coyotes are found only rarely in
some rare portions of the region and where found do not achieve the
ab~ndance that they de elsewhere :n the state.
Lynx are fcur.d in the
northeastern portion of the area but do not achieve densities simiiar to
those in the Interior and Scuthcentra1 Regions. Land otters reach high
populatinn levels in many portions of the region but are not oresent on
the Aleutian ls1ands. There is little of marten habitat in tne area and
they do not achieve the hign densities ~ound 'in the \·/estern and Interior
areas. t·1arten and red squl ...rels were transplanted to i\fo9nak Island in
1952 and both have become establlshed on the is1and. r1ink and wease~s
are fo~nd throughout most of the region and at times are very abundant.
Red squirrels and ground squirrels achieve h·fgh populations in many
portions of this area. Little is known about population densities of
flying squirre1s. 11armot a~e also common but population densities are
unknown.
Population levels and trends of carnivorous furbearers are often c1ose1y
tied to relatively few prey species or even to a single prey species.
<he abundance of 1ynx can often be predicted from sr.owshce hare population
trends. Lynx in Southwestern Alaska do not achieve densities as high
nor exhibit fluctuations in population levels as extreme as those found
in Interior Alaska~ possibly because snolttshoe hare densities are lower
than those of Interior areas. Densities of marten~ red foxes~ weasels
and coyotes appear to be dependent upon densities of small rodents,
although red fox abundance also appears related to snowshoe hare poou1ation
levels. Mink, rnarten and beaver achieve population densities as high
as anywhere in the state.
1

*

list of furbearer soecies considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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The herbivorous furbearers do r.ot appear capable of seriously damaging
their food supply. Although beavers are capable of over-utilizing their
immediate food supply) ~his rarely results in major population fluctuations
because the effect is not simultaneous over large areas. At any given
time a substantial percentage of the beaver population in any drainage
is emigrating into new habitat as occupied habitat becomes less nroductive.
t1uskrat population fluctuations. though not well understood in Alaska,
are related to productiveness of tneir habitat. Beavers, muskrats,
squirrels, and marmots are subject to significant levels of predation by
other furbearers.
Human consumptive use of furbearer populations in Southwestern Alaska is
highly variable and generally depends on the abundance and current
market value of the various species. Long-established traditions.
market conditions and trapping regulations have generally limited use to
the seasons when the pelts are prime. This period fs generally C•ctober
through t'.ay depending ~pon the sJecies. In some locations trapping
effort is expended on beaver and wolverine regardless of market conditions.
Holverine are in high demand fer local use as parka ruffs. Beaver are
sought for food as well as fur; and beaver trapping is a traditional
spring activity in many areas. Beaver are generally more heavily trapped
than other fu"'bearer species. Beaver distribution in the lower Nt;Shagak
Crainage may be severely restricted becaJse of excessive utilization.
They are not present ~n parts of some drainages where the habitat appears
capab1e of supporting them. Other drainages within this area have
experienced excessively high use cf beaver in the past, but in the eariy
1970 1 5 the harvest did not appear to be excessive.
TrapPing is a very important and traditional use of furbearers in this
reoion, particu1arly in Game f"anagement Jnit 17 ar.d in the upper portions
of Unit 9. Over the years the~e has r.ot been a great change in the use
of furbearers within this area, In some locations trapping still provides
a substantial portion of a family's needs. This situation may not
persist for a long period of time. If the human population increases
significantly and new POP'J1at~on centers are established. the trend will
be towards more trappers who will trap on a ~art~time basis. The take
of furbearir.g animals may become a less important part of the annual
income of the trapper. As in other areas of Alaska this may precipitate
a shift in the value of traoping from afl economic sustenance activity to
a cultural or outdoor experience.
Little nonconsumptive use of furbearers occurs in Southwestern Alaska.
Most species are nocturnal or secretive in nature and ?rovide 1irr.ited
viewing opportunities. However. red squirrels and beavers provide
viewing opportunity for fishermen and hunters, and in alpine areas
ground squirrels and marmots are comncnly observed inc1denta~ to other
activities. In some areas, arctic or blue foxes and red foxes are
readily available to viewers and phctographers.
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LIST OF FURBtARERS IN SOUTHimT!:RN ALASKA

Cani ds

ColtJ!lon Name

Scientific Name

Coyote

Canis latrzns
7ulpes vuZpes

Red Fox

White (Arctic) Fox

AWpex Zago;ma

Fe lids

Lynx

Mus tel ids

~~ink

:'to~.stela v~~;;on

Sea Otter
Land Otter

SY<J:ydr>a lut'l'is
£utra aanader~is
:'4a.rt:es ameri.ear..::

\-Jolverine

:Jute (iUlo
:'"!ustela. r-:;;cosa

Marten

Weasel

Mustela e!'mina
Rodent; a

Beaver

Castor canadensis

t~uskra:

Cr~tP~ zibe~hicus

Snowshoe Hare

Lept>s

Arct1c
Red

ameri~anus

,·ccrmc ta

f,1armot

~aligata

L-ep:MJ a:i'r!ticus
Ta:trriasciu:t'us 7-:ud,'Wr:·~~us

Hare

Squirrel

Ground Squirrel
Flying Squirrel

Citetlus pa:rryii
Gla:...conr-.JS vc 'tans
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FoRBEARERS IN WESTER'< ALASKA

All species of furbearers* common to Alaska occur in the ~estern Region.
Coyotes~ however) are uncorrmon and arctic foxes occur only on the
coastal fringe. Although the geographical distribution of various
furbearer species overlaps~ some separation of species occurs between
general habitat types. Beaver, otter. mink and muskrat are the prevalent
species in the riparian and aquatic habitats. ~ink and otter particularly,
reach hiqh densittes on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta.

Ho1verlne~

lynx,

weasels, squirrels and ~armots are found in upland forest and
alpine habitats. The ubiquitous red fox is common in lowland and upland
areas.

marten~

Population levels and trends of carnivorous furbearers are often closely
tied to relatively few prey species or even to a single prey species.
The abundance of lynx can often be ~redicted ~rorr snowshoe hare population
trends. Lynx in Western Alaska do ~ot achieve densities as high nor
exhibit fluctuations in population levels as extreme as those found in
Interior Alaska, possibly because snowshoe hare densities are lower than
those of Interior areas. Densities of marten, red foxes~ weasels and
coyotes appear to be dependent upon densities of small rocents~ altho\Jgh
red fox abundance a1so apoears related to snowshoe hare population
levels. ~link, marten. ar.d beaver achieve population densities as high
as anywhere in the state.
The herbivorous furbearers do not appear capable of seriously da~aging
their food supp1y. Although beavers are capable of over-utilizing their
i~ediate food supply, this rarely results in major population fluctuations
because the effect is not simultaneous over large areas. At any given
time a substantial percentage of the beaver population in any drainage
is emigrating into new habitat as occupied habitat becomes less productive.
Muskrat population f1uctuationst though not well understood in JUaska,
are reiated to productiveness of their ha!Jitat. Seavers, nusk.rats,
squirre~s and marnots are subject to significant 1evels of predation by
other furbearers.
The most important inf1uence on Western Alaska furbearer habitats has
been wi1dfire~ ::>articularly in forested or brushy areas. Establishment
of early stages of vegetation following a fire produces favorable
habitat for rrany species of sma(1 rodents~ snowshoe hares. and teavers.
High populations of rodents and hares in turn benefit the carnivorous
furbearers.
Human consumptive use of furbearer ilopulations throughout the Hestern
Region is highly variab1e and genera!ly depends on the abundance and
current ~arket value of the various species. :r. some locations trapping
effort is expended on beaver and wolverine regardless of ~arket conditions.
Beaver are sou9ht for food as well as fur, and beaver trapping is a
traditional spring activity in many areas. Ho1verine are in high demand
for local use as parka ruffs. Beaver are generally more he~vily trapped

*

A list of furbearer species considered in these ptans fo11cws this
regional account.
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than other furbearer species. Beaver distribution in the YukonKuskokwim Delta area in particular may be currently restricted by excessive
trapping, Lynx have been heavily trapped in past years because cf their
relatively high market value. ~4olverine also have a high market va1ue
but are less vulnerable to trapping than lynx. rHnk from the Yukon
Kuskokwim Delta are known throughout the world for their 1arge size and
highly desirable fur characteristics. There is very little consumptive
use of red squirrels, ground squirrels or marMots in the region.

In Western Alaska there has been little change from the traditional
subsistence trapping of furbearers. This situation may no: persist in
the future if hurran populations increase significantly. ¥Jith urbanization
of rural areas many trappers will become more dependent on the cash
economy and less dependent on trapping. As in other areas of Alaskat
there may be a shift in the value of trapping from an economic sustenance
activity t~ a recreational experience.
Little nonconsumptive use of furbearers occurs in the region. i!ost
species are nocturnal or secretive in nature and provide li~ited viewing
opportunities. Red squirrels and beavers provide viewing opportunity
~or fishermen and hunters and in alpine areas ground squirrels and
marmots are commonly observed incidental to ether activities,
LIST OF FURBEARERS IN WESTERN AlASKA

Common Name

Scientific Name

Coyote
Red Fox
l1hite {:kctic) Fox

Ca:ni$ tatrans
AZop~

Fe lids

lynx

Lyn::: aar..adensis

f1uste1 ids

Mink
Land Otter
."'!arten
Wolverine
Heasel

;~fus t:e la

Can ids

'lulpee vuZpes
Z.agcr;us

t-'i son
£utra car.adensis

i'!artea ::ar:ei•ica:na
GuZo gu'Lo
M-d.s1:et:~.

ri.xosa

,"f!-iSU l.a el"''11ina

Rodentia

Beaver
i4uskrat
Snowshoe Rare
Arctic Hare

Ca:a tor car.aderwis
OndatPG zibethia~s
Lepus ame:riaanu1;1

Lepus arcb:cus
!1-!a....'r':mOta caligata

~armot

Red Squirrel
Ground Squirrel
Flying Squirrel

Tcmiasciurus hudsonicus
Ci t:€1 Uus pan•:t;>Z
iJ!aucortr:;is vc ~ans
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FURBEARERS IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Almost all species of furbearers* common to Alaska occur in the Interior
Region. A notable exception is the arctic fox. Seaver, otter, mink and
muskrat are the most prominent species in riparian and aquatic habitats.
Wolverine, lynx, coyote, red fox, marten, weasels, squirrels and marmots
are common in upland forest and alpine habitats.
Population levels and trends of carnivorous furbearers are often closely
tied to relatively

fe1~

prey species or even to a single prey species.

The abundance of lynx can often be predicted from snowshoe hare population
trends.

t-1arten, weasels, red foxes and coyotes are largely dependent on

small rodent abundance. However, red fox and coyote abundance may also
be related to snowshoe hare populations.
The herbivorous furbearers do not appear capable of seriously damaging
their food supply. Although beavers are capable of over-utilizing their
immediate food supply, this rarely results in major population fluctuations
because the effect is not simultaneous over large areas. At any given
time a substantial percentage of the beaver population in any drainage
is emigrating into new habitat as occupied habitat becomes less productive.
P1uskrat population fluctuations, though not well understood in Alaska,
are related to productiveness of their habitat. Beaver, muskrats, squirrels
and marmots are subject to significant levels of predation by other
furbearers.
The most important influence on Interior furbearer habitats has been
wildfire, particularly in forested or brushy areas. Establishment of
early stages of vegetation following a fire produces favorable habitat
for many species of small rodents, snowshoe hares, and beavers. !-ligh
populations of rodents and hares in turn benefit the carnivorous furbearers.
Increasingly effective fire suppression over the last 20 years has
resulted in a considerable increase in the acreage dominated by more
advanced (but less productive) stages of vegetation.
Human consumptive use of furbearer populations throughout the Interior
Region is highly variable and generally depends on the abundance and
current market value of the various species. In some locations trapping
effort is expended on beaver and wolverine regardless of market conditions.
Beaver are sought for food as well as fur, and beaver trapping is a
traditional spring activity in many areas. Wolverines are in high demand
for local use as parka ruffs. Beavers are generally more heavily trapped
than other furbearer species. lynx have been heavily trapped in past
years because of their relatively high market value. I.Jolverine also have
a high market value but are less vulnerable to trapping than lynx.
Long established traditions, market conditions, and trapping regulations
have 1imited the use of furbearers to the season from October to '~ay
when pelts are prime. Consumptive use of red squirrels, ground squirrels
and marmots occur at other seasons because these species are used for food
and because ground squirrels and marmots hibernate during the winter.

* A list of furbearer species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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A diminishing percentage of the fur harvest is being taken by the traditional
~ilderness trapper who derives a substantia~ proportion of his annual
income from trapping. Trapping now radiates from population centers.
Trapping pressure in remote watersheds for the smaller furbearer species
will continue to decrease unless fur prices rise dra~atica11y,
Nonconsumptive use of f~rbearers occurs near population centers and
along the road and trail systems. The most co~nonly observed and photographed
furbearers are beavers, red squirre1s and ground squirrels. Red squirrels
abound throughout 8ost of the Interior and provide almost unlimited
viewing tlpportunity in campgrounds~ waysldes and other recreational
sites. Ground squirrels are also numerous in some recreational areas.
Beavers are available for viewing on fishing streams and at stream road
crossing, Most other furbearers are nocturnal or secretive in nature
and provide limited viewing opportuni~ies.
LIST OF FURSI'J\RERS IN INTERIOR AIJI.SKA ·

Comnon Name

Scientific Narr:e

Coyote
Red Fox

C;;;:nia la;;r--ar,s

Fe lids

Lynx

Lyr.:r oonadensis

1'-tus te 1ids

rlfnk

HusteZ.a vis.::m

r.1arten

!.Jartes americana

:.:ani ds

?ulpes

Land Otter

v:-~.lpee

Lu~ra c~nadensis

:Jo1verine

Rodentia

Weasel

MusteZ/t r'i::;osa
M:..s::e la errtrJ~'1a

Seaver
Muskrat
Snowshoe Hare

Cc:stor can.cc:io:-1-tsis
C~tra ~ibethieus

Levus cmoPiaanus
.'.fdrmota catig:zta

i~armot

Red Squirrel

Tamiasci-u:t'uiJ hudson.icus
Citez-I.us pa.PP'Jii
iJ?..cuccrrr!:f s vo lans

Ground Souirrel
Flying Souirrel
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FURBEARERS IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

All species of furbearers**+ common to Alaska occur in the Northwestern
Region. :1in.k, otter, muskrat, and red and arctic foxes reach high
levels of abundance in this region. riolverine, lynx, beaver, marten and

other species co~on to upland and alpine habitats are less abundant
than in other northern Alaska areas. Coyotes are uncommon to ra~e ln
much of the reoion and do not inhabit the western portions of the Seward
Peninsula or the lower portions of the Noatak, Kobuk, and Se1awik River
systems. Beaver and lynx populations are expand1ng their nistorical
ranges in the region~ wHh beaver moving into the northern portion of

the region and 1ynx becoming established on the Seward Peninsula. The
Noatak, Kobuk and Selawik floodplains are noted for their high quality
mink and muskrat. Furbearers on St. Lawrence Island are limited to
arctic foxes and ground squirrels.
Utt1e overall change in fu~"'bearer habitat has occurred in Northwestern
Alaska. Some long-term climatic cha~ge may be affecting vegetation, as
reflected in expanding distributions of ~oose, beaver and snowshoe
hares. Wildfire has had relatively iittle influence in this region
although portions of the Kobuk and Sela·wik va1leys have burned. Mining
activities have affected some riparian habitat on the Sevtard Peninsula.
Effects of mining activities on furbearers are unknown. Host of the
region is highly mineraHzed and future habitat disturbance seems 'frtevitable.
Most human use of furbearers in this region is consumptive. The degree
of use varies with the abundance, market value, and traditional utilizatior
of various furbearer species. Relatively high homar ~se appears to be
1i~iting wolverine denstty and dis~ributicn.
In addition to ~lgh pelt
prices. wolverines are valued for local use in the manufacture of parka
ruffs. rn rece~t years high market prices ~ave led to intensive trapping
of arctic and red foxes. By contrast. relatively poor market conditions
and a general decrease in deoendence upon furbearers as a source of
income ha·1e led to mini'na1 harvests of mink and !71uskrats. Long estab1ished
traditions, narket condit1ons and trapping regulations have limited the
use of furbearers to the season from October to r-1ay when pelts are
prime. although some species are takeo at other times. Beaver are used
for food as we11 as fur, and may be taken when pelts are not prime.
Squirrels have also been used for food and garments. hut are unavailable
in the winter.
Some viewing and photography of forbearers occurs in the region, primarily
by tourists. Arctic and red foxes, and ground squirrels provide for the
~ajority of nonconsumptive use.

~~

A list of furbearer species considered in these plans fo11ows :his
regional account.
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LIST OF PJRSEARERS IN

Can ids

NORTh~IESTERN

ALASKA

ComMon Name

Scientific Name

Coyote
Red Fox
White (Arctic) Fox

Canis Zatl'ar'.s

Fe lids

Lynx

~ustelids

r~i nk.

Vu lpes tlu Zpes
A!or; ex Z.agopw;

(4>-tste Z-u: vison
Lutra ccrnadlf.nsi.a

Land Otter
Marten

Ma:rtes americana
Cv.Zo gulo

Vlo1verine

M'.,tste Za !'"'~xosc.:

Heasel

!!r;stela

Rodentia

Beaver

e~:r.a

Castot> ecmar.kmsis
v?:datra zibethicus

t1uskra t

Sncwshoe Hare
Arctic Hare

Le;;us CP~e:..~eanus

L>i!f;UJJ <J.I'Cti&-<A£
Na.r"!'ota caZ>igc:ta

Namot

Red Squirrel
Ground Squirrel

hudsonicus
CiteZius parryii

Tamiasciur~s
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FURBEARERS

I~

ARCTIC ALASKA

Furbearers* in general do not achieve the degree of importance in Arctic
Alaska that they de in ~Jestern and Interior Alaska. The variety of
harvestabie species is lower there than in regions to the south. '1artei'J,

beaver, muskrat and red squirrel reach the northern limits of their
distribution at the southern boundary of the Arctic region.
lynx.
mink, land otter and coyote are present in 1ow densities. Economically
itl'1oortant furbearers include arctic fox. red fox, wo1verine, weasels and

arCtic ground squirrel. There is insufficient information to evaluate
marmot populations in the area.
The arctic fox is the most important furbearer in the region. Arctic
fox populations are cyclic with highs occurring every three or four
years. These usually coincide with or immediately foiicw brown leming
popu1ation peaks. In addition :c annual variations in the oopulation
density of arc~ic fox, it also varies ccnsiderab1y in the varicus physiographic
areas of the region. Highest densities occ~r on the arctic coastal plain.
Low to moderate densities occur in the foothill regions of the Srooks
Range~ and very 1ow numbers exist in the Brooks Range.
Red foxes have
less stringent habitat requi~ements as is reflected in their wide
distribution throughout North America. Deve1opment activities which will
disrupt the natural environwent wi11 probably not affect red foxes as
seriously as they wi11 arctic foxes. The red fox is, at times, abundant
in the region. !n contrast to arctic foxes~ red fox populatio~s are
highest in the mountains and foothf11s and lowest in the coastal
plains.
Wolverine are present thro~ghout the area. They are most numero~s in
tne Brooks Range and ~ooth111s and scarce along the coast or on the
coasta1 plain. Ho1verine densities vary considerably Ol'l an anrua1
basis. The mechar.isms causing changes in wolverine populations are not
wel1 understood.
Ground squirrels are found throughout the region from the coast to high
in the mountains. In many areas they are the most conspicuous furbearer.
Their fur is va1uab1e to the local garment industry, but few are ever exported
from the region. The ground squirrel provides a food source for several
other furbearers~ big game carnivores anc raptors. and for man.
Throughout the various habitats occupied by arctic foxes the most significant
limiting factor may be the availability of denning sites with~n the
coastal areas where arct1c foxes achieve their highest densities.
Considerable development is presently underway and rrore is planned for
tne coastal plain sections of the Arctic Region. Arctic fox denn1ng
habitat, in general, may become the major source of fill material for
developmental purposes throughou: the region. Shoreline habitat is also
very important to arctic foxes as they are a major scavenger in both
winter and summer along :he coast.

* A list of furbearer species ccnsidered in these plans fo11m·Js this
regiona1 account.
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The consumptive use of furbearers in the Arctic is almost exclusively by
residents. Arctic fox trapping in particu1ar is a very important local
industry and it is zealously guarded by local tra?pers. Arctic and red
foxes and wolverine are used lntensively and extensively. Trcpping and
hunting of both species of foxes have not been known to be detriRenta:
to the fox populations. Fox populations appear to be more closely
regu1ated by the abundance o"' their food supply than by consumptive
utilization by humans. Holverine, on the othe,. ha!'ld~ are quite vulnerable
to human use in many portions of the region. Their present distribution
and abundance mdy be greatly influenced by the degree of hunting and
trapping. Consumptive use of furbea~ers has been confined to that
period when pelts are prime. This varies considerably between species
but genera11y extends from November through Anri1. Ground squirrels and
marmots hibernate a~d are not available from November to April.
Arctic ar.d red foxes adapt very rapidly to the presence of hurrans when
they are undisturbed and provide a considerable amount of vie~ing
opportunity in the summer months. Because of the seasonal nature of
viewing, tra?ping and hunting there has been little conflict between
uses.
LIST OF FURBEARERS Hi ARCTIC ALASKA

Canics

Comrr.on Name

Scientific. Narr:e

Coyote
Red ;;ox

Cm1is

W'ite (Arctic) Fox
Fe lids

Lynx

Mustelids

,\1i nk

Zatrar:..B

:t:<1pea vt.J~es
Alopec:: Zag;Jp&.JJ

.'harte Za vison
Lutra canadensis

Land Otter
Mar~en

.Uartez c:.rurt"'::Jan.a
GuZo au.Z.o

Wolverine
fieasel

,..i...ste

Za.

r>i::::osa

:4u.M:e 7.a el"n'!ina

Rodentia

Beaver
Muskrat
Snowshoe Hare
Arctic Hare

Lepus a::>r:ttiC'Us

Mar11ot

.~!amo't;;:

Red Scuirrel

Tcnr:asaikPUB ~udson~eAS
CiteZlus par~Jii
Gtau.:Jo,wys t>olan.s

C:".wtcr canadensis
:~~tpa zibethicuc
~pue GmePicanuo

Ground Squ i rre1
Flying Squirrel

14.3

cal.iga.ta

ALASKA SEA LION

LOCA7:0N

Alaska coasta1 waters in Game Management Units 1-10, 15, 18, and 22
except Glacier Bay and Katr:Jai National ~1onuments, and the Juneau~ Resurrection

Bay, and Chiniak Bay Sea Lion

t~anagement

Plan areas.

THE SPECIES

The Alaska populatior. of Steller or northern sea lions is estimated to exceed
21JO.OOO.

Approximately 10,000 occur in the Southeastern Region, 19,000 in the

Southcentral Region) and 185,000 in the Southwestern Region. An unkncwn number
range into the seasonal pack ice of the Bering Sea. These estimates are based
primarily on counts of animals on hauling grounds and rookeries. A large
part of the sea 1ion popuiation is hauled out at any given time although
many may be at sea. Reproductively active animals concentrate at rookeries
in summer for pupping and breeding. These rookeries are usually large,
often containing over 10,000 animals, and tend to be on remote is1ands exposed
to the open sea. limi::ed pupping and breeding activity occurs at sOif',e
hauling areas. Hauling areas are primarily used by reproductively
inactive animals in sumer and by all animals in winter.

Use of rookeries and hauling areas varies seasonally. Some~ particularly
those in more protected waters. may be used only in winter~ others are
used all year~ although the nurr,bers of sea 1ions hauling out may vary seasonal1y.
Some areas may be used only rarely~ perhaps only when food species concentrate
in the vicinity. Significant shifts in concentrations of animals in the water
also occ:.~r. These movements are poorly understood but probably are re1ated to
the distribution of focd species. Movement between areas appears common.
Shi:ts between areas may give the appearance of overall population
changes, however surveys over the last 20 years indicate no r.~ajor change
i~ population size or in distribution of sea lions other than an increase
in nu~bers on the high seas associated with ~oteign fishing fleets. The
population appears to be near carrying capacity in all parts of its
range. Natural mortality~ particularly of ~ups and subadults, appears
to be the main population regulatory mecnanism although lowered productivity
has been suggested. Harvest of pups may have exerted a slight influence
on sea lion numbers fn localized areas of the Kodiak Archipelago between
1963 and 1972, but no change has been observed.
No kn~n habitat changes significant to sea liens have occurred. The
present population probably exceeds the leve: at the time white man
arrived, since historical evidence indicated that aboriginal hunting
fi1aintained the sea licr. population at a reduced level.
At present the influence of human attivites is probably minor. However,
projected increases in activities re:1ated to the oil. logging and other
industries, projected growth of coastal communities, and the current
high levels of foreigh fishing for sea lion food species increase the
chances that sea Jions wil~ be affected in the future.

lH

Sea 1ion populations in Alaska have been subjected to hunting pressure of
varying intensities for many centuries. Remains of sea lions in middens
indicate the coastal dwelling natives utilized the resource to a high degree.
Historical records indicate that hunting pressure prior to the early 1900's
was so intensive that the sea lion populations in much o~ Alaska were reduced
to lad levels. Hunting pressure apparently deciined sonetime after the turn
of the 19th century~ because natives were no longer depende'lt upon t!v.=1:1 _cor
subsistence and wh1te ~an turned to ~ore economically attractive ~ateria1s.
As a result sea lions greatly increased in numbers.
In more recent times sea lions have been hunted for a variety of reasons.
Prior to passage of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 (r-1MPA)
fishermen annually killed an unknown but re1ative1y smal1 number of sea
lions in the course of domestic corrmercial fishing operations. A small
nurrber (probab1y less than lOC) were taken for crab or shrimp bait. Ir:
1959 a tota 1 of 630 were taken frorr severa 1 areas of Garre :'llanageme'lt
enfts 8 and 9 in a study of potentia: commercial ~ses of sea lions.
Between 1963 and 1972 harvests of puos for pelts were conducted at
several rookeries in Game Management Units 8~ 9 and 10. The total
harvest included 14,180 from Marmot Is1and; 16,753 from Sugarloaf Island;
8,632 from Akutan Island; 638 from Atkins Island; 574 from Round Island;
3,773 from Ugamak Island and 628 fran Jude :s1and.
The r·11:PA re11oved ali restrictions O'l harvest of rr:arine ITaiTmals by Es<.irnos,
Indians and Aleuts bwt proh~bited al1 others from taking them. This
effectively stopped the commercial harvest, however, an undetermi!led
number have been taken either legally or illegally in the course of
domestic fishing operations. Incidental harvest in conjunction with
foreign fishing fleets appears to have increased in recent years. Some
estimates place the annual take at over 10~000. Permits were issued for
the taking of a few hundred sea 1ions for scientific purposes.
Viewing and photography of sea i icns has increased in recent years.

Recreational boaters and fishermen often visit hauling areas near coastal
communities and a small number of tourists and professional photographers travel
to more remote rookeries each year. A few individuals derive a portion of their
annual income guiding and transporting photographers seeking sea lion.
Experience prior to 1972 demonstrated that comnercia1 harvest and viewlr,g
of sea lions can be compatfb1e if properly regulated.
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SOUTHERN ALASKA HARBOR SEAL

LOCATION
Alaska coastal waters in Game Management Units 1-10 and 14-17 except
Glacier Bay and Katmai National Monuments, and the Juneau. Resurrection
Bay, Kachemak Say and Iliamna Lake Harbor Seal ~anagement Plan areas.
THE

SPECIE~

Land breeding harbor sea1s are common along the entire coast from Dixon
Entrance to the southern Bering Sea. During periods \IJhen seasonal pack
ice occurs in the southern 8ering Sea they intermingle with ice breeding
harbor seals but are genetica;;y isolated by differences in breeding
season.
Along rocky coasts seals tend to be scattered, although up to 300 might
be seen hauled out in certai~ prime areas. Larger concentrations frequen~ly
occur in glacial fjords. estuaries or near extensive shallow areas where
thousands may haul out en glacial ice or sandy beaches at one time.
Examples of such haul-out areas are Icy Bay, Glacier Bay, the Copper
River, Tugidak Island, Port Moller 'and Port Heiden. Seals frequently
ascend major rivers where seasonal concentrations of food species occur.
It is difficult to accurately assess seal numbers since an unknown and
highly variable percentage of the population is in the water at any
given time. A conservative estimate based on aerial surveys and harvest
records is 270,000 in Alaskan waters. The population as a whole appears
to have been near carrying capacity for rr:any years, and no rr.ajor popuiation
changes have been documented. However, de~sities have been reduced by
rr.an in a few areas. An extensive predator control program greatly
reduced seal numbers in the Copper River in the 1950's. Commercial
harvestir:g in the rnid lg6o·s reduced densities in portions of Southeas~ern
and Southcentral Alaska. Kodiak Island and Sristoi Say. When hunting
oressure diminished 1~ the late 1960's seal numbers increased and are
again near carrying capacity in most areas.

There is no documented evidence that human activities are influencing
seal numbers at the present tirne~ although limited effects may occur
near towns or areas of concentrated industrial activity. lncreasi~g
fishing pressure on bottom fish, projected Outer Continental Shelf oil
and gas development and other industrial activities increase the potential
for significant impacts on seal numbers in the future,
Seals have always been used by coasta1 residents for domestic purposes
including clothing and food. Sorne were taken in conjur.ction with fisheries
conflitts and a bounty was paid ~or sea1 scalps for many years. Small
numbers were used for commercial garments and souvenirs and for trap
bait. ln 1963 Alaskan seal skins entered the European fur marXet. High
prices were paid for raw seal skins~ ..stimulating a great deal of interest
in harvesting the animals. The estimateQ yearly harvest in Alaskan
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waters climbed from about 6,000 to 10,000 harbor seals prior to 1963~ to
over 50.000 saa1s in 1965. The market price of seal hides then dropped,
resulting in a significant decline in hunting pressure. The seal harvest
in 1966 dropped to 25 000-30,000 and continued to decline each year
thereafter. By the late 1960 s the annual harvest in the area was 8,000
to 12,000 sea1s. Pelt prices again rose to a relatively high level in
the ear1y 1970 5, but this failed to stimulate a sig~ificant increase i~
harvest. Thls nay have been due to the fact that many potential commercial
seal hunters had learned that successful commercial seal hunting requires
skil1 effort and in some cases a significant cash outlay.
1

1

1

1

After 1966 hunting pressure was considerably below what the population
could support. No significant harvest occurred over vast areas of
southern Alaska. Heavy hunting pressure, ~rimarily directed at pups,
was limited to a few areas of hlgh sea1 density. The harvest was contro11ed
by manipulating seasons and, when necessary, closing areas by field
announcement.
The Marine Marrrnal Protection Act of 1972 (MMPA} effectively terminated
commercial hunting. While Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts were allowed to
harvest sea1s without restriction on numbers or season, they could not
sei1 them to fur dealers. Nonnatives were prohibited froM takfng seals
far any purpose. 7he initial effect o7 the ~~MPA was to reduce the
harvest of seals to a very low leveT. Several native groups 1ave discussed
organizing a seal harvesting industry. This creates the potential for a
greatly increased harvest and perhaps overharvest in some areas.
Viewing and photography of seals has increased in recent years. Seal
behavior is such tha~ few individuals del1berately seek this species for
observation relative to some other ma~ine rrar.mals; however, the presence
of undisturbed seals contributes significantly to the enjoyrrent of ~any
individuals engaged in other pursuits. Seals have becone accustomed to
humans in Glacier Bay National r~onument and are readily observed and
photographed there.
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SOUTHERN ALASKA SEA OTTER

LOCATION

Alaska coastal waters in Game Management Units 1,

2~

3, 45 5, 6, 7, 14,

15 ar.d 16.

THE SPECIES
Sea otters were once abundant throughout Southeastern A1aska, Prince
\oii11iam

Sound~

along the outer Kenai Peninsula coast and in lower Cook

Inlet. It is not likely that significant numbers occurred in upper Cook
Inlet. By 1911 commercial hunting had elininated sea otters from much
of this range. One or more small populations ~ersisted around the oute~
islands of Prince tiil1iam Sound.

These populations have grown steadily

since 1911 and have expanded their range northward along the islands and
nainland of both sides of Pri11ce Wi1liarr Sound, eastward toward

Ya~utat

and westward along the Kenai Peninsula. In ~he mid-1960 S a group
perhaps from the Barren Islands rrigrated to the southwestern tip of the
Kenai Peninsula and merged with anima~s mig..,.ating from Prince l·:il1iam
1

Sound.
While there were occasional unconfirmed reports of individual animals,
no established population occurred in Southeastern Alaska until 1965,
Between 1965 and 1969~ a total of 402 sea otters were transplanted to
several 1ocations between Cape Spencer and Dixon Entrance and tdn were
released i~ Yakutat Bay. Sea otters now occupy most areas of former sea
otter habitat in t'le regi en, but expansion into northern P~i nee \.fill i am
Sound. along the Gulf of Alaska coast toward Yakutat and into lower Cook
Inlet is stil1 occurring. Populations around the outer islands of Price
\iflliam Sound are probab1y near carrying capacity; here, there was a
marked increase in the incidence of beach-dead juveniles accompanied by
rapid range expansion into adjacent unpopulated habitat in the 1960's.
This usue11y is an indication that 7ood availability has become a limiting
factor. Other recently repopulated areas such as Sheep and Gravina Rays
may support densities well above carrying capacity even though nutritionaily
related mortality appears to remain low. Sea otter numbers east of the
Copper River, in parts of northern Prince William Sound and in 1ower
Cook Inlet rerr:ain below carrying capacity. The populations should reach
aborig:ina1 levels ir. a11 areas of Prir.ce Hilliam Sound and around the
outer Kenai Peninsula in the next few years. Repopulation of the area
east of Kayak Island and lower Cook !nlet wi11 take somewhat longer and
this population should continue to expand eastward into Game Nanage:nent
Unit 5 and perhaps to the Alaska Peninsula. Present estimates of sea
otter numbers are 4,000 to 6,000 in Prince William Sound and 1t500 to
2,000 along the Kenai ?eninsula.
At the prese~t time, an estimated 600 to 800 sea otters inhabit the
Alexander Archipelago. Established and rapidly growing populations
exist at: Yakobi Island, Khaz Bay, Coronation Island and the f1aurelle
Islands. Smaller concentrations of uncertain status have been located
in the Necker and Barrier islands. Scattered individuals are reported
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from other areas. little is known about the status of sea otters in
Game Management Unit 5 but sma11 numbers are occasionally seen at several
locations between Icy Bay and Dry Bay.
Present sea otter populations in Southeastern aooear far below carrying
capacity and the observed pup~adult ratios and rates of population
increase indicate that high productivity and low mortality. ~arring any
unexpected mortali:y factors or habitat alteration, the existing population
nuclei should increase rapidly and expand their range into rrost areas of
former sea otter habitat.
After 1911 federal laws prohibited the taking of sea otters except by
Eskimos, Indians and .A.leuts using aboriginal methods and means. In 1959
management authority passed to the State and all public harvest was
prohibited. The Marine Manma1 Protection Act of 1972 returned ~nagement
authority to the federal government and removed all restric:ions on the
tak~ng of marine mammals by natives.
Throughout this period the only
recorded take of sea otters has been 184 re~oved from the vicin:ty of
Hinchinbrook and Monta!'we Islands during transplants. fl. few were taken
for scientific purposes and some were shot illegaliy. Legal 'lative
take, accidental entanglement f~ fisning gear. and oil po11utlon may
have removed small numb~rs from the pop~iat;on. Recently some Alaska
Native organizations have d~scussed the possibility of startirlg a sea
otter hunting ind~stry. but few or none have been taken to date.
By the early 1960's sea otter numbers in Southcentral Alaska had increased
to a level where public viewing and photography became a regular use.
Opportunities for observation have been steadily increasing as sea
otters expand their range and recreational boating increases. Since
1970 ResJrrection Bay has provided more opportunity for the general
public to view sea otters than any other part of Alaska even though that
area contains relatively poor sea otter habitat ard supports only modest
densities. Kachemak Bay shou1d provide excellent viewing opportunities
in a few years and increasing ~umbers of recreational boaters are traveling
to areas of high sea otter densities throughout Prince William Sound and
oorti ons of the Kenai Pen i nsu1a. 1-Jhil e many peop i e travel to this area
for other purposes~ the opportunity to see sea otters often becomes a
significant part of their experience.
The op~ortunity to view and photograph sea otters in Southeastern has
existed since August 1965~ but relatively few individuals were ab1e
to locate them. By 1970 severa1 populations had grown to the point
where it was always possible to find n:oderate numbers. The Department
began publicizing the locations of concentrations and requested sightings
from the public. In recent years~ public interest has increased and a
~ew people now travel by boat to the area specifically to view and
photograph sea otters. This use should steadily increase as the populations
expand their range into more accessible areas.
Limited scientific studies on the impact of sea otter predation on
invertebrate populations have been conducted. The precise knowledge of
the history of sea otter populations creates an ideal opportunity to
monitor changes in the marine co~unity as sea otters enter the system.
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SOUTHWESTEKN ALASKA SEA OTTER

LOCATION
Alaska coastal waters in Game

t~anagement

Units 8, 9, and 10 except

Katmai National ."-1onument.

THE SPECIES
Southwestern Alaska contains a large percentage of the sea otter's
fomer range.

~!hen

white men arrived in the 1740's sea otters were

distributed along most of the Southwestern coasts. There was probably
interchange between areas throughout the range a1though broad deep
waters between islands may have provided partial ~arriers to MOvements.
Commercial hunting between 1742 and 1911 eliminated the sea otter from
parts of the range and greatly reduced numbers in all other areas. In
1911 only small scat:ered groups of otters were left. A number of these
colonies persisted and grew. Suspected locatior.s of survlving groups
include Augustine Island, the Barren Islands~ Shuyak Islands, the Trinity
Isiand, Sutwick Island, Simeonof Isiand, the Sandman Reefs,-savak Island,
northern Ur.irr,ak Island, Tigalda Island; Sanalga Island and several
locations in the Andreanof~ De1arof and Ra: Islands,
some of these nucleus pooulatians have increased to the tens of thousands~
and expanded their range into adjacent unpopuiated areas and ;n some
cases merged with other populations. Other populations have barely
become established. At the present time sea otters occupy all but a few
small areas of their former ~ange. Although densities in many areas
have reached carryirg capacity a~d thousands starve annually~ there are
1arge areas where densities are still we11 below carrying capacity.
Some dense populations are contributing to the repopuia~ion of adjacent
areas while others are not.
The following is a summary of the present status of sea otters in various
parts of the region.
Kamishak Say- estimated population 1,000~
range southwestward along Katmai coast.

increasi~g

ar.d expanding its

Kodiak Archipelago - estiw~ted population 4,0CO to 6,000, near carrying
capacity around the Barren. Shuyak and northern Afognak Islands, lesser
concentrations around the Trinity and Chirikof !s1ands. Increasing and
expanding range around southern Afognak and northern Kodiak Islands.
So'Jthern Alaska Peninsula - estimated popuhtion 8,000 to 10,000, f!ear
carrying capacity between Chignik and Amber Bays* increasing rapidly and
expanding range both northeastward and southwestward.
Shumagin Islands - estimated population 8~000 to 10,000, near carrying
capacity ir. southern islands, rapidly expanding to adjacent mainland
coast.
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Sanak Island and Sandman Reefs - estimated population 6,000 to 10,000,
near carrying capacity around Sanak Island and vicinity of Cherni ~sland.
expanding to rnai n1and coast and merging with Shumagin popu 1a tion.
North Unimak-A~aska Peninsula - estimated popuiation 5,000 to 10,000,
high densities north of Unimak Island and Izembek Lagoon. By 1970
expanded range to Port Heiden. Range and numbers were reduced by extreme
sea ice conditions in e3rly 1970's. ~~Y expand to Kre~itizin Islands in
future.
Pribilof Islands - estimated population less than 25, seven transplanted
in 1959 and 55 in 1968; possibly sorre immigration 'from Bristol Bay.
Future of population uncertain.
Fox and Krenitzin Islands- estimated population 600 to 1~200, four
established and growing concentrations, population far below carrying
capacity,
Islands of Four

~ountains

- no known population.

Andreanof Islands - estimated population 32,000 to 40,000, near carrying
capacity around all islands west of Atka Pass, rapid eastward expansion
along Atku Island and well established populations on A~lia and Sergeran
Islands.
Delarcf Is1ands - Estimated population 6,000 to 8,000t near carrying
capacity, not contributing to repopulation of any other area.
Rat Islands- estimated population 17,000 to 24.000, near carrying
capacity, some animals may be emi9rating from Kiska to .'-lear Islands but
most of the population not cont~ibuting to repopulation of any area.
Near Islands- estimated popuiation 5{10, established but we11 be1ow
carrying capacity.
After 1911 federal laws prohibited the taking of sea otters except by
Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts using aboriginal means. A sma11 but unknown
number were taken under these laws and a few more were taken for scientific
pur~oses and transplants.
In 1959 management authority passed to the
State and al1 public harvest was prohibited. Between 1962 and 1971 a
total of 1,927 were reMoved from Amchitka Island, 606 from Tranaga
Island, 31S from Kana9a Island) 494 from Adak Island and 144 from the
Delarof Islands for experimental harvests; transplants and scientific
studies. In 1971 an estimated 1,000 to 1,350 were ki11ed at Amchitka
Island by a nuclear tes~. s~a11 numbers were il!ega11y taken or accidentally
caught in crab fishing gear.
The t-1arine Mafll1la1 Protection Act of 1972 returned management authority
to the federal government and removed all restrictions on the taking of
marine ~ammals by Natives. No known harvest other than smail numbers of
accidental and illegal kills has occurred since 1972, however ~ative
corporations have considered the possibility of starting a sea otter
hunting industry.
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While many areas in the region provide excellent opportunities for
viewing and photographing sea otters, most of the area is inac:essible
:o the general pub1ic. Public viewing has been a significant use in a
few areas such as Sweeper Cove and Finger Bay at Adak and portions of
,l\rr!chitka Is1and when ~he Atomic Energy Co:mmi ss ion was active there.
Viewi11g opportunities sho'Jld a1 so increase as sea otters repopulate
range near towns. This should occur in the Chiniak Bay area of Kodiak
in the next few years and small numbers can already be seen near Sand
Point. Cold Bay~ ~esurrection Bay, Nikolski and Atka* Commerciai fishermen,
and to a lesser degree recreational boaters~ are able to visit much of
the sea otter range. r1any individuals throughout the world who wili
never see a sea otter derive satisfaction from the knowled9e that a
species that almost became extinct because of man's activities now
inhabits most of its former range in large numbers .

•

•
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MARINE

,~A.~MALS

IN

SOUT~EASTERN

ALASKA

Southeastern Alaska coastal waters provide habitat for a number of
marine mamrM1 species* including harbor and elephant seals~ sea lions,
sea otters, whales, dolphins and porpoises. Although there are some
specific habitat preferences, the several species are generally widely
distributed and abundant, reflecting the high productivity of the Alaska
coastal marine environrrent. Several species affect and are affected by
man 1 s utilization of marine fishery resources~ Some species have at

times supported substantial commercial or domestic human utilization.
In the case of sea otters, populations eliminated by excessive exploitation
have been reestab1ished through a transplant program. On the other hand,
use of harbor seals and sea lions had relatively minor impacts on stock
status; populations of these s:->e:::ies are near or have reached the carrying
capacity of the habitat. Since 1972, consumptive use of all ~arine
marmnals 'las been 1 inited to Alaskan natives under a moratorium on use
established by the Marine fl,arrmal Protec-:ion Act. Li~~le use of marine
mammals ~ow occurs in Southeastern Alaska.
Harbor Sea 1s
seals are abundant in nearshore waters usually less than 30
fathoms in c:epth. Unlike other species, harbor seals are at home in
turbid water as we11 as in clear water. At times they may move up
rivers for considerable distances.

~arbor

Harbor seals are primarily fish eaters, although marine invertebrate
species are also taken. They corr.pete \·Jith fishermen for certain species
of sport and comrr,ercially valuab1e fish~ Cepredation on gill-nettec.
salmon has occurred in the Stikine and Taku areas; however. this is less
a problem in Southeastern Alaska than in other regions.
Population stze is controlled primarily by availability of food. Predation
by killer whales and sharks accounts for some 1osses, Abandonment of
pups is ~e1ative1y commont particularly when seals in pupping areas are
disturbed by man. Loss o~ pups a1so occurs due to malnutrition or
Crowning. The presence of pesticiCe and ~ercury accumulations in harbor
seals has been demonstrated but the effects of these contaminants are
unknown.
Coastal residents have used harbor seals for food and clothing. During
the early to mid-1960 1 s, temporary high prices for sea1 skins effected a
dramatic increase in commercial harvests which subsequently tapered off
as the value of pe1ts declined. There was relatively little in~rease in
hunter effort when prices again rose to noderately high levels. Only
limited use of harbor seals by coastal natives has occur~ec s1nce passage
of the Marine Mammal Protection Act in 1972.
Sea lions
Sea !ions are abundant along the Southeastern coast with at least 10~000
ani~~ls known to be associated with about 20 different rookeries and

* A list of marine mammal species considered in these plans follows
this regional account.
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hauling-out sites. The largest rookeries are located on Lowrie Island
and and nearby rocks where about 4,000 sea 1ions can be found during the
breeding season. Movements and interchange of sea lions between areas
occurs during the fali when many animals leave the exposed breeding
areas and E~ove to more protected waters, and again in the spring wher.
they return to the breeding rooKeries. No changes in sea Hon population
size have been detected in recent years and popu1ations in Southeastern
Alaska are probably near the carrying capacity of their habitat.
Sea lion habitat can be found nearly anywhere along the coastline although
only traditional haul-out areas are used regularly. The best habitat
appears to be remote islands with extensive shallow water and rocky
bottoms productive of sea 1ife. Clear waters are preferred with nost
feeding occurring at depths less than 50 fathoMs. Since they are primarily
..:-ish eaters, sea lions often concentrate in areas where fish are abundant,
such as 1arge herring and pol1ock schooling areas and spawning grounds,
and salnon staging areas. Sea lions probably travel long distances :o
follow and feed on their prey.
Little change has occurred to sea lion habitat that has not heen associated
with man~ The most significant impact has been on man 1 s utilization of
food species vital to sea 1ions. Several of the species important to
sea 1 ions have becone comnercia11y valuable and are fished extensively
both by United States and foreign fishing Tleets. Some alteration of
habitat has resulted from the development of coastal coi!BTiunit;es.
Continued development and pollution associated with exp1oration, extraction,
and transportation of oil resources have the potential for serious
adverse impacts on sea lions.
Sea lion populations are limited by a variety of factors including
avai1ability of food, losses of pups due to ad•1erse weather during
pupping and to abandonment, malnutrition, drowning, and losses to
predat1on by ~iller whales and sharKs.
Historically~ sea lions were harvested by aboriginal natives for a
variety of uses including meat, skin covering for boats, and garMents.
P"rior to oassage of the ~artne ~1ai11ITial Act in 1972, commercial harvests
of sea lions were directed toward control of fisheries depredations and
use of pup skins far the foreign garment trade,

Sea Otter
The sea otter population in Southeaster" Alaska was completely exterminated
by commercial hunting in the 180C's. A total of 412 sea otters were
transplanted to several sites between Yakutat Bay and Dixon Entrance
between 1965 and 1969. Several small but well established and rapidly
growing populations now occur along the outside coasts. Some sea ot~ers
~ay have immigrated to the outside coast near Icy Bay and Yakutat 7rom
Prince Hi1liam Sound. Southeastern Alaska now supports 600 to BCO sea
otters and this number should increase rapidly.
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Sea otters, limited to waters shallower than 30 to 40 fathorrs in their
foraging activities. exert a profound effect on many littoral species of
invertebrates and possibly on certain species of botton fish. Sea
urchins and mollusks are preferred food and population size and structure
of these and other food species may be significantly altereC by sea
otter feedlng pressure. !n some Southwester'l Alaska sea otter -;>opulations,
numbers of ot~ers have reached or exceeded carrying caoacity and many
hundreds of otters ~ave died from starvation. In other areas, starvation
may be tr.e primary nat'Jral mortality factor, particularly on subadu1ts
in late winter. Southeastern populations are far below carrying capacity
and starvation does not appear to be a significant factor at this ti~e.
Predation may account for so~e losses of sea otters. Although otters
harbor several species of parasites found in other marine mammals.
mortality due to parasites is not thought to be significant.
Whales, Dolphins and

Porpois~~

than a dozen species of whales can be found in waters off Alaska,
varying in abundance frGm co~on to rare. Some species such as the b1ue
and Sei whales extend oniy into t~e nor:h Pacific, others including the
gray~ minke, fin, bowhead, hum?back, and ki11er whales occur in the
Chukchi and Bering Seas as well as in the Gu1f of ,IUaska. ~lost species
move far south 1n winter and occur of7 Alaska only 1n surrmer, while
others r~ain in Arctic waters year-round. The Belukha whale occurs
only in small numbers south of the Bering Sea. Similarly~ the bow~ead
wha1e is found primarily in Chukchi and Bering Sea waters~ and the
Narwhal is an Arctic Ocean residert.
~ore

A number of the larger whales now under comp1ete protection were over
exploited by whalers during the 19th and early 20th certuries. The
black right whale has shown slight increases since it was driven almost
to extinction. The bowhead, gray, blJe and humpback whales have
remained stable or shown slight increases in populations since they were
afforded complete protection. Commercial ut~lizatton continues on
several species with no apparent detrimer:tal effects. Among these, the
spem whale is the most important industry species. Sei and fin whales
are valuable baleen whales. Some domestic use of whales occurs along
Alaska's coast. Alaskan natives annually take from l to 37 bowheads.
and in sane years may take fro~ 1 to 3 gray whaies. Belukha whales are
an important source of muktuk, ol~, and ~eat for residents of the 3ering
Sea and Atctic Ocean coasts. Only a few 8elukhas are harvested ~n
Bristol Bay.
Because most species of whales feed on plankton, krill or ocear fishes
not currently of interest to man~ few conflicts with man occur. Seluga
whales feed on several species of fish utilized by man and their
predation on salmon smo1t in particular may impact significartly on
depressed salmon populations in some areas such as in Bristol Bay.
Killer whales ar-e known to take salmon and herring and thus compete
directly with fishermen. In addition killer whales damage fishing gear
and interfere with long line fisheries.
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Pacific whitesided dolphins and Dall and harbor porpoises occur in
Aiaskan waters; these species are abundant in inshore waters during
winter. These mammals feed on several species of commercially valuable
fish such as herring~ cod, flounder~ and sardines. Porpoises are
sometimes caught accidentally in fishermen's nets. Approximately 20.000
Da11 porpoises are lost each year to the Japanese high seas salmon
gillnet fishery.
Whales, dolphins and porpoises in Alaska are ;:>rotected by one or more
federal laws and by international treaties and laws. These include the
Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972J the Endangered Species Act of
1973, the International Whaling Convention signed in 1946, and the
International Convention of Trade in Endangered Species of h'ild Fauna
and Flora.
Other Pinnipeds
Elephant seals and California sea lions have been expanding their ranges
northward in recent years. Sightings of elephant seals are reported
each summer in the southern areas of the Alexander Archipelago.
California sea lions now occ~r in British Columbia and a few stray
animals may reach Alaska. Fur seals i~habit cffshore waters of the
region seasonally and snall nurrbers of subadult animals often stray ir.to
coastal waters. No human use of these species occurs in this regicn.
LIST OF !lARINE MAM11AL SPEC! ES IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Co1m1on Name

Scientific Name

Seals

Elephant Seal
Harbor Seal
Korthern Fur Seal

Phoaa vitulina
Cal!orhinus uP8inus

Whales

BlJe Whale
Bowhead Whale
Finback Whale
Gray Whale
Humpback Whale
Killer Whale
Minke Whale
North Pacific Right Hhale
Pacific Blackfish (Pacific
Pilot t.Jhale}
Sei Whale
Spenr. Wha 1e

'orooises

Mirounga Zeoninc.

Dall Porpoise

Harbor Porpoise
Pacific Whitesided Dolphin
Other Marine
r·1afmla 1s

•

Sea Otter
Steller Sea Lion
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Ealaer.o:otera r,:uscutuo
Balaena· n<ysticetus

Balaenoptera physaZus
gibbosM

Eeol'w·~·t!htius
Negapte:r~

r.ovae'»tgZiae

Crcinua :Jroa
BaZaenoctera
c,.,a~ae."'""
~
•~

w~

acuto~~otnct~

"' 1 ,.,_," ~_,·,

2~-~wa~~a

GZobiae~haZa ~eZaen~z

Balaenof;tera f:oreaZ.is

Physete::• ca-todon.

Fhaccenoides daZ!i
?hoecena phoccsna
Lagenorhynchuc ob Z. iquiriens
Enhydru. Zutris
E;,;metopi;;s jub:.rz.

JUN<AU HARBOR SEAL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit lC, t"oat area bounded by a 1ine startlng at
Point Eridget and then extending southeasterly along the mainland shore
to Point Salisbury_ thence to Point Tanta11on on Douglas Island, thence
along the Gastineau Channel and Fritz Cove shores of Douglas Island to
Outer Point, thence to the southeast Shelter Island light, thence along
the east shore of Shelter Island to its northernmost point, thence to
the point of beginning at Point Bridget.
~HE

SPECIES

No quantitative data are available on seal use of the Juneau area.
However, seals are common throughout much of the area and regu1ar1y haul
out in several locations including islets and rocks frequented by recreationa:
boa:ers. Information from nearby areas ind1cates that seal densities
were reduced in the mid 1960's by hunting but have since recovered and
stablized near carry~ng capacity. While no data are available to indicate
that human activities are influencing seals in the Juneau area it is
likely that hurr,an act1vities have reduced carrying capacity of at least
part of the area.

No harvest data specific to the Juneau area are available. The close
proxiMity to a majcr population center suggests that a fai~1y heavy
harvest for sport, hides, food, and in response to fisheries conflicts
occurred nrior to passage of the ~~a:rine ~1amma1 Protection Act of 1972.
It is unlikely that any concentrated commercial hunting effort occurred
within the area al~hough the statewide harbor sea1 population was subjected
to intensive conmercia1 hunting in the mid 1960's. The most intensive
use of seals in the area has probably been viewing, narticularly around
Auke Bay and Douglas Island.
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JUNEAU SEA LION

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit lC that area bounded by a 1ine star'ting at Point
Bridget and then extending southeasterly along the mainland shore to
Point Salisbury, thence to Point Tantallon on Douglas Island, thence
along the Gastineau Channel and Fritz Cove shores of Douglas Island to

Outer Point, thence to the southeast Shelter Island light, thence along
the east shore of Shelter Island to its northernrr.ost point, thence to
the point of beginni"g at Point Bridget.
THE SPECrES

Several hundred sea lions occur in the waters of this area seasonally
and use Benjamin Island as a haulout. Few data are availab1e on the
numbers in the area at different seasons or on the reasons for changes
in abundance. Food availability. particularly the occurance of 1arge
schools of herring may be a governing factor.
'lo data are available on pcpulaticn changes or cor.dition of the habitat
within the closed area. Hiqh hunan densi:ies create the potential of
adverse impacts through disturbance or reduction of food species. Such
influence could reduce sea lion use of the area without any significant
effect on the sea lion population as a whole. Conversely impacts an the
papulation in other areas could influence sea lion use of the Juneau
area.
No infonnation is available on harvest of sea lions from this area. A
few may have been taken for domestic purposes. for bait or animal food.
or shot because of real or 1magined conflicts w~th fisheries. No commer:ial
harvest has ever been cond•Jcted in the area.
The Juneau area has one of the 1argest fleets of recreational boats in
Alaska. Good access p~ovides greater opportunities for viewing and
photographing sea lions than in many areas of much highet sea lion
densities. Viewing and photographing sea lions. seals and whales has
become a popular recreational activity in the drea and the opportunity
to see these species contributes to the enjoyment of many people engaged
in other activities such as boating and fishing.
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!,lARINE

MAM,~ALS

IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Southcentral i\laska coastal waters provide habitat for a number of

marine mammal species* including harbor seals, sea lions, sea otters,
whales, dolphins and porpoises. Although there are some specific habitat
preferences, the several species are generally widely distributed and
abundant, reflecting the high productivity of the Alaska coastal marine
environment. Several species affect and are affected by man's utilization
of marine fishery resources. Some species have at times supported
substantial commercial or domestic human utilization. In the case of
sea otters, populations severely depleted by excessive exploitation
have, under protective management, recovered to moderate and still
increasing levels. On the other hand, use of harbor seals and sea lions
has had relatively minor impacts on stock status; populations of these
species are near or have reached the carrying capacity of the habitat.
Since 1972, consumptive use of all marine mammals has been limited to
Alaskan natives under a moratorium on use established by the r·larine
f4armnal Protection Act. Little use of marine mammals now occurs in
Southcentral Alaska.
Harbor Seals
Harbor seals are abundant in nearshore waters usually less than 30
fathoms in depth. Unlike other species, harbor seals are at home in
turbid water as well as in clear water. At times they may move up
rivers for considerable distances. In excess of 55,000 seals are estimated
to occur in Prince Hill iam Sound and on the south side of the Kenai
Peninsula.
Harbor seals are primarily fish eaters, although marine invertebrate
species are also taken. They compete with fishermen for certain species
of commercially valuable fish. Depredation on gill-netted salmon has
occurred, most notably in the salmon fishery at the mouth of the Copper
River.
Population size is controlled primarily by availability of food. Predation
by killer whales and sharks accounts for some losses. Abandonment of
pups is relatively cormnon, particularly when seals in pupping areas are
disturbed by man. Loss of pups also occurs due to malnutrition or
drowning. The presence of pesticide and mercury accumulations in harbor
seals has been demonstrated but the effects of these contaminants are
unknown.
Coastal residents have used harbor seals for food and clothing. During
the early to mid-1960's, temporary high prices for seal skins effected a
dramatic increase in commercial harvests which subsequently tapered off
as the value of pelts declined. Only limited use of harbor seals by
coastal natives has occurred since passage of the Marine t~ammal Protection
Act in 1972.

* A list of marine mammal species considered by these plans follows
this regional account.
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Sea Lions
Sea lions are abundant along the Southcentral coast with at least 197000
animals known to be associated with about 30 different rookeries and
hauling-out sites. The largest rookeries are located on Outer Island,
on several of the Chiswell Islands~ and alono the west side of the Kenai
Peninsula~ where about 10,000 sea lioPs can be found during the breeding
season. Rookeries and haul-out areas of lesser irnportance occur in
Prince William Sound. Movements and interchange of sea lions between
areas occurs durin9 the fall when many animals leave the exposed breeding
areas and move to more protected waters, and again in the spring when
they return to the breeding rookeries. No changes in sea lion population
size have been detected in recent years and populations in Southcentral
Alaska are probably near the carrying capacity of :heir habitat.
Sea lion habitat can be found near1y anywhere along the coastline although
only traditional haul-out areas are used regularly. The best habitat
appears to be remote islands with extensive shallow water and rocky
bottoms prod~ctive of sea life. Clear waters are preferred with nast
feeding occurring at depths less than 50 fathoms. Since they are primari1y
fish eaters, sea lions often concent~ate in areas where fish are abundant,
such as large herring and pollock schooling a~eas and spawning grounds.
and salmon staging areas. Sea lions probably travel long distances to
follow and feed on their prey.
Little change has occurred to sea 1ion habitat that has not been associated
with man. The most significant impact has been by man's uti1izatior. of
food species vital to sea lions. Several of the species important to
sea 1ions have become commercially valuable and are fished extensively
hath by United States and foreign fishing fleets. Sone alteration o~
habitat has resulted from the development of coastal communities.
Continued development and pollution associated with exploration, extraction,
and transportation of oil resources have the potential for serious
adverse impacts on sea lions.
Sea lion populations are limited by a variety of factors including
availability of food, losses of pups due to adverse weather duri~g
pupping and to abandonment, ma~nutrition, drowning, and losses to
predation by killer whales and sharks.
Historically, sea lions were harvested by aboriginal natives for a
variety of uses including mea~. skin covering for boats~ and garments.
Prior to oassage of ::he r~arine r~arrrnal Act in 1972, corrmercial harvests
of sea lions were directed toward control of fisheries deoredations ar_d
use of pup skins for the foreign garment trade.
Sea Otter

The sea otter population in Southcentral Alaska is centered prirrarily
around Hinchinbrook entrance in Prince lJil Ham Sound. In recent years
this population, estimated at abo~t 5,000 otters, has expanded its range
into the Sound, particularly around Knight Island and Port Gravina. A
second population became established on the southern side of the Kenai
Peninsula in the late 1960's and now numbers at least 1~500 otters.
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This group is also increasing and spreading to Kache~ak Bay and Lower
Cook Inlet. Both pop~1ations should continue to grow although deep
water limits the available suitable habitat for expansion.
Sea otters, l1mited to waters shallower than 30 to 40 fathoms in their
foraging activities, exert a profound effect on many littoral species of
invertebrates and possibly on certain species of bottom fish. Sea
~rchins and mollusks are preferred food and popu1atio~ size and structure
of these and other food species may be significantly altered by sea
otter feeding oressure. i:n some Southwestern A1aska sea otter populatior.s,
nunbers of otters have reached or exceeded carrying capacity and w~ny
hundreds of otters have died from starvation. In all areas of high sea
otter densities, starvation may be the primary natural mortality factor,
particularly on subadults in late winter. Predation ~ay account for
some 1osses of sea otters. Although otters ~arbor several species of
parasites found in other w.arine mamma1s; mortality Cue to parasi~es is
not thought to be significant.
Heavy human exploitation. responsible for reducing sea otter populations
to small remnants during the period 1742 to 1911, was eliminated by the
Fur Seal Treaty of 191i and by subsequent Federal and State manageme~t
regulations. Resultant recoveries of Alaskan sea otter populations
enabled numerous transplants to be made to otner historic Pacific sea
otter habitats within and outside of Alaska. From 1965 to 1971 over 100
sea otters were captured in Prince W1!1iam Sound and transplanted to
other areas.
\·Jhales .Dolphins and

Porpoises~

fJiore than a dozen species of whales can be found in waters off Alaska,
varying in abundance from conmon to rare. Some species such as the blue
and Sei whales extend on1y into the north Pacific, others including the
gray~ ~inke, fin, humpback, and killer whales occur in the Chukchi and
Bering Seas as ~·Jell as in the Gulf of Alaska. 11ost species :nove far
south in winter and occur off Alaska only in summer, whiTe others remain
in Arctic waters year-round. The Beiukha whale occurs only in smal1
numbers south of the Bering Sea. Similarly, the bowhead whale is found
primarily in Chukchi and Bering Sea waters, and the Narwhal is an Arctic
Ocean resident.
A number of the larger whales now under complete protection were over
exploited by whalers during the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
black right whale has shown slight increases since it was driven almost
to extinction. The bowhead, gray, blue and humpback whales have rewained
stable or shown slight increases in populations since they were afforded
complete protection. Commercial utilization continues on several species
with no apparent detrimental effects. Among these. the spe~ whale is
the most important industry species. Sei and fin whales are valuable
baleen whales. Some domestic use of whales occurs along J\laska 1 s coast.
Alaskan r.atives annually take from 1 to 37 bowheads. and in sOMe years
~Y take from 1 to 3 gray whales.
Belukha whales are an important
source of muktuk~ oil, and meat for residents of the Bering Sea and
Arctic Ocean coasts. Only a few Be1uqas are harvested in Bristol Bay.
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Because most species of whales feed on plankton, kri11 or ocean fishes
not currently of interest to man, few conflicts with man occur. Beluga
whales feed on several species of fish uti!ized by rr.an and the~r predation
on salmon smolt in particular may impact significantly on depressed
salmon populations in some areas such as 1n Bristol 3ay. i\il1er whales
are known to take salmon and herring and thus compete directly with
fishermen. In addition killer whales damage fishing gear and ~nterfere
with long line fisheries.
Pacific whitesided dolphins and Oall and harbor porpoises occur in
Alaskan waters~ and are abundant in inshore waters during winter. These
mammals feed on several species of commercially valuable fish such as
herring, cod, flounder, and sardines. Porpoises are sometimes caught
accidentally in fishermen S nets. APproximately 201000 Da11 porpoises
are lost each year to the Jaoanese high seas sa;mon gill net fishery.
1

Whales, dolphins and porpoises in Alaska are protected by one or more
federai laws and by international treaties and laws. These include the
~1arine t<lammal Protection Act of 1972~ the Endangered Species Act of
1973~ the International Hhaiing Conver.tion signed in 1946~ and the Internationa~
Convention o~ Trade in Endangered Species of tJi1d Fauna and Flora.
O~her

?i_J'!I_igeds

Rare sightings of elephant seals, California sea lions and walruseS have
been made in Southcentra1 Alaska. These are·probably accidental strays
resulting fron increasing populations of those species in other areas.
Fur seals occur offshore seasonal1y but sightings near shore are limited
to a few subadu1ts.
UST OF MARINE )IAMMAL SPECIES IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Ccmmon

Seals

Scientific Name

~iame

Mirounga lecm.ina.
Pr.oca vit-,.Zina

Elephant Sea 1
Harbor Sea 1

Northern Fur Seal
ilhales

CaL lorhinus ursinu.s

Belukha Whale
Blue Whale
Finback Whale

Ealaenoptera

~~nculue

OaZ-ae~optera

Gray Wha1e

Escr~ichtius

physalus
gibbosue

Humpback Whale

Meoaptera

Killer

Delphinapterus Leucas

Balaeno?tera

Minke vlhale

Pacific

B~ackfish

Pi at Whale)

Y~vaecnaZiae

Or~inus orca

\~hale

~

ac~torcstvuta

{Pacific·
GZobicephala melaena
bo!'eaZis

Sei ltJha e

Ea'laenop~era
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Porpoises

Jall Porpoise

Harbor Porpoise

Phocoenoides da 1. Zi
P.lwcoer.a phocoena

Pacific Whites7ded Dolphin

Lager~rhynchua

Sea Otter
Ste11er Sea

Eumetopias ..,--rubata

obliquider.s

Other 1·1arine
Mama1s

!i:r.hyd.P:: Z.utr:s
Lio~
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RESURRECTION BAY SEA LION

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 7 in Resurrection Bay inside of a
iine extending from Aia1ik Cape to Cape Resurrection including Barwell
Island.
THE SPECIES

Resurrection Bay is used seasonally by sea lions. Quantitative data are
limited but it appears that several thousand may feed in the bay and
several hundred may haul out on Hive; Rugged and Barwe11 Islands at
various times during the winter and spring, while lesser numbers may
occur there in summer. Sea lion abundance in Resurrection 6ay may be
influenced by a number of factors occurring in other areas such as
concentration of prey species or breeding activity.
No information is available on histOric changes in sea lion occurrence

in the bay, however the oopulation appears to have remained near carryirg
capacity in recent years. There is no documented evidence that human
activities have influenced sea lion numbers in Resurrection Bay, but
human development in the vicinity of Seward may have altered so;ne sea
1ion habitat. Large .numbers of sea 1ions have been observed feeding in
the upper bay which indicates that habitat degradation has not become a
serious problem. The projected growth of s~~ard* associated with the
Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas ieasing program~ could adversely
affect sea lien use cf Res~rrection Bay in the future; however~ these
impacts need not occur in Resurrectio~ Bay itself. Changes in the sea
lion population outside of Resurrection Bay may influence sea lion
abundance in the bay.
Little information is availab1e on harvest of sea lions in Resurrection
Bay. Small numbers may have been taken for domestic purposes, for bait
or anima1 food or shot because of fisheries conf1 i cts, No corrrnerci a 1
harvest has ever been conducted in the bay.
1

Recreational hunting and fishin9 are popular activities in Resurrection
Bay. Whi1e the peak boat~ng period does not coincide with the peak of
sea lion abundance, good public access creates some of the best opportunities
for Alaska's urban population to see sea lions and other marine mammals.
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RESURRECTION BAY HARBOR SEAL

LOCATION
That portion of Game f•1anagement Unit 7 in Resurrection Bay inside of a

1ine extending from Aialik Cape to Cape Resurrection including Barwell
Island.

THE SPECIES
Moderate densities of harbor seals inhabit Resurrection Bay.

flo quantitative

data are available on seal densities or changes in densities within the
bay. Seal numbers appeared near carrying capacity along most of the
Kenai Peninsula until the mid 1960's when commercial hunting reduced
densities in some areas. The population appears to have largely recovered
from this brief period of high exploitation. No data are available to
indicate that human activities are influencing seals in Resurrection
Bay; however, human activity arour.d the town of Seward ~ay have reduced
seal use of portions of the area.
No harvest data specific to Resurrection Bay are available. Most of the
intensive commercial harvest during the mid 1960's was in adjacent bays
containing hig~er densities. However~ it can be assumed that a relatively
high harvest in response to fisheries conf1icts a1so occurred, for
sport, hides and food occurred. Some com~ercial hunting did continue
within Resurrection Bay unti1 pas sage of the Marine t1arrrna 1 Protection
Act of 1972.
Seward has hecone an important center for recreational boating and sport
fishing. Resurrection Bay has become one of the most accessible areas
of marine mammal habitat to people from Alaska's population centers.
This access provides seal viewing opportunities greater than those in
areas supporting higher seal densities. The opportunity to view seals.
sea 1 ions, sea otters and whales contributes significantly to the enjoyrr:ent
of many individuals engaged in other activities within the bay.
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KACHEMAK BAY HARBOR SEAL

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 15 in Kachemak Bay inside a line
extending from Dangerous Cape to Anchor Point.

THE SPECIES
Seals are moderately abundant along the south side of Kachemak Bay. No
quantitative information is available on seal numbers and changes in
numbers. There may have been some reduction in numbers in the mid
1960's due to heavy commercial hunting pressure, however. densities
appear to be approaching carrying capacity at the present time.
~o data are available indicating that human activities are influencing
sea 1s in Kachemak Bay, but extensive human use of coves a1ong the south
side of the bay may have reduced seal use of some areas.

No harvest data specific to Kachemak Bay are available.

Most of the

intensive commercial hunting of the mid-1960's was directed at nearby
areas supporting higher seal densities. Some seals were taken within
the bay for sport, hides and food, and in response to fisheries conflicts
unti1 passage of the Marine ~a~a: Protection Act of 1972. Kachemak Bay
has become one of tfie most access~b1e areas of marine mammal habitat to

people from Alaska's population centers.

This access provides seal

viewing opportunities greater than those in areas supporting higher seal
densities. The opportunity to view seals, sea lions, sea otters and
whales contributes significantly to the enjoyment of many individuals
engaged in other activities such as rec~eational boating and fishing.
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COOK INLET BELUKKA
LOCAT!CN
Those portions of 3ame Management Units 9 and 14-16 in Cook !nlet
including adjacent bays and rivers.
TiiE SPECIES

An estimated 5CG belukha whales inhabit the waters of Cook Inlet. ~his
is apparently a 9eographically discrete population separated fr~ the
larger Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort Seas population by many miles of habitat
unsuitable for belukhas. lnformation on the seasonal distribution of
this population is limited. f·'klst of the population appears to spend the
su~er in northern Cook Inlet in the vicinity of the Susitna River.
Many ascend the river or. high tides to feed on schooling fish. In fall
they tend to ~ave south as far as Kachemak Bay. Estuaries tend to be
the pri~ary feeding areas. Groups of be1ukhas are periodica11y seen
around the Kenai, Kasilof and Fox Rivers. Less information is available
on the distribution of belukhas on the west side of Cook Inlet but many
estuaries there are probab:y imoor:ant feeding areas. Groups of beiukhas
are seen in Kamishak Bay in winter. The occJrrence of concentrations of
schooling fish in shallow waters and to some extent the distribution of
ice probably regulate belukha movements in Cook Inlet. Few extensive
areas of suitable belukha habitat appear to exist in adjacent areas
outside of Cook Inlet. A few estuaries might be suitable for seaso~al
use but are removed from potential wintering areas. I'1frequent slghtings
of belukhas outside of Cook Inlet have been made and no significant
range expansion is exJected. The oresent popuiation appears stable and
is presumed to be near carrying ca~acity.

Little harvest of helukhas has occurred in recent times. A commercial
harvesting industry in the 1930's failed after 1CO were taken. Since
that time only small numbers have been taken for food or in response to
fisheries conflicts. Viewing of belukhas has probably been the most
significant use although many people are ur.aware of the available opportunities.
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CHINIAK BAY SEA LION

LOCATION
That

port~on

Cape and Cape

of Game Managerr:ent Uni: 8 in

C~iniak

Bay between Spruce

Chinia~.

THE SPECIES

Chiniak Bay is used by several thousand sea lions throughout the year.
There are two hauling areas. Up to 75 may be ~auled out at Long Island
and 775 at Cape Chiniak. Little information on seasonal movements
exists but there is probably regular interchange between Chiniak Bay and
other sea lion concentrations in the area, such as Marmot Island. No
information 1s available on historic changes in sea lion occurrence in
the bay, however, the population as a who;e appears to have remained
near carrying capacity in recent years.
Human activities have not had any apparent effect on sea lion numbers in
Chiniak Bay, Human develop~ent in the vicinity of the town of Kodiak
may have altered some sea lion habitat~ however, the reguiar occurrance
of sea lions around Long Island suggests that such impacts have been
ninor. Proposed onshore facilities associated wlth Outer Continental
Shelf oii and gas development could influence sea lion use of Chiniak
Bay in the future.
Little information is available on harvest of sea lions in Chiniak Bay.
Small numbers May have been taken for domestic purposes. bait or animal
food, or io response to fisheries con-"licts. No corrmerciai harvest was
ever conducted in Chiniak Bay, but a total of 14,180 pups were commercially
harvested from nearby Marmot Island between 1963 and 1972.
The Long Island and Cape Chiniak hauling areas are accessible to recreational
boaters from Kodiak and provide good viewing and photographic opportunities.
As the human population of Kodiak grcws in response to Outer Continental
Shelf activities, the demand for such opportunities will intrease.
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l·lARI NE

!Wt~ALS

IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Southwestern Alaska coastal waters provide habitat for a number of marine
mammal species* including harbor seals, sea lions, walrus, fur seals. sea
otters, whales~ dolphins and porpoises. Although there are so':Tie specific
habitat preferences, the several species are generally widely distributed and
abundant, reflecting the high productivity of the Alaska coastal marine
environment. Several S?ecies affect and are affected by man's utilization of
marine fishery resources. Some species have at times supported substantial
commercial or domestic human utilization. In the case of sea otters, populations
severely depleted by excessive exploitation have, under protective management,
recovered to moderate and still increasing levels. On the other hand, use of
harbor seals and sea lions had relatively mlnor impacts on stock status;
populations of these species are near or have reached the carrying capacity
of the habitat. Since 1972. consumptive use of a11 marine marrnals has been
limited to Alaskan natives. and in the case of fur seals, the ~ational
Marine Fisheries Service, under a r:1oratoriu~r en use established by the
~1arine Mama1 Protection Act.
Little use of marine marnals other than fur
seals now occurs 1n Southwestern Alaska.
Harbor Sea 1s
Harbor seals are a?undant in nearshore waters usual1y less than 30 fathoms ir.
depth. Unlike other species, harbor seals are at horr:e in turbid water as
well as in clear water. At times they may move up rivers for considerable
distances. In excess of 160.000 seals are estimated to occur around the
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands. Several of the
largest concentrations of harbor seals in the world occur alo~g the north
side of the Alaska Peninsula and at Tugidak Island.
Harbor seals are primarily fish eaters. a1though marine invertebrate species
are also taken. They compete with fishermen for certain species of sport and
commercially valuable fish. Depredation on gill-netted salmon has occurred.
r:1ost notably in the salmon fishery in Bristol Bay.
Population size is controlled primarily by availability of food. Predation
killer whales and sharks accounts for so~e losses. Abandonment of pups is
relatively common? particular!y when seals in pupping areas are disturbed by
man. Loss of pups also occurs due to m41nutrition or drowning. The presence
of pesticide and mercury accumulations in harbor sea1s has been demonstrated
but the effects of these contamainants are unkna~r..
by

Coastal residents have used harbor seals for food and clothing. Curir.g the
early to mid-1960's~ temporary high prices for seal skins effected a dramatic
incr~ase in commercial harvests which subsequently tapered off as the value
of pelts declined. A substantial harvest of pups continued around Kodiak and
the north side of the Alaska Peninsula until 1972. Only limited use of harbor
sea is by coastal natives has occurred since passage o~ the Marine Mammal
Protection Act in 1972.

* A list of marine
regio~ai

w.a~mal s~ecies

considered in these plans fo11ows this

account.
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Sea Lions
Sea lions are abundant along the Southwestern coast with at least 185,000
animals known to be associated with over 150 different rookeries and hauling
out sites. This area contains the largest rookeries in the world including
Sugarloaf Island, f1annot Island, Ugamak Island, Akutan Island and Attu Island,
each of which may support 10,000 or more sea lions during the breeding
season. Rookeries and haul-out areas of lesser importance occur throughout
the area. Movements and interchange of sea lions between these areas occurs
during the fall when many animals leave the breeding areas and move to winter
feeding areas, and again in the spring when they return to the breeding
rookeries. No changes in sea lion population size have been detected in
recent years and populations in Southwestern Alaska are probably near
the carrying capacity of their habitat.
Sea lion habitat can be found nearly anywhere along the coastline although
only traditional haul-out areas are used regularly. The best habitat
appears to be remote islands with extensive shallow water and rocky
bottoms productive of sea life. Clear waters are preferred with most
feeding occurring at depths less than 50 fathoms. Some animals are
found far offshore in association with foreign fishing fleets and increasing
numbers utilize seasonal pack ice in the southern Bering Sea. Since
they are primarily fish eaters, sea lions often concentrate in areas
where fish are abundant, such as large herring and pollock schooling
areas and spawning grounds, and salmon staging areas. Sea lions probably
travel long distances to follow and feed on their prey.
Little change has occurred to sea lion habitat that has not been associated
with man. The most significant impact has been man's utilization of
food species vital to sea lions. Several of the species important to
sea lions have become commercially valuable and are fished extensively
both by United States and foreign fishing fleets. Some alteration of
habitat has resulted from the development of coastal communities.
Continued development and pollution associated with exploration, extraction
and transportation of oil resources have the potential for serious
adverse impacts on sea lions.
Sea lion populations are limited by a variety of factors including
availability of food, losses of pups due to adverse weather during
pupping and to abandonment, malnutrition, drowning, and losses to
predation by killer whales and sharks.
Historically, sea lions were harvested by aboriginal natives for a
variety of uses including meat, skin covering for boats, and gannents.
Prior to passage of the Marine t·1amma1 Act in 1972, commercial harvests
of sea lions were directed toward control of fisheries depredations and
use of pup skins for the foreign garment trade.
Sea Otter
Between 88,000 and 131,000 sea otters, perhaps 90 percent of the world's
population, inhabit Southwestern Alaska. Dense populations occur around
Afognak Island, Kujulik Bay, the Shumagin Islands, Sanak Island, the
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Sandman Reefs, north of Unimak Is1and and the Alaska Peninsula and the
Andreanof, Delarof and Rat Islands. Smaller populations are found in
Kamishak 3ay. the Fox and Krenitzin Islands, the Pr1bilof Is~ands and
the Near Is 1ands.
Population in the Rat. Celarof and western Andrear.of Islands have reached
carrying capacity and are probably not contributing significant1y to
repopulation of other areas. The popula:ion north of the Alaska Peninsula
and Unimak Island is currently being limited by periodic formation of
sea ice. Only small numbers occur in the Pribilof Islands. A11 other
populations appear well established and are expanding their range into
unpopulated habitat.
Sea otters, li~ited to waters shallower than 30 to 40 fathoms in their
foraging activities, exert a profound effect on many littoral species of
invertebrates and possibly on certain species of bottom fish. Sea
urchins and mollusks are preferred food and population size and structure
of these and ather food species may be significantly altered by sea
otter feeding pressure. In some Southwestern A~aska sea otter populations,
numbers of otters have reached or exceeded carrying capacity and :nany
hundreds of otters have died from starvation. Starvatio~ may be the
pri~ary natural mortality factor, particularly on subadults in late
winter. Predation nay acco'Jnt for some 1osses of sea otters. Although
otters harbor several species of parasites found in other marine mammals,
mortality due to parasi:es is not tho'Jght tc be significant.
Heavy hwr.an

exploitation~

responsible for reducing sea otter populations

to small remnants during the period 1742 to 1911, was eliminated by the

Fur Seal Treaty of 1911 and by subsequent Federal and State management
regtJ.1ations. Resultant recoveries of A1askan sea otter populations
enabled nuMerous transplants to be made to other historic Pacific sea
otter habitats within and outside of Alaska. Between 1962 and 1971
approximately 3,500 sea otters were removed from the area between Amchitka
and Adak Islands far experimental harvest, transplants and scientific
studies. Almost 600 of these were transplanted t~ other areas. In 1971
an estimated 1,000 or more sea otters were killed by a nuclear test at
Amchitka Island.

Wa 1rus
Portions of the Pacific walrus population inhabit Bristol Bay and the waters
north of the Alaska Peninsula seasonally. Distribution of walrus in
winter is strongly influenced by the distribution of sea ice. When sea
ice advances to Bristol Bay, a portion of the walrus population moves to
the area north of Port Heiden and Port Moller. In years of extreme sea
1ce coverage, walrus may be found as far south as Unimak Island. In
spring most of the walrus move northward with the retreating ice pack.
In so~e years 80 to 100 nay haul out on Amak Island for a brief period,
Over 10,000, mostly bulls, remain in northern Bristol Bay througout the
summer spending much of their time hauled aut on Round island.
Prior to passage of the Marine Narflla1 Pratectior, Act of 1972, State
regulations prohibited the taking of walrus south of Cape Newenham and
the 1</alrus Islands were designated as a State game sanctuary. After
1972 federal laws permitted the taking of walrus in these areas by
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Natives. In order to reduce disturbance, State regulations required a
permit for access to Round Island and adjacent waters. In 1976 walrus
management authority was returned to the State and huntin9 by a11 individuals
was again prohibited south of Cape Newenham.
Fur Seal
The Pribilof Is1ands are the breeding ground for approximately 1.3
million northern fur seals. This species rarely occurs near shore in
other areas. Vast offshore areas north and south of the Alaska Peninsula
and eastern Aleutian Islands serve as feeding areas. Eastern Aleutian
passes are major migration routes. f"'.anagement authority for fur seals
is under the National r~arine Fisheries Service. The populatior, was
greatly reduced by comrr:ercial hunting but ~las fully recovered since
signin~ of the Fur Seal 7reaty in 1911.
A regulated annual harvest is
taken each year.
ilhales Dolphins and Porpoises
Hare than twel"!ty species of whales rray occ'.lr in waters off Alaskal
varying ir abundance fro~ comnon to rare. Some species such as the blue
and Sei whales extend only into the north Pacif7c, others inclJding the
gray, rr:inke~ fin, hurr:pback~ and killer wha1es occur in the Ch"Jkchi and
Bering Seas as well as in the Gulf of Alaska. Sorre species move far
south in winter and occur off Alaska only in summer, while others remain
in Arctic waters year-round. The Belukha whale occurs only in small
numbers south of the Bering Sea. Similarly, the bowhead whale is found
primarily in Chukchi and Bering Sea watet-s, and the Narwhal is an .Arctic
Ocean resident.
A number of the larger whales now under complete protection were over
exploited by whalers during the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
black r1ght whale has shown slight increases since it was driven almost
to extinction. The bowhead. gray~ blue and humpback whales have remained
stable or shown slight increases in populations since they were afforded
complete protection. Commercial utilization continues on several
species with no apparent detrimental effec!s. Among these, the soern
whale is the most important industry species. Sei and fin whales are
valuable baleen whales. Some domesti.c use of whales occurs along A!aska s
coast. Alaskan natives annually take from l to 37 bowheads, and in some
years may take from 1 to 3 gray whales. Belukha whales are an important
source of muktuk, oil, and meat for residents of the Bering Sea and
Arctic Ocean coasts. Only a few Belugas are harvested in Bristol Bay.
1

Because most species of whales feed on plankton, krill or ocean fishes
nat currently of interest to man. few conflicts with man occur. Beluga
whales feed an several species of fish utililed by man and their predation
on salnon smo1t in particular may impact significantly on depressed salmon
populations in some areas such as in Bristol Bay. Killer whales are known
to take salmon and herring and thus compete directly with fishermen. In addition
ki11er whales damage fishing gear and interfere with long line fisheries.
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Pacific whitesided dolphins Oa11 porpoises and harbor porpoises occur in
Alaskan waters; the latter two are abundant in inshore waters during
winter. ihese mammals feed on severa1 species of commercially valuable fish
such as herring, cod~ flounder, and sardines. Porpoises are sometimes
caught accidentally in fishermen 1 s nets. Approximately 20,000 Oall porpoises
are 1ost each year to the Japanese high seas salmon gillnet fishery.
Whales, dolphins and porpoises in Alaska are protected by one or more
federal laws and by international treaties and laws. These inc1ude the
~arine Mammal Protection Act of i972, ~he Endangered Species Act of
1973, the International Whaling Convention signed in 1946, and the
International Convention of Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora.

LIST OF MARINE MAMMAL SPECIES IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Sea 1s

Corrrnon Name

Scientific Name

Harbor Seal

Phoca vitu.Zina
CaUorhinus Ul'sinU$

Northern Fur Seal
Ribbon Seal
lihales

Porpoises

Other Marine
Marrrnals

Ph::r<:!a fas:liata

Belukha whale
Blue whale
Bowhead Whale
Finback Whale
Gray Wha1e
Humpback !ihale
Killer >!hale
Minke Whale
Pacific Blackfish (Pacific
Pilot Whale)
S.ei Whale

Delphir.apteru.s Zeuaae
Ba~enop~era

musculus

BaZaena mysti~~tus
BaLa-3noptera physalus

Eschriahtius gibbosus
,'\4egap"tiH"r-Z novaermgUae

Or:linua orca
BclaenoptePa

aoutorostra~a

Spem liha 1e

CLobicephala ~etaar.a
EaZaenoptera boreaLis
PhyseteP catocibn

Oa11 Porpoise
Harbor Porpoise
Pacific Whitesided Dolphin

Phocoenoides dalti
Fhoeoena ~hoaoena
Lager'.orhynchus obZiquiden,.a

Pacific

t~a·lrus

Odobenue rosmCLpUV

Sea Otter
Steller Sea Lion

Enhydra lutris
v~~etopias
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jubata

ILIAMNA LAKE HARBOR SEAL

LOCATION
Iliamna Lake in Game f,1anagement Unit 9.

THE SPECIES
Iliamna Lake supports one of the few populations of fresh water seals in
the world. Seals enter other lakes in Alaska seasonally, but only the
Iliamna population remains in fresh water throughout the year. There
appears to be interchange with the Bristol Bay seal population through
the Kvichak River. The degree of interchange is unknown but appears
sufficient to consider Iliamna seals a subpopulation rather than a
population by itself. Data about numbers of seals in the lake are
limited. During the late 1960 1 5 the population numbered approximately
300 seals.

In 1975 it was estimated at less than 100.

The reduction

was probably due to a series of severe winters which greatly reduced the
limited areas of suitable winter habitat.
No harvest data specific to Iliamna Lake are available. Seal hunting by
all persons was legal there until passage of the Harine Marrrnal Protection
Act of 1972. Since then, only taking by Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts has
been permitted. In the past, small numbers have been taken for recreational
and domestic purposes. As Iliamna Lake has increased in popularity as a
recreational area, the demand for viewing seals has increased. Sunport
for preserving this subpopulation has grown as more people have become
aware of its unique nature and the seal population has declined.
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BRISTOL BAY WALRUS

LOCATION
Those

por~ions

of Game

~4nagement

Units 9 and !7 in Bristol Bay.

THE SPECIES

A portion of the north Pacific walrus population uses this area when
seasonal pack ice extends into Bristol Bay. !n an average year several
thousand walrus may occur in the northern portion of Bristol Bay with
smaller groups as far south as Port Heiden. In periods of ~re extreme
sea ice formation walrus may occur as far south as lJnimak J:s1and. r1ost
of the walrus remain offshore, although sma11 numbers ~4y occur at
various ?Dints along the north side of the Alaska Peninsula. ~p to lCC
may briefly haul out on Amak Island as the ice retreats in spring.
t1ost of the walrus population moves north with the retreating ice pack,

but several thousand males remain in Bristol Bay using Round Island in
the Walrus Islands State Game Sar,ctuary as a hauling area. Round Island
has attracted world wide fame as a place to photograph and view wa~r:;s.
\~airus concentrations vary from day to day as anirr.a1s ieave the is1and
to feed and return. Numbers vary ~rom less than 1.oco to rr~re than
8,000 individuals. Animals hauling out on the island are pri~ari1y
males. Females are uncommon. Walrus are present from the tine the ice
departs in late Hay unti 1 freeze up.
Historically walrus were harvested in Bristol Bay for food and other
domestic uses. Following a period oF many years when walrus hunting was
prohibited in the area. the f4arine t,1amal Protection Act of 1972 removed
restrictions on harvest by Eskimos~ Indians and Aleuts. Harvests of
walrus since 1972 were primarily to obtain ivory for sale. Little ivory
was carved and most ivory was sold i11egal1y as raw ivory, Ivory carving,
an art form which was dormant in this region for many years, has only
recently been revived. In April 1976 walrus rnana9ement authority i'Jas
returned to the State of Alaska and walrus hunting in Game Management
Units 9 and 17 by any individual was again orohibited.
The primary use of walrus in the area has been for viewing and photography
on Round Island. As the nu~ber of visitors to the area increased the
Oeoartment initiated access restrictions to Round Island and surroundino

waters. Transportation to the island is primarily by boat. Floateauippea or anphibious aircraft can land whe~ sea conditions allow.
Close, 1ow flights over the island are not allowed as these disturb
resting v1alrus.
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MARINE

MAt1~1ALS

IN IJESTERN ALASKA

The Bering Sea is one of the richest areas in the northern hemisphere in
terms of biological productivity, even surpassing many places in the

tropics.

Nutrient-rich water from the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers are
throughout the Bering Sea by prevailing northerly currer.ts

cis~ributed

providing the nutrient basis for supporting a myriad of marine organisms

in a complex food web.

At the upper trophic levels is a variety of

marine MaMmal species* whose total nuMbers are conservatively estimated
to exceed three nillion animals . .'rincipa1 species found in the area at
some tine in their annual cyc~es are sea otter, sea lion, walrus, polar
bear, fur seal, four species of lee-associated phocid seals (ringed,
bearded~ spotted and ribbon) bowhead~ grey, minke, and belukha whales.
as we11 as other less nu~ercus species of whales and ~orpoises.
To some extent all species are seasonally migratory. usually moving
north in spring and retracing their path in fall to suitable winter
habitat in warmer southern waters. Distribution and numbers of marine
mammals are continualiy shifting. The southern Bering Sea supports more
ani~als fn the winter, and northern areas receive rrore intensive use
during the summer.
The diversity and large numbers of marine mammuls off A1aska 1 s coast
·,..ere a contributing s:iMulus which accounted -for the ex::loration and
set~lement of the territory ~eginning in the early 1700 s.
The history
of early utilization is one of unchecked exploitation rather than conservation,
and it extended into the Bering Sea. Initially exploitation was directed
at the sea otter, but through the next two centuries many species were
heavily exploited, sa11e being reduced to near extir:ction. ~{ithin the
iast fifty years~ mast species have again becorr,e abundant following
reduced harvests and better protection. Some seal species (ringed,
spotted and bearded seals), whose populations were never heavily exploited
have remained relatively stable through the years.
1

Residents 1iving a 1ong the coast traditionally have depended on :'flarine
mammals for sustenance, and today throughout Western Alaska these species
still play an important role in the local economy. Passage of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act in 1972 li~ited all hunting to Alaska
natives and imposed a noratorium on users of other ethnic backgrounds.
The Act remains in effect today~ but restrictions are being lifted on a
species by species basis as each population is fully enumerated and
justified biologically. The moratorium was first waived on walruses in
A'Jril, 1976. In :he f\Jture other narine nammals of the area may be used
in more diversified ways.
WALRUS

Histar1ca11y, the Bering, Chukchi, Beaufort and east S~berian Seas
supported about 200,000 walruses. They were first hunted heavily on a

* A 1ist of marine nammal species considered in these
this regional account.
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pla~s

follows

commercial basis by whalers starting around 1868. At one point in the
early 20th century~ there may have been less than 50,000 walrus reMaining
in the population. Fo11owing cessation of Lommercial hunting at the
turn of the century and increased protection in the 1960's? the walrus
population increased significantly. Today ~t is estimated at 200,000
animals. Despite an apparent decline in productivity and an annual
Soviet-American kill in excess of 5!000; the population seems ~o be
increasing s1owly.
Hintering largely in the central and southeastern Bering Sea, generally
many miles from the A1aska ~ainland, the majority of the poPulation
begins a northward migration in late March and April. Females with
young are usually the vanguard~ followed later by bulls and barren cows.
Most walrus leave Western Alaska by mid-June, although some small groups
of bulls remain until July. In contrast to Bristol Say further south~
few walrus soend the entire su1m1er in the area. ~1ost nove into the
Chukchi Sea,' some even traveling into the Beaufort Sea as far east as
the Canadian border. In September or early October the most northern
migrants begin moving south. They usually arrive on their wintering
grounds off tiestern Alaska sometime in November.
In the past the annual harvest of walrus by Alaskans has averaged about
1,600 animals actual1y retrieved~ but has shown a ~arked increase since
passage of the Marine Mammal Protection Act which eliminated protective
!':'leasures on females. Residents of Western Alaska annua11y take only 100
walrus or_ less. The harvest is small because most of the migration
occurs several miles from the mainland and often at a time when ice
conditions preclude access. For the same reason coastal residents of
the area have never depended on wa1rus to any great extent. i>Jhen one is
killed it is often cons~dered an exceptiona1 event. Generally hunters
from Nunivak Is1and or those living in the vicinity of Etolin Strait are
the most successful.
1

Vlalrus are used pri11arily for human consumption dog food) and ivory
carvings. Because the ivory supply within the area is sma11 use for
carving plays a relatively minor role compared to vi11ages near Bering
Strait.
1

In April 1976 the U.S. Fish and \~i1d1ife Service waived the mratorium
on walruses established by the Marine Mammal Protection Act and returned
management to the State of Alaska. Under State regulations, nonnatives
will be eligible to take walrus on a permit basis. In the fut'Jre.
walrJs in Western Alaska will be hunted for sporting pu~poses~ but such
use will probably be limited.
1

PACIFIC BEARDED SEAL
Exact deterrr.ination of the size of the bearded seal population is difficult
because like other ice-associated phocid seals they are widely distributed
and difficult to enumerate. The ~opulation currently appears to be
stable and near carrying capacity. The total Bering and Chukchi Seas
~opulation is estimated to be 3CO~OOO.
Soviet estimates place the
PO?u1ation at over 450,000 bearded seals including the entire paciflc
population.
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Adult bearded seals rarely venture far from ice, but juveniles often
remain in ice-free areas during the summer. In late winter and early
spring, bearded seals occur from the southern edge of the ice pack
in the Bering Sea north to the solid cover of the polar pack ice. r·1os:.
however, are. south of Bering Strait, Seldom do they use shore-fast ice.
They prefer the moving pack ice and undertake a general moverr:ent away
from land with the onset of winter. Bearded seals commonly haul out on
lee but do not normally come ashore. As the ice disintegrates and naves
northward, bearded seals follow its retreat and by late summer are
distributed along the edge of the polar pack ice. Most of the population
sumw.ers along the southern edge of the Polar ice pack. They move south
in the fall, and usually enter the Bering Sea, starting in Nove~ber.
Because they prefer bottom dwelling organisms such as crabs, shri~ps.
clams, and amphipods, bearded seals do not compete with man for commercially
valuable fishes, crustaceans. or ~oilusks.
The crude birth rate for bearded seals is 22 percent. Annual recruitwent
to age one is at least one half of this figure. Conservatively~ the
population probably can withstand a harvest of 5 to 7 percent per year~
or 18.000 seals. Present take by Soviet and Alaskan hunters is about
4,000 bearded seais, but hunting loss is high and probably the true kill
is more than double the number actually retrieved. The population
appears to be stabie, indicating that the total annual mortality~ inc1uding
harvesting, is about equal to recr~itment.
Because of their large size~ high quality meat and blubber, and strong
durable skin~ the bearded sea1 has always been important in the economy
of coastal residents. In the last few years many changes have occurred
in the Eskim0 S way of life as they ~ove closer to a cash oriented
economy. The necessity for taking narine mammals has decreased, but
hunting bearded seals is a tradition still pursued with eTJthusiasm in
nany corr.mu:nities. After spring whaling, hunters in fiestern Alaska look
fcrward to the "oogru:k'~ season, hoping to acquire enough meat to last
them through the entire year. The annua1 harvest from this area is
1,000 seals or less. Shcrebased hunting is not likely to seriously
affect popu1ation status. The greatest threat to the security of :he
bearded seal stems f~rn environmental pollutants resulting from off
shore mineral and energy resource developnent.
1

RINGED SEAL

The ringed seal is the most widely distr1buted ice-inhabiting seal of
arctic and sub-arctic Alaska. Although population status is difficult
to determine exactly, its habit of utilizing land-fast ice and its
behavior of hauling out on ice during long spring days helps determine
relative abundance. The population appears to be high and stable. It
is estimated to contain a minimum of 250,000 animals in areas of land
fast ice alone. The total ringed seal popuiation of the Chukchi and
Seaufort Seas exceeds one mi11ion.
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In Western Alaska adult ringed seals prefer land-fast ice in winter,
although it is not uncommon to find them anywhere in ice covered areas.
Ringed seals migrate in the spring, following the retreat of the pack
ice. Seals wintering in the Chukchi Sea travel longer distances;
movements of seals in the Beaufort Sea are probably of short distance.
The diet of ringed seals is variable depending on season~ location~ and
depth of water~ but the predominant items consumed are zooplankton in
the form of mysids, amphipods euphausids and shrimp. They seldom
compete with man fer food but comnonly take small fish such as saffron
cod, polar cod and sculpin.
Recently, harvests by Alaskan hunters have been around 5,000 seals
annually, and the tota1 harvest including the Soviet kil1 is estimated
to be between 8,000 and 10,000. Annual gross recruitment to the
population is about 25 percent. Seven to eight percent would constitute
a safe 1evel for a sustained yield harvest.
Because the ringed seal is seasonally the most nuffierous species of seal~
it ~s the mainstay in the diet of coastal Eskimos. While archaeological
evidence points to the reliance of many Eskimo settlements on a
diversity of marine mammals, the ringed seal was probably the Key
element in supporting people during winter. Ringed seals provided not
only meat~ ~t oi 1 for heat and light~ and skins for warmth. Since
coastal residents have adopted a cash oriented economy and are now ab1e
to obtaln nonnative 'food through the winter, the importance of ringed
seals has decreased. The current annual harvest is only 1/2 to l/4 of
the harvest in the early 1960 1 s. Only in a few communities is there a
concerted effort to hunt seals in the winter. ~~ost seals are taken in
the sprin~ when there are better weather conditions.
To date~ man has not altered ringed seal habitat greatly. While some
contamination of food webs by pesticides and heavy metals has been
documented, the effects have apparently been minimal and probably have
not altered carrying capacity of habitat in recent years. However, off~
shore development of ninera1 and energy resources is imminent. Unless
the proper en vi ronmenta 1 restra 1nts are exercised, serious prob 1err.s
could develop ·.-~hich would have a marked impact upon ringed seal
populations.
SPOTIED SEAL

There are two subspecies of spotted seal occurring in the Bering Sea:
one that gives birth to its pups on land at colonial locations. and the
other on the pack ice, usually disassociated from others of its own
kind. Only in the southern portion of Western Alaska do the ranges of
the two overlap. The ice-breeding spotted sea1 is seasonally found from
the Aleutian Islands north to the Arctlc Ocean. There is no currently
reliable means of accurately censusing the population~ but through
indirect methods it is estimated there are a minimum of 200,000 to
250,000 seals. Soviet biologists feel the actual number is c1oser to
450,000, including the population of the Okhotsk Sea.
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Spotted seals are seasonally dependent upon sea ice for the birth and
nurture of their pups. Prior to oarturition in late winter. the entire
poJu1ation inhabits the southern edge of the pack ice, usually in the
central Bering Sea. As spring break-up progresses, most seals follow
the northward retreat_ of the pack ice, and gradually move toward land
(including islands) where intermittent rest and feeding may, occur.
O'Jring the ice-free summer and early fall. they are found along the
entire ccast of Northern Alaska. A substantial portion of the
Jopulation spends all or part of the summer in Northern waters. ~lith
the approach of winter they begin noving south, usually preceding the
formation of heavy pack ice. f,lost of the population winters in Hestern
A1aska waters or the area immediately to the south.
Diet of the spotted seal varies depending on season and location;
primary food species are pelagic, demersal and anadromous fishes.
Because spotted seals often feed on fish sought for commercial purposes.
notably salnon, problems have oc.:::urred with fishermen who compete for
the same resource. Due to their migrat~ry nature, the impact of spotted
seal predation is minimized soMewhat when the seal moves north in the
late spring. Natural mortality among adults is probably low. They are
infected by a variety of internal and external parasites. but the
effects of this form of pathology are unknown. Some spotted seals are
undoubtedly taken by killer whales and polar bear~ but huntin<; by hunans
is probably the greatest single mortality factor.
The annual harvest of spotted seals by both American and Soviet hunters
is 7,000 or less. more than one-half of which are taken by Soviets.
Annual gross recruitment to the population is about 25 percent. Seven
to eight percent would constitute a safe level for a sustained yield
harvest of up to 17,500 spotted seals annually, Coastal residents use
spotted seal for doq fccc, clothing~ rope, human ccnsu~ption. and
various household articles. Since a large portion of the population
winters in ~·Iestern Alaska, spotted seal are used to a greater extent
than in nore northern areas. A bounty was instituted in the early
1960's which coupled wi~h high fur prices, resulted in an annual harvest
of two to three times its present leve:. A reduction in the price of
seal skins and passage of the r~.arine r-1ama1 Protection Act greatly
reduced the harvest. Currently spotted seals represent about 20 percent
of the annual local harvest of seals.
RIBBON SEAL

Ribbon seals are distributed in two groups: one in the Sering~Chukchi
Sea and the other to the west near Russia in the Sea of Okhotsk.
Because of the lack of physical barriers there is probably some degree
of inter-change between the two populations but to what extent has not
yet been determined. No satisfactory method of accurately censusing
ribbon seal has been developed to date. Sased on relative indices of
abundance, the Bering-Chukchi population of ~ibbo~ seals is currently
less than maximum; this results from a brief period of intense
commercial exploitation by Soviets during the 1960's. Recovery has
taken place due to the implementation of restrictive quotas, and recent
estimates indicate the population is now betl'leen 80,000 and 100,000
seals. The total Alaskan narvest is usuaily 100 seals or :ess.
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Ribbon sea1s are seasonally pelagic~ but depend on the sea ice for birth
and muture of their pups. In the late winter and ear1y spring~ the
entlre popu1ation is concentrated a1ong the southern edge of the pack
ice in the Bering Sea. Fo11owing spring break-up of sea ice there ls a
moderate movement north associated with dispersa1 of the pack lee.
However, few seals pass north of Bering Strait; ~ost remain in the
Bering Sea during the summer. The prinicpal foods are pelagic and
de~ersa1 fishes, but also include s~all marine organisms, such as
shrimp,

Although ribbon sea1s were hunted extensively by the soviets for their
skins, they have played a minor role in the Alaskan economy. Due to
their pelagic nature and limited distribution. the harvest of ribbon
seals seldom exceeds 20 animals in Vlestern Alaska+ Because of their
distinctive markings, most ribbon sea1s are ~sed for clothing; meat has
usua11y been of secondary importance. Since the population is relatively
low and their distribution does not favor an extensive shorebased harvest, it is unlikely these seals will be taken in large numbers
by Alaskan hunters in the near future. Hcwever, increased commercial
seaiing by foreign governwents could again depress the population. The
rr:ain threat in the irnediate future seems to be enviornmental polbtion
from the developfTlent of off-shcre mir.eral ard energy resources.

SEA LIONS
Although Western

.~laska

seemingly contains suitable habitat for sea

only a few occur in the area. In winter an extensive ice pack
and cold temperatures limit their distribution to areas further south.
During ice free months. a SfTlall nuwber ~igrate north and establish
te~·porary co1onies at sea ttered sites a long the coast.
On occasion sea
lions have been reported at St. t4atthew and Nu:nivak. Islands, portions of
Kuskokwim Bay, and even as far north as Hooper Bay. Utilization by
coastal residents is low. It is estimated the total anr.ual kill,
including hunting loss~ is less than 30.
lions~

SEA OTTeR
Sea otters occur in Western Alaska only rarely and usually as stragglers
which have wandered north of their range. Although they appea~ to be
expanding northward, it is doubtful that there are any populations that
reside in the area on a year-round basis. Because they are easily
mistaken ~or hair seals, a few sea otte~ are occasionai1y taken by
native hunters~ but the annual harvest can be considered negligible.

WHALES ANC PORPOISES
The belukha is the ~ost abundant whale soecies occurring in the Sering
Sea) although its population status is nOt we11 known. The total
Alaskan popu~ation is estimated to be at least 16,000 animals, and
probably more than S,GCO whales migrate migrate seasonally through
Western Alaska to points further north. Belukhas are gregarious animals
both when traveling and feeding. Herds of 100 are common and as many as
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1,000 in a single group have been observed during migration. Small
groups of 2 to 15 whales, usually led by a large male seem to be the
most common group size. All belukhas residing in Western Alaska are
migratory to some extent. Timing of migration is dependent on ice
conditions, but the onset is usually in late ~·1arch or early April. Some
individuals may travel only a few hundred miles \llhile others may cover a
distance of 1,000 miles to their summering areas. t1ost belukhas (north
of Bristol Bay} spend the summer in ice-free portions of the northern
Bering Sea or Arctic Ocean concentrating in shallow areas and estuaries.
Young are born from May through July, often during migration. Some
belukhas may return to the same calving area each year, and this homing
behavior may have led to the extirpation of local groups in the past.
As waters freeze in the fall belukhas migrate south where leads are
abundant or the area is ice free. ~·lost belukhas probably winter in
waters off Western Alaska's coast or areas further south.
Belukhas concentrate in estuaries when food species such as smelt or
salmon smolt are abundant. Studies have shown that large numbers of
salmon smolt are eaten by belukhas as they migrate to sea, and a lesser
number of adult salmon are consumed when they ascend the rivers to
spawn. As belukhas have been seen many miles up the Kuskokwim River, it
is thought they may significantly impact fish populations in some of the
major river drainages in Western Alaska. Belukhas also eat crabs,
squid, clams, shrimp, and small CQd.
Belukhas were historically taken by coastal Eskimos for meat, oil,
muktuk and other domestic needs. However, due to the relatively small
population {compared to other marine mammal species} and because these
whales were only available on a seasonal basis, the annual harvest was
never high. Today the harvest in Hestern Alaska is estimated to be 75
animals or less, most being taken in Hooper Bay and southern Norton
Sound. Dependency on belukhas is decreasing due to the transition to a
cash economy. Muktuk, dried meat and oil of Belukhas are used primarily
as dietary supplements.
Several other species of whales and porpoises are found in ~·/estern
Alaska, but most occur only on a seasonal basis. During the last half
of the 19th century a commercial whaling industry thrived on the larger
whales, primarily the bowhead, although minke, gray and sei whales were
also taken.

From 1867 to 1929 Alaska exported over $14 million dollars of whale oil
and whalebone (baleen), most of which came from the Arctic. Because of
unregulated harvests, whale stocks were significantly reduced by 1900,
and the United States whaling industry in the Bering Sea declined as a
result. However, commercial whaling by foreign countries continues on a
reduced scale today. Increased protection has resulted in population
increases of most species, although they have not attained their former
numbers.
Coastal Eskimos killed whales prior to the advent of the American
whaling industry, and they intensified their efforts when whale products
brought high prices in the 1800's. After the decline of the commercial
industry, whaling by Eskimos continued, and some whales have been taken
every year since the turn of the century.
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Residents of Western Alaska. are not noted as whale hunters. It would
be a rare event if they killed a large whale. Alaskan natives further
north generally take less than 20 whales annually and most of these are
bowheads. Oil~ muktuk, and meat are still important products, but more
recently the increasing demand for articles of native handicraft has
increased the value of baleen and whale bone. Further. whales are sold
on a 1imited commercial basis when muktuk and meat is obtained in excess
of community needs.
Since most species of the larger whaies feed on plankton or ocean fishes
not currently of interes: to man, few human conflicts have occurred.
Porpoises feed on several species of commercially valuable fish such as
cod7 herring and flounder in Alaska. Competition between porpoises and
man has been greatest on the high seas fisheries, and many are killed
accidentally when they become tangled in fishermen's nets.
Because of their pelagic habits and seasonal distribution s~al1 whales
(other than belukha) have been of little i~portance in supplying food
for coastal residents. A few are taken annually, usually on an incidental
basis.
Whales and porpoises in Alaska are protected by one or ~~re federal laws
and by international treaty or law. These laws and conventions include
the i!,arine r-'!ar:1111al Protection Act of 1972, the Endangered Species Act of
1973, the International Whaling Cor.vention signed 1n 1946. and the
International Convention of Trade in Endangered Species of Hild Fauha
and Flora.
·
LIST OF 111\RINE 1·1Af-W\L SPECIES IN liESTEilN ALft.SKA

Seals

Whales

Porpoises

Comnon Name

Scienti fie Name

Bearded Seal
Spotted Seal
Northern Fur Seal
Ribbon Seal
Ringed Sea1

E-rtgnathus bc:rbat-v.s

Fhcca vitu!ina.
Ca&lorhinua ureinus
Phcoo ~Paeciata
Phoca hispida

Belukha •hale
Bowhead Wha 1e
Finback Whale
Gray lohale
Humpback :;ha 1e
Killer Whale
Minke Whale
~~arwha 1
Pacific Blackfish (Pacific
Pilot Hhale)
Sei rihale
Oa11 Porpoise

Delphinapte~~s

BaZaena

teucas

rrr;~stiaet.J.s

Ealaen~ptera

physalus

Esah!"l:ahtius g";bbcsu/J

"'4egapteru novaean;tiae
J!'Cir.us o:r>oa
'Eaiaer~ptera ~~utoroatrata

J\fon.,dor: tr.on.ooeru8

GlobicevhaZa me Zarma
Bdaenoptem bor>eaUe
Phccoen.oidea datU
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Other

Harbor Porpoise
Pacific Whitesided Oo1Phin

Phoco~na

Paci f1 c f!a 1rus
Steller Sea Lion

Odobenus

phocoena
obliauidens

Lagenc~h4nch~$

Mari'le

~a11111al s

rDsmarus

E:.mretcpia.s J'uhata
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SL£DGE-BESBORO ISLANDS WALRUS

LOCATION
In Game Hanagement Unit 22, S1edge Island 20 mnes west of Nome and
Bes!:loro ~s1and 24 miles northeast of Unalakleet.

THE SPECIES
Present estimates p1ace the Bering and Chukchi walrus population at
about 170~000 animals. Commercial exo1oitation from the late 1800's to
the early part of the 20th century reduced the population to less than
40,COO. Since then it has recovered to its present level and aopears to
be slowly increasing. The annual retrieved harvest has averaged about

1,600 animals while the total Alaska kill exceeds 3,000.
Females produce one calf every twc or three years. The rate of natural
mortality is unknown. although it is suspected to have increased in
recent years. The adult mortality rate is esti~ated at less than five
percent due largely to accide~ts, disease, and predation by ki11er
whales.
The walrus undertakes an annual migration from the Arctic Ocean in
summer to the central Bering Sea in winter. Throughout its range walrus
utilize hauling grounds which serve as resting and feeding areas as Well
as gathering points for social interaction. Islands or the migration
route and those which afford sanctuary are used most ofte!l, although
such locations are li~ited. Some sites may be utilized by over 10~000
anirr:als at the same ti;ne.
In 1971 over 1,~00 walrus used Sledge Island as a summer resting area,
but they moved north after continued harassment by hunters. Since 1971;
the is 1and has been used sporadically as a hauling ground. .A.l though
Besboro Island is less ideally situated, it has also been used as a
hauling ground. Vlairus return to islands that have been afforded protection
fron hunting (Walrus Island and Big Diomede) each year i~ increasing
numbers.
Although hunting has been the dominate use of the walrus, scientific
study has been important in dete~ining the role of the aniwals in the
marine ecosystem. Viewing is becoming more :Jopu1ar as the marine mammals
receive increasing national publicity. Walrus using Sledge or Besboro
Isiand as a hauling ground couid be viewed by undertaking a relatively
short boat ride from Nome or Unalakleet, respectively.
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BERING-CHUKCH!-BEAUFCRT SEAS BELUKHA

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 9~ 10, 18-19, 2:-23 and 26, all wate~s of the
Beringt Chukchi and Beaufort Seas and a11 waters draining into them.

THE SPECIES
Belukha whales are common along the Alaska coast as far south as Bristol
Bay.

They are gregarious and may travel in groups of hundreds of whales.

Belukhas often ascend rivers.

In shallow rivers such as the Kvichak

they often travel as much as 30 to 40 tri1es upstream on very high tides.
l~

deep rivers such as the Yukon, they may travel upstream beyond the

tidal infiuence.

Be1ukhas are occasionally sighted at

Nulato~

450 miles

upstream on the Yukon River.
8e1ukhas in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas are considered to be
one population. The Sristol Bay component is estimated to total 1,500
animals, while observations and aerial and vessel sightings indicate
that the Bering~ Chukchi and Beaufort Seas component Must be comprised
of at least 8.000 individuals.

The total population nay be substantla1l_y

larger than 9500, however. The popula~icn has never been subjected to
heavy rates of exploitation and is believed to be near the carrying
capacity of its habitat.

Studies in Kvichak Bay have demonstrated that belukhas can be significant
predators on salmon and may compete with man for this resource.

The

has developed a technique of trans~itting kfiler whale sounds
underwater to repel belukhas from key ~reas to minimize thetr impact on
salmon popu1ations.
Departmen~

Belukhas in Alaska have ~ever been subjected to heavy rates of exploitatioP.
Belukhas have traditionally been used as a source of meat, muktuk and
oil far both hu~ans and dogs ~n certain villages on the Bering Sea and
Arctic Ocean coasts and along rivers that belukhas periodically ascend.
The decrease in numbers of sled dogs {a ~esult of the introduction of
the snow machine)~ the availability of alternate commercial food sources
through the developMent of a cash economy, and welfare measures such as
food stamps have greatly reduced the demand for belukha products. This
is particularly true in the southern portions of the belukha's range.
From Norton Sound north. belukhas are still taken regularly in some
communities. The recent average annual harvest of belukhas has been
150-300 animals. Sone addftiona1 lass of animals killed but not recovered
occ~rs,
The number of belukhas killed by hunting is small in relation
to the population size.
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BERING-CHUKCHI-BEAUFORT SEAS WALRUS

LOCATION
VJithin Game Management Uni~s 18, 22, 23 and 26, all waters of the Bering,
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas and the adjacent coastline with the exception
of the fallowing: Bering Sea State Game Refuge~ Hazen Bay State Game
Refuge, Chamisso Island State Game Refuge, Sledge Island and Sesboro
Island.

THE SPECIES
Present estimates place the Bering and Chukchi wa1rus population at
about 170,000 individuals and slowly increasing. There has been an
apparent decline in productivity, perhaps associated with depletion of
major food species in winterin9 areas. The walrus pcpulatiGn was estimated
t:o contain about 200,000 animals prior to the 1850's. Hhalers began
taking walrus for oil and ivory around 1858) and during the next two
decades severely reduced the population with annual harvests which
occasionally approached 40,000. Commercial hunting continued into the
20th century on a reduced scale. During the late 192G 1 s and 30 1 S walrus
probably reached their lowest level. i'Jith the cessation of corrrne.,..cia1
exploitation, hunting was prinari1y by local Nativest and the population
began to slowly recover. By the early l950 1 s the population had increased
to more than 50,000 walrus. At that time there was a slight revival in
commercial utilization as the deMand far ivory increased. Annual native
harvests increased, but the papu1atio~ continued its rapid growth.
After 1961 herd productivity imp~oved as a result of a regulation limiting
the take of fenales. In the late 1960 1 5 the Russians imposed a quota
system which reduced annual harvests and further assisted pooulation
growth. The walrus population nay current1y be nearing carry1ng capacity~
although it continues to increase one to five oercent per year~ depending
on the magnitude of annual harvests. Recent trends of harvest and use
of walrus by Alaska Natives W4Y pose a serious conservation problem.
Walrus nay migrate 2,000 miles from their wintering areas in the Bering
Sea to their summer range in the Arctic Ocean. The northward spring
migration usua11y begins in March, but its timing is partially deperdent
on weather and ice conditions. The migration indicates some distinct
patterns with parturient females and those supporting young calves
migrating first~ followed iater by bu;1s and barren cows. During the
fail migration the order is reversed although the sexes may be more
mixed.
In recent years calf production seems to have decreased. This may be a
response to a reduced food supply or other density-dependent factors.
Sorr:e natura1 r:1ortality of walruses results frow tramoling by stampeding
ani~a1s disturbed after hauling out 1n 1arge concentrations.
To date walrus habitat has remained relatively unaffected by man 1 S
activities. Proposed offshore developwent may pose a threat in the
future. Studies indicate the wa1rus way have reduced the carrying
capacity of their range by over-utilization of preferred species of
clams in a portion of their wintering areas (predominately south of St
Lawrence Is1and).
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Coastal natives take 95 percent or nore of the annual harvest, Walrus
were traditionally used to supply a variety of products, such as skin
coverings for boats! harpoon lines, dog food. oilt meat~ and ivory for
carvings. The walrus is still important in providing some of :nese
items on a reduced scale. However, ivory has become an important element
in the transition to a cash oriented economy. Villages near Bering
Strait may obtain up to 90 oercent of their i~come from the sale of raw
or carved ivory. The increased demand for ivory has resulted in walrus
being taken in excess of the numbers required for food by Eskimo communities,
leading to considerable waste.
Al~hough at least 42 villages have :aken walrus in the past~ most of the
annual kill is taken at 15 sites. Four villages usually take over 70
oercent of the tota 1 annua 1 ki 11. In the 1as t 15 years the annua i
retrieved harvest has been approximately 1.600 aniffials, of which ar
average of ZO percent have been females. The actual kill includir.g
hunting loss is usually from 1 to 2 1/2 times the retrieved kill, depending
on the experience of the crew and the hunting conditions. The total
annual Alaska k~i1 has averaged a little over 3,000; about 90 percent of
the annual kill occurs between May and July. about 4 percent in winter~
and about 6 percent in fall.

Prior to the ~1arine Mammal Protection Act in 1972 which preverted ronnatives
from taking marine namma1st less than 100 walrus were taken by sport
hunters. Hhi le this had a minor impact on the harvest, guiding sport
hunters became a major source of income to the villages. ln some v"illages
such as Gambell and Savoonga it may have contributed up to ZC percent of
the income during May and June. In April 1976 walrus management authority
was return!!{j to the State of Alaska and hunting by nonnatives aga1n
became 1ega1,
Most walrus are killed with the aid of a boat, usually while the ani~a~s
are hauled out on ice. A few walrus may occasionaily be shot from the
ice edge while :he hunter is on foot. !n the ice free months walrus may
be hunted in open water. Animals are usually first wounded so they car
be approached closely, harpooned, and dispatched without loss.
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BERING-CHUKCHI-BEAUFORT SEAS SEAL

LOCATION
In Game rianagement Units 17, 18, 22, 23 and 26. a11 waters of the

Bering~

Chukchi and Beaufort Seas and the adjacent land areas with the exception
of the following: Bering Sea State Game Refuge, Hazen Bay State Game
Refuge, Chamisso !s1and State Game Refuge, Sledge Island~ and Sesboro
Island.

THE SPEClES
Four species of ice-inhabiting hair seals occur ~n the Bering, Chukchi
and Beaufort Seas. The tota1 populatfon is estimated at a minimum of
850,000 seals~ and probably exceeds one million. Estimated minimum
population by species is as fo11ows: ringed seal 250,000; bearded seal
300,000; spotted seal (ice breeding only) 200,000; and ribbon seal
1GO,OOO.

Tre'ldS in abundance have been difficult to monitor since no satisfactory
of censusing seals has been developed. However iPdirect ~thods
and relative indices of abundance indicate that populations of ringed,
spotted) and bearded seals are high and probably stable. The ribbon
seal population is relatively low fo11owi~g rather extensive comrr,ercia1
exploitation principally by Russians during the 1960's. In recent
years, Soviet re9u1ations have accorded increased protection to this
species.
rr~thod

5

Rates of natura 1 mor'ta 1i ty are unknown, a (though pup morta 1ity appears
to be relatively high. particularly for ringed seals where birth 1airs
are subject to destruction from noving ice and oredation fro~ polar
bears. A11 species of seals may abandon pups under continued harassment.
Polar bears? and ki11er whales ~ill a number of seais. The age structure
of the population reveals that individuals of ~st species are capable
of attaining the age of 20 years or ~~re. After one year of age natural
mortality appears to be re1atively constant at a low level in each age
class. Although distribution ls depe~dent on habitat requirew.ents
(often ice conditiors)~ most seals undertake an annual migration or
redistribution fo1lowing the advance and retreat of the oack ice.
Usually~ the tendency to rr.igrate is less pronounced in young seals.
E'ach of the four species exp1o1ts a s1ightly different ecological niche.
Their distribution corr.rr~nly overlaps~ but each species usually is found
in distinc~ geographical areas or habitat types. Ribbon seals tend to
be pelagic in the suiTJTler and follow the 11 inner" ice eclge in the winter.
Spotted seals inhabit the "outer" ice edge 1n winter and remain near
coastal areas or islands during tne summer. Adult ~ir.ged seals are
found predominately near areas of land~fast ice in the winter and in the
broken polar ice of the Chukchi Sea in summer. Bearded seals prefer
moving ice in the winter, usually south of Bering Strait, and the brcken
floes of the polar ice (over shallow water) in sumer.
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Ribbon seals are sleek speedy swi~ers depending largely on fish; spotted
seals are also fish eaters but favor the near shore varieties; ringed
seals forage on zooplankton. shrimp, copepods~ and other small marine
organisms and bearded seals are bottom feeders relying mostly on crabs,
sma11 bottom fish~ and mo~1usks.
Traditionally, seais were used by Alaska residents for food, oil, dog
food~ boat coverings~ clothing and ether practical items.
A bounty,
primarily to increase the 1oca1 economy, was paid on seals taken north
of 58 degrees North latitude from the early 60's until June of 1972.
~atives presently depend on seals for some products, but the prevalence
of cash has reduced this dePendence. Prior to 1972 a few seals were
ta~en by sport and recreational hunters, but these factions never accounted
for more than 10 percent of the harvest in northern Alaska.
Unti1 passage of the Marine ~1ammal Protection Act (MMPA). seals were
hunted throughout the year with no iimit. The Act permitted Eskimos.
Indians and Aleuts to cor.tinue harvesting but ronnatives could not hunt
seals or possess raw seal ;Jroducts. ft.t no time in the las:. 15 years has
the harvest of the northern seal species by Alaskans been responsible
for a population decline.
The annual harvest of the four species of seals i~ A1askan waters by
Anerican hunters since ~972 has been 7,000 to 9,000. This represents a
substantial reduction fron the early 1960's when the harvest averaged
about 18,000 per year. A moderate decline in utilization related to
cultural changes occurred in the latter part of the 1960's. However, the
most pronounced impact on seals occurred with the passage of the MMPA.
Since nonnatives could not possess raw products. this legislation restricted
the sale of raw seal skins wnich had brought needed revenues to the
villages. H~nting intentive was reduced because of a decreased demand
fot seal skir.s, and a decreased need for seal meat.
Recent studies indicate that the composition of the annua1 harvest is 62
percent ringed~ 25 percent bearded~ 12 percent spotted, and 1 percent
ribbon seals. The seasonal distribution of the harvest is partia11y
dependent on ice and other weather conditions. However, ringed seals
are taken predominately from late winter t11rough soring, bearded seals
from Aoril through July, spotted seals from June through October. and
ribbon seals sporadically throughout the year. The composition of seal
harvests is usually weighted in favor of males, which may reflect behavioral
patterns rather than actual sex ratios in the population.
Seals are usually hunted on foot~ by boat or a combination of both.
Foot hunters usually walk to a suitable lead and wait for seals to
surface~ while boat nunters may pursue seals in open water or locate
seals resting on ice or land. ft.1though winter hunting has been popular,
the majority of seals are presently ki11ed in spring during breakup or
in fa11 before freeze-up.
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riAR!NE MAMMALS IN NORTHHESTERN ALASKA

The Bering and Chukchi Seas, comprise are one of the richest areas in
the northern hemisphere in terms of biological productivity, even surpassing
many places in the tropics. Nutrient-rich water from the Yukon River is
distributed throughout the Bering and Chukchi Sea by prevailing northerly
currents, providing the nutrient basis for supporting a myriad of marine
organisms in a complex food web. At the upper trophic levels are a
variety of marine mammal species* whose total number is conservatively
estimated to exceed 2 million animals. Principal species found in the
area during some time in their annual cycles are sea lion, walrus, polar
bear, fur seal, four species of ice-associated phocid seals {ringed,
bearded, spotted, and ribbon), bowhead, grey, minke, and beluKha whales,
as well as other less numerous species of whales and porpoises.
To some extent all species are seasonally migratory, usually moving
north in the spring to occupy previously 11 virgin 11 feeding area and then
retracing their path in the fall to suitable winter habitat in warmer
southern waters. Distribution and numbers of marine mammals are continually
shifting. The Bering Sea supports more animals in the winter and the
Chukchi Sea receives the most intensive use during the summer.
The diversity and large numbers of marine mammals were a contributing
stimulus to the exploration and settlement of Western and Arctic Alaska
beginning in the early 1700's. The history of early utilization is one
of unchecked exploitation rather than conservation. t~any species were
reduced to low numbers, particularly whales and walrus, and some species
were extirpated in local areas. Hithin the last fifty years, most have
become abundant fa 11 ol'li ng reduced harvests and better protection.
Ringed, spotted and bearded seals, whose populations were never heavily
exploited, have remained relatively stable through the years.
Residents living along the Northwestern Alaska coast traditionally have
depended on marine mammals for their essential domestic needs. Although
Eskimo cultures have changed markedly in the last few decades, marine
mammals still play an important role in the local economy. They are
used for food and provide a variety of raw products for the arts and
crafts industry.
Passage of the !1ari ne f·1amma l Protection Act in 1972 limited all rna ri ne
mammal hunting to Alaska Natives and imposed a moratorium on non-native
users. The Act remains in effect today, but restrictions on use are
being reviewed on a species by species basis as each marine mammal
population is fully enumerated and proposed use is justified biologically.
In April 1976, walrus became the first species for which management
authority was returned to the State of Alaska, and for which use by non
natives was again allowed. In the future other marine mammals of the
area may be used in more diversified Nays.

* A list of the marine mammal species considered in these plans follows
this regional account.
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~ALRUS

Historically, the Bering,

Chukchi~

Beaufort, and east Siberian Seas

supported about 200,000 walruses. They were first hunted heavily on a
commercial basis by whalers, starting around 1868. At o~e point in the
early 20th century there may have been less than 50.000 walrus re!7lainif'lg

in the population. Following cessation of commercial hunting at the
turn of the century, and increased protection in the l960 1 s, the walrus
population increased significantly. Today it is estimated at 200.000
animals. Despite an apparent decline in productivity and a Soviet
American kill in excess of S,COO, the populations seems to be increasing
slowly.
Wintering 1argely in the central and northwestern Bering Sea, generally
many miles from the Alaskan mainland, the majority of the population
begins a northward mi~Jration in late r~arch and April. Females with
your,g are usua ~ 1y the vanguard, foil owed later by bu11 s and barren cows.
The 1eight of the nursery herd migration e~ters Bering Strai~ in late
May and early June,. and reaches the ;\~or-:hern Chuchi Sea by mid-July.
Most of the bulls pass into the Chukchi Sea by the last of June. ~ost
of the population goes west along the Soviet coast, and the remainder
moves northward toward Point Hope, Eventually the walrus disperse along
the southern polar ice in the east. and frequently congregate in large
herds, on land~ in the west. Some travel into the Beaufort Sea as far
east as the Canadian border. In Septew.ber or early ~ctober the most
northern migrants begin moving south. Walrus arrive near St. Lawrence
Island in November. Some walruses remain in the Bering Sea, particularly
in Bristol Bay and the Gulf of Anadyr, throughout the summer months.
The annual retrieved harves: of walr:Jses by Alaskans has averaged abou:
1 ,600, but has shown a marked increase since passage of the i4arin~
Mammal Protection Act which eliminated protective measures on fem6les.
Because most of the walrus population funnels through Bering Strait,
vil1ages in that vicinity often take more than one-half the annual
harvest. The villages that are consistently successful (Gambell, Savoonga,
Little Oiamede, and Wales) usually take 100 or more animals. The harvest
throughout a11 North.,.Jestern Alaska often approaches 90 percent of the
total statewide ki11.
Walrus ar~ used for human consumption~
rawhide. Today the most imoortant use
as a source of raw tvory for carvers.
contribute more tran 50 percent of the

dog food, boat coverings and
of walrus in many communities is
Often the sale of carvir.gs nay
cash in the 1ocai economy,

Prior to 1972. guiding of sport hunters was a means of providing extra
cash in some villages. rn the future~ sport hunting may become more
important. In Apri1 1976, the U.S. Fish and \i/ild1ife Service waived the
moratoriun on walruses established by the Marine P.ammal Protection Act
and returned management to the State of Alaska. Under State regulaticns
nonnatives will be eligible to take walrus on a permit basis.
PACIFIC BE.A.ROEJ SEAL

Exact determination of the size of the bearded seal population 1s difficult
because like other ice-associated phocid seals they are widely distributed
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and difficult to

enu~erate.

The population currently appears to be stable and near carrying capacity.
The total Bering Sea·Arctic Ocean popo1at1on is estimated to be 300~000.
Soviet estirr,ates place the population at over 450,000 bearded seals
including the entire Pacific population.
Adult bearded seals rarely venture far from ice~ but juveniles often
remain in i:e-free areas during the summer. In late winter and early
spring, bearded seals occur from the southern edge of the ice pack in
the Bering Sea north to the solid cover of the polar pack ice. ~tost,
however~ are south of Bering Strait.
Seldom do they use shore~fast ice.
They prefer the moving pack ice, and undertake a general movement away
from land with the onset of winter. Bearded seals commonly haul-out on
icet but do not normally come ashore. As the ice disintegrates and
moves northward, bearded seals follow its retreat and by late s~mmer are
distributed along the edge of the polar pack ice. Most of the population
summers along the southern edge of the polar ice pack. They move south
in the fall, and usually enter the Bering Sea, starting in November.
Because they prefer bottom d~>Jelling orgar.isms such as crabs~ shrimps~
clams, and a~phipods, bearded seals do not compete with ~n for commercially
valu~ble fishes, crustaceans, cr mollUsks.
The crude birth rate for bearded seals is 22 percent. Annual recruitmen~
to age one is at least one half of this figure. Conservatively. the
population probably can withstand a harvest of 6 to 7 percent per year,
ar 18,000 seals. Present take by Soviet and Alaskan hunters is about
4.000 bearded seals. but hunting loss is high and probably the true ki1l
is ~ore than double the number actually retrieved. The papulation
appears to be stable~ indicating t'lat the tota: annual mortality~ ir,c1uding
harvesting. is about equal to rectuitrrent.
Because of their large size. high quality meat and blubber, and strong
durable skin~ the bearded seal has always been impcrtant in the economy
of coastal residents. In the :ast few years. many changes have occurred
in the Eskimo's way of life as they move closer to a cash oriented
economy. The necessity for taking marine mammals has decreased. but
hunting bearded seals is a tradition still pursued with enthusiasm in
many communities. After spring whaling. hunters in Northwestern A13ska
look forward to the '0ogruk" season, hoping to acquire enou9h meat to
:ast them through the entire year. The annual harvest from this area is
1,000 seals or less. Shishmaref, Gambell. Savoonga~ Stebbins~ and
Kotzebue are villages which generally take the most bearded seals and
are most dependent on their meat. Shorebased hunting is not likely to
seriously affect ?Opulation status. The greatest threat to the security
of the bearded seal stems from environmental pollutants which result
from off-shore mineral ar.d energy resource developfl'lent.
1

RINGED SEAL
The ringed seal is the RoSt widely distributed ice-inhabiting seal of
~he Bering and Chukchi Seas.
Although population status fs difficult to
determine exactly, its habit of utilizing land-fast ice and its behavior
of hauling out on ice during long spring days helps determine relative
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abundance. The population appears to be high and stable and is estimated
to contain a minimuw of 250,000 aninals in areas of land-fast ice alone.
The total ringed seal population of the Chukch1 and Beaufort Seas
exceeds one million.
In Northwestern A1aska mos: of the ringed seal are found in areas covered
extensive land-fast ice in wi~ter, although it is not uncommon to
find juveniles anywhere in ice covered areas. Ringed seals migrate in
the spring, following the retreat of the pack ice. Except for some
juveniles, most seals spend the summer in the northern Chukchi sea, and
may travel over 600 ~iles to reach it.

by

The diet of ringed seals is variable depending on season, location, and
depth of water. but the predominant items consumed are zooplankton in
the form of mysids~ amphipods, euphausids and shrimps. They seidom
compete with man for food, but ccmmon1y take small fish such as saffron
cod. polar cod and scu1pin.
Recent harvests by Alaskan hunters have been around 5,000 seals annually,
and the total harvest including the Sov~et kill is estirr:ated to be
between 8,000 and 10,000. Annual gross recruitment to the populatior. is
abotit 25 percent. Seven to eight percent would constitute a safe level
for a sustained yield harvest.
Because the ~inged seal is seasonally the most numerous species of sea1,
it is the mains~ay in the diet of coastal Esk:inos. lr!'hile archaeological
evidence paints to the reliance of many Eskirr:o settlements on a diversity
of marine mammals, the ringed seal was probably the key element in
supporting people during winter. Ringed seals provided not only meat,
but oil for heat and light, and skins for warmth. Since coastal residents
have adopted a cash oriented econo~y and are new able to obtain non
native food through the winter, the importance of ringed seal has decreased.
The harvest is only 1/Z to 1/3 of what it was in the early 1950's.
Today seals are used main1y as a food and clothing supplement. Only in
a few coff1T',unities such as Gambel i, Savoonga and Pt. Hope is there a
concerted effort to hunt them in winter, and most seals are taken in
spring when weather conditions are better. Of the four species of seals
taken in Northwestern Alaska, ringed seals account for more than ha1f
the annual harvest.
To date! rr:an has not altered ringed seal habitat greatly.

l4hi1e some
contamination of food webs by pesticides and heavy metals has been
documentedt the effects have apparently been mini~a1~ and probably have
not altered carrying capacity of habitat in recent years. However. off
share deve 1opment of mi nera 1 and energy resources is ir:Jmi nent. t;n 1ess
the proper environmental restraints are exercisedl serious problems
could develop which would have a marked impact upon the ringed seal
population.

SPOTTED SEAL
The spotted seal is found seasora11y

~rom
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the Aleutian Islands north to

the lack of phusical barriers there is probably some degree of inter
change between the two populations, but to what extent has not yet been
determined. No satisfactory method of accurately censusing ribbon seals
has been developed to date. Based on relative indices of abundance, the
Bering-Chukchi population of ribbon seals is currently less than maximum;
this results from a brief period of intensive commercial exploitation by
Soviets during the 1960's. Recovery has taken place due to the implementation
of restrictive quotas, and recent estimates indicate the population is
now between 80,000 and 100,000 seals. The total Alaskan harvest is
usually 100 seals or less.
Ribbon seals are seasonally pelagic, but depend on the sea ice for birth
and nuture of their pups. In the late winter and early spring, the
entire population is concentrated along the southern edge of the pack
ice in the Bering Sea. Following spring break-up, of sea ice there is a
moderate movement north associated with dispersal of the pack ice.
However, few seals pass north of Bering Strait; most remain in the
Bering Sea during the summer. The principal foods are pelagic and
demersal fishes, but also include small marine organisms, such as shrimp.
Although ribbon seals were hunted extensively by the soviets for the
their skins, they have played a minor role in the Alaskan economy. Due
to their pelagic nature and limited distribution, the harvest of ribbon
seals seldom exceeds 10 animals in Northwestern Alaska. Because of
their distinctive markings most ribbon seals are used for clothing; meat
has usually been of secondary importance. Since the population is
relatively low and their distribution does not favor an extensive shore
based harvest, it is unlikely these seals will be taken in large numbers
by Alaskan hunters in the near future. However, increased commercial
sealing by foreign governments could again depress the population. The
main threat in the immediate future seems to be eviroonmental pollution
from the development of off-shore mineral and energy resources.

SEA LIONS
Sea lions occur in Northwestern Alaska only in a few places, usually as
stragglers. In winter an extensive ice pack and cold temperatures limit
their distribution to areas further south. During ice free months, a
small number migrate into the central and northern Bering sea, but it is
unlikely there are any established summer colonies. On occasion seal
lions have been reported at St. Lawrence Island, but it is rare to find
animals north of this latitude. Utilization by coastal residents is
low. The total annual kill, including hunting loss, is estimated at
less than 10.
Whales and Porpoises
The belukha is the most abundant whale species occurring in the Bering
and Chukchi Seas, although population status is not well known. The
total Alaskan population is estimated to be at least 16,000 animals and
probably more than 5,000 migrate seasonally through Northwestern Alaska
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the Beaufort Sea. The population is estimated at 200,000 to 250,000
individuals- but the census technique is based largely on indirect
methods. Soviet biologists feel the actual number is closer to 450,000~
including the population of the Okhotsk Sea.
Spotted seals are seasonally dependent upon sea ice for the birth and
nurture of their pups. Prior to parturition in late winter, the entire
population inhabits the southern edge of the pack ice, usually in the
central Bering Sea. As spring break~up progresses, most seals fo11ow
the northward retreat of the pack ice, and gradually move toward land
(including islands} where intermittent rest and feeding may occur.
During the ice-free summer and early fall, they are found along the
entire coast of northern Alaska. A substantial portion of the population
spends all or part of the summer in northern waters. With the approach
of winter they begin moving south, usually preceding the formation of
heavy pack ice. Most of the population winters outside northwestern
Alaska waters in the southern Bering Sea.
Diet of the spotted seal varies depending on season and location; primary
food species are pelagic; demersal and anadromous fishes. Because
spotted seals often feed on fish sought for commercial purposes, notably
salmon, problems have occurred with fishermen who compete for the same
resource. Due to their migratory nature+ the impact of spotted seal
predation is minirr.ized somewhat when the seal moves north in the late
spring. Natural mortality among adults is probably low. They are
infected by a variety of internal and external parasites, but the effects
of this fonm of patho1ogy are unknown. Some spotted seals are undoubtedly
taken by killer whales and polar bear, but hunting by humans is probably
the greatest single mortality factor.
The annual harvest of spotted seals by both American and Soviet hunters
is 7,000 or less, more than one-half of which are taken by Soviets.
Annual gross recruitment to the population is about 25 percent. Seven
to eight percent would constitute a safe ieve1 for a sustained yield
harvest of up to 17~500 spotted seals annually. Since a large portion
of the population winters south of Norton Sound, residents of Northwestern
Alaska seldom have the opportunity to take spotted seal until the spring
migration. About half the harvest occurs during June and July, when the
seals are moving north. and the remainder are ki11ed in the fail migration,
usually during September and October. Spotted seals are considered less
palatable than ringed or bearded sea1s and are usually used for dog
food. The skins are often nade into pokes (floats), and are also prized
for making garments. Spatted seals were eagerly sought in the 1960's
when fur prices were high and the State offered a bounty. The harvest
then was two to three times its present level. A reduction in the price
of seal skins and passage of the Marine ~-1ammal Protection Act greatly
reduced the harvest.
RIBBON SEAL
Ribbon seals are distributed in two groups; one in the Bering-Chukchi
Sea and the other to the west near Russia in the sea of Okhotsk, Due to
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to the Arctic Ocean. Be1ukha are gregarious anirna1s both when traveling
and feeding. Herds of 100 are common and as many as 1,000 in a single
group have been observed during migration. Small groups of 2 to 15
whales* usually led by a large male seem to be the most common group
size. Ail belukhas north of the Aleutian Islands appear to be migratory
to some extent. A few belukha winter in the ~orthwestern Alaska waters,
but most move through during the spring migration from southern areas.
Timing of migration is dependent on ice conditions, but the onset is
usually in late March or early April. Some groups may travel only a few
hundred miles while others may cover a distance of 1,000 miles to their
summering areas. Some groups may return to the same local area in ice
free portions of the northern Bering Sea and Arctic Ocean each surmrer,
concentrating in shallow areas and estuaries. Young are born from May
through July~ often during migration. Some belukhas may return to the
same calving area each year, and this homing behavior may have led to
the extirpation of local groups in the past. As waters freeze in the
fa11 belukhas migrate south where leads are abundant or the area is ice
free.
Belukhas concentrate in estuaries when food species such as smelt or
salmon smolt are abundant. Studies have shown that large numbers of
salmon Shlolt are eaten by belukhas as they migrate to sea, and a lesser
number of adult salmon are consumed when they ascend the rivers to
spawn. As belukhas have been seen many mtles up the Yukon River, it is
thought they may significantly impact fish populations in some major
~iver drainages in Northwestern Alaska.
Belukhas also eat crabs~ squid~
clams, shrimp~ and small cod.
Be1ukhas were historically taken by Northwestern coastal Eskimos for
meat~ oil, muktuk and other domestic needs.
However, due to the relatively
small~ dispersed population (com~ared to other marine mammal species)
and because these whales were only available on a seasonal basis~ the
annual harvest was never high, Hunters from a few communities (such as
3uckland and Kotzebue} located near estuaries often took 100 or more.
In such cases their local economy was more dependent on whale products.
Today the harvest in Northwestern Alaska is estimated to be 150 be1ukhas
or less, most being taken in Norton or Kotzebue Sound. Jependency on
be1ukhas is decreasing due to the transition to a cash economy. as well
as other forms of cultural change. ~tuktuk, dried meat, and an of
belukhas are used primarily as dietary supplements. Several other
species of whales and porpoises are found in Northwestern Alaska, but
most occur only on a seasonal basis. During the last half of the 19th
century a commercial whaling industry thrived on the larger whales,
primarily the bowhead, although minke, grey and sei whales were also
taken.
From 1867 to 1929 Alaska exported over $14 million dollars of whale oil
and whalebone {baleen), most of which came from the Arctic. Because of
unregulated har'lests~ whale stocks were significantly reduced by 1900,
and the United States whaling industry in the Sering Sea declined as a
result. However, commercial whaling by foreign countries continues on a
reduced scale today. Increased protection has resulted in population
increases of most species, although they have not attained their former
numbers.
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Coastal Eskimos killed whales prior to the advent of the American whalin~
industry. and they intensified their efforts when whale products brought
high prices in the late 1800's. After the decline of the commercial
indistry~ whaling by Eskimos continued, and some whales have been taken
every year since the turn of the century.
Natives residing in Northwestern Alaska ki11 10-20 bowhead whales annually.
Pt. Hope. Gambell and Savoonga are the most successful whaling communities.
Oilt muktuk 7 and meat are the products utilized, but recently the increased
demand for articles of native handicraft has increased the value of
baleen and whale bones. Further~ whales are sold on a limited commercial
basis when muktuk and meat is obtained in excess of community needs.
Since most species of the larger whales feed on plankton or ocean fishes
not currently of interest to man, few human conflicts have occurred.
Porpoises feed on several species of commercially valuable fish such as
cod, herring and flounder, in Alaska. Competition between porpoises and
man has been greatest on the high seas fisheriesl and many are killed
accidentally when they become tangled in fishermen 1 S nets.
Because of their pela9ic habits and seasonal distribution small whales
(other than belukha) and porpoises have been of Tittle importance in
supplying food for coastal residents. A few are taken annuallyy usually
on an incldental basis.
Whales and porpoises in Alaska are protected by one or more federal laws
and by international treaty or law. These laws anp conventions include
the Marine tlafllllal Protection Act of 1972, the Endangered Species Act of
1973, the International Whaling Convention signed in 1946, and the
International Convention of Trade in Endangered
Species of 'olild Fauna and Flora.

POLAR BEAR
Polar bears found in Northwestern Alaska comprise the Chukchi Sea population.
This population is found in the Chukchi Sea west and south of a line
extending northwest from Pt. Lay. The southern limit of cornmcn occurrence
of the Chukchi Sea pooulation is the Bering Strait with bears occasionally
reaching St. Lawrence Island in so~e winters. Polar bears besin to ~ove
south as the Chukchi Sea freezes in the fall and as heavy ice is carried
south by prevatling northerly winds. Hembers of this population migrate
north in the middle of March. Their range in the summer is the southern
edge of the ice pack. This population numbers about 5,000 bears with
about one-third, or 1,700 bears! found on the Alaska side of the dateline.
Within this area distribution and abundance viries seasona11y in any
given location particularly in response to changing ice conditions.
Although definitive data are lacking, it appears that populations are
probably stable and near the maximum level the habitat can support.
Polar bears concentrate in areas of available food~ often where currents
keep ice in motion causing open leads or newly frozen leads. Seals,
congregate in these leads where they maintain breathing holes and are
vu1nerabie to bear predation.
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Denning areas are critical habitats for polar bears. The Chukchi Sea
population is probably associated with the denning area on Wrangell
Island off the coast of Siberia. Present information indicates that
some denning occurs on the Alaskan mainland coast. Some denning may
also take place on the drifting sea ice, but these dens are subject to
ice breakup. The land and shorefast ice provides-stable conditions for
denning and bears tend to select snow-filled gullies and cutbanks as
desirab1e sites. In late October and November pregnant females come on
shore to go into winter dens where the cubs are born~ During the denning
period males wi11 also come ashore in search for beach carrion or other
food but do not den. Denning lasts until late !larch or early April when
the bears move back out onto the sea ice to begin feeding on seals.
Very little information on natural mortality factors is available.
Polar bears have no natural pr~dators and no known diseases or serious
parasites. Few bears in the wild live beyond 25 years of age.
Historically. Eskimos from a11 coastal villages killed polar bears.
Some skins were used for sale or barter and others, particularly cubs,
yearlings and two-year-o1ds! were us~d for garments. In the late
1950's and early 1950's sport hunters using aircraft began to kill
significant numbers of polar bears. Most hunts in this area were based
in Kotzebue, Teller and Pt. Hope. Aerial hunting was curtailed by the
requirement for permits in 1971 and 1972 and in ~overnber of 1972 the
passage of the Marine Mamrr~l Protection Act (MMPA) banned all hunting of
polar bears except by Alaskan natives. The average annua1 harvest of
p9lar bears in Alaska during the late 1960's was about 250 per year with
about two·thirds coming from the Chukchi Sea population. Fifty to 60
bears have been taken annua11y by natives in Alaska since 1972 and in
most cases the meat was consumed. ~ntil 1974 regulations promulgated
under terms of the MMPA did not permit polar bear skins to be tanned
commercially. Because Natives did not have a ready market for the sale
of raw products some waste occurred. Presently the MMPA does not place
restrictions on the number. age or sex of polar bears taken by Natives
for subsistence purposes. The number of bears taken annua11y by Natives
varies widely depending upon the distribution of bears· and response to
changing ice conditions. Although data do not indicate an increase in
bear populations since passage of the ~~PA, some change in distributio~
of bears in the last two years has occurred. More bears occur near
shore. This may be related to cessation of aerial hunting, resulting in
an increase in the number of bears or a tendency for them to nove closer
to coastal villages. However, the most important factor seems to be the
recent changes of sea ice conditions.
The State of Alaska has requested the return of management jurisdiction
over nine species of marine mammals inc1uding polar bears. Until this
occurs the use of bears will continue to be restricted to Natives residing
along the north coast. The harvest is not expected to vary appreciably
from the present pattern. If ~anagement of volar bears is returned to
the State of Alaska the State would orobab1y ai1ow recreational hunting
by ground transportatior. only. Sport hunting under these controls wou1d
not remove as many bears as were previously taken with the aid of aircraft.
Less than 100 bears per year would probably be taken in this region by
recreational hunters. Return to State management would have the add~tional
advantage of ailowing Natives to realize economic return from animals
and from services furnished to recreational hunters.
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LIST OF MARINE MAMMAL SPECIES IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Seals

Common Name

Scientific Name

Bearded Seal

grignathus barbatus
Phoca vi tulina
Callorhinua urainua
Phoca hispida

Spotted Sea 1

Northern Fur Seal

Ringed Seal
Whales

Belukha Whale

Delphinapterus Zeucaa
BaLaena mysticetus
Balaenoptera phyaalua
Eschrichtius gibbosus
Megaptera novaeangliae
Orcinus orca
Balaenoptera acutorostrata
Monodon monocerua

Bowhead Whale
Finback Whale

Gray Hhale

Humpback Wha 1e

Killer Hhale
Minke Whale
Narwha 1

Porpoises

Oall Par poise
Harbor Porpoise

Phocoenoides dalli
Phocoena phocoena

Pacific Halrus

Odobenus rosmaru:s

Other t·1a ri ne

Mammals

zoo

MARINE MAMI>lALS lN ARCTIC ALASKA

Arctic Alaska is bordered by two markedly different marine systems: The
northern Chukchi Sea and the 6eaufort Sea. The former is characterized
by relatively high biological productivity and the latter by low productivity.
Diversity and numbers of marine mammals* correspond accordingly. The
Chukchi Sea derives its productivity from the nutrient-rich water that
flows north from the Bering Sea. Distributed north by prevailing currents,
this water provides the initial key for supporting a myriad of marine
organisms in a complex food web~ with marine mammals at or near the top.
Nutrient-rich water does not usually extend east of Barrow~ although the
Colville and Hack.enzie Rivers contribute significant material.

productivity of the Beaufort Sea is

co~paratively

low.

The

Many species of marine ~ammals are found in Arctic Alaska, but only a few
inhabit the area on a year-round basis. Most marine mammals are migratory.
moving north in spring and retracing their path in fall to suitable winter
habitat in southern waters. Principal species found in the Arctic area
during some time in their annual cycles are walrus, polar bear, four
species of ice~associated ~hocid seals (ringed1 bearded, spotted and
ribbon)~ bowhead, grey, and belukha whales, and oorpoises. The area is
estimated to support in excess of two million marine mammals during summer.
Shortly after Alaska was colonized by EuropeanS in the 1700's, concentrations
of marine mammals attracted commercial hunters. The history of early
utilization is one of unchecked exploitation rather than conservation. t·1any
species were reduced to low numbers. particularly whales and walrus, and some
species were extirpated in local areas. Within the last fifty years, most have
again become abundant following reduced harvests and better protection.
Residents living along the arctic coast traditionally have depended on
marine mammals for their essential domestic needs. Although Eskimo
cultures have changed markedly in the last few decades) marine mammals still
play an important role in the local economy; they are used for food and provide
a variety of raw oroducts for the arts and crafts industry.
Passage of the t-1arine HaiTITia1 Protection Act in 1972 limited all marine
mamrna1 hunting to Alaska Natives and inposed a ~oratorium on non-native
users. 7he Act remains in effect today~ but restrictions on use are
being reviewed on a species by species basis as each ~rine mammal
population is fully enumerated and proposed use is justified biologically.
ln April 1976, walrus became the first species for which management
authority was returned to the State of Alaska, and for which use by non-natives
was again allowed. In the future other marine maJ!Illa1s of the area may
be used in more diversified ways.

WALRUS
Historically~ the Bering) Chukchij Beaufort, and east Siberian Seas supported
about 200~000 walruses. They were first hunted heavily on a commercial
basis by whalers, starting around 1868. At one point in the early 20th

* A list of the marine

mammal species considered in these p1ans follows
this regional account.
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century there may have been less than 50,000 walrus rema1n1ng in the
population. Following cessation of commercial hunting at the turn of
the century, and increased protection in the 1960's, the walrus population
increased significantly. Today it is estimated at 200,000 animals.
Despite an apparent decline in productivity and a Soviet-American kill
in excess of 5,000, the population seems to be increasing slowly.
Wintering largely in the central and southeastern Bering Sea, generally
many miles from the Alaskan mainland, the majority of the population
begins a northward migration in late March and April. Females with
young are usually the vanguard, followed later by bulls and barren cows.
The height of the nursery herd migration enters Bering Strait in late
May and early June, and reaches the Northern Chukchi Sea by mid-July.
Most of the bulls pass into the Chukchi Sea by the last of June. ~1ost
of the population goes west along the Soviet coast, and the remainder
moves northward toward Point Hope. Eventually the walrus disperse along
the southern polar ice in the east, and frequently congregate in large
herds, on land, in the west. Some travel into the Beaufort Sea as far
east as the Canadian border. In September or early October the most
northern migrants begin moving south. Halrus arrive near St. Lawrence
Island in November. Some walruses remain in the Bering Sea, particularly
in Bristol Bay and the Gulf of Anadyr, throughout the summer months.
The annual retrieved harvest of walruses by Alaskans has averaged about
1 ,600~ but has shown a marked increase since passage of the r~arine
Mammal Protection Act which eliminated protective measures on females.
Because most of the walrus population funnels through Bering Strait,
villages in that vicinity often take more than one-half of the annual
harvest.
The residents of Arctic Alaska kill only about 100 walrus a year because
most communities satisfy their sustenance needs from whaling and are not
usually interested in walrus. Also, walrus disperse rather widely in
the northern Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, and are not always accessible.
Ivory is of some importance to the northern Eskimo villages, but few
residents in the far north depend on it as a major source of income.
Walrus are used mainly for human and dog food.
In April 1976, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service waived the moratorium
on walruses and returned management to the State of Alaska. Under State
regulations nonnatives will be eligible to take walrus on a permit
basis. Prior to 1972, guiding of sport hunters was a source of revenue
in some villages. In the future, sport hunting for walrus may become
more important in Arctic Alaska.

PACIFIC BEARDED SEAL
Exact determination of the size of the bearded seal population is difficult
because like other ice-associated phocid seals, they are widely distributed
and difficult to enumerate.
The population currently appears to be stable and near carrying capacity.
The total Bering Sea-Arctic Ocean population is estimated to be 300,000.
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Sovfet estimates place the population at over 450,000 bearded sea1s
including the entire Pacific population.
Adult bearded seals rarely venture far from ice~ but juveniles often
remain in ice~free areas during the summer. In late winter and early
s~ring, bearded sea1s occur f~om the southern edge of the ice pack in
the Bering Sea north to the so 1i d cover of the po 1ar ?ack ice. ~1ost,
however, are south of Bering Strait. Seldom do they use shore-fast ice.
They prefer the moving pack ice and undertake a general movement away
from land with the onset of winter. Bearded seals commonly haul-out on
ice, but do not normally come ashore. .As the ice disintegrates and
moves northward, bearded seals follow its retreat and by late summer are
distributed along the edge of the polar pack ice. Most of the population
summers along the southern edge of the Polar ice pack. They move south
in the fall, and usually enter the Bering Sea~ starting in November.
Because they prefer bottom dwelling organisms such as crabs, shrimps,
clams, and amphipods, bearded seals do not compete with man ~or commercially
valuable fishes, crustaceans, or mollusks.
The crude birth rate for bearded seals is 22 percent. Annual recruitment
to age one is at 1east one half of this figure. Conservatively, the
population probably can withstand a harvest of 6 to 7 percent per year,
or 18,000 seals. Present take by Soviet and Alaskan hunters is about
4,000 bearded seals, but hunting loss is high and probably the true kill
is more than double the number actually retrieved. The oopulation
appears to be stable, indicating that the total annual mortality, including
harvesting~ is about equal to recruitment.
Because of their large sizet high quality meat and blubber, and strong
durable skin~ the bearded seal has always been important in the economy
of coastal residents. In the last 7ew years, many changes have occ~rred
in the Eskimo 1 s way of life as they move closer to a cash oriented
economy. The necessity for taking marine mammals has decreased, but
hunting bearded seals is a tradition still pursued with enthusiasm in
many communities. After spring whaling! hunters in Arctic Alaska look
forward to the "oogruku season, hoping to acquire enough meat to last
them through the entire year. The annual harvest from this area is 500
bearded seals or less. Residents of 1/ainwright and Pt. Lay generally
take the most bearded seals per person and are most dependent on meat of
these seals.
Shorebased hunting is not likely to seriously affect population status.
The greatest threat to the security of the bearded seal stems from
environmental pollutants as a result of off-shore mineral and energy
resource develo?ment.
RINGED SEAL

The ringed sea1 ~s the most widely distributed ice~inhabiting sea1 of
arctic and sub-arctic Alaska. Although population status is difficult
to determine exactly) its habit of utilizing 1and-fast ice and its
behavior of hauling out on ice during long spring days helps determine
relative abundance of animals. Minimum average density in the Beaufort
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Sea on land-fast ice was found to be 2 per square mile. In the Chukchi
Sea it was 5 per square mile. Overall, the average density on drifting
ice during winter is probably less than 2 per square mile. The population
appears to be high and stable. It is estimated to contain a minimum of
250,000 animals in areas of land-fast ice alone. The total ringed seal
population of the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas exceeds one million.
In Arctic Alaska adult ringed seals prefer land-fast ice in winter,
although it is not uncommon to find them anywhere in ice covered areas.
Ringed seals migrate in the spring, following the retreat of the pack
ice. Seals wintering in the Chukchi Sea travel longer distances; movements
of seals in the Beaufort Sea are probably of short distance.
The diet of ringed seals is variable depending on season, location, and
depth of water, but the predominant items consumed are zooplankton in
the form of mysids, amphipods, euphausids and shrimps. They seldom
compete with man for food, but commonly take small fish such as saffron
cod, polar cod and sculpin.
Recent harvests by Alaskan hunters have been around 5,000 seals annually,
and the total harvest including the Soviet kill is estimated to be
between 8,000 and 10,000. Annual gross recruitment to the population is
about 25 percent. Seven to eight percent would constitute a safe level
for a sustained yield harvest.
Because the ringed seal is seasonally the most numerous species of seal,
it is the mainstay in the diet of coastal Eskimos. While archaeological
evidence points to the reliance of many Eskimo settlements on a diversity
of marine mammals, the ringed seal was probably the key element in
supporting people during winter. Ringed seals provided not only meat,
but oil for heat and light, and skins for warmth. Since coastal residents
have adopted a cash oriented economy and are now able to obtain non
native food through the winter, the importance of ringed seal has decreased.
The current annual harvest is only 1/2 to 1/4 of the harvest in the
early 1960's.
Today seals are used mainly as a food and clothing supplement. Few
residents make a concerted effort to hunt them in winter, and most seals
are taken in spring when weather conditions are better. Of the four
species of seals taken in Arctic Alaska, ringed seals account for mare
than half the annual harvest.
To date, man has not altered ringed seal habitat greatly. While some
contamination of food webs by pesticides and heavy metals has been
documented, the effects have apparently been minimal, and probably have
not altered carrying capacity of habitat in recent years. However, off
shore development of mineral and energy resources is imminent. Unless
the proper environmental restraints are exercised, serious problems
could develop which would have a marked impact upon the ringed seal
population.

SPOTTED SEAL
The spotted seal is found seasonally from the Aleutian Islands north to
the Beaufort Sea. The population is estimated at 200,000 to 250,000
individuals, but the census technique is based largely on indirect
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methods. Soviet biologists feel the actual nunber is closer to 450,000,
including the population of the Okhotsk Sea.
Spotted seals are seasonally dependent upon sea ice for the birth and
nurture of their pups. Prior to parturition in late winter~ the entire
oopulation inhabits the southern edge of the pack ice, usually in the
central Bering Sea. As soring break-up progresses~ most seals fol:ow
the northward retreat of the pack ice, and gradually move toward land
(including islands) where intermittent rest and feeding may occur.
During the ice·free summer and early fall, they are found along the
entire coast of northern Aiaska. A substantial portion of the population
spends all or part of the summer in northern waters. With the approach
of winter they begin moving south. usua11y preceding the formation of
heavy pack ice.
Oiet of the spotted seal varies depending on season and location; primary
food species are pelagic, demersal and anadromous fishes. Because
spotted seals often feed on fish sought for commercial ourposes~ notably
salmon, problems have occurred with fishermen who compete for the same
resource. Due to their migratory r,ature, the inpact of spotted seal
predation is minimized somewhat when the seal moves north in the late
spring. Natural mortality among adults is probably low. They are
infected by a variety of 1nterna1 and external oarasites~ but the effects
of this form of patho1ogy are unknown. Some spotted seals are undoubted1y
taken by Killer whales and oo1ar beart but hunting by humans is probably
the greatest single ~ortality factor,
The annual harvest of spotted seals by both American and Soviet hunters
is 7~000 or less, wore than one-half of which are taken by Soviets.
Annual gross recruitment to the population is about 25 percent. Seven
to eiaht oercent would constitu:e a safe 1evel for a sustained yield
harveSt o'f up to 17,.500 spotted seals annually. However, there are
presently no reasons which warrant a harvest of this magnitude. Since
spotted seals spend winters in the Bering Sea. residents of Arctic
Alaska can only hunt them successfully in summer and early fall. P~st
are taken in July shortly after break-up of sea ice and during the
northward migration. Fall hunting is popular, but few seals are ki1led.
Sootted seals are considered less oaiatable than ringed or bearded seals
and are usually used for dog food. The skins are often ~ade into pokes
(floats}, and are also prized for making garments. Spotted seals were
eagerly sought in the 1960's when fur prices were high and the State
offered a bounty. The harvest then was three to four tines its present
1eve1. A reduction in the price of seal skins and passage of the t~arine
Mammal Protection Act greatly reduced the harvest.
R!BBON SEAL

Based on relative indices of abundance, the Bering-Chukchi population of
ribbon seals is currently less than maximum. this results from a brief
period of intensive commercial exploitation by Soviets during the 1960's.
Recovery has taken place due to the implementian of restrictive quotas~
and recent estimates indicate the copulation is now between 80,000 and
100,000 seals. The total Alaskan harvest is usually 100 seals or less.
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Ribbon seals are seasonally pelagic, but depend on the sea ice for birth
and nuture of their pups. In the late winter and early spring, the
entire population is concentrated along the southern edge of the pack
ice in the Bering Sea. Following spring break-up of sea ice there is a
moderate movement north associated with dispersal of the pack ice.
However, f~ seals pass north of Bering Strait; most remain in the
Bering Sea during the summer. The principal foods are pelagic and
demersal fishes, but also include small marine organisms, such as shrimp.
Although ribbon seals were hunted extensively by the soviets for their
skins, they have played a minor role in the Alaskan economy. Due to
their pelagic nature and limited distribution, the harvest of ribbon
seals seldom exceeds 10 animals in Arctic Alaska. Because of their
distinctive markings most ribbon seals are used for clothing; meat has
usually been of secondary importance. Since the population is relatively
low and their distribution does not favor an extensive shore-based
harvest, it is unlikely these seal will be taken in large numbers by
Alaskan hunters in the near future. However, increased commercial
sealing by foreign governments could again depress the population. The
main threat in the immediate future seems to be environmental pollution
from the development of off-shore mineral and energy resources.

WHALES AND PORPOISES
The belukha is the most abundant whale species occurring in the Arctic
Ocean, although its population status is not well known. The total
Alaskan population is estimated to be at least 16,000 animals and probably
more than 5,000 whales migrate seasonally to the Chukchi and Beaufort
Seas. Belukhas are gregarious animals both when traveling and feeding.
Herds of 100 are common and as many as 1,000 in a single group have been
observed during migration. Small groups of 2 to 15 whales, usually led
by a large male seem to be the most common group size. Some belukhas
may winter in arctic waters, but most migrate from southern areas during
the spring. Timing of migration is dependent on ice conditions, but
belukhas usually arrive in the Arctic during April, and by late May most
migrants will have moved into the Chukchi Sea. It is not uncommon for
some groups to travel over 1,000 miles to reach their summering areas.
Some groups may return to the same local area in ice-free portions of
the Arctic Ocean each summer. Young are born from May through July,
often during migration. Some belukhas may return to the same calving
area each year, and this homing behavior may have led to the extirpation
of local groups in the past. As waters freeze in the fall belukhas
migrate south where leads are abundant or the area is ice free.
Belukhas concentrate in estuaries when food species such as smelt or
salmon smelt are abundant. Salmon predation by belukhas in the Arctic
Region is probably of little importance, although belukhas may eat
commercially valuable fish in their wintering areas.
Belukhas were historically taken by arctic coastal Eskimos for meat,
oil, muktuk and other domestic needs. However, due to the relatively
small, dispersed population (compared to other marine mammal species)
and because these whales were only available on a seasonal basis, the
annual harvest was never high. Hunters from \~ainwright and Barrow took
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some belukhas in conjunction with other whaling activities, and continue
to do so today. The current annual harvest in arctic Aiaska is estimated
to be 50 animals or less. Dependency on belukhas is decreasing due to
the transition to a cash economy, as well as other forms of cultural
change. f,1uktuk, dried meat and oil of BeTukhas are used primarily as
dietary supplements.
Several other species of whales and porpoises are found in Arctic Alaska,
but most occur only on a seasonal basis. During the last half of the
19th century a commercial whaling industry thrived on the larger whales,
primarily the bowhead, a1~hough minke, grey and sei •,o~ha1es were also
taken.
From 1867 to 1929 Alaska exported over $14 million dollars of whale oil
and whalebone (baleen)~ most of which came from the Arctic. Recause of
unregulated harvests, whale stocks were significantly reduced by 1900,
and the United States whaling industry in the Bering Sea declined as a
resu1t. However~ commercial wha1ing by foreign countries continues on a
reduced scale today. Increased protection has resulted in population
increases of west species, although they have not attained their former
numbers.

Coastal Eskimos killed whales prior to the advent of the American whaling
industry, and they intensified their efforts when whale products brought
high prices in the late 1800's. After the decline of the commercial
industry, whaling by Eskimos continuedt and some whales have been taken
every year since the turn of the century.
Natives residing in arctic Alaska kill 15-30 bowhead whales annually.
Barrow h~nters have the most sophisticated equipment and that vil1age is
the most successful whaling community. Oi1, muktuk, and meat are the
products utilized, but recently the increased demand for articles of
native handicraft has increased the value of baleen and whale bones.
Further, whales are sold on a limited commercial basis when muktuk and
meat is obtained in excess of community needs.
Since most species of the larger whales feed on plankton or ocear. fishes
not currently of interest to man, few human confllcts have occurred.
Porpoises feed on several species of commercially valuable fish such as
cod. herring and flounder, in Alaska. Competition between porpoises and
man has been greatest on the high seas fisheries. and many are killed
accidentally when they become tangled in fishermen's nets.
Because of their pelagic habits and seasonal distribution small wna1es
(other than be1ukha) and porpoises have been of little importance in
supplying food for coastal residents. A few are taken annually. usually
on an incidental basis.
Whales and porpoises in Alaska are protected by one or nore federal laws
and by international treaty or law. These Taws and conventions include
the Marine llammal Protection Act of 1972; the Endangered Species Act of

1973; the International ilhaling Convention signed in 19£6, and the
International Conve~tion of Trade in Endangered Species of ~i1d-Fauna
and Flora.
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POLAR BEAR

Polar bears in Arctic Alaska are seasonally distributed throughout the
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, including the coastal areas. Bears occurring
from the eastern Beaufort Sea westward to a line extending northwest
from Pt. Lay are considered to be one population of approximately 2,500
animals.

t·lithin this area, distribution and abundance varies seasonally

in response to changing ice conditions. Populations are probably stable
and near the maximum level that the habitat can support.
Polar bears concentrate in areas of available food, often where currents
keep ice in ~otion causing open leads or newly frozen leads. Seals congregate
in these leads where they maintain breathing holes and are vulnerable to
bear predation. New leads are more common within 100 to 200 miles of
the coast than further north in heavy pac~ ice.
North of Pt. Barrow polar bears move east during late April, tcward
Barter Island where ice is more stable. The southern edge of the ice
pack varies in position during summer~ depending upon the winds. It can
be lodged against the shoreline from Pt. Barrow eastward or can be as
far north as 100 miles off shore. Polar bears generally stay with the
moving ice durin9 the summer and concentrate on its southern edge where
seals are more abundant.
Denning areas are critical habitats for polar bearsw Present infornatio~
indicates that some of the most intensive denning on the Alaskan coast
taKes place from the Colvi1le River east to the Canadian border. This
zone is approximately 50 miles wide and includes a corridor of land
extending about 25 miles from the coast and the strip of adjoining
shorefast ice. Some denning also takes place on the drifting sea ice)
but these dens are subject to ice breakup. The land and shorefast ice
provide stable conditions for denning. Bears denning on land tend to
select snow-filled gullies and cutbanks as desirable den sites.
Very little infonration on natural mortality factors is available.
Po1ar bears have no natural predators and no known diseases or sericus
parasites. Few bears in the wild live beyond 25 years of age.
Eskimos from all coastal vi11ages killed polar bears.
Some skins were used for sale or barter and others~ particularly cubs,
yearlings and two-year-olds~ were used for garments. In the late
1950 5 and early 1960's sport hunters using aircraft began to kill
significant numbers of polar bears. Most hunts in this area were based
in Barrow. Aerial huntinq was curtailed by the requirement for permits
in 1971 and 1972 and in November of 1972 the passage of the ~1arine
."1arrmal Protection Act (~MPA) banned a11 hunting of polar bears except by
Alaskan natives. The average annual harvest of polar bears in Alaska
during the late 1960's was about 250 per year with about one-third
coming from the Beaufort Sea population. Fifty to 60 bears have been
taken annually by natives in A1aska since 1972 and in most cases the
~eat was consumed.
Until 1974 regulations promulgated under terms of
the MMPA did not permit polar bear skiris to be tanned :ommercially.
Because Natives did not have a ready market for the sa1e of raw products~
Historically~

1
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some waste occurred. Presently the MMPA does not place restrictions en
number, age or sex of polar bears taken by Natives for subsistence
purposes. The number of bears taken annually by Natives varies widely
dependirg upon the distribution of bears in response to changing ice
conditions. Although data do not indicate an increase in bear populations
since passage of the HMPA~ some change in distribution of bears in the
last two years has occurred~ More bears occur near shore. This may be
related to cessation of aerial hunting, resulting in an increase in the
number of bears or a tendency for bears to move closer to coastal villages.
However, the most important factor seems to be the recent changes of sea
ice conditions.
The State of Alaska has requested the return of management jurisdiction
over nine species of marine mammals including polar bears. Until this
occurs the use of bears wili continue to be restricted to natives residing
along the north coast. The harvest is not expected to vary appreciably
from the present pattern. If management of polar bears is returned to
:he State of AlasKa, the State would probably allow recreational hur.ting
by ground transportation only. Sport hunting under these controls would
not rerr:ove as many bears as were previously taken with the aid of aircraft.
Less than 50 bears per year would probably be taken in this region by
recreational hunters. Return to State managemer.t would have the additional
advantage of a1lowing Natives to realize economic return froM animals
and from services furnished to the recreational hunter.
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Corrmon Name

Scientific Name

Bearded Seal
Spotted Seal

Eri&-nathu.s bar>bab,.{s

Phcaa vitulirw.

Northern Fur seal
Ringed Seal
Wha1es

Callo~hinus

Belukha Whaie

D~tphinapte~~ leueae
BaLaena mystice~~s

Bowhead Whale
Finback v!hale
Gray Whale
Humpback Whale
Killer Whale

Porooises

Minke Whale

Ealaenoptera phyaalus
gibbosus
Megapter>a r.ovaeangliae
Oroin.us o~oa
Bakumcpte~a ac<.<.tor>ostrata

Narwhal

Uonodt:m r>Jonocerus

Dall Porpoise
Harbor Porpoise

Phoccenoides dat~£
Phccoena vhocoena

E$clL~chtius

Other Marine

Mammals

ursinus

Phoaa hiepida

Pacific Walrus
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WAiERFOWl IN SOUiHEASTERN AlASKA
Southeastern Alaska annually supports millions of waterfowl* enroute to
and from northern Alaska and Canadian breeding grounds. Because waterfowl
are scattered over thousands of small coastal tideflats and stream
deltas there are only a few major concentration areas: deltas of the
Situkt Ahrnklin and Dangerous Rivers; the Alsek River delta and Dry
Bay; Mendenhall Wetlands; Stikine River delta; Rocky Pass; and tideflat
areas in Duncan Canal. Breeding populations of waterfowl are not large
but the number of wintering birds probably exceeds two mii1ion.
Breeding habitat in Southeastern Alaska is limited by the mountainous
character of much of the region. There are no major production areas·
but thousands of small sedge flats at the heads of bays and deltas of
small streams collectively support a substantial number of birds.
Numerous ponds, generally below 1500' elevation, also support some
birds. Definitive breeding duck surveys have not been conducted in the
Southeastern Region but an estimated 100~000 "dabblingu ducks and
10,000 "divers 11 nest here. A substantial population of nongame ducks

(mergansers and harlequin) also breed here.

During the summer several hundred thousand immature nonbreeding seaters
remain in Southeastern waters. In addition adult males, after mating
in northern areas, return to Southeastern Alaska for their summer molt.
Nearly the entire world's population of Vancouver Canada geese breed
and remain here year-round, The estimated annual fall population is
60,000 geese. Although most geese are permanent residents a smali
percentage of the population migrate as far south as Oregon during the
winter. A few Canada geese are known to nest and summer-mo1t in the
Yakutat area but their subspecific classification is unknown.
Trumpeter swans nest primarily in the Yakutat area a1though nests have
been recorded in the Haines and Ketchikan area, The total average fall
flight from this region is perhaps 100-150 swans. Some trumpeters also
overwinter ln the southern part of the region; their numbers vary with
the severity of the winter.
Because most salt water in the region remains ice-free during winter
months, large numbers of birds overwinter. Besides Vancouver Canada
geese~ mallards. seaters, mergansers, harlequin, old squaw, go1deneyes,
bufflehead and other dabblers and divers are abundant. The total
wintering waterfowl population probably exceeds two million birds
annually. Mallard populations vary according to the winter s severity,
but possibly average over 150,000 each year.
1

'M'aterfow1 habitat conditions are generally good throughout the region.
Change is occurring in some areas from 11 glacia1 rebound~' and silt
deposit, most noticeably on the Stikine River Delta and Gustavus tidelands.

* A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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On these areas the uplands have risen markedly and vegetation changes
are occurring. A loss of upland ponds and a decrease in waterfowl use
has occurred.
In Southeaitern Alaska waterfowl are utilized primarily for recreational
hunting. Unlike most areas in Alaska hunters here can make use of the
full 107 day season~ However, inclement weather after early November
precludes much waterfowl hunting except when waterfowl and big game
hunts are combined. Many more ducks and geese are produced in Southeastern
Alaska than hunters succeed in shooting.
Less than 20 percent of all waterfowl sport hunters in Alaska live in
Southeastern Alaska. Nearly 25 percent of the state's total hunter
days! about 20 percent of the duck harvest and over 10 percent of the
total goose harvest occurs in the region. Over 90 percent of the ducks
harvested are mallard, pintail, American widgeont and green-winged teal.
Canada geese comprise about 90 percent of the totai goose harvest with
Vancouvers the predominant subspecies. The locations of major hunttng
activity and waterfowl harvest are: Mendenhall Wetlands~ Stikine River
Delta, Yakutat area (east from Yakutat through Dry Bay), Duncan Canal,
Blind Slough, Rocky Pass, St. James Bay, Farragut Bay and the Chilkat
River. The Stikine River Delta and Yakutat area are the most popular
hunting areas for Southeastern waterfowl hunters.
Most of the hunting effort occurs in areas accessible only by aircraft
or boat. However~ in the Juneau. Petersburg~ Yakutat and Haines vicinities
hunting opportunities are available from road systems. Less than 2
percent of all waterfowl hunters travel out of the Southeastern region
to take most of their waterfowl.
Nonconsumptive use of waterfowl is low to moderate in the region but
high in a few areas where road systems permit easy access. The greatest
use occurs near Juneau where a highway parallels the Mendenhall Wetlands
for several miles. Other areas of moderate to high nonconsumptive use
include: Yakutat, Petersburg, Haines, Ketchikan and in the immediate
vicinity of the numerous small towns and vi11ages along the coast.
Travelers on the state ferry and commercial cruise ships have fair bird
viewing, primarily of ~elagic species.
Both hunting pressure and nonconsumptive use are expected to increase in
proportion to the increase in human population. The average annual
number of hunter use days during the past four seasons have been 13,000.
By 1980 an anticipated 15,000 days spent hunting will occur yearly in
the Southeastern region. A significant increase in nonconsumptive use
in the Juneau area is anticipated. If the capitol is moved from Juneau
a significant decrease in a11 uses will occur.
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LIST OF WATERFOWL SPECIES IN ALASKA

Scientific Name

Coll1110n Name

Dabbling Ducks

Aleutian Common Teal
American Widgeon

Mmoeca (.'J]r',erirxrna

Baikal Teal

Anas formosa

Anas wecca nimia

Black Duck
Blue-Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bill
Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon
European Common Teal
Falcated Teal
Gadwall

Anas cya:noptera
Ma:reca penelope

Garganey

Artas qu.erquedula

Anas :M.Wripes

Anas discors
Anas poeailorhynaha zonorhynaha
Anae arecaa cre~oa
Anas faZcata
Aro.a:s strepii!Pa

GreenWi nged Tea 1
Nallard

AP~

areaaa aaroZinenzis

Anae

pZat-::~rhynchoe

Pintail

Ana.s aauta
Ai:::: sponsa

Wood Duck

Diving Ducks

Se:a Ducks

and Mergansers

American Goldeneye
BarrOW S Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Canvasback
Common Pochard
Greater Scaup
lesser Scaup
Redhead
Ringneck
Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck

BuC!ephala cflar/.q'J.la ame?"iaar.a
istandiaa

1

Eucep~~la

Bucepf..ala albeoZa
Aythya vaZisineria
Aythya fer>ina
Aythya ~Za
Aythya af'finis

Aythya ct!t'.NJP";;.cana
Aythya aoZ-zru.is
O.xyura ;jcmaiaensis

Aythya

American Common Merganser
American Common Seater
Harlequin
Hooded Merganser
King Eider
Old Squaw
Pacific Common Eider
Red-Breasted Merganser
Smew
Spectacled Eider
Steller's Eider
Surf Scoter
Western White-Winged Seater
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fu~i!JUZa

MePfr~ ~~rganser

Oidemia niGJ,'a
His~~nicua histpior.icus
LOph~dytes &waulZab~s
Somate~~

apeatahilis

C'lar.gul.a hyemali.s

Somater£.a molissima
Mergus se.M:Utor

Mergtts a lbe Uus
Lampronetta fi.saP£ri
Polyaticta eteZZeri
NeZanitta perspiciLLata
.'1ekznitta deglana"i

Geese

Aleutian canada
Cackling Canada
Dusky Canada
Lesser Canada
Vancouver Canada
Bean
American Brant

Evan~a c~noia ~euoopareia

Br:zn.ta :::anariElr.sis minima

BPcnta oanader.sis oaaidentatis
EX'anta aa:rraC.ensis pcwvipes
EI'ant:a ca:na.ikm.sis f'ulw:z
Arwer faba ~ ie

Bra:nta bernicl.a
Branta nigriaana
Philacte canagiaa
Chen rosai
Cnen hyperborea
Anser albifrons

Black Brant

Emperor

Ross s
Lesser Snow
1

~hite-Fronted

Swans

Trumpeter
Whistling

OZ.Or buccinator
Olol' columbianus

Whooper

Olor cygnus
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MENDENHALL WETLANDS HATERFOWL

LOCAT!Ofl

In Game Management Unit 1C, the state-owned lands in Gastineau Channel
south of the Glacier Highway~ north of the north Douglas Road. east of
Mendenhall Peninsula and west of Salmon Creek.

THE SPECIES
There are no extensive quantitative waterfowl use data for the Mendenhall
area, but because the wetlands are one of the largest tideland areas in
southeast Alaska, waterfowl use is substantial. Over 3,000 ducks have been
counted in late August on the area. Lesser concentrations occur during the
hunting season primarily because of shooting pressure. Canada geese numbering
usua1ly over 200 birds are present in late summer and smaller numbers occur
during the hunting season. After the season closes 200-300 Canada geese
return to the flats to overwinter. Over 1,000 ducks also overwinter including
about 400 mallards. Swans also migrate through the area in substantial
numbers from September thru mid~November. Most migrant waterfowl depart by
~ovember 15.
Spring use by waterfowl on the area is heavy but occurs
during a shorter time period than in the fall. The estimated tota? numbers
of birds using Mendenhall wetlands during spring and fall are: ducks 
30,000 in the spring, 50,000 in the fall; geese -·3,000 in the spring,
5,000 in the fall; swans- 1,000 in the spring, 500 in the fall.
Duck and Vancouver Canada goose production occurs on the area, Total
production of ducklings is probably 1ess than 250 while probably less than
5 broods of geese are reared. Goose nesting is known to have decreased,
probably because of increased human activity on and near the wetlands.
~aterfowl use during spring and fa11 has also generally decreased in the
past 10 years for the same reason.
During the past four years duck and goose harvests on the area have annually
averaged 3,325 and 250 birds~ respectively. Over 3,865 days of hunter
activity occur annua11y by hunters over 16 years of age. However~ field
checks show 25-30 percent of all hunters are juveniles, so actual days
spent on the area exceeds 5,000 each year. Almost all hunters are from the
Juneau-Dou£1as area. Hunters are very crowded on the area opening day and
for the first few weekends. Hunter success is generally good opening day
but declines significantly thereafter. Light. but constant* hunting pressure
throughout the season keeps waterfowl concentrations from occurring. Ducks
concentrate near tide1ine and thus partially rematn unavailable to hunters.
However, high tides move birds and excellent hunting is available on such
days.
ihe

access route to the wetlands is through airport property.
with the completion of the new Glacier Highway additional public
access is avai1ab1e. but vehicle parking is a problem. Other access routes
~jor

However~
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are avallable, but most are through private land. On the south side of the
wetlands the Fish Creek area affords good access but scme of this 1and is
privately owned. ihe Mendenhall River offers good boat access but tides
complicate boat hunting.
Exceptional viewingJ photography and other nonconsumptive use opportunities
are available and utilized on the wetlands. During winter and spring
especially$ large numbers of birds congregate close to roads and other
readily accessible viewpoints. Berms along ponds adjacent to the airport
are excellent places of concealment for photographers. Little user conflict
(hunter vs. nonconsumptive} has occurred to date for severa1 reasons.
People seem more interested in viewing birds in the spring after a long
winter than in the fall, and the birds are much more colorful during spring.
Also, the Auke Lake closed area near the Mendenhall wetlands offers some
viewing opportunity in the fall.
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WATERFOWL IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Southcentral Alaska annually supports millions of migratory waterfowl*
enroute to or from the great delta, coastal plain and river valley
breeding grounds of western, interior and arctic Alaska. Very large
fall and spring migrant populations occur on coastal salt marshes in
COok Inlet~ Kachemak Bay. Prince William Sound, Copper River Delta and
Controller Bay. Although the majority of birds utili<e Southcentral
habitats only for resting and feeding during migration, approximately
140,000 ducks and 30,000 geese breed within the region. Additionally,
some ducks remain through the winter in coastal areas; 1arge wintering
duck populations occur in Kachemak Bay and Prince William Sound, while
other birds are scattered wherever there is open water.
Breeding habitat within Southcentra1 Alaska is limited by the mountainous
character of much of the region. There are three major production
areas within the region: the t~elchina Basin, the Copper River Delta
and the Kenai~Susitna Basin. About 94,000 ducks utilize the Nelchina
Basin each year for breeding. Of these 20,000 are 11 dabbling" ducks and
74,000 are udivers 11 and nongame ducks. Breeding bird densities are
about 24 ducks per square mile over the 3)900 square miles of habitat.
The area annually produces about g4,000 young ducks for the fall flight.
Substantial numbers of nesting and nonbreeding trumpeter swans also
occur in the basin.
The Copper River Delta in Prince William Sound has a production area
covering only 303 square miles but has the highest breeding duck densities
in Southcentral Alaska (63 per square mile). About 15,000 dabblers and
4,500 divers and nongame ducks annually produce an estimated 18,000
young ducks for the fall flight. The Delta also provides nesting habitat
for the world population of dusky Canada geese. Between 19,000 and
37~000 geese have flown south annually to wintering areas in Oregon and
Washington during 1970·1975. The breeding population was estimated at
26,000 in 1975. In addition, an estimated summer population of 2,500
Canada geese can be found in Prince William Sound and about 300 birds
also winter there. The subspecific classification of these geese is
unknown. Their geographic proximity to the Copper River Oelta suggests
they are dusky! but behaviorial characteristics suggest they are Vancouver
geese like those in Southeast Alaska. Surveys of trumpeter swans from
Cordova eastward indicate the coastal population has probably reached
carrying capacity. Little change in the total population occurred from
1968 to 1g75, The trumpeter swan population in this area averages 750
to 800 birds in the fall flight.

The Kenai-Susitna Basin area contains approximately 2,500 square miles
of nesting habitat where about 26,000 dabbling ducks and 13,000 divers
and nongame ducks produce about 37,000 young ducKs for the fa11 migration.
Coastal sedge-marsh habitat in Cook Inlet apparently has a breeding
ducK density of about 60 ducks per square mile, or roughly five times
the density of surrounding upland habitat, demonstrating the greater
importance of coastal marshes to breeding ducks. An estimated population
of 2,000 lesser Canada geese has become established in Cook Inlet since

*

A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans fo11ows this
regional account.
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Sy far the most important waterfowl habitat in this region is associated
with the coast. Migrating birds utilize near-co~stal and tideline
areas heavily for feeding and resting. These areas are ice-free in the
spring and fall, thus allowing birds to arrive in Alaska before inland
breeding areas are open and to remain in Alaska during the fall after
inland production areas freeze.
Coastal salt marshes above high tide
are also important production areas as indicated by breeding bird
densities.
The 1964 earthquake markedly changed some coastal habitat; the Copper
Delta raised about six feet. The initial effect has been a large
in~rease in f1ood·free nesting habitat. but long-term effects may
include habitat loss through plant succession on uplifted areas.
Coastal lands around Cook Inlet generally lowered one to three feet in
1964; this appears to be reducing habitat on the Chickaloon and Susitna
Flats by tidal gut erosion into upland ponds~ However~ additional
habitat in upland areas that are now under tidal influence may be
created. Evidently. the habitat change in Cook Inlet was favorable for
lesser Canada geese as few geese nested around the Inlet before 1964.
New waterfowl nesting habitat in upland areas is created by river
channeling processes, retreating glaciers~ and beaver pond formation.
Trumpeter swans especially favor the new habitat as soon as emergent
vegetation becomes established in ponds.
In Southcentral Alaska waterfowl are utilized primarily for recreational
hunting and viewing~ Aithough hunting seasons are adequate, the
opportunity to hunt is limited by the early freeze-up of many of Southcentra1 S
waterfowl areas. Except in Kachemak Bay and Prince William Sound
(where little hunting occurs}, hunters are generally limited to about
50 days of hunting before freeze-up. Thousands of ducks and geese are
produced in Southcentral Alaska in addition to those that hunters
harvest.
1

About one-half of Alaska's waterfowl sport hunters live in the Southcentral
area. Also, the area accounts for about one-half of the State S total
average duck harvest and hunter use days, and about one-fifth of the
goose harvest. About 80 percent of the ducks harvested are pintail,
mallard, widgeon, green-winged teal and shoveler. Over 90 percent of
the geese harvested are various subspecies of Canada geese. The only
species of duck or goose harvested in sufficient magnitude to be of
biological concern is the dusky Canada goose. The locations of major
hunting activity and waterfowl harvest are: Susitna Flats~ ?a1mer Hay
Flats. Copper River De1ta, ?otter Marsh~ Kachemak Bay. Eagle River
Flats, Portage area, Chickaloon Flats, Goose Bay, Trading Bay and
Redoubt Bay.
1

Much of the hunting effort occurs in areas accessible only by airplane
or boat. However, in the Anchorage vicinity several hunting locations
are reached by automobile. About 5 percent of ali waterfowl hunters
travel out of the Southcentra1 area to take most of their ducks} whl1e
an estimated 15 percent travel out of the area to harvest most of their
geese. Co1d Bay, Pilot Point, and the Capper River Delta are the most
visited goose hunting areas.
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Nonconsumptive use of waterfowl is greater in Southcentra1 than in any
other area in Alaska. The heaviest use areas near Anchorage include
Potter Marsh., Portage, Eklutna and the Palmer Hay flats~ K.achemak Bay~
the road from Cordova across the upper Copper River Delta~ and Prince
William Sound also provide many people with opportunities to observe!
study, and photograph birds. Travelers on the State ferry in Prince
William Sound have excellent bird viewing.
Both hunting pressure and nonconsumptive use is expected to increase in
proportion to the increase in human population. The average number of
hunter days during the past four seasons have been 23,400. By 1980, an
anticipated 35,000 days of hunting will occur annually in the Southcentral
Region. Nonconsumptive use is expected to increase also, perhaps at a
greater rate than hunting effort. particularly in the Anchorage area.

LIST OF WATERfOWL SPECIES IN ALASKA
Corrmon Name

Dabbling Ducks

Diving Ducks

Scientific Na:ne

Aleutian Common Teal
American Widgeon
Baikal Teal
Black Ouck
Blue... Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bill
Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon
European Common Teal
Fa1cated Teal
Gadwall
Garganey
Green-Winged Teal
Mallard
Pintail
Wood Duck

Anas

are~ca ninr~

.l.fal't<ca americana

Anas formosa
Anas ::ru.bripea

Anas disaor>s
Anas poec:iZorhyncha zonorhyncha
Ar.as ayanopten
Mareaa. penelope

Ar.a.s creaaa

~rexa

Ar..as .faWata
Anas strepe:r>a

Anas cr..terquedu.Za
Arr.as creaoa ~XJ,roli-r..er..si-s
Anas p!a~iPhyn~hoa
Anas CL..-~ta
Ai:;r;

spOYI..Sa

&wephala

American Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Canvasback
Conrnon Pochard
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Redhead
Ringneck
Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck

.;;!1.at~gU1.a ~:-erma

B-otoepha la ia Zar.dica

Eueevha.Za aZbeoz.a

AythYa valisin~:Z
Aythya ferina
Aythya ma:rila
Aythya affinis

Aythya ameriaana
.4.ythya col"laria

U:eyu.ra ,jamaicen.si:3
Ay'thya fu Zigu Za
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Sea Ducks
and Mergansers

Geese

Swans

American Common Merganser
American Common Scoter
Harlequin
Hooded Merganser
King Eider
Old Squaw
Pacific Common Eider
Red-Breasted Merganser
Smew
Spectacled Eider
Steller's Eider
Surf Seater
Western White-Winged Seater
Aleutian Canada
Cackling Canada
Dusky Canada
Lesser Canada
Vancouver Canada
Bean
r'\merit:an Brant
Black Brant
E'Tlperor
Ross's
Lesser Snow
White-Fronted

Mergus merganser
Oidemia nigra
HistP1.:onioua histr>ioniou$
Loplu:!dytea ouat<UatwJ
Somateria speatabi~ia
Clangu"" hyematie
Soma~Pia motiseima
Uezta-"'3 Sel"'!'atO:r>

.'IJer'ir....s a:tbe-Uus
Lampronetta jiseheri
Po~ysticta

stetteri

MeLanitta perepicilZata
Me~tta O..gZandi
Bnmta oar.ad.Bnsie leucopa-"'€ia

canadBn$is min~~
Bnanta canadenais ?~~identaZis
Branta. canadensis p.'Xt'Vipe.s
BPar.ta oanader~is fulva

~ta

Anser fal:aUs
lhunta bern:£a'La

Bran.ta nigriaan.s

Phitaote car~gioa
CJum rosei
Chen hyperborea
Anser a'!..bij'r>ona

Trumpeter
Whistling
Whooper

OZor buccinator
OZor aoZumbianus
OZor "Yf!1'1W'
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SOUTHERN ALASKA

WATERFO~L

LOCATION
Game Management Units 1-17, 19 and 20 except the areas included in the
Izembek~ Port Moller. Port Heiden~ Cinder Rivert Pilot Point~ Egegik,
Naknek River, Minchuminat fairbanks~ Potter Point~ Jim-Swan Lakes. Chickaloon
flats. Kenai and Kasilof Flats, Fox River Flats, Controller Bay, Copper River
Delta, and Mendenhall Wetlands Waterfowl Management Plan areas.

THE SPECIES
Southern Alaska annually provides resting and feeding habitat for millions
of waterfowl enroute to or from Northern Alaskan, Canadian or Russian
breeding grounds. Spectacular concentrations of migrating ducks, geese
and swans occur in areas such as southern Bristol Bay, Cook Inlet, and
Prince William Sound. Although breeding populations in the Southern
Alaska area are not nearly as large as those to the north, over one~
fourth of the fall duck flight and over 10 percent of the fall goose
flight from Alaska originates from the area. About 900)000 ducks.
90:000 geese) 11,000 whistling swans, and 2000 trumpeter swans nest in
such areas as lower Bristol Bay, Yukon Flats, Minto Flats, the Tanana
and Kuskokwim Rivers, the Susitna and Nelchina basins. and the Copper
River Delta. Southeastern Alaska has no large areas suitable far nesting
waterfowl; howevert approximately 60,000 Vancouver Canada geese are
year-round residents and about 110,000 ducks nest there in the many
tideflat and stream delta areas. Essentially all of Alaska 1 S wintering
waterfowl occur in Southern Alaska. Coastal areas from the south side
of the Alaska Peninsula south to Southeastern Alaska are used by wintering
birds with Kachemak Bay, Prince William Sound and the many bays and
inlets of Southeastern Alaska being particularly important as wintering
areas. Southeastern Alaska alone supports an estimated 2,000,000 wintering
waterfowl.
Recreational waterfowl hunting is the dominant use over most of the
area. Although freeze-up limits the time waterfowl are available in
interior areas, hunters in some coastal areas are able to hunt for a
major portion of the season. Hunters in Southeastern Alaska, Kodiak and
Aleutian Islands make use of the full 107 day hunting season. Over 93
percent of Alaska's recreational duck harvest, 88 percent of the goose
harvest. and about 95 percent of the total sport hunter days occur in
the Southern Alaska area.
The following list of areas are specific locations within the Southern
Alaska area where use by waterfowl and/or use of waterfowl is important.
These areas are not discussed in other management plans~ but are places
where control of human use or habitat protection is desirable. For each
area the applicability of management guidelines is indicated.
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AREA

Management Guideline No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Southeastern Alaska
Behm Canal

Berner's Bay
Brown's Cave
Chickamin R. Flats
Chil kat River
Marten R. Flats

Smeaton Bay

Sandborn Canal
Traitor's Cave
Unuk R. Flats
Walker Cove

Wilson R. Flats
Farragut Bay
Big Salt Lake
Calder Bay

Exchange Cove

Fish Egg Island Area
McFarland Island Area
Mud Bay
Portage Bay
Portillo Channel

Port Real Marina

Port Refugio
Red Bay
Salmon Bay
Sarkar Lakes
Sea Otter Sound
Shinaku Inlet
Staney Creek

Suemez Island Area
Sweet Briar Lake
Trocadero Bay
Bay of Pillars
Blind Slough
Colorado Creek
Kadake Bay
Petersburg Creek

Port Camden
Rowan Bay

Saginaw Bay
Tebenkof Bay
Security Bay
Three Mi 1e Arm

Totem Bay

Wrangell Narrows

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

AREA

Management Guideline No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
X
X
X
X

Zimovia Strait
Chaik Bay
Gambier Bay
Hood Bay
Favorite Bay
Fish Bay
~oohah Sound
Kadashan Bay
Mitchell Bay

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

Nei<a Sound

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Pybus Bay
Youngs Bay
Eagle R. Flats
Stikine Ri~er Oelta
Rocky Pass

Duncan Canal

Gustavus F1 ats

St. James Bay
Arrons Creek
Bradfield River Flats

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Northern Gulf Coast
Yakutat SE thru Dry Bay
Prince William Sound
Portage Flats
Pt. Carnpbell-Woronzof Flats
Palmer-Hay Flats Refuge
Matanuska Valley
Goose Bay Refuge
Susitna Flats
Trading Bay
Redoubt Bay
Kodiak-Afognak Islands

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Interior

Nelchina Basin
Copper River Valley
Delta Management Area

X

X
X
X

X
X

Tetlin-Northway

Minto Flats

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Some of the areas listed have exceptionally large concentrations of
waterfowl during some or all periods of the year and are considered
especially sensitive and important from the standpoint of maintaining
undisturbed habitat. These areas include the Stikine River Delta, Rocky
Pass, Duncan Canal, Yakutat southeast through Dry Bay. Prince Wi11iam
Sound, Palmer Hay Flats Refuge, Susitna Flats~ Trading Bay, Redoubt Bay.
Kodiak-Afognak Island, and Minto Flats.

2.22

The majority of areas listed receive relatively light use by hunters at
present, primarily because of their inaccessibility to population centers.
Heaviest hunter use occurs in areas near population centers where a
short flight or boat trip or access via the road system puts hunting
locations within the physical and financial reach of many urban hunters.
The Stikine River Delta, Portage Flats, Palmer Hay Flats, Susitna Flats,
Minto, and the Delta Management area all receive high hunter use which
may in some cases require more intensive management to better distribute
and regulate hunter use.
Most of the nonconsumptive use of waterfowl in Alaska occurs in Southern
Alaska at relatively few locations which lend themselves to public
viewing due to their proximity to human populations or their good access.
These are the Chilkat River, Wrangell Narrows, Gastineau Channel, Eagle
River Flats (Juneau), Portage Flats, Palmer-Hay Flats Refuge, and the
Matanuska Valley.
Limited domestic utilization by local residents occurs primarily around
villages in the lower Bristol Bay area and in some interior areas such
as Tetlin and Minto.
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COPPER RIVER DELTA WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 6, the tidal lands and uplands at the mouth of
the Copper River, bounded on the west by the Heney Range Mountains, on
the north by the Chugach Mountains and on the east by Katalla.

THE SPECIES
The world's population of dusky Canada geese breeds on the Copper River
Delta. In 1975 the fall flight was about 31,000 geese. During the past
five years the fall population has fluctuated between 19,000 and 37,000
birds. Production has varied between 11 and 51 percent young in the
population during this period. Annual productivity is mainly dependent
on weather conditions in late April and May. Predation is also high in
some years but this may be a function of weather conditions. This
species population has stabilized and is gradually increasing. Prime
nesting habitat {forb-grass plant communities) has increased since the
1964 earthquake; however, natural plant succession in the long term may
restrict nesting habitat of dusky geese. A cooperative management
agreement for the subspecies between Alaska. Oregon and the U.S.F.W.S.
was signed in 1973,
The 1974-75 two-year average breeding duck population on 308 square
miles of habitat has been 19,450 birds~ or 63 ducks per square mile.
Pre-1964 populations averaged 27.600 ducks per year. Major decreases in
divers have occurred since 1964~ probab1y because of lowered pond ferti1ity
and vegetation changes. Dabblers now comprise 76 percent and divers 24
percent of the population. The total fall flight. after production. is
estimated to be just over 33i000 ducks. Over SO pairs of trumpeter
swans annually nest on the delta. The total fa11 flight~ after production
of young and includtng nonbreeding swans is over 400 birds each year.
This population has stabilized and is apparently at carrying capacity.
Migrant waterfowl populations during the spring and fall are large.
Spring totals are estimated to be ducks - 200,000-500,000, geese 
100.000-125,000, whistling swans - 5,000-15,000, trumpeter swans
2.500; fall totals are: ducks - 300,000-600,000, geese - 75,000
130,000, whistling swans - 20,000-30~000, trumpeter swans - 3.ooo.
Hunters on the Copper River Delta take about 10 percent of the tota1
annual dusky goose harvest; the majority of the harvest occurs in Oregon.
The four year average goose harvest on the Oelta for a11 species is 875
birds per year. Duck harvest has averaged 4,550 birds each year since
1971. Mallards and pintails are the predominant birds in the bag.
Loca1 duck production far exceeds annual hunter take. An early flight
of white-fronted geese through the area and good duck hunting early in
the season oictate a continued Sept. 1 opening. Freeze-up and cessation
of hunting usua11y occurs by October 25.
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Hunter days of activity have averaged 2,750 since 1971. Most hunters
are local Cordova residents, but a growing number of people travel from
Anchorage and elsewhere to hunt on the Delta. A major means of public
access is fro~ the road system out of Cordova. Many people hunt from
the road or launch boats to reach much of the Oe1ta. Other hunters fly
into more remote areas. U.S. Forest Service regulations prohibit use of
motorized vehicles in the area before adequate protective snow cover is
present. except by spec1a1 permit. Public use of U.S. Forest Service
cabins and other private cabins on the delta is heavy throughout the
season.
Since 1951 various waterfowl and habitat research studies have been
conducted. The unique wildlife and habitat relationships on the Delta
are conducive to future research of various types. Viewing and photography
of waterfowl on the Delta are also growing in popularity. The road
system a11ows for excellent public viewing opportunities.
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CONTROLLER BAY WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 6, the Controller Bay Flats inland to the north,
including Bering Lake and the Bering River. bounded on the east by the Suckling
Hills and on the west by Katalla.
THE SPECIES
Although a few dusky Canada geese are probably produced in the area and some
duck nesting occurs, the area is best noted as a trumpeter swan production and
molting area. Numbers of nesting and molting swans at least equal those on
the Copper River Oelta (50 nesting pairs and over 350 total swans). The swan
population has apparently stabilized.

Intertidal lands are concentration areas for large numbers of waterfowi and
shorebirds during spring and fall migrations. Peak waterfowl populations each
season are in excess of 50,000 birds and total waterfowl use probably exceeds
250,000 birds in the spring and 350,000 in the fall.
Hunting pressure is very light due to long distances from population centers.
In addition* no overnight cabins are available. Access is solely by aircraft
except in the winter when all-terrain vehicles can reach the area. Salt water
access by boat is also possible. The few hunters using the area originate
mainly from Cordova.
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JIM-SWAN LAKE WATERFOWL
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 14A within l/4 mile of Jim Lake and

Swan Lake.

THE SPECIES
Breeding duck densities are apparently high based upon a 1975 survey
indicating 141 ducks per square mile in the general area of Jim and Swan
Lakes. Possibly 500 or more ducks, producing a 1ike number of young,
are present on the actual management area each summer. One or two pairs
of trumpeter swans a1so nest in the Jim~Swan lake area.
During spring and fall migration periods 1arge numbers of ducks and
swans use the two lakes. During the fall peak trumpeter swan concentrations
of over 500 birds have been observed. During some years small numbers
of molting-nonbreeding trumpeter swans are present throughout the summer.
Waterfowl use in this area is presently limited by· poor access. Only a
crude 4-wheel drive trail exists into the area which is impassable
during wet periods. A few waterfowl hunters also get to the area by
boat~ but the trip is long and difficult.
Little nonconsumptive waterfowl
use is made at the present. The few waterfowl hunters who use the area
are from the Palmer or Anchorage areas.
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POTTER POINT WATERFOWL
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 14C, the inter-tidal area bounded on the north
by Pt. Woronzof, on the south by Potter Creek, and including the Potter
Point State Game Refuge.

THE SPECIES
The Potter Refuge contains about 1,990 acres of uplands and 1,750 acres
below mean high tide. An estimated 500 ducks breed in this area and the
total fall flight of young and adult birds is about 1,000. Over 95% of
the birds are dabblers. Lesser Canada geese also nest on the refuge and
the average total fall flight is estimated at 300 adults and young.
Their wintering area is in Oregon's ~illamette Valley.
Peak migrant populations occur from about April 25 - May 12 in the
spring and September 10- October 5 in the fall. Total waterfowl numbers
during these periods are estimated at: ducks - 30,000 spring and 20,000
fall; geese- 10,000 spring and 4,000 fall; swans (both species)- 1,000
spring and 200 fall. Waterfowl use during the winter is insignificant.

The 1964 earthquake lowered the area some 2 feet and a loss of nesting
habitat resulted. A series of ponds and berms created in 1973 as mitigation
for a sewer line put through part of the refuge significantly improved
habitat and increased nesting and migrant waterfow1 use.
Because of the area's proximity to Anchorage hunting ?ressure is heavy.
Ouring the four seasons 1971-1974, average hunter days on the area were
855. while harvests averaged 1,050 ducks and 90 geese. Hunting pressure
is very heavy the first two weekends of the season and tapers off after
that. Very high tides are also a popular time to hunt as the tides move
ducks closer to shore and hunter success is improved.
There are four main access points to the hunting area. One access route
is through state owned land~ and the other three are through either
city~ private or federal land~
Access to the area which is closed to
hunting~ on the north side of the Seward Highway, is good.
However, the
construction of one or two pull~offs, and habitat improvement near the
road would facilitate viewing.
Numbers of vlewerst photographers and other nonconsurnptlve users on the
area are not known, but these users far exceed waterfowl hunters.
Probably over 10,000 people each year purpose1y visit Potter Marsh to
view birds. Viewers concentrate along the Seward Highway adjacent to the
closed area~ but use occurs throughout the area. Other uses which occur
on the area include: hiking~ nature study~ berry picking. canoeing 1
cross-country skiing. snowmachining, picnicking and horse riding.
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CHICKALOON FLATS WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 15J the inter-tidal area and upland marsh in
Turnagain Arm between Bedlam Creek and Burnt Island.

THE SPECIES
Large numbers of geese and ducks use the Chickaloon Flats area during
spring and fall migration periods. Swan use is light and occurs primarily
during the spring. Concentrations of over 10,000 geese and 15~000 ducks
are common during both seasons. During the fall migration when Portage
Pass becomes clouded in for several days, a ''pi1 ing UP 11 of waterfowl may
occur with up to 100~000 birds accumulating on the Flats. Lesser Canada
geese nest on the flats but probably less than 25 young are produced
annually. Up to 175 molting adult geese have been observed in July and
August. The birds are believed to winter in Oregon 1 s Wi11amette Valley.
Trumpeter swans nest on the area. but probably less than three nesting
pairs use the flats each year. In 1975 a breeding duck survey was
conducted and an estimated 1,500 dabbling ducks were observed nesting on
39 square miles of waterfowl habitat. These 1,500 nesting birds produce
about 1,500 young for the fall flight.
The 1964 earthquake lowered the flats about three feet. Consequently
the amount of land covered by tides has increased, resulting in a decrease
of nesting habitat. Tide gut erosion has drained some upland ponds.
Average yearly hunter harvest and hunting activity on the flats for the
four seasons 1971-1974 are calculated to be: hunter days- 950; duck
harvest- 1.700; goose harvest- 590. Hunter actlvity on the area is
limited mainly by a lack of good access. A gas pipeline access trail
exists on the south side of the area, but it ls strictly 4-wheel drive
access. The only other means of access is by plane. Plane access is
limited to float planes except during a period of low tide when wheel
planes can land on the upper. drier parts of the flats. There are no
public cabins on the flats but a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service cabin is
heavily used by hunters. A Department of Fish and Game cabin is located
about one mile from the nearest waterfowl hunting, but the walk from the
cabin is 1ong and difficult~ However, some waterfowl hunter use of this
cabin occurs. One other cabin exists on the east side of the area, but
this is a privately owned pipeline maintenance cabin. Nonconsumptive
use of waterfowl is very limited due to the difficulty and expense of
getting to the area.
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FOX RIVER FLATS WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management 15, the inter-tidal area in upper Kachemak Bay between
Martin Ri'ler and Fox Creek.

THE SPECIES

Substantial numbers of waterfowl utilize this area during spring and
fall migration periods. Although exact populations are unknown. total
spring and fall use probably exceeds 100,000 ducks, 25,000 geese and 500
swans. From 1,000 to 3,000 mallards and possibly 10,000 divers and
nongame ducks also winter in Kachemak Bay. These birds heavily utilize
Fox River Flats until the area becomes ice covered. usually late in the
winter. Much of the upland sedge flats is without ponds or permanent
water. Except at high tides most of the birds remain on the exposed mud
flats near tideline. Duck nesting occurs but probably in low densities.
Hunting intensity on the flats is moderate because access is limited to
boat, airplane~ and all-terrain vehicles* During the four seasons 1971
1974 approximately 1250 ducks and 175 geese were harvested annually~ and
about 500 hunter-use days per year occurred in Kachemak Bay. Most
hunters came from Horner~ but a substantial number also reside in the
Kenai. Soldotna and Anchorage areas. Hunters usually spend only one day
hunting on the area due to a lack of overnight facilities. Some hunters
who operate from large boats remain for several days. Nonconsumptive
use of waterfowl is very light due to the area 1 s relative inaccessibility.
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KENAI AND KASILOF FLATS WATERFOWL
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 15, the inter-tidal
Rivers.

a~ea

of the Kenai and Kasilof

THE SPECIES
Each spring these areas are the first waterfowl habitats to become ice
free on the west side of the Kenai Peninsula. Consequently, large
numbers of ducks~ and particularly geese, congregate for several weeks
on the relatively small amount of habitat. Lesser numbers of birds use
these areas during the fall. Some duck nesting also occurs and cranes
have been reported to nest on the Kenai Flats. Both of these areas are
readily accessible for public viewing and hunting. Over 5~000 geese
(mostly snow geese) have been observed on the Kenai Flats in the spring.
Hunting pressure on both areas is usually fairly light; but in 1969, an
estimated.600 hunter days were spent on the Kenai Flats. Virtually all
hunters on these areas are local residents. These areas provlde the
only good hunting area close to Kenai and Kasilof. Probably more use of
these areas is made by viewers and photographers than by hunters,
although such use occurs primarily in the spring. Most viewers are also
from the local area.
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WATERFOWL IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Southwestern Alaska annually supports millions of migrating waterfowl,*
severa1 hundred thousand breeding birds and several million wintering
waterfowl. Primary breeding habitat occurs around Bristol Bay, generally
below 800 1 elevation. Production also occurs on Kodiak and the Aleutian
Islands. Major spring and fall migration concentration areas occur in
lagoons and on deltas of larger rivers on the northern coast of the
Alaska Penfnsula. However, birds can be found in varying numbers on
practically every bay and estuary and on many inland lakes and rivers.
Major wintering .areas are on the Pacific side of the Alaska

Peninsula~

the Kodiak and Afognak Island coastal areas and throughout the Aleutian
Islands. Offshore waters in Bristol Bay, the Bering Sea and Gulf of
Alaska also accommodate millions of pelagic waterfowl and other birds.

Estimates of the tota1 average annual breeding duck population in Southwestern
Alaska, derived from surveys on 9,900 square miles of production habitat
around Bristol Bay, include 117,000 dabblers, 123,000 divers and 165,000
nongame ducks. These ducks are assumed to produce approximately 274~000
young for a total fall flight of about 679,000 birds.
Few geese are produced in Southwestern Alaska, but the entire world
population of endangered Aleutian Canada ~eese nest on Bu1dir Island in
the Aleutians and migrates to California 1 and possibly to Mexico and
Japan) to wlnter. The average annual fall flight is about 1,200 geese.
In addition, a fall flight of about 1,000 white-fronted geese originate
primarily from the northwestern part of the region.
The estimated fall flight of whistling swans from the 9t900 square miles
of Bristol Bay habitat is about 10y600 birds. Ranges of breeding whistler
and trumpeter swans overlap in the northeastern part of the region. A
small resident population of about 300 whistlers is present on the
southern tip of the Alaska Peninsula and Unimak Island. In recent years
small numbers of wintering whistlers have been reported on Kodiak Island.
A small group of Asian whooper swans annually overwinter in the Aleutians.
Exact nu~bers of waterfowl wintering in the Southwestern Region are
unknown, but total birds number in the millions. Rafts of king eiders
covering several square miles have been seen 40 miles offshore in northeastern
Bristol Bay. Nearly all of the world population of emperor geese
winter in the Aleutians; a few birds also winter on southern Kodiak
Island and on the Pacific side of the Peninsula. Steller's eiders,
seaters, common eiders. old squaws, harlequins~ mergansers, mallards.
and other dabble~s and divers also overwinter in Southwestern Alaska.
Although numbers of breeding and wintering waterfowl in the region are
impressive, they are overshadowed by huge concentrations of ducks and
geese during the spring and fall. Seven lagoons and river deltas on the
north side of Bristol Bay have the most spectacular waterfowl concentrations:
Izembek lagoon, Nelson lagoon-Port Mol1er, Ilnik lagoon, Port Heiden~
Cinder River, Ugashik Bay, and Egegik Bay. Of the seven areas, Zzembek
hosts the largest bird concentration primarily because it has the

*

A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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largest eel grass bed in the world. All seven areas are extremely
productive because of interactions between tides and the continual
deposit of rich silt from fresh water streams.
The entire world population of cackling Canada geeset and North American
populations of black brant, emperor geese and Pacific Flyway white
fronted geese can at times be found in these areas. Additionally about
200,000 snow geese from Wrangell Island in Russia and over 100,000
1esser Canadas also stop there. In total~ nearly one million geese are
present in the fall and probably over 500,000 geese appear in the spring.
Numbers of ducks during spring and fall exceed geese by perhaps 50
percent. Dabblers, divers and nongame ducks are all abundant throughout
the resion but, as with geese, the seven bays and lagoons on the Alaska
Peninsula are major concentration areas. Of special interest are adult
Steller's eiders which migrate froM northern Russia to Izembek and
Nelson lagoons in September for feather molt. Perhaps 500t000 eiders
overwinter in near shore areas that remain ice free.
Habitat is excellent throughout Southwestern Alaska. Earthquakes in the
Aleutians undoubtedly contribute some minor continual changes in 'estuary
and coastal habitat. Waterfowl habitat has remained in a pristine
condition in this region because human developmental activities have, to
date, been very limited.
Waterfowl in Southwestern Alaska are utilized priw4rily for recreational
hunting purposes. Hunters on the Alaska Peninsula and on the north side
of Bristol Say have 60-70 days of hunting before freeze-up. Kodiak
hunters and the few sport hunters on the Aleutian Islands can utilize
the full 107 day season.
Only a small number of waterfowl hunters live in the region, but about 44
percent of the state's total goose harvest and 9 percent of the state's
total sport duck harvest occurs here. The average annual harvests over
the past four years have been 7,075 ducks and 5~875 geese as determined
by hunter questionnaires. Major harvest areas are Izembek lagoons
Ugashik Bay, Ka1sin Bay and the King Salmon-Naknek area. Over 36 percent
of the state's total goose harvest occurs at Izembek and Ugashik.
Emperor geeses lesser and cackling Canada geese and black brant comprise
most of the goose harvest while pintail, mallard2 widgeon~ green-winged
teal! shoveler and gadwall make up over go percent of the duck harvest.
Sport harvest in this region is not adversely affecting any species;
however, the black brant kill may, in combination with harvests elsewhere,
be limiting the population.
Hunter access is primarily by aircraft or boat. Limited road access is
available at Cold Bay~ King Salmon~Naknek~ Kodiak, Dillingham and Adak.
Walk-in hunting from points on the Cold Bay road system in October
apparently cause some geese to shift their use patterns which reduces
hunter success in 1oca1ized areas. Hunters from Anchorage, Kodiak or
other Alaskan communities use private aircraft, air1ine~ or charter
aircraft to fly to Alaska Peninsula hunting areas~ particularly Cold Bay
and Pilot Point. Many big game hunters from other states also take
advantage of the excellent waterfowl hunting while they are in the area.
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Domestic utilization of waterfowl by local residents is probably not
great. Most harvest is by people from small villages on Kodiak Island*
the Aleutian Is1ands and on the north side of Bristol Bay. Such
harvest is not believed to be adversely affecting any waterfowl species.
Total domestic use is estimated to be: geese - 5,600; ducks - 8~000;
whistling swans- 300; and cranes - 100. Most of the ducks are nongame
species and most geese are emperors.
Because of the region 1 s remoteness~ little nonconsumptive use of waterfowl
is made exce~t by local residents and other people who are traveling in
the region. However~ residents of towns and villages along the coast
and at King Salmon are annually treated to waterfowl concentrations and
a diversity of species seldom matched anywhere in North America.
Hunting pressure in Southwestern Alaska, especially on the Alaska
Peninsula, is ex~ected to increase at a faster pace than the general
population increase in Alaska. More and more ~eo~1e are learning of the
waterfowl hunting opportunities in this region. As the demand grows,
commercial guides and other facilities which wi11 cater to waterfowl
hunters are expected to become established. The average number of
annual hur.ter days in the region during the past four seasons has been
5,250. An lncrease to 7,000 or more annual hunter days is anticipated
by 1980. Nonconsumptive use and domesttc use is not expected to change
appreciably by 1980.

LIST OF WATERFOWL SPECIES
Coomon

Dabbling Ducks

I~

ALASKA

Scientific Name

Name

Aleutian Common Teal
American Widgeon
Baikal Teal
Black Duck
Blue-Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bi11
Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon
European Common Teal
Falcated Teal
Gadwall
Garganey
Green-Winged Tea1
Mallard
Pi ntai1

Anas arecca nimia
11areaa arm:rr~ear.a
li.tt.atJ formosa
~ripea
Ar'.as <l'!.SCC1'8

Anas

Anas pceaiZorhynaha

zor~rhyr~ha

Anas aya:ncptera:
Nareaa. pene tope

Anas crecea

~~aca

Anas ;arcata
Anas strepera:
Anaa qM:r>q_uadula
Ar~a c~~aa

cavoZineneis

Ar.as p Zatyrfz:ynohos
Anaa aC'.Jta
Af.:;; spcrnsa

Wood Ouck
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Diving Ducks

American Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye

Bucepf-.ala clangul.a amel"iaar-.a
Bu.::Jeri!t..ala i$ tartdica

Canvasback

ffucePh..ala ~t~eoL:
1
Aythya ~a~~s~ne~a

Corrmon Pochard

Aythya fer;r>.a

Bufflehead

Greater Scaup

Ayth;;ta maril.a
Aythya af.fini$
Aythya amer{oar~

Lesser Scaup
Redhead
Ringneck
Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck
sea Ducks
and Mergansers

Ayt:hya col"ta.ris

Mergu.s merganser

.~ing

SomaUria spea tabi lis
C'l.angula hyemalis

Pacific Common Eider
Red-Breasted Merganser
Smew
Spectacled Eider
Steller's Eider

cr:demia w.:gru
Hiotrioni~us histrioni~~s

Loph.odytes au.cuZ.Zatus
SOmateria molissima
Mergun ae:rro tor
Me:r>gua atbeLLus
Lampron$t~ fisehe~;

Surf Scoter

Western Whfte-Winged Seater
Aleutian Canada

Poiystiat.a steUeri
MeZanitta perspiaiZ~ta
M;;tanitta deg'lan.di
Brantzt oanaden.cia Zeuaopa::>eia
Brant:a canad.msis rri-nima
B:rw'l?;a eanadensis ocwiden.taUs
Bnzrtta armadensis paPuipes

Cackling Canada
Dusky Canada

lesser Canada
Vancouver Canada

Eranva canadensis

Bean
American Brant

Anser Fahatia
Brarrta- bernie: La

Black Brant
Emperor

Phi~te o~:oa

Lesser Snow
White-Fronted

Chen hype~Ccrea
An.aer a tbi fPCna

Trumpeter

Olor buot,.,"inator
otor aolwr.bianu.s
OZor <Jygnu.s

E:runva ni.gt'"';oa;n.s

Ross's

Swans

jamaicer.sia
fut~;gula

American Common Merganser
American Common Seater
Harlequin
Hooded Merganser
Eider
Old Squaw

Geese

axyu_~

Aythya

cr..m rossi

Whistling

Whooper
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NAKNEK RIVER WATERFOWL
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, the Naknek River from its mouth to Naknek
Lake.

THE SPECIES
The Naknek River is of interest primarily because of whistling swan
concentrations in the spring and fall, and lesser numbers during the
summer. Because the river is one of the first bodies of water to open
in the spring, large numbers of swans congregate. particularly in the
King Salmon area, for several weeks. In some years up to lO,OOO swans
are present. During the summer several hundred molting nonbreeding
swans can be found on the river above King Salmon. Fewer swans are
present during the fall than in the spring, but several thousand birds
may stay until the river freezes. Large numbers of ducks and geese also
use the river during the spring. In the aggregate, 50,000 or more birds
may be present at any one time. Summer populations number several
hundred ducks (primarily scoter, harlequin. and scaup)~ whi1e in the
fall perhaDs 5,000 birds can be found here at any one time.
Waterfowl viewing opportunities are excellent during the spring as large
bird concentrations are present·adjacent to and in King Salmon. For
example, ducks and geese are frequently found near the river in people 1 s
yards. Local residents and others traveling through the area are the
primary springtime users. Hunting pressure during fall months is light
and comes mainly from King Salmon, South Naknek~ and Naknek residents.
A few moose and caribou hunters also take birds incidentally to their
primary game. Hunter access is primarily by boat but a limited number
of trails are present.
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EGEGIK WATERFOWL
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9* lands in the Egegik estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.

THE SPECIES
This area accomodates very large numbers of ducks, geese and swans
during the fall and spr-ing.

Peak fall duck numbers are perhaps 100,000

and emperor geese numbers about 10,000 in the EgegiK area. Snow and
cackling Canada geese are also present. Spring goose populations probably
number about 10~000 during a short time period.
Hunting pressure on the area is light~ A few local residents and big
game hunters combining hunts are the primary users. Hunter access to
the area is primarily by aircraft. except for the few local residents
who own boats. Hunting pressure in the future is not expected to increase
to a point where excesslve harrassment of birds will occur.

2.37

PILOT POlNT WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, lands in the Pilot Point estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.

THE SPECIES
This area accommodates very large numbers of ducks, geese and swans
during the fall and lesser numbers of birds during other periods of the
year. Nearly all the cackling Canada geese in the world (about 150,000)
stop at Pilot Point in the fall. Most of the snow geese from Wrangell
Islands in Russia (perhaps 250,000) also stop for a lesser period of
time. Large numbers of whitefronts also occasionally stop in the fall.
depending on weather conditions. Peak duck numbers on the area exceed
100,000. Probably over 25~000 emperor geese also use the area.

Pilot Point ranks as the number two goose harvest area in Alaska.
During the four hunting seasons 1971-1974~ there was a calcu1ated average
yearly harvest of 2,165 birds. Duck harvest averaged 1,575 birds while
there was a calculated 1,275 hunter days spent on the area. Most waterfowl
hunters using the area are from Anchorage and Kodiak, but the area is
also popular with residents of Dillingham and the King Sa1mon-Naknek
area. Hunter access to the area is primarily by aircraft, except for the
few local residents who own boats. Hunting pressure in the future ~ay
increase to a point where excessive harassment of birds occurs.
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CINDER RIVER WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, lands in the Cinder River estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.

THE SPECIES
This area accommodates large numbers of ducks, geese and swans during
the fall and lesser numbers of birds during other periods of the year.
Peak fall duck numbers are perhaps 100,000 and emperor geese number
about 10,000. Up to 20,000 sea ducks utilize the intertidal area and
river mouth. Up to 30,000 snow and cackling Canada geese are also

present.

Hunting pressure in the area is light. A few local residents and big
game hunters are the primary users. Hunter access to the area is primarily
by aircraft. Hunting pressure in the future is not expected to increase
to a point where excessive harassment of birds is experienced.
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PORT HEIDEN WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, lands in the Port Heiden
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.

estuary~

designated

THE SPECIES
This area accommodates large numbers of ducks, geese and swans during
the fall and lesser numbers of birds during other periods of the year.
Approximately 75,000 sea ducks (seaters. eiders, old-squaw and harlequin)
utilize the waters of the bay each spring and fall. More than 50,000
game ducks concentrate in the marshes in the fall. Peak duck numbers on
the area exceed 100,000. Probably over 25,000 emperor geese and over
25,000 total of snow, cackler. and white-fronted geese also use the
area.
Hunting pressure on the area is light. A few local residents and big
game hunters co~bining hunts are the primary users. Hunter access to
the area is primarily by aircraft, except for local residents who own
boats. Hunting pressure in the near future is not expected to increase
to a point where excessive harassment of birds is experienced.
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PORT MOLLER WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9. lands in the Port Holier estuary. designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.

THE SPECIES
This area accommodates very large numbers of ducks~ geese and swans
during the fail and lesser numbers of birds during other periods of the
year. Few Canada or snow geese use the Port Moller area, but emperor
geese during spring and fall number aver 100,000. Peak duck numbers are
probably over 500,000 (mostly nongame species).
Hunting pressure on the area is light. A few local residents are the
primary users. Hunter access to the area is primarily by boats. Hunting
pressure in the future may increase to a point where excessive harassment
of birds is experienced if the community of Nelson Lagoon achieves the
growth figures projected by some agencies.
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IZEMBEK WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, the intertidal areas of Izembek lagoon including
Moffet Lagoon and Applegate Cove.

THE SPECIES
Each fall essentially the entire North American black brant population
(150,000 birds) and emperor goose population {150,000 geese) use the
area. Also~ about 100,000 lesser Canada geese and in some years one
quarter of a million ducks are also found on the area. Whistling swans
numbering some 100 birds are permanent residents~ interchanging between
Unimak Island and the southern portton of the Alaska Peninsula. Spring
waterfowl use is substantially less for brant and ducks. Emperor geese,
eiders and some game ducks overwinter on Izembek in mild years when
complete freeze-up does not occur. Total numbers of wintering birds
probably are less than 5,000. The lagoon is used as a molting area
during September by Steller's eiders which have traveled from North
Slope, Canadian and Russian nesting areas. Total numbers of Ste11er S
eiders in Izembek lagoon probably exceed 100JOOO birds. The world's
largest eel grass bed in the lagoon is critical to brant. Upland browse§
berries, eel grass and other foods are criticai to other waterfowl. All
waterfowl which use the area, except black brant, are considered to be
in excellent status. The brant population has decreased over 75,000
birds during the past 20 years and the population has failed to stabilize.
1

Izembek Lagoon is the top goose harvest area in Alaska. During the four
hunting seasons 1971-1974, an average of 2,630 geese (20 percent of
state total) were taken there annually. The composition of the harvest
is estimated to be: Canada and emperor geese - 35 percent each and
black brant - 30 percent. The four year average ~umber of hunter days
on the area is 735. Ouck harvest averages 615 each year.
Although local residents at Cold Bay account for same waterfowl harvest~
the majority of birds are taken by hunters from the Anchorage vicinity
and Kodiak. Several large groups annually charter aircraft for weekend
hunts in October. Visiting mi1itary personnel also account for substantial
harvest. Although hunting is excellent in September, most harvest
occurs in October when the birds are in better physical condition.
Hunter access is primarily walk-in from the roads to Outer Marker and
the Air Force radar site. Only a few other trai1s are available which
are suitable for standard vehicles. Limited use is made of boats and
outboard motors on the lagoon partially due to the problem of operating
an outboard motor in the ee1 grass. Growing numbers of hunters in the
northeast end of Applegate Cove and in the Outer Marker area appear to
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be keeping the geese out of these areas to some degree~ Although this
is not adversely affecting the birds~ hunting conditions at tirr.es become
crowded and success is lowered. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
closed an area around Grant Paint~ near the radar site, to hunting.
This is designated as a viewing area and receives substantial use by
local and itinerant viewers. Other viewing and photography opportunities
are available along the road systems. The only factor keeping Izembek
Lagoon from being A1aska S foremost waterfowl viewing area is its distance
from population centers.
1
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WATERFOWL !N WESTERN ALASKA

Western Alaska annually supports more nesting ducks and geese than any
other region in Alaska.~ Millions of other waterfowl also pass through
the regiont particularly coastal areas on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. on
their way to and from northern areas in Alaska~ Canada and Russia.
Waterfowl habitat in Western Alaska is in relatively pristine condition~
since industrial activities have not yet reached this region.
The most concentrated goose nesting occurs on the outer coast of the
(Y-K) Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta from Kipnuk north to Scammon Bay. This
area probably has more geese per square mile than any other production
area in the world. Other important goose production areas include the
remainder of the Y-K Delta, the Koyukuk Valley and the lnnoko River
Valley. In addition, hundreds of tributaries of the Kuskokwim, Stony,
Innoko, Tanana and Yukon Rivers support thousands of Canada and white
fronted geese annually.
Major duck nesting areas in the region are on the Y-K Delta and valleys
of the Yukons Innoko, Stony, Tanana, Kuskokwim and Koyukuk Rivers.
For the 26~000 square miles of Y-K Delta nesting habitat, a portion of
which lies outside of the Western Region, the average annual breeding
duck population is 1,472,600 birds, or about 55 ducks per square mile.
Dabblers comprise 413,500. and divers 359,800 birds. An additional
700,000 are nongame ducks. The total fall duck flight from the Delta
is calculated to be 2,446,300 birds. Breeding duck densities for the
lnnoko Valleyt lower Koyukuk Va11ey and Tanana-Kuskokwim Valleys are
about 43, 32 and 67 birds per square mile, respectively.
The average fa11 f1ight from Western Alaska is about 4 million ducks
and 616,000 geese each year. The goose estimates by species are:
brant - 90,000, emperor • 148,000, white-front · 178,000 and Canada 
290,500. White-fronted geese on the Y-K Delta comprise nearly the
entire Pacific Flyway population.
Whistling swans are found throughout the Delta but are concentrated on
the outer coast north of Kipnuk. The population on the Y-K Delta is
estimated to contain 40,000 birds which migrate primarily to West Coast
wintering areas in Nevada and central California. Trumpeter swans
inhabit forested areas in all major river valleys hut occur in low
densities. Perhaps 200-300 trumpeters occur in the region.
The outer coast of the Delta and areas near Cape Newenham are heavily
used during migration periods by ducks and geese. Large pre-migration
concentrations of lesser Canadas, cacklers and brant are also found on
Nunivak Island, Besides ducks and geese from the Delta> about 200,000
snow geese from Wrangell !sland in Russia and the remainder of the
black brant population from the North Slope and Canada use these areas
during spring and fall, although fall use is greater, Off-shore areas
in the region are major migration routes for millions of eiders and
other birds.

•

A list of the waterfowl species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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Waterfowl production success on the Delta and to some extent in inland
river valleys is influenced primarily by spring temperatures and snow
cover. 11 Early" springs promote good production while 11 1ate" springs
cause poorer breeding conditions. High) wind-blown storm tides have
destroyed substantia1 numbers of duck and goose nests in some years.
Such tides destroy nests several miles inland. Flooding is probably
the major factor affecting production, especially in the lower Innoko~
Yukon and Koyukuk Valleys. However, periodic flooding, although detrimental
for one season~ undoubtedly increases overall productivity of river
valley ponds by "f1ushing 11 and depositing new fertile silt on the pond
bottoms.
Waterfowl in Western Alaska are used primarily for local domestic purposes.
The volume of such use in the region far exceeds that in any other
region in Alaska. In 1964, an estimated 83,000 geese, 35,000 ducks,
5,600 swans and 1,000 cranes were taken and about 40,000 eggs collected
by local residents on the Y~K De1ta. Harvests for Western Alaska villages
not included in the 1964 survey were estimated in 1974 to total another
5,000 geese and 8,000 ducks. Because most hunting for do~estic use
occurs during the closed season in the spring. those species arriving
earliest (geese, mallards and pintails) receive the most use. Spring
harvest occurs mainly on the most productive segment of the region•s
goose populations -mated pairs of birds which are the first geese to
arrive in the spring.
Re1ative1y little sport harvest of waterfowl occurs. in Western Alaska.
although hunting is excellent in many areas. Remoteness and lack of
accommodations in the best hunting areas discourage recreational use.
Some~sport hunting occurs near Bethel1 Galena and McGrath. Access is
primarily by boat for local hunters and by aircraft for others. During
the past four years the sport hunter harvest of ducks and geese in
Western Alaska has averaged 2,000 ducks and 650 geese each year.
Nonconsumptive use af waterfowl is limited to local residents, tourists
and other visitors to towns and villages. Neither domestic utilization,
sport huntingf nor nonconsumptive use of waterfowl are expected to
change markedly before 1980.

LIST OF WATERFOWL SPECIES IN ALASKA

Dabbling Ducks

Cofm!an Name

Scientific Name

Aleutian Common Teal
American Widgeon
Baikal Teal

Ma:.reoo americana

Anas crexa nimi-:z
Ar.as fo:Pmosa
Anae ruhripea

Biack Duck

Blue-Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bill

Ana.s discore
Anas roec.!i U>rhynrfha:. nonor<hytwha
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Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon
European Common Tea1

Anas cya:nopt:eru
!>farf)ca per.e top~

Falcated Teal

Ana.e fat.cata
Anaa trtPepePa

Anas OPeoaa ap,eaca

Gadwa 11

__ , quo,_auZa

Garganey
GreenWi nged Tea 1

Anas areaoa IXU'Otine'f'UJia
Anas pl.atyrhynclwa
.t..naa aauta
Aiz sponsa

Mallard

Pintail
Wood Duck

Diving Ducks

American Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye

Bucephala el-angul.a amet>icana

Bufflehead

Bucephala albeoia
Aythya va.Ueineria
Aythya fer-ina
Aythya ma:r>i. ta
Aythya affinia

Buoephala islandioo

canvasback
Pochard
Greater Scaup
lesser Scaup
Com~on

Sea Ducks
and Mergansers

Redhead

Ay~hya amePicar~

Ringneck

.4ythya r::oZZa:t>is

Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck

Ayt:hya fuligula

C.:tyl-l.M

American Common Merganser
American Common Seater
Harlequin
Hooded Merganser
King Eider
Old Squaw

Pacific Common Eider
Red-Breasted Merganser
Smew
Spectacled Eider
Ste1l er' s Eider
Surf Scoter
Western White-Winged Seater
Geese

Cackling Canada
Dusky Canada
Lesser Canada

Oidemia nigra
Histrioni~~s histrionicua
Lopi>.odytes eucu~Za-tus

Som:zteria epecta.hi Us
CZanguta hyemali.s
Somata~a ~liasima

Mel'(J'W:J ee1"1'atcr
Mel'gUB atbet:Lua
!,.amprart~Jtta tiecMri

Polyetiata ateZZeT<i

MeZanitta pex>spicil..l.ata
.\felanitt:t:t deg/,andi
aar~ensis L~uaOJ~eia
C'W~densis minima
car~er.sis ocC!identaZ.is

Branta aanader.ais pa:!"',;ipes

Vancouver Canada
Bean
American Brant

Branta ca:r.adensis fuZ.va
faba.Us
Era:nta be1"Ytia Za
Br:mta n.i;riccms

AMel"

Black Brant

Swans

Mergu.s merganser

Branta
Brcurta
Bra:nta

Aleutian Canada

jarnaiaensis

Emperor
Ross's
Lesse-r Snow

Phitac~ canagica
C1um :t'OSSi

Wh i te-F ronted

Ansev albifrons

c:hfm hyper>bol"ea

Trumpeter

otor buccinator

Whistling
Whooper

{::Zor columi;;ianu.s

GZor C'ygnue
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WATERFOWL IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Interior Alaska annually supports millions of breeding waterfowl* and
other birds which are enroute to or from breeding grounds in northern
and western parts of Alaska and Canada. Major breeding and migration
concentration areas are the Yukon Flats~ Minto Flats; Tetlin areat
Tanana Valley and the upper Koyukuk River Valley. However~ thousands
of sma11 river and stream valleys which flow into the major rivers in
the region. have substantial nesting duck and goose populations.
Wintering waterfowl are rare, but a few birds are present where open
water exists.
Breeding habitat Interior Alaska is limited by the mountainous character
of much of the region. Most waterfowl habitat is located in the major
river valleys~ The broad Yukon flats, formed by the Yukon and Porcupine
Rivers. is the state's most productive area for ducks. An estimated
1,073,600 ducks annually nest on the flats. Of these 49 percent are
dabbling ducks and 51 percent are divers. Of the divers, a relatively
small percent are nongame species. Most of the 26,000 old squaws
{nongame) annually counted in 1ate May are migrating and do not nest
in the area. The breeding duck population averages over 99 birds per
square mile in 10~800 square miles of habitat. This density is the
highest in Alaska and equals that found in prime habitat in southcentra1
Canada and the northcentral U.S. The annual fall duck flight from the
flats is an estimated 2,019,900 birds.
The Tanana Valley including the Tetlin and Minto areas. and the Lake
Minchumina area have in total an estimated breeding duck density of
about 67 birds per square mile. The total annual breeding duck population
from these areas exceeds 300,000 birds and the fall flight, after
production, is over 560,000 ducks. Species composition is 46 percent
dabblers and 54 percent divers.
The upper Koyukuk Valley contains about 3,000 square miles of waterfowl
habitat and an annual breeding duck popo1ation of 97~000 birds, or
over 32 ducks per square mi1e. Species composition is similar to
other areas except for a larger percentage of nongame ducks. The
total annual fall flight is estimated at over 175,000 ducks.
White-fronted and lesser Canada geese nest in this region. Lesser
Canadas ate found primarily on islands in the Yukon River. on the
Yukon Flats. in the Minto area, in the lake Minchumina vicinity and in
the Tanana Valley from fairbanks west. The total fall flight of
Canada geese from the region is conservatively estimated at 6,000
geese. Wnite~fronts are found primarily on Minto Flats, the Yukon
Flats and in the Koyukuk Valley. The total fa11 flight is estimated
to be 15,000 geese.
Trumpeter swans are found throughout the centra! Tanana Valley and in
lesser numbers in the Lake Minchimina area and the upper Koyukuk
Valley: Fall flights from Interior Alaska contain 750-1,000 trumpeters.
Whistl1ng swans do not nest in this region.

*

A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans foliows this
regional account.
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Waterfowl production in Interior Alaska is influenced primarily by
flooding and weather. Flooding occurs periodically~ and is most
influential on the Yukon Flats. Minto Flats and in the Koyukuk Valley.
During years of widespread flooding, duck production 1s reduced.
However, flooding is probably beneficial in the long term as ponds are
11
Scoured 11 and new fertile silt is deposited.. In years with 11 lateY
springs, production is less than in years when snow and ice cover
disappear early in the season. Waterfowl habitat in this region, like
most of Alaska, is in excellent condition. The lack of industrial or
resource development activities has allowed habitat to remain in
unaltered condition.
Waterfowl in Interior Alaska are utilized both for domestic and recreational
hunting. Local residents take an estimated 3,500 geese and 15,000
ducks for domestic use annually. Swans are also taken in small numbers.
Although hunting seasons are adequate. the opportunity for sport
hunting is limited by the early freeze-up of Interior hunting areas.
Hunters are limited to about 30 days of hunting before cotd weather
and ice drives the birds south.
About 20 percent of all Alaskan sport hunters live in Interior Alaska.
About 17 percent of the state's total hunter use days, 19 percent of
the duck harvest and 8 percent of the goose harvest occur here. Over
85 percent of the duck harvest is made up of pintails, w~11ards,
widgeons, shovelers and green-winged teal. Canada and white-fronted
geese comprise almost the entire goose harvest. ·The locations of
major hunting activity and waterfowl harvest are: Minto Flats, Sa1chaket
Slough* Eielson AFB; the Delta area, Healy Lake and the road system
near Tok. Minto Flats is the most popular hunting area~ it is accessible
by road, boat, and aircraft, Other areas of lesser activity are
reached mainly by automobile and boat. A significant amount of waterfowl
hunting occurs in conjunction with moose hunting in areas accessible
only by aircraft~ such as the Yukon Flats and the Koyukuk River Valley.
Nonconsumptive use of waterfowl is greatest at the Fairbanks Wildlife
Management Area during spring waterfowl migration in late April and
early May, where fields cleared of snow attract large numbers of ducks
and geese. Many people take advantage of the opportunity to view
waterfowl. Nonconsumptive use occurs in other areas near towns and
villages and along the road systems wherever concentrations of birds
occur.
Both sport hunting and nonconsumptive use is expected to increase as
human population increases. The average annual number of hunter days
during the past four years has been g,zoo. By 1980, an anticipated
12~000 days spent hunting will annually occur in the Interlor region.
Domestic utilization is not expected to change markedly.
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LIST OF WATERFOWl SPECIES Irl AlASKA

Scientific t{ame

CoiTITIOn Name

Dabbling :lucks

Aleutian Common Teal
American Widgeon
Baikal Teal
Black Duck
Blue-Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bill
Cinnamon Teal

Anas cNcaa nimia
,'.!!:IJ>eoo ctm€J:riecma

.4.nas formosa
Attaa nil:wipes

Anas disaore

European Widgeon

Ana8 p:.;eci Zorhynaha zonorhyncha:
Anas 01Ja:n;Jptero
Marec:a penelope

European Common Teal
Fa lea ted Teal

h'.aa fa "teat;(;.

Ar~ c:~ec:ca ~re~ea

Ar.as strever:x

Gadwai1
Garganey

Pinta i1

A.na8 queiquedul-a
Anas crec:ea c:croZinensis
hr.aa plat'tivr.ynehos
Anas ac"otta

Wood Duck

Ai:.:: sponsa

American Goldeneye
Barrow S Goldeneye
Bufflehead

.B!.wephata iekmdica

GreenWinged Teal
Mallard

Diving Ducks

Bucepha.Za c:Zangula amevicana

1

BuaepJ.uJ.la atbeola
Aythya vatisineria
Ayt:hya ferina.
Ay thya l'l!aT'i Za
hythya affinis

Canvasback

Cofl1!1on Pochard
Greater Scaup

Lesser Scaup
Redhead
Ringneck
Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck
Sea Ducks

and Mergansers

Aythya wnericana
Aythya eotZa:r;s

Oxyu:ra J·wnaicensie
Ayt,hya futiguia

American Common Merganser
American Common Seater
Harlequin

Hooded Merganser
King Eider
Old Squaw
Pacific Common Eider
Red~Breasted Merganser
Smew

Mergus merganser
Oid2mia nigt'a.
Histrionicus hietrioni~AS
LophodyUs t:UC!ul Zat;>•.ur

3omateria apec:tabilia
Clangula hyemalie
Sonr:zteria rno Uss-'.dna
Nergus se!"1"'at:::rr
J\krgu.s aZbet&us

Spectacled Eider

Lump~netta

Steller 1 s Elder
Surf Seater
Western White-Winged Seater

PoZystiata s~eZZeri
Me lan·C tta pe-z•spic:i ZZafu
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Melan,--~tta

fi$c:heri

&glandi

Geese

Aleutian Canada
Cackling Canada
Ous ky Ca. nada
lesser Canada
Vantouver Canada

Eran ta t."W'ladensis Ieuoopareia
8ra:nta car.a.densis minirr:a
Branta canadeneis oca->:.dentalis
B:r:m:ta rJC1U1.rien8ie pal"'..Jipes

Branta canadensis fu'Lva
An.eer fabalis
Bra:nta bern~:.eZa
Branta nigPiaar<.$

Bean

American Brant
Black Brant
Emperor
Ross's
Lesser Snow
White-Fronted
Swans

Phitaote aanagioa

chen

ros<~i

Chen hype:rborea
Anser atbifrornJ

Trumpeter
Whistling
Whooper

GLoP buaoinator
oto:r ao/.wnJ:rUmw

Otor aygnu.s
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FAIRBANKS WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20C, the state-owned land about two miles west
of Fairbanks formerly known as Creamers Field, lying between Farmers
Loop Road and College Road.
~E

SPECIES

The Fairbanks Wildlife Management Area is most noted for its spring
concentrations of migrating waterfowl. During late April thousands of
ducks and geese use the snow cleared fields. Canada and white-fronted
geese, pintails, mallards, widgeons, shovelers, green-winged teal and
cranes are the most abundant species. Summer populations of waterfowl
are small, primarily because little good brood rearing water exists~
However~ a limited number of ducks, geese and cranes are known to nest
on the area each year. fall populations of waterfowl concentrating an
this area are much smaller than those in the spring, apparently due to
lack of water. However, several thousand ducks and several hundred
geese and cranes utilize the fields during some autumns.
Thousands of people visit the area during a two-week period in the
spring to view the birds. Viewers are primarily residents of the Fairbanks
area and include individuals~ families and students from the elementary.
secondary and college levels. Some years snow is removed from the field
immediately in front of the parking area and grain is dispensed to help
hold the birds and enhance viewing opportunities. Other human uses of
the area include dog mushing 1 retriever training. skydiving~ cross
country skiing, hikingt snow machining and hunting. These uses have
been slight to date, and because of their seasonal natureJ they have not
conflicted with waterfowl enhancement and viewing potentials.
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PA!MUT SLOUGH WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 21: T21N, R55W, Sections 5-8, 17-20, 29-32;
T21N, R56W, Sections 1-36; T21N, R57W, Sections 1-36; T21N, R58W,
Sections 1-36; T20N, R57W, Sections 1-36; T20N, R58W, Sections 1-36;
T20N, R59W, Sections 1-36

THE SPECIES
The estimated average annual breeding duck population on the area is
12,100 birds~ or 53 ducks per square mile over 228 square miles of
habitat. Species composition is about 73 percent dabb1er, 23 percent
diver and 4 percent nongame ducks. The average fall flight is estimated
to be 22,400 ducks. Lesser Canada geese, white-fronted geese and cranes
also breed in the area in large numbers. Both whistling and trumpeter
swans may also breed in the area. Larger lakes are major fall staglng
areas for ducks~ Canada geese and white-fronts. Total bird use during
both spring and fall migration probably exceeds 250,000 ducks and 100,000
geese.

Sport hunting pressure is light primarily because of the distance from
population centers and the lack of public-use cabins. An estimated 10
sport hunters annua11y use the area. Access is primarily by aircraft
from Aniak a1though a few local residents of Holy Cross boat to the
area. Illegal spring domestic utilization by local residents of Holy
Cross is substantial. Except for local hunters and occassiona1 ~isitorst
nonconsumptive use of waterfowl on the land is nonexistant.
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MINCHUMINA WATERFOWL

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20C: T12S, R24W; T12S, R23W; TllS, R24W,
Sections 19-36; T11S, R23W, Sections 19-36; TllS, R25W, Sections 1-3, 9
12, 16-18, 22-24, 28-30, 33-36; Tl2S, R25W, Sections 1-3, 9-12, 16-18,
22-24, 28-30, 33-36, McKinley Quadrangle.
THE SPECIES
Large spring and fall migrant waterfowl populations otcur in the Minchumina
area. Probably over 100~000 birds are present each season. The area
supports a relatively dense breeding duck population of about 67 birds
per square mile. Several thousand ducks and geese reportedly molt on
the large lake during mid-summer. Trumpeter swans also breed in this
area in low densities, producing a fall fiight of 25-40 birds.
Hunting pressure is currently very light~ A few local residents and
visitors hunt in the fall. Illegal spring hunting is also light in
intensity. Access to the area is limited to aircraft .. A privately
owned commercial operation on the main lake has a small number of overnight
facilities to accomodate hunters. However, fishermen and BLM fire crews
are the main users of these facilities during the summer. Except for
fishermen during the summer and fall. local residents~ and BLM firefighters,
nonconsumptive use is limited.
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WATERFOWL IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Northwestern Alaska annually supports over 3/4 million nesting ducks
and over 70,000 geese.* Several mi11ion additional waterfowl utilize
habitat in this region on their way to and from North Slope, Canadian
and Russian breeding grounds. Waterfowl habitat in the region is in
relatively pristine condition since industrial and developmental activities
have been limited in the area.
Nesting habitat is limited by the mountainous character of much of the
Major production areas include the Kobuk River Valley-Selawik

region~

Lakes-Noatak River Valley complex, and the lmurok Basin on the Seward

Peninsula. Waterfowl production in this area, as in many areas of
Alaska, is strongly influenced by weather. Late snow cover and cold
weather during some springs result in poor production, while "early 11
springs usually result in fairly good duck and goose production.

Breeding duck densities in the river valley complexes at the head of
Kotzebue Sound average 44 birds per square mile over 5,350 miles of
habitat. Annual breeding duck populations average 104,500 dabblers,
129,200 divers, of which 44,200 are nongame ducks. The fall flight
averages about 400.000 ducks. On the Seward Peninsula breeding duck
densities average 64 birds per square mile over 3,850 square mi1es of
nesting habitat~ Breeding duck populations average 102,400 dabblers
and 83.200 divers of which 29,900 are nongame ducks. The fall flight
averages about 410,000 after production of young. Other numerous but
small pockets of nesting habitat occur throughout the region but remain
unsurveyed. These areas produce thousands of additional ducks.
The annual fall flight of geese from Northwestern AlasKa includes about
25,000 lesser Canada geese, 30,000 white·fronted geese and a few thousand
brant and emperor geese. In addition summer concentrations of up to
20,000 nonbreeding emperor geese annually molt on St. Lawrence Island,
and several thousand molting white-fronted geese and about 10,000
lesser Canada geese occur near the headwaters of the Noatak River.
Lagoons east of Nome and the series of lagoons on the north side of the
Seward Peninsula are important to migrant waterfowl~ and provide the
only large sheltered waters between the Yukon Delta and the North
Slope. Large concentrations of brant and pintails are common on the
lagoons during spring and late summer. Snow goose colonies present in
the Shishmaref area around 1900 apparently were eliminated by the
reindeer industry. Whistling swans are fairly common throughout the
reglon where suitable habitat exists. The total fall flight of whistlers
is perhaps 10,000 birds.
Waterfowl in Northwestern Alaska are utilized primarily for local
domestic purposes. Domestic utilization occurs at every town and
village in the region but is most important in coastal villages. The
Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska estimated about 42,000 duckst
l5f000 geese and about 6~000 eggs were taken by residents in the area
1n 1974.

•

A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans follows thfs
regional account.
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Some sport harvest of waterfowl occurs in Northwestern Alaska, primarily
near Nome. A1though hunting is excellent in many locations, especially
along the coast. hunters are limited by a short season--usually 2 or 3
weeks--before freezeup. During the past four seasons sport harvests
have averaged 2,460 ducks and 665 geese. Most ducks harvested are
probably pintail while most geese are black brant.
Nonconsumptive use of waterfowl is primarily limited to village residents
and tourists. Guided tour groups of bird watchers from the other
states visit Nome and Kotzebue each year. Nonconsumptive and recreational
consumptive use is expected to increase as human population grows in the
region. Significant changes in the amount of domestic utilization are
not anticipated.

L!ST OF WATERFOWL SPECIES IN ALASKA

Oabb1 i ng Ducks

Common Name

Scientific Name

Aleutian Comruon Teal
American Widgeon
Baikal Teal

Uareca americana

Anae c:recaa nimia
Artas fomosa
Anas ru.bripes

Black Duck

Blue-Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bill
Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon
European Common Teal
Falcated Teal
Gadwall
Garganey
Green-Winged Teal
Manard
Pintail

.4r.as discors
Anas poeaiZoPhy~~ha
Anas ()yanoptera
Ma:reca penelope

Anas crecc:a crecoo
;l.nas faZca7:a

Anas strepera
Ana:s

qt«?l'q'.J.edtda

Ar~s

arecaa caro!inensis

~nas

pl.atyr.hynohos

Anae acuta

Wood Duck

Diving DucKs

aor~PffunarA

Aix sposa

American Goldeneye
Barrow s Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Canvasback
Comroon Pochard
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Redhead
Ringneck
Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck

Buoepha Za c Zang-u. Za americana
Buoephala is?.andica
E-u.ceph.aZa aZ-beo ~a

1

Aythya vatisir.eria
Aythya fe!'ina
Aythya ma:ri?..a
Aythya aff~~nis
Ayt:hya amel"";'-'una

Ayth1;a co t!G:r'I~S
:J:ryu:roa J·Cflfiaicensis

.4ythya fulig"Ala
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Sea Ducks
and Mergansers

American Common Merganser
American Common Scoter
Harlequin
Hooded Merganser
King Eider
Old Squaw
Pacific Common Eider
Red-Breasted Merganser

MeT"g"UB merganser

Smew

Mer>gUs aZbeZtus
l".aJrFronetta fisaheri

Oidemia r.:igra
Histrioniaus histrioni:JU8
Lophodytes OUC'~ltatue
Somateria spectabitie
CZcmgul.a hyematis
3omater-~a molissima

Mez:o.g"UB sei'I'ator

Spectacled Eider
Steller 1 5 Eider
Surf Scoter
Western White-Winged Scoter

Me Ia:ni t:ta deg lan.di.

Geese

Aleutian Canada
Cackling Canada
Dusky Canada
lesser Canada
Vancouver Canada
Bean
American Brant
Black. Brant
£mperor
Ross's
lesser Snow
White-Fronted

Branta extnadensis Zeuaopa.·neia
EPanta canaiensis minima
E1'anta ear.adensis occidenta:Us
Bra::rtta car.adensis pa:rrJipes
Era:nta car.a:densis fulva
Anser fabaZis
Branta bernicZa
Branta nig:ri(!(Il!s
Phi Zacte c.ana.gica
rl
. . nen ros,s1..'
C'h!Jn hypePbO:rea
Ar.ser ai.bifror.s

Swans

Trumpeter
Whistling
Whooper

OtoP bucaino:tor
Otcr cotutrtbianus

Polyatieta. steUeri
Me&anitta perspiaitla~a

otor cygnus
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NORTNERN ALASKA WATERFOWL
LOCATION
Game Management Units 18 and 21-26 except the Paimut Waterfowl Management
~ana-.

THE

SPECIES

Northern Alaska provides extremely important habitat for millions of
North American waterfowl. More than 3:000 7 000 ducks and 400,000 geese
nest in the area annually. Fall migrations to the south number more
than 6,000,000 ducks, 900,000 geese, and 60,000 whistling swans. Of the
total fall waterfowl flight from Alaska, the northern area contributes
about 75 percent of the ducks and 90 percent of the geese. Important
breeding areas in the Northern Alaska area include the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta~ Imuruk Basin and lower Kobuk-Selawik-Noatak Valleys in western
coastal Alaska; the Yukon Flats and the Koyukuk and Innoko River Valleys
in the Interior; and to a lesser extent the Arctic coastal plain and
barrier islands,
Domestic consumption by local residents is the dominant use of waterfowl
throughout the Northern Alaska area. Although residents of all towns
and villages in proximity to waterfowl habitat utilize waterfowl. the
greatest use occurs along the coast. The majority of use is illegal and
occurs in the spring when newly arrived birds are a source of fresh
meat. Intensive use of eggs in some areas also occurs. Although recent
accurate estimates of domestic use are not available, rough estimates
place annual domestic utilization at 125,000 ducks~ 110,000 geese, and
over 60 1 000 eggs. By far the greatest use occurs around villages in the
lower Yukon and Kuskokwim drainagest including the Yukon Delta, followed
by northwestern Alaska villages. Boats~ float travel and snow machines
are the primary means of access for local residents.
Very Tittle recreational waterfowl hunting takes place over most of
Northern Alaska because the majority of waterfowl areas are long distances
from major population centers and because early freeze-up limits the
time available for sport hunting to a few weeks. Sport hunting near
large communities or by re1atively few hunters who utilize aircraft to
reach distant hunting locations is very limited. Nonconsumptive uses.
such as viewing and photography~ are almost nonexistent except in areas
close to communities or as an incidental use to other outdoor activities.
Few chan9es in waterfowl use patterns are expected in the next five
years.
The following is a 1ist of specific locations within the Northern
.Alaska area where use by waterfowl and/or use of waterfowl is important.
These areas are not discussed in other management plans. but are places
where regulation of human use or habitat protection is desirable. For
each area the applicability of management guidelines is indicated.
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Management Guideline No.
Area

2

3

Yukon River Flats
X
Kanuti Flats
X
Lower Koyukuk Valley
X
Howe Island
X
Egg Island
X
Spy Island
X
Thetis Island
X
X
Bug Island
Pt. Barrow Spit
X
X
Coastal lagoons - Barrow to
Camden Bay
Shishmaref Lagoon
X
Lopp Lagoon
X
X
Safety Lagoon
Coastal waters off Clarence
X
Rhode N~R (and State Refuge)
X
Coastal waters off Arctic NWR
(and State Refuge)
Coastal waters off Cape
X
Newenham N~R (and State Refuge)
Coastal waters - Pt. Lay to
X
Wainwright
Coastal waters in Kotzebue Sound X

X
X
X

X

X
X

4

5

6

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
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WATERFOWL IN ARCTIC ALASKA

Arctic Alaska annually supports hundreds of thousands of breeding and
molting waterfowl* plus several mi11ion birds going to and from Arctic
Canada nesting grounds~ Primary breeding habitats occur north of the
Brooks Range on the coastal plain. generally below 600' elevation.
Coastal barrier islands are also important for eiders and other nesting
birds. River deltas are especially important for migrants as they are
the first areas to have open water in the spring. The large lakes in
the Lonely-Cape Halkett area are heavily used by molting white-fronted
and Canada geese, black brant and snow geese. Large concentrations of
molting old squaw ducks and other birds are found on coastal lagoons
between the barrier islands and the mainland.
Aquatic habitat in this region is extensive but does not procure great
numbers of waterfowl. Even with long periods of continuous sunlight,
the waters are cold and plant productivity is lower than other Alaskan
waterfowl ~abitats. Snow cover and cold weather virtually preclude
waterfowl production during some years. Productivity in coastal estuarine
habitat is limited because low tides in Arctic Alaska are insufficient
to create wide and productive intertidal flats. Except for coastal
barrier is1ands waterfowl habitat in this region is quite stable and is
generally in good condition. Barrier islands gradually change because
of tidal action and severe storms. These islands are essential to
creating inshore lagoons and associated waterfowl habitat.
Extensive breeding duck surveys~ conducted over most of Alaska, have not
been made in Arctic Alaska. However, results of some intensive aerial
and ground surveys indicate average breeding duck populations over the
23,000 square miles of nesting habitat are: dabbling ducks- 228,300;
divers - 20,400 and nongame ducks - 309,500. Collectively, these ducks
are estimated to produce 248,800 young. The average fall flight of
geese from the region is estimated at: white-fronted - 175,000, Canada
35,000, black brant - 10,000, emperor - 2,000, and snow - 500. The
flight of white-fronted geese represents over half of the Mid-continent
Population. The only known snow goose colony in Alaska occurs on Howe
Island in the Sagavanirktok River Delta.
An estimated average of 10,000 whistling swans originate from the Arctic

Region and migrate primarily to Chesapeake Say and other East Coast
wintering areas. Trumpeter swans are rare and probably do not nest in
the region.

Waterfowl in Arctic Alaska are uti1ized primarily for domestfc consumption,
with most of the harvest occurring outside of the legal hunting season.
Most harvest occurs at Barrow, but birds and eggs are taken at all towns
and villages~ especially those along the coast. Two estimates of elder
harvest at Barrow are available. In 1954 the ki11 was estimated to be
11,000 and in 1970 8,800 birds. A 1974 Land Use Planning Commission
study estimated the total native subsistence harvest on the Arctic Slooe

* A list of waterfowl species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.

to be: ducks- 16,600; geese- 960; and eggs collected (all species) 
45,000. The spring take depends a great deal on the success of whale
hunts. Domestic utilization in Arctic Alaska is not known to adversely
affect any waterfowl species.
Sport hunting for waterfowl is limited primarily to the Barrow area and
only a few hundred birds are taken annually. Very few people travel to
the Arctic for waterfowl hunting primarily because of the cost. lack of
accommodations and the short season. Many birds leave the region by
September 1 and by mid-September all birds are gone~ except for eiders
and old squaws along the coast,
Nonconsumptive use of waterfowl is low and is limited
near towns, villages) DEW 1ine sites and oil drilling
sport hunting. domestic utilization or nonconsumptive
is expected to appreciably increase in the forseeable

liST OF

~ATERFOWL

SPECIES IN ALASKA

Scientific Name

C01m1on Name

Dabbling Ducks

Diving Ducks

primarily to areas
camps. Neither
use of waterfowl
future.

Aleutian Common Teal
American 'tJidgeon
Baikal Teal
Black Duck
Blue-Winged Teal
Chinese Spot Bill
Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon
European Common Teal
Falcated Teal
Gadwall
Garganey
Green~Winged Teal
Mallard
Pintail
Wood Duck

Ar.as .::rr>eaaa nimia
!.fa.reoa ame:ri~ar.a
Anas formosa
Anas rubX'ipes
Anas disr::m'a
Ar~s poeaitcrhynch~ zor~rhynaha

hl".as

cyanopte~;z

Maz•eoo r;ene tope

Anas creaaa are~oa
Anae fa"lcata
A1".aB

t..nas
Anas
Anas
Ar.as
Ai;;:

~~erican Goldeneye
Barrow 1 S Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Canvasback
Common Pochard
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Redhead
Ringneck
Ruddy Duck
Tufted Duck

strepe~

querquedu!a
C'!'eaaa aaroZinensis
p latyrhynchDs
aauta
sponsa

Euaepr~Za

atanguta

BucephaZa is Zandica
Buaepf..aZa :zZ.beoZa

Ayt:hya vaUsineria.
.4.ythya f'erina
Aythya mariZa.
Aythya at:finia

Aythya cmePiaana
Ayt;hya cc U..a.ris
0r&UPa Jat'N.licer.Eis
Aythya fu'lig"<AZa
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ame~~ana

Sea Ducks
and Mergansers

Geese

American Cornman Merganser
American Common Scoter
Harlequin
Hooded Merganser
King Eider
Old Squaw
Pacific Common Eider
Red-Breasted Merganser
Smew
Spectacled Eider
Steller's Eider
Surf Scoter
Western White-Winged Seater

Somate~~

speotabitis

CZ:rr.gu. Za hyema Zie
Somate:ria me Ussi.-na

Me:rgu.s eex>ntor
Mtlrogu.s aZbeZlus

Lampronetta fiaaheri
Polystiota stelleri
;'\!ti.J lani tta

pel'Bpici l lata

Me la:ni tta di;.g l.andi

Bl'artta oa:naden.sie Zeu.copareia

Aleutian Canada

Cackling Canada
Ousl<y Canada
Lesser Canada
Vancouver Canada
Bean
Arr.eri can Brant
Black Brant

Branta oanadenei.'1 mini.na

Bl'anta oanaden.aia occidentaUs

Branta
Bvanta

~~nsie
~~densis

Aneex> fabalis

Enmt:a bemia 1a
Bnmta nigricar.s
Philaate canagica
Chen l'OSSi

Emperor

Ross s
Lesser Snow
1

Swans

Mergus merganser
Oidemia nigpa
HU:rtJ>ionicu.s hie'trionicus
Lophodytea cwrnlwtus

Chen hyperborea

White-Fronted

.4ns&:t'

Trumpeter
Whistling
Whooper

OZor
OZor

a.lbifror.s

U~ainator
~oluTlianua

OZor cygnw;
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parvipes
fulva

BLACK BEARS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Black bears (Ursua americanua) are distributed throughout Southeastern
Alaska on both the island and mainland areas with the exception of
Admiralty, Baranof and Chichagof Islands and a few of the smaller off
shore islands. They are abundant throughout their range in the region,
and with the exception of deer, are the most commonly encountered big
game animal in this area.
The areas in which black bears occur coincide closely with the distribution
of forests but seasonal variations in habitat use are apparent within
this vegetative zone. Black bears prefer open forests rather than dense
stands of timber, and the highest densities of black bears generally
occur in areas having interspersed vegetation types. Semi~open forested
areas with understory composed of fruit-bearing shrubs and herbs, lush
grasses and succulent forbs are particularly attractive to black bears.
Extensive, open-canopy areas are generally avoided. Most of Southeastern
Alaska•s mature forest has a semi-open canopy, a good understory of food
producing plants and is excellent black bear habitat. Black bear densities
are probably higher on the islands than the mainland area because of the
greater percentag~ of usable habitat on the islands. The mainland
contains large amounts of ice and rock and the beaches tend to be steeper
and rockier than on much of the island habitat. On the mainland competition
with brown bears may also be a factor.
In spring, black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas where
early growing green vegetation is available. The sedge and grass areas
of open beaches are particularly important. The first skunk cabbage,
which is an important food, also appears in these beach fringe areas.
Clearcuts less than 20 to 30 years of age that are at lower elevations
also receive considerable use in spring.
Black bears spend the summer in transition from beach areas to berry
producing areas and along fish streams. Summer use of berries by black
bears occurs from sea level to alpine areas. Some salmon become available
in late July but fish are not present in large enough numbers to become
an important food item until mid-August or later. By the end of September
most salmon spawning is completed with the exception of some streams
with late chum and coho runs and there large numbers of bears can be
found into late October and even November. Black bears are capable of
traveling long distances and have shown a remarkable homing ability in
returning to their home ranges when transplanted to other locations.
Some of the longer movements may be associated with travels to major
fish streams in the fall.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on black bear
populations and the degree of population fluctuations. Deep, long
lasting snows are thought to cause mortality of adults and cubs by
slowing emergence of hibernating bears from dens and delaying availability
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of new green vegetation after emergence. Some bears are killed by other
bears and by wolves~ but the extent of such predation is unknown. Cubs
are precocious; some orphans as young as five months of age have survived
without maternal care. Parasites and diseases do not cause significant
mortality. One parasite of concern to man~ Trichinae, is present in
some bears and is transmissable to man when raw or partially cooked bear
meat is eaten.
Black bears in Southeastern Alaska are primarily used for recreational
hunting for skins and meat. Despite traditionally liberal hunting
seasons and bag limits, the harvest of this species in Southeastern has
remained near 200 bears annually.
Black bear hunting is popular in spring when they, brown bears, and
wolves are the only species of big game that can be legally taken.
Hunters seek bears shortly after the bears emerge from hibernation when
the hides are usually of excellent quality. Bears are also more concentrated
and available to hunters along the beaches in spring; hunting from boats
is both enjoyable and successful. Hide quality deteriorates as the
winter hair is shed and rubbed spots appear. and most sport hunting
ceases by mid-June. The harvest of males is greatest in spring because
they leave the den before females and because females accompanied by
cubs are protected by regulation.
Sport hunting of bears resumes in September when hides have improved in
quality and continues until bears den for the winter. Many of the black
bears harvested in the fall are taken incidental to hunts for other
species, particularly deer and waterfowl.
Southeastern Alaska mainland black bears occur in three main color
phases with the common black phase accounting for about go percent of
the harvest over the past two years. The cinnamon phase provided about
9 percent of the harvest during this period and the blue color phase,
found mainly around Yakutat, one percent. Nearly 100 percent of the
bears taken on Southeastern Alaska islands are of the black color phase.
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SOUTHEAST ALASKA BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Units 2-5 and that portion of Game Management Unit 1 not
included in the Behm Canal Black Bear Management Plan area or in Glacier
Bay National Monument.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are relatively abundant throughout Southeastern Alaska. Seasonal
concentrations of bears occur on beaches and tidal areas during the spring and
along salmon streams in fall. Black bear populations appear to have been stable
for the past several years. little is known of natural mortality factors. Three
principal calor phases of black bears occur on the mainland: black, cinnamon,
and blue (glacier) bears. Almost all black bears on the islands are of the
black color phase.
Prime black bear habitat in Southeastern Alaska consists of climax, semi-open,
mature forest with a good food-producing understory. The only activity which
has significantly altered this black bear habitat has been large-scale, clear
cut logging. Although clear cutting was used as early as the late 1800's,
lt did not reach significant proportions until the early 1950's. Clear-cut
logging occurred at an annual rate of 16,300 acres during 1971, 1972 and 1973
and has since increased. Most logging has occurred in the southern portion
of the area. long-range U.S. Forest Service plans call for clear-cutting
most commercially valuable timber; it is unknown at this time what effect the
change from a climax to a second-growth forest will have on black bears, as
the species appears to adapt to numerous habitats.
Most human use of black bears in Southeastern Alaska is recreational hunting
for skins and meat. Photography and observation are significant uses but
are usually incidental to other forms of activity. Hunter success for black
bears has been generally high in the area. The number of bears harvested
appears to be low compared to population size. The reported black bear
harvest was 162 in 1974 and 191 in 1975. Males comprised about 80 percent
of the harvest for both years. The black color phase accounted for about
90 percent of the harvest, the cinnamon phase 9 percent and the blue (glacier)
phase 1 percent. The blue phase is found primarily near Yakutat. Hunters
prefer the blue and cinnamon color phases, and this selectivity may increase
representation of these color phases in the total harvest.
Over three-fourths of the annual harvest occurs in the spring, particularly
during May. Black bears are most available to hunters in spring when they
are concentrated on the grass flats of estuarine areas. Hunting effort is
high at this season because black bears, brown bears, and wolves are the only
species of big game that can be legally taken in the spring, because hides
are of excellent quality early in the year, and because bears are readily
available to boat hunters. Black bears are also hunted in the fall but often
incidental to hunts for other species, particularly deer, goat, and waterfowl.
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Local residents primarily from Ketchikan and Juneau acccunt for nost of the
black bear harvest. About 74 percent of the kill in 1974 was by residents;
in 1975 the resident take was 63 percent. The decrease in kills by residents
was due to an increase in the proportion of bears taken by unguided nonresidents,
from 9 percent in 1974 to 20 percent in 1975. Guided nonresidents accounted
for 17 percent of the kill in both years. The heaviest use by nonresidents
occurs in Game Management Units 2 and 3. Guides are most active in Unit 3.
In 1975, 62 percent of the Unit 3 harvest was taken by nonresidents.
Marine waterways provide almost unlimited access to black bear hunting areas
in Southeastern Alaska far hunters using aircraft or boats. Most successful
hunters utilize boats. Relatively few bears are taken along roads due to
the limited road system and roadside hunting closures near communities.
Despite traditiona11y liberal hunting seasons and bag limits, hunting has
not noticeably affected black bear populations. The harvest remains small
except near larger communities where increases in hunting pressure have
resulted from both an increased interest in hunting black bears and an
increasing human population. Besides the sport harvest, at least eight
bears were killed in the past two years in defense of life and property.
The liberal September l to June 30 season has re~ained unchanged since statehood.
Restrictions prohibiting the taking of cubs and fema1es accompanied by cubs
have been in effect since 1963 for the blue (glacier) color phase, and since
1967 for all color phases. In 1971 the bag limit was reduced from three to
two bears because of the increasing demand for black bears as big game trophies.
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PETERSBURG CREEK BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 3, the drainages of Petersburg
Island.

Cree~

on Kupreanof

THE SPECIES
Although black bears are commonly observed within the Petersburg Creek
drainage, there 1s little information available on population status.
The lower four miles of the drainage is estuarine habitat. Grass flats
parallel either side of the stream. Black bears are attracted by the
vegetation during spring and summer months and by the availability of
salmon in the upper streams during late summer and fa11.
Petersburg Creek is an exceptional sport·fishing streams attracting both
resident and nonresident fishermen. Access to the lower reaches of the
stream is by boat {only a few minutes from Petersburg). The stream
originates from Petersburg Lake which is accessible by either %oot trail
or aircraft. The entire Petersburg Creek system is a popular recreation
site and the wild character of the area is very attractive. The opportunity
to observe black bears increases the total experience by area users. In
1975 the drainage was closed to black bear hunting by public request.
Prior to the closure. several black bears were taken each year by hunters.
The easy access by skiff and the closeness to a population center made
bears very vulnerable to hunters. The majority of the public supported
the closure, considering it more valuable to observe than to hunt black
bearst and there has been little opposition to the closure since 1975.
1
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BLIND SLOUGH BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 3t the Blind Slough - Blind River area on Mitkof
Island between Wrangell Narrows and Sumner Strait, bounded On the northeast
by the Mitkof Highway and on the southwest by a line lying 1/4 mile
southwest and paralled to Blind Slough and Blind River.
THE SPECIES
The Blind Slough area is a small portion of black bear habitat on Mitkof
Island. It is about ten miles in length and averages less than one mile
in width. Little data are available on actual population status; however,
black bears are common on all of Mitkof Island. There are seasonal
concentrations along Blind Slough providing a better opportunity to
observe black bears than on most other areas of the island. In spring
bears are attracted to vegetation on grass flats and in summer and fall
by the presence of salmon in the numerous small streams which drain into
Blind Slough. Usua11y the observer doesn t see large numbers of bears~
normally 1ess than five~ but observations are enhanced by the aesthetically
pleasing conditions of the area.
1

Blind Slaugh is a high use recreation area. Estuarine habitat is present
at the northern and southern extremities and the entire slough is bounded
by grass flats. The Mitkof Highway parallels the slough and much of the
area used by black bears is visible from the highway. Blind Slough is
an excellent sport fishing location. There are several public campgrounds
along the slough and the area receives much recreational use by both
local residents and tourists. The opport~nity to view black bears
contributes to the total experience. Less than five black bears are
normally taken annually by hunters within the area.
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ANAN CREEK SLACK SEAR

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit lB. the drainage of Anan Creek on the Cleveland
Peninsula.

THE SPECIES
The lower portion of Anan Creek has historically been noted as a good
location to view and photograph black bears. During summer and fall
months. when salmon are spawning in the stream~ black bears are abundant.
at which time it is not uncommon to observe more than 20 black bears
along the stream. Most of these bears are attracted from other areas on
the mainland by the abundance of salmon. Few bears are observed in the
area when salmon are not present in the stream.
Anan Creek is one of the most popular locations to view and photograph
black bears in Southeast Alaska. Access to the area is by boat or
aircraft. The entire drainage is with1n the Tongass National Forest and
the Forest Service maintains two cabins and an observatory adjacent to
the stream. In 1975 there were 600 man-days use of these cabins by 178
individuals, primarily observing and photographing black bears. The
drainages of Anan Creek have been closed to the taking of black bears
since prior to Statehood.
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BEHM CANAL BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
All of the mainland portion of Game Management Unit 1A except that part
of the Cleveland Peninsula south of Spacious Bay.
THE SPECIES

Black bears are abundant throughout the timbered and adjatent portions
of the area. Seasonal concentrations occur along beaches and tideflat
areas in the spring and along salmon creeks in late summer and fall.
The population appears stable and natural mortality does not seem excessive.
The population has few bears of trophy size. None of the skulls from
bears taken in this area in 1974 and 1975 made the Boone and Crockett
listing. The area contains cinnamon colored black bears that are not
normally found on islands in Southeastern Alaska. The climax spruce?
hemlock and cedar forest habitat is unlikely to change in the near
future. The commercial quality of the timber is generally lower than on
the islands in Southeastern Alaska; this area has been given a low
priority for development by the U.S. Forest Service.
All forms of human use of black bears in the area are light in intensity.
The predominant use is recreational hunting. The only change in black
bear hunting regulations in the area since 1961 has been a reduction of
the bag limit from three to two bears in 1971. The number of hunters
has increased somewhat but the harvest remains low and hunter success is
high. In 1974~ 19 bears were taken during the spring and 6 in the fa11;
in 1975 the kill was 15 bears in the spring and one ~n the fall. Most
bears are taken in the spring when no other big game hunting seasons are
open. Bears killed in the fall are usually taken incidental to deer.
goat and waterfowl hunting.
The current harvest has not noticeably affected the bear population
although the sex ratio has probably been altered somewhat by the large
percentage of males taken. Approximately 90 percent of the spring
harvest and 68 percent of the fall harvest for the p~st two years has
been ma1es~
Local residents account for most of the bears harvested. No professional
guides operate in the area, Hunting for hides is the primary use with
few bears used for food. Considerable hunter effort is expended for
bears of the cinnamon color Jhase. A total of ten cinnamon bears were
reported taken in 1974 and 1975.
Transportation used for bear ~unting in the area is primarily boat.
Over the past two years 68 percent of the hunters used boats and the
rest used air transportation to reach the hunting areas. Hunting usually
occurs along beach and tidef1at areas in the spring, particularly at the
mouths of the bigger rherst and along major salmon spawning streams in
the fall. Hunters tend to concentrate in the more southern portions of
the area. Of the 41 bears taKen during 1974 and 1975, 24 came from Boca
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de Quadra and Smeaton Bay. The best hunting is a minimum of 50 water
miles from Ketchitan and few people take boats this far. There are no
fue1 or repair facilities in the main hunting area.
Nonresidents are the primary nonconsumptive users of black bears 1n this
Viewing and photography occur mainly in 1ate summer months when
bears are no longer on beaches and is of minor importance except on the
Unuk and Chickamin Rivers. One of two resorts in this area conducts
trout fishing trips an these two rivers; observation of bears on the
salmon streams is an important part of those trips.
area~

Almost all of the area Is owned by the U.S. Forest Service. The few
private holdings are small and there are no Native corporation lands in
the area. There are private holdings at the mouths of the Chickamln and
Unuk Rivers but they snou1d not prevent access to the rivers. The oniy
possible transportation corridor would be a1ang the Unuk River and the
feasibility of this is very low.
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BLACK BEARS lN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Black bears (Ursus americanus) are widely distributed in Southcentral
A1aska1 with highest densities occurring in Prince William Sound, on the
Kenai Peninsula. and in the lower Susitna Basin. Bear densities are
generally lower in interior sections than in southern or coastal areas
where foraging seasons are longer and food complexes more diverse.
Black bears are absent from most of the islands in the northern Gulf of
Alaska.
The areas in which black bears occur coincide closely with the distribution
of forests, but seasonal variations in habitat use are apparent within
this vegetative zone. Black bears prefer open forests rather than dense
stands of timber. and the highest densities of black bears generally
occur in areas having interspersed vegetation types. Semi-open forested
areas with understories composed of fruit-bearing shrubs and herbs, lush
grasses and succulent forbs are particularly attractive to black bears,
Extensive~ open-canopy areas are generally avoided.
Coastal black bear
habitat in the northern Gulf of Alaska is restricted by topography to a
narrow band of relatively flat land covered by spruce~ hemlock and alder
which rapidly grades into near-vertical mountains and glaciers. 7his
area has numerous glaciers which bisect the narrow band of bear habitat,
·forming islands of habitable terrain. These Uiscrete islands of habitat
may contain separate bear populations. Elsewhere in southcentral A1aska,
spruce and spruce-birch forests form extensive black bear habitat. In
spring, black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas where
early growing green vegetation 1s available. In July and August, coastal
black bears congregate along streams in Prince William Sound to feed on
spawning salmon. During fall~ concentrations of black bears frequently
occur in dlpine areas in years when berries are plentiful.
Most black bears have relatively sw41l annual home ranges~ especially in
coastal areas where seasonal movements are a1t1t'Jdina1 in nature.
However, black bears are capable of traveling long distances and have
shown a remarkable homing ability in returning to their home ranges when

transplanted to other locations.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on black bear
populations and the degree of population fluctuations. Deep, long
lasting snows are thought to cause mortality of adults and cubs by
slowing emergence of hibernating bears from dens and delaying availability
of new green vegetation after emergence. Such mortality rr~y cause
significant year-to-year fluctuations in bear numbers. Some bears are
killed by other bears and occasionally by wolvesl but the importance of
such losses is unknown. Parasites and diseases do not cause significant
mortality. One parasite of concern to ~~nt Trichinae, is present in
some bears and is transmissable to man when raw or partially cooked bear
meat is eaten. Available information indicates little cub rrDrtality
through the first eight months of life. Cubs are precocious; instances
are known when orphans as young as five months of age have survived
without maternal care.
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Black bears in Southcentral Alaska are used primarily for recreational
hunting for skins and meat, Despite traditionally liberal hunting
seasons and bag limits, the harvest of bears remains relatively small
except near coastal communities in Prince William Sound, where large
increases in hunting pressure have resulted from development and growth
of human populations.
Black bear hunting is popular in spring when bears are one of the few
species of big game that can be legally taken. Hunters seek bears
shortly after the bears emerge from hibernation, when the hides are
usually of excellent quality. Hide quality deteriorates as the winter
hair is shed and rubbed spots appear, and therefore most sport hunting
ceases by mid-June. The harvest of males is greatest in spring because
they leave the den before females and because females accompanied by
cubs are protected by regulation.
Sport hunting of bears resumes in September when hides have improved in
quality and continues unti1 bears den for the winter. Black bears
provide considerable use at this time1 but many of the bears harvested
are taken incidental to hunts for other species. The proportion of
females in the fall harvest is greater in comparison to the spring
harvest due to a greater availability of sows that have become separated
from grown cubs.
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND-GULF COAST BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 6.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are abundant over much of Prince William Sound and the
Northern Gulf of Alaska Coast. They are absent on Kayak, Middleton,
Perry, Naked, Green, Montague and Hinchinbrook Islands and are seen
occasionally on Hawkins Island. The black bear habitat is excellent.
It has received relatively little human disturbance.
Black bear abundance in the area has varied considerably in the past but
the reasons for such fluctuation are not known. Winter mortality induced
by severe winter and late spring breakup is believed to be the primary
factor controlling the population. Spring bear hunting in Prince William
Sound may also affect bear abundance.
Spring black bear hunting in the area has become a very popular recreational
activity, especially for Anchorage and Fairbanks hunters. Most hunters
seek any legal bear and are not too concerned with trophy aspects of
hide or skull size. Probably less than 10 percent of the harvest is
taken by hunters seeking black bear meat. The majority of the harvest
occurs in the spring when black bear concentrate along the beach fringe,
especially on alder slides and grassy meadows at the heads of bays.
Prior to leaf emergence they are very vulnerable to hunters for a period
of about one month. Hunters commonly utilize boats to cruise the beaches
to locate bears.
Hunting pressure in Prince William Sound has been fairly intensive since
statehood and was the reason for gradual reductions in the bag limit
from three bears per year down to one by 1969. The season (September 1
to June 30) has not changed since statehood.
Harvest records from 1974 to 1975 indicate about 100 to 150 black bear
are annually taken in the area, with 80 to 85 percent coming from Prince
William Sound. Seventy-five to 90 percent of the animals are taken
during the spring season, and males constitute about 70 percent of the
harvest, Alaskan hunters take about 85 percent of the total harvest;
local area hunters take less than 25 percent.
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KENAI BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Units 7 and 15.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are widely distributed throughout the Kenai Peninsula and
have always been relatively common. Although there are no established
methods for censusing black bea~s, public reports and miscellaneous
observations by Department personnel indicate populations are high.
Black bears occur from alpine tundra to sea level. Population densities
appear to be dependent upon the frequency and quantity of salmon runs
and berry crops. Bears are particularly abundant along the coastline
and the western slope of the Kenai Mountains.
Black bear hunting is a popular pursuft on the Kenai Peninsula. Liberal
hunting seasons and bag limits--August 10 to June 30, 3 bears per hunter-
have been in effect for a number of years. Both have had a negligible
impact on bear populations. Prior to 1973 the only harvest data available
were fro~ 1969 harvest questionnaires. These data indicated a minimum
annual harvest of 73 bears. Since 1973 the Department has acquired
harvest data through mandatory sealing of hides and skulls. The annual
Kenai Peninsula harvest for the years 1973 through 1975 was 109, 107 and
146, respectively. Boars have comprised about 55 percent of the annual
kill. Most of the harvest (approximately 80 percent) occurs during the
fa11. less than two percent of the hunters ever take the full bag limit
of 3 bears. About 50 percent of the hunting pressure originates on the
Kenai Peninsula. Non-Alaska residents account for about 17 percent of
the total kill. The remainder of the harvest is taken primarily by
hunters from Anchorage. Alaskan residents generally average three days
per successful hunt. Nonresidents average more days hunted than residents
because they hunt specifically for b1ack bear, while most residents take
bears incidental to hunting other species. Approximately 10 percent of
nonresident outings are guided hunts, Most nonresident hunters pursue
black bears for trophy hides while resident hunts are for a combination
of meat and hide. Large black bears are sought as trophies by resident
and nonresident hunters. The frequency of large bears ln the population
does not appear to be different than that found in other less heavily
hunted portions of the state. Most Peninsula residents hunt black bears
along roads or employ boats. In recent years, the use of aircraft by
non-Peninsula residents has increased. Inclement weather often linits
airplane use, however. Bear-human conflicts usually result in the
demise of about 2 bears annually. Often these conflicts resu1t from
inadequate garbage disposal which draws bears into areas of human activity.
Slack bears are most available for viewing and photography during early
spring and late fall as they either emerge or prepare to enter winter
dens. During this period they are highly conspicious in relation to
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vegetation and snow cover. Most non-hunting activities consist of
roadside viewing in the northern mountainous portions of the area.
Black hear photography during this time period usually involves a hike
to alpine tundra. At irregular intervals black bears can be observed at
camp grounds scavenging discarded food items. Some black bear viewing
and photography occur during the summer along salmon streams where bears
tend to concentrate for feeding. Most non-hunting use is by non-Peninsula
residents primarily from Anchorage or out of state.
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WEST CHUGACH BLACK BEAR

LOCAT!OH
A11 of Game Management Unit 14C, and in Game Management Unit 7, the
drainages of Glacier Creek and Twentymile River.
THE SPECIES
fncidental aerial and ground observations, harvest figures, and reports
of black bears in residential areas indicate bears exist in the West
Chugach area at a moderate to high level. Present abundance is probably
comparable to levels of the past several decades. Most of the area
comprises excellent black bear habitat, although a large portion of
lowland residential area within Anchorage and surrounding communities is
no longer available to bears. Natural mortality among bears in the area
has not been documented. Deep~ long-lasting winter snows may cause
mortality to adults~ as we11 as cubs, by slowing emergence from hibernation
and delaying the availability of new green vegetation.
Black bears have been hunted in the area for at 1east the past 60 years.
Harvests prior to 1973 are unknown, but thought to be comparable to present
levels. Since the fall of 1973, when sealing of black bears fi~st become
mandatory~ a total of 31 bears have been legally taken. eight in 1973~ four
in 1974 and 19 in 1975. These substantial harvest fluctuations do not reflect
similar total population changes but rather changing habitat use patterns
which affect visibility of bears; in some years, poor berry crops result in
few bears utilizing open subalpine areas and the harvest is reduced. More
bears (65 percent) have been taken in the fall than in the spring and most
bears taken were males. A large percentage of bears are taken either as
a result of chance encounters or incidental to hunting other species such
as moose. Of the 19 bears shot in 1975, two were killed in resident's
backyards and eight were killed during the moose hunting season.
Nearly all bears are taken by local residents, without utilizing the
services of a guide. Most hunting is undertaken from established roadways
or by foot trave1 to back country, Several roads and numerous connecting
trails provide excellent access to wost of the area. Except for the
lands around Upper Lake George~ most bear country within the area can be
reached by a one to ten mile walk from major access points. Boat
travel up the Twentymi1e River allows fair access to its upper reaches.
Current hunting seasons and bag limits in the West Chugach area remain
liberal except for the area within Chugach State Park where the bag
limit is reduced to one bear and hunting is allowed after Labor Day when
Park public visitation rates drop off. Motorized vehicle restrictions
have been iwposed in the area since 1968.
Other popular uses of black bears include viewing and photography. Although such
use occurs at any time of year when bears are active, viewing is particularly
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good in late summer and early fall when single bears and family groups are
frequently found feeding in aipine berry patches. Portage Glacier Road,
the Seward Highway south of Bird Creek, and the Ek1utna Road are locations
where bears are often observed. Recently established closed areas in Eagle
River and the Anchorage hillside area may increase opportunities to view bears.
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PORTAGE GLACIER SLACK SEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 7, the drainages into Portage Creek bounded on
the west by the Anchora9e-Seward Railroad and on the east by Placer
Creek, Portage Lake, the mouth of Byron Creek, Glacier Creek and Byron
Glacier.
THE SPECIES

Black bears are common in the Portage Glacier Area and are often observed
on the surrounding mountain sides. Part of the population is believed
to be transient, and the actual number of bears varies with seasonal
food availability. Between 10 and 20 black bears occupy the area.
Black bear habitat has been altered somewhat by development, but there
has not been a significant reduction in black bear numbers.
Viewing and photographing black bears are the main human uses of the

species in the area. Most black bears are seen in or near campgrounds
and picnic sites. The scenic values of the Portage Glacier Area are its
primary attraction for people. The availability of wildlife for viewing
adds to the visitors experience. Human use of the Portage Glacier Area
has almost doubled since the early 1970's; an estimated 286,000 people
visited Portage Glacier in 1975.
1
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SUSITNA-NELCHINA BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Units 11, 13, 14A, 148 and 16 except Mt. McKinley National
Park.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are common throughout forested portions of the Susitna
Nelchina area; however, estimates of numbers are not available. Black
bears usually occupy densely vegetated areas where they are not easily
enumerated. Within the area bears are most abundant in the drainages of
the Susitna and Matanuska Rivers and in the area south of the Tazlina
River and west of the Copper River. They are uncommon to rare in the
northern portions of the Nelchina Basin.

Black bears are hunted only lightly over much of the area, even though
liberal hunting seasons and bag limits have prevailed since statehood.
Interest in hunting black bears is presently not high and most bears are
taken incidental to hunts for other species. particularly sheep and
moose. Some bears are also taken as nuisance animals around cabins.
Annual fluctuations in the kill of black bears reflect the availability
of bears to hunters rather than population levels. Bears are most
vulnerable to hunters when they forage for berries in open or alpine
areas in the fall. In years of poor berry production bears are less
visible to hunters.
Approximately 250 to 300 black bears are killed each year with about
two-thirds of the total coming from the lower Matanuska River and the
Susitna River drainages. About one-half of the bears taken in the
Nelchina basin come from the area south of the Glenn Highway. More than
three-fourths of the bears are taken by Alaska residents. Little guiding
directed specifically at black bears occurs. Some nonresidents take
black bears on guided "combination" hunts in the Nelchina Basin and in
the eastern drainages of the Susitna River.
Hunter access to remote areas is primarily by aircraft or boat. The
majority of the harvest is taken near road systems by road-based hunters.
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BLACK BEARS IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Black bears (~~sus ~ricanus) are widely distributed throughout Interior
Alaska. Although bear densities are not as high as in the southcoastal
areas of the state~ the Interior region provides a larger area of suitable
habitat.

The areas in which blacK bears occur coincide closely with the distribution
of forests but seasonal variations in habitat use are apparent within
this vegetation 1one. Spruce and spruce-birch forests form extensive
black bear habitat in Interior Alaska. Black bears prefer open forests
rather than dense stands of timber1 and the highest densities of black
bears generally occur in areas having interspersed vegetation types.
Semi-open forested areas with understory composed of fruit-bearing shrubs
and herbs. 1ush grasses and succulent forbs are particularly attractive
to black bears. Extensive~ open tundra areas are generally avoided.
In spring, black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas where
early growing, green vegetation is available. Horsetail is a major food
item from May to mid-July. Ouring the summer and fall some use of
spawning salmon occurs but opportunities for such use are limited.
Berries are an important food item in late summer and fa11, and bears
move into alpine and subalpine areas where berries are plentiful.
little information is available regarding natural controls on black bear
populations. Interior populations appear to fluctuate widely in numbers from
year to year. Deep, long-lasting snows are thought to cause mortality of
adults and cubs by slowing emergence of hibernating bears from dens and
delaying availability of new green vegetation after emergence. Such mortality
may cause significant year-to-year fluctuations in bear numbers. Some bears
are killed by other bears and occasionally by wolves, but the importance of
such losses is unknown. Parasites and diseases probably do not cause
significant mortality. One parasite of concern to man, Trichinae, is present
in some bears and is transmissable to man when raw or partially cooked bear
meat is eaten. Available information indicates little cub mortality through
the first eight months of life. Cubs are precocious; some orphans as you~g
as five months of age have survived without maternal care.
Slack bears in Interior Alaska are used primarily for recreational hunting
for skins and meat. Some bush residents utilize black bears for domestic
purposes whenever bears are available. Despite traditionally iibera1
hunting seasons and bag limits, the harvest of bears remains relatively small.
Black bears have long been considered nuisance animals, particularly during
years in which populations have been high and bear-human encounters more
frequent. Greater interest in black be3rs as game animals has been evident
in recent years, particularly as opportunities to hunt other species have
become more limited.
Black bear hunting is popular in spring when they are one of the few
species of big game that can be legally taken soutn of the Yukon River.
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Hunters seek bears shortly after the bears emerge from hibernation when
the hides are of excellent quality. Hide quality deteriorates as the
winter hair is shed and rubbed spots appear, and therefore most sport
hunting ceases by mid-June~ The harvest of rr.ales is greatest in spring
because they leave the den before females and because females accompanied
by cubs are protected by regulation.
Sport hunting of bears resumes in September when hides have improved in
quality and continues until bears den for the winter. Black bears provide
considerable use at this time? but many of the bears harvested are taken
incidental to hunts for other species. The proportion of females in the
fall harvest is greater in comparison to the spring harvest due to a
greater availability of sows that have become separated from grown cubs.
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UPPER BIRCH-PREACHER-BEAVER CREEKS BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20 the drainages of Birch Creek above the confluence
of Birch Creek with the South fork of Birch Creek, the drainage of Big
Windy Cree~, the drainage of Preacher Creek above its confluence with
Loper Creek on the south and the North Fork of Preacher Creek on the
north, and the drainage of Beaver Creek above its confluence with Moose
Creek. including the drainage of Moose Creek.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are distributed throughout the area although they evidently
are not particularly abundant. No estimates of numbers of bears have
been attempted in this area since they spend much of their 1ife in
forested country which makes accurate censuses difficult. However,
bears may be seen more easily during certain seasons. In spring many
bears move to open grass flats to feed on new shoots, and again in fall
when the berries ripen~ bears move up to the slopes near and sometimes
above timberline to feed. Occasionally bears become very abundant.
During 1963-64 and 1970 bears were reported to be common over much of
interior Alaska. The reason for these periodic "highs 11 and specific
factors regulating bear populations are not well known. The highs in
bear populations seem to correlate with years of poor berry crops. It
has been speculated that bears may appear more abundant because they
spend more time in these years searching for food in low country where
they come in contact with people rather than dispersing into the hills
during late summer and fall.
Based on sealing informationt this area supports a relatively light
harvest of bears. In 1974, two bears were reported taken from the
eastern portion, while seven bears were taken in 1975. Four of the
latter were harvested in the Beaver Creek Drainage. This small ~arvest
probably is an indication of the 1ight hunting press~re far bears rather
than a reflection of bear abundance. Beaver and Birch Creeks receive
some recreational use in the summer months when water levels are high
enough to allow sport fishermen to navigate these streams; however, the
area does not appear to attract people who are specifically interested
in hunting biack bears.
Birch Creek is accessib1e from the Steese Highway where the road crosses
the river at two locations. Trails heading south from the Steese Highway
at Eagle Summit terminate near ridgetops along the north d~ainages of
Birch Creek. The Pinnell Mountain hiking trail, approximately 24 miles
in length, extends from Twelve Mile Summit to Eagle Summit north of the
Steese Highway. The Portage Creek road provides access to alpine areas
near Circle Hat Springs. the headwaters of Beaver Creek are accessible
from Mile 55 Steese Highway on the 6-mile-long Nome Creek Trail. Furthe"
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access to Beaver Creek is avaiiab1e from the White Mountains Trail~
originating from Mi1e 27 Elliott Highway and terminating at Beaver
Creek. Many of these access points are usable for a11-terrain vehicle
travel only during snow-free periods in summer. Smow machine access is
feasible along these trails from October through mid-April. Aircraft
access to Beaver Creek occurs at a landing strip on the western end of
the White Mountains as well as via float~equipped aircraft along suitable
segments of the river.
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MINTO-MURPHY DOME BLACK BEAR
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20, the area bounded on the south by the Tanana
River and the Alaska Railroad. on the east and north by the Murphy Dome
Road. Murphy Creek, the Chatanika ~iverf and the Elliot Highway~ and on
the west by the hydrographic boundary separating the drainages into the
Tolovana River from the drainages into the Tanana River below its confluence
with the Tolovana River.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are distributed throughout the area and are relatively
abundant. No estimates of numbers of bears have been attempted in this
area since they spend much of their life in forested country which makes
accurate censuses difficult. However, bears may be seen more easily
during certain seasons. In spring many bears move to open grass meadows
in Mtnto Flats and along the major rivers to feed an new vegetation.
During late summer and fal1 the bears generally move to open hillsides
to feed on ripened berries,
Occasionally bears become very abund?nt. During 1963-64 and 1970 bears
were commonly seen over much of the Interior and particularly in the
area of Murphy Dome. The reason for these periodic "highs" and specific
factors regulating bear populations are unknown. The highs in bear
populations seem to correlate with years of poor berry crops. It has
been speculated that bears may appear more abundant because they spend
more time in these years searching for food in low country where they
come in contact with people rather than dispersing into the hills during
late summer and fall.
Bears in Interior Alaska tend to be small but occasionally a record book
bear is taken. The qua1ity of the pelt is important when considering
trophies. Pelts are prime only during the period of late fall through
early spring. The proportion of trophy bears in the population is not
known. However, the rate of harvest of bears by hunters in this area is
probably as high as anywhere in interior Alaska, and the likelihood of
finding a large bear here may be correspondingly lower than ln same
other areas. But. since bears are relatively abundant, hunters have the
opportunity to be selective.
The area is popular as a black bear hunting area. Analysis of harvest
data for 1g74 and 1975 indicate the drainages of the Tatalina, Tolovana
and Chatanika Rivers lying wlthin this area supported a large portion of
the total kill in Game Management Unit 20. During 1974, 25 bears (17
males. 8 females) were taken from this area. Nine of these bears were
taken by hunters who hunted specifically for bears; the remainder were
shot either in defense of life and property or incidental to other
recreational pursuits (fishing, moose or duck hunting}. Fifty-two
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percent of these bears were taken prior to June 30. In 1975. thirty
three bears were taken, consisting of 24 males and 9 females. Fifteen
bears were taken by hunters who hunted specifically for bears. Sixty
nine percent of the harvest occurred prior to June 30. The proportion
of the bear population taken by hunters is unknown, but the number of
large bears in the 1975 harvest indicates that the bear population has
not been subjected to overhunting (36 percent of the bear skulls which
were neasured totalled 17 inches or greater).
Hunting pressure has been almost exclusively by residents who either
float the Chatanika or Tolovana Rivers, fly into Minto Flats~ or merely
drive the Elliott Highway. Portions of the area are easily accessible
from the road and trail network along Murphy Dome and the Elliott Highway
after spring breakup and prior to snowfall in October. The Chatanika
and Tolovana Rivers are generally navigable from June through mid
September. Float-equipped afrcraft are capable of landing in ponds and
sloughs of Minto Flats from mid-May through September. Severa1 enterprising
hunters have realized the value of establishing bait stations for bears~
consisting of piles of domestic meat scraps which are checked periodically.
Although the village of Minto lies in the northcentral portion of the
area, little domestic use of the bear resource appears to occur. Residents
of the immeaiate Fairbanks area are realizing the recreational value of
the black bear both as a source of meat and for hide quality.
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BLACK BEARS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

In Southwestern Alaska black bear (Ursue ameriaanua) populations are 1ow
and limited primarily to the lower Cook Inlet drainages, the Lake Clark
area, and the upper Mulchatna River and Chilikadrotna River drainages.
Although the southern limit of distribution is Katmai National Monument
and the Naknek River, black bears may be expanding their range southward.
In spring black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas and on
the beach fringe where early growing. green vegetation is available.
During the summer and fall spawning salmon are eaten whenever available.
Berries are an important food item in late summer and fall, and bears
move into alpine and subalpine areas where berries are plentiful.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on black bear
populations and the degree of population fluctuations. Deep, long
lasting snows are thought to cause mortality of adults and cubs by
slowing emergence of hibernating bears from dens and delaying availability
of new green vegetation after emergence. such mortality may cause
significant year-to-year fluctuations in bear numbers. Some bears are
killed by other bears and occasionally by. wolves, but the importance of
such losses is unknown. Parasites and diseases do not cause significant
mortality. One parasite of concern to man, trichinae. is present in
some bears and is transmissab1e to man when raw or partially cooked bear
meat is eaten. Available information indicates little cub mortality
through the first eight months of life. Cubs are precocious; some
orphans as young as five months of age have survived without maternal
care.
Black bears in Southwestern Alaska are used primarily for domestic
utilization of meat and skins by local residents. Some recreational
hunting of black bears occurs, usually incidental to hunts for other big
game species. Despite traditionally liberal hunting seasons and bag
limits~ the harvest of this species remains re1attve1y small.
However,
greater interest in black bears as game animals has been evident in
recent years! particularly as opportunities to hunt other species in
other areas of the state have become more limited. and recreational
harvests have increased.
The harvest of male bears is greatest in spring because they leave the
den before females and because females accompanied by cubs are protected
by regulation. The proportion of fema1es in the fall harvest increases
in comparison to the spring harvest due to a greater availability of
sows that have became separated from grown cubs.
The harvest by hunters other than local residents occurs primarily in
fall when hunting seasons for other big game species are open, but there
has been some spring hunting in the Cook Inlet area. Harvests by local
residents probably is equally distributed between spring and fall.
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BLACK BEARS IN

WESTER~

ALASKA

Black bears (Ursus amaricanua) are widely distributed throughout forested
areas of Western Alaska but seasonal variations in habitat use are apparent
within this vegetation zone. Although bear densities are not as high in
the vegetation zone. Although bear densities are not as high as in the
southcoastal areas of the state~ the Western Region provides a larger area
of suitable habitat. Spruce and spruce-birch forests form extensive black
bear habitat in the Western Region. Black bears prefer open forests rather
than dense stands of timber~ and the highest densities of black bears generally
occur in areas having interspersed vegetation types. Semi-open forested areas
with understory composed of fruit-bearing shrubs and herbs, lush grasses and
succulent forbs are particularly attractive to black bears. Extensive, open
tundra areas are generally avoided.
In the spring black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas
where early growing green vegetation is available. Horsetail is a major
food item from May to mid-July. During summer and fall spawning salmon
are eaten whenever available. Berries are also an important food item
in late summer and fall. and bears move into alpine and subalpine areas
where berries are plentiful.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on black bear
populations. Populations in Western Alaska appear to fluctuate widely
in numbers from year to year. ·Deep, long-lasting snows are thought to
cause mortality of adults and cubs by slowing emergence of hibernating
bears from dens and delaying availability of new green vegetation after
emergence. Abnormally cold and snowless winters nay also cause increased
denning mortality. Berry crop failures may be related to subsequent losses
of wintering bears if animals enter the dens underweight. Such mortality
may cause significant year~to-year fluctuations in bear numbers. Some bears
are killed by other bears and occasionally by wolves, but the importance of
such losses is unknown. Parasites and diseases do not cause significant
mortality. One parasite of concern to man, Trichinae, is present in some
bears and is transmissab1e to man when raw or partially cooked bear meat
is eaten. Available information indicates cub mortality through the first
eight months of life is slight. Cubs are precocious; some orphans as young
as five months of age have survived without maternal care.
Black bears in Western Alaska are used primarily for domestic utilization of
skins and meat by local residents. Some recreational hunting of black bears
occurs, usually incidental to hunts for other big game species. Despite
traditionally 1ibera1 hunting seasons and bag limits, the harvest of bears
remains relatively small. Black bears have long been considered nuisance
animals~ particulariy during years in which popu1ations have been high and
bear-human encounters more frequent. Greater interest in black bears as
game animals has been evident in recent years. particularly as opportunities
to hunt other species in other areas of the state have become more limited.
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Black bear hunting is popular in spring when bears are one of the few
species of big game that can be legally taken south of the Yukon River.
Hunters seek bears shortly after the bears emerge from hibernation when
the hides are of excellent quality. Hide quality deteriorates as the
winter hair is shed and rubbed spots appear~ and therefore most sport
hunting ceases by mid-June. The harvest of males is greatest in spring
because they leave the den before females and because females accompanied
by cubs are protected by regulation.
Sport hunting of bears resumes in September when hides have improved in
quality and continues until bears den for the winter. The proportion of
females in the fall harvest is greater in comparison to the spring
harvest due to a greater availability of sows that have became separated
from grown cubs.
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BLACK BEARS IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Black bears (Vrsus (l)'IWriaanus) are relatively uncommon in Northwestern

Alaska. They are absent or sparsely distributed on the Seward Peninsula
and in the Noatak River drainage. Some occur in the L~a1ak1eet. Unga1ik
and Koyuk River drainages, but the species is most abundant in the Kobuk
and Selawik River drainages. The population appears to be increasing
and expanding to the north and west.
In those areas where bears occur. they are associated primarily with forested
habitat. Black bears prefer open forests rather than dense stands of timber,
and the highest densities of black bears generally occur in areas having
interspersed vegetation types. Semi~open forested areas with an understory of
fruit-bearing shrubs and herbs, lush grasses and succulent forbs are especially
attractive to black bears, Extensive, open tundra areas are generally avoided.
In the spring black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas where
early growing green vegetation is available. Horsetail is a major food item
from May to mid-July. During the summer and fall spawning salmon are eaten
whenever available. Berries are also an important food item in late summer and
fall. and bears move into alpine and subalpine areas where berries are pientifu1.
Little inf~rmation is available regarding natural controis on black bear
populations. Populations in Northwestern Alaska appear to fluctuate in numbers
from year to year. Oeep, long-lasting snows are thought to cause morta1ity
of adults and cubs by slowing emergence of hibernating bears from dens and
delaying availability of new green vegetation after emergence. Abnormally
co1d and snowless winters may also cause increased denning mortality. Berry
crop failures may be related to subsequent losses of wintering bears if anima1s
enter the dens underweight. Sucn mortality may cauSe significant year-to-year
fluctuations in bear numbers. Some bears are killed by other bears and
occasionally by wolves, but the importance of such losses is unknown. Parasites
and diseases do not cause significant mortality. One parasite of concern to
man, Trichinae, is present in some bears and is transmissab1e to man when raw or
partially cooked bear meat is eaten. Available information indicates little
cub mortality through the first eight months of life. Cubs are precocious;
some orphans as young as five months of age have survived without ~~ternal care.
Black bears in Northwestern Alaska are used primarily for domestic utilization
of meat and skins by local residents. Some recreational hunting of black
bears occurs) usually incidental to hunts for other big game species.
Despite traditionally liberal hunting seasons and bag limits, the harvest
of bears remains relatively small. Recreational hunters seeK bears shortly
after the bears emerge from hibernation when the hides are of excellent
quality. Hide quality deteriorates as the winter hair is shed and rubbed
spots appear, and therefore nost sport hunting ceases by mid-June. Sport
hunting of bears resumes in September when nides have ~mpraved in quality
and continues until bears den for the winter. Local nunters do not place
a great value on the skin, and bears are therefore killed whenever they
are encountered. The harvest of males is greatest in spring because they
leave the den before fema1es and because fema1es accompanied by cubs are
protected ~y regulation. The proportion of females in the fall harvest is
greater in comparison to the spring harvest due to a greater availability
of sows that nave become separated from grown cubs.
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PROSPECT BLACK BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 24 and 25, the area bounded on the west by the
south fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with fish Creek to
its confluence with John R. Creekt then northwest to the Middle Fork of
the Koyukuk River to the North Fork of the Koyukuk River, then the North
Fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with the Middle Fork of
the Koyukuk River to its confluence with Glacier River~ then Glacier
River, Roy Creek, and upper Hammond River; on the north by the crest of
the Brooks Range; on the east by the north fork of the Chandalar River
downstream to Quartz Creek, then south to Big Spruce Creek, Twin Lakes
and the South Fork of the Koyukuk River to its confluence with Granite
Creek, then south along the hydrographic boundary between the South Fork
of the Koyukuk River and the Hodzana River; and bounded on the south by
Fish Creek.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are distributed through the timbered portion of the area and
are very abundant in the southern half of the area. Censuses of bears
are difficult sinte they spend most of their life in or near forests;
therefore no censuses have been attempted. However, bears may be viewed
more easily during particular seasons. In spring many bears move to
open grass flats to feed on new shoots. In fall when the berries ripen,
bears move up to the slopes near and sometimes above timberline to feed.
Occasionally bears become very abundant. During 1963-64 and 1970 bears
were reported as common over much of interior Alaska~ although no
specific information on bear abundance in this area during those years
is available. The reason for these periodic "highs 1' and specific factors
regulating bear populations are unknown.
Sears in interior Alaska tend to be small but occasionally a record book
bear is taken. The harvest by hunters is law and bears are abundant in
the area; hunters who are selective should be able to find large bears.
The quality of the pelt is important when considering trophies. Pelts
are prime only during the period from late fa11 through early spring.
Accurate harvest data and the intensity of use of the area by black bear
hunters is not available, because the mandatory sealing requirement does
not extend north of the Yukon River. The area 1 s remoteness and inaccessibility
undoubtedly discourage hunters from hunting solely for black bears. A
closure to the taking of big game within five mtles of either side of
the pipeline also reduces black bear harvests. Resident and nonresident
hunters in the Brooks Range are attracted by the moose. caribou, sheep
and grizzly bear hunting opportunities, and probably take black bears
incidental to other hunting. Little if any guiding activity solely for
black bears occurs. It is anticipated that accelerated use of the area
by hunters and non-hunters will result in an increase ln the number of
legal sport kills and bears taken in defense of life and ~roperty.
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INTERIOR-WESTERN ALASKA BLACK BEAR

LOCATION

Game Management Units 9, 12 and 17-26 except for the Prospect, Minto
Murphy Dome and Upper Birch-Preacher-Beaver Creeks Black Bear Management
Plan areas.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are widely distributed in the boreal forest and foresttundra fringe habitats of interior and western Alaska~ Although bear
densities are relatively low in comparison to south coastal Alaska, the
Interior-Western area includes the most extensive contiguous black bear
habitat in the state, Black bears are largely absent north of the
Brooks Range, on the Seward Peninsu1a7 the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. and
the Alaska Peninsula south of the Naknek River. However, populations
appear to be expanding their range south on the Alaska Peninsula and
west on the Seward Peninsula. Black bear numbers may be declining on
the lower and middle reaches of the Kuskokwim and Yukon River drainages
but are at relatively high levels or increasing in the upper Yukon and
Tanana drainages and in the Northwestern portion of the range. Five
thousand to 6~000 black bears are estimated to occur in the Interior
Western area. However, because bears are very difficult to enumerate no
systematic censuses have been condJcted. Representative lowland river
bottom areas where bear densities are greatest include the upper Kuskokwim,
Yukon, and Tanana Rivers, the Kobuk and Selawik drainages in the northwest~
and the upper Mulchatna~ Chilikadrotna, and lower Cook Inlet drainages.
Human use of black bears differs over the 1arge geographic area in
Interior-Western Alaska. Domestic utilization by local residents is the
dominant use over most of the area. Most bears taken by local domestic
users are taken for food and to a lesser extent for skins. Bears are
taken when available throughout the year. Bears are shot by waterfowl
and muskrat hunters in the spring. In the fall bears are shot by berry
pickers. In the summer bears are killed when they appear at fish camps
or fish wheels. Many of these bears are shot and abandoned. since some
bush residents consider black bears nuisance animals. Domestic use
appears to be declining and is currently light to moderate over the
area. Aside from bears shot on an opportunistic basis, relatively
little hunting is directed specifically at black bears. Boats are the
chief means of transport for bush residents who do hunt black bears.
Recreational hunting for black bears frequently occurs near huw~n population
centers. Resident sport hunters are active along road and trail systems,
although many uti1ize aircraft) a11 terrain vehicles~ or riverboats to
reach less accessible 1ocations. :he black bear is usually relegated to
a lower status than given other big game species. Interest in black
bear hunting is increasing. perhaos due in part to increasing hunting
restrictions on other big game species. Some guides, have focused
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increased attention on black bears as sport animals in the foothills of
the Alaska Range and in the lake Clark Pass and Cook Inlet areas.
Recreational and domestic harvests over the Interior~Western area have
had little influence on black bear populations. Accurate harvest information
is difficult to obtain because skin or skull sealing is not required in
much of the area. However~ total harvest for the entire area probab1y
does not exceed 400 bears. Many areas have the potential to support
much larger harvests. Despite liberal hunting seasons and bag limits
since statehood harvests have remained low. Industrial and urban development
have resulted in increased bear-human interactions and an increase in
the number of bears destroyed in defense of life and property.
Nonconsumptive use of black bears is restricted to bear populations
immediately adjacent to urban population centers. Except where they
gather to exploit 1oca11y abundant sources of food, black bears in the
Interior-Western regibn are too sparsely distributed to provide for
significant levels of nonconsumptive use,
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BROWN BEARS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Brown bears (UrskB arctos) occur throughout Southeastern Alaska except
on the islands south of Frederick Sound. Portions of this area support
as dense a population of brown bears as may be found ln the state.
Although specific infor~ation on abundance is lacking~ there is general
understanding of the species status. Brown bears are probably as abundant
in this area now as they have ever been. The ABC Islands (Admiralty~
Baranof and Chichagof) support larger populations than mainland areas
except for the possible exception of the Yakutat area. Brown bear and
black bear co-exist on the mainland but not on the islands.
Brown bears were once classified into a large number of species and
subspecies~ but the brown bears of North America and Europe are now
considered members of one species oy most taxonomists. Bears over the
greater part of North America fa11 under one subspecies~ !J. a. hnrribi!is.
Reproductively isolated populations may exist on the ABC Islands and
Yakutat forelands; however, at this time there is no data to
support subspecific designation.
All major habitat types are utilized by brown bears with seasonal differences
in use governed by the availability of food. Emerging from dens beginning
in late April. most brown bears move to the beach areas where they feed
almost exclusively an sedges and kelp and an skunk cabbage, wild celery
and parsley when availaole. Winter killed ungulates and marine mamma1
carcasses which wash ashore are also eaten. Herring and herring roe are
utilized when available in mid-May. Spring bear predation on moose,
deer. and goats may occur but is significant only in localized areas.
Berries are utilized d~ring summers in years when they are available.
With the appearance of anadromous fish in the streams in July bears
congregate along streams and remain there as long as spawning fish are
present. usually until Ocotber. The quantity and quality of protein
foods~ especially salmon, and the longer period of the year in which
food is available to bears in coastal areas are believed to be the major
factors responsible for differences in size between coastal bears and
bears from interior Alaskan areas.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population f1octuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are
remarkably few. Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to
withstand infections and to recover from fractures. many of which are
caused by fighting and gunshot wounds. Cannibalism and other extraspecific
strife may cause significant mortality. Trichinella spiraZlis is the
known parasite infecting bears, ":;~ecause it is transmissible to man in
raw or partially cooked bear meat; however it is of minor significance
to infected bears.
In accessible and inhabited areas, human activities are doubtless the
most significant source of bear mortality. Sport 0unting is presently
the most important mortality factort but several nuisance bears are also
killed near human habitations. Bears are killed in defense of life and
property when they are attracted to garbage dumps and endanger human
safety.

Recreational uses of brown bears predominate in Southeastern Alaska.
Subsistence utilization is not known to occur. Sport hunting is the
primary use with the ABC lslands being the most productive hunting
areas. From the mid 1940's, trophy hunting of brown bears gained rapidly
in popularity, with Admiralty Island becoming the favority hunting area
in Southeastern Alaska. At one time cannery workers and others connected
with the commercial fishing industry destroyed bears indiscriminately.
Until recently, hunting pressure has not appeared to be excessive. Low
harvests have allowed hunting regulations to remain liberal, In the
spring, more males are taken because males emerge from dens before
females and because females with cubs are protected. In the fall~ more
females are available for harvest due to natural separation of sows from
grown cubs. Guided hunters have had the highest success rates, probably
due to the efficiency of their hunting methods. Since the early 1960's.
the annual kill from Southeastern Alaska has been from 10 to 13 percent
of the statewide harvest. The ABC Islands have contributed about 9
percent of the statewide harvest and 70 percent of the southeastern
harvest. Since about l96B, there has been an upward trend in the kill
from the ABC Islands. The overall quality of the hunting experience for
bear hunters in the Southeastern Region has been extremely high, but
with increasing hunter interactions quality has begun to deteriorate.
Nonconsumptive use of brown bears in Southeastern Alaska occurs throughout
the region but primarily at Pack Creek on Admiralty Island, an area
reserved for such use. The Thayer Mountain area~ also on Admiralty
Island$ is similarly closed to the taking of brown bears. Visitors take
advantage of opportunities for observation and photography when brown
bears concentrate there during late summer salmon runs~ Growing national
interest in brown bears is certain to increase the demand for nonconsumptive
use opportunities.
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SOUTHEASTERN MAINLAND BROWN BEAR
LOCATION
Game Management Units 18, lC, 10, 5 and that portion of Unit lA not
included in the Behm Canal Brown Bear Management Plan area.

THE SPECIES
The southeastern mainland brown bear populations appear to have remained
fairly stable with only a decrease in numbers in those few areas where
urbanization, such as in the Mendenhall Valley north of Juneau, have
significantly changed or eliminated bear habitat. Probably the major
factor affecting mainland bear numbers is the intraspecific strife
resulting from territorial ism and cannibalism, as the mainland brown
bears are lightly hunted.

Hunting pressure on southeastern mainland brown bears is light in relation
to areas such as the ABC islands. Harvest is usually less than 35 bears
annually. Hunting seasons have been liberal since statehood and as such
appear acceptable to the public and within the current replacement rate
of the resource. Large bears (trophy size} are present in small numbers
throughout this area but because of dense cover, nocturnal feeding
habits and difficult hunter access, utilization of these large bears is
believed to be below the capability of the ponulation to produce large
individuals.
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BEHM CANAL BROWN Bf:AR

LOCATION

All of the mainland portion of Game Management Unit lA except that part
of the Cleveland Peninsula south of Spacious Bay.
THE SPECIES

Brown bears are common throughout this area and are particularly abundant
on the Unuk and Chickamin Rivers during the salmon spawning season.
Historical populations have probably been stable since the habitat has
changed little and hunting pressure, except along the Unuk River~ is
extremely light. Brown bear habitat in this area is unlikely to change
significantly for many years. Mining activity could iMpact small areas
and logging is planned, but most of the timber is not of sufficient
quality to support logging at this time. Declining salmon stocks could
have an effect on bear populations.
Almost all hunting occurs along the Unuk River. The low density of
brown bears over the rest of the area discourages extensi>Je hur.<:.er
effort. The brown bear kill from 1961 to 1974 averaged slightly more
than 2 bears per year with 60 percen~of the harvest coming from the
Unuk River. Illegal kills occur which probably stem from a combination
of general dislike of bears and their status as competitors for fish.
Poaching for hides in this area is probab1y limited.
Season dates and bag limits have changed little since 1961 and transportation
methods and access are unchanged. Access is by plane or boat, as there
are no roads in the area. The majority of hunters hunt from skiffs.
Most local residents hunt the Unuk River and use river skiffs for transport.
Brown bears are hunted for trophies and recreation. Professional guides
have not operated in the area since about 1965.
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ABC ISLANDS BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 4, Admiralty, Baranof and Chichagof Islands,
except for the Pack Creek-Windfall Harbor Brown Bear Management Plan
area.

THE SPECIES
The density of brown bears on Admiralty, Baranof, and Chichagof Islands
is perhaps as great as it is anywhere in Alaska. Recent studies by the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game show that Hood Bay, a rather typical
bay on southwest Admiralty Island, can have as many as 50 different
bears using it during the course of a year. These findings are consistent
with those of a joint study conducted in 1932 by the U. S. Forest Service
and the Alaska Game Commission. These studies together suggest a population
of about 1,000 bears on Admiralty Island and a somewhat lesser number on
Baranof and Chichagof Islands. Studies at Hood Bay have shown that on
the average, about 25 percent of the spring-time population consists of
cubs under two years of age, suggesting high reproduction. Rates of
natural mortality are not known, for it is seldom that a bear carcass,
other than ones killed by hunters, is encountered. It is suspected that
much of the natural mortality occurs during the period of winter dormancy.
Aside from losses to starvation and old age, intraspecific strife and
cannibalism are probably the most important natural mortality factors.
There has been considerable alteration of the climax forest ecosystem on
the ABC islands. Foremost has been clear-cut logging which began with
the long-term sales to encourage pulping operations in the 1950 1 s. At
this point in time, several of the major river systems have been clear
cut. Logging now consists of much smaller scale operations, but these
are programmed to continue ad infinitum, based on a 100-year rotational
cycle. Currently basic knowledge of the impact of logging on other
forest resources, including bears is lacking, but studies are being
designed to attempt to measure these impacts. Except for native lands
and a few other small private holdings, brown bear habitat on the ABC
islands is under management jurisdiction of the U. S. Forest Service.
Sport hunting has long been the dominant use of the brown bear resource
of Southeast Alaska, and the ABC islands have been a favored brown bear
hunting area. During the 11-year period from 1g49 to 1959 an average of
40 bears per year were taken by guided sportsmen while harvests by
unguided resident hunters went unrecorded. Large numbers of bears were
also killed by fishermen, loggers, and cannery workers, but this loss
has generally been reduced in more recent years. Since 1961, when the
mandatory sealing program was instituted, the average annual kill has
been 63 of which about 74 percent were males, 71 percent were taken
during the spring season, and 52 percent were taken by nonresident
hunters. While the hunting season has generally run from September l
through June 10, the most productive hunting period has been from May 15
through June 10. Admiralty Island has generally contributed about 52
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percent of the ABC island ki11, Baranof about 15 percent, and Chichagof
about 33 percent. In recent years there has been an upward trend of the
harvest from Chithagof and a corresponding downward trend from Baranof.
The southern half of Admiralty has contributed about 45 percent of the
Admiralty kill and 35 percent of the total kill from the ABC islands.
The most productive bays have been Hood, Chiak, Gambier, and Pybus. On
a statewide basis, since 1961 the ABC islands have contributed 9 percent
of the total brown bear harvest. Since 1969, this proportion has risen
to about 11 percent of the statewide harvest. Measurements of harvested
bears have remained remarkably consistent, suggesting that sport hunting
has had little impact on the brown bear resource. Since 1961, the
average male hide size (length Plus width) has been 13.9 feet, the
average male skull size since 1967 (length plus width) has been 22.3
inches, the average male age since 1968 has been 7.g years, and the
average few41e age since 1971 has been 7.7 years.
Records indicate that about half of the annual kill is taken by commercially
guided hunters. About 12 registered guides operate the area each year.
There has been a fairly rapid turnover in the guides who operate these
hunts. Only three or four have consistently hunted this area since
1965. Residents, acting as guides for nonresident relatives account for
only a small percentage of the annual kill. Up until about 1970, the
mean annual recorded ki11 for the ABC islands was about 60 animals. The
quality of the hunts was very high. Hunter interactions in the field
were uncommon. Since that time there has been a gradual increase in
hunter numbers and the total harvest, The 1975 recorded ki 11 was 105
animals. Hunter interactions have become much more common.
Since the mid-1940's many hunters and guides have expressed much satisfaction
with the high quality of hunting experienced while bear hunting on the
ABC islands. This is particularly true during sp~ing-time hunts,
Hunters have been comfortably based on boats. During the spring, male
blue grouse are "hooting"; filling the bays with their pulsating calls;
fishing and clam digging are productive, waterfowl and deer are abundant
for viewing, herring are spawning, and the attendant predation by eagles,
gulls, and other predatorss including brown bears, that the large masses
of herring attract, can be observed; and the weather is usual1y fairly
good. Bears are plentiful enough that it is not uncommon for a guided
or seasoned hunter to look at 50 or more different bears on a ten-day
hunt.
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PACK CREEK-WINDFALL HARBOR BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
On Admiralty Island in Garr.e Management Unit 4, all drainages into Windfall

Harbor including Pack Creek.

THE SPECIES
Windfall Harbor, on north Admiralty Island at the north end of Seymour
Canal, contains the necessary components to support a population of
brown bears: high country for denning and summer foraging, grassy
beaches fer spring and summer foraging. and five streams which support
runs of salmon upon which the bears feed in summef and fall. No current
data are available on the number of bears which inhabit the area.
Studies elsewhere on Admiralty Island suggest perhaps 30 animals inhabit
the area.
Admiralty Island is under the managewent jurisdiction of the U.S, Forest
Service. While the Wi1dfa11 Harbor area is not under any particular
current timber sale contract commitment, logging is a possibility under
future sale arrangements. There is one known human habitation, a floating
residence near the mouth of Pack Creek.
Sport hunting has been relatively light with an average of abotJt one
bear per year taken from the area since 1963. The Pack Creek drainage
was closed to bear hunting during the 1930's to furnish an undisturbed
area for viewing; people may easily watch a concentration of brown bears
fishing during the 1ate summer-early fall months. Observation towers
were constructed by the Civilian Conser'lation Corps {CCC) from which to
observe bears. Fifty or more persons. mostly Juneau residents, visit
the area annually to view and photograph the bears.
The area (Pack Creek drainage only} is recognized by the U. s. Forest
Service as the Pack Creek Research Natural Area.

BROWN BEARS IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Brown bears (Ursua arctoa) occur throughout Southcentral Alaska~ including
Montague, Hinchinbrook and Hawkins Islands in Prince William Sound.
Although precise data on bear abundance in the region is 1acklng! there
is a general understanding of the species' status. ln areas surrounding
human population centers and on the Kenai Peninsula and lower Matanuska
Susitna Valley area where human development continues to expand reductions
in brown bear populations have occurred. ln the Ne1china Sasin and
surrounding mountain ranges bear populations have shown substantial
increases in the past decade.
1

Brown bears were once classified into a 1arge number of species and
subspecies, but the brown bears of North America and Europe are now
considered members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears over the
greater part of North America fa11 under one subspecies, u. a. hoffl'biUa.
Brown bears on Kodiak-Afognak Islands, however, are considered a reproductively
isolated population with distinctive cranial features and are classified
as u. a. middendorffi. No reproductively isolated populations are known
to exist in Southcentral Alaska.
All habitat types are utilized by brown bears, but grass communities
appear to be most important. 'tlhere bears occur in forested areas,
substantial meadows~ muskegs~ sedge flats, or other grassy areas are
present. Grasslands appear especial1y critical for bears during the
spring when other high quality bear foods are scarce.
The brown bear's diet includes a wide range of animal and plant foods
and is highly variable between areas and during different seasons. In
spring, grass and other early-growing herbaceous p1ants make up the bulk
of the diet. During summer and fall. sa1mon 3nd berries constitute the
major food items. Sear predation on moose and caribou may be significant
in some areas. The quantity and quality of protein foods, especially
salmon, and the longer period of the year in whtch food is available to
bears in coastal areas are believed to be the major factors responsible
for differences in size between coastal and interior brown bears.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are
re~rkably few.
Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to
withstand infections and to recover from fractures, many of which are
caused by fighting. Cannibalism and other intraspecific strife may
cause significant mortality. Trichinella spira~ie, is the best known
parasite infecting bears because it is transmissible to man in raw or
oartially cooked bear meat; however, it is of minor significance to
infect~d bears.
In accessible, inhabited areasJ human activities are doubtless the most
significant source of mortality. Soort hunting is presently the most
important mortality factor, but there is also a high mortality of
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nuisance bears near human habitations. Bears are killed when they are
attracted to garbage dumps~ and endanger human safety. Losses of free
ranging livestock sometimes necessitate removal of offending bears.
Recreational hunting and viewing are the predominant uses of brown bears
in Southcentra1 Alaska. With increases in hunting pressure, regulations
affecting season lengths and methods of transport have became more
restrictive so that allowable harvest levels were not exceeded. Guided
hunters have had the highest success rates due to the efficiency of
their hunting methods. Since the early l960 1 s, the annual kill in
Southcentral Alaska has been about 18 percent of the statewide harvest;
management has intensified to maintain productive bear populations.
Timing of spring and fall bear hunting seasons is used to influence the
proportion of male bears in the harvest, allowing for manipulation of
sex ratios to optimize productivity. In the spring~ more males are
taken because males emerge from dens before females and because females
with cubs are protected. In the falls more females are available for
harvest due to natural separation of sows from grown cubs.
Grow1ng national interest in brown bears is certain to increase the
demand for nonconsumptive use opportunities. Limited opportunities for
nonconsumptive use exist in Southcentral Alaska because there are few
natural areas where bears can be re~u1ar1y observed.
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UPPER COOK INLET BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
All of Game Management Unit 16.
THE SPECIES
Brown bears are abundant in the area but data on population size are
unavailable, Brown bear habitat in the area has been altered little by
human encroachment. Other factors probably have more impact on bear
populations~ especially annual variations in food supplies.

Past brown bear harvests in the area have not been excessive, and at
this time hunting effort appears to be light. Average age and skull
sizes of bears taken differ little from the 10-year average~ suggesting
the population's status has not been altered. Harvests have exceeded 40

arrin:a1s in thr'ee of the past ten years~ although as few as 23 animals

have been taken in one year. Over 50 percent of the bear harvest is
taken by nonresidents, indicating high use of the area by the guiding
industry.

There have been spring and fall brown bear hunting seasons since 1969.
The spring season genera11y extends from May 10 or 15 to May 25 or June
10 to 15. Fall seasons begin on September 1 o~ 10 and continue until
October 10 or 15. Brown bear hunters are required to not hunt the same
day they have been airborne, and cubs and sows accompanied by cubs are
protected by regulation. Season lengths are apparently effective techniq~es
for regulating the harvest in this area. When hunting seasons were
reduced in length the total harvest was also reduced those years.
The area is not known for large brown bears. but near1y a11 bears taken
are utilized as trophies. The hide and skull are salvaged, but the meat
is seldom used for human food. Sears carry trichinae, but danger to
people can be minimized if the meat is properly cooked.
Access to the area is difficult. Aircraft are the ~~st important means
of access but boats are also used. Climatic constraints on brown bear
hunting are significant. particularly during fa11. There is probab1y
much brown bear habitat that is unhunted due to inaccessibility.
Viewer use is probably low in this area. because brown bears are generally
dispersed widely and the area does not receive many human visitors.
1
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NELCHINA BASIN BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Units 11~ 13 and 14Bt excluding the Paxson and Klutina
Lake Brown Bear Management Plan areas.

THE SPECIES
Brown/grizzly bears are distributed throughout the Ne1chioa Basin.
Historical information is limited but bears appeared to be numerous
during the early 1900's and fairly common during the intervening years
except during the early 1950 1 s when intensive poisoning of wolves also
reduced bear numbers. Bears have been increasing for the past decade
and are presently abundant. Most natural grizzly bear natural losses
are probably related to food supplies and intraspecific strife. Available
information indicates that bears survive well their first two years;
subadults. after separation frorr, the sows, may suffer cons i derab 1e
losses by being forced into marginal habitats and by direct attacks from
older bears, presu~ably boars. Natural mortality among adult grizzly
bears ls probably low.
Grizzly bear hunting has been for recreational-trophy purposes almost
exclusively. Annua1 harvests in the Nelchina Basin have averaged 58
bears. Males have comprised 57 percent of the harvest. Guided nonresidents
have accounted for more than half of the grizzly harvest. The proportion
of males in the kill has increased slowly since 1961. Average ages and
skul1 sizes of bears harvested west of the Copper River have been increasing
but have decreased slightly in the Wrange11 Mountains. Bears. taken
recently by hunters have averaged 7-8 years old. Hunting pressure has
been high but well dispersed in the area since the 1950 S. The sex and
age sttucture of the bear population has. been little changed by hunter
harvest since the l960 S. Nelchlna Basin bears are not generally vulnerable
to overharvests except where hunters are concentrated. Human expansion
at Kenny Lake and along the Nabesna Road has resulted in localized
11
overkills~ due to destruction of ''prob1em bears.
Most bears are probably
taken by hunters near discarded remains of ungulate hunter kills, but
they are also vulnerable during salmon runs on the upper Gu1kana River
and in the vicinity of K1utina Lake.
1

1
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MC NEIL RIVER BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 9 described as the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary.
THE SPECIES
The July and August concentration of brown bears at McNeil River has
gained worldwide fame. Prior to statehood, bear hunting was banned in
this area to protect the unique concentration. Following statehood. the
ban remained and the area became a state game sanctuary. Since 1973, a
permit system which regulated human activity and densities within the
sanctuary during the period of brown bear concentration has been in
effect.
The number of bears present has varied between 75-90 in recent years.
Reports from the late 1950's indicate that greater numbers of bears were
present at that time. All ages of bears use the area and are highly
visible for recreat1ona1 observation~ photography, or scientific study.
The population of bears spends only part of each year within the sanctuary
boundaries. At least seven McNeil River bears have been taken outside
the sanctuary by sport hunters.
Between 1963 and 1972 the Department of Fish and Game collected data on
the life history of McNeil River brown bears. This program included
immobilization and marking of animals. The program terminated, but
tagged bears remain in the population. These markings are being lost
naturally and bears are returning to a pristine appearance. From 1970
to 1975t Utah State University graduate students conducted research on
brown bear behavior.
Prior to 1970. public use of the sanctuary during the period of concentrated
bear use was limited. In recent years, use has greatly increased and in
1975 reached 385 ~an days during July and August. The permit system now
regulating human use of the sanctuary was developed in response to
increased public use. Requests have been received to develop the area
for a larger volume of daily visitors, but have been discouraged as
incompatible with maintaining a high concentration of brown bears.
Present use is primarily by non-Alaskans and professional or semi
professional photographers.
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KENAI BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Units 7 and 15.
THE SPECIES

Brown bears range over most of the Kenai Peninsula. Bears are present
in moderate numbers in those portions of the Peninsula draining into
Cook Inlet and they occur in lo~ numbers over the rewninder of the area
except for occasional local concentrations alonq the coast. Reports
from hunters and incidental observations indicate that the population is
growing. Presently the population is estimated to be between 150 to 250
bears.
Pistorica11y, brown bears were never abundant on the Kenai Peninsula,
although the population was probably considerably larger before the
Peninsula was settled. Persecution by settlers appears to have been the
cause for the reduction in numbers. Urbanization, road construction and
increased recreational use have altered part of the area maKing it no
longer suitable brown bear habitat.
Brown bear-human conflicts are becoming more prevalent. In most casess
problems have been resolved by proper garbage disposal, but in some
instances it has been necessary to destroy bears. A significant number
of bears are also killed in defense of life and property priw4rily by
persons hunting other species. The total number of non-sport kills may
approach the sport kill in magnitude in some years,
The reported brown bear harvest on the Kenai Peninsula has varied f~om
two to eleven and has averaged about five per year. Male bears harvested
since 1961 have averaged 5.2 years in age with a mean skull size of 22.1
inches. Hunting pressure has been light with most bears taKen incidental
to hunting for other species. Anchorage and Kenai Peninsula hunters
harvest almost all of the brown bears taken on the Kenai. Occasionally,
bears are killed by nonresident hunters but the nonresident harvest is
nominal~
Limited guiding for brown bears occurred in the past but in
recent years there has been none. Because of the r<elatively poor chance
for success, guides offered brown bear hunts in combination. usually
with a moose hunt. Reductions in the moose season have made this impractical.
Trophy brown bears are available on the Kenai Peninsula but, because of
the heavy forest and brush cover, hunting conditions are difficult.
~any of the bears harvested are attracted to and killed in the vicinity
of moose ~ills. Because bears are difficult to locate and opportunities
to be selective are extremely limited, few bear hunters are attracted to
the Kenai.
The length of the brown bear season has varied little since statehoodi
although the dates of the season have changed. The bag limit on brown
bears was changed from one per year to one every four regulatory years
in 1968. The hunting of brown bears has had little effect on the population.
The population appears to be growing, and the harvest appears to be well
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below the sustained yield level.
has been ~ales.

Since 1961, 55 percent of the harvest

Nonconsumptive use of the brown bear resource has been limited. Bears
are occasionally viewed from the road or by hikers and fishermen, but
most viewing and photography occurs incidental to other activities.
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WEST CHUGACH BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 14C and, in Game Management Unit 7, the drainages
of Glacier Creek and Twentymile River.

THE SPECIES
Incidental aerial and ground observations, harvest figures and reports
of brown bears in residential areas indicate that bears exist in this
area at a low level. Population estimates are difficult to make, but
probably less than 25 to 35 brown bears inhabit the entire area. Present
numbers may be only slightly reduced from levels of the past several
decades; large concentrations of brown bears have probably never existed
in this area due to the lack of substantial salmon spwaning streams.
A signi~icant portion of lands within the area are not conducive to
brown bear habitation, mainly because the wilderness characteristics
bears require are lacking. Timbered and subalpine areas at the upper
reaches of several drainages still provide excellent habitat.
Brown bears have been hunted in the area for at least the past 60 years.
Harvest levels prior to 1g61 are unknown, but were probably somewhat
higher than in recent years. Between 1g61 and 1g75, only 21 brown bears
were legally harvested throughout the entire area; only one was taken in
the past four years. Nine of the 21 bears were taken in the Eklutna
drainage, and four were taken in Ship Creek. Eight additional bears
have been killed in defense of life and property during the past 15
years. Of the total of 2g bears, 14 were males, 14 were females, and 1
was of unknown sex. All bears were taken by residents of local communities.
Hunting is not believed to have had any effect on the present population
levels.
Chugach State Park, the area of major bear habitation, has been closed
to brown bear hunting since 1g73, The Portage area, the Anchorage
hillside area, portions of Eagle River, and the military reservations
are also closed to hunting. Consequently, there are few drainages where
bears can still be hunted, and hunting pressure is very light. Most
bears are taken incidental to hunting goats, sheep, moose, or black
bears. Prior to 1g73, the Park or other lands open to bear hunting had
variable hunting seasons of about 30 days duration during September and
October. During recent years, the season has run from September 10 to
October 10 with a bag limit of one. Since lg68, hunters have been
allowed to take only one bear every four regulatory years.
Access to locations where bears may be hunted is mainly via the Hunter
Creek trail or the Twentymile River. The Eklutna Road and the Girdwood
Crow Creek Road also provide initial access for bear hunting. With the
exception of the Twentymile River, where motorized boats are allowed,
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al1 backcountry travel is by foot or horseback. Vehicular transportation
restrictions have been in effect in the West Chugach Management Area
since 196B and within Chugach State Park since 1972. Access restrictions
within the Park apply to both hunting and nonhunting uses.
Other uses of brown bears include viewing~ photography and observation
of bear sign. No area is considered good for viewing, although if bears
are to be seen anywhere, the Ek1utna drainage is the most likely location.
Bears may also be seen in the Eagle River and Bird Creek drainages on
rare occasions. Observations of footprints in silty riverbeds or wJcky
ponds are probably the most corrmonly '1viewed 11 evidence of bears. Such
sign can often be seen near most backcountry trails.
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LOWER MATANUSKA-SUS!TNA VALLEY BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
All of Game Management Unit 14A.

THE SPECIES
No estimates of brown/grizz1y bear abundance are available for this
area, but bear density is low. Harvest data indicate bears may have
been more abundant in the pastT Brown bear habitat has been considerably
altered in this area by urbanization agricultural and indvstrial development,
1

and mining.

Despite a low brown bear population, conflicts between bears and people
occur every year, usually because bears are attracted to garbage; sane
bears are killed. Complaints have been annually received by the Department
regarding brown bears near

nu~tan

dwellings.

Hunting pressure is light because the area is difficult to hunt and the
bears are sparsely distrib~ted. The average annual harvest for the
196273 period was about nine animals, while in 1974 the harvest was
three bears and in 1975, two bears. Shifts in hunting season timing may
account at least :n part for these differences, Most bears are taken
incidental to hunts for other species. In most years residents harvest
more bears than nonresidents. Few bears are taken by guided hunters.
Nearly all persons take brown bears for trophies. Hides are usually
well cared for and eventually become wall rugs. Access to hunting areas
or camps is usually by auto~ plane or bo3t, and then by foot. Adverse
fall weather occasionally may significantly restrict the amount of
hunting in the area. ~unting has little effect on the bear population.
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AFOG~AK-SHUYAK

BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, Shuyak Island~ Ban Island, Marmot Island and
Afognak Island northwest and east of the Southern Afognak-Raspberry
Island Srown Bear Management Plan area.
THE SPECIES
The Afognak-Shuyak area is relatively remote and largely uninhabited.
Recognizing the scenic and wilderness qualities of the area, the U.S.
Forest Service has recommended that 55:000 acres in the Red Peak-Ban
Island areas be designated a Scenic Area. Another 5,300 acre parcel has
been designated the Paramanof Research Natural Area.
The brown bear population is estimated at 200 to 300 animals for the
entire Afognak-Raspberry-Shuyak Islands group. Although information on
movements is lacking, it is suspected that there is considerable interchange
of bears between management areas. Heavily forested Shuyak Is1and has
few productive spawning streams and a low bear density. The northwestern
part of the area contains dense Sitka spruce forest at lower elevations~
grading into grass-brushlands and finally extensive rugged alpine areas
above 1500 feet elevation. Eastern lzhut Bay and Tonki Peninsula are
slightly more accessible but contain equally rugged terrain. East of
Izhut Bay~ spruce forest becomes less dense giving way to large expanses
of open alpine and steep, brushy h111sides.
The Paramanof Bay drainage
due to many open hillsides
bears. Tonki Peninsula is
its limited anchorages and

is one of the most popular hunting locations
and valleys with good conditions for spotting
also popular although 1ess accessible due to
exposure to storms.

Resident hunters are the primary users of the area. However~ three
guiding operations have recently used the Paramanof Say area. Hunting
pressure and harvest are relatively light because the area is not very
accessible by sma11 boat. float and amphibious aircraft are the primary
means of transportation into the area. Access to the interior of the
area is limited to a few lakes. No maintained trails exist although
scattered elk and bear trails provide limited access. Annual sport
harvests average about six bears.
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PORTAGE LAKE SROWN BEAR

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 8 on Afognak Island which includes
Portage Lake from the outlet of Upper Portage Lake to one-half mi1e
below the fish pass on Portage River, including a strip 1.5 miles wide
along both sides of Portage Lake, along Portage River and along the
outlet of Upper Portage Lake.

THE SPECIES
The Portage Lake drainage, Afognak 1s1and's best red salmon producing
system, is also one of the best areas to view brown bears. Bears concentrate
in red salmon spawning areas from mid-July to late August. Bears then
disperse to some extent, but continue to frequent the area, feeding on
pink and silver sa1mon until October. Although heavy timber 1i~its
viewing opportunity~ bears can often be seen where streams ~eander
through meadows and openings in the canopy.
A recently constructed timber haul road crosses one of the major spawning
streams near the best viewing area on Portage Lake. Traffic on this
road may reduce bear feeding activity within the drainage. Sport fishermen
frequent the area from June through September and the U.S. Forest Service
maintains a recreational cabin on the lake.
Hunting pressure is presently light in the drainage~ with only occasional
bears taken. Illegal harvest may increase with improved access provided
by the road.
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SOUTH AFOGNAK-RASPBERRY ISLAND BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, Raspberry Island and adjacent small islands~
except Whale Island; Afognak Island south and east of the Malina Bay
drainages including drainages into Raspberry Straits and Marmot Bay west
of the head of Soposa Bay and bounded on the east by the Gretchen Lake,
laura Lake, Pauls Lake drainages and bounded on the north by a line from
Shields Point to Delphin Point, not including drainages into Oelphtn
Bay. The Portage Lake Management Plan area is excluded.

THE SPECIES
Estimates of the bear population in the Afognak-Raspberry-Shuyak Islands
complex are difficult to make due to the difficulty of observing bears
in dense forest growth* Bear densities appear to be much less in the
Afognak group than on Kodiak Island. Based on past harvest, observation
of sal~on stream concentrations} hunter reports and general observations,
it is estimated that the bear population is 200-300 animals.
Spruce habitat is generally thought to support lower bear densities than
areas with higher vegetative diversity. Salmon are proportionately much
less abundant in the Afognak group than on Kodiak. Sitka spruce vegetation
is gradually invading the western side of Afognak where large areas of
open grass-brushlands now exist. As spruce invades. vegetative diversity
is lessened and p~esumably habitat is less suitable for brown bears.
The rate of spruce invasion is relatively slow and no detectable short
term effects on the bear population can be expected. A few scattered
seasonal and permanent residences are scattered through the management
area, but few changes in the near-wilderness environment have occurred.
Limited logging activity has occurred since the 1940's, but it was not
until 1975 that large scale logging began in the Kazakof and Perenosa
Bay areas, Currently a logging road transects Afognak Island from
Kazakof to Discoverer Bay. Although ultimately clearcuts may provide
improved vegetative diversity. it remains to be seen if increasing
forage will offset the disturbance of bear activities and defense of
life and property mortality which generally accompany logging activity.
Dense spruce forest over much of the Afognak group makes it difficult to
observe and stalk bears. late spring breakup and frequent inclement
weather are additional handicaps to hunters. Hunting pressure has been
relatively light in the past with sport harvest averaging about 12 bears
annually, about half of which are taken from this area. Raspberry
Straits, Malina Lakes, Portage Lake. and Afognak Lake areas are popular
hunting spots. Local hunters use small commercial fishing boats or
skiffs for hunting this area. Numerous protected anchorages are present.
Charter and private aircraft are ~sed to reach inland lakes.
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As has occurred in the remainder of the Kodiak area, seasons have been
gradually curtailed to keep harvest at allowable levels. Afognak's
seasons remain open slightly longer in spring and are open nearly three
weeks earlier in fall than in the Southwestern Kodiak Island Management
area. Relatively low hunter success will permit some increase in numbers
of hunters without much increase in the harvest.
Residents do most of the bear hunting in this management area, although
recently an increasing number of guides have begun to take nonresidents
to Afognak as competition for hunting areas around the state increase.
Afognak has a local reputation for large trophy bears, although only
occasionally is an unusually large bear taken.
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NORTHEASTERN KODIAK ISLAND BROWN BEAR
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 8 on Kodiak Island east of Rough
Creek in Ugak Bay and east of the divide between Kizhuyak Bay and Sharatin
Bay including all drainages into Chiniak Bay.

THE SPECIES
Chronic conflicts with human activities have resulted in a towered
density of brown bears in this management area. This area supports most
of the industrial, agricultural and urban deveiopment of Kodiak Island.
Much of the coastal portion is accessible by road. Conflict with the
cattle industry has been primarily responsible for present management
which encourages maximum bear harvest. Cattle were first introduced to
Kodiak in 1794 by Russian settlers~ and it is safe to assume that the
battle with brown bears began immediately. Predation by bears was well
documented by a Department study in 1964-65. Thirty-three cattle were
verified to have been killed by bears during a 14-month study. Thls
represented less than three percent of the actual cattle popul~tiont
excluding calves.
Bears were systematically hunted, trapped and poisoned by ranchers with
frequent assistance from the Federal government prior to statehood. The
Department continued to assist with a bear control program and liberal
hunting seasons were maintained. Sport hunting has not been successful
in alleviating the predation problem. Fencing was seriously considered
as a possible solution to ingress by bears. During the early 1960 1 s, an
aerial shooting program was conducted by the Department, but was soon
dropped due to intensive public pressure against it. The Department
continued to control suspected predator bears until 1970. Alaska law
permits the killing of any game animal in defense of life or property,
and ranchers continue to take bears on their grazing leases, although
few report the kills as is required by regulation. Presently six ranches
are in active operation and periodlc bear predation continues.
Current annual harvest from a11 sources probably does not exceed 15
bears. During the three-year period 1963-1965, a total of 83 bears were
killed. an average of about 28 per year. Forty-two bears were killed ln
1963, 35 of them by the Department on cattle leases. The 1965 bear
population in this area was estimated at 48 bears. There is 1itt1e
doubt that the intensive bear control activities during the 1960 S
drastically reduced the bear population in this area. The current
average population probably does not exceed 75 animals.
1

No major habitat changes have occurred since the 1960 S and increasing
frequency of bear sightings suggests that the bear population is increasing
somewhat despite heavy hunting pressure. Resident hunters do most of
the hunting and less than five percent are successful. Two bear guiding
operations consistently hunt the area.
1
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SOUTHWESTERN KODIAK ISLAND SROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, all drainages into the eastern side of Kizhuyak Bay
and all of Kodiak Island south and west of the Rough Creek drainage~ including
Uganik, Whale, Amook and Sitkalidak Islands.

The Karluk Lake drainage is not

included.

THE SPECIES
Brown bear density on Kodiak Island is at least as high as in any area of
comparable size in Alaska. Bears are distributed throughout the management
unit except on some of the smaller offshore islands. The bear population may
exceed 2!000 animals. No recent population declines have been documented
although some local residents maintain that a higher population was present in
the past. There has been a decline in the proportion of large adult males
through selective trophy hunting. The average hide and skull size of males
harvested has declined during the past 20 years, although it now appears to
have stabilized. Annual aerial surveys do not indicate a decline in productivity
or survival of offspring.
Information on sources of natural mortality in Kodiak bear populations is
scanty. Predation on cubs by adult males is commonly thought to be a source
of mortality. Selective hunting far males as occurs on Kodiak may favor
survival of young to so~e extent. Mortality related to periodic food shortages
may be important. Persistent late spring snow retards plant growth and
probably limits foraging success by bears at a time when their body reserves
are lowest. Bears which entered dens in poor fall condition would be especialiy
susceptible to malnutrition in late spring.
The habitat in this management area is little changed from prehistoric times.
The coastal dwelling native population in the eighteenth century was ap?roximately
three tines larger than the present human population on Kodiak :sland. F~ve
small villages are located in the management area. The Kodiak National
Wildlife Refuge occupies more than three fourths of the area. This refuge,
administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was established in 1941 to

preserve the natural habitat of the Kodiak brown bear.
Relative to other ranges around the world, Kodiak's habitat supports an
extremely high density of brown bears. Scores of streams containing from one
to four species of spawning salmon occur throughout the island. Luxuriant
plant growth provides abundant green forage, roots and berries. Carrion and
tida1 organisms are available in coastal tideland areas. Alpine habitats are
utilized heavily during early summer by bears foraging primarily on sedges.
An excellent diversity of food sources is available and periodic movements by
bears in response to seasonal availability of the various food sources are
well documented. Salmon runs on Kodiak have decreased to approximately one
third of levels recorded in the early 1900 1 s. The extent to which this
reduction has affected the bear population is unknown, although there is
little doubt that salmon is an important food resource for bears,
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Prior to 1925~ commercial hunting for brown bears was common on Kodiak Island~
but regulations have become increasingly restrictive since that period.
Progressive1y shorter seasons have been set to keep the harvest within allowable
levels. Increasingly intensive hunting pressure in the early l960 s resulted
in excessive harvest in popular hunting areas while adjacent areas went
largely unharvested~ In 1968} the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service initiated a
system on the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge assigning hunters specific
hunting areas. This system improved the distribution of harvest and lessened
the extent of crowded hunting conditions. Increasingly restrictive regulations
on brown bear hunting in other areas of the state and the closure of polar
bear hunting by the Marine Mammal Protection Act generated a substantial rise
in hunting pressure and harvest an Kodiak Island in 1973. The Department
implemented a new permit system for this management area in 1976. A limited
number of permits for each of 26 hunting units are now awarded by lottery for
both fall and spring seasons.
1

Annual harvests have fluctuated considerably depending on weather conditions
during the hunting season as well as changing hunting pressure from year to
year. The average annual harvest for this management area was about 115
animals during the 1961-1975 period. Males generally comprise at least 60
percent of the annual harvest. Wounding loss, defense of life and property
kills and illegal harvest are estimate~ at 10-15 percent of the sport kill.
Nonresident hunters account for about 40 percent of the hunting effort.
Hunting success of nonresidents, ~ho are required to hunt with a guide.
averages approximately 70 percent compared to 30 percent for residents.
Approximately two-thirds of the annual harvest is taken during the spring
season. Most guides conduct hunts from permanent camps along the coastline
using skiffs for transportation within the hunting area. Resident hunters,
who usually have tent camp~ and lack boats, are restricted to hunting within a
relatively sma11 area surrounding their camps.
Brown bear guiding is an important, although seasonal~ local industry.
Although nonresidents comprise less than half the hunterst their take is
nearly two~thirds of the annual harvest.
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KARlUK lAKE BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, all drainages into Karluk Lake above the lake
outlet including Moraine Creek.

THE SPECIES
Brown bears of the Karluk drainage have been the focus of a long-term
study by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Containing some 96 square
miles, the area is located in the interior of southwestern Kodfak Island
within the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has estimated the area s population at 160 bears, the highest
recorded population density for an area of comparable size in the world.
1

Historically, the Karluk system has been the major red salmon producer
on Kodiak Island. When red salmon begin arriving in good numbers during
July, bears congregate along the numerous inlet streams and the lakeshore
to feed on spawning fish. A1though peak feeding activity occurs in
July, some bears may pursue salmon until the late fall denning period.
Concentrations as high as 10 bears per square mile have been recorded in
the 0 1 Ma1ley drainage. The Karluk red salmon declined significantly
over the last 50 years. The extent that this has influenced bear populations
is unknown, but summer bear density was probably much higher when sa1mon
were more abundant.
Karluk Lake has long enjoyed a reputation among hunters~ naturalists and
photographers for lts excellent bear populations. It is the most popular
hunting area on Kodiak Island. The average annua1 kill during 1954-1962
was 18 bears, a harvest which was considered within allowable limits.
The harvest reached about 30 annually by 1966* an excessive level wh1ch
prompted a fall season closure of Karluk and several other drainages in
1967. Annual harvests averaged 11 bears during the 1968-1975 period.
One hundred ninety-four hunters obtained bear hunting permits during
thls period~ an average of 24 per year. Under the present permit system,
about 15 hunters are allowed to hunt each year~ and they annua1iy harvest
about 10 bears. Charter aircraft provide access to the lake~ and small
skiffs and rafts are used for transportation within the hunting area.
Both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Alaska Department of Fish
and Game maintain research facilities on Camp Island which are used
primarily during summer and early fall. One bear guide maintains a
hunting camp near the upper end of the lake. A public recreational
cabint adwinistered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, is located at
the lake outlet.
Naturalists, photographers and tourists who want to view Kodiak brown
bears freqwent Karluk Lake during the summer. Although no accurate
records of such visits are available, an estimated 15 to 25 parties
annually vistt the area for wildlife-related recreation. Several documentary
wildlife movies have been made who11y or in part at Karluk Lake. Both
professional and amateur photographets visit the area concentrating on
red salmon~ bald eag1e, and brown bear photography.
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KLUTINA LAK< BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 13D, that area within two miles of Klut1na Lake
and the K1utina River from K1utina Lake to the Richardson Highway.
TH< SPECIES
Spawning and dead salmon along the drainages of Klutina Lake and the
hanks of the Klutina River have provided food for local brown bears far
as long as local residents can remember. A high density of bears
congregate in the area and are particularly accesslb1e for viewing and
hunting. The peak periods of bear abundance. related to peak salmon
spawning periods, are July 20 to August 15 for Manker. St. Anne and
Mahlo Creeks, and August 15 to September 15 for Haley Creek and the
outlet of K1utina Lake.
The popularity of the Klutina Lake area for fishing and camping has
increased tremendously in recent years, due in part to state maintenance
of the Klutina Road. As a consequence the opportunity for observing
bears in the area has become better known, and this use has increased
substantially. Hunting of bears occurs in September and October. The
average annual_ reported kill from 1970 to 1975 has been three bears.
Concentrations of bears have given hunters the opportunity to be selective.
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PAXSON BROWN BEAR

In Game Management Unit 13B~ the Paxson closed area including the eastern
drainage of the Gulkana River lying west of the Richardson Highway and
the western drainage of the Gu1kana River between the Denali Highway and

the north end of Paxson Lake where the Gulkana River enters Paxson Lake.

THE SPECIES
Large numbers of sa1mon spawn in the Gulkana River during late summer,
providing resident and nonresident visitors excellent opportunities to
view salmon and the brown bears attracted by the fish. The area has
been closed to the hunting of big game for many years~ The area,
located at the junction of the Richardson and Denali Highways. is
visited by many travelers particularly during the fa11 when large
numbers of hunters pass through.
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND BROWN 3EAR

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 6 from Valdez to Icy Cape, including
Hinchinbrook and Montague Islands.

THE SPECIES
Brown bears are common in Prince William Sound from Valdez Arm to Icy
Bay and on Montague and Hinchinbrook Islands. They are occasionally
reported on Hawkins Island but do not appear to be resident there.
Brown bears are not normally found in the no~thern or western portion of
Prince William Sound.
Due to their secretive habits and preference for dense vegetative cover
brown bears are difficult to inventory. Until a good censusing technique
is developed~ indices to population status such as magnitude of harvest
and average age or skull size of bears in the harvest will be used.
Currently the population ~ay be somewhat lower than during the 1960's.
Brown bear habitat is generally excellent. Disturbance by humans has
been minor. The 1964 earthquake ratsed portions of Montague Isiand by
as much as 31 feet. The uplift has greatly curtailed salmon production
with unknown consequences for bears.
Hunting pressure is currently moderate~ although a few areas are heavily
hunted. The annual harvests of brown bears in the area have ranged from
13 to 63 bears with a 15-year annual average of 32. Peak years were
1967 and 1968 with harvests of 60 and 63 animals, respectively. The
kill has been below average for the past several years {24 in 1975).
During the past 15 years, males averaged 61 percent of the harvest, with
hide size averaging 14.3 feet. skull size 23.4 inches and age 6.4 years.
A11 1975 male harvest statistics were higner than the 15-year average.
Sixteen bears were taken illegally or in defense of life and property
during the past 3 years, a considerable increase over previous years.

Most hunting and harvest occur during the 16-day spring season with half
of the harvest by nonresidents. Local hunters take few bears. Normally
about 10 guides operate in the area, and one air charter service takes
out several hunting parties. Airplanes are the major means of transportation
for bear hunters. Some boat hunting occurs in Prince William Sound~ but
few brown bears are taken by boat hunters. The proportion of hunters
that are successful is unknown since unsuccessful hunters are not required
to report.
An analysis of harvest data for the past 15 years indicates that hunting
is not adversely affecting the brown bear resource in the area. The
availability of big bears probably was reduced slightly following peak
harvest years of 1967 and 1968, but it appears that many bears are now
present. Prince William Sound and the Gulf Coast have not produced many
trophy brown bears, although a few Boone and Crockett class animals have
been taken.
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BROWN BEARS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
Brown bears (Ursus a~toe) occur throughout Southwestern Alaska except
on the islands west of Unimak in the Aleutian Chain, This region supports
the largest populations of brown bears in the state, and although precise
data on abundance is lacking~ there is a general understanding of the
species! status. Brown bears are probably as abundant in this region
now as they have ever been. Coastal areas support larger popu1ations
than Interior reglons, possibly due to the abundant supply of fish and
other foods that are available to bears over a longer period of the
year.
Brown bears were once classified into a large number of species and
subspecies, but the bears of North America and Europe are now considered
members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears over the greater part
of North America fa11 under one subspecies, u. a. horribi~is. Brown
bears on Kodiak and Afognak Islands, however~ are considered a reproductively
isolated population with distinctive cranial feat~res and are classified
as u. a~ midder~rffi. Other reproductively isolated populations may
exist; however, at this time there are insufficient data to determine if
they deserve subspecific designation.
All habitat types are utilized by brown bears, but grass communities
appear to be most important. The highest densities of bears occur in
lush grassland areas such as those on Kodiak Island and the Alaska
Peninsula. Where bears occur in forested areas, substantial meadows,
muskegs, sedge flats, or other grassy areas are present. Grasslands
appear especially critical for bears during spring when ather high
quality bear foods are scarce.
The brown bear's diet includes a wide range of animal and plant foods
and is highly variable between areas and during different seasons. In
spring, grass and other early-growing herbaceous plants make up the bulk
of the diet. Bears also feed on a variety of animals such as dead
seals~ walrus, whales and other marine mammals which wash ashore on
coastal beaches. Spring bear ~redatian an noose and caribou also
appears significant. During summer and fall salmon and berries constitute
the major food items. The Quantity and quality of protein foods~ especially
salmon, and the longer period of the year in which food is available to
bears in coastal areas are believed to be the major factors responsible
for differences in size between coastal and interior brown bears.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders. the diseases reported for brown bears are
remarkably few. Srown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to
withstand infections and to recover from fractures, many of which are
caused by fighting. Cannibalism and other intraspecific strife may
cause significant mortality. TriahineZZa epira!tis is the best known
parasite infecting bears~ because it is transmissible to man in raw or
partially cooked be~r meat; however~ it is of minor significance to
infected bears.
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In accessible, inhabited areas, human activities are doubtless the most
significant source of mortality. Sport hunting is presently the most
important mortality factor, but there is also a high mortality of
nuisance bears near human habitations. Bears are killed when they are
attracted to garbage dumps. and endanger human safety. Losses of free
ranging livestock sometimes necessitate removal of offending bears.
Recreational uses of brown bears predominate in Southwestern Alaska
although subsistence utilization continues to some extent. Sport
hunting is the primary use with the Alaska Peninsula and Kodiak Island
being preeminent as hunting areas. After the early 1940's, trophy
hunting of brown bears rapidly gained in popularity, especially on
Kodiak Island. Hunting on the Alaska Peninsula was quite limited until
the early 1960's. As hunting pressure increased. regulations affecting
season lengths and methods of transport became more restrictive so that
allowable harvest levels were not exceeded. Guided hunters have had the
highest success rates due to the efficiency of their hunting methods.
Since the early T960 S, the annual kill in Southwestern Alaska has been
about 50 percent of the statewide harvest; management has intensified
to maintain productive bear populations. Timing of spring and fall bear
hunting seasons is used to influence the proportion of male bears in the
harvest, allowing for manipulation of sex ratios to optimize productivity.
In the spring, more males are taken because males emerge from dens
before females and because females with cubs are protected. In the
fa11, more females are available for harvest due to natural separation
of sows from grown cubs.
1

Nonconsumptive use has increased in recent years. A prime attraction in
Katmai National Monument is its undisturbed brawn bear population.
Viewing and photography opportunities at unique bear concentration areas
such as at the McNeil River State Game Sanctuary attract larger numbers
of people each year. Growing national interest in brown bears is certain
to increase the demand for nonconsumptive use opportunities.
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BRO'IIN SEARS IN iiESTERN ALASKA

With the exception of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta_ brown bears (t:reus

occur throughout Western A1aska. Although there are no precise
data on the abundance of brown bears in the region, bears are probably
as abundant in this area now as they have ever been.

aPCtos)

Brown bears were once classified into a large number of species and
but the brown bears of North America and Europe are now
considered members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears over the
greater part of North America fall under one subspecies, u. a. horribilis.
No reproductively isolated populations are known to exist in Western
Alaska.
subspecies~

Al1 habitat types are utilized by brown bears) but grass communities
appear to be most important. Where bears occur in forested areas.
substantial meadows, muskegs, sedge flats~ or other grassy areas are
present. Grasslands appear especially critical for bears during the
spring when other high quality bear foods are scarce.

The brown hearts diet includes a wide range of animal and plant foods
and is highly variable between areas and during different seasons. In
spring, grass and other early-growing herbaceous plants make up the bulk
of the diet. During summer and fa11 salmon and berries constitute the
major food items. Some bear predation on moose and caribou also occurs.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are
remarkably few. Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to
withstand infections and to recover from fract~res§ many of which are
caused by fighting. Cannibalism and other intraspecific strife may
cause significant mortality, ~~hinel~a spivaZtis-is the best known
parasite infecting bears because it is transmissible to nan in raw or
partially cooked bear meat; however, it is of minor significance to
infected bear.
In accessible, inhabited areas, human activities are doubtless the most
significant source of mortality. Sport hunting is presently the most
important mortality factor~ but there is also a high mortality of
nuisance bears near human habitations. Sears are killed in defense of
life and property when they are attracted to garbage dumps and endanger
human safe'.:y.

Sport hunting is the primary use of brown bears in Western Alaska.
Domestic utilization of bears by local residents is well documented.
However, the degree of use in the past as well as the present is unknown.
Guided hunters have had the highest success because of the efficiency of
their hunting methods. Since the ear1y l960 S, the annual kill in
Western Alaska has amounted to about 4 percent of the statewide harvest.
As hunting pressure increases, regulations affecting length of season
and methods of transport wi11 become more restrictive in order that
allowable harvest levels not be exceeded. Nonconsumptive use is of
minor significance in the Western Region.
1
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KV!CHAK-NUS~AGAK-TOGIAK

BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 17 and that portion of Game Management Unit 9 lying
north of Katmai National Monument and the drainage of the Naknek River.
but excluding McNeil River State Game Sanctuary.

THE SPECIES
This area has a relatively 1arge brown bear population that has experienced
only light to moderate hunting pressure. The greatest densities of
bears occur along the Cook Inlet watershed and the Lake Iliamna area.
lower densities of bears oecur in the ~shagak~ Wood and Togiak River
systems. Populations appear· stable, but data on population sizes,
composition and reproductive success are lacking. Brown bears den
throughout this area, and areas of den concentrations have been located
in the northern Aleutian Range.
Hunting is primarily by nonresidents {67 percent of reported harvest)
but the percentage is not as large as elsewhere on the Alaska Peninsula.
Harvest levels since 1961 have averaged 42 bears annually, with about
two-thirds of the harvest occurring in the fa11. Fall hunts are most
popular because of the concurrent opportunity for hunters to take other
big game species. In the past five years the harvest level has increased
to average 70 bears annually. The greater harvest is the result of
increased hunting effort by residents and nonresidents. Most of the
increase has occurred in Game Management Unit 17 with hunting pressure
shifting into that unit in response to more restrictive regulations tn
Unit 9.
This area has a large, established guide industry, particularly for
sport fishing. Approximately 32 sport fish lodges provide service to
visiting fishermen during the summer and early fall. Associated with
sport fishing, there has been increased guiding of hunters for big game.
In addition to brown bear, moose~ caribou, Oall sheep and black bear can
also be hunted. Much of the harvest of bears by Alaskan residents is
incidental to other big game hunting. Hunter transportation to and
within the area is primarily by light aircraft with hunting conducted on
foot. Roads within this area are 1imited. Use of a11-terrain vehicles
for hunting occurs infrequently. The area retains high hunting aesthetics
because of its basically unaltered wilderness nature.
loca1 residents have little interest in hunting brown bears for sport.
Occasionally bears are taken for domestic use~ particularly in the
Togiak, Wood River, and Noshagak systems. In the Iliamna watershed
bears were regularly taken by local residents in the past. but interest
is now low.
The area is essentially wilderness. The impact of oi1 exploration work
and hard mineral development has been minimal. It is probab1e that both
resources shall be developed in the future and will have an impact on
brown bear management.
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NAKNEK-KING SALMON BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9. all drainages into the Naknek River west of
the boundary of Katmai National Monument.
THE SPECIES
Du~ing the summer months, this area has a high density of brown bears.
As many as 40 individual bears have been in and around the communities
of Naknek, South Naknek and King Salmon during a single season. Originallyt
few bears were present, but salmon remains from canneries attracted and
held roaming brown bears in the area. The number of bears capitalizing
upon this artificial source of food gradually increased to the high
density that now exists.

Most bears within this area occupy winter dens within Katmai National

Monument. After spring emergence 7 bears gradually enter the area with
the greatest influx occurring in July and August. A11 ages of bears are
present, from single males to sows accompanied by cubs, Numbers then
decline as bears leave to fish the salmon spawning areas of the Naknek
River and Lake system. While in the area, nuisance bears may damage
smoke houses, meat houses or homes. A local man was severely mauled by
a brown bear in the summer of 1973.
The present bear population appears to be high, but relatively stable.
Local residents regularly kill bears illegally or under the provisions
of the 11 defense of life and property"~ regulation. The known nuisance
kill averages 3 to 5 bears annually, but this figure is minimal as many
illegal kills are never located. The legal sport harvest has been only
1 or 2 bears annually. Legal sport hunting is almost entirely by local
residents. Little guiding occurs and few other Alaskans hunt here.
Local residents do not value brawn bears as game animals. Losses to the
bear population from these sources are compensated for by reproduction
or by immigration of young bears from adjoining areas. Katmai National
Monument directly adjoins this area. Brown bear production within the
Monument boundaries will provide a continuing flow of bears into the
area. Brown bears will always be present. Bears immobilized and ~rked
in the Naknek-King Salmon area have been observed at Brooks Camp within
the Monument.
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CENTRAL ALASKA PENINSULA SROWN SEAR

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 9~ that portion of the Alaska Peninsula draining
into the Bering Sea southwest of the Naknek River drainage and Katmai
National Monument to and inc1udinq Reindeer Creek on the south, and
those drainages into the Pacific Ocean from Katmai National Monument on
the north to Cape Igvak on the south.
THE SPECIES

A high-density brown bear population now occurs in this area. The
population is dominated by younger age class animals and biased towards
females because of past sport harvest. Older a9e animals still occur in
the harvest. Productivity appears high, and sows with large litters are
frequently observed. Data on population size and composition are lacking,
b~t indications are that numbers are relatively stable or increasing
slightly. An interchange of bears across the Aleutian Range to the
Pacific drainages occurs regularly. Some movements also occur between
this area and Bering Sea drainages to its north and south. Bears den
throughout the area. but dens most commonly occur in the iower elevations
of the Aleutian Range.
The area has been hunted heavily for a number of years. Harvest records
indicate a minimum of 700 brown bears have been taken since 1961. The
majority of the kill has been by guided nonresidents (78 percent) and
has occurred during the fall season (525 bears). Harvest levels increased
until the mid-1960's and then declined slightly to current levels of
about 50 bears annually.
A large guide industry operates in the area with 15 permanent guide
camps established. Resident hunters from other areas of the state also
frequently hunt the area. The presence of both moose and car~bou makes
multi-species hunts possible and serves to attract hunters. Because of
the populatity of multi-species hunts, fall has been the most popular
hunting period, accounting for three-quarters of the reported bear
harvest.
Residents of the villages of Egegik, Pilot Point~ Ugashik and Port
Heiden have little interest in sport hunting bears, Domestic use of the
species is nonexistent. Occasionally a nuisance brown bear is killed
within the villages.
The area has been a1tered 1itt1e by man's activities. Oil exploration
crews have dril1ed test ho1es and constructed large landing strips in
four locations. Seismic tests have been conducted with the aid of all
terrain vehicles in the past. although recent worK has been with helicopters
or with all-terrain vehicles on frozen tundra in winter. Marks from
past vehicle use are readily visible from the air but iess evident on
the ground.
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Transportation within the area is primarily by light aircraft with
hunting then conducted on foot. All-terrain vehicles and 4-wheel drive
vehicles are used by a few guides for transportation. Air charter
services located in King Salmon provide transportation for many hunters.
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PAC!FIC-MESHJK BROWN BEAR

LOCATiON

In Game Management Unit 91 all drainages into the Pacific Ocean from
cape Igvak on the north to Cape Kum1ium on the south and all drainages
into Port Heiden Bay.

THE SPECIES
Brown bears are now abundant within this area but the population does
not necessarily remain discrete within the boundaries of this area.
Bears move across dra1nages and over the Aleutian Range into and from
other areas. Data on population size, composition~ and areas of use are
minimal. At this time the population generally appears young and highly
productive~ although some o1der age individuals are present.
Sport hunting has become increasingly important in the area. Harvest
over the past five years has averaged about 30 bears annually, about
five bears per year more than the 15-year average. Approximately 60
percent of the harvest occurs in the fall when moose and caribou are
a1so available. Most bears are taken by guided nonresidents. Six
permanent guide camps have been established in the area, but most guiding
still occurs from temporary camps.
Brown bear habitat has been altered little by man« Large landing strips
associated with oil or mineral exploratory work were constructed near
the Meshik River and at Wide Bay. The use of tracked vehicles for
hunting has been limited to the Meshik Valley. but such vehicles have
been used throughout much of the southern area for oil exploratory
efforts. Vehicle tracks remain readily visible from the air for several
years but are less evident on the ground.
The Pacific watersheds of the proposed area have received light hunting
pressure because weather frequently makes travel t0 7 from~ and within
the area difficult and. until recently. other lightly harvested same
populations were more available. The Meshik River drainages have also
had limited hunting because access, including aircraft. is limited~
F1oatp1ane landings a~e possible in some areas. The river, although
shallow, can be floated by raft. Other aircraft access is restricted to
wheel landings on inter-tidal beaches, pumice patches, gravel bars 1 or
abandoned mining strips. Tracked vehicles may not be utilized for
hunting in the Alaska Peninsula Management Area which composes a large
portion of the proposed management area. The basic wilderness nature of
the area supplements high hunting aesthetics.
Most hunting is recreational. Oniy occasionally do residents of local
villages harvest bears for domestic use. Because of the sparce human
population, few bears are killed in "defense of life and property<~
situations.
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LOWER ALASKA PENINSULA BROWN BEAR

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 9, that portion of the Alaska Peninsula lying
north and east of a line between the heads of Port Moller Bay ~nd American
Bay and to the south and west of, but not including~ the drainages of
the

.~eshik

and Aniakchak Rivers and Kujulik Bay.

THE SPECIES

This area has a high abundance of brown bears. The population may be
the most productive of any population in Alaska. Data are not available
on total bear numbers, but Department research conducted in the Chignik~
Black Lake area suggests females out-number males by as much as five to
one with few old males present. The average age of bears in the harvest
is less than six years.
The heaviest brown bear hunting pressure on the Alaska Peninsula occurs
in this area. Over the past 10 years, it has produced about 60 hears
annually, with about 53 percent of the harvest in the fal1. Most of the
brown bear harvest is by guided nonresidents who make up 76 percent of
successful hunters. Permanent guide camps have been established at
seven locations, with additional temporary camps constructed seasonally.
Hunting effort by resident hunters has been increasing in recent years.
The presence of moose and caribou have been important in attracting
hunters. Combination hunts for bears with one or both of these other
species are popular with both all hunters. Hunting regulations for
moose and caribou thereby affect hunting pressure on tne brown bear
population.

The Chignik residents occasionally have problems with nuisance brown
bears. 11 0efense of life and property'1 kills have averaged about one
bear annually. !llegal ki11ing of bears remains a problem but is less
serious than in past years.
Transportation within the area is primarily by light aircraft with
hunting occurring on foot. Two all-terrain vehicles have been introduced
by guides. Boats are used for transportation in the Chignik River
system and along the Pacific shoreline.
The area remains essentially wilderness in spite of nu~erous oil exploratory
efforts in recent years. A11-terrain vehicle trails, readily visible
from the air but less evident on the ground, mark areas of extensive
seismic work. Test holes were drilled and a large landing strip was
constructed in one location. 7here is a high probability that future
oil and mineral development wi11 occur in the area.
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SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA PENINSULA BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, that portion of the Alaska Peninsula south
and west of a line drawn from the head of Port Moller Bay on the Bering
Sea side to the head of American Bay on the Pacific side, except that
area included in the Cold Bay Brown Bear Management Plan.

THE SPECIES
This area supports a high density of brown bears including old age
individuals. The sex and age composition of the population has not been
altered by hunting to the degree that it has elsewhere on the Alaska
Peninsula. Reproductive success appears good, but specific data on
population size and composition are lacking.
The area has been altered little by man 1 s activities but oil exploratory
efforts have had local impacts, with test holes drilled and large landing
strips constructed at five locations. Three communities, Nelson lagoon,
King Cove, and Cold Bay, exist within the immediate area. Residents of
Nelson lagoon frequently travel the beaches as far as Izembek National
Wildlife Range in four-wheel drive vehicles or other all-terrain vehicles.
The Wildlife Range is managed by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
which restricts travel to foot or by boat.
little bear hunting is done by local residents, but the area is popular
with Alaskan residents from other areas of the state. Harvest levels
are comparatively low. About 66 percent of the harvest since 1961 has
been by nonresidents, a lower percentage than any other area on the
Alaska Peninsula. Four guides have established permanent hunting camps
in the area.
Since 1961, the harvest has averaged 31 bears annually, but it has
increased in the past five years to an average of 46 bears. In 1975, 83
bears were harvested. Most of the brown bear harvest (51 bears) occurred
in the spring of 1975 when the more heavily hunted central portion of
the Alaska Peninsula was closed. The level of the spring harvest has
exceeded the fall harvest in this area. Since the area lacks a huntable
moose population, it does not attract hunters interested in the multi
species big game hunts that have resulted in high fall brown bear
harvests in other areas. The reported spring harvest has been 56 percent
of the total kill since 1961. In the past five years this trend has
reversed, with more bears being taken in the fall (58 percent). Hunters
in this area are primarily interested in brown bears, but the bear
caribou combination is becoming an increasingly attractive hunt as a
result of restrictive big game seasons elsewhere in Alaska. The brown
bear population appears capable of sustaining the average harvest level
of the past five years while maintaining the desired harvest characteristics.
However, continued harvests at 1975 season levels could prove excessive
for proposed management.
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Most transportation is by light aircraft with hunting then occurring on
foot. No all-terrain vehicles except motor bikes have been used by
guides within the area. Residents of Nelson Lagoon ut11ize four-wheel
drive vehicles to hunt caribou but have little interest in brown bears.
Occasionally, brown bears are killed at Nelson Lagoon and King Cove when
they become a potentia! danger to the communities.
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COLD BAY BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 9 bounded by a line starting at
Blaine Point in Izembek lagoon, then due south to Kinzarof Lagoon. then
along the mean high tide line west and south to the mouth of Thin Point
Lagoon, then along a line west to Frosty Peak~ then along a line northwest
to Ilembek Lagoon, then along the mean high tide line north and east to
the point of origin.

THE SPECIES
The Cold Say area supports a high density of brown bears, although there
is little information available on total bear numbers, sex and age
structure of the population and natural mortality factors. Brown bears
occur in or trave1 through the area ln all seasons except winter, with
greatest use occurring in summer when the bears gather in the locai
streams to feed on spawning salmon. 3rown bears den on nearby Frosty
Peak. Though data are lacking, the bear population may contain a relatively
high proportion of older, larger males since the area was closed to
brown bear recreational hunting between 1968 and 1974. Apart from
buildings and roads associated witA the village of Cold Bay, Izembek
National Wildlife Range, and abandoned military installations, humans
have made little impact on brown bear habitat.
The Cold Bay area was closed to brown bear hunting between 1968 and
1974. Sport hunting resumed in 1975 with a spring and fall season.
About six bears are killed annually, with more than 80 percent of the
harvest being taken by Alaska residents. One guide occasionally brings
clients to hunt in the area. Hunter access over the area is generally
unrestricted except within lzembek National Wildlife Range where restrictions
on motorized vehicles limit access to walking except on established
roads.
Little change is expected in land ownership. Should oil development
take place in the lower Alaska Peninsula~ the Cold Bay Airport would
probably become an important logistic center.
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UNIMAK ISLAND BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit TO, Unimak Island.

THE SPECIES
Brown bears are abundant on Unimak Island. Old age animals are present,
and the population has been little affected by hunting. Specific data
on population numbers, composition, and reproductive success are Tacking,
but the population appears stable. Most denning occurs on the slopes of
the Island s volcanos. Bears feed in streams when spawning salmon are
present. In addition> caribou~ beach carrion~ rodents and berries are
available food sources.
1

The Island is wilderness except for limited areas around False Pass and
the U. S. Coast Guard stations at Cape Sarichef and Scotch Cape.
Hunting aesthetics on the island are high with the landscape unaffected
by man; the few hunters present result in little competition for animals.
Unimak is part of the Aleutian Island Refuge system, and brown bear
hunting is regulated by a permit system presently administered by the u.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The number of permits issued has been
low, and this has been the major factor in maintaining a low harvest
1eve1. In recent years, the hunter ki11 has ranged between 2 and 5
bears with the harvest almost entirely by Alaskan residents. The small
number of bears in the harvest precludes meaningful conclusions concerning
the age structure or sex of bears in the population.
Access for persons other than 1oca1 residents is difficult and expensive.
Local air charters have not been regularly available, and small boats
for recreational use are unavailable. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service restricts brown bear hunters transported by aircraft to landings
in areas below mean high tide and to water surfaces. These restrictions
have discouraged persons from using the area.
There is 11ttle local interest in sport hunting for brown bears. Most
hunting is by trophy and recreat~onal hunters from other areas of the
state, Domestic use of bears is nonexistent. Because of the sparse
human population, the number of illegal kills or udefense of life and
property 11 kills are also low. NatJral mortality factors have the greatest
impact on the island's brown bear population.
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BROWN BEARS IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Brown bears (Ursus arctos) were once classified into a large number of
species and subspecies, but the brown bears of North America and Europe
are now considered members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears
over the greater part of North America fall under one subspecies, u. a.
horribilis. No reproductively isolated populations are known to exist
in Interior Alaska.

Most laymen and scientists designate. bears found

near coastal areas as brown bears, especially in the southern half of
Alaska, while those found inland and in the northern half of Alaska and
the remainder of North America are called grizzly bears.
Grizzly bears occur throughout Interior Alaska. Higher densities occur
in the mountains, foothills and mountain valleys than in the forested
lowlands. In any locality the abundance of grizzlies may vary seasonally
depending on available food sources. Densities of grizzlies on the
south slope of the Brooks Range are low, varying from 1 bear per 50
square miles in areas of preferred habitat to 1 bear per 100 square
miles when the entire habitat used in considered. South of the Yukon
River, from the alpine areas of the Alaska Range to the lowlands of the
Yukon, population figures are not known. In general terms, grizzlies
range in abundance from low to moderate densities. On a region-wide
scale, grizzlies appear to be as numerous as they have been in the past,
but decline's in abundance may be occurring in same areas, notably on the
south slope of the Brooks Range.
Along the south slope of the Brooks Range, all habitat types are used by
grizzly bears but the alluvial valley bottoms near river courses are the
most important. During the spring these areas are used as travel routes
after the bears leave winter dens, especially by males in search of
moose or caribou carrion. The soil thaws earliest in the mountains and
foothills and bears forage along the valley bottoms in these areas for
roots of Eskimo potato (Hedyaarum) or other vegetation. Berries from
the previous fall which remained intact through the winter are another
spring food sought in alpine and subalpine habitat. From early summer
until late August grizzlies tend to disperse from river valleys to the
alpine, foothill and coastal plain areas where they feed on vegetation,
primarily Equisetum, grasses and sedges. During late August to mid
September, the grizzlies return to the river valleys to search out
berries and dig for roots. Throughout the rest of Interior Alaska,
habitat requirements for grizzlies are not as well known but they do
live mainly in alpine and subalpine habitat. With same exceptions
salmon are not available in the numbers which occur in coastal areas.
Interior bears are more dependent on semi-aquatic and riparian vegetation,
berries, terrestrial carrion, and small and large mammals. They may
also be prone to frequenting garbage dumps. Bears appear to need large
expanses of preferred habitat because they are at the top of the mammalian
food chain and occur in relatively low densities over large areas. Den
sites are generally found on steep south-facing slopes which are vegetated,
well-drained and where permafrost is deep enough to allow den construction.
Historical records indicate that the habitat in this area has changed
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little until recent times. However, there is a great potential for
reduction of available habitat by oil and gas exploration and development,
and resultant transportation corridors and construction activities.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are remarkably
few. Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to withstand
infections and to recover from fractures~ many of which are caused by
fighting. Cannibalism and other intraspecific strife may cause significant
mortality. TrichanetZa spiraZis is the best known parasite infecting
bears, because it is transmissible to man in raw or partially cooked
bear meat; however it is of minor significance to infected bears.
In accessible, inhabited areas, human activities are doubtless the most
significant source of mortality. Sport hunting is presently the most
important mortality factor, but there is also a high mortality of
nuisance bears near human habitations. Bears are killed when they are
attracted to camps or garbage dumps, and endanger human safety. In some
portions of Interior Alaska, the reproductive potential of grizzlies is
low and therefore they may be very susceptible to over-hunting. Generally,
grizzlies do not reach sexual maturity until they are 6 years of age
although some apparently don't successfully rear young until age 10 or
11. Also, their litters are small and the interval between successful
production of young may be from three to four years. The survival of
young varies, b~t in some areas it is low.
Recreational uses of brown bears predominate in Interior Alaska although
domestic utilization continues to some extent. Sport hunting is the
primary use with the Southern Brooks Range and Alaska Range being the
most important hunting areas. After the early 1940's trophy hunting of
grizzly bears gained rapidly in popularity. Bear hunting in Interior
Alaska was quite limited until the early 1960's. As hunting pressure
increased, regulations affecting season lengths became more restrictive
to avoid excesive harvests. Guided hunters have had the highest success
rates due to the efficiency of their hunting methods. It is expected
that the trend of increased hunting pressure will continue. Nonconsumptive
use will also increase throughout the area.
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UPPER YUKON-PORCUPINE BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Units 24 and 25 lying south of the
Brooks Range Brown Bear Management Plan area.

THE SPECIES
The abundance of brown/grizzly bears in this reyion is low. but may vary
seasonally depending on available food sources. The density of bears
may reach 1 bear per 100 square miles in localities of preferred habitat
but when considering the entire area, a density of 1 bear per 150 square
miles is more appropriate. On this basis, the upper Yukon-Porcupine
area may support a minimum population of 410 grizzlies.
Specific habitat utilization by grizzlies in this area is poorly
Grizzlies are regularly found throughout alpine~ sub-alpine, and
valley habitat and occur sporadically in the forested lowlands.
for the habitat lost during the construction of the trans-Alaska
there have been. few instances of habitat change in the area.

known.
river
£xcept
pipe1ine,

The area is not known for producing large grizzlies and few people are
attracted to the area specifically to hunt bears. Probably no more than
10 bears are killed annually. However, there may be a substantial
number of grizzlies taken but not reported by local residents.
Most kills by recreational hunters are probably made incidental to moose
hunting rather than the result of a hunt specifically for grizzlies.
The length of the season has been shortened considerably since 1968.
During 1970, 1972, and 1974 either or both of the fall and spring seasons
were closed as a result of excessive harvest in the adjacent Brooks
Range area.
Most of the kill in the Yukon-Porcupine area is made by local hunters
using river boats. Some resident hunters from outside the area use
aircraft or occasionally river boats to reach hunting areas. Guiding ls
not an important activity.
The relatively low level of use which occurs now does not appear to be
adversely affecting the grizzly bear population in this area. No sizable
increase in hunting pressure is anticipated in the near future. However~
once the pipe1ine haul road is opened to the public as far as the Yukon
River, hunting pressure will undoubtedly increase in that vicinity. An
increasing amount of nonconsumptive outdoor recreation such as boating,
photographing, hikin9 is expected to occur. The presence of grizzlies
in the area definitely will increase the appeal of these activities to
many of these users.
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~PPER

BIRCH-PREACHER-BEAVER CREEKS BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20, the drainages of Birch Creek above the
confluence of Birch Creek with the South Fork of Birch Creek) the
drainage of Big Windy Creek~ the drainage of Preacher Creek above its
confluence with Loper Creek on the south and the North Fork of Preacher
Creek on the north, and the drainage of Seaver Creek above its confluence
with Moose Creek, including the drainage of Moose Creek.
THE SPECIES
Brown/grizzly bears a·re present in the area, but no data are available

on population numbers or trends, productivity or survival.

The rolling

terrain offers extensive areas of alpine habitat suitable for denning
and conducive to the growth of berry producing plants.

Most grizzly bears are taken incidental to other activities or hunts for
other species. Harvests of bears have been light. Between 1969 and
l g75 only 13 bears were reported taken fn or near the area. Six of
these were taken along the Steese Highway, the only road access through
the area. The remaining seven were taken in more remote locations, six
by hunters utilizing aircraft and one by canoe. Twelve bears were taken
in fall hunts and one was taken during the spring. There were eight
males and five females in the harvest. Resident hunters accounted for
all of the harvest. Guiding for bears is negligible, although the area
has the potential for producing large bears. Skulls of three bears
taken between 1969 and 1915 averaged 24 5/8 in total measurements.
Hunting seasons were gradually shortened from a total of 154 days in
1961 to a total of 22 days in 1971. The present season totals 42 days.
There have been both spring and fall seasons each year except for 1970
and 1971 .
Access is limited due to the undeveloped nature of the area. Consequently
hunting pressure has been light. In recent years caribou movement
pat!erns have changed and they no longer frequent the area. Moose
numbers have a1so declined. Thus. many hunters who formerly entered the
area seeking moose and caribou no longer do so and encounters with
griztly bears have diminished accordingly. Hunters gain access by
landing light aircraft on or along Beaver Creek, by canoeing down Birch
Creek, or by driving off-road vehicles along ~he cat trail to Beaver
Creek and along the short mining access roads along the Steese Highway.
Some hunters hike along the ridge system from several points on the
Steese Highway.
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YUKON-TANANA BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 12, and Unit 20 excluding the Central Alaska Range
and the Upper Birch-Preacher-Beaver Creeks Brown Bear Management Plan
areas~ and Mt. McKinley National ParK.

THE SPECIES
The occurrence of brown/grizzly bears throughout the area is variable.
While gtizzly surveys have not been conducted, casual observations and
harvest levels suggest that bears are generally abundant. High densities
of bears have been observed in the headwaters of the Chena and Salcha
Rivers during surveys of calving caribou but whether bears are attracted
to caribou calving grounds is unknown.
No major changes in the quantity or quality of the habitat have occured
fn recent years and in general bear habitat is in goad condition. Some
small alterations have occurred, caused by forest fires. (which are
probably beneficial to the species) and developmental activities by man.
However~ these changes are minor and have had little impact on the bear
population. Increased encounters between people and bears have occurred
with increased human development in the area. In recent years approximately
four bears have been ki11ed in defense of life and property.
Hunting seasons fot grizzly bears have varied in length and ti~ing since
statehood, but the Yukon-Tanana area generally has had liberal seasons.
In recent years a month-long fall season and a two-week spring season
have been allowed. Most of the bears harvested have came from areas
south of the Tanana River) primarily the north slopes of the Alaska
Range. and the Mentasta, Wrangell and Nuzotin Mountains. During the
period 1969 through 1972, 76 Dears were taken in this southern portion
of the area while 20 were reported taken between the Tanana and Yukon
Rivers. Many of the bears killed north of the Tanana River come from
east of the Salcha River. Ages of bears killed indicate present harvest
levels are not limiting population growth.
About three-fourths of the harvest is by Alaska residents, and many of
the bears taken are killed incidentally to hunts for other species.
Relatively few bears are killed in the spring. Most nonresident hunting
activity occurs in the southeastern portion of the area.
Access is lacking in much of the area north of the Tanana River except
along the Steese and Taylor Highways and by riverboat along some of the
larger rivers. There are few airstrips and these generally are poorly
maintained. South of the Tanana River, aircraft, off~road vehicles and
horses provide access into hunting areas.
Little nonconsumptive use of bears occurs except where bears are attracted
to food sources near human habitations. Some observation of bears~ for
example. occurs at the Ft. Greely du~p.
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CENTRAL ALASKA RANGE BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 20A and that portion of Game Management Unit 20C
south of the Tanana River and west of the Totatlanika River.

THE SPECIES
The Central Alaska Range area currently supports a relatively dense
brown/ grizzly bear population. The greatest number of bears occur in
the alpine and subalpine portions of the Alaska Range and adjacent
foothills. Movements of grizzlies north of Mt. McKinley Park are from
denning areas to floodplains and river bars in April and early May, then
to alpine areas in late May, dispersal to berry producing areas in late
July and finally to denning areas in October and November. Two critical
habitat areas, Toklat Springs and Moose Creek, are utilized by spawning
chum salmon and consequently attract large numbers of bears in October
and November. The area north of the park is used more frequently by
single and subadult bears than it is by sows with cubs. Other seasonal
concentrations of bears have been noted on the calving grounds of the
Delta caribou herd between the Delta River and Dry Creek during May and
June.
Minimal loss of prime grizzly bear habitat has occurred through development,
fire or succession. Intensive development of coal in the Healy and
Lignite Creek drainages has resulted in the formation of a mining community
at Usibelli and a myriad of roads in the vicinity of the coal pits.
Mining activity in the Kantishna District, which probably peaked in the
1960 1 s, may have resulted in some habitat loss. Recent wildfires have
altered a small portion of sub-alpine habitat lying between the East
Fork of the Little Delta River and Buchanan Creek.
The harvest of bears for the period lg69-1975 has averaged 18 bears per
year. Of the 125 bears killed, 72 were males. During the 1974 and 1975
seasons a greater proportion of the harvest consisted of females.
Hunting season length and timing has varied since statehood in different
portions of the area. Harvests of bears during spring seasons, when
held, have been small in comparison with fall season harvests. For
example, in 1974 and 1975 more than 80 percent of the bears killed were
taken in the fall. Although the level of harvest has not adversely
affected the availability of legal bears, recruitment to the population
will be reduced if the trend to more females in the harvest continues.
The area has produced old bears in sufficient numbers during the period
1970-73 to maintain a high trophy potential for the area. For example,
18 bears (42 percent of the male harvest) 8 years or older were taken
from the area during this 4 year period. Three of six male bears taken
from this area in 1975 met minimum Boone and Crockett scores.
This portion of the Alaska Range received heavy use by guides in the
late 1960 1 s and early 1970 1 S when liberal seasons for other big game
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species allowed for productive combination hunts. About 16 guides
utilized the area from the Delta River westward along the Alaska Range
north of McKinley Park. Declining numbers of moose and caribou~ decreased
availability of legal Da11 sheep rams. and more restrictive seasons have
reduced the area's potential for guided hunts. There are now approximately
five guides active within this area. Most bears taken on guided hunts
are from the Yanert and Toklat River areas; the latter attracting bears
during salmon spawning periods.
Aircraft has been the principal means of access for bear hunting in this
area. despite the regulation prohibiting the taking of bears the same
day a person is airborne. Numerous strips and wide gravel bars enable
hunters to reach alpine and subalpine habitat. In addition, the area is
accessible by off-road vehicles along the Bonnifield, Rex, Terry and
Stampede Trails. Guided hunts with the aid of horses are presently
conducted in the upper Wood and Yanert areas.
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BROWN BEARS IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Brown bears (Uraus ~~tos) were once classified into a large number of
species and subspecies, but the brown bears of North America and Europe
are now considered members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears
over the greater part of North America fall under one subspecies, U. a.
horrihilis. No reproductively isolated populations are known to exist

in Northwestern A1aska. Most layment and scientists designate bears
found near coastal areas as brown bears, especially in the southern half
of Alaska, while those found inland and in the northern half of Alaska
and the remainder of North AwErica are called grizzly bears.
Grizzly bears can be found throughout the country from the Seward
Peninsula and the land bordering Norton Sound to the southern edge of
the Brooks Range. Higher densities occur in the mountains, foothills
and valley bottoms than on the lowlands near the coast or on the Seward
Peninsula. Abundance of grizzlies in this region may vary seasonally
depending on available food sources. Although detailed population data
are not available, general observations and limited survey work indicate
1ow to moderate population levels. Dna region-wide scale~ grizzlies
appear to be as numerous as they have ever been, but in localized areas
some decline in abundance may be occurring.
Al1 habitat types in Northwestern Alaska are used by grizzly bears but
the most important are the alluvial valley bottoms near river courses.
During the spring these areas are used as travel routes after the bears
leave winter dens, especially by ~ales ~n search of moose or caribou
carrion. The soil thaws earliest in the mountains and foothills and
bears forage along the valley bottoms for roots of Eskimo potato (Hedyear.qr.}
or other vegetation. Berries from the previous fall which remained
intact through the winter are another spring food sought in va11ey
bottoms and nearby slopes. In same portions of Northwestern Alaska from
early summer until late August, grizzlies disperse from river valleys to
the alpine~ foothi11 and coastal plain areas where they feed on vegetation,
primarily EqruiseP~. grasses and sedges. In other areas, where sal~on
are available, bears may congregate near rivers and feed on salmon
extensively. During late August to mid-September, the grizzlies return
to the river valleys to search out berries and dig for roots.
In northeastern Alaska where the denning characteristics of a similar
population of bears are known~ den sites are generally found on steep
south-facing slopes which are vesetated, we11-drained and where permafrost
is deep enough to allow den construction. Historical records indicate
that the habitat in Northwestern Alaska has changed little until recent
times. However, there is a great potential for reduction of available
habitat by oil and gas exploration and development and resultant transportation
corridors and construction activi:1es.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are remarkably
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few. Grizzly bears apparently possess an unusual ability to withstand
infections and to recover from fractures, many of which are caused by
fighting. Cannibalism and other intraspecific strife may cause significant
mortality. Triahanella spiralis is the best known parasite infecting
bears because it is transmissible to man in raw or partially cooked bear
meat; however, it is of minor significance to infected bears.
In Northwestern Alaska, the grizzly bear is at the northern limit of its
range. The period during which food is available in summer is short,
and reproductive potential may be low. Accordingly populations may be
more susceptible to the pressures of human development and sport hunting
than they are in some other regions. At this latitude in northeastern
Alaska, bears do not produce their first litters until they reach an
average age of about 10 years. In the same region litter size ranges
from one to three cubs, with an average of 1.8 and the mean interval
between litters is about 4 years.
In accessible, inhabited areas, human activities are doubtless the most
significant source of mortality. Sport hunting is presently the most
important mortality factor, but there is also a high mortality of
nuisance bears near human habitations.
Problems arise when bears are
attracted to camps or garbage dumps, where they may eventually endanger
human safety.
Recreational uses of brown bears predominate in Northwestern Alaska
although domestic utilization continues to some extent. Sport hunting
is the primary use and the Noatak and Kobuk valleys in the southern
Brooks Range are the most important hunting areas. After the mid lg40 1 s
trophy hunting of grizzly bears gained rapidly in popularity. Bear
hunting in this area was quite limited until the early lg6Q 1 s. As
hunting pressure increased, regulations affecting season lengths became
more restrictive to avoid excessive harvests. Guided hunters have had
the highest success rates due to the efficiency of their hunting methods.
It is expected that the trend of increased hunting pressure will continue.
Nonconsumptive use will also increase especially in the Noatak and Kobuk
River drainages.
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NORTHWESTERN ALASKA BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
All of Game Management Unit 23 except for the drainages of the Noatak
River above Mayumerak Creek, and the drainages into Kotzebue Sound west
of and including the Buckland River.

THE SPECIES
Because of the diversified habitat, the large area, and the lack of data it is
difficult to determine the number of brown/grizzly bears in northwestern
Alaska. Although the history of the population is not well known, it
appears that bears were common during the 1950's after increasing from
low numbers resulting from heavy hunting during the early part of the
20th century. During the 1960's, guides offered combination hunts for
both grizzly and polar bears. This practice resulted in an increased
grizzly harvest. When polar bear hunting by non-natives became illegal
in 1972, fewer guides offered spring grizzly hunts in the area. The
grizzly population has since increased and will probably continue to
increase if hunting pressure remains at current levels.

Natural mortality is unknown but is believed greatest in young bears as
a result of predation by other bears. Observations of sows with cubs
suggest productivity is high.
The habitat is of high quality, despite the arctic climate. Most major
rivers and associated tributaries support large numbers of chum salmon.
Berries and other edible plants are common, and stands of spruce or
large willow provide extensive cover. Although grizzly bears do not
usually attain a large size (the average adult hide will square 8 feet),
the area is noted for producing quality trophies.
From 1g6l through 1975, the reported annual harvest averaged 15 bears.
However, the actual kill is higher because rural hunters rarely comply
with sealing requirements. The Northwestern Alaska Native Association
(NANA) listed the subsistence take of grizzly bears in the early 1970's
as 80 per year. Because the demand for grizzlies by local residents is
presently low, the average harvest is estimated at 60 bears annually.
Annual harvests over the last 15 years may have approached 100 animals,
however. Seventy-eight percent of the recorded kill has consisted of
males. Except far the springs of 1g71 and 1972, spring and fall hunting
has been allowed every year since statehood.
Local residents currently account for approximately 85 percent of the
harvest. Same rural hunters hunt grizzly bears for food, but bears are
taken incidental to other activities. Also they are often shot indiscriminately
because many local residents consider them nuisances.
Sixty-twa percent (155) of 251 bears sealed since 1961 were taken by nonresidents.
Guiding in the area may again be increasing since bears have become more
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abundant. Although the harvest has been equally divided between spring
and fall, guides prefer to hunt during spring hunting because bears are
easier to find at that time.
Local hunters commonly use boats to take bears on the Kobuk or Noatak
Rivers in summer and early fall. Sport hunters depend on aircraft for
access, especially when they are hunting the tributaries of the Noatak
and Kobuk Rivers. Most hunting effort occurs on the Kelly, Kugururok
and lower Noatak Rivers in the fall and on the Squirrel, Salmon, and
Wulik Rivers in the spring.
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SEWARD PENINSULA BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 22 and that portion of Game Management Unit 23
draining into Kotzebue Sound west of and including the Buckland River
drainage.

THE SPECIES
The Seward Peninsula has a relatively small population of brown/grizzly
bears. Low bear density is probably due to limited food supplies.
Low bear density makes comprehensive surveys impractical but a general
impression of relative abundance can be obtained from: (1) counting
tracks in the spring after the bears emerge from hibernation; (2} reports
of fisheries biologists counting salmon in summer; and (3) recording
incidental sightings.
Historical records indicate that grizzly bears have occupied the Seward
Peninsula for several hundred years. During the early 1900's, encounters
between gold prospectors and bears were common and resulted in a substantial
reduction of the bear population. Grizzlies were killed because they were
a threat to miners and their possessions, and as ·a source of food. Bears
began to slowly increase in numbers as the number of miners decreased. Bear
populations are probably still increasing and may continue to increase
if hunting pressure remains at the current level.
Natural mortality rates are unknown, but are probably relatively high
among young animals as a result of predation by other bears. Observations
of sows with cubs suggest annual recruitment is approximately 10 to 20
percent. In the immediate future, bear population size will be influenced
by availability of food, principally salmon, and most importantly, by
hunting pressure.
The annual grizzly bear harvest has averaged two bears for the past ten
years and was highest in 1974 with ten. Considerable non-compliance
with sealing regulations occurs in rural villages and the actual harvest
may approximate 20 to 25 bears per year. A subsistence survey in the
early 1970's indicated a harvest of 61 bears for all villages within the
Bering Straits Regional Corporation. This figure may be high, especially
since demand for grizzly bears by local residents is low. However, in
past years the total harvest may have approached 50 animals. There have
been an annual spring and fall hunting seasons since statehood, except the
springs of 1971 and 1972. Seventy-two percent of the recorded kill has
been males.
Most bears have been taken from one of the three road systems near Nome
and from boats along major rivers. Snowmachines and aircraft have
become popular recently, especially in spring. The Kuzitrin, Koyuk,
Buckland, Niukluk and Kwik River drainages receive the greatest hunting
pressure. Coastal areas where bears concentrate to feed on carrion are
also heavily hunted.
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Local residents currently account for about 90 percent of the annual
harvest, and rural subsistence hunters probably take more than 75
percent of this total. Most kills are made while hunters are engaged in
some other outdoor activity. With the relative ease of hunting bears
due to the open terrain and lack of brush, guides have become more
active on the Seward Peninsula. Hunting pressure by guided hunters will
likely increase. Of the 40 bears sealed since 1961, six were taken by
nonresidents on guided hunts. Four of these were taken in 1974 and
1975.
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YUKON-KUSKOKWIM BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Units 18 and 21 and that portion of Game Management Unit
19 lying north of the Kuskokwim River.

THE SPECIES
Brown bears are moderately abundant in those portions of the area south
of the Kuskokwim River, and north of the Yukon River, but are relatively
scarce in the broad flood plains of the Yukon River. Good brown bear
populations are known to exist in the Beaver Mountains, Cloudy Mountains,
Sunshine Mountains, Nowitna River Drainage, Kokrine Hills, and the Anvik
River.
Large bears are uncommon over most of the management area. Occassionally
a very large bear is taken but the hunter can seldom expect to see
trophy bears in this area. Few brown bears are harvested annually in
this area. Much of the terrain involved does not lend itself to bear
hunting because it is too brushy and inaccessible. Most bears are taken
in defense of life and property by local hunters or trappers. Brown
bears are destructive to property and fish camps, and most local residents
consider them a nuisance.
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FAREWELL BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 19, that area within a line drawn from the
outlet of Telequana Lake north to lone Mountain, east to Farewell~ east
northeast to the northwest corner of Mt. McKinley National Park, south
to the Unit 19 boundary, along the Unit 19 boundary to Telequana Pass,
and down the Telequana River to the starting point.

THE SPECIES
Brown/9ri1zly bear appear to be increasing throughout much of this area
following several years of relative scarcity. These increases are
reflected in hunter success and increased frequency of bear observations.
Grizzly bear hunting was of insignificant proportions in the Farewell
area prior to 1970. Less than 20 bears were taken in most years. Both
guided hunters and residents from other parts of the state began utilizing
bear in this area to a greater extent as decreasing bear populations and
regulations restricted brown/grizzly bear hunting elsewhere. Prior to
1974. spring bear harvests were of little consequence. However, closing
of both the Brooks range and the Alaska Peninsula to spring bear hunting
prompted a number of guides and resident hunters to hunt bears in Game
Management Unit 19. This resulted in more than double the highest
spring harvest previously recorded. Harvests in recent years have
ranged between 30 and 40 bears per year. While hunting has continued to
increase~ hide size~ skull size, and average age of bears in the harvest
have not decreased. This suggests that harvest levels are still within
the capacity of the population to support present levels of hunting
pressure. Large grizzly bears are fairly common in this area. Guided
non-residents take about 70~80 percent of the bears killed each year.
Aircraft are the primary means of access to the area.
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SOUTH KUSKOKWIM BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 19. a11 drainages flowing into the south bank of

the Kuskokwim River and the north fork of the Kuskokwim River from Aniak
east, excluding the Farewell Brown Bear Management Plan area.
THE SPECIES
Brown/grizzly bear are abundant throughout the South Kuskokwim area.
Past data for this area are scant~ but local hunters and trappers say
brown bear were also very common in the past; many local residents
considered bears a nuisance and many bears were indiscriminately shot.
The South Kuskokwim area includes excellent spawning habitat for several
species of salmon~ thereby creating an important food base for brown
bears. Abundant crops of wild berries and large small mammal populations
provide additional food. Plentiful food sources and good denning terrain
provide prime habitat for brown bears and may account for the large
bears common to thls area. Several record-class bears have been taken
from various drainages in this area over the past few years.
Prior to 1970* little recreational hunting for brown bears occurred in
the South Kuskokwim area, and harvests were below five bears per year.
Since 1970 hunting pressure has increased substantially~ with about 20
bears being taken from the area each year. Most bears are kil1ed by
nonresidents on guided hunts. A few bears are taken by hunters from
other parts of Alaska, and occasionally by local residents in defense of
life and property. Hunting activity is about equally divided between
fa11 and spring hunting seasons. Measurements of bears killed to date
do not indicate overharvesting is occurring in the area.
Access into the area is by aircraft or boat.

Nearly all bears are taken
Boat transportation
Most boat hunters are

by hunters using wheel or ski-equipped aircraft.

has not been utilized to its full potential.
locai residents.
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BROWN BEARS IN ARCTIC ALASKA
Brown bears (L~eue arctoe} were once classified into a large number of
species and subspecies, but the brown bears of North America and Europe are
now considered members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears over the
greater part of North America fa11 under one subspecies, U. a. hor~~bi~is.
No reproductively isolated populations are known to exist in Arctic
Alaska. Most laymen and scientists designate bears found near coastal
areas as brown bears, especially in the southern half of Alaska, while
those found inland and in the northern half of Alaska and the remainder
of North America are called grizzly bears.
Grizzly bears can be found throughout the Arctic Region from the crest
of the Brooks Range north to the Arctic Ocean. although higher densities
occur in the mountains, foothills and valley bottoms than on the flat
coastal plain. The density of bears is low, varying from 1 bear per 50
square miles in localities of preferred habitat to 1 bear per 100
square miles when the entire habitat utilized is considered. Local
abundance of bears may vary seasonally depending on available food
sources. There is some evidence that grizzlies in this area are not as
abundant now as they were in the early 1960's~ based on population data
from bears in a 5,000 square mile area in the eastern Brooks Range.
All habitat types on the north slope are used by grizzly bear• but the
most important are the alluvial valley bottoms near river courses.
During the spring these areas are used as travel routes after the bears
leave winter dens, especially by males in search of moose or caribou
carrion. The soil thaws earliest in the mountains and foothills and
bears forage along the valley bottoms for roots of Eskimo potato (Heaysarum)
or other vegetation. Berries which remained intact through the winter
are another spring food source in valley bottoms and slopes. From early
summer until late August grizzlies tend to disperse from river valleys
to the alpine~ foothill and coastal plain areas where they feed on
vegetation, primarily Squise~~, grasses and sedges. During late August
to mid-September~ the grizzlies return to the river valleys to search
out berries and dig for roots. Although denning is not restricted to
one particular habitat type in this area~ most winter dens are found on
south-facing slopes which are vegetated, well-drained and where permafrost
is deep enough to allow den construction. Most den sites are dug in
steep slopes although some can be found along river bottoms at higher
elevations and on the coastal plain. Historical records indicate that
the habitat in Arctic Alaska has changed little until recent ti~es.
However, there is a great potential for reduction of available habitat
by oil and gas explorat1on and development, and resultant transportation
corridors and construction activities.
Little information is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are remarkably
few. Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to withstand
infections and to recover from fractures, many of which are caused by
fighting. Cannibalism and other intraspecific strife may cause significant
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mortality. TrichineLla s~~rallis is the parasite infecting bears, and
is transmissible to man in raw or partially cooked bear meat; however,
it is of minor significance to infected bears.
In Arctic Alaska, the grizzly bear is at the northern limit of its
range; the period of food availability during the summer is short, and
reproductive potential is low. This low production by the population
coupled with the lack of escape cover in tundra habitat makes these
grizzlies more susceptible to the pressures of human development anq
sport hunting than they are in some other regions.
In accessible, inhabited areas, human activities are the most significant
source of mortality. Sport hunting is presently the most impQrtant
mortality factor, but there is also a high mortality of nuisance bears
near human habitat1ons. Bears are killed in defense of life and property
when they are attracted to camps or garbage dumps, eventually endangering
human safety.
Recreatlona1 uses of brown bears predominate in Arctic Alaska although
domestic utilization continues to some extent. Sport hunting is the
primary use with the Brooks Range being the most important hunting area.
Hunting in the Brooks Range was quite limited until the early 1960's.
As hunting pressure increased, regulations affecting season lengths
became more restrictive to avoid excessive harvests. Guided hunters
have· shown the highest success rates due to the efficiency in hunting
methods developed by guides. It is expected that the trend of increased
hunting pressure will continue. Nonconsumptive use wi11 also increase
if the proposed Gates of the Arctic National Park is established.
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BROOKS RANGE BROWN BEAR

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 26; that portion of Game Management Unit 23 draining
into the Noatak River above Maiyumerak Creek; and those portions of Game
Management Units 24 and 25 lying north of a line from Norutak Lake due
east to the Alatna River~ down the Alatna River to its confluence wlth
the Koyukuk River, up the Koyukuk and South Fork of the Koyukuk River to
Fish Creek, up Fish Creek to the Game Management Unit 25 boundary to the
headwaters of the West Fork of the Chandalar River, then down the West
Fork of the Chandalar River to the confluence with the East Fork of the
Chandalar River, then up the East Fork of the Chandalar River to its
confluence with Lush Creek, then a direct line eastward to Bob Lake and
the Christian River. down the Christian River to its confluence with
Otter Creek, up Otter Creek to its headwaters, then south to the headWaters
of Thluichohnjik Creek and down Thluichahnjik Creek to its confluence
with the Sheenjek River, then up the Sheenjek River to the southern
boundary of the Arctic Wildlife Range, then eastward along the Arctic
Wildlife Range boundary to the Alaska-Canada border.

THf SPECIES
The Brooks Range area supports fewer bears per unit of area than more
favorable range situated to the south •. The long winters and short~ cool
summers which occur in the region limit plant growth on which the bears
depend. Growth rates of individual bears are slow and population production
is relatively low. Rates of natural mortality in this region also
appear to be low. Deaths in winter dens have been recorded as have
deaths caused by other grizzliest usually young animals or females which
were attacked by adult males.
Brooks Range grizzly bears are relatively small and there are few "record
class 11 bears in the populatlon. However, the remote character of the
region and the possibility of hunting in an area where few other persons
are encountered definitely increase the appeal of the area to hunters.

Most bears reported killed by hunters in Game Management Units 23-26 are
taken in the area included in this management plan. A possible exc·eption
may occur in Unit 23. where much of the harvest occurs along the Kobuk
and lower Noatak River drainages. During 1975, sport hunters reported a
total kill of 69 grizzlies in Units 23-26. This figure has only been
exceeded twice since 1961 when 74 were killed in 1970 and 89 were killed
in 1973. Hunting pressure has steadily increased in the area since
1961. Season length has been shortened considerably, but the number of
bears killed has remained static or increased. Despite closure of the
spring season in 1974 and poor weather during the fall season, the
number of bears presented far sealing (34), did nat decrease appreciably
from the mean hunter-take for the previous 10 years when generally
longer seasons prevailed. During 1975, when both spring and fa11 seasons
were openJ harvest again increased to the high levels reached in 1970
and 1973.
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Over the last 15 years, an average of 60 percent of the bears killed
have been taken by nonresidents. This proportion has been increasing in
recent years and in 1975 was 67 percent. Most of the remainder of the
harvest is by non-local Alaska residents1 primarily during the spring
season. Area residents occasionally take bears for domestic use? but
the reported kill for such purpose is low. Indirect commercial use, in
the form of guiding hunters, is important in the Brooks Range and contributes
to the livelinood of an increasing number of guides.
Hunting is distributed throughout the area during spring and fall seasons
but overharvest may occur loca11y along well used routes of air travel.
Domestic use by 1aca1 residents occurs primarily near villages or a1ong
accessible rivers.
Although riverboats are utilized to some extent, aircraft provide the
majority of the access to hunting areas. The availability of landing
sites on gravel bars throughout the area has played an important role in
the harvest of the grizzly population. During both spring and fail
seasons, river valleys receive high use from grizzlies. Because the
stunted vegetation in these areas provides little cover. and landing
sites are abundant, the bears are very vulnerable.
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BISON IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

During historic time bison (Eiaon bison) in Southcentral Alaska have
originated from transplants from the Delta bison herd, itself the
product of an introduction from Montana in 1928. The Copper River herd
resu1ted from a transplant of 17 bison to the Slana area in 1950, a
transplant intended to establish a herd on the upper Nabesna River.
!nstead these animals traveled south from the release site and during
the 1950's found a suitable year-round range near the Copper River in
the Oadina River-Chetaslina River vicinity. By 1962, 61 adult bison
were counted and in 1964 80 adults were observed. Since that time the
herd size has been stabilized by hunting. Sison seen in areas other
than their present home range have died or disappeared.
Another transplant of bison to Southcentral Alaska was made in 1g62 when
35 bison were released in the Chitina River valley. Most of the Chitina
transplant died during the winters of lg63-64 and 1964-65. However, a
5mall band of about seven adults became e5tablished on the upper Chitina
River above the confluence of the Tana River during 1963, either from
the Chitina transplant, or from wanderers of the Copper River herd. The
Chitina herd has increased since its establishment. Twenty-six adults
were seen during 1974.
Bison are grazing animals requiring grasses, sedges and forbs for
forage. Such vegetation in Southcentral Alaska is largely limited to
river bars, streamside bluffs and meadows in timbered habitat.
Grasses on the Copper River bluffs begin to leaf out early in the spring
and are important early forage. Most bison gradually migrate up the
Dadina River in the spring where grasses on dry bars serve as the
primary summer forage. Increasing use is made of forbs and grasses
growing as an understory under conifers and in meadows during late
summer and fall. Timbered areas are used as resting habitat throughout
the year and as protection from winter winds. Availability of winter
forage is the most crucial factor limiting Southcentral bison herds.
During autumn, Copper River bison move down from their summer ranges on
upper Dadina River gravel bars to utilize sedges on frozen wet meadows
and gra5ses on and along the edge of the windswept Copper River bluffs.
When deep snows limit the availability of sedges in meadows; heavy
grazing pressure is exerted on small areas of suitable bluff habitat.
The density of grasses on grazed sites is one-third that on ungrazed
sites. Starvation of bison has occurred during severe winters in these
areas.
Chitina River bison apparently utilize Chitina River bars in summer as
well as winter. Much of the potential bison range in this area has been
severely damaged by grazing of horses. The remaining range used solely
by bison is changing rapidly, apparently due primarily to reduced
ground moisture, Management of the Chitina herd wi11 be necessary to
avoid heavy winter mortality.
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Starvation during winters having deep or crusted snow is thought to be
the primary cause of natural mortality, with calves of the year
especially vulnerable. Predation has not been an apparent cause of
losses, possibly because bison are especially rugged and aggressive in
their own defense. Observed natural losses to other causes have been
negligible.
Carefully controlled sport hunting has been used successfully to
stabilize the Copper River herd. The allowable harvests have been
predetermined, and the seasons have been closed when the desired
harvests were approached. Finer adjustment of bison numbers to longterm
maintenance of the bluff habitat has been occurring as more detailed
knowledge of bison winter range, yearling recruitment, and seasonal
bison distributions as related to winter snowfall have become available.
Hunters have gained access to the Copper River herd primarily with
aircraft, although use of boats has increased in recent years. Most
hunters have been Alaskan residents from Anchorage and from Copper River
basin communities.
The Chitina bison herd has not been hunted, but it is believed that the
herd 1 s future welfare will depend on preventing herd growth substantially
above its current level of abundance. Sport hunting is
probably the best way to limit growth of this herd.
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COPPER RIVER BISON

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 11~ that area bounded by the Kotsina River and
Long Glacier on the east, the Copper River on the southwest~ the Nadina
River and Glacier on the northwest and the crest of the Wrangell Mountains
on the northeast.

THE SPECIES
The Copper River bison herd was established by a transplant of 17 bison
from the Oelta herd to the Nabesna Road in 1950. The herd relocated to
the Dadina-Chetaslina River vicinity during the 1950's and increased
steadily until stabilized by hunting at a level of 70-90 overwintering
adults. Relatively little natural mortality has been observed in this
herd. Observed carcasses and skeletons indicate that starvation during
winters with deep snows is the most common source of natural mortality.
Accidents. such as drowning and falling, and predation of calves are
probably less important mortality factors.
Bison winter range has consisted primarily of sedges found on bog and
pond margins, and grasses found along the Copper River bluffs. The
windblown b1uff habitat appears to have been relatively more important
during winters with deep snowfa1l. Sedge within bogs is not utilized
substantially before ground freeze; therefore, sedges have not deteriorated
under heavy grazing pressure. The Copper River bluff habitat} however,
has deteriorated under grazing pressure and trampling damage. Grasses.
the main forage on the bluffs, are being replaced by perennial forbs
with large woody rootstalks that are resistant to grazing and tra:npling.
Past bison use has reduced overwinter carrying capacity of the bluffs.
Hunting of Copper River bison (to maintain the population in balance
with its habitat) be9an in 1964. An average of 14 bison harvested
during 8 hunts in the past 12 years has stabilized herd size. Low
natutal mortality and close control of harvests by registration hunts
have allowed for relatively intensive recreational utilization. Although
there have been no restrictions on sex of kill, harvests have averaged
54 percent bulls.
Hunter suc:ess is dependent to a large degree on ~ethods used and timing
of periods during which hunting is allowed. Use of aircraft for spotting
bison markedly increases hunter success because bison seen grazing in an
area during any one day of the fall hunt are likely to be in the same
area on the following day. Bison graze on forbs in the timber during
late summer and early fall where they are difficult to see and approach.
By early winter~ many bison have moved to frozen bogs and the Copper
River bluffs where they are more easily seen and approached. Snow aids
in locating and tracking bison. The trend of management has been to
increase the quality of the hunt by adjustments that also decrease
hunter success.
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Al1 but a sma11 percentage of hunters participating in the Copper River
bison hunts have been Alaskan residents. During the 1973 and 1974
harvests, 54 percent of the hunters were from Anchorage, 8 percent were
from Fairbanks, 24 percent were from Copper River va11ey localities~ and
13 percent were from other locations. During 1973 and 1974 harvests, 53
percent of the hunters registering for the hunt used aircraft, 40
percent used boats and 3 percent used horses and off-road vehicles. Not
all hunters registering have hunted. Boats and aircraft have been the
only practical means of transportation. There has been a minimal amount
of guiding activity, although use of commercial air taxi operators has
been high.
Because hunters have selected for larger bulls. there are few if any
trophy-class bulls left in the herd. Younger bulls are not as distinguishable
from cows by hunters as are older bulls, and heavy hunting pressure will
probably not excessively lower bu1i: cow ratios.
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CHITINA BISON

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 11, the drainage of the Chitina River upstream
of the confluence of the Chitina and Tana Rivers.
THE SPECIES

The Chitina bison herd has grown from a nucleus of about seven adult
bison that survived the winter of 1963-64, following the transplant of
35 bison to the area in 1962. In 1976 the herd numbered 45 bison,
including calves. A few wandering bison from the Copper River herd were
observed after joining this herd during the 1960's, contributing to the
increase. The average increase in total numbers each year since 1965
has been over 18 percent per year. The herd contains several large
bulls.

The only substantial natural mortality factor known for this herd has
been starvation during winters with deep snowfall. Predation by wolves
or bears has not been observed. This herd has never been legally hunted
by man.
Observations of this herd during both summer and winter have shown the
herd to usually be north or east of Bear Island. Ground surveys near
Bear Island have tentatively identified silverberry as the principal
winter browse plant. Smaller amounts of balsam poplar and willow trees
are also utilized. Silverberry plants in the vicinity of Bear Island
show evidence of use by both bison and moose. Many plants are 11 hedged 11
and appear to be slow in recovering from heavy utilization. Patches of
silverberry plants are dying due to unknown causes, possibly insufficient
ground moisture. There is no alternate winter range of substantial
quantity along the upper Chitina River. Dry bars above and below the
Chitina bison herd's range have been utilized by horses which are in
direct competition with bison for silverberry forage. Examination of
the dry bar below Bear Island indicates that overwintering horses have
almost destroyed the area as bison winter range by excessive utilization
of silverberry. Because the limiting factor on this herd is winter
forage, and since bison numbers have been rapidly expanding while preliminary
range surveys show that the principal winter browse plants have been
dying, and because substantial nearby alternate winter forage does not
exist, there is a strong possibility of a large-scale winter die-off
during the next winter with deep snow.
No legal hunting seasons have been established to date. Once hunting
begins, continued availability of trophy-size bulls could be managed by
limiting future harvests of bulls to allow some bulls to live to an old
age. Because the herd is not accessible by highway vehicle and a relatively
long air charter flight is required to view the herd, little nonconsumptive
use by the public has occurred.
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BISON IN WESTERN ALASKA

The Farewell bison (Bison bison) herd is the only bison herd occurring
in Western Alaska, ranging in the Alaska Range from the Rhon {Tatina)
River downstream on the South Fork of the Kuskokwim River. The herd was
established in 1965 by a transplant of 18 bison from the Delta herd in
Interior Alaska. A second transplant to the area in 1968 added 20 more
bison. Counts in 1971 indicated 70 to 75 bison in the area including 16
calves. Since 1972 the population has been stabilized by hunting.
Bison are grazing animals requiring grasses, sedges, forbs and some
browse for forage. Such vegetatiOn in Western Alaska is largely limited
to riverbars, streamside bluffs, shallow ponds in glacial moraines and
to recently burned areas. Wet sedge meadows are utilized after the
substrate freezes in the fall. During the winter the Farewell herd
utilizes river bars, sedge ponds and occasionally a burn area near
Farewell Lake. Availability of winter forage is the most critical
natural factor affecting the herd. Starvation during winters having
deep crusted snow is thought to be the primary cause of natural
mortality, with calves of the year especially vulnerable. Calves are
also susceptible to drowning during river crossings. Losses to
predation have not been observed and are not thought to be significant
because bison are especially rugged and aggressive in their own defense.
Observed natural losses to other causes have been negligible.
Controlled sport hunting has been used since 1g72 to stabilize the
Farewell herd. The harvests have been predetermined and the hunts have
been controlled by permit. Most Farewell bison hunters are Alaska
residents from McGrath, Anchorage, and Fairbanks.
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BISON IN

INTE~IOR

ALASKA

Ouring historic time bison (Bis~~ bison) in Interior Alaska originated
a 1928 transplant from Montana to the Big Delta area. The animals
thrived, growing to a herd of more than 500 during the early 1950's.
Subsequently the herd declined because of overpopulation of its range~
and then began slowly increasing again. Removal of animals by hunting
has stabilized the population in recent years. In 1975 the herd numbered
about 300 bison. The Delta herd has been the source of all other herds
established by transplant in other areas of Alaska.
fr~

Sison are grazing animals requiring grasses~ sedges, forbs, but also
some browse for forage. Such vegetation in Interior Alaska is largely
limited to riverbars, streamside bluffs or similar alluvial or aeollan
deposits, shallow ponds in glacial moraines and to recently burned
areas. Wet sedge meadows are utilized after the surface freezes in the
fall. Availability of winter forage is the most critical natural
factor affecting the Delta bison herd. ln the fall the Oelta herd
migrates aownstream from its summer range along the Delta River to the
Delta Junction area to winter in burns and agricultural areas. During
late winter the bison again move, this time to the sedge covered ponds
within a 50-mile radius of Delta and then begin a leisurely movement
toward the summer range.
Starvation during winters having deep crusted snow is thought to be the
primary cause of natural mortality, with calves of the year especially
vulnerable. Predation has not been an apparent cause of losses, possibly
because bison are especially rugged and aggressive in their own defense.
Observed natural losses to other causes have been negligible.
Carefully control lea sport hunting has been used successfully to stabilize
the Delta herd. The harvests have been predetermined and the hunts have
been controlled by permit. Most Delta bison hunters are Alaska residents
mainly from Anchorage and Fairbanks.
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DELTA BISON

LOCATION

ln Game Management Unit 20, that area bounded by Delta Creek on the
west, the Gerst1e River and the Healy River an the east~ the Goodpaster
River on the north, and the Game Management Unit 13 boundary on the
south.
THE SPEClES

Delta bison originated in Alaska from a transplant in 1928 from Montana
to the Big Delta area. The animals thri•Jed, growing to a herd of more
than 500 dJring the 1950 1 5. Subsequent population fluctuations due to

the severity of winter and availability of forage have resulted in a
present herd of 300 animals. The Delta bison herd is the largest in the
state and has been the source of animals transplanted to all other herds
throughout Alaska. Presently, the Delta bison herd is productive (70
calves per 100 cows and SO% yearling survival). Herd size has been
stabilized through the removal by hunting of annual increases.
Considering the high yearling survival, predation in its various forms
does not appear to be a major mortality factor. Mortality exclusive of
the legal harvest results in an 8 to 10 percent loss per year and
includes losses to drowning, accidents, predation~ illegal kills and
vehicle-bison collisions.

Prior to the advent of agriculture in the Delta area lack of winter
range was a severe proble~. Heavy mortality in extreme winters was not
uncommon. Forest fires in the 1940's and 1950's created sufficient
winter range to allow the herd to expandl but as the burns became less
useful because of vegetative changes~ the capability of the area to
support bison declined. Since 1960 agriculture has increased in the
Delta area and its effect on the bison has been dramatic. Calf
production and survival through the yearling age are at high levels and
the physical condition of overwintering bison is good.
Hunting of Delta bison begins at the end of September after the harvest
of agricultural crops, and continues through ~id November. Hunting is
controlled by permit. Approximate1y 3500 people have applied for 50
bison permits each year. Participation by permittees has been high and
hunter success has been 100 percent. Conditions of the hunt have generally
required permitees to be accompanied by a Department representative. At
current population levels. 35 to 50 bison of either sex are taken each
year. Harvests have reduced the proportion of bulls in the herd to
about 40 per 100 cows. Most of the old, large bulls have been removed
from the herd.
Bison are relatively accessible to hunters using highway vehicles. The
najority of the hunters come from the .::airbanks and Anchorage areas.
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Local residents usually receive 8 to 10 percent of the bison permits.
Very few nonresidents have taken bison from the ~elta herd. Virtually
no professional guiding activities have been involved in Delta bison
hunts.
In addition to hunting~ Delta bison provide for considerable viewing and
photographic opportunities for residents and visitors alike. During the
fall and winter~ roadside observation of bison is possible on highways
near Delta. Summer observations require use of binoculars and spotting
scopes because bison are on summer range across the Delta River from
vantage points on the Richardson Highway.
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FAREWELL BISON

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 19, drainages of the South Fork of the Kuskokwim
River.

TljE SPECIES
Bison were established in the Farewell area on the South Fork of the
Kuskokwim river by transplants of animals from the Oelta herd. ln 1965,
18 bison including 8 adult females and 4 calves were released at the
Farewell airstrip, In 1968, 20 bison including 9 adult females and 7
calves were released. An aerial census of the area prior to the 1968
transplant revealed 25 bison present including 7 newborn calves. S4bsequent
aerial counts indicate an average population increase of between 10 and
20 percent annually. :n July, 1975, 84 adults and 22 calves were counted.
Relatively few bison have been found dead in surveys over the past 5
years. Predation by wolves and bears is not considered significant.
Most natural mortality is attributed to starvation induced by deep snows
or, in the case of young calves, to drowning when the herd crosses the
South Fork.

Range studies in 1971 suggested that no more than TOO bison should be
allowed on the South Fork-Farewell range, Controlled permit hunts in
1972, 1974 and 1975 were concocted to remove surplus animals. lwenty
seven bison~ including 6 cows and 21 bulls, have been taken by hunters.
Removal of 10 bison annually is possible with present herd growth. To
date all hunters drawing permits have been Alaskan residents. Sixteen
percent of these hunters were from McGrath and Nikolai. Hunter success
has been c1ose to 100 percent. Few hunters have been guided. Hunters
utilize aircraft and riverboats for transport to the hunting area.
Hunters have harvested several trophy class bulls and several large
animals still remain in the herd. The area should continue to produce
large bulls. Due to the area s isolation and minimal supervision of
hunters in the field~ many hunters consider taking bison in the Farewell
area a true wilderness ex?erience.
1
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CARIBOU IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Populations of barren ground caribou (Rangifer tarandus granti) in the
Southcentra1 Region of Alaska have fluctuated widely in numbers, as they
have historically over all of their ranges in the state. ihe region's
largest population, the Neich1na herd, occupying the upper Copper,
Nelchina and Susitna River basins~ achieved a peak size of about 70~000
animals in 1962. The herd subsequently declined to 8,000 in 1972 and in
1975 numbered about 10,000. The population is gradually increasing.
The Mentasta herd, a sMaller population, ranges on the northwest slopes'
of the Wrangell Mountains and the headwaters of the Copper River. This
herd has numbered about 2,00Q-S,OOO caribou over the past 15 years.
A small population of caribou exists in the northern Kenai Mountains.
Caribou disappeared from the Kenai Peninsula in the early 1900's. A
transplant of 44 caribou in the mid~ 1960's reestablished the species on
the Kenai Peninsula. The population has increased very rapidly and in
1975 numbered about 450 animals.
Two additional caribou herds seasonally occupy portions of the region.
In the vicinity of Rainy Pass~ in the Alaska Range, a population tontaining
an estimated 1,500 caribou has been re1atively static in size for the
past decade. Information on the herd is very limited. The McKinley
herd ranges primarily on the north side of the Alaska Range in an area
which includes t4t. McKinley National Park. This once large population
now numbers less than 3~000 animals.
Although caribou utilize a variety of habitats throughout the year, much
of their time is spent on the tundra or on treeless upland areas. In
the Southcentral Region this zone generally lies between 3,000 and 5,000
feet in elevation where heath tundra, alpine tundra and sedge wetland
plant associ~tions dominate the vegetation. Timbered areas are used
extensively as winter range but are abandoned as the snow melts,
~suitable calving area is an integral part of caribou habitat requirements.
Calving grounds generally constitute a "center of habitation" for all
caribou populations, and their occupation is the most consistent facet
of otherwise vacillating and unpredictable movement patterns. The
characteristics which distinguish calving areas are not well known but
probably relate to such factors as availability of green vegetation
following snowmelt. ease of move~ent and high visibility. ~ith few
exceptions~ calving areas are above timberline.

Alnost any vegetated habitat type can serve as caribou winter range, but
the greatest use is made of timbered areast especial1y spruce-1tchen
associations. Caribou have teeth adapted for eating soft, leafy vegetation~
and are dependent in winter on fruticose lichens, grasses~ sedges, and
decumbent shrub vegetation. Llchens are slow~growing plant forms requiring
up to 100 years for development of stands that can provide forage in
significant quantities. Caribou utilize extensive areas for winter
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range~ often using different areas in suGcessive years as an adaptation
to the very slow regrowing caoability of lichen ranges. The wideranging characteristic of caribou is one of the mechan1sms evolved by
the species to adapt to the limitations of the arctic environment.

Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression
of vegetation through the successional series to climax stages~ or the
maintenance of climax vegetation, favor caribou. In Southcentral Alaska
fires and overgrazing by caribou have depleted some caribou ranges.
Extensive fires occurred in the Lake louise Flats and upper Copper River
basin prior to 1950. lichens in these areas have not totally recovered.
Fires on the Kenai Peninsula are cited as a probable cause for the
disappearance of caribou near the turn of the century. The range currently
occupied by Kenai caribou contains luxuriant lichen growths. Overgrazing
of large areas of the Ne1china range occurred during the period of hlgh
population levels from 1955 to 1969. Depletion of forage contributed to
the Nelchina population decline and may ~ow lirdt the size of the population
that can be supported by the area.
Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping
with the arctic environment~ caribou populations have always fluctuated
nu~erically.
So~e areas in the state with few or no caribou have well
worn trails of large populations in the past. Among many interrelated
natural factors limiting caribou pooulation growth, weather and predation
are important factors operating directly on smal1 populations, while
weather~ disease and emmigration induced perhaps by social stress are
important to 1arge populations. If reproduction exceeds ~orta 1ity,
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines may occur
when the carrying capacity of the range is exceeded. Density related
stress may cause emmigration to new ranges, and reduced food quality and
quantity and increased disease may serve to lower calf oroduction and
survival.
The most cri:ica1 time for caribou is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
a•1ailabi1 ity of new forage is :nost important in meeting increased
energy demands of migration to calving areas and of calving itse1f.
Deep, snow during spring can stress caribou. ~ewborn calves are susceptible
to large scale mortality if severe weather str1kes during the short one
week period when most ca1ves are born. Predation on calves and weather
inddced calf mortality, determine in large part whether populations
increase or decrease. In infected populations, brucellosis can reduce
the number of viable young born.
Caribou in Southcentra1 Alaska, particularly the ~~elchina herd, have
experienced intensive sport hur.tfng use for the past 25 years. Although
aboriginal use by natives 1ray have been significant, populations of
caribou from 1900 to 1950 were neither large enough nor widely distributed
so as to provide for the domestic needs of many residents situated in
the Nelchina-upper Copper River area. Between 1950 and 1972, a large
and wide-ranging Nelchina herd satisfied both sport and domestic demands.
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Caribou utilization is determined by accessibility. In the past, movements
of some caribou along or across road systems resulted in large harvests.
With the deve1opment and widespread use of snowmachines harvests of
accessible caribou became excessive. Early hunting seasons during the
~id-1970 s~ which limited hunting to snow-free periods have held harvests
at desirable levels. Access to Nelchina caribou is now limited to
hunters utilizing aircraft or off-road vehicles, but Nelchina caribou
are still more accessible than other caribou populations in the region.
There are no roads and few trails or aircraft landing areas in the
Wrangell Mountains range occupied by t4entasta caribou, and access to
Kenai caribou is regulated by the U.S. Forest Service which prohibits
use of off-road vehicles during snow~free periods.
1

~1echanized off-road transportation i:S prominent in the success of
caribou hunters in this region, where more than three-fourths of the
caribou harvest is taken by hunters uti1fzing such methods. About three
fourths of the caribou hunters in this region are Alaska residents. The
proportion of nonresidents is higher in the Mentasta caribou area where
a higher percentage of hunters are guided, than in the Nelchina or Kenai
areas.
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KENAI

MGU~~AINS

CAR:BOU

LOCATION
That part of Game Management Unit 7 bounded on the East by the Seward
Highway and Sixmile Creek, on the South by the Sterling Highway, on the
west by the Unit 7 boundary and on the north by Turnagain Arm.

THE SPECIES
This herd is the result of introductions made by ~he Department in 1965
and 1966. caribou became established in the area shortly after the
transp1ant and flourished on the excellent range. The herd had grown to
119 animals by the fall of 1970 and reached 336 caribou in the fall of

1974. The annual rate of recruitment has averaged about 36 percent.

Regulated harvesting has maintianed the pest-hunting season population
at about 300 animals since 1974.
Natural mortality has been low as demonstrated by the rapid rate o~
growth in ~his herd. Wolf predation is now occurring on this herd and
1ts effects will became more evident in the future since wolf numbers
are rapidly increasing. Production over the past two years appears to
be down; this nay be a function of wolf predatio~ although the extent of
such predation has not been documented.
The condition ·and quality of the range utilized by this herd is exce1ient.
No significant changes in the habitat have occurred due to human activities

and none are expected in the foreseeable future, Presently this habitat
may support more caribou. but since they utilize the same sumw~r and
winter ranget with lichens being extremeiy vunerable to traw.p\ing~ a
conservative approach to range stocking is beir.g taken. After 5 winters
of carrying 300 animals, an assessment of the range will be ~ade. I~ it
is found that the range is understocked the herd will be al;owed to
expand.

Moderate numbers of trophy caribou have been avai1ab1e in this herd.
Since this herd has grown at such a rapid rate it has a very young age
structure. With the herd stabilized each year for the next several
years~ the proportion of the herd in the older age trophy class will
increase. In view of the good bull:cow ratio of 70:100 and the changing
age structure of the herd, the outlook for trophy production is excellent,
Harvesting of caribou was initiated in the ~all of 1972 with a harvest
of 6 caribou by 20 permittees. In 1973, 250 permits were issued and ~2
caribou were harvested. In 1974 and 1975 an unlimited number of permits
were issued and the total harvests were 44 and 87, respectively. The
1975 harvest was co~posed of 38 bulls and 49 cows. In 1975, 35 percent
of the harvest was by residents of the Kenai Peninsula, 60 percent by
residents of the Anchorage area and 5 percent by nonresidents.
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Hunting pressure has grown rapidly as hunters have discovered this herd
and focused more attention on it. Five-hundred-seventy-three permits
were issued for the 1974-75 season and 869 for the 1975-76 season. A
similar increase in pressure is expected for the future. With hunting
pressure accelerating 1t may became necessary to limit the number of
participants in the hunt in order to maintain adequate harvest controls.
Hunters have expressed a high degree of satisfaction with the manner in
which this herd has been managed, Their comrr~nts relate a great deal of
satisfaction regarding success and enjoyment of the hunt. Harvesting of
this herd has had no adverse effect on productivity or sex ratios. The
harvest is very closely balanced between males and females~ thus the
availability of trophies has not been adversely affected.
Most use of caribou in this area is by recreational hunters, although
some noncor.sumptive use occurs. Guiding is of minor importance with
only a few guides operating in the area. Nonconsumptive use is primarily
incidental to hiking on the Resurrection Trail; a few people occasionally
hike to the area primarily to view and photograph caribou. Some incidental
viewing also occurs in conjuncticn with hunting for other species. t'!()st
nonconsumptive use takes place in the summer while hunting occurs primarily
in the late summer and fa11. Almost a11 of the harvest is taken between
Au~ust 10 and October 15.
Access to this area is limited. Horses provide the easiest access,
although most hunters backpack to the area over the Resurrection Trail.
Aircraft access to Swan Lake-puts the hunter within 3 to 4 miles of
where caribou can be located.
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KENAI LOWlANDS CARIBOU
LOCATION
Game Management Units 15A and 158.
THE

SPECIES

The Kenai Lowlands herd! presently numbering between 65 and SO caribou,
was established from transplants made in 1965 and 1966 by the Alaska
Oepart~ent of Fish and Game.
The transplant appears to be successful to
date. The herd has uti1ized the muskeg areas in the vicinity of the
Kenai airport for calving and summer range and the Moose River Flats as
winter range.
Although accurate censuses have been difficult to make, this herd appears
to be growing at a moderate rate. Natura-1 mortality factors wo-rking on

this population are not well known. ?redation by wo1ves, black bear and
possibly coyotes is thought to occur but has not been documented.
Predation is not thought to be a serious problem at this time.
The range utilized by this herd is very 1imited in size and is not
typical caribou range. In addition~ the quality of the habitat utilized
by this herd is difficuTt to assess. The presently used winter range
does not contain a significant amount of lichens and it is assumed that
some othe~ food items. probably sedges, are the primary winter foods.
Since the herd has exhibited only a slow growth rate, it is assumed that
range quality is not high.
~n the past, fires have played a primary ro1e in changing caribou ranges.
Man-made fires in the iate l800 1 s are ~elieved to have destroyed most o~
the caribou ranges on the Kenal Peninsula and thus caused the extirpat1on
of caribou before 1920. Several large fires have occurred since the
caribou were extirpated, and these burns have kept large areas from
reverting to the type of ciimax vegetation favorable for caribou.

Presently, the range utilized by this herd is thought to be under
utilized but the limits of their potential range are not known. In an
effort to establish a sizable herd these caribou are presently completely
protected from hunt~ng.
The present uses of this herd are entirely viewing and photography.
Almost all use is incidental to some other pursuit# Most caribou are
observed by persons flying to or from the Kenai airport during the
summer. Occasiona1~y caribou are seen along the road system or by
snowmobilers. Most use is by residents of the Kena~ Peninsula.
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EUREKA CARIBOU
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 13 bounded on the south by the
Glenn Highway~ on the west by Startup Creek and Crooked Creek, and on
the north and east by the Little Ne1china River.

THE SPECIES
The Nelchina caribou population now numbers about 10,000 caribou and is
slowly growing. For most of the past 20 years. a variable portion of
the Nelchina herd has wintered near Eureka. Prior to 1972, early winter
ingress of caribou in this accessible region resulted in heavy harvests.
Hunters utilizing snowmachines were particularly successful. Hunting
seasons since 1972 have closed before caribou have arrived or snow has
fa11en. The presence and viewability of caribou in the area since 1972
have provided considerable observation and photographic opportunities to
highway travelers in the winter. Access to much of the area is provided
by several off road vehicle trails which traverse or border the area.
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NELCHJNA CARIBOU

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 13 and 14, the area bounded on the south by the
Tazlina. Nelchina and Matanuska Rivers, on the west by the Alaska Railroad and
the Game Management Unit 13 boundary, on the north by the crest of the Alaska
Range and on the east by the Copper and Slana Rivers except for the Eureka
Caribou ~nagement Plan area.
THE SPECIES
The Ne1china caribou poou1ation numbered about 11,000 animals in 1975. The
population attained peak levels of approximately 70,000 in 1962 and subsequently
declined to a low of about 8,000 in 1972. The population has increased slowly
since 1972. ~fortality of calves ranges between 40 and 60 percent annually~
with predation probably the most important natural factor. Losses of adu1ts
to causes other than hunting is estimated at between 6 and 9 percent annually.
Considering mortality of calves and adult caribou to ail causes except hunting,
an annua1 increment of from 800 to 2,000 caribou may be available for human
utilization and/or herd growth for every 10,000 caribou in the population.
Hunting is currently managed to take 10 percent or iess of the population.

Nelchina lichen ranges were overutilized by caribou during the period of
excessive populations in the 1950 1 s and 1960's. Ranges are now in fair to
poor condition and wi11 require many years for recovery. Poor quality winter
ranges may have contributed to emmigrations of caribou from the Nelchina
population eastward in the mid-1960's. and to reduced recruit~ent of young to
the population during the late 1960's and early 1970's.
The ~elchina herd has been the most heavily sports-hunted carcbou herd in
Alaska since 1950. Harvests exceeded 4,000 caribou in most years from 1959 to
1971. Sharp restrictions in hunting seasons and bag limits in 1972~ from an
eight-moot~ season to a six week season, and a three caribou bag limit to one
caribou, reduced the ki11 to about 600. The harvest increased to 800 in 1973
and to 1,200 in 1974. In 1915, a further reduction in season length to three
weeks reduced the kill to about 800 caribou. Large harvests in the period
1957-1971 and proportionally large kills on a reduced population since 1912
can be attributed to increased access~ greater use of all-terrain vehicles,
and increased hunting pressure. Impacts of pipeline construction now serve to
magnify these factors. Hunting, if not closely regulated may result in an
overharvest. Severe hunting pressure co~tributed to the herd 1 S decline from
:967 to 1971. Hunting has also created a strong imbalance in the adult sex
ratio of the herd. Few large-antlered bulls are available in the population
(less than 7 percent of the population in 1975). While this imbalance reduces
the number of bulls available for hunters. it increases the number of calves
the herd wi11 produce for any given herd size.
About three-fourths of Nelchina caribou hunters are residents. Many o~ then
are from Anchorage and Fairbanks. Relatively few caribou are taken by local
residents. Hunter success has ranged from 34 percent to 40 percent since
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1972, reflecting good accessibility of the herd to hunters. About 45 percent
of successful hunters since 1972 used aircraft for transport. An additional
30 percent used off-road vehicles. With an early hunting season~ caribou
distribution makes them largely unavailable to road-based hunters. Most
successful hunters reach caribou with aircraft access to lakes and unimproved
strips in the Little Ne1china~ Oshetna, Kosina, Watana, Butte and Coal Creek
drainages. Well-used off-road vehicles trai1s also Penetrate the Little
Nelchina and Oshetna River areas> and the Butte Lake, Butte Creek and Watana
Creek areas. A few caribou are taken by hunters using river access on the
Susitna~ Mclaren and Nenana Rivers.
Some caribou occasionally come within
reach of hunters along the Denali Highway.
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NORTH WRANGELL MOUNTAINS CARIBOU

LOCATION
Those portions of Game Management Units
by the Cheshnina River and the crest of
west and north by the Cooper River, and
the crest of the Mentasta Mountains and
TH~

11 and 12 bounded on the south
the Wrangell Mountains, on the
on the east by Suslota Creek,
the Nabesna Giacier and River.

SPECIES

The Mentasta caribou population has numbered between 2,000 and 2,500
animals for the past 15 years. A census during the summer of 1975
showed 2.456 caribou of which only 19.5 percent were calves. Bull
caribou have usually been separated from calf-cow aggregations during
the summer, so the total herd size is Jrobably larger. Natural mortality
is suspected to be the major factor limiting population growth at ttr!s
time. The cause of the low natality of early calf mortality indicated
by the low proportion of calves was unknown. The condition of the range
is unknown. There is a relatively large proportion of large bu11 caribou
in the Mentasta herd reflecting the effects of a relatively sw4ll hunter
harvest.
Harvests now approximate five percent of the population. Harvests have
rarely been excessive with the possible exceptions of the 1970 and 1971
harvests, but overlaos in winter distribution with the Nelchina herd in
the vici~ity of the Nabesna Road confuse harvest data analysis for. those
years. The herd is vulnerable to overharvest when caribou occupy winter
ranges near the Nabesna Road during hunti"'g seasons. A characteristic
of hunter harvests is high selectivity for large bulls. Hunter harvests
from the Mentasta herd during the past 4 years have averaged 74 percent
bulls. 1ndicating the continuing availability of large bulls. Approximately
one-third of past harvests have been by nonresidents, and most of these
hunters were probably on guided hunts. The herd is relatively inaccessible
during the current early hunting season~ with most hunters being flown
in to dirt airstrips or smali lakes as access points into the huntin9
area. Horses and off-road vehicles are used to a limited extent. T~is
type of hunt~ where most hunters use aircraft to reach areas that they
hunt on foot~ frequently provides a high level of enjoyment per animal
harvested. The harvests during recent years have mainly been at subalpine
elevations on the slopes of Mt. Sanford and Mt. Drum. t1ost visitors to
this area are hunters.
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CH!SANA CARIBOU
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 12 lying east of the Nabesna Glacier
and river, and south of the Alaska Highway.

THE SPECIES
The Chisana caribou herd occupies the area between the White River and Chisana,
eastward to approximately the U. $.-Canada border. No sex and age composition
data are available, nor has a census been conducted. The herd is estimated
to contain approximately 1000 animals. No traditional calving areas are
known. however post-calving groups have been sighted in June and July on
the alpine hills between Chisana and the Ptarmigan-Bray Lakes area. This
population appears to be stable. Some range disturbance has occurred as
a result of mining efforts, but the total effect has been insignificant.
A large amount of spring-summer-fall range is avaiiable. Little is known
concerning abundance or quality of winter range.
In recent years annual harvests have ranged between 35 and 50 animals.
A1though some hunting effort is directed specifically at caribou, most sport
hunting is done in conjunction with sheep and grizzly bear hunting. A
number of guides operate throughout the area; most specialize in sheep
hunting, with caribou normally being taken as a bonus animal. Except for
a few residents of Chi sana, virtually no domestic hunting occurs on this
herd. The area is accessible only by aircraft (floats or wheels), off-road
vehic1es or horses. Secause of the herd 1 s inaccessibility. viewing
opportunities are quite limited.
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CARIBOU IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Several barren ground caribou (RangifeP tarandua granti) populations
exist in Southwestern AlasKa.

On the Alaska Peninsula three basically

separate herds occur from King Salmon to Unimak Is1and. The largest of
these numbered about 10.000 animals in 1975 and is located between King
Salmon and Port Moller. About 2500 range between Port Moller and Cold
Bay and at least 3000 are resident on Uninak Island. Some interchange
between the latter two groups has occ~rred in the past when caribou have
crossed Isanotski Strait, a distance of about one-half mile. All three
segments of Alaska Peninsula caribou are increasing from low population
levels~ estimated at 2,500 animals in the 1940's.
The Muichatna herd, the largest 1n Southwestern Alaska, numbers about
14,000 caribou and ranges in an area genera11y south of the Stony River.
east of the Nushagak River. north of Iliamna Lake. and west of the
Alaska Range. Some interchange of Mulchatna .and Alaska Peninsula caribou
has occurred when animals seasonally moved on and off the Peninsula.
However, since the turn of the century there have been no interchanges
between these populations. The Mulcha:na herd is recovering from the
1ow population 1evels of the l940 s.
1

A small herd is located on Adak Island in the central Aleutian Islands.
Caribou were first introduced to Adak from the Nelchina herd in 1958 and
1959. Because of the abundant and excellent quality forage~ the population
has grown rapidly. Large animals are common. One adult male was killed
that weighed 700 pounds~ a record weight for North America. The population
numbered about 450 in 1975.
Although caribou utilize a variety of habitats throughout the year, much
of their time is spent on the tundra or on treeless upland areas. In
southwestern Alaska this zone can vary from sea level on the Alaska
Peninsula to above 2,500 feet north of Iliamna Lake. Below Becharof
Lake the Peninsula is treeless. Here the lowland areas are dominated by
wet sedge meadows, interspersed with heath on the drier sites. At
hicher e~evations. heath~ willow, alder and grass communities beco~e
mof-e abundant. Above 1,200 feet heath dominates.
A suitable ca1ving area is an integral part of caribou habitat requirements.
Calving grounds genera11y constitute a "center of habitation" for all
caribou populations, and their occupatlon is the most consistent facet
of otherwise vacillating and unpredictable movement patterns. The
characteristics which distinguish calving areas are not wen known but
probably relate to such factors as availability of green vegetation
following snowmelt, ease of movement, and high visibility. In Southwestern
Alaska~ calving areas are above timberline or in treeless tundra areas.
Almost any vegetated habitat type can serve as caribou winter range, but
the greatest use is made of timbered areas, especially spruce-lichen
associations which can be found north of Becharof Lake. Far caribou
wintering be1ow Becharof Lake. sedges constitute a major portion of the
winter diet.
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Caribou have teeth adapted for eating soft, leafy vegetation, and are
dependent in winter on fruticose lichens1 grasses, sedges~ and decumbent
shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow-growing plant forms requiring up to
100 years for development of stands that can provide forage in significant
quantities. North of the Kvich~k River, caribou uti1tze extensive areas
for winter range, often using different areas in successive years as an
adaptation to the very slow regrowing capability of lichen ranges. The
wide-ranging characteristic of caribou is one of the mechanis~s evolved
by the species to adapt to the 1imitations of the arctic environment.
Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression
of vegetation through the successional series to climax stages, or the
maintenance of climax vegetation, favor caribou. In Southwestern Alaska
fire does not seem to have been a significant factor in controlling
recent caribou populations because with the exception of the Mulchatna
herd they are not dependent on lichens. Possibly because of the milder
climate found on the Alaska Peninsula, the range there does not appear
to be limiting herd growth at the present time. Volcanic activity over
the years has claimed an undetermined amount of range.
Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping
with the arctic environmentt caribou populations have always fluctuated
numerica1ly. Some areas in the state with few or no caribou have welt
worn trails of large populations in the past. Among many interrelated
natural factors limiting caribou populations growth~ weather and predation
are important factors operating d!rect1y on small populations, while
weather, disease and emmigration induced perhaps by social stress are
important to large populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality,
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equa11y spectacular declines may occur
when the carrying capacity of the range is exceeded. Density related
stress may cause emmigration to new ranges~ and reduced food quality and
quantity and increased disease may serve to lower calf production and
survival.
The most critical time for caribou is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
availability of new forage is most important in meeting increased energy
demands of migration to ca1ving areas and of calvi~g itself. Deep snow
during spring can stress caribou. Newborn calves are susceptible to
large scale mortality if severe weather strikes during the short one
week period when most calves are born. Predation on calves and weather
induced calf mortality determine in large part whether populations
increase or decrease~ In infected populations. brucellosis can reduce
the number of viable young born.
Use of caribou for domestic consumption and utilization has long been
important for residents of the Southwestern Region. Long hunting seasons
and liberal bag limits~ which are among the 1east restrictive in the
state, allow for local use in the region.
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Early exploitive human use of Alaska Peninsula caribou occurred in the
late 1800's when intensive commercial hunting for hides and meat took
place. Declines of caribou populations in the area and reduced demands
for meat by a declining whaling industry brought an end to large scale
harvests. Negligible harvests occurred from the early 1900's until the
early 1960's.
Since 1960, recreational use of caribou on the Alaska peninsula and of
Mulchatna caribou has increased as Alaska's human population has grown
with caribou populations near human population centers in other parts of
the state harvested at maximum rates, hunting pressure has shifted
toward more remote populations.
Hunting of caribou on the Alaska Peninsula prior to 1972 was largely by
guided hunters, many of them nonresidents. In recent years however, the
proportion of unguided resident hunters has increased sharply as caribou
hunting opportunities have been 1imited elsewhere. The r·1ulchatna herd,
although less accessible than Peninsula caribou, have also received
increased hunting pressure in recent years.
Almost all hunter access to caribou in Southwestern Alaska is by aircraft.
Terrain on the Alaska Peninsula, in particular, lends itself to aircraft
operation with numerous cinder-patch landing areas in the fall and
treeless .snow fields in the winter. Access to Mulchatna caribou by
aircraft is limited largely to lakes during snowfree periods, but improves
in winter when additional areas become accessible to ski-equipped aircraft.
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CENTRAL ALASKA PENINSULA CARIBOU

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9~ that portion of the Alaska Peninsula south of
the Kvicrak and Alagnak Rivers, Kukaklek Lake, Battle Lake, McNeil Lake
and River, to a line drawn between tne head of Port Molle~ Bay on the
Bering Sea side and American Bay on the Pacific side, except for Katwai

National Monument.

THE SPECIES
This area contains the largest single segment of the Alaska Peninsula
caribou

population.~

Numbers have fluctuated widely in the past with an

apparent peak population just prior to the turn of the century and
another of about 20,000 caribou in the early 1940's. The last population
low occurred during the late 1940's when the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service estimated only 2,000 caribou. Since that time the herd has
experienced steady growth. A 1975 census indicated approximately 13,000
caribou in the population.
The primary calving ground is on the Bering Sea Flats near Ilnik. In
recent years a secondary calving ground has been established near the
mouth of Cinder River. Also, smal i bands. of caribou calve at scattered
locations throughout the area. The herd is presently experiencing high
reproductive success. A June 1975 census indicated between 48 and 60
calves per 100 cows. In addition, a November 1975 count indicated that
summer calf mortality was very 1ow. High reproductive success and good
yearling survival are indicative of a range in good condition.
Migration patterns have been increasingly erratic in recent years.
Animals now regularly speod the summer and fa11 in the Pacific drainages.
The "traditional" migration path along the Bering Sea flats is used
sporadically and the herd appears to be spending increasing time in the
foothills of the Aleutian Range. The break in the migratory paths
identified for this group of caribou in the late 1950 1 5 and early 1960's
is considered to be a ref1ection of the relatively high population
density. Continued growth may be detrimental to carrying capaclty of
the range.
The effect of predators on this herd are unknown at this time, although
wo1ves and brown bear are known to feed on caribou. In 1968 a major
infection of "hoof rot" occurred in this area. An estimated 2,000
caribou died directly or indirectly of the disease. Undocumented reports
indicate that a condition of freezing rain '"'silver thaw''} may occasionally
coat the tundra in a 1ayer of ice thick enough to prevent feeding. I~
such a case a large proportion of the herd may starve in a single winter.
However, such mortality has not been documented with certainty in this
herd.
Hunting pressure on caribou in this area is moderate to high as it is
the area most readily accessible to visiting hunters. ~ost of the
harvest now occurring is from troohy or recreational hunters, although
there is a substantial harvest for domestic use. A major portion of the
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Alaska Peninsula guide industry utilizes this area. In recent years the
area has become increasingly popu1ar with hunters from the more heaviiy
settled areas of the state. Selection for bulls by trophy and recreational
hunters has altered the bull-cow ratios. In the fall of 1970 the herd
had 59 bulls per 100 cows, but by 1975 the retio had dropped to 33 bulls
per 100 cows. The majority of the Alaska Peninsula caribou in the Boone
and Crockett record book were reported fro~ this area. Nine comw.unitles
on the Alaska Peninsu1a harvest this segment of the herd for domestic
use. A University of Alaska subsistence survey in 1974 indicated a
harvest of approximately 560 caribou for domestic use. The estimated
annual harvest from all sources is 1,500 to 2,000 caribou annually.
Precise harvest data are lacking due in part to the lack of a harvest
report requirement.
The majority of the range of this group of caribou is still wilderness
and unaltered by deve1opment. Access is primarily by light aircraft.
Some strips for larger aircraft exist as a result of exploratory oil
work, but most landings are on water surfaces, beaches, or natural
pumice patches and gravel bars. Tracked vehicles are locally important
in some guide camps. Local residents frequently use snow machines or
boats to facilitate harvest. Hunting aesthetics within the area remain
high.
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MULCHATNA CARIBOU

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 17 which drains into Bristol Bay
east of Kulukak Bay; a11 drainages of the Kvi chak River watershed above
the Alagnak River in Game Management !Jnit 9; and that portion of Game

Management Unit 19 lying south of the Chukowan River, Holitna River,
Kuskokwim River, and the Swift River, except for the area included in
the Farewell Caribou Management Plan.
TilE SPECIES

The Mulchatna caribou herd ranges in an area generally south of the
Stony River, east of the Nushagak River, north of Ilianna Lake and west
of the Alaska Range. Numbers of caribou have fluctuated in the past;
but historical data on the herd are limited. !n the mid-1960~s the herd
was estimated at 3,000 animals. A census conducted in 1974 established
a mininal herd size of 14,231 animals. The herd appears to be very
productive at this time with an October 1974 calf/cow ratio of about 35
calves per 100 cows. The calving ground for the Mulchatna herd is in
the Bonanza Hills area. Scattered calving also occurs along the northeastern
shore of Lake Iliamna.
Migrational patterns are not well doc~mented. Wintering areas have
varied in recent years, but normally late winter concentrations occur in
the drainages of the Chilikadrotna, Mulchatna) and Hoholitna Rivers.
Prior to the turn of the century, this herd regularly crossed the Kvichak
River and interchanged with the northern portion of the Alaska Peninsula
herd. During the winter of 1972-73 approximately 3,000 caribou crossed
the Kvichak and wintered below Igiugig. There has been ~o repeated
major crossing since.
Data an the condition of the caribou range are tacking. The observed
reproductive success and exce11ent vhysica1 condition of the animals in
the harvest suggest the range is in goad condition; however~ continued
herd growth could adversely ef7ect the condition of the range. Predators
do not appear to be having any significant impact on the herd at :his
time aithough local residents are concerned about the effects of wolf
predation. The number of wolves killed in the area used by wintering
caribou has been high in recent years. Predation by wo1ves and bears
may have an impact in the futuret particular1y if the Mulchatna herd
declines significantly. No major outbreaks of disease have been reported~
but disease could become a factor influencing the population and its
subsequent management.
Hunting pressure on this herd has been 1aw. Historically, the herd has
been hunted by local residents! particularly from the vi11ages of the
Nushagak River and Lake Clark~Lake Il iarma area. A University of Alaska
"subsistence survey 11 placed the harvest at just over 400 animals in
1974. The majority of the harvest occ~rs in the winter when dog sleds,
snowmach~nes. and aircraft are used for transportation.
Occasional
caribou are taken at other times of the ear when locally available or
when vi11age activities al1ow hunting opportunity.
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In the past access difficulties dur~ng the fall discouraged extensive
sport harvest, and most sport hunting was by guided hunters. In recent
years the n~~ber of guide operations within the area has increased and
there has also been an increase in nonguided sport hunters from other
areas of the state. The estimated sport harvest during the fall months
is considered less than 200 caribou. In the past two years this herd
has been subjected to a greatly expanded harvest level as a result of
airborne hunting during the winter ~onths. The proximity of its wintering
grounds to the human population ~enters of the Cook Inlet area has made
it readily accessible to ski-eq~ipped aircraft. During periods of
favorable weather and snow conditions, a large force of hunters has been
transported into the area and hunter success has been high. Estimated
harvest during the late winter period has been 1~250 to 1,500 caribou.
The majority of this harvest has been by Alaskan ~esidents living outside
the range of the Mulchatna herd.
At this time the herd appears to be increasing in numbers, although the
large harvest of the past two winters may have curtai1ed growth. Large
antlered bu11s are avaiiable and the area has produced good trophies.
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SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA PENINSULA CARIBOU

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 9 en the Alaska Peninsula south and
west of a line drawn from the head of Moller Bay on the Bering Sea side
to the head of American Bay on the Pacific side, and in Game Management
Unit 10, Unlmak Island.
THE SPECIES

This area contains two major populations of caribou. One is on Unimak
Island and the second extends northeast on the Alaska Peninsula to the
west side of Moller Bay. Prior to the turn of the century interchange
between these two groups was documented but no documentation of such
movements exists in recent years. There is no evidence of any interchange
of the mainland group with other caribou populations further to the
northeast~ beyond Port Moller Bay.
Soth groups of caribou within the
Southwestern Alaska Peninsula area appear to be increasing in numbers
and the geographic isolation of the two may not be maintained in the
f'Jture,
Historically. the size of the mainland population has fluctuated w1dely.
Population highs apparently occurred prior to the turn of the century
and again in the late 1920 S. The most recent population low occurred
in the late 1940's or early 1950's when the U. S. Fish &Wildlife Service
estimated about 500 animals present. The population has been increasing
since the 1960's and in 1976 was estimated at 4,000 animals. The causes
of low populations have not been documented but a reported condition of
freezing rain which encases the tundra in ice nay occassionally cause
massive morta1ity during a single winter. Predation by wolves and brown
bear is not considered significant at this time. Some caribou losses
did occur from a minor outbreak of ' hoof rot" during the late fall of
1975.
1

1

This group of caribou calves in the eastern portion of the area near the
Black Hills and the Caribou River. It is currently experiencing good
reproductive success with 49 ca1ves per 100 cows observed in June 1971.
Data are lacking on range conditions, but the high reproductive success
and reported good physical condition of animals in the harvest suggest
the range is in good condition. Continued growth of this population of
caribou appears probable.
Population fluctuations of caribou on Unimak Island have closely coi:1cided
with changes in caribou numbers on the nearby Alaska Peninsula. Thts
would seem to indicate that similar mortality factors have affected both
?Opulations. The most recent population low also occurred in the late
1940's or early 1950's when the U.S. Fish &Wildlife Service estimated
iess than 500 animals on the is1and. By the mid-l960 s an estimated
1.500 animals were present. In 1976 the Unimak caribou popvlation was
considered to be in excess of 5,000 animals,
1
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Calving on Unimak Island occurs in the eastern portion of the island.
Specific data on reproductive success are lacking, but calving generally
occurs one week later than for mainland populations. Data an range
conditions are lacking.
The harvest of caribou from Unimak Island is low~ with estima:es of less
than 100 animals annually. Similar1y, hunter harvests are low on the
adjacent mainland popu1ationt estimated at less than 200 caribou annually.
Most of the harvest of these caribou is by local residents. ~he harvest
by guided nonresidents is small. The low resident population at Fa1se
Pass, Co1d Bay, King Cove, and Nelson Lagoon have only a fTiinor i!Tipact or.
the caribou resource. The majority of hunting by local residents occurs
on an 11 as available.~~ opportunity basis. Beause of the cost of logistics
to and within the area, use by hunters from outside the area is light
and usually is concentrated during the traditional September-October
hunting period. The area lacks roads and has few fTian-made landing areas
for light aircraft. As a result, most transportation is hy aircraft
landing on water surfaces, beaches. or natural landing sites. Local
residents hunt primarily from boats or use vehicles to travel the limited
roads or along the beaches. Because of the low harvest level~ large
antlered males are available for trophies on both Unimak Island and the
rr.ain1and.
Unimak Island is part of ~he Aleutian Island Refuge System and Izembek
National Wildlife Raege occupies significant acreage in the Cold Bay
area. In both of these areas, the u. s. Fish & Wildlife Service has
imposed additional restrictions on methods of transportation. These
restrictions make it unlikely that a sufficient concentration of hunters
would occur that wou1d be imcompatib1e with management objectives,
except in the immediate area of Cold Say.
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ALEUTIAN ISLANDS CARIBOU

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 10, Umnak, Atka and Attu Islands.

THE SPECIES
feral reindeer occur on Umnak, Atka and Attu Islands. Data are lacking
for present population sizes or trends on any of these islands~ Large
predators are absent. so fluctuations in numbers occur in response to
range condition and/or disease. Because of the low human population in
the area, harvest has only a minor impact. Specific harvest data are
lacking.

Regulations governing hunting feral reindeer on these islands are the
most 1ibera1 in the state. Wide fluctuations in numbers of animals are
expected and it is doubtful human harvest can influence present population
trends. Local domestic use shall continue as the primary use of the
tesource. Cost of logistics to and within the area makes recreational
and trophy hunting insignificant.
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ADAK CARIBOU
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 10, Adak Island.
THE SPECIES
Caribou on Adak Island are the result of a cooperative transplant program
between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U. S. Navy and the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game conducted in 1958 and 1959. Twenty
four caribou were released and became the nucleus of the existing herd.
By 1967 the herd had grown to 189 animals and recent population estimates
place the herd in excess of 350 caribou. The herd is experiencing high
reproductive success and apparently the range is in excellent condition.
The area occupied by the caribou herd remains wilderness with high
aesthetic quality. No large predators exist on the island and indications
are that these caribou are relatively free of the disease and parasites
reported in mainland populations. Hunting is the best available method
for stabilizing the population and preventing the extreme fluctuation in
numbers that have characterized other island reindeer populations.
The first hunt occurred in 1g64 with a maximum of ten permits issued for
bull caribou only. As the herd increased in size, harvest quotas and
season lengths were liberalized to allow additional hunting. From 1g72
through 1g74 the harvest averaged nearly 100 animals annually while the
harvest approached 150 animals in the lg75-76 season. Hunting is by
persons associated with the Naval base on Adak. Harvest is monitored by
personnel of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Navy, and
if necessary, the season is extended or shortened by emergency order
under the authority of the Department of Fish and Game.
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CARIBOU IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Interior Alaska contains the year round habitat of the Oelta and Macomb
Plateau barren ground caribou {Rangifer tarandus granti) herds and is
seasonally occupied by several other populations. The Delta herd occupies
the north slopes of the Alaska Range between the Alaska Ra11road on the
west and the Richardson Highway on the east.

This herd. which may have

arisen as a remnant of the large Fortymile herd in the early 1930's,
numbered from 300-1,500 caribou from the 1930's through 1957, then
increased to more than 5000 animals by 1964. Since the severe winter of
1970-71 the population has declined rapidly and presently numbers less
than 2,000,
The Macomb Plateau herd occurs on the north side of the Alaska Range
east of the Delta River and west of the Glenn Highway.

This population

is esti~ated to include about 1,000 animals and has been stable for
several years.
The Fortymfle and Chisana herds spend most of the year in Interior
Alaska but aiso range into adjacent Canada. The Fortymile herd presently
numbers about 5,000 and inhabits the Tanana Hills between the Tanana and
Yukon Rivers. A review of this herd's population fluctuations durin9
this century dramatizes the wide fluctuation in numbers that all herds
in the state have experienced. During the early 1900's the herd was
increasing and reportedly reached a oeak of around 500,000 in tne 1930's,
By the early 1940's this large herd had declined to possibly only 10,000
caribou. It then increased steadily until the mid l950's when it nurr.bered
50,000. Since then it has declined to present low levels of about 5000
caribou.
The Chisana herd, like the Delta herd~ may have arisen from remnants of
the large Fortymi1e herd in the 1930's. The herd may have numbered up
to 3>000 caribou until the 1960's; current estimates p1ace the herd size
at about 1,000 animals. This herd ranges in the Nutzotin Mountalns.
The McKinley herd ranges primarily on the north side of the Alaska Ranqe
in the vicinity of McKinley Park. It numbered 20,000 to 30,000 in 1941
before declining. 8y the early 1960's approximately 10,000 caribou were
still present. Since 1966 a rapid decline has been noted and currently
1,000 to 1,500 caribou remain.
The two great Arctic caribou herds seasonally occupy a portion of Interior
Alaska. The Western Arctic herd s winter move~~nts bring it into this
region from the lower Koyukuk River eastward to Wiseman and the western
tributaries of the Chandalar River. This herd reached a low level in
the late 1800's and then increased through the 1900's and in 1970
contained at least 242,000 caribou. Current observations suggest that
a substantial decline occurred from 1970 to 1976 and the herd may
presently number about 50,000.
1

The Porcupine herd occurs in the Interior Region during part of the
year. In most years substantial numbers winter in the upper tributaries
of the Porcupine and Chandalar Rivers. Spring and fall migrations occur
through the region. When last censused in 1972 the herd numbered around
100,000. The herd is presently stable or slowly increasing.
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Ideal barren-ground caribou range consists of extensive alpine or arctic
tundra areas. Spring, fall and summer demands are met by these areas.
Here calving and breeding occurs, relief from insects is possible on
wind swept ridges and high quality tundra or alpine forage is available.
These same areas often furnish winter needs, but timbered areas, if
available, are often used extensively for winter range. In this region
alpine tundra areas normally occur above 3,000 feet in elevation. This
vegetation zone normally contains the calving habitat, which is an
important habitat requirement of caribou populations. Calving grounds
comprise the "center of habitation" for the herd. The calving area is
the most consistent facet of otherwise vacillating and unpredictable
movement patterns in caribou herds.
Almost any vegetated habitat type can serve as caribou winter range, but
if available, timbered areas, particularly spruce-lichen communities,
are used most extensively. With teeth adapted for eating soft, leafy
vegetation, caribou in winter are dependent on lichens, grasses, sedges,
and decumbent shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow growing plants requiring
up to 100 years for development of stands that can provide forage in
significant quantities. Caribou utilize extensive areas for winter
range, often using different areas in successive years as an adaptation
to the very slow regrowing capability of lichen ranges. The wide ranging
characteristic of caribou is one of the mechanisms evolved by the species
to adapt to limitations of the arctic e~vironment.
Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression
of vegetatiOn through the successional series to climax stages, or the
maintenance of climaX vegetation, favor caribou. In Interior Alaska
fires and overgrazing by caribou have depleted some caribou ranges to
below their potential carrying capacities. Both of these factors have
been advanced as contributing to the dramatic declines suffered by the
Fortymile and McKinley herds during this century.
Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping
with the arctic environment, caribou populations have always fluctuated
numerically. Some areas in the state with few or no caribou have well
worn trails of large populations in the past. Among many interrelated
natural factors limiting caribou population growth, weather and predation
are important factors operating directly on small populations, while
weather, disease and emigration induced perhaps by social stress are
important to large populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality,
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines may occur
when the carrying capacity of the range is exceeded. Density related
stress may cause emigration to new ranges, and reduced food quality and
quantity and increased disease may serve to lower calf production and
survival.
The most critical time for caribou is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
availability of new forage is most important in meeting increased energy
demands of migration to calving areas and of calving itself. Deep sno\'t
during spring can stress caribou. Newborn calves are susceptible to
large scale mortality if severe weather strikes during the short one
week period when most calves are born. Predation on calves and weather
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induced calf mortality determine in large part whether populations
increase or decrease. !n infected populations, brucellosis and a
retained placenta condition can reduce the number of viable young born.
Caribou in several Interior Alaska herds have never experienced intensive
sport hunting use. The Western Arctic? Porcupine. Chisana and McKinley
herds have never received heavy sport hunting because of their relative
inaccessibility, and until the past few years there were sufficient
numbers of caribou in the more accessible fortymile, Nelchina and Delta
herds to satisfy most of this demand. However, potential for a rapid
increase in sport hunting of these herds exists. The two Arctic herds
have had a long history of domestic use by natives and were important
food sources at various times for whalers, trappers. miners and other
early day explorers of northern Alaska. Reported harvest from the
Chisana herd has never exceeded 50 anima1s per year. Most of these are
taken incidental to sheep hunting by hunters utilizing aircraft and
horses for transportation. low harvests of the McKinley herd in the
past several years have occurred primarily by residents of Kantishna and
sport hunters hunting near the Stampede Trail on the northeast corner of
McKinley Park. Because the population is still declining) harvests will
likely be curtailed in the near future.
The Fortymile herd has a history of more intensive sport hunting than
any other in the region. The majority of the harvest in the past
resulted when the herd crossed the Steese or Taylor Highways. Harvests
varied from fewer than 100 to as many as 2,400 per year from 1950-1972
depending upon the timing of the caribou crossing. Restrictive season
closures were adopted in 1973 and the reported harvest during the past
three years has not exceeded 50 per year. Because of the 01 boom and
bust" population leve1s the herd has experienced in this century, it has
played varying roles in meeting domestic d~ands for caribou by residents
within the herds' range.
The Delta and Macomb Plateau herds are relatively accessible to the
population centers of the region. Sport harvests since the late 1960's
were fairly intense until the season on the Delta herd was entirely
closed in 1974. Use of the Oelta herd will be curtailed until the
population has a larger recruitment of young caribou. The ~acomb herd
occurs in a restricted access area; most harvest is by resident hunters
with horses and by backpackers.
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MACOMB PLATEAU CARIBOU

LOCAT:O~

In Game Management Unit 20, the area bounded on the north by the Tanana
River, on the east by the Slana-Tok Highway, on the south by the crest
of the Alaska Ranqe, and on the west by the Richardson Highway.

THE SPECIES
Approximately 1,000 caribou occur along the north slope of the Alaska
Range between the Richardson and Glenn Highways. Upper areas of ail the
major drainages f1owing into the Tanana River contain caribou. The area
between the Johnson River and Robertson River, known as the Macomb
Plateau, contains a fa11 concentration which numbers about 500 animals.
Little is known about the movements and population fluctuations of this
herd. However, the population may be a remnant of the Delta herd.
Presently~ calf production and survival are low possibly due to severe
winters and predation by grizzly bears and wolves.
Use by recreational hunters is high on part of the Macomb Plateau.
Other portions of the area receive less hunting pressure and produce
fewer caribou because of more difficult access. An average of 37
caribou has been taken each year sir.ce 1971, and hunter success has
averaged about 35 percent.
Transportation means are varied. About 50 percent of the animals harvested
are taken by hunters using horses, 35 percent by hunters with ATV's and
aircraft and 15 percent by walk-in hu~ters. Access restrictions to
motorized vehicles during the caribou season on the Maconb Plateau have
been in effect for two years and have significantly reduced harvest
levels. One~half of the hunters using the area live in the Delta Junction
area, 25 percent come from Fairbanks, and 25 percent come from the rest
of the state~ narticu1ar1y the Anchorage area. Access routes to Macomb
Plateau include two horse trails originating from the Alcan Highway and
one lake large enough for float planes. Access to the remaining area
originates from highways bisecting the area, bush landing strips~ and
ATV, horse and foot trai1s. Differences in accessibility result in a
poorly distributed harvest. Caribou on the Macomb Plateau comprising
on1y 35 percent of the population sustain 60 percent of tne narvest as a
result of easy hunter access. Caribou receive light hunting pressure in
other areas.
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DELTA CARISOU HERD

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20~ the area bounded on the south by the crest
of the Alaska Range; on the east by the Richardson Highway; on the north
by the Tanana River, the North Star Borough boundary, and a line extending
the southernmost Fairbanks North Star Borough boundary due west to the
Nenana Rfver; and on the west by the Nenana River.

THE SPECIES
The Delta caribou herd currently numbers about 1,500-2.000 animals and
is declining. Efforts to evaluate the status of this popu1ation were
begun in 1969.

At that time the herd numbered approximately 5,000

animals. Calf production and survival in the Delta herd have genera11y
been low. Few newborn calves are seen on traditiona1 calving grounds
near the headwaters of Delta Creek, and composition data indicate that
less than 10 ?ercent of the calves born in 1973 and 1974 lived to 17
months of age. Approximately 80 percent of the population is older than
6 years. and since caribou rarely live past 12 years~ the population
will likely disap?ear by 1980 unless calf production and survival increase.
Reasons for the herd's poor reprod~ctive success are unknown. Pathological
or nutritional factors may be affecting the female segment of the
population, resulting in failure to produce viable calves which can
survive more than a few weeks. Wolves and grizzlies are abundant on
caribou range, although their impact on caribou has not been evaluated.
Bears frequent pre-and post-calving concentrations of caribou in r1ay and
June. while wolves are numerous on caribou winter range.
The quality of the Delta caribou range has not been evaluated. Recent
wildfires have destroyed a small portion of winter range lying between
the East fork of the Little Delta River and Buchanan Creek. Earlier
large populat~ons which overgrazed their range may have contributed the
presently reduced herd size. The poor reproductive success of this herd
cannot be blamed on too few bulls; bu11-cow ratios remained near 30:1QQ
from 1971 to 1976.
The Oelta herd formerly produced large trophy bulls, several of which
qualified as Boone and Crockett records. Because old animals predominate
in the population, trophy bulls are still available.
Liberal hunting seasons (August 10- March 31) and bag limits (3 caribou)
allowed for intensive hunting pressure and harvest until 1973 when the
limit was reduced to one caribou. From 1969-73, 1,874 caribou were
removed by hunting. Two-hundred-thirty-three animals were taken from
August 10- September 30 before the season was c1osed in 1973. The
harvest in 1973 was the lowest since the 1969·70 season when 225 caribou
were harvested. The shortened season in 1973 eliminated winter hunting
by residents. In an attempt to slow the nerd•s dec1ine. the season
remained closed in 1974 and 1975.
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Resident harvest varied from 64 to 75 percent of the total kill.
Hunter success declined steadily since 1970. The trend in hunter
success paralleled the population decline of the Delta herd. The
average number of caribou taken per successful hunter dropped from
approximately 1.5 in previous years to 1.0 in 1973 as a result of the
bag limit reduction from 3 to 1. Since 1969 the percentage of bulls in
the harvest was about 70 percent. The selection of bulls by hunters is
partly responsible for the relatively low observed bull :cow ratio.
Areas occupied by the Delta herd were readily accessible to hunters
throughout the time of liberal seasons prior to 1973. About 60 percent
of the bull harvest and 57 percent of the cow harvest occurred before
October. Weather and snow conditions during March provided easy access
into areas inhabited by caribou (specifically Gold King and little Delta
River). resulting in 23 percent of the harvest occurring at that time.
Guided hunting was prevalent in the late l960 1 s and early l970 1 s when 14
guides operated in the area. However, this number has declined to four
or five who now guide for sheep, moose, and brown bears in the area.
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CARIBOU IN WESTERN ALASKA

The population 1dentities of barren ground caribou (Rangifer tarandue
gr:znti) in w·estern Alaska are the least we11 defined of any region in

the state. The Beaver herd is the primary resident caribou herd~ with
the McKinley and Mulchatna herds occupying the region seasonally. More
recently many smaller populations have been recognized as being discrete
from any of the above. The Rainy Pass, Granite Mountains~ and Sunshine
Cloudy Mountains herds have been identifieC as being discrete populations
in recent years and their range lies partially or wholly within the
region. There is evidence to suggest other dtscrete populations in the
Ki1buck Mountains and Kokrines Hills. In addition a population of wild
reindeer/caribou occur in the vicinity of the Andreafsky River near the
mouth of the Yukon River. The winter movements of the ~estern Arctic
herd also extend into this region.
year round range of the Seaver herd is contained in this region and
includes the Beaver Mountains and the drainages of the Dishna and
Innoko Rivers. In the 1930 1 s the Twit:hell reindeer herd grazed this
area. The herd was abandoned in the 1940 s~ and these animals may have
intermingled with small numbers of caribou to form the present Beaver
herd. The herd contains 2,000-3.000 animals and appears to have been
stable for several decades.
~he

1

The fkKin1ey herd ranges primarily to the north in the vicinity of
McKinley Park. This herd numbered 20,000 to 30,000 in 1941. Since then
the herd has shown a gradual decline. By the early 1960's approximately
10,000 were still present, Since 1966 a rapid decline has been noted
and currently 1,000 to 1,500 remain. The Mulchatna herd has realized a
fairly rapid growth from 5,000 in 1964 to 14,000 in 1974. This herd
ranges south into the Southwestern Region durtng portions of the year.
The Rainy Pass herd contains an estimated 1,500 and has been relatively
stable in size for the past decade. This herd ranges in the vicinity of
Farewell and Rainy Pass in the Alaska Range. The sizes of the Granite
Mountains, Sunshfne-Cloudy Mountain. Kilbuck Mountain and Kokrine Hi11s
herds are not known~ but it is unlikely that any group contains more
than one thousand animals. Estimates of numbers in the Andreafsky River
wild reindeer/caribou herd range from 1500 to 5,000. The ~estern Arctic
herd when censused in 1970 contained a minimum of 242~000 caribou but
recently has declined to 50,000 animals.
Although caribou uti1ize a variety of habitats throughout the year, much
of their time is spent on the tundra or on treeless upland areas. In
the Western Region this zone generally lies between 3,000 and 5,000 feet
in elevation where heath tundrat alpine tundra anC sedge wetland plant
associations dominate the vegetation. Timbered areas are used extensively
as winter ranges but are abandoned as the snow melts. An important
habitat requirement of caribou populations is a suitable calving area.
Calving grounds generally constltute a "center of habftationu for popu!ations,
and their occupation is the most consistent facet of otherwise vaci11ating
and unpredictable movement patterns. The characteristics which distinguish
calving areas are not well Known but probably relate to such factors as
availability of green vegetation fo11owing snowmelt, ease of movement
and unobscured visibility. ~ith few exceptions, calving areas are 1~
timber-free areas.
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Almost any vegetated habitat type can be and has been used by caribou
for winter range, but the greatest use is made of timbered areas,
especially spruce-lichen associations. With teeth adapted for eating
soft. leafy vegetation~ caribou in winter are dependent on lichens,
grasses, sedges and decumbent shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow~
growing plant forms requiring up to 100 years for development of stands
that can provide forage in significant quantities. Caribou utilize
extensive areas for winter range, often using different areas in successive
years as an adaptation to the very slow regrowing capability of lichen
ranges. The wide-ranging characteristics of caribou is one of the
mechanisms apparently acquired by the species through evolutionary
selection to adapt to limitations of the arctic environment.
Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression
of vegetation through the successional series to climax stages, or the
maintenance of climax vegetation, favor caribou. In Western Alaska
fires and overgrazing by caribou and reindeer have depleted some ranges.
Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping
with the arctic environMent, caribou populations have always fluctuated
nunerica11y. Some areas in the state with few or no caribou have well
worn trails of large populations in the past. Among many interrelated
natural factors 1im1ting caribou population growth~ weather and predation
are important factors operating directly on small populations, whereas
weather, disease and emigration induced perhaps by social stress are
important to 1arge populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality,
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines may occur
when the carrying capacity of the range Is exceeded. Density related
stress may cause emigration to new ranges~ and reduced food quality and
quantity and increased disease may serve to lower ca1f production and
survival.
7he ~ost critical time for caribou is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
avaf1ability of new forage is most important in meeting increased energy
demands of migration to calving areas and of calving itself. Deep snow
during spring can stress caribou. Newborn calves are susceptible to
large scale mortality if severe weather strikes during the short one
week period when most calves are born. Predation on calves and weather
induced calf mortality determine in large part whether populations
increase or decrease. In infected populations, brucellosis and a
retained placenta condition can reduce the number of viable young born.
Until recent years, caribou in Western Alaska have not been intensively
sport hunted because of limited access and a small resident human
population. The region has no roads linking with the highway system.
Recreational hunters utilizing aircraft transport have increased harvests
from the Mulchatna and Rainy Pass herds. Although much of this pressure
is by resident hunters, some nonresidents participate. Domestic use by
natives was significant in the 1800's when a much larger population of
caribou occurred in the region. In the past several decades domestic
use of caribou has been locally imoortant on a sjOractic basis to villages
that take advantage of variable movement patterns of caribou which
occassiona11y bring them within reach of a vi11age.
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MCKINLEY CARIBOU

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 20, the area bounded on the so~th by the north
boundary of Mt. McKinley National Park, on the west by the southwest
boundary of Game Management Unit 20C, on the north by a line drawn due
east from Wien Lake to the Nenana RiverJ and on the east by the Nenana
River.
TilE SPECIES

Accurate information on current site of this herd is not available. A
major decline occurred between 1941 when the herd contained an estiMated
30,000 caribou and 1963 when 12,000 may have been present. Recent
observations by Park Service and Fish and Game personnel indicate that
the herd has undergone a further decline. Currently about 500 animals
spend the summer and early fall within the Park. This suggests the herd
may now number only about 1,000-1.500 individuals. Emigration of
animals may have occurred from the McKinley herd to adjacent groups
occupying the Tonsona River, Happy Valley and Ptarmigan Pass areas.
During ~1archt 1973, an estimated 1,000 caribou were in these areas.
Recent Park Service surveys indicate that relatively few caribou winter
within the Park. Four-hundred-fifty animals were located between the
headwaters of Moose and Boundary Creeks in 1974, and approximately 600
animals were located in the Bull River-Foggy Pass area in July 1975.
Some calving may also occur within Park boundaries. Fewer than 500
caribou have recently occupied traditional winter ranges between the
Nenana and Kantishna Rivers and Lake Minchumina and other areas west of
the Park (Tonzona River) probably support only 1,000 caribou.
The condition of the range and its relationship to natural mortality has
not been evaluated. ~lolves and grizzly bears are abundant within and
immediately adjacent to the Park boundary and could be contributing to
the population decline.
Hunter harvests have removed relatively few animals from the McKinley
herd. ?rior to 1970-71, the annual harvest was approximately 20 animals.
ln 1971-72, the kill increased to 85, due to the availability of caribou
along the Stampede Trail north of McKinley Park. Between 1973 and 1975,
the annual harvest averaged nine caribou. Harvest tickets are not
required for areas west of the ?ark~ and hunters regularly take caribou
fn the foothills of the Alaska Range in the drainages of the Tonsona and
Little Tonsona Rivers. These animals are considered part of the McKinley
herd. About 50 to 100 of these caribou are taken annual~y, principally
by guided hunters or by f1y~in hunters from Anchorage.
liberal seasons and bag limits for caribou in interior~arctic Alaska
existed from statehood through the 1972-73 season. For the McKinley
herd, a three caribou bag limit and a 4-7 month season were allowed.
Restrictions to reduce harvests on other caribou herds in 1973 also
app1ied to McKinley caribou. Since 1974, a bag 1imit of one caribou and
a hunting season from Augus-t 10 to September 20 have been in effect for
the McKinley Perd.
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FAREWELL CARIBOU
L~CATION

In Game Management Units 16 and 19, that area within a line drawn from
the outlet of Telequana Lake north to Lone Mountain~ east to Farewelll
east northeast to the northwest corner of Mt. McKinley National Park.
then south along the Park boundary to the Yentna Glacier, down the
Yentna Glacier and River to its confluence with the Skwentna River, then
up the Skwentna River to its headwaters, then south along the Nagishlamina
River to Chakachamna Lake, then west up the Neacola River to Telequana
Pass and down the Telequana River to the point of beginning.

THE SPEC!ES
The Farewell caribou herd consists of several small groups of animals
which probably were formerly part of the McKinley caribou herd. These
caribou can be found near Rainy Pass. along Post River~ and in scattered
groups along the northwest side of the Alaska Range from McKinley Park
to Te1equana Lake where they contact the Mulchatna herd. The total
population probably n~~bers about 3000. Natural mortality is probably
the major factor limiting growth of this population. Although wildfire
has dest;oyed some winter range in the foothills of the A1aska Range,
most habitat is in good condition.
Fall harvest of this herd is light, except in the southern portion of
the area where fioatplane access is possible. A few caribou are hunted
by local residents, but most caribou harvested in fall are taken by
fuided nonresidents or by residents from larger cities. Most of the
harvest occurs in late winter and spring by residents using s~i-equipped
aircraft.
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TOGIAK CARIBOU
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 17 draining into Bristol Bay between
Cape Newenham and Kulukak Bay and including Kulukak Bay drainages.

THE SPECIES
At present this area does not have a population of caribou, although
suitable habitat appears available~ Local villages in this area have a

high domestic use demand for meat which exceeds the availability of
other local large game animal populations. The establishment of a

caribou herd in this area could help provide for this demand as well as
provide new recreational opportunities for nonresidents of the area.
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LOWER YUKON-KUSKOKWIM CARIBOU

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 18; that portion of Game

~1ana9ement

Unit 19 lying

north of the Chukowan, Holitna, and Swift Rivers and the Farewell Caribou

Mana9ement Plan a rea; Game ~1anagement Unit 21 ; and that portion of Game
Management Unit 22 lying south of the Shaktolik River.

THE SPECIES
Before 1900, caribou were probably the most abundant ungulate found in
the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim area where they roamed the timbered flats and
mountainous areas. Severe wildfires beglnning in the early 1900 s
destroyed much of the spruce and lichen understory habitat upon which
the caribou depended. Eventually the large herds of caribou which
roamed this vast area becane more restricted in the1r home ranges,
Introduction of reindeer into this area in the early 1900's further
impacted available caribou range. Reindeer were established in two
areas of the Kuskokwim Mountains, one group of about 5,000 head near the
Beaver Mo~ntains and a much larger herd in the Aniak River drainage.
These herds persisted until the late 1930's and were then sold and
removed or allowed to revert to the wild state, resulting in crossbreeding
with caribou. At ?resent several groups of caribou can be found in the
Kuskokwim r-1ountains and in some nearby mountainous areas. The~e are
about 500 caribou in the upper Nowitna River drainage1 around the Sunshine
and Cloudy Mountains. Another 2,000 caribou roam the river valleys and
hills near the Beaver Mountains. There are probably over 1,000 more
caribou in several isolated groups between the Beaver group and the head
of the Aniak River.
1

The caribou populations occupying the \uskokwim Mountains have shown no
growth over the past five years. Calf production and survival ~as not
exceeded 10 percent of the adult population by late fall. Hunting
effort is light and has rarely exceeded 100 animals annually. Wolves
and grizzly bears are abundant, but their impact on the caribou populations
is not know. Curing the early 1970's severe winters could have been
detrimenta1 to caribou in the \uskokwim Mountains, but the populations
have shown little change after two relatively mild winters. Much of the
Kuskokwim Mountain caribou ~ange now appears to be in excellent co~dition.
An exception to this are the north facing slopes of the Beaver Mountains
which constitute the calving area for the Beaver herd. Cursory inspection
of ground cover and lichens on these sloJes shows considerable sign of
trampling and overgrazing. At calving time this area is normally occupied
by 1.200 to 1,500 caribou. Same large tracts of ?Otential winter range
were destroyed by fire in the l950 1 s, but fire carnage has been light ;n
the past ten years.
Caribou are hunted in the KuskokwiP'I i'1ountains from early fall to late
winter. The most intensive hunting occurs after snowfall and during the
winter. Nearly all the caribou taken from this area are harvested by
1oca1 hunters for 111eat and hides. Hunters must fly to all herd ;ocations
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except near McGrath, where snowmachines are used for transportation to
the ~ixon Flats. There are few wheel landing areas throughout the
caribou range and most hunting is accomplished with ski-equipped aircraft.
Because these herds or groups of caribou are relatively isolated, hunti~g
pressure has been 1ight. ~o harvest reports are required o.f caribou
hunters in the area, therefore little is known about harvest characteristics.
Caribou in the Kuskokwim Mountains are not recognized as large antlered
animals} nor are many large-bodied. However~ some trophy size bulls
have been taken from several different 9roups of caribou in this area.
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FORTYM!LE CARIBOU

LOCATION
That area bounded on the east, north and west by the Game Management
Unit 20 boundary and on the south by the northern boundaries of the
McKin1ey, Delta, MCComb Plateau and Chisana caribou management plan
areas.

TilE SPECIES
The Fortymile caribou herd has undergone wide fluctuations in abundance
over the past fifty years. During the early 1900's the herd was probably
increasing in size, reaching its peak numbers (estimated at 1/4 to l/2
mil1ion animals) in the 1920 5. These caribou occupied a much larger
range than they de today. At that time they utilized country ~orth of
the Yukon River! made yearly migrations near Henana~ Fairbanks and
1

Circle. and wintered as far east as Dawson and \tlhitehorse and as far

south as the Alaska Range and

~~elchina

Basin.

The population began to decline in the 1930's and its numbers may have
reached a low of on1y 10,000 ani~als during ~he early 1940's. !t then
increased to approximately 50,000 caribou by the early 1950's, but again
began declining in numbers and by 1969 1ike1y numbered no more than
20,000 animals. !n 1973 the herd was estimated to have declined further
to 5,300 animals and it probably contains fe•er caribou today (1976),
The Fort~ile herd now calves south of the Steese Highway a1ong the
headwaters of the Chena and Charley Rivers and Birch Creek. -In the past
when the herd was larger, calving occurred in the White Mountains.
Summer range includes the high country between the Steese and Taylor
Highways. Fa11 migrations often ta~e the caribou east across the Taylor
Highway and on into Canada. Traditional wintering areas lie a1ong the
Aiaska-Canada border.
Causes of the major decline during the 193C's are only speculative. The
irrftial reason for the population decline may have been diminished range
quality. resulting from the tremendous grazing pressure applied by the
large numbers of caribou, and possibly the destruction of range by
frequent wildfires. It is unl1Kely that hunting could have initiated
the decline. Nonetheless, domestic use by miners and natives may have
accelerated the decline once it had begun.
Declines since the 1950 s have been attributed in part to emigrations of
caribou from the herd. Large numbers of caribou are known to have left
the Fortymi1e herd in 1957 and 1964~ joining the Porcupine herd wintering
nearby in Yukon Territory. Quite likely other major unrecorded emigrations
occurred. Losses to hunting have also contributed to herd reductions.
Recreational hunters along the Steese and Taylor Highways ki11ed an
estimated 5,08C caribou in 1970-1972 before more restrictive regulations
in 1973 reduced annual harvests to less than 100 caribou. Cespite
a1most totai elimination of the harvest~ the herd remains at a very low
level.
1
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Tok and Taylor Highway residents have long depended upon the Fortynile
caribou herd to provide a significant portion of their protein diet. Ey
far the majority of the harvest has traditionally been by area residents~
but after 1971 a greater number of Alaskans from Anchorage, Fairbanks
and Delta participated in the harvest. This was in large part caused by
the decline and subsequent season and bag limit restrictions placed on
the Ne1china caribou herd. Residents of Southeastern .A.l as:ka a1so
hunted the herd when caribou were present along the highway during the
hunting seasons:. With the highly restrictive seasons and bag limits now
in effect nearly ail the harvest is by local residents. Some effort is
put forth by nonresidents or residents from ather areas of the state~
but this is primarily road hunting~ and little success is achieved.
Off-road vehicles or aircraft and up-to-date knowledge regarding caribou
movements are essential for successful caribou huntingt since much of
the time the herd is normally located long distances from the road
systems. Successful hunters generally utilize the Kechomstuck off~road
vehicle trail or the short, unimproved airstrips at Mo1ly Creek or
Joseph near the headwaters of the Fortymi1e River, or one of the several
strips located along the Seventymile River. Opportunities for roadside
viewing and photography of caribou occur usually in October when the
fall migration brings the Fortymile herd across the Taylor Highway.
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CARIBOU IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA
Northwestern Alaska is seasonally occupied by the majority of the Western
Arctic barren ground caribou (Rangifer tarandua granti) herd in late
fall, winter and early spring. Some caribou are present in the region
in all seasons of the year. The herd was estimated to contain 300,000
in 1964 and 242,000 caribou in 1970. Survey efforts in 1975 suggest a
sizeable reduction to perhaps 100,000 caribou, and similar efforts in
1976 revealed a population of only about 50,000.
A relatively obscure population of wild reindeer/caribou that winters
east of the Andreafsky River in the Western Region of Alaska may occasionally
range into the Northwest Region. Several hundred animals that may
belong to this group, occupy the area at the head of the Unalakleet
River and South Fork of the Nulato River, at least seasonally. These
animals warrant further study. Additionally the Seward Peninsula contains
the bulk of Alaska's reindeer herds. Several hundred stray animals from
these reindeer herds occupy portions of the Seward Peninsula such as the
head of the Kuzitrin River.
Although caribou utilize a variety of habitats throughout the year, much
of their time is spent on alpine and Arctic tundra. Timbered areas are
used extensively as winter ranges but are abandoned as the snow melts.
An important habitat requirement of caribou populations is a suitable
calving area. Calving grounds generally constitute a 11 Center of habitationrr
for populations, and their occupation is the most consistent facet of
otherwise vacillating and unpredictable movement patterns. The characteristics
which distinguish calving areas are not well known but probably relate
to such factors as availability of green vegetation following snowmelt,
ease of movement and high visibility. With few exceptions, calving
areas are above timberline. The Western Arctic herd's calving area is
north in the Arctic Region.
Almost any vegetated habitat type can serve as caribou winter range, but
the greatest use is made of timbered areas, especially spruce-lichen
associations. With teeth adapted for eating soft, leafy vegetation,
caribou in winter are dependent on lichens, grasses, sedges, and decumbent
shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow·growing plant forms requiring up to
100 years for development of stands than can provide forage in significant
quantities. Caribou utilize extensive areas for winter range, often
using different areas in successive years as an adaptation to the very
slow regrowing capability of lichen ranges. The wide-ranging characteristic
of caribou is one of the mechanisms evolved by the species to adapt to
limitations of the arctic environment.
Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression
of vegetation through the successional series to climax stages, or the
maintenance of climax vegetation favor caribou. In Northwestern Alaska
fires and overgrazi~g by reindeer have depleted some caribou ranges.
Extensive fires have occurred in the Kobuk River valley. Lichens in
these areas have not totally recovered.
Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping
with the arctic environment, caribou populations have always fluctuated
numerically. Some areas in the state with few or no caribou have well
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worn trails of large populations in the past. Among many interrelated
natural factors limiting caribou population growth, weather and predation
are important factors operating directly on small populations. while
weather. disease and emigratio~ induced perhaps by social stress are
important to large populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality.
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines nay occur
when the carrying capacity of the range is exceeded. Density related
stress may cause emigration to new ranges. and reduced food quality and
quantity and increased disease may serve to lower calf production and
survival.
The most critical time for caribou is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
availability of new forage is most important in meeting increased energy
demands of migration to calving areas and of calving itself. Deep snow
during spring can stress caribou. Newborn calves are susceptible to
large scale mortality if severe weather strikes during the short one
week period when calves are born. Predation on calves and weather
induced calf mortality determine in large part whether population increases
or decreases. In infected populations, brucellosis and a retained
placenta condition can reduce the number of viable young born.
Caribou in Northwestern Alaska have long been important for domestic
use. Some 1nland villages away from marine resources developed a cu1t~re
centered around caritiou. Today the cash economy has spread to all
v11lages but domestic use of caribou still contributes significantly in
enhancing the standard of living. From the early 1960's through the
present~ over 10~000 caribou have been used for do~~stic use annua11y.
The number taken depends greatly on where spring and fall migrations of
the Western Arctic Herd occur. Prior to 1969 a sizeable portion of the
domestic use was for dog food, then the primary source of land transportation.
Since then snow machines have largely replaced the dogs and have greatly
facilitated the harvesting of caribou. River boats are the only other
method of access that accounts for many animals. Aircraft are used in
taking a minor portion of the harvest.
Very little sport hunting has occurred in this region in the past~
primarily because of the remoteness of the area. There appears to be a
growing interest in the area by sport hunters. Aircraft will continue
to be the primary method of transportation for recreational hunting
because of the logistics involved.
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WESTERN ARCTIC CARIBOU

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 22 lying north of the Shaktolik
River; all of Game r.tanagement Unit 23; those portions of Game f,1anagement

Units 24 and 26 lying west of the Dietrich Caribou Management Plan areaj
and that portion of Game Management unit 25 lying west of a line drawn
from the headwaters of Fish Creek due south to the Yukon River.

THE SPECIES
From the 1940 1 5 to the early 1970 1 S the western arctic caribou herd was
the largest in Alaska. In 1963, the herd was estimated at 300,000
animals. A photo~census conducted in 1970 resulted in a minimum estimate
of 242~000 caribou. A 1975 survey of post-calving aggregations yielded
a tentative estiw~te of 100,000 caribou. A1though caribou may appear to
be abundant seasonally in some portions of the herd s 140~000 square
mile range. the population is continuing to decline. Na single factor
appears to be responsible for this decline, but one important contributing
~actor has been the low proportion of young which survive to become
yearlings. This proportion has dropped from 19 percent in 1970 to 8
percent in 1975. Since it is these animals which replace the adults
which are 1ost from the population through natural and hunting-related
mortality, such a decrease in their numbers has had serious consequences.
Without drastic changes in the factors which cause mortality, the herd
wiil continue to decline. Even ff the present rates of survival of
calves to yearling age increases to the level observed in 1970~ the
present herd siz.e would not be able to produce the nurr,ber of carfbou
necessary to sustain the amount of predation and hunting which now
occurs. Predation is believed to be the most important natural mortality
factor. Wolves, bears, wolverines. golden eagles and .coxes prey on
caribou but the nighest kill is probably by wolves. An estimated 15,000
caribou per year may be kilied by wolves, based on wolf density estimates
of one wolf per 110 square miles. Wolf de~sities and predation are
highest in the southern portion of the caribou range where the majority
of the animals have wintered during the last two Cecades. If wolf
predation does account for as many animals as these rough estimates
project~ it would be a significant contributing factor in the caribou
oerd decline.
1

Range conditions do not aopear to be a 1i~iting factor. The habitat
utilized by caribou in both winter and sumner ranges appears to be in
good condition and still able to support greater numbers than now exist.
In addition the physical condition of caribou take~ by 1oca1 residents
has been good, and initial calf production has been high. Roth of these
factors indicate good habitat condition.
The western arctic herd has received heavy use by native resi~ents
throughout history. The average annual kill since 1963 has been about
25,000 caribou, varying frow. 20,000 to 29,000. Most of these aninals
are taken as they pass villages during the spring or fall migrations or
when animals spend the winter near sett1eMents. Since the ki:l is
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largely dependent upon availability of caribou close to villages which
is in turn dependent on migration routes and wintering areas, the kill
near any particular settlement may fluctuate widely from year to year.
During fall migration prior to the rut, adult bulls are often preferred.
After this time cows or young bulls are taken when a choice is available.
The total effect on the population is a reduction in the proportion of
bulls. Hunting by local residents is primarily done with the aid of
snow machines, although boats are sometimes used. Dog teams were the
primary means of transportation until the late lg60 1 s, but are rarely
used today.
Past regulations have reflected the dependency of local people upon
caribou for domestic use. From 1g5g to 1976, there were no closed
seasons or bag limits. In 1976 a limit of 15 caribou per year, closure
of short portions of the season and prohibition of commercial sale of
caribou were imposed to reduce total hunter kill.
Recreational harvests by persons not living in the area have probably
not exceeded 1,000 caribou in any one year, and a more realistic estimate
probably would be 300 animals, in either case a negligble proportion of
the total kill. A majority of recreational hunting has been by guided
nonresidents, but within the last five years an increasing number of
resident hunters have been traveling to the area to hunt. Most of the
access to the area by recreational hunters has been provided by aircraft.
Though adult bulls in this area do not have exceptionally large antlers,
the remote character of the region and the possibility of selecting
trophies from large numbers of caribou increase the appeal to recreational
hunters of hunting in the area.
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CARIBOU IN ARCTIC ALASKA

Populations of barren ground caribou (Rangif~~ ta~ndus gnanti} in the
Arctic Region of Alaska have fluctuated widely in numbers and distribution
Current1y, the region contains the year-round range of the Central
Arctic {or Prudhoe herd). This herd contains 4~000-5,000 caribou and
occupies the area east of the KuparuK River, west of the Canning River
and north of the crest of the Brooks Range. An additional sw~11 discrete
herd of caribou ranges near the Colville River Oelta and possibly another
near Wainwright. Neither contains more than several hundred animals.
The region also seasonally supports the bulk of the Western Arctic and
Porcupine herds. The latter contains 100~000 or more caribou.
The Arctic Region lies north of the general tree line and has a fairly
limited nuMber of vegetation communities. Caribou w~vements and seasonal
distribution can be correlated with different vegetation types. Norrr.ally,
a rapid northward movement in April and May brings most of the cows to
the dry tundra calving grounds in the foothills of the Arctic Slope at
the time most snow has disappeared and the first green shoots and buds
of cotton grass appear. The calves are born in late May and the first
half of June. In 1ate June and early July the population concentrates
in the foothills and mountair.s where willows, birches and forbs first
yield new growth. Most of the herd ~hen disperses onto the coastal
tundra where new growth of sedges and wii1ows is beginning to develop.
In late August and early September, most of the population moves south.
ln most winters. some small segments of the herds spend the winter in
windswept regions of the coastal tundra and foothills.
Because this region lies entirely north of treeline~ the spruce-lichen
community frequently used in other areas is not ava11able, and animals
wintering in the region are iargely restricted to the wind-bicwn sedge
lichen areas. With teeth adapted for eating soft, 1eafy vegetation,
caribou in winter are dependent on lichens, grasses, sedges, and decumbent
shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow-growing plant forms requirin9 up to
100 years for development of stands that can provide forage in significant
quantities. Caribou utilize extensive areas for winter range, often
using different areas in successive years as an adaptation to the very
slow regrowing capability of lichen ranges, The wide-ranging characteristic
of caribou is one of the mechanisms evolved by the species to adapt to
limitations of the arctic environment.
Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progression
of vegetation through the successional series to climax stages, or the
maintenarce of climax vegetation, favor caribou. Because fires rarely
occur in this region, overgrazing by caribou and reindeer are the primary
forces depleting ranges. Reindeer were present in the area primarily
prior to 1940. Since then few have been in the area and little competition
with caribou has resulted.
Despite their physio1ogica1 and morphological adaptations for coping
with the arctic environment, caribou populations have always fluctuated
nufl',erically. Some areas in the state with few or no caribou have well
worn tra11s of large populations in the Jast. Among many interrelated
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natura1 factors limiting caribou population growth~ weather and predat!on
are important factors operating directly on small populations~ while
weather, disease and emigration induced perhaps by social stress are
important to large populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality,
production of young can raoid1y outstrip oredation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines may occur
when the carry1ng capacity of the range is exceeded. Jensity related
stress may cause emigration to new ranges. and reduced food quality and
Quantlty and increased disease may serve to lower calf production and
survival.
The most critical time for caribou is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
availability of new forage is most important in meeting increased energy
demands of migration to calving areas and of calving itself. Deep snow
during suring can stress caribou. Newborn calves are susceptib1e to
large scale mortality if severe weather strikes during the short one
week period when most calves are born. Predation on calves and weather
induced ca1f mortality, determine in large part whether populations
increase or decrease. In infected populations, brucellosis and a retained
placenta condition can reduce the number of viable young born.
Caribou in Arctic Aiaska have long been important for domestic use by
native residents. The abundance or scarcity of caribou has been suggested
as the principal factor determining if early-day natives could live
inland or if they had to retreat to the coast where the more stable
marine resources could be utilized. Whalers in the late nineteenth
century were the first persons other than natives of the area to make
use of caribou. Even today domestic use of caribou by 1ocal residents
accounts for over 95 percent of the use by humans. Sport harvest has
been negligible to date because of the prohibitive transportation
problems~ but this deterrent is ra~idly disappearing.
Construction of
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline has prompted the closure of a corridor five
miles wide on either side of the pipeline and a closed area in the
Prudhoe Bay development area.
Domestic users harvest most caribou with snow machines and boats.
Although dog teams were the primary transportation means until the late
1960's. they are rarely used today. ~ost sport hunting relies on aircraft
as the princioal transportation means. There is presently much concern
that the increasing human population and general use of snow machines is
~esulting in excessive utilization of caribou.
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DIETRICH CARiBOU

LOCATIO!!_

In Game ~anagement Units 24 and 25, the area 3ounded on the west by the
south fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with Fish Creek to
its confluence with John R. Creek~ then northwest to the Middle Fork of
the Koyukuk River to the North Fork of the Koyukuk River, then the North
Fork of the Koyukuk River from its conf1uence with the rliddle Fork of

the Koyukuk River to its confluence with Glacier River~ then by Glacier
River, Roy Creek, Upper Hammond River, the Itkillik River to its confluence
with the Colville River, and the Colville River to the Arctic Coast; on
the north by the Arctic Coast; on the east by the Sagavanirktok River to
its confluence with the Lupine River, then the Lupine River to the Game
Management Unit 25 boundary, then west and south along the boundary to
the headwaters of Fish Creekt on the south by Fish Creek.
THE SPECIES

The number of caribou in this area has declined during recent years.
Approximate1y 5,000 caribou are residents, although some migratinq
animals from the VJestern Arctic and Porcupine herds migrate through the
area.
Factors requ1ating the population size are poorly understood. Sport and
domestic hunting is light and predation is moderate at this time. In
contrast. both hunting and predation have played a siqnificant role in
reducing the Western Arctic herd which i~ turn has decreased the total
number of caribou ~tilizing the Dietrich area.
Presently, hunting pressure is light in this area since aircraft provide
the only means of access for recreational hunting. Domestic use of
caribou in the area by hunters from Wiseman, Nuiqsuit and Barrow is low.
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PORCUPINE CARIBOU

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 25 east of a line drawn from the
headwaters of Fish Creek due south to the Yukon River; that portion of
Game Management Unit 268 1ying east of the Dietrich Caribou Managerr.ent
Plan area; and Game Management Unit 26C.
"ffiE SPEC !ES

The Porcupine herd current1y ranks as one of Alaska's largest populations
of barren-ground caribou. Although so~e animals probably remain in
Alaska throughout the year~ the majority of animals in the Porcupine
herd spend only the spring and summer ~onths in the state.
From 1900 to abo~t 1940~ the herd apparently increased in size and
expanded its winter range westward into the central Brooks Range. A
decline in numbers occurred following a population peak in the mid
1940's. probably due to emigration to the Arctic herd and/or across the
Mackenzie into the Northwest Territories. Herd size probably increased
in 1957 and 1964 with substantial immigrations of animals from the
Fortymile herd involving some 20,000 caribou in 1964. Anina1s from the
Porcupine and Arctic herd occasionai1y overlap on winter ranges in the
vicinity of the Kanuti flats and during spring migration in the Dietrich
Atigun area, indicating that Porcupine caribou may cross the pipeline
corridor. Significant numbers of caribou from this nerd sometime winter
in the east-central Brooks Range~ frorr. the Colleen River to Chanda1ar.
In addition, when caribou from the Porcupine herd winter near the Yukon
River, there may be an interchange with the fortymi1e herd. Calvin9
occurs in the arctic foothi11s and coastal plain from the Canning River
eastward into Canada.
Reliable estimates of herd numbers were not available until 1972t when a
photo-census revealed a minirr.um herd size of lOO~OOO caribou. At that
time initial calf production was a minimum of 55 calves:lOO cows, and
surveys the following October indicated a ca1f:cow ratio of 30:100.
These figures indicated the herd was moderately productive and that in
1972 numbers were stable or increasing slightly. Surveys in July 1975
indicated excellent initial calf production with 53 calves:lOO cows. In
1973 the bu11:cow ratio was 57:100.
Historical records indicate that domestic (subsistence) utilization of
this herd has been the primary use. No permanent settlements existed
north of the Brooks Range between Barrow and Herschel Island prior to
1900. although temporary coastal settlements were common. Eskimos from
villages at the eastern edge of the herd's range in Canada probably
re1ied, at least partially, on caribou. Villagers along the YuKon River
from Stevens Village to Eagle, as well as Arctic Village, Chandalar and
Venetie utilized caribou but had alternate food sources (fish, moose and
sheep) .
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The ear1iest non-native users of this herd were whaling crews in the
Arctic Ocean. In the last half of the 19th century, whalers may have
harvested 4,000-6.000 caribou annually when wlntering groups of animals
were available along the coast. Trappers, prospectors and traders ~oved
into the upper and middle Yukon drainages during the early 1900's, but
their impact on the caribou harvest was probably not as significant as
the whalers'. Domestic use by whites was insignificant after the 1930 s
while harvest by natives was probably greatest in the late 1960 1 s before
dog teams were replaced by snow machines.
1

Liberal seasons and bag 1imi!s (no closed season, no 1irnit) for the
region north of the Yukon River have been maintained since statehood.
Due to the remote areas from which current harvest occurs (bot1 in
Canada and Alaska) and the lack of harvest ticket reporting requirements,
sport and domestic harvest data are difficult to obtain. Crude estimates
derived from observations by biologists and interviews with resident
hunters in 1972 and 1973 indicate a harvest of approximately 5,500
animals was taken from this herd between spring 1972 and spring 1973, of
which 1,500 were taken by Alaskan village residents. Estimates for 1975
and 1976 indicate some 4,000-6,000 caribou may have been taken, l,OOC by
~esidents of Arctic Vi11aqe~ Venetie and Chalkyitsik.
Domestic needs of
local users were apparentiy satisfied, as animals were being shipped to
residents of Fort Yukon. At the current ievel of harvest> herd numbers
will probably increase slightly with the rate of calf production and
survival observed the past several years. There is no evidence that
other mortality factors (disease, poor range condition and predation)
are exerting a significant effect on this population.
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DEER IN SOIF.HEASTERN ALASKA

Sitka black-tailed deer (OdocaiZeua h~donus aitkensis) are found in
varying abundance ~hroughout most of Southeastern Alaska from Dixon
fntrance north to Yakutat Bay. 7hey are indigenous to the mainland and
islands of the Alexander Archipelago south of Lynn Canal and Icy Strait,
and their range has been extended by transplants to Yakutat in 1934 and
to upper Lynn Canal in 1951 and 1952. The transplant to Yakutat was
reasonably successful and moderate deer densities are now present on the
islands within Yakutat Bay; however few deer have ever been present on
the mainland. The transplant to northern Lynn Canal was less successful.
Deer did establish on Sullivan Island, but are rarely observed on the
mainland in the vicinity of Haines and Skagway. An occasional deer is
reported on the Chilkat Peninsula and within Glacier Bay National Monume~t.
Deer populations have historically fluctuated in Southeastern Alaska.
The inner islands popu1ations have had the greatest f1uctuatio~s whi1e
mainland populations have remained relatively static. Islands where
winter conditions are most severe, and where wolves are present. have
had the greatest extremes of deer abundance. Deer have been most abundant
on the islands of the Alexander Archipelago and on the mainland south of
Ernest Sound. Some deer are usually present along the entire mainland,
north of Ernest Sound, but populations there have never been hi ph. On
the northern islands deer populations in 1975 were moderately high and
increasing. On the central islands. deer numbers were the lowest in
many years; however, a s1ight upward trend was recently observed. The
southern islands and mainland had moderate populations, with an upward
trend exhibited on the islands.
During dffferent seasons of the year deer utilize most habitat types
where food is available. Their home range is usually SW4ll. but they do
make vertical migrations from the beach to aloine areas as a result of
snow depths and availability of food. During much of the year. low
growing forbs are the most important plant species used. These are
particularly abundant in alpine habitat during summer, and where alpine
terrain 1s available, summer food is never a limiting factor. During
winter, deer continue to utilize forbs when available under forest
cover, but when about six inches of snow covers these species, deer
begin using woody p1antst with blueberry being most important. Most
species of shrubs are used to some extent during critical winter months.
Tips of cedar, spruce, and hemlock trees dre also used. but these provide
barely a ~aintenance diet. When snow depth under timber cover exceeds
18 to 24 inches, deer begin to concentrate on the open beaches, utilfztng
dead beach grass, sedges and some kelp. These species will not maintain
basic metabolism and winter mortality be9ins.
C1earcut logging has had more impact on deer habitat in Southeastern
Alaska than any other human factor. Until recently, many cuts exceeced
1,000 acres in size. These openings in the forest produce a great
amount of deer food during initial successional stages, but in winter,
snow covers the vegetation and it becomes unavailable to deer. Also, in
15 to 20 years following cutting, coniferous regrowth forms a closed
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canopy and most deer food species are shaded out. The forest floor
becomes devoid of vegetation except for mosses and lichens, a1d many
years must pass before sufficient vegetation is available in natural
openings to support deer populations again. In the climax forest, small
openings created by dying trees allow for growth of understory deer
browse species. Recently there has been a trend toward sma11er cuts
which result in greater interspersion of vegetation types {"edge effect 1' )
and uneven-age forest stands. Such cuts may be beneficial to deer by
creating habitat which remains favorable for long periods.
Although deer have been successfully transplanted to other coastal
regions of Alaska~ Southeastern Alaska is the natural northern limit of
their distribution in North America. At the margins of any species
range, populations are normally more susceptible to slight changes in
habitat and climatic conditions. For deer in Alaska, the winter accumulation
of snow creates critical survival conditions in many years. Deep snows
render much otherwise available food inaccessible. In severe winters
deer populations may be greatly reduced by ~asses to starvation.
Ho1f predation is a second important cause of mortality for some Southeastern
deer populations. Predation has had ;ts greatest impact on deer populations
decimated by starvation, often further depressing deer numberst and
retarding recovery of reduced deer populations ~or prolonged periods.
Since the last extreme winter of 1968-1969, deer populations on the
central islands inhabited by wolves have remained at low densities whi1e
populations on the northern islands~ which had similar or perhaps more
severe winter conditions but no wolves~ have made a rapid recovery to
moderately high densities.
Observed losses of deer to ether natural mortality factors have not been
significant. Deer in Alaska are remarKably free of parasites and
diseases.
Historically deer have been the most important big game species providing
meat for the larder in Southeastern .A.laska. Even today almost as many
hunters take deer for meat as for sport. Although hunting license sales
have increased during the past 15 years, the number of deer hunters
afield has remained remarkably close to 6,000 from 1959 to 1974. r1ost
hunters are residents of Southeastern Alaska. Hunter success in most
areas has been good with usually more than half of the hunters taking at
least one deer. The annual kill has fluctuated between 5,000 and 12,000
deer. Harvests? including either-sex hunts, have never been shown to
significantly impact deer numbers in the region. Seasons and oag limits
have at times been curtailed when deer populations in specific areas
were low~ but these low densities were caused by factors other than
hunting. Given favorable weather conditions and reasonable levels of
predation, deer populations increase in spite of hunting press-~re. With
protection of suffic1ent habitat and management of predation. deer
populations should be more than adequate for public use in the foreseeable
future.
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SOUTHEASTERN DEER

LOCATION
Game Management Units 1-5 except for the areas included in the Behm

Cana1, Missionary and Shennan Peaks. and the Virginia Peaks Oeer t4anagement

Plans.
THE SPECIES

Deer are indigenous to all of Southeastern Alaska south of Glacier Bay
National Monument. Transplants were w4de to Yakutat in 1934 and to
r!orthern Lynn Canal (Taiya Valley and Sullivan Island) between 1951 and

1956. The Yakutat transplant was successful, deer being reasonably
abundant on the islands of Yakutat Bay. Deer have never prospered in
the upper Lynn Canal area. Deer are oresent on Sullivan IslandJ but are
rarely observed on the mainland where winter weather conditions are
apparently toe severe for deer survival.
Indigenous deer populations in the remainder of Southeastern Alaska are
relatively distinct. Deer have historically been cyclic in Southeastern
Alaska. General lows in deer abundance have occurred around 1918, 1925,
1934, 1943, 1950, 1956 and 1971.

Examination of climatic records shows

a direct correlation between average winter temperature and deer abundance.
Although winter weather conditions have been predominantly mild since
1973_ there is presently a great deal of variation in deer population
status in different parts of Southeastern.
The southern mainland and the outer islands normally have mild climatic
conditions. Present deer status in this area is fair. On the mainland
and the i~ner islands the climate becomes progressively more severe
northward. On northern mainland deer ranges populations have always
been relatively low, but appear to remain more stabie than in other
areas. On the central islands populations are currently very low. On
the ABC Islands deer are abundant and appear to be increasing. The ASC
Islands generally support more deer than any other area in Southeastern
Alaska, but there have been times in the past when more southerly populations
were higher.
Natural factors have historically determined deer status in Southeastern
Alaska, with the primary factor being winter weather and the secondary
factor being predation by wolves. Hunting has never been a significant
factor. Winter mortality surveys. conducted since the early 1950's.
indicate that when an average of more than one dead deer per mile of
beach is observed~ populations have begun to decline. Mortality, equal
to or in excess of this) occurred from 1965 through 1971, with a few
exceptions, when a widespread popu1ation decrease occurred. Since that
time milder weather conditions have perrr.itted populations to ircrease
rapidly on the ABC Islands and mare s~ow1y on Prince of Wa1es Island.
Deer populations on the central islands and on the mainland have shown
little change.

HZ

Wolves presently appear to be the li~iting factor in areas where they
are present. rn areas where no wolves are present. deer are abundant.
This is especially evident in Game Management Unit 3. tlithin Unit 3,
small islands which do not support wolves have fair to good deer populations
while those islands which have wolves have very few deer. It a?pears
that whe~ deer populations have been reduced by winter losses, predation
can become a significant factor, slowing recovery or even further reducing
populations.
Deer habitat in Southeastern Alaska is predominantly steep, mountainous
terrain. In the climax situation there is a1most complete forest cover
below 2,500 feet elevation with alpine hab1tat above that level. On
poorly drained sites~ the forest is interspersed with muskegs creating
natural openings. l~hen snow is not a factor, adequate food is available
to support high deer populations. During most winters~ however, snow
forces deer to use areas below the 750-foot level. Habitat condition
ranges from poor to good in this critical zone depending on deer abundance.
It is presently poor on the ABC Islands and fair to good 1n the remainder
of Southeastern. Even on good habitati snow depths in excess of 24
inches restrict deer movements and makes the ~ajority of food species
unavaiiable. Quality of habitat may be as important as quantity.
Ironicai1y, the ABC Islands normally exhibit the poorest range conditions,
yet support the most deer.
Deer have historically been the most important big game species for the
resident hunter in Southeastern Alaska. Even today they supply a substantial
portion of meat utilized by many families. Very few nonresident hunters
come to Alaska specifically to hunt deer. The number of hunters in the
field has remained very close to 6,000 for the past 15 years. More
hunting licenses are sold each year~ but a smaller proportion of license
holders actually hunt.
Hunter s~ccess is dete~ined by deer population levels and availability
of the animals to hunters. If deer are abundant and concentrated at low
elevations, the average hunter takes two or more deer. The annual kill
has fluctuated between 5,000 to 12,000 deer. There is no evidence that
hunting, with perhaps a few exceptions, has significantly influenced
deer populations. Natural factors have much more impact on deer abundance
than hunting.
Hunting seasons and bag limits are normally liberal. ~hen deer are
p1entifu1 the season is usually open from August 1 through December 31
with a limit of four deer of either sex. Over 70 percent of the kill
occurs in November and December when snow forces deer to lower elevations.
In Southeastern~ boats and aircraft are the primary means of access used
by deer hunters. There are some roads available around each major town
but most hunters prefer to get "out of town 11 • Most hunters use skiffs
and smal1 boats less than 30 feet in length. Hunting is concentrated
wi:hin the one-day range of these boats. The majority of deer are
therefore taken within a 25 mile radius of towns.
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MISSIONARY AND

SHE~~N

PEAKS DEER

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 3, that portion of Kupreanof Island w'r!ich drains
into frederick Sound between Todahl Creek en the north and Fivemile
Creek on the south.

THE SPECIES
The Missionary and Sherman Peaks area on Kupreanof Island has historically
been a favorite location for high country deer hunts, primarily by residents
of Petersburg. Deer populations in this area have fluctuated greatly in the
past, similar to the remainder of Kupreanof Island. The last peak in deer
abundance was in the early 1960 s. Beginning in 1965~ deer populations
began declining and they are presently sti11 low. When deer are reasonably
plentiful~ it is not unusual to observe over 50 in a sing1e day in alpine
habitat. Mature bucks utilize this high range more than does and yearling
~les7 providing an abo~e average opportunity of obtaining a trophy animal.
1

Buck seasons normai1y open August 1 and weather controls the period of deer
availability. With the first frosts in September~ deer begin moving down
into the high timber. Hunters usually take only one deer per trip. The
majority of hunts are completed in a single day. Use is ext~~ly light;
1ess than 5 percent of the annual deer ki11 is taken by high country hunters.
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VIRGINIA PEAKS DEER
LOCATION
ln Game Management Unit 3. that ?Ortion of Etolin Island which drains into
Zimovia Strait, between Kunk Creek on the north anc Anita Bay on the south.

THE SPECIES
The Virginia Peaks area on northern Eto1in ~sland has historically been a
favorite location for high country deer hunts, primarily by residents of
Wrangell. Deer populations in this area have fluctuated greatly in the ?ast~
similar to the remainder of Etolin Island. The last peak in deer abundance
was in the early 1960's. Beginning in 1965, deer populations began
declining and are presently still low. When Ceer are reasonably plentif~li
it is not unusual to observe over so in a single day in alpine habitat.
Mature bucks utilize this high range more than does and yearling males,
provfding an above average opportunity of obtain a trophy animal.
Buck seasons norma11y open August l and weather controls the period of
deer availability. With the first frosts in September, deer begin
moving down into the high timber. Hunters usually take only one deer
per trip. The majority of hunts are completed in a single day. Use is
extrewe1y 1ight; less than S perce~t of the annua1 deer kill is taken by
high country hunters.
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SEHM CANAL DEER
LOCATION
All of the mainland portion of Game ~~nagement Subunit 1A excluding that
part of the C1eveland Peninsula south of Spacious Bay.

THE SPECIES
Currently, in the Behm Canal area, deer abundance is variable. Deer are
common on some localized. good quality ranges but are scarce in the
remainder of the area. During population highs such as occurred in the
mid·1960's, deer were abundant over much of the area.
Natural mortality is apparently quite high, particularly during severe
winters such as 1968-69 when heavy die-offs occurred. Wolves are
present throughout the area and probably exert significant pressure on
the reduced deer population.
The general condition of the habitat should not change significantly ~or many
years. Logging would be the main cause of habitat change~ and this area
generally supports timber of lesser grade than the islands. The U.S.
Forest Service has classed much of the area for low development which
discourages c1earcutting.
Very little use is currently made of the deer in this area. Deer
populations are larger on islands which are closer to Ketchikan.
Hunters usua11y don't travel the greater distances to the mainland.
During years of high deer populations, considerably more hunter effort was
ex~ended 1n this area for deer, often in conjunction with other activities
such as trapping, fishing or hunting for other species. ~1ost hunters of
the area are 1oca1 residents. Deer are taken for recreation and domestic
use. Nonconsumptive use is iight and is incidental to other activities
as people do not travel to this area specifically to observe deer.
Soats and aircraft are the means of transport to the area and skiffs are
the best method of transportation once in the area. In summer aod early
fall the deer are at higher elevations and air transportation to the
alpine lakes is preferred. Boats and beach hunting are generai1y used
late in the season~ particularly after snowfa11.
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DEER IN

SOUTHCENT~L

ALASKA

Sitka black-tailed deer (Odocoiieus hemionus sitlv:nsia) are found in

varying abundance along the Gulf of Alaska from the Copper River west to

Whidbey Say (Cape Fairfield}, including Prince Nilliam Sound.

Greatest

deer densities occur on Hawkins. Hinchinbtook and ~1ontague Islands.
Latouche. Green. Knight (eastern side) and Naked Islands also are good
deer areas but are secondary in im~ortance. ihe mainland is marginal
deer habitat with the exception of the Gravina Point to Rude River area
which contains a moderate deer density. The northern and western portion
of Prince iiill iam Sound is very marginal deer habitat.

Deer are not indigenous to the Prince William Sound area. Eight deer
were transplanted from the Sitka area to Hawkins and Hinchinbrook islands
in 1916. An additional 16 deer were transplanted from 1917 through
1923~
This was the initia1 big game trans?lant in the state and has
proven to be one of the most successful. The deer increased and dispersed
throughout Prince William Sound and along the mainland where suitable
habitat existed.

[leer populations in Prince Hilliam Sound have fluctuated considerab!y.
This is a natural phenomenon of most species at the northern limit of
their range. Deer in Prince 'i'li11iaf'l Sound represent an extension of
their natural northern d~stribution. ?rom the original transplants. the
deer population grew rapidly until it reached a peak level about 1945.
~ange deterioration probably commenced in the early 1940's~ and by 1950
the range had been severely damaged.
S1nce the mid-1940's, the deer population has had several drastic popu1ation
fluctuations, Hajor die-offs were repo-rted in the late 1940's, mid~
1950's, late 1960 4 s and early 1970's. The deer herd has been fairly low
in recent years but has shown signs of a gradual increase. Deer population
fluctuations are regulated by winter severity, principally depth and
duration of snow.
During different seasons of the year deer utilize most habitat types
where food is available. Their home range is usually small~ but they do
make vertical migrations from the beach to alpine areas as a result of
snow de9th which regulates the availability of food. During much of the
year, low-growing forbs are the most important olant species used.
These are oarticularly abundant in alpine habitat durinq summer. During
winter deer continue to utilize forbs under forest cover, but when about
six inches of snow covers these species~ deer begin using woody plants
with blueberry being the most important species. When snow depth under
timber cover exceeds 13 inches, deer are forced to move onto beaches
where ke1p and other beach vegetation constitute the bulk of their diet.
If forced to remain on the beaches for an exterded period, winter morta1ity
hegins.

Deer in Prince \1i1l iam Sound are dependent on climax forest vegetat~on
rather than sub~ciimax habitats as is their nor~a1 relationship in the
"lower 48u. Deer need the she1ter ar;d forage avai1ab1e in c1 imax forest
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in the critical days of winter. Standing trees in climax forests intercept
much of the snow whtle dead trees produce numerous scattered small
openin9s which provide food for deer. Clear-cut logging has had minor
effects upon deer habitat in Prince WilHam Sound. t1ost logging has
occurred in areas of minor tmportance to deer and has been in relatively
small blocks.

Prince William Sound deer have relatively few natural enemies. Wolves
and coyotes are not present on the islands where the bulk of the deer
occur. Coyote are present in fair numbers on the eastern Prince ~Jilliam
Sound mainland, and coupled with range limitations. probably regulate
deer abundance. Bears are the only natural predators that occur on some
of the islands. but bear predation is usually of minor importance.
Bears feed primarily on winter-killed carcasses in the spring. Deer in
Prince William Sound are remarkably free of disease or parasites.
Deer hunting commenced in 1935 for bucks. Ant1er1ess deer, except
fawns, became legal in 1953; fawns were allowed in 1960. Since the
inception of deer hun~ingt deer have gradually become an important meat
source for local hunters. Even today) most hunters take deer for the
meat as well as sport. Although the number of local hunters probab1y
has not increased noticeably in the past 10-15 years, the influx of

Anchorage and Fairbanks hunters is gradually increasing. Hunter success
in Prince William Sound is variable from year to year. Usua11y more
than half the hunters take at least one deer. The annual kill is normally
between 500-1500 animals.

Harvests. including either~sex hunts, have never had a significant
impact on Prince William Sound deer populations. Seasons and bag limits
for bucks and does has varied throughout the years. but since 1964, the
oresent 1ibera1 season and bag limits have remained the sa~e regardless
of natural population fluctuations. With favorable weather conditions,
deer populations increase in spite of hunting pressure. If critical
winter ranges are protected, deer populations shou1d be adequate for
oublic use in the forseeab1e future.
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND DEER
LOCATION
Game Management Uoit 6t Prince ',.Iilli am Sound.

THE SPECIES
In Prince William Sound deer are primarily found on the larger islands:
Hawkins, Hinchinbrook~ Montague, Latouche, Green, Knight Island (eastern
side) and the Naked Island grouo. Smaller populations also exist on the
coast between Gravina Point and Rude River. The northern and western
portion of Prince William Sound's ~ainland is very marginal habitat.
!n 1916, eight deer taken near Sitka were transplanted to Hawkins and
Hinchinbrook Islands. From 1917 to 1923 sixteen more deer were added to
supplement the original transplant. The virgin habitat was ideal. Deer
increased rapidly and dispersed throughout Prince William Sound and

along the mainland where suitable habitat existed. Sy 1945 the population
had peaked, and by 1950 range damage was severe and the carrying capacity
of the winter range was drastically reduced. Extreme population fluctuations
are common with most species at the limits of their rangel and Prince
William Sound deer are no exception. Hajor die-offs were recorded in
the late 1940's, mid 1950's, late 1960's and early 1970's. Winter snow
depth and duration regulate survival of Prince William Sound deer.
Since the early 1970 1 s the deer 'opulation has remained fairly low but
it is showing a gradual increase.
Disease or 'arasites nave not been a problem. The major deer areas,
namely the larger islands in Prince William Sound. are basically predator~
free.
Bears are the only natural predators on the islands and bear predation
is of minor i~portance since they are hibernating during most of the
critical winter months. On the mainland, coyotes and habitat limitations
probably regulate deer abundance along the eastern side of Prince Hill tam
Sound to the Copper River.
Deer habitat has not been adverse1y affected by man in this area.
Logging has been in small blocks and not in prime deer habitat. The
major loss of deer habitat in the critical winter beach fringe has been
caused by deer themselves. Ir. many places the browse species along the
beach fringe have been permanently damaged. The range's carrying capacity
has been greatly reduced since the deer population originally oeaked in
the ~id-40's. Presently the winter range along the beach fringe wi11
support a relatively small deer herd. Only when a series of mild winters
occur and the deer are not forced to utll~ze the beach fringe for any
significant durationt does the Prince William Sound herd build up in
abundance.
A ~ucks-only hunting season was initiated in 1935. AntTerless deer,
except fawns, became legal in 1953 and fawn hunting was 1egalized in
1960. Season lengths and bag limits for bucks and does varied considerably
prior to Statehood. Since 1964, the present 7iberal season and bag
linit has remained the same.
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Hunter success is quite variable and is primarily affected by weather.
If the weather during the season is mild with little snow, the harvest
is fairly small. Sut if early snows occur and the deer are forced onto
the lowlands, the harvest increases. If the deer are confined to the
beach fringe because of exceptionally deep snow, they are very vulnerable
to boat hunters.
There appear to be two basic types of deer hunting: (1) hunting in
alpine areas early in the season prior to deep snow, and (2) hunting
after snow has concentrated the deer on the lowlands. The alpine hunter
is the avid hunter who hunts for the sport and for the meat. The late
season-deep snow hunter is more interested in the meat than sport. and
may not hunt if snow doesn 1 t push the deer to low elevations. Hawkins
Island receives the majority of the early season hunting. Once snow
moves the deer into the 1owe~ elevations, hunting pressure shifts to
Hinchinbrook and Montague Islands. ~he other major deer islands are
also normally hunted at this time but to a lesser extent. Local residents
who tend to be more meat than sport oriented probably account for most
of the harvest. They commonly utilize commercial fishing boats for
hunting or else fly into one of several u. S. Forest Service Cabins.
Anchorage and Fairbanks hunters are primarily sport oriented.
At present, good harvest data are not available. Hunter compliance with
the deer hunter ~eport card is poor and does not reflect the magnit~de
of the harvest. The harvest normally ranges from S00-1500 deer per
year. Most hunters who go afield average slightly more than one deer
and 3 or 4 days ef~ort per deer. Hunter success is normally better than
50 percent.
Hunting of deer in Pr1nce Wi11iam Sound is not detrimental to the population.
The winter range is of extremely low quality, and deer are capable of
overutiltzing this range, particularly during heavy snow years. Harvesting
deer helps contain the population in balance with the range.
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DEER IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
In Southwestern Alaska Sitka b1ack~tailed deer (OdoaciZeus hemionus
sitkensis) are found only on Kodiak and Afognak islands and several
small nearby islands.

Efforts to transplant deer to the Kodiak area

began in 1924 with the release of 14 animals on Long Island.

Two rr:ore

deer were released there in 1930~ but failure of the deer to move to
Kodiak Island prompted the release of nine deer on Kodiak Island in
1934. Deer rapidly expanded into the northeastern corner of Kodiak
Island and adjacent smaii islands. The first hunting season was held in
1953. By the ear1y 1960 5, the general southward and westward movement
of the deer population had reached the Uganik Island area. Concurrent
with the population increase in newly colonized areas. a significant
decrease in populations occurred in the northeastern corner of Kodiak
where deer had first become established. In the late 1960's deer populations
began to build in the Uyak, Zachar and Spiridon Say areas and those
areas presently have the highest deer populations on Kodiak and Afognak
Islands. Areas farther north and east appear to have experienced declines
from mid-1960's levels. On the eastern side of Kodiak Island. the
Shearwater Peninsula between Ugak and Kiliuda Bay has relatively high
deer populations; however. this population appears to have declined
significantly during the 1974-1975 winter. Raspberry, Shuyak, and
Afognak Island's deer populations became we11 estab!ished in the late
1960's.
1

Jeer that move into new habitats reach high initial population levels
which usually exceed the carrying capacity of the range. Hithin a few
years they significantly alter the carrying capacity of their habitat
and populations decline to levels below those observed in the first
years after colonization. Field observations of browse plant condition
generally confirm that major browse species an older winter ranges have
declined in forage production capability.
During different seasons of the year deer util~ze ~ost habitat types
where food is available. Their home range is usually small, but they do
make vertical migrations from sea level to alpine areas~ influenced by
snow depths and availability of food. During summer, deer uti1ize forbs
extensively. Fireweed, which grows in abundance at elevations from sea
level to suba1pine is heavily utilized. With the first frosts in Septe~ber
deer begin a general movement from alpine areas to lower eievations
where succulent vegetation may still be found. As fall progresses~
shrubs such as wild rose elderberry willow~ salmonberry, and highbush
cranberry constitute an increasing proportion of the deer's diet. ~Ji"ld~
blown knolls near the coast which supoort heath vegetation, including
bearberry and crowberry~ are heavily utilized during winter. Alternating
periods of rain and cold wind often ?roduce heavily crusted snow conditions
which allow deer to move to subalpine areas where they feed an shrubs
which would otherHise be unavailable. ln the Afognak Is1and area and
other Sitka spruce habitats on northern Kodiak Island, deer also utilize
spruce tips, blueberry, and 1ow growing forbs.
1

1

Although deer populations do fluctuate in response to winter conditions,
the fluctuations do not appear to be as frequent nor as devastating as
in Southeastern Alaska. Frequent rains duri"lg the winter usuaily
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prevent heavy snow accumulations at lower e1evations. It is not unusual
to find deer foraging at elevations above 530 feet elevation in mid
winter. Heavy deer losses did occur in the 1969-1970 and 1970-1971
wintersy but populations have since recovered and are now at moderately
high levels in many areas.
Competition with cattle for winter forage occurs in the coastal drainages
of northeastern Kodiak Island, from Anton larsen Bay to Ugak Bay,
Cattle feed extensively on willow and elderberry, two major deer forage
species. During periods of heavy snowfall woody plants provice the bulk
of winter cattle forage. In some coastal areas where cattle concentrate,
the browse has been heavily hedged or killed by cattle. There may be
competition for forage between elk and deer on Afognak and Raspberry
Islands~ where deer have only recently become established.
Some loss of deer winter range to housing and industrial development has
occurred in the northeastern corner of Kodiak Island where most of the
human population is centered. Free roaming dogs are a serious decimating
factor near the town of Kodiak and other areas of human habitation.
A1though actual kills by dogs are not common~ the indirect effects of
stress produced by dogs chasing deer take an unknown toll. Illegal
harvest by Kodiak residents occurs commonly during winter months as deer
are easily accessible from the ls1and's road system.
Observed loss of deer to ather natural mortality factors have not been
significant. Deer in the Kodiak area are remarkably fr~e of parasites
and diseases.
Deer are the most actively pursued big game species in the KodiakAfognak Island complex. Many hunters count on venison to supply a
portion of their annual red meat demands. A five·month season and
iibera1 bag iimits provide ample hunttng opportunity for deer hunters in
the area. Depending on deer population levels as many as two thousand
Kodiak deer hunters annually harvest 600-2,000 deer. With recent reductions
of moose and caribou seasons in other areas of Alaska~ increasing
numbers of hunters from Anchorage, Fairbanks and other mainland population
centers utilize the Kodiak and Afognak deer ranges. Harvests, includi~g
either~sex hunts~ have not had a significant impact on deer numbers.
Ir
the more accessible areas along Kodiak's road system where 1ate season
hunting is a potentially limiting factor, seasons and bag limits have
been restricted. Over most of the deer ranges* however, deer oopu1ations
are only iightly harvested and periodic lows are related to weather
factors. With protection of habitat~ deer populations should be adequate
for public use in the future.
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NORTHEASTERN KODIAK ISLAND DEER
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, that portion of Kodiak Island draining eastward
into Anton Larsen Bay, including all drainages into Narrow Strait and
Chiniak Bay, and those drainages into Ugak Bay east of the Rough Creek
drainage.

THE SPECIES
Sitka blacktailed deer spread rapidly over the Chiniak Bay drainages
after a 1934 transplant. The deer population reached its highest levels
in the 1950's. By 1962 it was apparent that the population had declined
appreciably from Women's Bay to Kalsin Bay. The deer population still
remains far below the late 1950's level. The Chiniak Peninsula and
drainages into Ugak Bay presently have the best deer populations along
the Kodiak road system.
Habitat has undergone considerable deterioration since population highs
in the 1950's. The conservative hunting seasons and bag limits during
the initial years of hunting produced harvests which, hindsight suggests,
were insufficient to prevent overutilization of deer winter ranges.
Heavy use of winter ranges by cattle further depleted deer browse,
including major deer forage species such as willow and elderberry.
Gradual increases in human settlement have occurred along the road
system. Increased use of snowmachines for recreation and small game
hunting introduced an additional disturbance factor into deer wintering
areas. Deterioration of the habitat is indicated by the fact that
mortality from malnutrition has occurred even in relatively mild winters.
As is true on all Alaskan deer ranges, when excessive snow depths make
forage unavailable, deer mortality can be high. Predation and stress
induced by pursuit by dogs is another significant mortality factor which
occurs near the city of Kodiak and other human settlements.
The first hunt, held in 1953, produced a harvest of 38 bucks during the
four-day August season. The harvest was distributed from Kizhuyak Bay
to the Chiniak Peninsula, most of which is accessible by road. Harvests
have declined with reductions in the deer population. The 1975 estimated
harvest was 86 deer (8 percent of the total Game t-·1anagement Unit 8
harvest), as compared to the 1960 kill of 390 deer. Despite the implementation
of progressively more restrictive seasons, the deer population remains
below former levels.
A 1973 survey indicated that approximately half the Kodiak resident deer
hunters pursue deer in this management area one or more days during the
August through October season. Most do not hunt until October when
frosts somewhat reduce the density of vegetation. Either-sex hunting is
now allowed only during October. The legal annual harvest is estimated
at 75-125 animals, although the bag limit of one animal is difficult to
enforce with adjacent areas open to the taking of four deer. Since most
of the area is accessible by road, it is popular for brief, spur-of-the
moment hunts by Kodiak city residents. Although most hunters use automobiles
for transportation, small boats and aircraft are also utilized to reach
less accessible areas. Sufficient snow seldom occurs in October to

a11ow the use of snowmachines, although they were used to some extent
when seasons extended ir.to December.
Despite relatively easy access, hunting pressure on deer ls generaily
not excessive under present seasons. In the most accessible drainages
with heavy human settlement and attendant habitat deterioration the
cumulative pressure of legal and illegal hunting has the potential to
limit deer oroduction. In the less accessible drainages deer are being
harvested at a level below the annual increment.
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SOUTHERN KODIAK ISLAND DEER

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, that portion of Kodiak Island west and south
of the Anton Larsen Bay drainage. including ~hale, Uganik and Amook
Islands, and that part of Kodiak Island west and south of the Sa1tery
Creek drainage including Sitkalidak Island.
THE SPECIES
Deer have made a general southwestward mo'lement across Kodiak Island
since their introduction, in 1934. The largest populations are found in
the most recently colonized areas from Larsen Bay to Spiridon Say. Deer
are found in extremely low densities south and west of larsen Bay~ and
populations become progressively lower as one moves northeast from
Spiridon Bay, !n the eastern part of Kodiak Island deer numbers are
highest in the southern Ugak Bay and northern Kiliuda Say region. In
1976 deer populations appeared to be increasing as far south as Deadman
Bay, but at a much slower rate than occurred on the west side of Kodiak
Island.
Peri odi ca11y, severe winters cause heavy morta 1ity and subsequer.t pop~;1 a tion
declines •. Deer in the area fro~ Uganik Bay northeast to Anton Larsen
Bay appear to be most susceptible to winter mortality. This area has
supported higher deer populations in the past and winter range quality
has declined. Although the extent of range deterioration has not been
ouantified, fie1d observations confirm heavy utilization of willows,
81derberry, and other browse species. Highbush cranberry seems to oe a
good indicator, as it is a preferred browse species of relatively low
abundance. This species is severely hedged and appears at reduced
frequency on the older ranges in the northern part of the area. In the
area from Spiridon Bay southward. which has been expioited heavily by
deer for less than ten years. highbush cranberry is generally vigorous
and only 1ight1y used. This area undoubtedly has a much higher winter
carrying capacity than areas with a longer history of use. Ge~era11y,
snow depth and the length of time snow persists decrease as one moves
southwestward a1ong Kodiak Island. Possibiy, high deer densities will
be prolonged by this apparent weather phenomenon. Overutilization of
the range is inevitable with current harvest 1evels and an unusually
severe winter will impact the population strongly.
Encompassing most of Kodiak !sland's best deer habitat, this area sustains
well over haH the Game Management Unit 8 harvest. Even sc, most of the
area is only lightly harvested. Estimated annual harvests in the mid
!970's have been 1000-1500 deer. ~ost of the harvest occurs from Spiridon
Bay northward with less than five percent of the harvest occurr~ng in
the area west of Zachar and Deadman Bays. Illegal harvest by residents
of remote areas and commercial fishermen occurs yearlong. Conservatively
this harvest is estimated at 10 percent of the legal harvest figure, but
it is not a iif!liting factor. ~lales compl"ise at least 60 percent of the
reported harvest. Hunter success usua11y exceeds 50 percent. About 90
percent of the harvest occurs during Gcotber, November and December.
Comparatively speaking, the most accessible part of the area between
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Outlet Cape and Anton Larsen Bay receives a moderate harvest. Whale
Island is one accessible and popular hunting area which most closely
approaches harvest at maximum sustained yield levels.
Residents of Kodiak and the villages of Port Lions and Larsen Bay take
most of the harvest. Nonresidents and residents from other parts of
Alaska probably take less than ten percent of total harvest. Crowded
hunting conditions seldom occur and the area could accommodate a considerable
increase in hunting pressure. Lack of accessibility significantly
limits hunting over much of the unit. The expense of chartering aircraft
or boats to the best hunting areas is too great for some hunters.
Frequent fall storms cancel many well-planned hunting trips. Storms
lasting up to a week are not unusual. Lack of adequate shelter in
remote areas discourages many of the less hardy hunters.
Small skiffs provide good access to the area between Outlet Cape and
Sharatin Bay. Larger commercial fishing boats are used to reach more
remote areas south of Uganik Bay and in Kiliuda Bay. r1ore than half the
harvest is taken by hunters using boats for transportation. Approximately
one fourth of the harvest is taken by hunters utilizing private and
chartered aircraft.
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AFOGNAK ISLAND DEER

LOCATION
tn Same Management Unit 8; that portion of Afognak Island west of a straight
line from the mouth of Seal Bay Creek to the mouth of Saposa Creek, and including
Raspberry, Shuyak, Marmot and adjacent islands: except Whale Island.
THE SPECIES
Observations of deer on Afognak and Raspberry Islands became frequent in
the early 1950's. Since there are no records of actual transplants to
the islands it is assumed that deer beca~e established by swimming from
Whale Island and the Kupreanof Peninsula. By the mid-l960 1 s deer were
well established on Afognak and Raspberry Islands. Little Rasoberry,
Marmot and Ban Islands are a11 now inhabited by deer and deer populations
on Afognak and Shuyak Islands appear to be increasing.
Sitka spruce forest is the dominant vegetative type in the Afognak Island grpup.
The central part of Afognak is heavily forested and spruce is gradually invading
along ~he westernmost She1ikof Strait side. Deer here exhibit seasonal
migrations typical of other Alaskan deer ranges, moving onto ~lpine-subalpine
ranges in the summer and dropping to lower elevations according to snow
conditions. Preferred winter habjtats as indicated by relative population
densities are areas with patchy spruce groves interspersed with open areas of
grass-brushlands~ such as occur on southeastern Raspberry Island.
Southern
exposures near the coastline and windblown capes where vegetation is exposed
receive heavy deer use during the winter. Deep snows force deer to the
beachline as occurs in Southeastern Alaska. Afognak Island gener~11y has
heavier snowfall than further south on Kodiak Island and Afognak S breakup
is frequently somewhat 1ater. Uuring many winters heavy rains prevent dee'J
sncw accumulations. Hhen heavy snows do occur. sub-canopy snow accumulations
in mature timber are much less than in openings. Deer become heavily
dependent on timber near sea level to provide cover and food.
1

Winter deer mortality has been observed in the Afognak Island group during
periods of deep snow, but the extent to which populations have fluctuated in
the past is unknown. Generally the population seems to be increasing
despi:e periodic winter losses. Relatively high pooulations of Roosevelt
elk occupied many of the deer winter ... anges during the 1960's. A heavy
die-off occurred in i970 and 197l and elk numbers have not recovered to former
levels. The reduction in elk numbers may have allowed increased deer
populations in areas where elk wintered. Although deer and elk use 11any of the
same plant species on winter ranges~ the extent of competition is unknown.
Hunting pressure is increasing on Afognak and Raspberry Islands as these
areas gain the reputation for producing deer. Most of the harvest comes frorr.
Raspberry Island and the southern part of Afognak Island which are
relatively accessible to Kodiak hunters. By 1971 these islands yielded 10
percent of the Game t1anagemer.t Unit 8 harvest. lr 1975 a record harvest of
256 deer frorr. Afognak was reported (24 percent of the total Unit 8 ki 11). Some
deer are taken incidental to elk and bear hunting. rne relatively difficult
hunting conditions in heavy spruce forest discourage many hunters.
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Skiffs and commercial fishing boats are the chief transportation means
utilized by local residents. Private and charter aircraft are used to a
lesser extent. Access to the interior of the island is limited primarily
to a few lakes where floatplanes may land. A road recently constructed
connecting Discoverer and Kazakof Bays will improve access to a limited
extent although it does not transect particularly high density deer
range. Hunting pressure will undoubtedly increase as logging roads
provide additional access, but it is unlikely that hunting will reach a
level sufficient to crop the annual increment in the forseeable future.
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TONK! DEER
LOCATION
rn Game Management Unit 8, that portion of Afognak Island east of a
straight line froo the mouth of Seal Bay Creek to the mouth of Saposa
Creek.

THE SPECIES
As in other sections of Afognak Is1and, deer in the Tonki area were well
established by the ~id-196D s. Deer populations appear to be relatively
high on the Tonk:i Peninsula compared to other parts of Afognak. Retter
conditions for winter survival may exist here, resulting in higher deer
populations than in the more heavi1y forested areas. Compared to centra1
and western Afognak. snow accumulations are generally lighter and high
winds expose vegetation on capes and steep s1opes. Eastern Afognak
Island is characterized 'by steep hillsides covered with grass~brushlands
interspersed with spruce forest. Abrupt rock cliffs and wind blown
capes typify the coastline.
1

Winter deer mortality has been recorded during past years when heavy
snows occurred. and populations undoubtedly fluctuate to some extent as
in other areas. Overuse of winter range can be expected to occur resulting
in an eventual population decline. 7he Tonki area presehtly supports a
minimun of 200 Roosevelt elk occupying some of the same winter ranges as
deer. Sane competition for forage may occur, but the extent of overlapping
food requirements is unk~own. Winter ranges in Seal Bay and fzhut Bay
are scheduled for logging within ten years. Experience in other areas
of A1aska indicates that clearcutting may be detrimenta1 if sufficient
mature timber is not Maintained for winter cover and forage.
Tonki has a local reputation for producing large trophy bucks, During
August and September~ deer can be readily observed in alpine areas and
selection for trophy bucks is possible. The isolated 1 i~accessible
nature of the area makes it popular among hunters who enjoy backpack
hunting. Elk are also avai1ab1e early in the season and many hunters
seek both species. Excellent scenery and low density of hunters ~akes
it appealing to the hunter who pre7ers a wilderness experience. The
single public recreational cabin at Pi11ar Lake is usually fully booked
several nonths Jrior to the hunting season.
Annual deer harvests fron the Tonki area are low, probably less than 100
animals. Hunters using comrr,er::ia1 fishing boats take much of the r\ovember
and December harvest. A few srrall lakes and ridgetops provide margina:
landing areas for srr,all planes. Fatal aircraft accidents involving
hunters occur occasionally and at least one aircraft acc1dent is recorded
there every hunting season. Protected anchorages are found in Seal Bay
and Izhut 3iy~ but the remainder of the coastline is exposed to storm
winds. Few beaches are su:tab1e for skiff landings and sma11 boat
hunters sel dam venture beyond the J zhut Bay drainages. Amphibious a;vj
float-equipped aircraft can operate in a few protected areas in Seal bay
and Izhut Bay. Most hunters who use smal: boats and aircraft for transportaticn
do their hunting prior to mid~November, while day1ight hours are longer
and weather is warmer. The Tonki area has a local reputation for unusua11y
severe weather.
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Extensive rolling alpine areas provide relatively easy hiking routes.
During July, August and September, both deer and elk can commonly be
observed in these areas. The Tonki area provides ample opportunity for
deer and elk photography during this season for those willing to undertake
a backpack trip.
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ELK IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

tn Alaska~ elk {C4~~ canadensis ~ooseveZti) occur only in the nortnern
Kodiak Archipelago on Afognak Island and nearby Raspberry Island.
Established on Afognak Island in 1929 by a transplant of eight calves
from Washington state, the elk population grew rapidly to an estimated
212 animals in 1948 and to a peak of 1,200-1,500 elk by 1965. A decline
associated with over-utilization of winter range began in the late
1960 5, Unusually heavy accumulations of snow and cold temperatures
during the winters of 1970 and 1971 caused massive die-offs and by 1972
only about 450 animals remained. The elk population appears to be
gradually increasing and in 1975 was estimated at about 500 animals.
Even during recent relatively mild winters, however. losses to malnutrition
have occurred and it is unlikely that the population levels of the mid
1960's will be attained again without significant improvements in habitat
quality.
1

Elk attained their highest population ievels in the grass-shrubland
areas of southwestern Afognak Island and Ras~berry Island. Willow
stands along streams and bogs and dense stands of elderberry initially
provided abundant winter forage but were depleted when elk populations
became excessive prior to the mid-1960's crash. Currently the highest
populations of elk winter ln the densely forested central and easternmost
parts of Afognak Island. The understory vegetation found in Wdture
spruce forest is an important source of winter forage for elk which
supplements the depleted grass-shrubland ranges. Mature forest ~rovides
cover for elk and reduced snow depths under the forest canopy faci1itate
access to forage. The spruce fringes near sea level appear to be especially
critical habitat for elk during severe winters.
Mortality caused by winter severity has been and will continue to be the
major population regulatory ~echanism affecting Afognak 1 S elk population,
until such time as hunting becomes effective in controlling elk nuw~ers.
A different situation exists on Raspberry Island where heavy harvests of
the accessible herd necessitated a closure to hunting in 1968. Poaching
is suspected to be a pri~ary factor controlling the growth of the Raspberry
Island herd since that time.
Elk meat was rumored to have been on local tables for several years
prior to the first legal hunt in 1950. During 25 years of hunting over
1~500 elk of both sexes have been harvested.
When the population was at
its highest, hunting was re1ative1y successful. Harvests during the
1971-1975 period. however~ have averaged less than 25 elk annually and
hunter success has been less than 15 percent. The best e1k populations
now occur in interior and eastern Afognak Island where dense timber and
difficult access result in re1atively poor hunter success. A few elk
are taken incidental to deer and bear hunting. Usually more than half
the harvest is usually taken during September and October when f1oatplane
or small boat access is best. After mid-November hunters utilize commercial
fishing boats to hunt coastal areas with limited success.
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An increased harvest of elk could easily be sustained as the average
harvest is less than 10 percent of the population. Harvests may increase
on herds accessible to roads constructed during logging operations.
Other less accessible herds will continue to go largely unharvested.
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AFOGNAK ELK

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 8 on Afognak Island which includes
all drainages into Shelikof Strait south of Tanaak Cape; all drainages
into Raspberry Strait, Afognak Bay, Marka Bay, Kazakof Bay, Duck Bay and
drainages into Izhut Bay west of the head of Saposa Bay; all drainages
into Perenosa Bay west of the mouth of Seal Bay Creek and east of the
head of Big Waterfall Bay and including Raspberry and little Raspberry
Islands.

THE SPECIES
The Afognak management area includes all or parts of the ranges of si~
elk subpopu1ations. The Raspberry Island. Raspberry Straits, Duck
Mountain and Kitoi lake herds range exclusively within this management
area. Herds which occur seasonally are the Paramanof Mountain and
Paramanof Peninsula subpopulations. Recent aerial surveys indicate that
the population of the area does not exceed 300 elk.
After the 1928 transplant. elk steadily expanded throughout southwestern
Afognak Island and nearby Raspberry Island. In 1961, the elk population
was estimated at 1100 animals, two-thirds of which occupied the Afognak
area. Approximately 500 elk wintered in the Afognak-Lake-Raspberry
Straits drainages. Range surveys conducted in the early 1960's indicated
serious overuse of winter ranges. By 1969 a major decline in the Malina
herd was apparent. Deteriorating winter range and overharvest contributed
to the dec1ine. The hunting season was closed in most of the Malina and
Raspberry Straits areas in 1969 when excessive harvest in both these
herds became apparent. More than half the Raspberry Straits e1k population
was lost to malnutrition during the 1970 and 1971 winters. Only 45 elk
were located there during a 1972 survey. The Malina herd which numbered
over 200 animals in the mid~ 1960's has failed to reoccupy its former
range and may no longer exist. Gradual recovery has occ~rred in the
Raspberry Straits herd and 1i~ited hunting will soon be allowed.
Elk on Raspberry Island reached a 1965 peak of at least 230 animals. A
two-elk bag limit was in effect from 1964 through 1966 and during this
period nearly half the total elk harvest ca~e from Raspberry Island.
The population at its peak was undoubtedly excessive for the available
winter range and increased harvest was needed. The population declined
precipitously and by 1967 less than 50 elk could be located. Sport
harvest totaling 146 animals during the 1964-66 period was a major
factor in the population decline. Unreported illegal harvest, emigration,
and a natural reduction associated with increased winter mortality were
possible additional factors in the decline. Despite a complete closure
on hunting since 1968 and good calf crops the herd has failed to increase
significantly. Winter mortality may be a factor but illegal hunting is
suspected to be primarily responsible for the herd's failure to increase.
The Kitoi Lakes and Duck Mountain herds are difficult to census as they
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inhabit densely timbered areas.
not exceed 125 animals.

Their total population probably does

Elk winter range has deteriorated seriously in the southwestern part of
the management area. Range studies conducted in the early 1960's indicated
severe overbrowsing on willow and elderberry, two of the major winter
forage species. The heavy die-off of elk in this area during the 1g7o
and 1971 winters was a further indicator of poor range conditions.
limited recovery of winter range may be occurring at current low elk
population levels. The fact that winter mortality has occurred during
recent less severe winters indicates range conditions are less than
optimal.
logging is the only imminent land use with potential impact on elk
habitat. A limited logging operation has been conducted on the north
side of Raspberry Straits for several years. A logging road was constructed
in 1975 linking Kazakof and Discoverer Bays and clearcut logging was
begun in late 1975. Cutting units are located throughout coastal elk
winter range along Discoverer, Kazakof and Seal Bays. Consideration has
been given to spacing and design of the cutting units to minimize impacts
on critical elk winter ranges. Some improvement in forage conditions
may be provided as grass and shrubs invade the clearcuts. Proportionately
heavier snow accumulations in clearcuts than in adjacent timber will
limit elk to foraging along the clearcut boundaries during severe winters.
Previous studies indicate that elk are highly dependent on spruce timber
for cover and during heavy snow accumulations forage extensively on the
understory vegetation.
The first elk hunting season occurred in the Afognak area in 1950.
Approximately 80 percent of the elk harvest during the 19581966 period
were taken from the Raspberry Island, Raspberry Straits and Malina
herds. The southwestern part of the area contains large open expanses
of grass-brushland vegetation interspersed with spruce, and elk are much
easier to locate there than in more heavily forested parts of the island.
Access is relatively good. Small boats are popular for transport to the
Raspberry Straits area and float-equipped aircraft can land in several
lakes and protected bays. A good trail connects Malina lakes, Afognak
lake and Muskomee Bay. Good access and relatively easy hunting conditions
precipitated excessive harvest which eventually contributed to a population
decline. Beginning in lg6a with the closure of Raspberry Island to hunting,
the southwestern portion of the area, including the ranges of the Malina
and Raspberry Straits herds, was closed to hunting by 1973. During 1974
and 1975 approximately half the harvest for Afognak Island was taken
from the more densely forested central part of the island in the Kazakof
and Discoverer Bay drainages. Elk did not become established in significant
numbers there until the early 1960's and were largely unhunted until the
more popular hunting areas were closed. This management area has been
hunted primarily by local residents because of its proximity to Kodiak
and the villages of Port lions and Ouzinkie.
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PARAMANOF ELK

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, that portion of Afognak Island which includes
the area draining into Shelikof Strait north of Tanaak Cape~ and the
area north and west of the outlet stream of Little Waterfall lake.

THE SPECIES
Since the initial introduction of elk to Afognek Island, they have
expanded very slowly into the interior and northwestern portions of the
island~
In the early 1960 1 s scattered small bands were observed in the
area. The population reached a peak in the late 1960's. Heavy winter
mortality in 1970 and 1971 reduced the population significantly. Malnutrition
during winters, when heavy snow accumulations limit movements and forage
availability, is the major mortality factor. The Waterfall Lake herd
winters along the coast of Perenosa Bay. The Paramanof Peninsula herd
occupies the area north of Malina Say and the Paramanof Mountain herd
inhabits the drainages into the head of Paramanof Bay. The current
population in the area is estimated at 200 elk. Recent aerial surveys
indicate a slight upward population trend.
Sitka spruce is invading the western coast area, but open expanses of
grass-brushland predominate over extensive areas. Browse plants have
been heavily utilized in some traditional winter ranges aiong Pararnanof
Bay. Winter ranges are genera11y in better condition in this area than
in areas with a longer hlstory of occupation by elk. Recurring winter
mortality in recent winters indicates that sufficient browse is not
available during severe winters.
Stands of commercia11y valuable timber occur in the Shuyak Straits)
Bluefox Bay and Perenosa Say areas. Several clearcuts are planned for
the Perenosa Bay drainage in traditional elk wintering areas. Consideration
has been given to spacing and design of the cutting units to mtnimize
impacts on these winter ranges. Previous studies indicate that elk are
highly dependent on spruce timber for cover and that during heavy snow
accumulation they forage extensively on understory vegetation. Some
improvement in available forage may occur as grass and shrubs invade the
c1earcuts. Proportionately heavier snow accumulations in clearcuts than
in adjacent timber will limit elk to foraging along the clearcut boundaries
during severe winters.
Significant hunting pressure did not occur in the Paramanof area prior
to the late 1960's. Presently, hunting pressure is relatively light and
the area contributes less than 20 percent of the annual total e1K harvest~
FToatplane access is available to several lakes and bays although freeze
up may limit fresh water access after early November. Commercial fishing
boats and skiffs are used by local hunters for hunting, although severe
weather 1imits their use in the latter part of the season. Lack of
suitable anchorages and floatp1ane landing areas limits access to much
of the management area.
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Largely uninhabited, the northwestern part of Afognak Island provides
some of the most scenic vistas in the Kodiak Archipelago. Afognak 1 s
highest peaks occur here and the rugged, icy profile of the Alaska Range
appears westward across Shelikof Straits. The U.S. Forest Service has
recognized these special scenic qualities by recommending a 55,000-acre
tract in the Red Peak-Ban Island area for a Scenic Area. Another 5,300
acres have been designated the Paramanof Research Natural Area.

TONK! ELK

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, that portion of Afognak Island east of a straight
line from the mouth of Seal Bay Creek to the mouth of Saposa CreeK.

THE SPECIES
Elk were well established in the Tonki area by the 1950's. As elsewhere on
the population declined during the severe winters of 1971 and 1972.
Aerial surveys indicated, however, that the Tonki herd was less seriously
affected than elk herds eisewhere on the Island. Approximately one-third of the
Afognak Island population now occupies the Tonki area during part of the year.
Afognak~

During summer and early fall elk occupy the extensive alpine and subalpine
areas east of Izhut and Seal Bays. Two types of wintet range are used
by these elk. Mature Sitka spruce habitat in Seal Bay and Izhut Bay
drainages are utilized extensively from November through May. Other
groups of elk inhabit the capes along Tonki Bay and Marmot Straits where
spruce forest is interupted by open grass meadows and heath vegetation.
The cape winter ranges are relatively small and after more than two
decades of heavy winter use are deteriorating. Apparent malnutritioninduced mortalities have been recorded during recent winters on these
ranges. Elk inhabiting the forested portion of this manage~ent area are
less restricted in movements and winter range quality does not appear to
have declined seriously. During winters with deep snow accumulations,
however, a narrow belt of coastal forest becomes critical to survival.
Local overuse of winter range can be expected to occur under these conditions.
The Seal Bay and Izhut Bay drainages are scheduled for logging within
the next ten years. Several clearcuts are to be made in coastal elk
winter ranges. A road wi11 be constructed linking Seal Bay and Izhut
Bay. as well as numerous roads connecting the clearcut units. Consideration
has been given to spacing and design of the clearcut units to minimize
impact on critical winter ranges. Additional forage will be provided as
grasses and shrubs invade the cut-over areas. This forage wi11 be
relatively unavailable when heavy snow accumulations occur except along
the fringes of clearcuts.

During the 1973-75 period the Tonki area elk harvest ranged from seven
to twelve animals annually. Most of the hunting effort occurs during
August, September and October when weather is relatively mild. After
October, freeze-up limits access to fresh water lakes and small boat
operators are less willing to risk the chance of severe fall storms.
Larger comrr~rcial fishing vessels are utilized throughout the season and
provide the only reliable access to many of the less protected bays in
the northeastern part of the area. The limited availability of protected
anchorages or suitable landing areas continues to restrict hunting
pressure to a relatively low level despite liberal either~se~ seasons.
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Presently. more than half the elk hunters are Kodiak residents. Residents
of mainland Alaska and occasional nonresident hunters make up the balance.
Many hunters pursue elk rather casually 7 as they count on taking the
relatively more abundant blacktailed deer to make their trips successful
from a meat-gathering standpoint.
Many hunters pursue elk with the hope of taking a large trophy bull.
Although antlered bulls make up less than ten percent of the population,
about half the reported annual harvest are males, most of which are
antlered animals. There is no indication that productivity is limited
either by the current harvest level or selectivity for bulls.
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MOUNTAIN GOATS IN SOUTHEASTEKN ALASKA

.\1ountain goat (Orf!amn.os at"leriamtus} popuiations in Southeastern Alaska

are distributed along the coastal mountains from Dixon Entrance to Icy
Say and on Baranof Island where they were successfully introduced in
1923.

Population surveys conducted since 1959 indicated relatively stable
populations until the early 1970's when severe winters caused area-wide
declines. Overhunting. particularly on ranges abutting urban areas and
access corridors~ also probably contributed to some declines in goat
m.unbers.
From early spring until fa11 mountain goats prlrr:arily utilize alpine and

subalpine areas which are often extremely rugged and precipitous.
Characterized by heavy snow accumulations in winter and short cool
su~mers~ these areas support grassest sedges and forbs which comprise
the hulk of the goat s diet. ~ith the onset of winter snows goats mcve
to rocky windblown ridges and 1edges where forage remains available. As
winter progresses, heavy snows tend to force goats to lower timbered
elevations where forage such as shrubs~ ferns and conifers are utilized.
Mature coniferous forest reduces ground snowcover and ls iw~ortant to
goats during winter. Goats also travel considerable distances through
heavily forested areas since they are frequently observed on beaches.
1

Limited data suggest that mortality from winter weather conditions is
the primary limiting factor on goat poou1ations. ln addition to limiting
forage availability, precipitous terrain and excessive snow accumulations
contribute to morta1ity through avalanches and accidenta1 falls. Predation,
particula~ly by wolves~ may also be a major limiting factor on some goat
popu1ations~ esPecially in combination with severe weather.
Predation
also retards popu1ation recovery.
Historical use of nountain goats by man included domestic utilization by
coastal natives for meat~ cosmetics and ornamental purposes, and by
early-settlement whites for domestic use and for the market. P1cuntain
goats are now hunted primarily for recreational values and meat. The
species is increasing in popularity as a big game animal in Alaska,
partly due to decreasing opportunities to hunt othe~ species of big ga~e
throughout the state.
Differences in hunter accessibility to various goat ranges have resulted
in two different patterns of use in Southeastern Alaska. Goat ranges
near urban centers~ alpine and subalpine lakes. and close to salt water
receive considerable hunting pressure because of the ease of access.
Si~ce 1g72, approximately 40 percent of the statewide harvest has occurred
in the Southeastern Region, 87 percent of which has come froM the inland
coastal area between Hai11es and Ketchikan. Some goat populations have
declined ;.;nder heavy t'lunting pressure. Necessary reductions in season
lengths and bag liMits have accomoanied increased u~tlization near urban
centers. In contrast~ reiatively inaccessib1e goat populations have
experienced on1y slight i~creases in hunting p~essure. Seasons and bag
1irrits rerna1n liberal, however some ~eductions in season 1engths may be
necessary in the future.
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Aesthetic values of mountain goats have in recent years received increased
recognition. Opportunities for viewing and photographing goats are
available at two established mountain goat observation areas: the
Bullard Mountain goat observation area near Juneau and Adams Inlet in
Glacier Bay. In addition, nonconsumptive use occurs throughout the
goat's range in Southeastern Alaska.
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SOUTHEAST MAINLAND GOAT
LOCATION
Game Management Units 1 and 5, the southeast Alaska mainland coast
except that area included in the Glacier Bay National r1onument, Bullard
Mountain, and Skagway Goat

~·1anagement

Plan areas.

THE SPECIES
Mountain goat populations on the southeastern Alaska mainland are found
along the entire coast from Dixon Entrance to Icy Bay. Historical
population trends and estimated goat numbers indicate that the population
was relatively low and stable during the 1940's until at least the early
1950's, increased during the 1950's and 1960's until reaching a high
during the mid-1960's, decreased dramatically in the early 1970's to
roughly 1/3 the size of the peak population, and has remained relatively
constant the past two years. Populations throughout the mainland are
still sufficiently large to provide reasonable hunter succeSs and adequate
recreational opportunities.
The primary cause of the recent population decline was probably the
severe winters in the early 1970's followed by excessive wolf predation
in some areas. Hunting pressure in areas of good access may have
affected local reductions. Clearcut logging is continuing to remove
timber from steep slopes, some of which goats have utilized as winter
range for many years. The possible impact of forest management on key
goat habitat is presently under study in southeast Alaska.
Harvests of goats have been greatest in goat habitats abutting urban
centers such as Juneau, Haines, Skagway, Petersburg, Wrangell, Sitka and
Ketchikan. Highway corridors, improved trails and small boats have
provided relatively easy access to goat populations for many local
hunters. In addition, hunters using float planes have increased harvests
on goat populations in remote areas surrounding alpine and subalpine
lakes. Since 1972, approximately 35 percent of the statewide harvest
has occurred in the coastal area between Haines and Ketchikan. I.Jith the
decline in goat populations that have occurred in the 1970's reductions
in season lengths and bag limits have been imposed on goat populations
near urban centers. Relatively inaccessible goat populations have
experienced only slight increases in hunting pressure, and seasons and
bag limits in such areas remain liberal; however, some reductions in the
future may be necessary.
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SKAGWAY GOAT

LOCATION

In Game ~~nagement Unit TO! the mainland area north of Skagway lying
east of Taiya Inlet and River between the Chilkoot Trail and the White
Pass and Yukon Railroad.
THE SPECIES
The modest numbers of goats inhabiting the Skagway Mountains are in
harmony with the available habitat of that area. Annual snowfall is
extremely variable in this area with periods of high snow accumulations
apparently coinciding with~ or perhaps even causing a decline in goat
populations. In addition to contributing to a shortage of winter food
excessive snow acc~mulation further contributes to mortality through
avalanches and accidental fa11s. Predation by wo1ves, coyotes and
woiverines may also be a major factor affecting this goat population.
Some trophy-sized mountain goats are present in this population. After
completion of the Skagway-Carcross Highway hunters or viewers will have
an above average chance to ta~e or view a large goat because of improved
access.
This area has been closed to the taking of goats since 1975 in order to
eliminate the possibility of excessive goat harvest during an~ after
construction of the Skagway-Carcross Highway. Prior to 1975 mountain
goat harvest levels were moderate (four to seven goats annually) atcording
to hunter harvest report data. The majority of the goats harvested were
taken by Skagway residents.
In addition to the new Skagway-Carcross Highway, the White Pass-Yukon
Railroad and the historic Chilkoot and White Pass gold rush trails offer
access into this area.
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BULLARD MOUNTAIN GOAT

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 1C, Bullard Mountain, near 0uneau.
THE SP£C!ES
7he limited Bullard Mountain goat ~abitat supports about a dozen animals.
The major factor limiting population size apoears to be winter weather.
Snow accumulations probably reduce available winter food to a minimum.
Wolf and coyote numbers are low and wolverine numbers are moderate in
this area. It is doubtfu1 if these predators, at current densities,
exert significant pressure on this goat population.

The sole use of these goats is by viewers from the U. S. Forest Service
Observatory site located immediately below the Mendenhall Glacier and
Bullard Mountain. The observatory is open year around and viewers have
free use of spotting scopes. Photographing goats is a minor activity in
this area because of difficu1t foot access and u. S. Forest Service
restrictions against trespass on the mountain to prevent persons from
frightening the animals off their limited range.
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BARANOF ISLANO GOAT

LOCATION

In Game f-1anagement Unit 4, Baranof Island.
THE SPECIES

Mountain goats were introduced to Baranof Island in 1923, using animals
captured in Tracy Arm, southeast of Juneau. The Baranof transplant
flourished, and by 1949 goats were sufficiently abundant to allow sport
hunting. Goats now occupy most of the suitable habitat on Baranof
Island though range extension to the south may still be in progress.
Aerial surveys of Baranof goats have bee~ conducted sporadically since
1954. The number of goats observed has ranged from 116 in 1960 to 263
in 1954. In 1973, 253 goats were counted. Inclement weather frequently
precludes comprehensive surveys. Based on the number of goats observed,
the Baranof goat population is estimated to number about 300 animals.
The herd has two centers of abundance which are separated by the ice
field at the head of the Vodopad River.
Local observers and survey data indicate the population peaked several
years ago and that it has since declined and stabilized. Reproductive
rates, both actual and potential, are unknown. The limited survey data
for Baranof Island have shown fall kid~adult ratios to average about 20
kids per 100 adults. These have varied from a low of 11:100 in 1g70 to
a high of 2g:l00 in lg6o. Oifficult flying conditions and the inability
of some observers to differentiate kids from adults make these data
suspect. A reproductive rate that results in 15-20 percent kids by fall
is probably adequate to replace annual losses.
The influence of humans on Baranof mountain goat habitat has been substantial.
Timber harvests have essentially removed all timber between the beaches
and the heads of the canyons in some valleys. As a result, goat winter
range on Baranof Island has been significantly reduced. The areas
affected include the drainages into Katlian, Nakwasina, Fish and Rodman
bays. Most logging activity occurred at about the same time as the
reported peak in goat numbers. Few stands of marketable timber remain
in goat winter ranges on Baranof.
Sport hunting has been the only significant use of the Baranof Island
goat resource since its introduction. The annual sport kill has averaged
between 10 and 30 animals since hunting first became legal in 1g49.
Most of the kill is by Sitka residents in the area north of the Vodopad
River. The harvest approximates 3 to 10 percent of the esimated population.
There was a marked increase in hunting pressure in 1g75 with a corresponding
increase in the kill.
Access to alpine goat ranges during the early portion of the hunting
season is difficult. Hunting may be almost precluded for an entire
season because of inclement weather. Goats normally occupy alpine areas
up to 4,000 feet elevation. There are no alpine landing areas and only
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a few alpine 1akes suited to floatolane landing. Most goat hunts therefore
originate at salt water by boat. Hunters must climb to perhaps 4,000
feet; as much as 2~000 feet of the cii:nb may be through spruce forests
and alder slides. Hunters ~ay also traverse three to five or more
horizontal mi1es. Many ridges occupied by goats are extremely steep and
rugged.
Because of the difficulty of ~unting goats on Baranof Island sport
hunting is probably a minimal factor in regulating or controlling goat
numberst except possibly on the northerr. part of the island.
For those wi11ing to expend the time and energies to pursue goats, a
high-quality wilderness experience hunt is possible; indeed, is the
rule. The exploitation rate of less than 10 percent, taKen over a five
month season, has apparently exerted little overall control on the
population while allowing almost unlimited hunting opportunity.
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tAOUNTAIN GOATS !N SOUruCENTML ALASKA

Mountain goat (or~amnos ameria~ua) populations in Southcentrat Alaska
are distributed along the coastal mountains from Icy Bay to Cook Inlet
and inland to the Wrangeil and Talkeetna Mountains. 3oats are most
numerous along the coastal mountains where the climate is less severe
and their range is not shared with sheep.

Population surveys conducted since 1959 indicate relatively stable
populations until the early 1970's when severe winters caused area-wide
declines. Overhunting, particularly on portions of the Kenai Peninsula,
also contributed to declines in some goat populations.
From early spring until fall mountain goats primarily utilize alpine and
subalpine areas which are often extremely rugged and precipitous.
Characterized by heavy snow accumulations in winter and short cool
summers, these areas support grasses, sedges and forbs which comprise
the bulk of the goats' diet. With the onset of winter snows goats wove
to rocky windblown ridges and ledges where forage is available. t1ovements
to winter ranges may cover distances of up to 10 niles or more. Heavy
snows may farce goats to lower timbered elevations where forage such as
brush, ferns and conifers is utilized, The importance of mature coniferous
forest to goats is not yet understood, but use of this habitat is well
documented. Also, sightings of goats on saltwater beaches indicates
movements of considerable distance through the forest zone.
Limited data suggest that mortality from winter weather conditions is
the primary limiting factor on goat populations. In addition to limiting
forage availability, precipitous terrain and exce:ssive snow accumulations
contribute to ~ortality through avalanches and accidental falls. Predation~
particularly by wolves. ~ay also be a major limiting factor on some goat
populations.
Historical use of mountain goats by man included domestic utilization by
coastal natives for meat~ cosmetics and ornamental purposes. and by
early-settlement whites for domestic use and for the market. ~!ountain
goats are now hunted primarily for recreational values and meat. The
species is increasing in popularity as a big game animal in Southcentra1
Alaska~ partly due to decreasing opportunities to hunt other species of
big game.
Differences in hunter accessibility for various goat ranges have resulted
in two different pictures of use in Southcentral Alaska. In the Chugach
Mountains near Anchorage and on the Kenai Peninsula. roads and lakes
have provided relatively easy access to goat populations for nany local
hunters. In addition~ since goat ranges often overlap Da11 sheep ranges
in these mountains. concurrent sheep hunting seasons have served to
increase hunting pressure on goats. Goats are often ta~en by unsuccessful
sheep hunters. Since 1972, approximately 60 percent of the statewide
harvest has occurred in the Southcentral region, 55 percent of which
has come from the Kenai Peninsula. Some goat populations have deciined

under heavy hunting pressure. Necessary reductions in season lengths
and bag limits have accompanied increased utilization near metropolitan
centers.
In contrast, the relativeiy inaccessible goat oopulations of Prince
William Sound have experienced only slight increases in hunting pressure.
Seasons and bag limits remain liberal; however, sc~e reductions in
season lengths may be necessary in the future.
Aesthetic values of mountain goats have in recent years received increased
recognition. Opportunities for viewing and photographing goats are
available at three recently established mountain goat observation areas:
the Goat Mountain and the Heney Range goat observation areas r.ear Cordova
and the Exit Glacier area near Seward. In addition, nonconsumptive use
occurs throughout the goat 1 S range in Southcentra1 Alaska.
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND GOAT
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 6 west of the Copper River.

TNE SPECIES
Mountain goat abundance in the Prince- HilHam Sound area is variable.
Goats are not found on any of the Prince iiilliam Sound islands with the

possible exception of Bainbridge Island. They occur in small scattered
grouos along the north and western mainland. From Valdez Arm to the
Copper River they are abundant. Past records of goat abundance in the
area are sketchy but indicate that the northern portion of the Sound may
have had much larger goat populations than exist today. Goat habitat in
the area has not been altered by man to any significant degree. The
quality of the range is apparently good along the eastern side of the
sound, judging by the number of goats present. Goats there have long
been reoorted as abundant.
Natural mortality results primarily from severe winters. Winter snows,
which limit access to the available food suooly, are probably the major
regulating factor on goat distribution and abundance. Wolverines,
coyotes~ and brown and black bears are potential predators but their
effect is thought to be minor. Disease or parasites are not known to be
a problem.

Until recent years~ mountain goats were not hunted to a significant
extent for either meat or sport. Harvest data was poor until the
inception of a harvest report program in 1972. According to 1973 and
1974 harvest data, 150-200 hunters have taken 65~90 goats per year fron
this area annually. Hunting during the first half of the season accounts
for more than 70 percer,t of the harvest. Only about 7 percent of the
hunters took 2 goats when a two-goat bag limit was in effect. Alaskan
residents normally take about 65 percent of the harvest.
From 1968 throu9h 1975 a liberal hunting season (AUGUSt 1 -January 31)
and bag 1imit {2 goats) was in effect. The 1976 season was reduced by
one wonth and the bag limit was reduced to one goat in anticipation of
increasing hunting pressure in the area.
At present, goats are taken primarily for sport with the meat a secondary
benefit. Although a few guides operate in the Prince W111iam Sound
area, their clients take few goats. Trophy goats are available in the
area, especially in the more inaccessible areas. Aircraft and boats are
commonly used for transportation by hunters in Prince William Sound.
Although there have been fluctuations in the goat populations within the
area adverse effects of hunting have not been demonstrated. Goats are
still plentiful along the eastern portion of Prince Hi11iam Sound where
the majority of hunting occurs. Hunting is generally confined to the
alpine ridges that are closest to salt water. Goats that remain inland
are very inaccessible unleSs a lake offers f1oatplane landing access.
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WRANGELL-CHUGAC~

GOAT

LOCATION
Game Management Units 11 and 130, and that portion of Game Management
Unit 12 lying south of the Nabesna River and the Alaska Highway.

THE SPECIES
~ouotain

goat density in the ¥1range11-Chugach area is sparse in comparison

to coastal goat densities. Insufficient data are available to estimate
population size and no information is available on goat ran9e relationships
in this area. Winter snow conditions are probably the most important factor
controlling population levels. In some years losses to predation may be
substantial. Wolves are the ~ost important predators on goats in the area.
Most goats killed by hunters in the area are taken as alternate or
additional qame by sheep hunters. During the years 1972-1975, an average
of 61 goats were killed each year the majority of which came from the
southern Wrangell Mountains. Hunting pressure in the popular McCarthy
area was considered excessive and in 1974 the bag limit was reduced from
two goats to one, and the season opening was delayed from August 10 to
September 1. These restrictions reduced the harvest in the southern
Mrangell Mountains to'i7J a 61 percent reGuction from the 1972-1974 average.
1

Access to most of the area is by aircraft. Lakes and unimproved strips
or rfver gravel bars provide landing sites. Opening of the t1cCarthy Road
followin~ construction of the Chitina bridge across the Copper River in
1973 has increased hunting pressure by road-based hunters in tne t4cCarthy area.
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MO~NTA!N

GOAT

LOCATION

In Game t1anagement Unit 6, that area bounded on the north by Hiles Lake

and Miles Glacier, on the south and east by Martin River and Martin
River Glacier and on the west by the Copper River.
DIE SPECIES

Mountain goats are fairly abundant within the Goat Mountain area. Their
primary range is along the windblown ridges overlooking the Copper River
Highway. During the summer months they may be found throughout the
area~ and during the winter the southern most ridges are preferred
habitat. Population data are not available.
Winter severity is probably the major natural mortality factor. Some
predation by wolves has occurred since a resident wolf population became
established in the early 1970 1 s, but the effect on the goat population
is unknow"l:.
rn the past this goat population was utilized by both hunters and vlewers.
As many as 40 goats wete often visible ftom the highway. Hunting was
sporadic since the termination of the Copper River and Northwestern
Railroad in 1938. Construction of the Copper River Highway occasionally
opened up the area to hunters and viewers using highway vehicles. iJhen
access via the Copper River Highway was available hunters had good
success along the bluffs overlooking the Copper River. An occasional
guide has hunted this area but harvests from the area have been small.
Hunting was terminated in 1975 when the area was classified as a r~at
Observation Area. To date, the primary use of this goat herd has been
by local residents of Cordova.
Construction of the Copper River Highway to Miies Lake will be completed
in several years, making the area readily available to viewers. Eventually
the Copper River Highway will connect to the Richardson Highway and a
considerable increase in public use of the vlewing area can be expected.
The proposed Bering River road. if constructed. wou1d parallel the
southern mountainous fringe~ providing additiona1 viewing opportunities.
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HENEY GOAT

LOCATION
In Game 1"1anagement Unit 6, the entire Heney Range, bounded on the north

by the Copper River Highway, on the east by Eyak River and an the west
by Orca Inlet.

THE SPECIES
Reports from

11

0ld timers 11 indicate that a fair number of mountain goats

once inhabited this small mountain range. Evidently the goat papulation
was killed off after the nearby town of Cordova was established. In
recent years, an occasional goat or group of goats have wandered onto
the range but are either killed or return to their original range. In
1976 the Heney Range was closed to goat hunting in hopes of establishing
a resident papulation of goats for viewing.
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COPPER RIVER-ICY BAY GOAT
LOCATION
In Game t4anagement Unit 6, that area bounded on the west by the Copper

River and on the north by the crest of the Chugach Mountains extending
to Icy Cape.

THE SPECIES
f4ountafn goats are abundant throughout the Copper River-Icy Say area.

They are found wherever suitable habitat exists. Past records of goat
abundance in the area are scarce but all reports indicate large goat
populations which receive light hunting pressure. The habitat; judging
by the abundance of goats, is 1n excellent condition, and it has not
been disturbed by man to any significant degree.
Winter severity probably is the major population controlling factor in
most areas. Predators have played a relatively minor role~ but in
recent years the establishment of a resident wolf population W4y be
resulting in mortality in some areas. Other predators include black and
brown bears, coyotes, wolverines and eagles.
Goats in this area are primarily sought for their recreational and/or
trophy value. Most hunting is done via access by aircraft, and guided
hunts are common. The area offers qua1ity hunting conditions because of
its wilderness nature coupled with large numbers of goats. Little
info~ation is available on goat harvests prior to the inception of a
harvest report program in 1972. According to the 1973-1974 harvest data
35-50 goats are taken annually with more than 70 percent of the harvest
occurring during the first three months of the season. Hunter success
is approximately 65 percent. Weather and inaccessability of the area
have restricted hunter effort and resultant harvests. Prior to 1976,
hunting seasons (4-6 months) and bag limits {2 £Oats) were liberal. The
1976 season was reduced by one month (January} and bag limits were set
at one goat in anticipation of increased hunting pressure in the area.
The current harvest level is not adverseiy affecting the area's goat
oopu1ation. Goats on the north end of the Ragged t·~ountains and on the
ridge overlooking the logging camp at Icy Bay are receiving considerable
hunting pressure but the harvest has not been detrimental.
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UPPER COOK INLET GOAT

LOCATION
Game 11anagement Units 14A, 148, and l3E.

THE SPECIES
Goat populations in the Upper Cook Inlet area are generally low.
and age composition survey conducted in June 1974 north of the

River revealed 28 goats (23 adults, 5 kids). It
in this area reached high numbers in the past as
to be on the very periphery of the range of this
peripheral areas even elimination of use may not
increase in numbers.

A sex

~1atanuska

is doubtful that goats
Upper Cook Inlet appears
species. In these
result in a large

Little is known about natural mortality in this area, although qoats
occasionally are killed by snow or rockslides, or falls, and it is
possible that wolves take some goats. No information is available on
weather influences, but winters are severe in the area and the lack of
winter range may be the major limiting factor.
The mountain goat is sought as a trophy animal; both males and females
are taken as they both have similar horn development and most hunters
cannot distinguish between sexes. This area is not noted for its trophy
goat horns although the potential may exist.
Liberal hunting seasons have changed little since statehood. Currently
a fall season of two to three months is in effect. There is usually a
good deal of hunting interest (50 hunters in 1972, 47 in 1973 and 36 in
1974), but the extreme ruggedness of the goat range and poor weather
conditions limit the harvest. Although little is known regarding goat
movements, they have been observed moving long distances over tops of
mountain ranges, thus making them unavailable in certain subunits at
various times of the year. This movement often coincides with hunting
periods. Since 1973, when harvest records first became available, an
average of only 3 goats per year have been taken. Goat hunters occasionally
report crippling or unrecovered kill losses when the goats fall into
inaccessible areas. The number of animals lost in this manner is unknown,
but this loss appears to be higher than occurs in other big game hunting.
Nearly all goat hunting is recreational, with the meat consumed by the
hunters and their families. Although some nonresident quided hunts have
been conducted in the area, most hunters are believed to be residents.
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>lEST CHUGACH GOA7

LOCATION

Game Management Unit 14C, and in Game Management Unit
of Glacier Creek and Twer.tymile River.

7~

the drainages

THE SPECIES

Mountain 9oats are fairly abundant within several drainages in the area
and are rare or absent in others. During the last extensive aerial
survey conducted in 1972, 183 goats were observed in the area, with 144
of those seen in the Hunter Creek-lake George drainages. A recent
limited survey conducted in August 1975 found goat concentrations fn the
vicinity of Lake George similar to 1972 levels. Ho surveys in the
Chugach r:ational Forest portion of the area have been conducted since

1970. During that year 45 goats were seen in the upper Penguin CreekGlacier Creek drainages. In a 1969 survey of Portage Creek, the Twentymile
River and the eastern side of Glacier Creek 101 goats were observed.
Population size is difficult to estimate from aerial surveys because it
is doubtful that more than 50~60 percent of all goats present are seen.
Present goat numbers within the entire Hest Chugach management area are
unknown1 but are felt to be slightly reduced from 1972 levels and substantially
reduced from levels of 10 to 20 years ago. Habitat conditions wtthin
drainages where major goat concentrations occur are thou~ht to be good.
These drainages include Hunter Creek. the entire lake George area~
Glacier Creek, and rwentymile River. Fair habitat exists in the drainages
of Eklutna River, Eagle River and Bird Creek. Elsewhere habitat is poor
to nonexistent. No obse~vations of natural ~rtality have been documented
in the area~ although goats are known to die in spring snow avalanches
within the precipitous habitat they occupy. Severity of winter weather
is probably the major factor contro;1ing population levels.
~ountain goats have been hunted in the area for many years.
Hunter use
during the 1950's and 1960's was fairly heavy, but it has been light
during the early 1970 1 s. Actual harvest levels prior to 1972 are unknown,
but since then an average of 8 goats have been harvested annually. The
number of hunters has declined from an average of 44 per year in 1972
and 1973 to 17 in 1974 and 19 in 1975. Since 1972 nearly all hunters
have been local residents.

Seasons from statehood throug~ the ear1y 1970's rao from August 10
through November or December depending on the year and the location.
The bag limit was usually 2 goats per year. Since the mid-1970's, in
areas remaining open to goat hunting, seasons have been substantially
reduced and t~e bag limit lowered to one. Further restrictions were
imposed for 1976 by allowing goat hunting by permit only. Since 1973,
goat hunting has been prohibited in Chugach State Park. Goats are not
abundant within the Park. Present harvest levels are not felt to be
detrimental to population productivity, sex ratios or avai~abi1ity of
animals. In past years huntin9 pressure may have contributed to the
reduction of ooat numbers in the drainaqes of Bird Creek and Ek1utna and
Eagle Rivers.~ Hunting access is primarily via the Hunter Creek Trail.
the Girdwood Road and adjoining trai1s and the Twentymi1e River.
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Other uses of 9oats within the area include viewing and photography.
Opportunities to see goats are best during May and June. Presently
there are no accessible viewing areas where goats can be readily vtewed.
Small numbers of goats may be seen in the upper Eklutna Va11ey, upper
Eagle River, Bird Creek~ Crow Creek and Twentymi1e River. Viewing
opportunities decrease as sumreer advances and goats retreat to more
inaccessible habitat. NuMerous goats may be observed from aircraft in
the Lake George area during spring and summer. Viewing access routes
include the Eklutna Road~ the Eagle River Road and trail, the Bird Creek
roads and trails, and the Crow Creek road. Access to locations inhabited
by goats is far more difficult in winter than during late spring and
summer.
Hunting and viewing use are both subject to restrictions on methods of
transportation, which prevent use of motorized vehicles off established
roadways except boats on Ek1utna Lake and Twentymi!e River.
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PORTAGE GLAC:ER GOAT
LOCATION
!n Game Management Unit 7t the drainages into Portage Creek bounded on
the west by the Anchorage-Seward Rai1road and on the east by Placer
Creek, Portage Lake, the mouth of Byron Creek~ Glacier Creek and 3yron

Glacier.

THE SPECIES
An estimated maximum of 10 mountain goats now occupy the mountainous
slopes of the Portage Glacier area. A scarcity of suitable habitat and
deep and persistent snow cover probably limit mountain goat numbers,
Black bears and coyotes are common, and brown bears and wolves are
occasionally seen in the area, but these animals probably do not significantly
affect the goat copulation. The mountain goat habitat of Portage Glacier
is inaccessible to most visitors, and it has not been significantly
altered by human activity.
Viewing is the major human use of goats in the area. Most goat viewing
takes olace from the valley bottom, although an unknown number of people
also hike the mountain sides to view the anirr~ls at closer range.

4 J•
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EXIT GLACIER GOAT

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 7, the Exit Glacier closed area.

THE SPECIES
goats occur throughout the area but are most conspicuous at
Exit Glacier which is the terminus of the Resurrection River road. This
area contains approximately 35 goats. The population has been stable
for the last several years. Limited data suggest that winter weather
conditions are the primary factors limiting goat abundance. Excessive
snow accumulations contribute to mortality through avalanches and accidental
falls. in addition to limiting forage availability.
r~ountain

The closed area was established in 1973 because of its close proximity
to Seward and the scheduled completion of a road up Resurrection River
which would have provided excessive hunter access. Completion of the
project with a bridge crossing the River would provide excellent opportunities
for nonconsumptive use. However, the bridge has not yet been constructed
and little use has occurred.
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KENAI PENINSULA GOAT
LOCA710!1
Game t1anagement Units 7 and 15 except for that portion of the Kenai

National Moose Range lying north of the Kenai River, and the Exit
Glacier and Tustumena Goat Management Plan areas.
THE SPECIES

Mountain goats occur throughout the mountainous portions of the Kenai Peninsula
area. Routine aerial surveys were initiated in 1968. At that time the total
goat population was estimated at 2,000 animals. Surveys conducted since 1968
have indicated a downward trend in goat numbers. particularly where ~oat and
Da11 sheep distributions overlap. Goat habitat requirements are poorly
understood, but area-wide population fluctuations are thought to be habitat
re1ated. particularly as affected by winter snow conditions. Goats on
ranges oc:upied by sheep may be subject to competition for forage with sheep.
Since at least 1971 the eastern portion of the Kenai Peninsula has been
the mast intensively hunted goat area in the state. Goat hunting seasons
and bag limits were liberal prior to 1971. generally August 1C to December 31
with a two goat limit. In 1971 the bag limit was lowered to one goat over
most of Game Management Unit 7 in response to increas"ing hunting pressure.
Goat harvest repo""r-tst initiated· in 1972, provided the first accurate
harvest data. These reports indicated that 425 hunters harvested 199 goats
during the 1972 season, with most of the harvest occurring in Unit 7. That
harvest was considered to be at or slightly above the sustained yie1d level.
In 1973 hunters and harvest increased to 645 and 225t respectively. Ouring
the 1974 season all but four coastal areas were closed to the taking of
goats after August 31. The early closure reduced the harvest in Game
t~anagement Unit 7 to 64 goats~ while in the remaining area with a five-month
season~ 173 hunters harvested 75 goats.
Evidence indicated :hat a significant
portion of the Unit 7 goat harvest was being taken by unsuccessful sheep
hunters. Consequent1y. the 1975 goat hunting season in most of Unit 7 was
shortened to begin at the conclusion of the sheep hunting season. In
addition, the bag limit for the entire area was lowered to one goat. The
shortened Unit 7 season resulted in 183 hunters harvesting 64 goats. The
harvest for the remaining portions of the Kenai Peninsula was 44 goats.
The sex ratio of the harvest from 1972 through 1975 was almost equally
divided~ with males comprising 56 percent of the total harvest. Approximately
one-half of the hunting pressure in the area currently is from Anchorage
hunters. Kenai Peninsula residents comprise about 40 percent of the hunters
while non-Alaskan residents constitu~e the remainder. ~ear1y a11 hunts are
recreational in nature. Most hunting occurs during the first two months
of the season when weather conditions are most favorable. Hunts after
that period are often hampered by inclement weather and~ for the ~ost part~
do not appeal to the average hunter. Hunters generally expend three to five
days per hunt. Along the coastline hunters utilize boats and aircraft to reacl-t
hunt lng areas. For in 1and areas. a.utomobil es are the primary trans port mode.
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Areas with ~e1atively easy hunter access, particularly those adjacent to roads
or lakes suitable for float plane landings~ receive most of the hunting
pressure. Other areas with relatively difficult access receive little or no
hunting 'ressure. Overall current harvest levels are well within sustained
yield levels. However, overharvests are occurring in areas where access is
relatively easy. Since goats often utilize both the same summer and winter
range the current harvest pattern can potentially eliminate small herds.
Potential for nonconsumptive uses has been unlimited but actual use has
been light. Some viewing occurs adjacent to roads and along certain
established trails. Viewing and photography also occur incidental to
the hunting of other species.
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TUSTUMENA GOAT

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management L'nlt 15 within the Kenai Hational Moose

Range south of Skilak Glacier, River and Lake,

THE SPECIES
Mountain goats occur throughout the mountainous portions of the Tustumena
area. They are most abundant in areas influenced by coastal weather and
1east abundant in inland areas. The estimated goat population in 1968
was 350, the last time surveys were conducted over the entire area.
Surveys over similar habitat in adjacent areas have indicated a general
population decline. and the Tustumena area may also have suffered a
dec11ne. Goats and Da11 sheep occupy the same range throu9hout the
area. Goat populations are highest south of Tustumena Glacier where
sheep populations are low, More than 90 percent of the goats surveyed
in the area were located south of the glacier. North of Tustumena
Glacier sheep populations are hiqh but goat populations are low. Reaso~s
for the differences in species density are not known, but forage competition
and behavorial differences between the species are suspected to be
probable factors.
Liberal hunting seasons and bag limits for goats have existed for a
number of years. Seasons have generally been five ~~nths long, opening
on August 10 and closing on December 31. A two·goat bag limit was in
effect until the 1974 season when it was lowered to one in an effort to
reduce total harvest and to upgrade the image of the species as a game
animal.
Harvest report data have been available since 1972. Based upon an
approxiMate 70 percent return of reports, an average annual ki11 of 20
goats through 1975 is indicated. Fema!es comprised approximately one
half of the annual harvest. Most hunting occurs during the first two
months of the season. The Dall sheep hunting season runs concurrently
with the goat season for the first ~onth. Reported hunter success has
averaged about 50 percent. but this figure is misleading as many goats
are taken incidental to sheep hunting. In many cases sheep hunters take
goats when the opportunity arises but do not report having hunted goats
unless successful.
Nearly all of the harvest occurs adjacent to lakes and rivers that
provide access by boat or float plane. Other portions of the area
receive little hunting pressure. Overa11 the area is being harvested
near the sustained yie1d level. Overharvesting is occurring adjacent to
major access points such as Sheep Creek) Fox River and Tustumena Glacier.
All hunt~ng is of a recreational nature and nearly al1 bagged goats are
considered trophies. Approximately 50 percent of the hunters reside in
Anchorage while non-Alaska residents comprise about 10 percent. The
remainder of the ,unting pressure is from Kenai PeninsJla residents.
The average goat hunt lasts three to five days.
Opportunities for nonconsumptive uses are not restricted, but such use
has been low due to difficult access. Most viewing uctivities on the
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Kenai Peninsula occur on areas which are closed to hunting and are
adjacent to highways. Since the Tustumena Area does not contain such
observation areas, the little viewing that does occur is done incidental
to hunting and hiking.
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MOUNTAIN GOATS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Southwestern Alaska's only ~ountain goat {Dreamnoa amc~aanus) population
occurs on Kodiak Island. This herd results from transplants conducted
in 1952 and 1953 when a total of seven males and ten females were released.

The population slowly increased and is presently

estlw~ted

at 150-200

animals. The herd is gradually expanding its range southward and westward
from the original release site at Hidden Basin. The largest groups of
goats are found in the Crown Mountain area within a few miles of the
release site. Recent population surveys indicate that the growth of the
herds inhabiting the Crown Mountain area may have stabilized. Overall

population growth appears to have slowed considerably. Large areas of
apparently good habitat have not yet been occupied or are only sparsely
populated with goats. It will be several years before the suc<ess of
the Kodiak transplant can be fully evaluated.

From early spring until fall mountain goats primarily utilize alpine and
subalpine areas whicn are often extremely rugged and precipitous. These
areas. characterized by heavy snow accumulations in winter and short.
cool summers, support grasses, sedges and forbs which comprise the bulk
of the goats' diet. ~lith the onset of winter snows~ goats move to rock.y
windblown ridges and ledges where forage such as brush and ferns is
utilized.
Limited data suggest that mortality from winter weather conditions is
the primary limiting factor on goat populations. In addition to ,imiting
forage availability~ precipitous terrain and excessive snow accumulations
contribute to mortality through avalanches and accidenta1 falls. Although
occasional predation by brown bears undoubtedly occurs, it is probably
not a limiting factor.
Hunting of Kodiak Island goats by permit has been allowed each year
since 1968. Although the number of hunters afield has been gradually
increasing, unfavorable fall weather limits hunting success. Most of
the hunting effort has been concentrated in the relatively accessible
Crown Mountain area which is inhabited by the largest group of goats.
Occasionally goats have been observed near the City of Kodiak. In an
effort to encourage the establishment of goats in areas where they could
be eas11y observedJ the drainages adjacent ot the Island 1 s road system
have been closed to hunting. Presently little effort is expended in
viewing or ohotographing of goats on Kodiak.
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CROWN MOUNTAIN GOAT
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, all of Kodiak Island.
THE SPECIES

Mountain goats have steadily expanded their range since their introduction
to Kodiak Island in 1952 and 1953. Goats now occur throughout much of
the higher mountainous terrain, although many areas are sparsely populated.
The highest densities of goats occur in the Hidden Basin Creek and Wild
Creek drainages.
Winter ranges ln the Hidden Basin area have been heavily utilized and
appear to have deteriorated to some extent. t·1orta1ity is poorly documented~
but it is suspected that a combination of heavy snows and a decline in
winter range quality produce sow~ losses due to malnutrition. There is
overlap in winter range with deer and some of the same plant species are
used for winter forage. Goats tend to utilize steeper slopes at higher
elevations than do deer~ so co~petition for food is possibly not extens1ve.
Cattle grazing occurs in part of the goat winter range in Ugak Bay, but
competition is negligible with current stocking and distribution of
livestock.

As a recent arrival on Kodiak~ the mountain goat attracts considerable
attention from local hunters wishing to hunt the species for the first
time. The first Kodiak Island goat hunt was held in 1968~ sixteen years
after the first transplant. Six goats were taken that year by nine
hunters. Hunting by permit has been allowed each year since 1968.
Annual harvests have averaged about ten goats, although sixteen goats
were taken in 1974. Hunter success has averaged over 50 percent. Bath
sexes have been about equally represented in the harvest. Although as
many as 66 permits have been issued during the two month season. seldoM
have more than ha1f the permittees actually hunted. Weather severity
largely determines actual hunting pressure. Most of the hunting effort
has been concentrated in the Crown Mountain area. t·lost hunters use
float equipped aircraft for transportation to either Terror Lake or
Hidden Basin. Some hunters drive to Saltery Cove and take skiffs to
Hidden Basin.
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.~LASKA

MOOSE IN SOUTHEASTERN

In Southeastern Alaska, moose (Alces alcen) are presently found on the
Malaspina forelands~ Yakutat forelands~ the river valleys between Haines
and the Canadian border) Berners Bay and Taku Rivers near Juneau~ the
Stikine River valley and other drainages abutting larger Canadian herds.
Throughout the region~ moose habitat characteristics are fairly similar.
Areas of alpine or riparian willows and river bars support the bulk of
the population throughout the year. In low density willow areas, species
such as cottonwood and ground forbs provide sustenance. Dense spruce
stands and alder thickets provide cover but little food. During the
summer months moose are found in areas of adequate browse from sea level
to at least 2,000 feet. During the fa11 rut numerous individuals range
to 3,500 feet or more. Winter snows force the moose back to lower
elevations restricting them spatialiy to winter ranges. Calving takes
place between mid-May and mid-June. frequently in dense spruce stands or
on "islands 11 interspersed among sedge and grass marsh. Lowland river
valleys are also commonly used parturition areas.
Moose were relatively scarce in Southeastern Alaska until expansion of
moose copulations in Canada resulted in emigrations of moose through
access corridors such as the Alsek River, Chilkat River, Taku River and
Stikine River valleys. By the 1950 5 ~Dose were present on all major
Southeastern ranges.
1

Typically, expanding moose popu1ations exhibit a high reproductive rate.
A larger percentage of young cows become pregnant and the frequency of
twin calves is high. The incidence of twinning goes down as moose reach
or exceed range carrying capacity. Hhen winters are severe or browse is
unavai1ab1e~ cows debilitated by poor nutrition may fai1 to furnish
adequate quantites of milk to newborn calves.
Many moose calves die during their first year of 1ife. Calf mortality
on some Southeastern moose ranges has reached 80 to 90 percen: and
generally averages above 50 percent for the area as a whole. Predation
on calves, principally by wolves and bears, is perhaps greatest during
the first six months. Loss to wolf predation continues through the
winter. During severe winters food shortages cause mortality. Calves
are the age segment most susceptible to winter starvation in moose
populations. Calf mortality~ coupled with natural and hunting mortality
among adults has resulted in population reductions exhibited by several
Southeastern moose populations.
Hoose have long been one of the most important game species in Southeastern
Alaska, initially providing for the domestic needs of early settlers and
~rospectors near the Stikine and Taku River valleys; and then for the
past two decades supporting relatively intensive recreational utilization
in those areas and in the Yakuta~ and Haines areas. Over 800 moose
hunters went afield in the Southeastern area during the 1975 moose
hunting season .

•
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Moose populations in the Yakutat area have traditionally been heavily
hunted ~or meat and trophies by both guided and unguided recreational
hunters. Annual harvests over the past decade have fluctuated between
16 and 325 moose. with females constituting up to one-half of the kill
of the larger harvests. In addition to hunting on foot from the road
systems, aircraft, off-road vehicles and various types of boats have
been widely used. Hunter access by airplane in the Yakutat area is
accomplished on U.S. Forest Service landing strips, by landing on ocean
beaches and river bars or on bodies of water with float p1anes.
Hoose in the Haines area have experienced increasing hunting pressure in
recent years~ esoecia11y from Juneau-based hunters. The number of
hunters has risen dramatically and use of air and jet boats in the
Haines area has increased. Because of the inaccessibility of ~uch of
this country except by air boat, river boat or wheel-equipped aircraft,
hunting in the area is still managable without regulating the nu~ber of
hunters. From 28 to 120 moose are harvested annually. with one~third
being females.
Other Southeastern moose populations coosist of small herds in rive~
valleys, managed either by permit drawing or bull only seasons~ with
limited cow seasons when moose populations are excessive to the available
habitats.
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MIDDLE SOUTHEASTERN

~OSE

LOCATIO~

Game Management Unit 18 and those portions of Game r~anagement Units 1A
and 1C not included in the Behm Canal and Upper Lynn Canal Moose fianagement

Plan areas.
THE SPECIES

Small populations of moose are present in the Taku and Stikine River
drainages and in the Thomas Bay area. The Taku and Stikine herds were
established by emigrations of Canadian moose through the Coast Range to
Alaska. Moose from the Stikine herd further extended their range to
include Thomas Bay. Moose from these three populations occasionally
inhabit other coastal areas and a few nearby islands.
The Taku herd has numbered from 40-;oo animals since the early 1960 1 s.
The population was relatively stable until 1973 whe!"l the population
began declining, probably as a result of poor calf oroduction and surviva1,
and increased hunting pressure. The Stikine herd was reported1y quite
small in the early 1900's. Since the 1950's 100·300 moose have been
present, and the population has remained relatively stable despite
petiods of low calf production. The recently established Thomas Bay
hetd inhabits an area of favorable habitat primarily consisting of post~
logging v~etation. The herd probably numbers less than 50 animals and
ls expected to decline as a result of forest regrowth.
Moose numbers in the three herds are probably close to the carrying
capacity of the habitat. A1though summer ranges are in good condition,
critical wintering ranges are limited in size and are in only fair
condition. Predation and winter snow conditiors are the major natural
li~iting factors affecting these populations.
Wolves are the primary
predator although brown bears also kili some moose. Deep snow reduces
availability of browse and renders moose nore vulnerable to predation,
The Taku moose herd has suppotted harvests of 30 or less bu11s per year
from 1959 to 1974. In 1974, the hunting season was reduced from one
month to two weeks because of an apparent decline in herd size. Only
five bulls were reported taken in 1974. ~ost Taku River moose hunters
are Juneau residents~ About 200 hunters participate annua11y.
Moose harvests from the Stikine herd ranged from 12 to 40 and averaged
27 bulls per year from 1952 to 1971. Low bu11:cow ratios and poor calf
production prompted a reduction in the hunting season from one month to
two weeks during 1970 and 1971. A delayed season in i97l appeared to
favor calf oroduction the following year. Juring 1972 and 1973 antlerless
hunting was allowed by ~ermit in conjunction with a late bull season.
Although these either-sex hunts and late bull seasons continued to
improve calf;cow ratios, the public opposed the changes. Weather conditions
in October are usually poor and the opportunity to hunt earlier appears
more important to hunters than a higher hunter success. Since 1974
there has been a one month bulls-only hunting season. ~1ost of the 125
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to 200 hunters using the Stikine River area are Petersburg and Hrangell
residents. Hunting for moose also occurs in the upper Stikine drainage,
in Canada. Since 1973 a totai of 48 moose of both sexes have been taken
by Canadian guide o~erations.
The Thomas Bay herd has been hunted for bull moose since 1952.

l·lost

hunters are Petersburg residents who take from 6 to 10 bulls annually.

Heavy hunting pressure and bu11s-only hunting seasons on all three herds
have resulted in 1ow proportions of bulls in the population and very few
older bu11s. Yearling bulls usually account for about 80 percent of the
harvest.
Primary methods of transportation in all areas are boats (jet or propeller
driven) and float-equipped aircraft, Air boats, highway vehicles. and
wheel airplanes are a1so used.
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BEHM CANAL MC%E

LOCATION

The mainland portion of Game Management Unit 1A excluding that part of
the Cleveland Peninsula south of Spacious Bay.

THE SPECIES
Moose a~e found in limited numbers along the Unuk and Chickamin River
drainages and are rare throughout the rest of the management area. This
pattern has probably held for many years and reflects the limited moose
habitat in the area.

Hoose calves were transplanted to the Chickamin

River drainage in 1963 and 1964 to bolster the few moose occasionally
seen there. Moose populations at present are apparently little changed
from those existing prior to the release. This area was closed to
hunting from 1963 to 1972.
The habitat is climax forest. Little logging is likely to occur.
Future mining operations in the river valleys could developt andt if a
road is build to Ketchikan, it will undoubtedly come down the Unuk
River. Such developments could change a significant portion of the
moose habitat in these river bottoms.
Intensity of use is right by consumptive users and almost non-existent
Access is difficult, and chances of finding
bu11 moose are poor. The ki11 has probably averaged between one and two
bu11s for many years and almost a11 have been take~ from the Unuk River.
Since statehood the hunting season on the Unuk River has been September
15- October 15, with a 1imit of one bull per hunter. The Chickamin
River~ closed from 1963 to 1972 because of the transplant attempt, has
been hunted but only one bu11 has been killed since 1972. Most use has
been by Ketchikan area residents for recreation. There have been no
guiding activities in the area since about 1965.
by nonconsumptive users.

Transportation means used by hunters in the area are boats and fioat
planes. There are some places in the rivers and a few lakes in valleys
where float planes can land. Skiffs equipped with jet motors are also
used in the rivers.
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UPPER LYNN

CA~L

MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game. r1anagement Unit 1, the drainages into Lynn Canal north of Lincoln
Island.

THE SPECIES
The Berners Bay herd found north of Juneau originated from transplants
of 21 calves in 1958 and 1960. Aerial counts ranging from 50 to 90
animals have been common for this area since 1968. Such counts probably
represent from 40 to 70 percent of the total moose herd. A noticeable
herd reduction estimated at 40 percent was apparent in the fall of 1974.
The hunting seasons for 1975 and 1976 were closed to allow for herd
growth, and recent counts indicate this growth is occurring.
The Haines and Chilkat Range herd originated from migrations through
river drainages from Canada in the 1930 1 s. The herd numbers about 500
animals in an area extending from beyond Haines down Lynn Canal to Point
Couverden (Chi lkat Range). In the early and mid 1960's, the herd was
estimated at 700 animals. At that time it was apparent that browse was
being heavily utilized and range conditions were deteriorating. Between
the late 1960's and lg76, moose numbers have remained at an estimated
population of 500 animals.
The major natural mortality factors affecting these herds are severe
winter weather and predation. Snow accumulations often reduce forage
availability and certain snow densities increase the hunting success of
wolves. Besides wolves, black and brown bears also prey on moose and
such predation may be a significant limiting factor on these herds.
Good to excellent range conditions prevail throughout these areas.
Except for severe winters in which snow accumulations are excessive,
there is an adequate quantity of good quality browse.
The Berners Bay herd sustained bulls only hunting from 1963 to 1970. By
1970, it was apparent that too few bulls were present in relation to the
number of cows to assure good reproduction. A limited either-sex harvest
was allowed from 1971 to 1974. During 1975 and 1976, the hunting seasons
were closed to allow the herd to increase after a 40 percent drop in
herd size in 1974.
The Haines and Chilkat Range herd has sustained either-sex hunting
seasons, but more bulls have been taken than cows. The number of hunters
annually has averaged between 300 and 600 depending on the season and
weather conditions. Most hunters are from the Haines and Juneau areas.
An increased number of hunters in the early 1970's led to reduced seasons
and bag 1imits. River boats (jet, prop and air-powered), overland and
highway vehicles, float and wheel airplanes, and pack horses are used by
hunters for transportation to the hunting areas.
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YAKUTAT MOOSE

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 5, all drainages into the Pacific Ocean between
fey Bay and Glacier Bay National t·1onument.

TME SPECIES

Moose emigrated from Canada into the Yakutat area during the early
1930's. The population Increased to 2000-2500 by 1968 and then declined
to 300 anima1s by March 1976. The decline was due primarily to several
severe winters, especia11y 1971-1972, and secondarily to wolf and brown
bear predation and hunting. Since 1972~ the population has declined
despite mild winters in 1973 and 1974, and a moose hunting closure since
1974.
Winter ranges were somewhat overbrowsed in the late 1960 1 s, but have
recovered considerably due to the moose population decline. Receding
glaciers, logging, and geological uplift and subsidence are favoring
early successional plant communities. which are important habitat for
:noose.
The Yakutat moose herd was heavily
either-sex 80 day season from 1959
harvest of 230 moose. In 1973 the
moose were taken. Since 1974~ the
hunting, while a 1imited number of
forelands.

sport hunted from 1959 to 1973. An
to 1972 produced an average annual
season was reduced to 50 days and 147
Yakutat forelands have been closed to
bu11s have been taken from the '1alaspina

The majority of the hunters utilizing the Yakutat area are from Juneau.
Residents of Yakutat represent less than half of the total hunters, but
future oil and timber industry developments wil1 assuredly swell the
local hunter population of Yakutat by the late 1970's. The harvest by
nonresident hunters represents less than five percent of the yeariy
harvest. Characteristic of Canadian moose, Yakutat moose have generally
smaller antlers than the Alaskan subspecies. although some mature bulls
have antlers of 50 to 60-inch spreads.
Aircraft are the main transportation method for moose hunters in the
Yakutat area. The U.S. Forest Service has buiit and maintains airstrips
throughout the Yakutat forelands in order to distribute moose hunters.
The Yakutat road system also affords access to hunters out to the Dangerous
River and in addition provides access to launching sites for boat hunters.
Some 1arger boats utilize Yakutat Bay and Russell Fiord but inclement
weather usually restricts their use for moose hunting. The area immediately
surrounding the town of Yakutat and the airport area has historically
been heavily hunted. At the present time moose numbers are low in this
area.
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~100SE

IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Moose (Al~es alcea) are presently found throughout Southcentral Alaska
except for the is 1ands in Pri nee l~i 11 i am Sound and mountainous areas

above 5~500 feet. Throughout the region, moose habitat requirements are
fairly similar. Areas of alpine or riparian willows, river bars, manmade clearings and fire regrowth support the bulk of the population
throughout the year. In low density willow areas, species such as
birch, and aspen and various ground forbs provide sustenance. Dense
spruce stands and alder thickets provide cover but little food. During
the summer months moose are found in areas of adequate browse from sea
level to at least 3,500 feet. During the fall rut numerous individuals
or pods of moose range to 5,000 feet or more. Hinter snows force most
moose back to lower elevations restricting them spatially to constricted
winter ranges. Calving takes place between mid-t1ay and mid-June, frequently
in dense spruce stands or on 11 islands 11 interspersed among sedge and
grass marsh. Lowland river valleys are also commonly used parturition
areas.
Prior to settlement of Southcentral Alaska, moose were relatively
scarce over much of the area. Clearing of land and fires which accompanied
exploration and development created favorable browse habitat conducive
to large moose populations. By the l950 1 s, moose were abundant on all
major Southcentral Alaska ranges. Since the 1960 1 s, population levels
have markedly declined regionwide. r,1oose numbers are now from one-third
to two-thirds reduced compared to population levels of 10 years ago.
Major factors causing the decline are believed to be habitat related,
although predators may have had a significant influence on declines and
continuing low population levels in some areas. Habitat deficiencies
are generally manifested by the scarcity of essential browse during the
critical winter months. Such a situation is most apparent in the case
of the Kenai Peninsula and to a lesser degree in the Copper and Susitna
River drainages. Detrimental effects of such shortages have taken
different forms, but primarily affect the production and survival of
calves.
Typically, expanding moose populations exhibit a high reproductive rate.
A larger percentage of young cows become pregnant and the frequency of
twin calves is high. The incidence of twinning goes down as moose reach
or exceed range carrying capacity, the situation now prevalent over much
of Southcentral moose range. ~Jhen winters are severe or browse is
unavailable, cows debilitated by poor nutrition may fail to furnish
adequate quantities of milk to newborn calves.
On inadequate ranges and those with large numbers of predators many
moose calves die during their first year of life. Calf mortality on
some Southcentral moose ranges has reached 80 to 90 percent and generally
averages above 50 percent for the area as a whole. Predation on calves,
principally by wolves and bears, is perhaps greatest during the first
six months of 1ife. losses to predation continue through winter but
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food shortages are believed to be the primary cause of mortality during
this period. Calves are the population segment most susceptible to
winter starvation. Ca1f mortality. coupled with natural losses and
hunting mortality among adults has resulted in the population reductions.
Moose have long been one of the most important game species in Sauthcentra1
Alaska, initially providing for the subsistence needs of natives, early
settlers, prospectors and explorers* and then for the past two decades
supporting relatively intensive recreational utilization. Over 10,000
moose hunters went afield in the Southcentra1 Region during 1975 moose
hunting season. Although today recreational hunting dominates use of
moose in most sections of the region, moose continue to satisfy the
domestic need for meat of many Alaskans.
Moose populations in the upper Copper and Susitna River drainages have
been heavily hunted for meat and trophies by both guided and unguided
recreational hunters. Annuai harvests over the past decade have fluctuated
between 800 and 2,000 moose, with females constituting up to one-third
of the kill of the larger harvests. In addition to hunting on foot from
the highway system, aircraft, off-road vehicles~ boats, horses, motorbikes
and snowmachines have been widely used. r1any areas are laced with
vehicle trails and evidence of aircraft use can be found around most
lakes and landing strips within moose country.
Moose in the 1ower Susitna River Basin, from. Talkeetna to r-tt. Redoubt,
have experienced increasing hunting pressure in recent years, especially
from Anchorage-based hunters. The proportion of unguided hunters has
risen dramatically with increasing use of private aircraft or commercial
air transport services. Because of the inaccessibility of much of this
country by other than float or ski-equipped aircraft, harvests have not
been as high as to the east. Annual harvests have ranged from 300 to
900 with females comprising one~third of the take.
Harvests from the ~1atanuska Valley and vicinity have in past yeats
provided up to 2,250 moose~ about half of which wete cows. In recent
years, the ki11 has averaged 350 to 600, due to elimination of ant1erless
moose seasons. This area supports few commercial guides. r1ost huntin9
in this relatively accessible terrain is by recreational meat hunters
uti 11 zing a variety of motorized conveyances.
Kenai Peninsula moose harvests have ranged between 700 and 2,400 moose1
with fewer Kills in more recent years. Both guided and unguided hunters
use the area~ although guiding has become less popular as the moose
oopulatio~ has declined.
Much of the Kena1 Peninsula is administered by
the U.S. Forest Service or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. both
agencies effecting controls on the use of ~~torized vehicles. Neverthe1ess,
hunters have enjoyed a relative1y high rate of success by ~sing aircraft,
horses, boats and other permitted means of transportation.
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COPPER RIVER DELTA

~OOSE

LOCATION
In Game Managenent Unit 6~ the drainages into the Gulf of Alaska from
Orca In1et and Rude River east to the west bank of the Copper River,

THE SPECIES
Moose on the Copper River Delta are the result of a transplant of 6 male
and 14 female calves between 1949 and 1959. The transplant was an
immediate success; the range was ideal and natural mortality was apparently
low. The herd rapidly increased and dispersed throughout the Copper
River Delta. The moose population peaked in 1971 with a fall population
of 200 moose west of the Copper River. The winter of 1971-1972 was
severe, resulting in a 15 to 20 percent winter loss, primarily of calves.
The herd has

bee~

maintained at a fall population of 200 or less since

1971 to maintain a productive herd in balance with the range. At present,
the herd is in excellent condition. A February 1976 count revealed 191
moose, 29 percent of which were calves.
Natural 1rortal ity takes a few animals each year. Brown bears are primary
predators, especially on calves and weak adults in soring. Other predators,
such as black bears, wolve~ines, and coyotes are of minor importance.
Wolf predation has not been reported~ but some wolves occasiona11y
traverse the eastern edge of this area. 7he primary moose wtnter range
is not frequented by wolves. Population size and composition are regulated
by hunting.
Habitat studies have not been conducted on the Copper River Delta. Calf
production and survival throughout the winter indicate this herd and the
range to be in healthy condition. The 1964 earthquake uplifted the
Delta approximately 6 feet. The uplift lowered the water table, and
woody plants such as willows are spreading on the delta. The Copper
River Delta is ~anaged by the U. S. Forest Service. The portion of the
Delta south of the Copper River Highway is part of the Copper River
Delta Game Management Area. A cooperative agreement between the ~. S.
Forest Service~ the Alaska Oe~artment of Fish and Game; and the Alaska
Department of Nat~ral Resources recogn:zes wildlife as the primary
resource of the management area and is dedicated to ~aintaining the
habitat in its present condition. Forest Service regulations prohibit
wheeled all-terrain vehicle use in the management area.

In the fall of 1960, a limited harvest was initiated. Twenty-five bulls
were taken by permit. The following year hunting was not allowed. but
in 1962 hunters took another 25 bulls. Moose seasons have been held
annually since. In 1968, the first 10 antlerless permits were issued.
Fifteen ant1er1ess permits were issued in 1969. In 1970, one moose of
either sex was allowed with a total of 4{l permits. Since 19il, moose
hunting has been one moose by permit with conditions and number of
permits annually described by Commissioner s announcenent during a
1

4/J

September 10 to 15 season. Hunting pressure has been restricted by the
number of permits issued. Typically about 500 people have applied for
the 20 to 60 permits available. This regulation has permitted the
previous winter s survival and the spring calf production to be determined
prior to establishing the fall quota of moose to be harvested. In years
when the moose population fell below the desired level, antlerless hunts
were not held (1973 and 1975). Hunter success has nor.ally been 80
percent or better. During the past iS seasons, 427 moose have been
taken (15 to 46 per year), primarily by Cordova residents. Guides do
not take moose from this small herd because the permittees are determined
by a public drawing.
1

The Copper River Highway offers good access to t~e Delta for hunters.
The Alagnik Road is heavily hunted. Hunters priw~rily travel by foot
from cars along the road and with the aid of air boats. Air boats are
ideal for the Oelta because of the extensive marshland, ponds. creeks,
and sloughs. All-terrain vehicles are not allowed on the Delta south of
the highway by U. S. Forest Service Regulations. Few moose are taken
north of the highway.
The Copper River Delta moose herd is enjoyed year-round by local citizens.
Jriving the Copper River Highway for a "Sunday drive" is a popular

pastime. Looking for wildlife and observing large antlered bulls are
especially rewarding.
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BERING RIVER-ICY BAY

~IDOSE

LOCATION
In Game tAn.nagement Unit

6~

the drainages flowing into the Gulf of Alaska

between Katalla and Icy Bay.
THE SPECIES

Moose in the Bering River-Icy Bay area originated from descendants of
the Copper River Delta moose transplant.

r-1oose were transplanted to the

Copper River Delta near Cordova in the 1950's. They increased rapidly
and dispersed to the eastern side of the Copper River. ~~untains between
the Martin River Valley and Bering River retarded expansion to the east
for a few years but by the Tate l960 1 S a small herd existed in the
Bering River-Controller Bay flats. The Suckling Hills formed a natural
boundary for this herd on the east, but did not prohibit them from
extending their range toward Icy Bay. A few moose are now scattered
along the coastal fringe between Suckling Hills and ley Say. Eventually
two separate moose herds wi11 probably exist in this area: 1) Bering
River-Controller Bay and 2) Suckling Hilis ~ Icy Bay. The Bering
River-Controller Bay herd has increased in the past seven years from 19
moose in January, 1969 to at least 96 in January, 1976. Cbservations in
the Suckling Hills - Icy Bay area have indicated about 20 moose occur in
this area.
Natural mortality is suspected to be due Primarily to predation by
wolves and bears. In the past few years, wolves have become established
alan~ the G~;lf Coast 1n conjunction with the moose herd.
In the winter
of 1975-76t five wolves were taken near Controller Bay ar.d two r1ere
taken east of the Suckling Hills. Brown and black bears are numerous
a1ong the Gulf Coast~ They prey primarily on newborn calves and weak
adults.
The habitat a1ong the Gulf Coast a~pears good. Judging by the rapid
increase of moose around Bering River - Controller Say, the area appears
well suited for moose. Like the lower Cooper River Delta, this area
produces large antlered bulls at an early age, probably a reflection of
excellent range.
Human use of this herd has been minimal. Hunting regulations for the
Martin River Valley have applied to this area but, because of the remoteness
and the small herd size, the harvest has been insignifica~t, perhaos
five moose prior to 1975. To direct hunting pressure to the Bering
River-Controller Bay herdt a separate moose quota was set for the 1975
season. Eight moose {five males and three females) were taken by one
party of hunters that used seine boats to reach the area and then airboats
for hunting. Hunting pressure wil1 gradua11y increase as hunters learn
where the animals are and how to hunt them. Aircraft w~11 probably be
~he major mode of ttansportation east of ~he Suckling Hii1s; airboats
and aircraft will be used west of the Suckling Hills. 7he equiDment
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required to reach the area and the chances of success discourage meat
hunters from utilizing this resource. Cordova residents wi11 probably
dominate the harvest in the Bering River - Controller Bay area but,
because of remoteness1 guided hunts wi11 probably dominate east of the
Suckling Hills.
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MARTIN RIVER VALLEY MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 6, the drainages west of Katalla flowing into
the Gulf of Alaska to the west bank of the Copper River.
THE SPECIES
Moose were introduced to the west side of the Copper River Oeita over a
10-year period, from 1949-1959. Some animals subsequently crossed the
Copper River and became established in the llartin River Valley and the
east side of the Copper River Delta. The new herd grew rapidly. It
peaked in 1971 with a fall count of 261 moose. The winter of 1971-1972
was severe, resulting in a winter loss of rough1y one-third of the herd.
Considering the effects of a severe winter upon the 1971 herd§ a post
season population of 150-175 moose is considered the most the range can
reasonably sustain. In 1975, the moose population numbered about 130
animals.
Natural mortality occurs more frequently in the Martin River Valley area
than on the western

:s; ide

of the Copper River De1ta.

The winters are

more harsh and natural accidents, such as drcwni~gs, appear more common.
Wolves and bears, especially brown bears, are the major predators.
Brown bear predation on weak adults and newborn calves is common in
spring. wo·lves became established in this area once moose became numerous

enough to provide a food source.
during the winter months.

Wolf predation is most noticeable

The extent of bear and wolf predation is

unknown but is suspected of retarding the moose population recovery from
the severe 1971-1972 winter. Although ~o ~ange studies have been ~ade,
high calf production a'1d good O'ler-winter survival in general indicate a
healthy range. The area has not been significantly altered by humans.
The Martin River Va11ey area is primarily on U. S. forest Service land
and is part of the 11 Copper Delta Game Management Area" established in
1962 by the u. S. Forest Service, the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game§ and the Alaska Department of Natural Resources to protect the
habitat and give recognition to wildlife as the primary resource of the
area.
This area opened to moose hunting in 1960,and with the exception of
1961, has had seasons each year. Prior to 1965. the harvest of bulls
from the Martin River Va1ley was one or two animals; moose were more
readily accessible on the western side of the Copper River Delta. By
1968, hunting pressure had increased and warranted separate regulations
for each side of the Copper River. Harvests increased rapidly as the
population grew. Fifteen moose were taken in 1968, 34 in 1969 and
approximately 100 in 1970. The first antlerless season was held in
1969: seven cows were taken by 25 permit hunters. The 1970 regulations
were the same but 26 caws were taken. In 1971 the regulations were
nodified to enable the Department to establish fall hunting regula~ions
with a quota of males and/or fenales in the spring after winter s~rvival
and calf production were determined. 7his regu1ation e1iw.inated the
necessity of setting hunting regulations nearly a year in advance of the
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actual season. following the severe winter of 1971-72. the moose harvest
was curtailed considerably to allow the herd to recover. The 1973 and
1974 season were restricted to bulls only~ and 20 per season. In 1975,
31 moose were taken, including a limited harvest of ant1erless moose.
Ourin9 the past 11 years 383 moose have been taken.
The Martin River Valley produces fine trophy bulls. A Department study
on moose antler growth indicated this area (lower Copper River} produces
large antlers on young moose. Because of the small herd, the number of
bulls with trophy-sized antlers produced each year is limited.
Much of the moose harvest in previous years involved hunters spotting
from the air and directing other ~unters on the 9round directly to the
animals. It is now illegal for persons to hunt the same day they have
been in an airplane or to use aircraft to guide hunters. Current
practices include hunters locating moose from the air in late afternoon
or evening and hunting the following morning from airboats, river boats,
or on foot. U. S. Forest Service regulations prohibit use of all
terrain vehicles. In general, hunter success is poor unless airboats
are used.
Hunting in the area is managed by a registration/permit system. Hunters
are required to report their ki11~ thus pro~iding for season closures
for either sex animal -when the desired harvest is obtained. In 1975,
287 persons re9istered to hunt the ~rea. Roughly 90 percent of the
hunters were from Cordova. Meat has been their primary objective;
recreation has been secondary. Guides rarely hunt the area because
competition with local hunters is great for the trophy moose that are
available.
Poor access to the area has discouraged the general public from utilizing
this resource for recreation other than hunting. Once the Copoer River
highway is open, some viewing opportunity wi11 be avaiiable. The highway
fringes the western edge of the moose habitat. Poaching has not been a
problem to date because the moose are not readily accessible.
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LOCATION

In Game Manaqement Unit 7, the drainaqes into Portaqe Creek boJnded on
the west by the Anchoraqe-Seward Railroad and on the east by Placer
Creek~

PortaQe Lake, the mouth of Bvron Creek, Glacier Creek and Byron

Glacier.

THE SPECIES

About 50 moose now occur in the 20 square mile Portage Glacier Area.
Movements often take moose beyond the boundaries of the area where some
bulls are taken by hunters. Consequently, large bulls are uncommon
within the area but are still more numerous than in surrounding areas.
Some loss of moose habitat has occurred due to construction of roads,
campgrounds and parking lots. Large numbers of people utilizing the
area may also have caused moose to avoid areas formerly inhabited.
Use of moose by visitors is primarily viewing and photography. Most
moose are observed from the railroad, the road, parking lots. or campgrounds,
and are corrmonly seen in the valley and on the surrounding hills. \4hi1e
the scenic values of the area are the primary attraction for people. the
avai1ability of wildlife for viewing adds to the visitors' experience.
Human use of the Portage Glacier Area has almost doubled since the ear1y
1970's. An estimated 286,000 peop1~ visited the area in 1975.
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KENAl PENINSULA MOOSE

LOCATION
Those portions of Game Management Units 7, ISA and 158, not included
within the Resurrection Pass~ Skilak~ and Tustumena f1oose Management
Plan areas.

THE SPECIES
The moose population of this management area is estimated at about 4,000
animals. The population may have numbered in excess of 6t000 animals
during the late 1960's, Numbers declined sharply between 1971 and 1976.
The major limiting factor has been high calf mortality. Calf losses
from birth until late fall have ranged from 50 to 70 percent. Summer
calf mortality has been lowest in the northwestern lowland areas and
highest on the eastern half of the Peninsula. Losses from early winter
through spring were very high from 1971-1975, ~articularly in the northwestern
corner, north of the Sterling Highway. localized areas, notably Twenty
Mile River and Placer River, have had good survival of calves from birth
· through the following sprin9.
The primary cause of calf mortality if believed to be related to range
quality, but predation by black bears and wolves may be a contributing
factor. Winter ranges have deteriorated due to the advancement of plant
succession and overbrowsing. Oead and suppressed willows are tn evidence
on most wintering areas. The 1947 burn that produced the 1arge moose
population of the 1960's is well past the stage of high browse production
and it is rapidly losing its value to moose. The much smaller 1969 burn
is just beginning to produce forage.
Hunting pressure is very heavy in areas where road access is avai1ab1e,
The annual harvest has varied from a high of about 1 ,400 in 1964 to a
low of about 160 in 1975 with an average of about 720 moose per year.
Cows have made up about 30 percent of the annua1 harvest. Large bulls
are rare in this area but are occasionally taken. Most hunting in the
area is conducted from the road system~ although a significant number of
hunters gain access by landing p1anes on lakes. r~st hunters are Anchorage
area and Kenai Peninsula residents.
Nonconsumptive use is high and usually incid€ntal to traveling the road
system. Some tourists actively seek moose during summer months and
enjoy fair success in finding animals to view and photograph. ~ost
viewing is done from automobiles.
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RESURRECTION PASS MOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 7 that includes the drainages of
Juneau, little Indian, Big Indian and Resurrection Creeks, the Chickaloon
R!ver and the drainages into Turnagain Arm between Little Indian and
Resurrection Creeks.

THE SPECIES
The Resurrection Pass moose population is estiMated at about 800 animals.
The population appears to have remained relative1y stable at this high
level from the early 1960's through the early 1970's. Between 1971 and
1976J the population may have declined.
Ca1f mortality has been the major factor limiting this population.
Mortality from birth until late fall has averaged about 70 percent.
Mortality from early winter through spring has not been measured but is
assumed to be similar to adjacent areas where losses were great between
1971 and 1976. The cause of calf mortality is believed to be related to
deteriorating winter range. Losses through predation may a1so be a
contributin~ factor in low calf survival.
81ack bears and wolves are
abundant in the area and are known to be important predators on moose
calves.
Habitat conditions in this area have been deteriorating. Encroachment
of spruce forest is supressing important moose food species. Over
utilization of browse plants is evidenced throughout the area by dead
and nearly dead plants+ A portion of this herd winters in the 1ow1ands
to the east where deteriorating range conditions are also present.
Harvests of bu11s and low yearling recruitment rates have depressed the
bull/cow ratio to 10 to 15 bulls per 100 cows. Hunting has been orimarily
recreational for meat a1though some trophy hunting has occurred. Trophy
bulls are available in the area in low numbers. Several guides have
operated in this area but guiding activity ap~ears to be declining.
Hunters utilizing this area are primarily Kenai Peninsula and Anchorage
area residents. A small percentage of the hunters are from other areas
in Alaska or nonresidents. Lakes ;n the Juneau Creek drainage provide
access by aircraft; hunting by horse is popular in the Resurrection. Big
Indian. and Chickaloon River drainages. Use of motorized ground transportation
during snowfree oeriods is prohibited Jy Forest Service regulations.
Nonconsurrotive uses in this area are high. The area is bisected by the
Juneau Creek-Resurrection Pass trail system and is used by thousands of
hikers during the summer months. The viewing of wildlife, and particu1arly
moose, is an important part of the hiking experience. Nonconsumptive
users a~e primarily Anchorage area and Kenai Peninsu1a residents~ although
many nonresidents a 1so frequent the area during swrmer.
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SKILAK MOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 15 encompassed by the Pedersen
Kelly LaKe access roadt the Seven Lakes Trail to Engineer Lake~ the
Engineer Lake access road, the Skilak Loop Road west to the Sterling
Highway, and the Sterling Highway back to the Pedersen-Ke11y Lake access
road.

THE SPECIES
The moose population in this area is estimated at about 75 moose during
summer months and as many as 300 ~oose during winter. The major factor
limiting moose numbers has been high calf mortality. Calf losses from
birth until 1ate fa11 have been rather constant at about 60 percent.
Losses from early winter through spring have varied with winter severity.
Winter calf mortality from 1971 through 1975 was about 80 percent.
MOose numbers are well below late 1960 S densities. Calf mortality has
generally been range-related a1though predators7 particularly black
bears and recently, possibly wolves, may be a contributing ~actor.
Winter range in this area has been deteriorating due to the advancement
of plant succession and overbrowsing.
1

large bulls are rare in this area. Past heavy hunting for bulls and low
recruitment of yearlings have resulted in proportions of bulls of less
than 10 per 100 cows. ihe area has been easily accessible from the
Sterling Highway or the Skilak Loop Road. Past hunting in this area has
been recreational with meat a prime objective.
Nonconsumptive use in the area has been high. Large numbers of people,
including nonresident tourists, use the area in the summer and often
spend time looking for moose. Jense second-growth timber causes viewing
from the road to be difficult during the summer months and viewing
success is poor.

TUSTUMENA f100SE

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 158 east and that portion of Unit l5C north of
Kachemak Glacier, Kachemak Creek, Bradley Laket Bradley River, a line
from the mouth of Bradley River to Fox Creek~ east of Fox Creek to its
head at Caribou Lake, north of a straight 1ine from the outlet of Caribou
Lake due west to Deep Creek, east of Deep Creek from that point to its
confluence with the north fork of Deep Creek, the North fork of Deep
Creek to the refuge boundary, and a straight line due north from that
point to Tustumena Lake.
THE SPECIES

The Tustumena moose population is estimated at 7,000 animals. The
pooulation oeaked in the early 1960's and remained relatively stable or
declined very slowly until the early 1970's. Since that time numbers
have declined sharply. Calf ~crtality has been the major factor causing
the decline. Mortality between birth and late fa11 has ranged from 60
to 90 percent. In the area north of Tustumena Lake mortality was highest
in the period 1967-1970, and lowest in the early 1960's and 1972-1974.
South of Tustumena Lake, mortality was lowest from 1962-1970 and has
been high since 1971. Mortality was extremely high in 1974 and 1975
with less than 7 calves per 100 caws observed in late fall surveys.
These losses are believed to be range-related but predators may also be
a factor. Calf mortality from early winter through spring has varied
w~th winter severity.
rn three win~ers since 1970 deep snows persisting
into late spring have caused heavy calf losses estimated at about 80
percent of the fall calf population.
Predation by black bears) brown bears and wolves may also be limiting
numbers. The high wolf poDulation ln the area south of Tustunena
lake may be directly related to the extremely low fa11 calf-czyn ratios
observed in that area in 1974 and 1975.
~~ose

Habitat conditions have deteriorated due to overbrowsing and plant
succession. Declining moose numbers have reduced pressure on the winter
range but range rehabilitation wi11 be necessary to restore the range to
its former carrying capactty.
Hunting pressure has traditionally been light but has increased in the
last several years. Horses orovide the only practical means of hunting
the area, and the number of people keeping horses has increased rapidly.
Most hunters utilizing this area hunt primarily for recreation and meat,
although a significant number hunt for trophies. Trophy bulls are
available in this area in noderate rumbers. Presently there are about
25 to 30 bulls oer 100 cows.
Nonconsumptive uses in this area are limited by its remoteness. Some
grouos have hiked into the area solely for viewing and photography, but
numbers have been sma11. Sowe viewing occurs on the periphery of the
area by boaters and fishermen.
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KENAl MOOSE RESEARCH CENTER MOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 15A south of Coyote Lake and at the
end of Swan Lake Road consisting of four one-square-mile fenced enclosures.

THE SPECJES
The Kenai Moose Kesearch Center is a cooperative venture of the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at the Kenai National
r1oose Range. Construction began in 1965 and the facility was functional by 1968.
Four populations of moose are maintained at desired dersities and sex and age
composition dependent upon research needs. There are 22 corral type traps and
five vegetation exclasures at the facility and a 10 acre enclosure for retaining
~oose for special projects.
Two log cabins provide living quarters for two
permanently assigned personnel, terrporary employees, students and guests.
Results of research projects as ger.era1ly outlined in the objectives are
published upon completion. Over 50 reports and articles in Department research
reports, scientific technical journals~ conference proceedings and in popular
~agazines have been published to date.
Among the studies reported have been
behavior and survival of orphaned and nonorphaned moose calves; the importance
of non browse foods to moose on the Kenai Peninsula; the accuracy and precision
of aerial moose censusing; immobilization of moose w1th drugs; monltor7ng moose
~ineral metabolism by means of hair element analysis; studies of moose blood
and milk parameters; and evaluation of moose ~el1et group count methods.
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KACHEMAK MY MOOSE

LOCATION

Game Management Unit 15(C) except the portion north of Kachemak Glacier
and CreeK~ Bradley lake and River. and a straight line from the mouth of
Bradley River to Fox Creek; east of Fox Creek; north of a straight line
from the outlet of Caribou Lake due west to Deep Creek; and east of Deep
Creek from that point to its confluence with the north fork of Deep
Creek, the north fork of Deep Creek to the refuge boundary, and a straight
line from that point due north to Tustumena Lake.
'mE SPECIES

The Kachemak Bay moose population numbers approximate1y 2.500 animals .
.'1oose appear to have been most abundant in the early 1960 1 s and remained

moderately numerous until 1973. Moose numbers have apparently declined
since 1973. Residents of the area generally feel that moose numbers
declined significantly between the mid 1960's and 1973 but survey data
have not supported this; the number of moose observed annually on sex
and age composition counts remained relatively constant between 1966 and
1973.
Calf mortality is the major factor limiting this population. ~ortality
from birth until late fall has ranged from 55-80 percent. Young calf
mortality was greatest in the early 1960's and early 1970's and lowest
from 1965 through 1968. Presently calf losses appear to be increasing
steadily. Calf losses are believed to be range related but predators
may also be a factor. Calf mortaiity from early winter through spring
has varied according to the severity of the winter and particularly in
relation to snow accumulation and the length of time it persists. Heavy
losses of calves have occurred in three winters since 1970. Calf losses
in these winters may have exceeded 80 nercent.
Predation by black bears, brown bears, and wolves is a1so a factor in
limiting the population. The effects of wolf predation are expected to
become more significant with the expansion of the wolf population.
Habitat conditions are deteriorating slowly. Overbrowsing has killed
many browse plants and suppressed others. The species composition of
willow communities in some areas has been alteredt with palatable species
becoming less abundant and unpalatable species increasing. Critical
winter range in the Homer area is rapidly being lost to human development
and urbanization, Some browse ranges created by how£steading are now
growing out of reach and are losi~g their value to moose.
Moose have been subjected to relatively heavy huntir,g pressure in this
area since prior to statehood. The average annual harvest sinte 1963
has been about 400 moose and has been composed of about two-thirds bulls
and one-third cows. Ant1er1ess moose have been taken by permit only
since 1g6a. Hunting seasons have been progressively shortened since
statehood. Shorter seasons have been necessitated by increased hunting
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pressure and low calf survival. Harvests since 1972 have been well
below the 15-year average. Hunting for bulls has resulted in a distorted
sex ratio in favor of cows and a significant reduction in the average
age of bulls. Most hunters utilizing this area are Kenai Peninsula
residents although in recent years more Anchorage area residents have
been hunting the area. The proportion of hunters from other areas is
sma11. Very little guiding for moose occurs.
Moose hunting in this area is conducted primarily for recreation and

meat. Most hunting is away from the road system and off-road vehicles
are the most common transportation used. Nonconsumptlve use occurs
generally along the roadside and is incidental to other activities.
Most viewing is in the winter.
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PALMER HAY FLATS MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 14A, the area one-half mile on each side of the
Glenn Highway from the Knik River on the south to the Alaska Railroad
crossing ~n the north.
THE SPECIES
Moose can usually be viewed from the Glenn Highway in late winter and
early spring. The number of moose varies from year to year and may be
related to the depth of snow in surrounding areas. As many as 200 moose
have been seen. s~e moose use ~he area for calving but few animals
remain during the sumrrer and fall. Most ~oose utilizing the area are
cows because hunting in the Hatanuska Valley has reduced the proportion
of bulls in the population to low levels ..

Harvest intensity in the proposed area was heavy in past years when
seasons coincided with the appearance of moose on the flats. With the
recent restricted seasons, only an occasional rr:oose has been harvested
in the area. t4oose killed by vehicles and poaching probably account for
~ore ani~a1s than are legally harvested.
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WEST CHUGACH MOOSE
LOCAT!Oil
Game Management Unit 14C and in Game Management Unit 7, the drainages of
Glacier Creek and Twentymiie River.
~E

SPECIES

Moose are found throughout the West Chugach Management Area below elevations
of 5500 feet. During aerial surveys in fall, 1975, 580 ~ose were
observed, indicating a total population of 800-1000 animals. Present
moose abundance is significantly lower than during the mid-1950's through
the early l9iO's when 2000-3000 moose inhabited the area.
Mortality of moose is high and has been for many years. Starvation,
poaching, road and train kills, and other accidents take a large number
of moose each year. More moose die annually from these fac:ors than are
added to the population, consequently moose numbers are declining.

Moose habitat within the mountainous summer range is considered good.
Extensive urbanization within the Anchorage 1awlands and hillside area
has eliminated large tracts of former prime winter range. Loss of
winter habitat is a major factor in the decline of the population.
Moose have been heavily hunted in the area aver the past 25-30 years.
Prior to 1940 moose were infrequently found and therefore seldom hunted.
At the end of World War II increased moose and human populations, coupled
with improved access, resulted in a greater interest in moose hunting.
Moose harvests increased during the 1950's and peaked during the early
to mid-1960 1 S. In 1965, more than 500 moose (50 percent cows) were
taken. An average of 120 moose {25 percent cows) were taken annually
between 1966 and 1973. Only 54 moose were legally taken in 1974, and in
1975 only 43 were taken. The decreasing harvest is a function of the
reduced moose population, more closed areas. shortened seasons. access
restrictions, and bulls-only hunting. Hunter numbers have also decreased
from a 1965 high of 800 to 900 to a 1915 low of 235.
Moose hunts by permit only have been held on Fort Richardson Hi11tary
Reservatton several times over the past 10 years. These hunts were an
attempt to reduce the number of moose-auto collisions and to keep the
Fort Richardson moose population in balance with its habitat. The hunt
was popular with 1oca1 residents but has not been held in recent years
because of reduced moose abundance on the Base. Hunters applying for
the Fort Richardson hunt~ as well as those hunting during the regular
season, were mainly residents of Anchorage and surrounding communities.
Viewing and photography are pop~lar year-round uses of moose. ~and in
:he vicinity of Fort Richardson and lower Eagle River offer the best
opportunities for viewing moose. About 300 moose winter on Fort Richardson
and vicinity and throughout the December-April period some moose are
visible from the Glenn Highway where it passes through the base. Moose
are also commonly seen in the Portage and Eklutna drainages.
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?oou1ar hunting access routes include the Knik River Road and Hunter
CreeK trail. the Eklutna Road, the Eagle River ~oad and trails, the Ship
Creek trail. the Bird Creek trail, and the Twentymile River. Since the
creation of the old West Chugach Management Area in 1968, hunting transportat~on
off established roadways has been restricted to foot~ boat. or horse
travel only. Present Chugach State Park access restrictions are similar
to those for the old management area and app1y to all uses of the area.
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MATANUSKA VALLEY MOOSE

LOCATION
Game Management Unit l4A excluding the Chickaloon River drainage above
Boulder

Creek~

the Palmer Hay Flats

t~oose

Management Plan area, and the

drainages flowing into the south side of the
Wolverine Creek drainage.

~atanuska

River east of

THE SPECIES
Extensive land clearinq and fires associated with settlement of the
Matanuska Valley durinQ the 1930 5 created much favorable moose habitat
and resulted in a rapid increase in the moose population durinQ the
1940's and 1950's. Subsequently, the population experienced large
winter die-offs as a result of overpopu1ation. Large harvests of moose
since the early 1960 5 have helped to check population growth~ but so~e
winter mortality still occurs. Estimates of population size are di&ficult
because movements of moose into and out of the va11ey affect densities
of animals ~resent at different times of the year. Aeria1 moose com~osition
surveys are generaiiy conducted in November or December after snow has
driven moose down into the valley and they are more visible. Zn most
years since 1967 more than 2000 moose have been seen on aerial surveys;
actual numbers of moose present) however. may be twice that obser~ed.
1

1

Starvation duting severe winters, particularly during past years of
excessive moose poPulations, has been the most important mortality
factor. Some moose are taken by wolves and black and brown bears~ but
predation probably has little effect on moose abundance in the area
because predators are relatively scarce due to the large human population.
Nonhunting human-related mortality is significant; in 1974, 33 moose
were kilied by autos, at 1east 7 by trains. 7 killed in defense of life
and property, and at least 49 killed illegally. Survival of calves
until November-December has been good in recent years with more than 40
calves observed for every 100 cows. High levels of recruitment have
supported sustained large hunter harvests.
The r4atanusk:a Valley moose population has been one of the most intensively
harvested populations in the state. More than lOtOOO moose have been taken
since statehood with annual harvests ranging from 164 to 1369. Antlerless
"moose hunts contributed to larger harvests prior to 1973. Since 1973 only
ant1ered moose have been legally harvested. In most years fran one thousand
to two thousand persons have hunted in the valley. Season reductions in
recent years and the lack of antlerless hunts have lowered hunting pressure
somethat. but it remains intensive and its effect on the moose population.
especially in the absence of antlerless hunts, has been to lower the bull:
cow ratio. Fifteen males were observed for every 100 females ~n 1975
surveys. Very few large antlered bulls have been available to hunters
because most bul1s are ki11ed as young anima1s.
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Nearly all hunters are Alaska residents except for personnel from the
military bases near Anchorage. Guiding is limited because competition
with 1oca1 hunters is intense. Recreational hunting for meat has been
the primary use of moose in the valley.
Access is good over much of the va11ey on a network of side roads and
trails. Many lakes, grave1 bars and maintained airstrips provide airc~aft
landing sites. Snowmachines were used in the past~ but season timing in
recent years has precluded their use due to lacK of snow.
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MATANUSKA GLACIER fiDOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 13 and 14! a11 drainages flowing into the south
bank of the Matanuska River east of the Wolverine Creek drainage to and
including the East Fork of the ~atanuska River.

THE SPECIES
The Matanuska Glacier area is largely inaccessible and supports generally
poor moose habitat and relatively few moose. The dominant plant species
in the area are spruce and a1der. Some browse species are found in
smaller drainages which join the Matanuska River. little information
about numbers of moose is available, but concentrations of 20 or more
moose have been observed along the South Fork of the Matanuska River.
Local residents report that 15 to 20 years ago more moose were found
along Glacier Creek than is the case today.
Few hunters Yse the area, and the number of moose ki11ed is 1ow. In
1974 only 5 moose were known to have been taken in the area. Cow moose
have seldom been taken. Guided hunts in the area are rare. -he most
likely attraction of the area for the lew hunters who use it is the
opportunity for a relatively secluded hunt:
Access is limited in the area# The Glacier Creek trail was used for
many years by hunters, but a private development at the foot of the
Matanuska Glacier has discouraged its use in recent years. The South
Fork is accessible in late fall by walking, all-terrain vehic1es, horses,
and later by snowmachine. Access is poor or non-existent elsewhere.
The Matanuska River is a formidable barrier much of the year, and several
people have drowned trying to cross it.
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SKWENTNA f,lOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game

~1anagement

Unit 16B west of the Yentna Glacier, the

East Fork of the Yentna River and the Yentna River.
THE SPECIES

Information from aerial composition surveys, past harvest data, and
observations of winter kills all indicate that moose in the Skwenta area
number into the thousands. Aerial composition surveys have alternated
among sample areas from year to year, and numbers of moose seen have
ranged from 300 to 1000 moose. Moose harvests prior to implementation
of more restrictive regulations ranqed from 600 to 1000 animalst yet
moose re'Tlain relatively abundant.

\1inter-ki1led moose are regularly

seen along Alexander Creek and the Susitna River, which suggests that
the number of moose may exceed what the winter range can support. In
severe winters such as 1971-72. several hundred moose are known to have
died.

Productivity of moose in the Skwentna area has generally been good. In
fa11 it is common to find 30 to 40 calves per 100 cows. However? severe
winters may substantially impair productivity; in fall 1972, only 10
calves per 100 cows were observed, and yearlings were rare. Although
production of calves is usually good, and in years when snow depths are
moderate survival is also good~ the occasional winter of very deep snow
results in substantial mortality of calves, as well as of bulls and very
old cows. The extent of predation is unknownt hut currently it does not
seem to be a serious problem.
The legal kill of moose in the Skwentna area has fluctuated over the years in
response to hunter denand~ hunting conditions in other areas, changes in
hunting seasons, restrictions on transportation methods and means. and
accessibility. For many years in the 1960's moose were abundant in other,
more accessible areas1 and ~unting effort in the Skwentna area, which lacks
easy access, remained relatively low, even though seasons and bag limits were
liberal. As moose declined in other areas, hunting pressure increased in the
Skwent~a area.
More hunters, better equipped with snowmachines and ski-equipped
aircraft and unable to easily take ~oose elsewhere, rapidly developed tec~niques
for killing large numbers of moose in the area. A commercialized aircraft
transport system for hunting developed which led to large ki11s and re~orts of
considerable waste in the early 1970 1 S. Greater restrictions including the
elimination of winter hunting seasons~ the prohibition of hunting on the
same day the hunter is airborne, and constraints on cow hunting a11 1ed to
the current low harvests (250 moose in 1975).
Most hunters using the Skwentna area are A1aska residents, Fewer professional
guides are active in the area than prior to enactment of the regulation
prohibiting hunting on the same day the hunter is airborne. 7rophy
hunting occurs, and in past years a number of record-class moose trophies
were taken in the area. In general, ~unting is the most common use of
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moose in the Skwentna area. Airplanes continue to be the favored transportation
method; boats are second in popularity.
The proportion of bulls in the population seems to be declining as a result

of hunter selectivity, possibly augmented by the greater susceptibility
of bulls to winter mortality. The combination of limited harvestsl
limited winter range, a high proportion of cows, and periodic severe
winters may nerpetuate substantia: periodic winter-kills.
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PETERS-DUTCH HILLS MOOSE

LOCATION

Game Management Unit 16A.

TME SPECIES
r4oose populations have declined in the Peters-Dutch Hills region since

the 1950's. With the decrease in population size, moose productivity
has increased. Currently 15 percent of the herd consists of calves as
opposed to 13 percent in 1955. Bull/cow ratios have steadily declined
since the 1950's when 80 males/100 females were seen. Presently there
are 18 to 30 males per 100 females. Hunter preference for bulls is the
primary reason for the declining bull:cow ratio* although winter kill
situations favor females also. The number of moose ccunted in surveys
since the early 1970's has remained re 1a:ive1y constant, varying between

600 to 850 animals. Actual nunbers of moose present are greater than
the number seen on surveys.

Little is known of natural mortality in this area except that moose have
sustained heavy losses during severe ·,.;tn"::ers. Halves are present in
moderate numbers~ and wol f-ki1led rroose ate commonly seen during "'inter
above timberline as well as along river bottoms. Black and brown bears
occur in the area, but their influence on calf survival is unknown.
Little is known about the condition of moose habitat in the area. ~any
moose frequent an old burn area in the western foothills where browse
appears in good condition. In other areas such as along the Tckositna
River bottoms~ moose browse is often covered by deep snow :n winter and
is unavailable.
Hunting seasons historically were liberal (2 month, split seasons) until
1971, after which seasons became shorter and nore restrictive unti~ 1975
when a September 1 to 20, bulls-only season was aliowed. Antlerless
moose hunts were allowed through 1974, and harvests of cows were approximately
one third those of bulls. Total annual kills usually ranged between 40
and 100 moose. In 1974, 110 moose were taken, 33 of which were cows.
Most hunting in the area is for recreational meat purposes by Anchorage
and Palmer area residents. So1re guided nonresidents also hunt the area,
but guiding is not extensive. Land adjacent to the road system receives
most of the hunting pressure. even though the terrain does not lend
itself to fact trave1. The Cache Creek drainage 1s heavi1y hunted by
miners who utilize a road leading into that portion of the area. ~any
hunters u:ilize the services of air taxi ooerators to reach less accesslble
areas. Riverboat access frorr the S-.Jstina River is also ~ti1iz:ed. In
the past: winter seasons allowed for greater accessibility by skiequipped aircraft and snowmachines. Late season moose movements also
brought mere animals within walking distance of the road.

CHELATNA LAKE-YENLO HILLS MOOSE

LOCATION

That portion of Game t1anagement Unit 16 bounded by the Yentna River
upstream from its confluence with the Kahiltna River to the East Fork of
the Yentna River, up the East Fork of the Yentna River to Yentna Glacier,
northeast along the Yentna Glacier to the f1t. McKinley Park boundary.
east along the Park boundary to the Kahiltna Glacier, down the Kahiltna
Glacier to the Kahiltna River, and down the Kahiltna River to the starting
point.

THE SPECIES
MOose are generally abundant in the Che1atna lake-Yen1o Hills area,
particularly during fal1 and early winter. The area receives substantial
snowfall which is an added stimulus to annual movement of moose to
lowlands during winter. Deep snow may also be responsible for recent
substantial declines in the proportion of calves observed during aerial
composition surveys. In Sunflower Basin calf:cow ratios declined from
34:100 in 1973 to 27:100 in 1974 and to 19:100 in 1975. The proportion
of bulls, however, has remained higher than in many other areas, with, up
to 40 bulls per 100 cows observed.
Winter ranges appears to be in limited supply, and in places browse
species have been over-utilized. In severe winters the lack of good
browse causes significant starvation losses and may also contribute to
poor calf production the following spring.
Moose harvests currently are not large. In 1974, about 60 trDose were
taken, including 25 females. Most hunters are probably Alaska residents,
but several guides operate in the area. and nonresident hunting is
probably substantial. Trophy hunting occurs, but most Alaska residents
probably seek recreation and meat. The area has produced large-antlered
bulls? and should continue to do so. Hunting pressure has decreased due
primarily to the no-hunting~same-day-airborne regulation. Gradual
reductions in season lengths (to offset increased hunting effort resulting
from restrictions in other areas) have also affected hunting pressure.
Access to the Chelatna-Yenlo Hills area is limited; aircraft are the
preferred transportation? but boats, snow ~achines and all-terrain
vehicles are also used. No roads and few traf1s exist. Under current
regulations. access is sufficientiy difficult to have held the harvest
below what the area can s~stain.
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TALKEETNA t<lOUNTA!NS MOOSE

LOCATION

Game Management Unit 14B except for the drainages into the Talkeetna
River upstream from the confluence of the Talkeetna River and Iron
Creek.
THE SPECIES
Moose populations in the Talkeet,. 'lountains are slowly declining.

The

number of aninals seen during aerial surveys has generally ranged from
1,000 to 27000. Only 550 moose were seen in 1974, but time spent surveying
was also reduced. Moose were evidently much more numerous in the 1950 5.
Hunting has had little effect on the moose population; fluctuations in
numbers of moose in the Talkeetnas are probably due to weather and
habitat conditions. Calf survival until early winter has generally been
good, with 30 to 40 calves per 100 cows observed during November surveys.
The inc1dence of twin calves is low; in the last four years, the twinning
rate has ranged from 2 to B percent. Bull-cow ratios have declined
considerably, due to hunter selectivity for males.
1

Much of the area is either above timberline or is heavily timbered with
birch, aspen, and small spruce trees. Several of the larger river
valleys contain important moose winter habitat. ~1oose usua11y leave the
area above timberline when snow depths increase. Although there are old
burns in the area~ fires in the past 10 years have been quickly controlled.
thus limiting natural browse rehabilitation.
The use of moose in this area is primarily for recreational meat hunting.
However~ the area is lightly used by hunters. primarily because o~
limited access. t1oose are located high in the mountains and foothills
in September and are extremely difficult for hunters to reach. Snow
conditions norma11y do not force moose down near the road system until
January or February when hunting seasons are usually closed. ~1ost
hunter's using this area are A1asica residents, primarily from the t1atanuska
Valley and Anchorage. Some nonresidents also hunt the area, usually
with the aid of a guide; however. guiding operations are limited in the
area, due to its inacessib1ity. Guides that operate there have a reasonably
high moose hunting success rate. Harvests in this area are much lower
than the population could sustain. Although 312 ~oose were reported
taken in 1971, the harvest averages close to iOO moose per year. t-1ost
moose harvested have been males, due to public resistance to antlerless
moose hunts. Hunting season lengths have been reduced in recent years
to a 20-day season in September, further lowering harvests.

In 1974, 59

moose were harvested, 41 of which were males. Only 17 percent of 355
hunters were successful. Poor access limits hunter distribution to the
vicinity of the Parks Highway and a few side roads, and to the Pete~s
P'Jrches Creek TraiL The remainder of the area is virtually Jnhunted
because few aircraft landing areas exist. So~e winter observation of
moose by highway travelers occurs in the area. Viewer success can be
excellent in late winter-early spring; particu1ar1y when deep snows have
forced moose into the lowlands.
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TALKEETNA RIVER MOOSE

LOCATION
Those portions of Game Management Units 13 and 14 including the drainages
of the Chickaloon River above its confluence with Boulder Creek; the
Talkeetna River above its confluence with Iron Creek; all drainages into
the north bank of the Talkeetna River downstream from its confluence
with Iron Creek and all drainages into the south bank of the Susitna
River, from its confluence with the Talkeetna River upstream to and
including the drainage of Kosina Creek.

THE SPECIES
Approximately 1,000 moose occur in the Talkeetna River area. Aerial
surveys in 1974 and 1975 located 535 moose, but not all the area was
surveyed and not all moose present were seen. Ratios of 28 bulls per
100 cows and 16 calves per 100 cows were found for the area. Most bulls
seen were large because calf survival has been low and relatively few
young bulls enter the population each year. Little is known about past
abundance of these moose. The number of moose seen on comparable portions
of the Talkeetna River decreased between the 1974 and 1975 counts. It
is possible that moose numbers in this area and in the adjacent Nelchina
area are affected by similar factors. Calf survival may be too low to
compensate for adult mortality. Hunting has never been a substantial
mortality factor because of the area's remoteness.
Habitat quality has probably declined since no major recent forest fires
have occurred here. However, much of the moose browse of this area is
subalpine or riparian willow species and may change only with climatic
changes. Lack of forage probably causes starvation of some moose during
winters with deep snowfall, but this probably is not currently a major
limiting factor to the moose in this area.
The harvest of moose is relatively light due mainly to the limited
points of access available. Aircraft are the most important means of
transportation; off-road vehicle trails are limited. The hunting season
has allowed harvests of bulls only in recent years. Harvests from this
area for 1974 and 1975 were 47 moose each year. Hunter success was 44
percent among 107 hunters hunting moose in the area in 1975, and 71
percent of the successful hunters were Alaskan residents. Most hunter
effort has probably been recreational meat hunting combined secondarily
with quests for trophies. Assuming that the number of nonresident
hunters are indicative of professional guiding activity, the 36 percent
nonresidents among successful and unsuccessful hunters in this area as
compared to the 7 percent nonresident hunters for all of the adjacent
Nelchina Basin area indicates that guiding in this area is relatively
important. Because of the inaccessibility of the area little use of
these moose by nonhunters occurs.
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KLUTINA MOOSE

LOCATION

That portion of Game Management Unit 130 bounded on the south by the
Game Management Unit 6 boundary; on the west by the Klutina Glacier and
River, the eastern shore of Klutina Lake, St. Anne Creek and Lake, and a
line due north from the outlet of St. Anne Lake to the Glenn Highway; on
the north by the Glenn Highway; on the east by the Richardson Highway.
THE SPECIES
Moose in this rugged area are sparsely distributed and occur near the
heads of ~arger valleys durlng hunting season. Inventory counts of most
of this area during 1974 and 1975 yielded 615 moose. However, not all
of the area was surveyed and not a11 of the moose were seen. Numbers of
moose seen have been declining at an annual rate of four percent per
year since 1967. Calf:cow ratios have been declining at an annual rate
of five percent per year since 1967. The calf:cow ratio found in this
area during 1975 was seven calves per 100 cows, well below the level
necessary to maintain moose numbers. Bull:cow ratios were relatively
high at 38 bulls per 100 cows during 1975. SoMe large-antlered bulls
are present.
Moose were scarce when miners first ca~e into the area in the early
1900•s. The moose population increased when favorable habitat was
created by fire, and achieved high levels in the late 1950's and early
1960's in response to excellent habitat conditionst relatively wild
winters, and intensive federal predator control. Since the mid-1960's
the population has declined. Factors contributing to the decline have
included loss of productive browse habitat as a result of effective fire
suppression over the past two decades, a rapid increase 1n predator
populations following cessation of control efforts in the ~id-1950's
dnd a number of severe winters with deep accumulations of snow.
Most use of moose in the Klutina area has been for recreational and
trophy hunting. Hunting pressure has been relatively light due to tne
uneven moose distribution and poor hunter access. In 1974 and 1975, 39
and 25 moose, respectively, were taken from this area. There is only
one secondary road into the area (the Klutina Lake Road) and a few
trails used by off-road vehicles (Squirrel Creek Trail and Rock Creek
Trail). Aircraft have been the most used form of hunter transport in
recent years with six usable airstrips in the area. Listed in order of
importance, boats, highway vehicles. off-road vehicles, and horses have
also been used for transport. In 1974, the most recent year for which
data are available~ 39 percent of the hunters were successful. More
than SO percent were resident Alaskans. Two established guide operations
are located at ~1anker Creek and High Lake. Other guides using the area
have no permanent camps.
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NORTHERN CHITINA MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 11, that portion of the Chitina Valley bounded
on the south by the Chitina River, on the east by the Canadian border,
on the north by the crest of the Wrangell Mountains, and on the west by
Long Glacier and the Kotsina and Copper Rivers.

THE SPECIES
Moose are sparsely distributed in this area. Reports from guides and
local residents indicate that moose have declined markedly during the
past ten years. Aerial moose composition surveys initiated in the
central portion of this area in 1973 indicate low calf survival is the

problem. Fall calf:cow ratios have averaged less than 10 calves per 100
cows for the past three years. t~ost guides and local residents report
wolves are abundant and grizzly bears are coiTUllon. No recent exceptionally
deep snow accumulations have been recorded, and moose browse along the
Chitina valley appears abundant and only lightly utilized.
Legal harvests from thfs area have been small. No moose were reported
taken from this area in 1974 and only eight bulls were taken in 1975.
Because harvests have been light and young bulls are scarce, many of the
bulls seen and taken by hunters have been older, trophy-size animals.
In past years, guided nonresidents transported by light aircraft took
most of the legal harvest. Hith increased numbers of resident hunters
resulting from the opening of the Chitina-r.tcCarthy Road and with the
decrease in moose numbers, several guides now take their clients elsewhere
for moose. and harvests by nonresidents have dropped to a low level.
Because of a large increase in unemployed or seasonally employed residents
living in the Chitina-McCarthy vicinity, the unreported, out-of-season
moose harvest probably substantially exceeds the legal harvest. Legal
and illegal harvests have probably had no substantial part in the decline
of the moose population.
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SOUTHERN CHITINA MOOSE
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 11, that portion of the Chitina Valley bounded
by the Copper River on the west, the Chitina River on the north, the
Canadian border on the east, and the crest of the Chugach t·1ountains on

the south.

THE SPECIES
Little is known about moose in this remote area. Two local guides that
formerly hunted moose in the area indicated that moose were common
during the early 1960's but are markedly fewer now.

~·1oose

composition

counts have never been made in this area. Harvests have been very low,
and most bull moose seen are relatively old; many of the bulls taken
here by hunters have been trophy-size animals.
Use of these moose has been limited because of the area's remoteness.
There are no roads, no villages, and no permanent residences in the
area. t~oose harvests during recent years have ranged from none to five
moose and probably never exceeded ten moose since the gold mining era.
Nonconsumptive use, other than that which is incidental to hunting or
fishing is almost nonexistent. Access during summer is primarily limited
to aircraft landing on unimproved airstrips. One guide keeps horses
south of the Chitina River. The Chitina River can be crossed after
freeze-up by snowmachines and tracked vehicles.
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TONS!NA MOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 13 bounded on the west by the Richardson
Highway, on the north by the Edgerton Highway, on the east by the Copper
River, and on the south by the north banks of the Tasnuna and Lowe Rivers.

THE SPECIES
Moose in this area were formerly plentifu1y but high natural mortality,
harvests by hunters using mechanized access, and low replacement levels
reduced the population. Moose are now generally found in the upper
portions of the drainages, usually out of reach of walk-in hunters.
Since regulations excluding use of mechanized vehicles and pack animals
from August 5 to September 30 were implewented in 1974 1 sport hunting
use of this area has been primarily by sheep hunters. Prior to estabiishment
of the walk-in area, some moose hunters used all-terrain vehicles on the
Bernard Creek Trail~ Tonsina Trail and Tiger Mine Trail to reach hunting
areas. Once hunters passed timberline~ they were able to cover large
-areas easily with all-terrain vehicles. Hunters also used a11-terrain
vehicles to establish roads where possible in moose habitat and undoubted1y
contributed significantly to the reduction of the moose population.
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NELCHINA BASIN MOOSE
LOCATION
Game Management Units 11 and 13, excluding the Tonsina, Klutina,

Norther~

Chitina. Southern Chitina! Matanuska Glacier, and the TalkeetM River

Moose Management Plan areas.
THE SPECIES

Moose numbers in the Nelchina Basin have fluctuated widely since the
early 1900's. Moose were scarce between 1890 and 1910. They became
common by the 1930's, in part due to increased moose forage resulting
from forest fires. Additionally, disease reduced wolf populations which
lowered predation rates. Frequent forest fires maintained good moose
range conditions through the 1950 5, and in combination with mild winters
and intensive Federal predator control provided favorable conditions for
a rapid increase in moose numbers. The moose population reached a peak
during the early 1960 s-. then began a decline that has continved to the
present time. Factors contributing to the decline have 1nc1uded loss of
productive browse habitat as a result of effective fire suppression over
the past two decades, a rapid increase in predator populations following
cessation of control efforts in the mid 1950 s, and a number of severe
winters with deep accumulations of snow. Hunting contributed to the
decline in some portions of the area prior to 1972 when antlerless moose
were harvested.
1

1

1

Recent estimates based on 1974 and 1975 aeria1 surveys, where 6,394
moose were seen, place the Nelchina population at from 10,000 to 15,000
moose. Among moose observed. there were 16 bulls per 100 cows and 21
calves per 100 cows. Most bulls seen were young; large-antlered moose
were unccrnmon.
About 600 moose have been harvested from the Nelchina area annua11y
during recent years. Bull-only hunting seasons have been in effect
since 1972. With nor:na! calf survival this level of harvesting would be
considered relatively light. Because calf survival is so low, however,
the proportion of bulls to cows has been declining steadily for many
years. Before it was recognized that range conditions by themselves
were not limiting calf survival, bu11 and cow seasons were in effect in
this area~ and part of the population decline in heavily hunted areas
was due to hunting. Hunting under current restrictive seasons and bag
limits has little long-term effect on the moose population's we1fare so
iong as bull :cow ratios are sufficiently high to ass'Jre maximum and
timely breeding. Bull:cow ratios have been declining, however, and it
may be necessary in the near future to stop hunting.
Moose are generally most vulnerable to hunters after snowfall and least
vulnerable when leaves are still on shrubs and trees. Transportation
employed by hunters has varied with season 1engths and regulations
affecting aircraft-transported hunters. Most successful hunters used
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off-road vehicles in 1974, although aircraft and highway vehicles were
also commonly used- Relatively few hunters used boats, horses, motorbikes,
or snowmachines. SeventY-five percent of the successfu1 hunters were
Alaska residents. Hunter success has dropped from 30 to 40 percent in
the 1960's to 20 to 30 percent since 1971. The majority of hunters have
been recreationa1 meat hunters.

,.
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PAXSON MOOSE
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 138, the Paxson closed area including the
eastern drainage of the Gulkana River lying west of the Richardson
Highway and the western drainage of the Gulkana River between the Denali
Highway and the north end of Paxson Lake where the Gulkana River enters
Paxson Lake.

THE SPECIES
The abundance of riparian willow along the Gulkana River in the Paxson
area has always attracted moose, especially during winters of heavy snow
accumulation. During the 1974-75 winter approximately 75 moose utilized
this small area. During the winter of 1975-76, with below normal snow
accumulation, moose were less concentrated and generally wintered on the
slope west of Paxson Lake, several miles to the south.
During summer months moose are not concentrated but visitors still have
a high probability of viewing or photographing moose feeding in ponds
along the highway.
This area has been of particular interest to many local resident and
nonresident visitors due to the opportunity for viewing and photographing
wildlife in its natural setting. The majority of the use is during the
summer period when visitors are attracted to the area to view brown bear
feeding on salmon in the Gulkana River.
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MOOSE IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Moose (AZaes alaes) are found throughout most of the Southwestern Alaska

mainland below elevations of 5500 feet. Prior to 1900 moose were rare
in the southern part of the region, although they were beginning to
filter south and west from the Lake Clark-Lake Iliamna region. ~uring
this early expansion moose reached the Katmai area by 1910 and extended
south to Black Lake by the early 1940's. rlearly all suitable habitat on
the Alaska Peninsula was occupied by the early 1950 1 s, with major concentrations

extending from Katrnal r1onument south to the Meshik River.

South of the

Meshik drainage to Port Mo11er moose populations have never become as
dense as populations to the north. Few moose exist south of Port Moller.
Cook Inlet drainages north of Katmai and those in the vicinity of Iliamna
Lake and Lake Clark have fair numbers of moose, but substantially less
than areas further south. Bristol Bay drainages from the f1u1chatna
River west have few moose; these are found primarily along stream bottoms
and in the foothills of the Alaska Range.
Moose populations in the central Alaska Peninsula peaked during the mid
1960's and have declined from one third to one half since that time.
Populations in Cook Inlet drainages and in the Iliamna Lake region north
of Katrnai are reduced from peak levels of the 1940 1 S and 1950's and are
presently stable at relatively low densities. Moose were relatively
abundant in the Wood River-Tikchik Lakes area in the mid-late 1950's,
but in other northern Bristol Bay drainages moose have not been abundant
and are presently static at a low 1evel.
t1ajor factors causing the decline in the central Alaska Peninsula area
are believed to be habitat related. Deficiencies in habitat are peneraliy
manifested by the scarcity of essential browse during the critical
winter months. The lack of variety of browse species has historically
limited the moose to two preferred species of willow. With those species
presently greatly reduced due to 3rior over-utilization it is possible
that food quality ts now low even during the prewinter months of October
and ~ovember. Consequently moose may not be in good condition at winter's
onset and their condition then continues to decline until spring. Cows
debilitated by poor nutrition may give birth to weakened offspring which
they cannot adequately feed or that prove highly vulnerable to predators.
such is apparently the case on the central Alaska Peninsula since spring
surveys indicate the lowest surrrner ca1f:cow ratios in the state. t~id
June averages over the past 5 years have been only 21 calves oer 100
cows. Additional calf ~ortality throughout the first year of life! such
as starvation. predation~ and various other factors result in very few
yearling moose being added to the 3opulation. Such extremely poor
recruitment, in additio~ to natural losses and hunting mortality among
adultst has resulted in significant population reductions.
in the Cook Inlet drainages and the Iliamna Lake area north of
Katmai have been utilized -by loca1 vi11age residents since moose first
became available. Recreational hunting for both meat anc trophies by
other than local residents has been popular since the mic-l950's.
Several professional guides ooerate within the area. Annual harvests
~oose
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over the past several years have
75 percent of which were bulls.
antlerless hunting resulted in a
boat travel are the most popular

averaged slightly less than 100 moose,
In 1975 a shortened season and no
harvest of only 34 bulls. Aircraft and
means of transport for hunters.

,"1oose in the 9ristol Bay drainages from the Mu1chatna River west have
been harvested by local vi11age residents over the past several decades.
Only bull moose may be legally taken. }1oose numbers in the vicinity of
all villages are presently reduced as a result of overharves~fng of a11
sex and age classes during the late winter and sprlng by local residents.
This harvest goes unreported and is suspected to exceed the known reported
sport harvest by several fold. During recent years recreationa1 hunting by
other than local residents has become increasingly popular and presently
accounts for most of the reported harvest. Sport harvests have increased
greatly in the past 2 years due to a shift in hunting pressure from the
central Alaska Peninsula area. where a lack of trophY moose and shortened
seasons forced hunters elsewhere. Between 1964 and 1973 an average
annual harvest of only 34 moose were reported in the northern Bristol
Bay area, with harvests never ex~eeding 42 per year. In 1974 and 1975~
69 and 115 moose, respectively. were taken. Actual harvest levels are
substantially higher than records indicate because of the unreported
ki11 by local villagers. Aircraft and boat travel are the most popular
means of transport for sport hunting while snowmachines are important in
the i1 reg a1 winter harvest. Severa 1 profess iona 1 guides are active in
this area.
Moose populations from Katmai National Monument south to Port Moller
have been heavily utilized by nonlocal hunters since the 1ate-1950 s.
The atea supports a substantial and very active guide industry. particularly
south of King Salmon. Village residents also harvest some moose for
domestic use~ many of which are not reported. During the 1960's and
early l970 S the area supported perhaps the finest trophy moose population
in North America. ,"lost of the largest antlered moose ever killed came
from the Alaska Peninsula.
1

1

Greatly increased hunter pressure (over BOO hunters both in 1973 and
i974J. with greater than 70 percent success, resulted in harvests averaging
650 moose (one-third females) durin9 1973 and 1974. Large harvests
coupled with poor recruitment of adults has resulted in a marked reduction
of moose. Ratios of bulls older than yearlings have declined from a
high of 80 bulls per 100 cows in 1963 to a low of 17 bulls per 100 cows
in 1974. Very few extremely large bulls have been harvested during the
past 2 years. Recent prohibitions on hunting moose the same day airborne,
shortened seasons, and restrictions on shooting moose with antler soreads
less than 50 inches~ should increase the availability of trophy bu11s
within the limits that poor recruitment a11ows. Aircraft are the nost
popular means of transport for sport hunting but some guide operations
make extensive use of all-terrain vehicles.
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KVlCHAK-MI.ILCHATNA flODSE

LOCATION

That portion of Game Management Unit 9 north of the Egegik Bay drainages
except Katmai National Monument, and a11 of Game f!anagement Unit 17

except the Lower Nushagak-Wood River-Togiak Moose t1anagement Plan area.

TilE SPECIES
Moose numbers were reportedly high in the Lake Iliamna-Cook Inlet watershed
during the 1940's. They have since declined and the area now (1976) has
a low density population that appears to be relatively stable. Data are
lacking on moose in the upper Nushagak and Mulchatna watersheds, but
populations there also appear to be relatively stable at a low density.
Areas of concentration have been located near Big Mountain, Chekok
Creek~ the Tikchik Lake system, and the upper Mu1chatna-Chu1itna Rivers
area. The estimated population within the Kvichak~Mulchatna area is
abo~t 1,500 moose.
Both wolves and brown bears prey on moose. At the time of this report
predation is not considered to have a significant impact on the population.
However, residents of the Nushagak River drainage have expressed concern
about the impact of wolf predation and have requested wolf control or
more liberal harvest regulations on wolves.
The area is hunted primari1y by Alaskan residents. Nonresidents have
taken only 28 percent of the reported harvest since 1969. In recent
years, the area has become More popular with hunters other than local
residents. and harvests have been increasing. The annual kill in lower
Cook Inlet has averaged 132 moose since 1969. Reduced seasons during
the 1975-1976 regulatory year lowered the kill to only one-half that
average. The upper Mulchatna River drainages had low annual harvests
until 1975 when hunting pressure increased as a result of restrictive
seasons elsewhere in the state. That year the reported harvest increased
to 71 moose, a sharp increase from the 6 moose reported taken in 1974.
Current harvests are probably approaching maximum levels.
The Kvichak-Mulchatna area has a we11-established guiding industry, but
emphasis ls on sport fishing (23 active sport fishing 1od9es}. r.~ny
guides also offer big game hunting to their clients. Pressure from
nonresident hunters will increase in the future. In addition to moose~
the area also has brown bears~ black bears, caribou, and Dall sheep.
Multi-species hunts are popular with both residents and nonresidents.
The majority of the reported harvest is by residents living in urban
areas of the state. Addftional moose are taken by local residents and
never reported. The villages of Levelock~ Igiugig, Newhalen, Kokhanok,
Pedro Bay~ and Nondalton reported a harvest of 98 moose for domestic use
in 1973 according to a survey by th• University of Alaska. Altoough not
located entirely within the proposed boundaries of this ~anagement plan.
the same survey indicated 113 moose were taken by vi11agers living along
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the Nushagak River. The percentage of this harvest that occurred in the
Mulchatna and upper Nushagak drainages is unknown. The importance of
moose as a ~eat animal is clearly reflected by the high reported antlerless
harvest for lower Cook Inlet: 36 percent of the animals repor~ed harvested
since 1969 have been antlerless.
Transportation within the area is primarily by light aircraft. Boats
are used along the waterways and in the major lakes. During the winter,
snow machines are widely used by local residents. The area is essentia11y
wi1derness. The impact of oil exploration and mineral development has
been minimal. Test holes have been drilled at one location in Cook
Inlet and a few small claims are being worked. It is probable that
resources wi11 be developed in the future and such develoPment may
affect moose habitat or huntin9 pressure. Roads within the area are now
limited to local service roads and a single road connecting Lake Iliamna
to Cook Jnlet~ Proposals to tie the existing system into the main state
highway system could significantly alter the existing transportation
patterns, cause an influx of people into tbe area, and drastically alter
the economy and life style of the area.
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LOWER

NUSHAGAK-1~000

RIVER-TOGIAK MOOSE

LOCATICN

In Game Management Unit 17. all drainages of the Togiak River, Wood
River and Nushagak River below the confluence of the Mu1chatna River and
the Nushagak River.
lliE SPECIES

Moose numbers within this area are quite low.

Excellent habitat occurs

along waterways and in the lower elevations of the

~load

River Mountains.

Surveys have not located sufficient concentrations of animals to gather
usable data on numbers or composition. The estimated population of the
entire area is less than 300 animals.

Moose hunting is almost entirely by local residents for domestic use.
Although the Wood River Lakes system experiences heavy sport fishing use
{four established guides plus additional pressure fro~ nearby sport
fishing lodges), the low density of moose has not encouraged guided
sport hunting. The reported annual harvest for the past three years has
averaged 24 moose. The majority of moose killed within this area are
never reported. t1ost of the harvest by local residents occurs illegally
in winter or early s'Jring when access by snow machine makes hunting easy
and moose are at 1ower elevations. In recent years~ the intensity of
this late winter harvest has increased as snow machines have proliferated.
Sunshine Valley, for example, has decreased from 53 wintering moose in
1971-72 to only 14 during the winter of 1975-76. Nearly 20 illegal
late-winter kills were located in the drainage during the winter of
1971-72. A survey of villages in Game ~ar.agement Unit 17 by the University
of Alaska in the summer of 1974 indicated a total harvest of 188 moose
in the previous year. This exceeded the reported 1973 sport harvest for
all of Unit 17 by 448 percent. Late winter harvesting of moose for
domestic use by local residents has exceeded the reproductive capabilities
of the moose population for several years. The moose population within
this area has declined significantly and, unless the size of the illegal
1ate winter-ear1y spring harvest can be substantially reduced. the
decline can be expected to continue.
Predation by wolves and brown bears is known to occur. Because of the
1ow density of moose present! predation is helping keep moose populations
depressed. However! predator contro1 would not be justified so 1ong as
illegal harvesting by 1oca1 residents remains the primary factor affecting
the decline of the moose population.
The area is essentially wilderness. Impacts of oil and mineral exploration
have been minimal. Possibilities of future development of these resources
exist and could have an effect on management. particularly on private
lands. Transportation within the area is primarily by light aircraft.
Boats are used a~ong rivers and in ~akes. During winter~ snow machines
are the primary method of transportation. A iimited road system exists
in the Dillingham-Aleknagik area~ and there are local service roads in
the vicinity of some villages.
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BECHAROF LAKE-CINDER RIVER MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game t·1anagernent Unit

9~

ali drainages into Bristol Bay south of and

including the King Salmon River that f1ows into Egegik Bay to but not
inc 1uding drainages of Port Heiden.

THE SPECIES
The greatest densities of moose on the Alaska Peninsula occur within
this area, The estimated population in the Becharof Lake-Cinder River
area is about 2,000 moose. The largest concentrations are in the vicinity
of Dog Salmon River, Mother Goose Lake. and Cinder River. Moose spend
summer and fall in the lower elevations of the Aleutian Range. Winters
are spent at slightly lower elevations; rarely do winter snow depths
force moose far from the foothill areas.
Moose entered the area in the 1930's and gradually expanded their range
south an1 west. Numbers increased until the mid-1960's when the population
peaked. Since that time, numbers have declined as a result of poor
reproductive success. The lack of calves appears related· to past overuse
of the range during the period of peak population. Since 1970, fall
surveys have indicated less than 22 calves per 100 cows for any area.
Counts have ranged as low as 8 calves per 100 cows, and the co~bined
average for all count areas since 1970 is only 12 calves per 100 cows.
Moose removed from the population by hunting, predators~ disease. old
age and accidents are not being replaced through calf production. Not
all cows are successful in giving birth and there is also an evident
decline in the abundance of calves immediately following parturition.
Although predators have been observed in calving areas, their numbers
appear too low to account for the calf loss observed. Both wo1ves and
brown bears prey on moose and predation, like sport hunting, is accelerating
the decline; however. the herd would continue to decline in the absence
of hunting and predation with the present rate of calf production.
Predation and hunting may be beneficial since lowering the nu~ber of
moose r~uces browsing pressure ar.d hopefully wii1 speed recovery of the
habitat. However. the herd may continue to decline and eventually reach
a level where, even with SDOrt hunting eliminated, predation would
prevent moose numbers from recovering under favorab 1e habitat conditions.
Only in that situation would a limited predator control program be
considered a justifiable management option.
1

Trophy hunting hds tong been recognized in the area, producing some of
the largest Alaskan moose on record. t.fulti-sPecies hunts for moose.
brown bears, and caribou are popular with both residents and nonresidents.
The area supports a highly competitive guide industry; 15 oermanent
guide camps are estab1ished. Harvests have averaged about 230 moose
annually since 1969) with bulls comprising 74 percent of the harvest.
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Resident and nonresident hunters use the area in about equal numbers (51
percent residents). Since 1969, the area has become increasingly popular
with Alaskan residents for recreational/meat hunts. The magn~tude of
the antlerless moose harvest clearly reflects the impact of this category
of hunter. This area has oroduced 51 percent of the total Alaska Peninsula
antlerless moose harvest over the 1969-1974 period. Harvests have
averaged 63 antlerless moose annually since 1969 with a peaK of 117
ant1er1ess moose in 1974. An increased harvest of bulls in tre early
1970's also resulted from the influx of resident recreational/meat
hunters. Harvests of bulls has had a significant effect on herd composition.
In the popular hunting areas, such as Mother Goose lake, the bull-cow
ratio dropped from 30 bulls per 100 cows in 1970 to 16 bulls per 100
cows in 1975. The less heavily hunted Oog Salmon River dropped from 62
bulls per 100 cows in 1970 to 22 bulls per 100 cows in 1974. Similar
declines were observed in other portions of the area. The most noticeable
effect of the harvest by recreational/meat hunters was the decline in
the availability of large-antlered bulls. Nhile large-antlered bulls
were receiving heavy hunting pressure by both trophy and recreational/meat
hunters~ recruitment of large bulls from the younger age classes was
reduced because young bulls were also being heavily harvested by recreational/meat
hunters. ln 1976, only seven to ten percent of the population was
compbsed of bulls capable of growing antlers exceeding 50 inches in
spread the next year.
Harvest by ioca1 residents for domestic use has been sma11. A survey by
the University of Alaska indicated the villages of Port Heiden. Pilot
Point, Ugashik, and Egegik harvested 14 ~oose in 1973-74. This represented
three percent of the 410 moose reported harvested for the area that
season.
Transportation within the area is prireariiy by light aircraft with
hunting then conducted on foot. Most guides operate with their own
aircraft, and many resident hunters use private aircraft. A11 terrain
vehicles are used by a few guides for transportation. Air charter
services in King Salmon provide transportation for both guides and
hunters. The area is basically wilderness little affected by human
activity. Past oil exploration activities included test dri11ings and
construction of large landing strips at four locations. Extensive
seismic work was conducted with the use of all-terrain vehicles in the
past; recent work has been with helicopters or conducted on frozen
tundra in winter. Trails from past a11-terrain vehicle use are readily
visible from the air but 1ess evident on the ground except in areas of
concentrated use.
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MESH!K-"ACIFIC MOOSE

LOCATION

In Game f.1anagement Unit 9, a11 drainages into the Pacific Ocean from

Katmai National Monument on the northeast to Cape Kumlfam on the southwest
and all drainages into Port Heiden Bay.

TilE SPECIES
The estimated population for the entire Meshik-Pacific area is less than
500 moose.

Greatest densities occur in the tleshik River and southernmost

Pacific drainages. Lower densities of moose occur in the Pacific drainages
north and east of Cape Kuyuyukak. Moose entered the area in the early
1940 s and increased in numbers until the mid 1960's, when the population
apparently peaked. Since that time numbers have been declining, apparently
due to poor reproductive success related to past overuse of the range.
No large winter mortalities have been observed and predators do not
appear to be an impor~ant factor affecting the decline. Instead. it
appears that not all cows are successfully giving birth and immediately
fa 11 owing birth there is a high marta 1i ty of ca 1ves. t1oose removed from
the population by hunting or natural mortality are net being replaced
through reproduction.
1

Results of surveys in the Meshik River since 1970 indicate a decline in
both the number of moose and the bull·cow ratio. The Pacific side has
been surveyed only twice. so trend data are lacking. In both areas, the
bull-cow ratio is below 50 bulls per 100 cows. Although the existing
ratios are more than adequate to provide for good reproductive success~
o~ly ten percent of the moose observed were calves.
The area is primarily wi1derness litt1e altered by humans. Large landing
strips associated with oil or mineral exploratory work were ccnstructed
near the Nesh1k River and at Wide Bay. The use of tracked vehicles for
hunting has been established only in the Meshik Valley. but similar
vehicles have been used throughout mast of the southern area in oil
exploratory efforts. Tracks from these vehic1~s are readily visible for
several years from the air. but less evident on the ground except in
areas of concentrated use.
Sport hunting became increasingly fmportant in the Meshik-Pacific area
during the 1960's and early 1970's after hunting pressure on the Bering
Sea drainages of the Alaska Peninsula had red~ced the availability of
trophy bulls. Seasons in the area were very liberal ~nti1 1975 when
greatly reduced seasons were implemented. Over the past seven years,
the annual harvest has averaged nearly 50 moose, but the peak period.
1972-1974, produced 60 percent of the reported harvest. In 1975, the
harvest dropped to only one-half the seven-year average. Prior to 1972~
Alaskan residents accounted for 63 percent of the harvest. Since 1972,
with the first heavy trophy hunting pressure, nonresidents have taken
more moose than residents. The importance of guiding is reflected :n
the increasing 1eyel of ~he nonresident harvest. Six permanent guide
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camps are established, but most guiding still occurs from temnorary
camps, Multi-species hunts are popular with both Alaskan residents and
nonresidents. Additional hunting pressure has been attracted to the
areas because of the excellent brown bear population. The intensity of
trophy hunting since 1972 has exceeded the capability of the moose
population to produce a sustained harvest of large antlered bulls.
Most moose hunting is for trophies with only a few Alaska Peninsula
residents or commercial fishermen hunting the area for meat. The expense
of logistics to the area has discouraged extensive meat hunting by
residents from other areas. The ant1er1ess harvest has averaged oniy
eight animals annually since 1969. A survey by the University of Alaska
indicates villagers of Meshik took only three moose in 1973 for domestic
use. An additional harvest by residents of the Chignik area may have
occurred but is unreported.
Transportation fo~ hunters is primarily by light aircraft with landings
on intertidal beaches or on natural pumice·gravel strips. Hunting then
occurs on foot. Track vehicles are banned for hunting in the Paci~ic
Management Area which encompasses a portion of the proposed ~1eshik
Pacific area. The ?acific watersheds have a record o$ light hunting
pressure because weather frequently nakes travel to, from. and within
the area difficult and~ until recently~ other lightly harvested moose
populations with good trophies were mo~e readily available. The Meshik
River drainages have also had light hunting pressure because access;
even by aircraft, is limited. Float landings are possible in some
locations. Other access fer aircraft is restricted to wheel landings on
pumice patches or abandoned mining strips. The river, although shallow,
can be floated by raft. Boats can be used on the lower river and a
single air boat is present that can travel the river and many of its
large tributaries. Competition for large·antlered bulls on the Alaska
Peninsula has recently encouraged heavy hunting pressure in spite of
these limitations.
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PORT MOLLER-SLACK LAKE MOOSE

LOCATION
ln Game Management Unit
Port

t~ller.

9~

the Bering Sea drainages north and east of

to and including all drainages into Ilnik Lagoon, and all

Pacific Ocean drainages into Chignik Bay.

THE SPECIES
Although noose occur throughout the area. they tend to concentrate along
the stream bottoms and in the foothills of the Aleutian Range in the
summer and fall. Winters are spent in areas of suitable habitat on the
Bering Sea f!ats. The population apparently entered the area in the
1940's and increased in numbers until the late 1960 1 5. Since that time.
numbers have been declining~ apparently in response to poor reproductive
success resulting from overuse of the habitat that occurred during years
of abundance. No moose surveys have been made in the area so data on
population size or composition are lacking. ~he estimated population is
about 500 animals.
Hunting is pY"ir~arily by trophy hunters. Reported harvests have averaged
nearly 40 moose annUa11y during the past seven years. Bu11s have conprised
84 percent of the harvest. In 1g75, the harvest was half the seven-year
average {20 moose) because the season length was greatly reduced.
Successful nonresidents outnumber successful resident hunters by nearly
two to one. The area has an active guide industry with seven permanent
guide camps established. Additional seasonal guiding occurs from tenporary
camps. Multi-species hunts for moose with brown bears and caribou are
popular with both residents and nonresidents. Residents of the Chignik
area take a few noose each year for domestic use. Occas1onal1y persons
fran Ivanof, Perryville, Nelson Lagoon, and Meshik also hunt the area.
The greatest impact on the resource~ however, cones from nonresidents
and Alaskan residents 1iving elsewhere in the state.
Transportation within the area is primari1y by light aircraft with
hunting then occurring on foot. Most guides have their own aircraft~
and resident hunters use private airplanes or charter with air charter
services in Naknek? King Salmon, or Sear lake. Two all-terrain vehicles
have been operated by guides and; in some winterst residents of Chignik
make extensive use of snow machines. Boats are used for transportation
along the Chignik FHver system.
The area is essentially wilderness in spite of nuneroos oil exploratory
efforts in recent years. All-terrain vehicies trails. readily visible
from the air~ but less evident on the ground, mark the paths of extensive
seismic work. Test holes were drilled and a large landing strip constructed
in one location. A high possibility exists that the area wi11 have oil
and mineral development in the future.
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SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA PENINSULA MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9. the Alaska Peninsula south and west of a
drawn between the heads of Moller Bay and American Bay.

li~e

TilE SPECIES
Only token numbers of moose exist within this area, probably less than

ten individuals. Rugged terrain at the head of Port Moller Bay appears
to prevent large numbers of moose from entering the area. Suitable

habitat appears available, but too few moose have immigrated to establish

a viable population.
Moose may become important for recreational hunters and as an additional
meat source for local residents in the future. Presently, the area has
excellent populations of brown bears and caribou; a local guide industry
has been established on these species at five permanent guide camp
1ocations. Residents of ~~elson Lagoon~ King Cove and Cold Bay hunt the
area, but little big game hunting is done by residents from other areas
of Alaska.

Most transportation is by light aircraft. Local residents use boats and
four-wheel drive vehicies along beaches. ~oads within the area are
restricted to the immediate vicinity of settlements. Transportation by
c~mmercia1 fishing boats occurs along the coast line.
Izembek National
Wildlife Refuge occurs within the area. Access and transportation on
the Refuge is restricted by regulations of the U.S. Fish and Vlildlife

Service. At this time~ Izembek receives minimal retreational use other
than seasonal waterfowl hunting. The southwestern Alaska Peninsula is
essentially wilderness. Oil exploratory efforts have had local impacts.
with test holes and large 1anding strips placed in five locations. A
natural gas deposit was reportedly located in one dri11in~ project. A
mineral e~ploratory program is currently underway at Sa1boa Bay.
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lOCATION

In Game Management Unit 9, all Alaska Peninsula drainages into the
Pacific Ocean between American Bay and Castle Cape.
THE SPECIES

The recent volcanic natu~e of the area is evident, and vegetation has
only been sparsely re~estab1ished. ~~ose within the area are not abundant,
but may be expanding into unoccupied habitat. Data on population numbers~
composition, reproductive success, harvest, and natura! mortality are
lacking.

Moose are used almost entirely by local residents for domestic use. A
bull ~y be taken rarely in conjunction with a brown bear hunt. Guides
have not established permanent camps. and few Alaskans, other than local
residents, hunt the area for moose.
Harvest levels are low, but data are lacking. The occasional rroose
taken by residents of Perryville and Ivanoff are normally not reported.
Moose are taken wherever available. Both sexes are taken and harvests
have not necessarily been restricted to o;ien seasons. Present use may
be maintaining low population levels. Because of the scarcity of game
in the area~ some hunting for domestic use occurs on the Bering Sea sfde
of the Aleutian Range.
The area is rugged wi1derness with much of it in early successional
·1egetation stages. There has been little noticeable effect of human use
except in the immediate vicinity of villages. Transportation to the
area is primarily by light aircraft or by conmercial fishing boat.
Motor bikes and "Three Wheelers 11 are popular with residents for local
transportation. These vehicles are a1so utilized as an aid in hunting.
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MOOSE IN WESTERN ALASKA

Moose (AZces

~~ee8)

were relative1y unknown to most early residents of

the Kuskokwim River drainage aod were rare1y seen along the t1iddle Yukon

until the ear1y 1900's. Prospectors and Native residents of the region.
especially along the upper Kuskokwim. report few moose were present
until after a series of wildfires burned vast areas of spruce forest
between 1915 and 1920. During the 1920's and 1930's moose populations
gradually expanded throughout the upper Kuskokwim and Middle Yukon. By
the early 1940 1 5 moose were well established on the Yukon as far as
Holiy Cross and on the Kuskokwim downstream to the Aniak area. floose
populations reached their highest levels between 1950 and 1970. ln the
1960's moose began to appear in many of the treeless areas along the
lower Kuskokwim and Yukon Rivers, but they have been unable to permanently
establish themselves in this habitat.

Moose habitat throughout the Western Region is generally in good to
excellent condition. This is especially true of the willow stands along
most of the river valleys. These stands are essential to spring survival,
especially during years of heavy snowfall. Moose populations have not
been dense enough over the past five years to have caused significant
overuti1ization of this browse. !n some areas such as the foothills
near rkGrath, habitat used by moose during 1ate fall and early winter is
rapidly maturing. Hithout the benefit of wildfire this browse wi11
eventually be lost.
Reported harvests of ~oose in Western Alaska are smal1, usually less
than 300 animals. However, many moose taken fo?"" domestic utilization by
local residents are not reported. Much of the region has poor access
and receives light hunting pressure. Most domestic use occurs near
villages or along rivers that are accessible by riverboat. ~ecreationa1
hunters also use riverboats and, in addition. use aircraft to gain
access to the Alaska Range foothills and other remote hunting areas.
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YUKON-KUSKOKWIM MOOSE

LOCATION
Game Management Units 18, 19 and 21 except for the Farewell t1oose Management
Plan area.

THE SPECIES
The moose population throughout the Yukon-Kuskokwim area apparently
peaked between 1957 and 1970. This peak population was dramatically
reduced by a moderately severe winter in 1970-71 and a very severe
winter in 1971-72. Recovery from this die-off has been slow in some
areas, such as the middle Kuskokwim, upper Innoko and Nowitna drainages.
Moose populations in the t4cGrath area now are moderately abundant.

Flooding, predation and heavy harvest continue to depress populations in
the Middle Yukon, upper Kuskokwim and Holitna drainages.
Spring flooding, which normally occurs in late May and early June, is a
major mortality factor in the middle Yukon section of the area. Floods
are more apt to follow severe winters than mild ones, thus subjecting
the moose population to "double jeopardy 11 • Effects of flooding are
apparent in data from spring counts conducted following such catastrophies.
In 1972, a spring survey from Nulato to Holy Cross revealed that Only
4.6 percent of the population were calves. A spring survey of the same
area in 1976 following flooding again produced a low number of surv1v1ng
calves (9.2 percent) in the population. These floods not only result in
adult mortality but also drown many newborn calves.
Predation by wolves has been a major factor in delaying recovery of
moose populations in the middle Yukon and middle and upper Kuskokwim
River drainages. Wolf hunting by local residents in the McGrath area
seems to have been effective in reducing predation by wolf packs within
several hundred square miles of prime moose habitat. Except for the
spring of 1972 when calf survival was very low following the severe
winter, overwinter calf survival in the vicinity of ~1cGrath has been
good, with the proportion of calves in the spring averaging about 24
percent of the population. However, wolf hunting elsewhere is sporadic
and relatively ineffective in reducing wolf populations. Some of the
drainages that are heavily hunted for moose, such as the Holitna River,
have supported dense wolf populations (one per 43 square miles on the
Holitna) over the past several years. Calf survival in these areas has
consistently been poor. ~lith very 1ittle trapping pressure, and virtually
no wolf hunting, wolves in this area continue to slow herd recovery.
Predation by bears on moose occurs, especially during the calving period,
occurs, but the impact of such predation is unknown.
Although large bull moose are common in the area, few drainages produce
trophy size antlers. Exceptions to this are the Upper Innoko, Iditarod,
and Nowitna Rivers and the Alaska Range foothills. Domestic hunting
pressure is sufficient in many areas to reduce the proportion of large
trophy bulls.

5!9

Harvests of moose in the area are light to moderate in most instances
but heavy in the Holy Cross-Anvik-Shagaluk and Holitna River areas. The
reported harvest of moose on the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim drainages has
declined steadily since 1963 when 75 bulls and 3 cows were reported
taken, to a low of 8 bulls in 1974. Reported harvests of moose from the
middle Yukon and middle and upper Kuskokwim River drainages rarely
exceeded 200 animals until the past few years. In general, the actual
harvest in any part of the area is at least three times the reported
harvest.
Because the Yukon-Kuskokwim area is largely rural and most of the harvest
has been by local hunters, seasons and bag limits between 1963 and 1973
were liberal. Except for the lower Yukon-Kuskowim River drainages a bag
limit of two moose (one of which could be antlerless) and an open season
from August 10 to February 28 were in effect over most of the area.
Population declines after 1972 required more restrictive regulations to
allow moose stocks to recover. The area showed a definite decrease in
kill in the fall of 1972 following the severe winter mortality of 1971
72. Presently the moose season extends from September 1 to November 30
with a bag limit of one bull moose for most of the area.
Most moose hunting activity occurs during the open water months of the
fall moose season. Most residents travel the rivers by boat looking for
a bull moose. Hovement of bulls to the river bars during the rut offers
an advantage to the waterborne hunters. In October and November relatively
little hunting occurs out of villages except for occassional moose taken
by trappers. Another flurry of hunting activity occur~ in February as
the days grow warmer and longer. Most hunters usually try to secure cow
moose at this time. since cows are generally in better condition. In
winters with deep snow, moose move to river bars where they are highly
vulnerable to snowmachine and aircraft hunters.
Float equipped aircraft are utilized to some extent by residents to take
moose along the larger rivers and lakes, but in general much of the
aircraft harvest is by nonlocal recreational hunters, with the exception
of air traffic out of Bethel into the middle Yukon and lower Innoko
Rivers. Winter hunting is primarily with the aid of snowmachines, dogs
and ski-equipped aircraft.
Present moose population levels are sufficient to accomodate the needs
of most local residents. Competition between local and non-area residents
has resulted in serious social problems, particularly concerning hunters
from Bethel, Fairbanks and Anchorage. Regulations designed to accomodate
the needs of persons residing within the area should not be changed.
However, because these regulations have been designed for local domestic
needs, they likewise have become attractive to residents of other areas
with more restrictive regulations.
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MOOSE !N !NTER!OR ALASKA

Moose (Aices alces) are distributed throughout Interior Alaska~ occurring
in a wide variety of habitats, ranging from climax communities of upland
shrubs and iow1and bogs, to shrub communities in old burns and along
streams. Stands of coniferous and deciduous trees also may be important
in many areas.
Since their arrival in Interior Alaska more than 175~000 years ago,
moose, like a11 species, have fluctuated in numbers. The status of
moose populations during the early 20th century is uncertain. Historical
records and comments by early hunters and trappers suggest that moose
existed in at least low to moderate numbers. They gradually increased
in abundance in the late 1940's, 1950's and early l960 s, reaching a
maximum around 1965. Since that time their numbers have generally
declined to the present low levels.
1

The growth of moose populations during the 1940 s and 1950 5 was due to
a combiration of events. The most important factor was probably a large
lncrease in habitat caused by a large number of natural and man-caused
fires~ and developments such as homesteading~ mining and construction.
Regrowth of shrubs important in the diet of noose in these disturbed
areas greatly increased their food supply. Hoose on a high qualfty die-::
frequently have high reproductive success, and during the years between
1956 and 1964~ a high proportion of cows gave birth to Calves which
survived through the summer.
1

1

rwo other factors contributed to population growth from late 1940 to
early 1960. During this period, predator control reduced wolf populations
and minimized wolf predation on w~ose. Secondly~ relatively mild winters
during this interval contributed to high overwinter survival of calves
and adults during most years.
Since 1965, widespread and generally synchronous declines in moose
populations have occurred throughout much of Interior Alaska~ due to a
low recruitment of yoong animals into the breeding aduit population and
to a continuous mortality among adults. Several factors have contributed
to the declines. Severe winters during 1965·1966, 1966-67 and 1970-71
resulted in high mortality of moose. Deep winter snows aggravated
shortages of available browse resulting from excessive moose population
levels in prior years.
In addition to severe winters, predation ~as a major cause of reduced
populations of moose and the principal mortality factor since 1971.
~Solves have re111ained moderately abundant over the period of moose decline;
wolf nu~bers were supported in part by abundant hare populations in the
early 1970's. When hares declined in 1972-73. the impact of wolves on
~ose populations became progressively greater.
Although wolves take
adult moose, the effects of preda:ion have been most marked by the 1oss

of calves.

Whi1e hunting has been a significant cause of adult moose mortality in
heavily hunted areas, it was not a najor factor contributing to region
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wide declines~ Hoose populations in lfghtly hunted and even unhunted
areas have experienced similar population reductions. For example)
moose in large a~eas of the Chena River and Beaver Creek drainages are
very lightly hunted, and they too have low numbers of calves and have
experienced sharp population declines in recent years. Further, tinhunted
nmose populations in McKinley Park are a1so apparently experiencing
similar declines.
Although deteriorated range conditions were probably a major factor
causing moose declines in the 1960 s~ nefther poor range conditions nor
disease are likely factors contributing to recent moose declines in
Interior Alaska. Although quantity and quality of moose range are
probably lower today than during the 1950's and 1960's, the habitat
appears to be capable of supporting considerably more moose than are
present today. Although the lnf1uence of disease on moose mortality has
not been closely examined, general observations in Alaska and western
Canada suggest that disease is not a significant mortality factor among
either calves or adults in these areas.
1

Moose have long been one of the most important game species in ~nterior
Alaska. initially providing for the subsistence needs of natives, early
settlers, prospectors and explorers. For the past two decades they also
have supported relatively intensive recreational utilization, and they
remain an important source of meat for many bush residents.
t<\ost recreational moose hunting occurs in those portlons of Interior
Alaska that are accessible by road or off~road vehlc1e trails, along
major rivers with boat access or where suitable landing sites enable use
of aircraft. Small harvests are reported for large areas with difficult
access. Most of the reported harvest comes from the Tanana R~ver
drainage~ particularly the foothills of the central Alaska Range and the
Tanana Hills near Fairbanks. In the early 1970 5 about 2~000 moose were
reported taken each year. Declines in moose populations, reductions in
hunting seasons and elimination of antlerless moose hunts have reduced
moose harvests. About three-fourths of the moose ~unters in this area
are AlasKa residents. Nonresident hunters on guided hunts take moose in
combination with other species. r·1ost gu"iding activity is in the Alaska
Range and the southern slope of the Brooks Range.
1

The numbers of moose taken for domestic utilization by bush residents ts
unknown since much of the harvest is not reported. Jomestic use is
localized near villages. such as along the Yukon and KoyuKuk Rivers and
near outlying bush residences.
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LITTLE TOK MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 12, the drainages of the Little Tok River above
its confluence with Trail Creek.

THE SPECIES
The moose population in the Little Tok management area appears stable~
but little is known of its size. The proportion of bulls in relation to
cows declined between 1968 and the mid-1970's. In 1974, the bull-cow
ratio was 22 bulls per 100 cows. Calf-cow ratios obtained in late fall
aerial surveys have ranged between 15 and 24 calves per 100 cows. The
effect of predation and other causes of ~atura1 mortality is unknown.
Wolf and grizzly bear populations are at moderate levels. Winter range
is the most critical element of moose habitat in this area.
The annual harvest of moose has averaged about 35 animals. The area has
produced 1arge-ant1ered bu11s in the past, but greater hunting effort in
recent years has significantly reduced the number of large bulls.
Nonresident use of the area has traditionally bee~ high, but resident
use, both local and non1ocal, has incteased in recent years. Much of
~he nonresident moose hunting effort has been in conjunction with sheep
and brown bear hunting. At least six guides or transporters make use of
the area, and much of their business is with nonresidents.
Access to the Little Tok moose population is primarily by off-road
vehicles via the Bear Valley Trail or little Tok Trail. A few local
residents use two unimproved airstrips near Birch Creek for access by
light airplanes.
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SIXTYM!LE BUTTE MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 12 and 20C, Township 21 North, Range 12 East;
Township 21 North, Range 13 East; Township 20 North, Range 12 East,
Section 1·18; and Township 20 North, Range 13 East Section 1-18, Tanacross
Quadrangle.
THE SPECIES
The Sixtymi1e Butte area appears to be the preferred rutting habitat for
moose inhabiting lowland country surrounding the Butte. The Butte is
approximately 3500 feet in elevation, and suba1pine willow is the dominant
vegetation~
The primary wintering area for this population is in the
drainage of the West Fork of the Oennison, where dwarf birch and wi11ows
provide adequate winter browse on the valley bottom.
At the present time (1976) moose calf survival is low, resulting in
little or no recruitment into the population. The reasons for poor calf
surviva1 are unknown but oredation by wolves and brown bears is suspect.
Bull/cow ratios have declined in recent years.as a result of huntingt
from apprpximately 45-SQ bulls per 100 cows to the current ratio of 25~
30 bulls per 100 cows. The population was virtually unhunted fn the
l960 1 s due to its inaccessibility~ but in the early l970 1 s a Tok area
guide built an all-terrain vehicle trail to the Butte and hunting pressure
rapidly increased by both r-esident and nonresident hunter-s. /lithin two
years, many of the large bulls were harvested.
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FAREWELL MOOSE
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 19 that area within a line drawn from the outlet
of Telequana Lake north to Lone Mountain, east to Farewell, east northeast
to the northwest corner of Mt.

~1cKinley

National Park, south to the Unit

19 boundary, along the Unit 19 boundary to Telequana Pass, then down the
Telequana River to the starting point.
THE SPECIES

Little information on numbers of moose in the Farewell area is available.
Population trends have been similar to those of the middle and upper
Kuskokwim River drainages. Moose populations expanded during the 1920's
and 1930's and reached high levels of abundance in the 1960's. Some
reductions in numbers occurred in the early 1970's as a result of several
severe winters. and currently the moose population is at a moderate
level in the area. Moose habitat is in good to excellent condition.
Moose harvests have increased rapidly in the Farewell area since 1970.
Hunters (largely guided nonresidents} are now taking about 100 bulls
annually from the Alaska Range foothills. The Farewell area is favored
by resident sport hu"nters and guides as a hunting area because the
timberline habitat provides high visibility of moose and trophy bull
moose are available. In addition. the presence of brown bears, dall
sheep and caribou provides an opportunity for multispecies hunts. Most
moose hunting occurs in September and October, with an occasional bull
taken in November. Seasonal movements of bulls by mid-September into
the upland areas during and after the rut increases accessibility of
moose. Trophy hunters rarely pursue moose during the early winter
months because the bulls begin to shed their antlers in November and
December. Hunter selectivity for large bulls has reduced the proportion
of large bulls in the population. Aerial surveys in 1973 and 1974 for a
segment of the population (about 500 moose} indicated 25 to 28 bulls per
100 cows and an increase in small bulls.
Access to moose in the Alaska Range foothills is largely by aircraft or
ATV. Wheel aircraft are used to some extent along the large river bars
from the Stony River to the Tonsona River. Float equipped aircraft are
popular in the lake areas southeast of Big River. Aircraft flying into
this area are largely from the Anchorage vicinity. A few local hunters
from McGrath, Red Devil. Sleetmute, Aniak and Bethel hunt this area for
other species. Use of ATV's is expected to become more extensive with
increased use of this area due to the terrain and access limitations on
aircraft.
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CHENA-SALCHA MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20, the drainages of Birch Creek above the
confluence of Birch Creek with the South Fork of Birch Creek, except for
the drainages of the North Fork of Birch Creek and Harrison Creek; the
drainage of Big Windy Creek~ the drainage of the East Fork of the Chena
River upstream from and including the Munson Creek drainage; and the
drainage of the North Fork of the Salcha River.

THE SPECIES
This area consists of low rolling mountains topped by alpine habitat.
Lower elevations are covered mostly with spruce forest except for bands
of wi1low along the valley bottoms and deciduous regrowth in areas that
have burned. Moose are seasonally abundant, occurring in greatest
numbers during the fa11 and early winter. Highest densities are found
on the old burns where browse is abundant. By late winter few moose
remain in these headwater areas due to the deep accumulation of snow.

Survey data are available for only the East Fork of the Chena River (4
years) and the North Fork of the Salcha (1 year); consequently knowledge
of the population statUs is limited. The number of moose seen per hour
of aeriai survey time in the East Fork has dropped progressively from 63
in 1970 to 10 in 1975, suggesting a declining population.
Deep snow and wolf predation are the primary factors affecting the size
of moose populations in interior Alaska. Unusually deep snow accumulation
during the winter of 1970-71 resulted in poor overwinter survival in
areas near Fairbanks. A sharp decline in the number of moose seen Tn
the East Fork survey area suggested that high mortality occurred there
also. Wolves prey on moose throughout this area. a1though their effect
on the moose population is tinknown. Systematic wolf surveys have not
been conducted, and therefore density and distribution of wolves is
unknown. Wolves have been seen, however, during moose surveys in the
area and trappers r~port killing 51 wolves in the area over the past 5
years, 30 of which were taKen during the 1974-75 season.
Productivity and survival of moose have not been assessed except for
scattered fall composition counts. In November 1975 calves comprised
15~16 percent of the moose population in the East Fork of the Chena
River and the North Fork of the Salcha River. Expressed as a calf/cow
ratio~ this represents approximately 26 calves per 100 cow moose.
I~
the East Fork, where surveys have been conducted in prior years, this
ratio has varied from 21 to 27 calves per 100 cows since 1971. The
ratio was 32 calves per 100 cows in 1971, prior to the severe winter.
Research in the Tanana Flats. approximately 70 miles southwest of the
Chena-Salcha area, revealed that up to 94 percent of the cow moose two
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years of age or older were pregnant in May of 1975. If this figure
applies to cow moose calving in the Tanana Hills, then roughly 73 percent
of the calves were lost during the first six months. This would suggest
that high calf mortality exists in the Tanana Hills~ comparable to that
documented for the F1ats. Both areas have shown a steady decline in
moose numbers.
Rejuvenation of moose browse is largely dependent on naturally occurring
wildfires. A 90 square mile burn on the East Fork of the Che~a River
and a 110 square ~ile burn on the Nor:h Fork of the Salcha have provided
excellent habitat for moose. Elsewhere there is little browse available;
mature spruce forest ~redominates over wost of the area.
Only two moOse from the Tanana ~ills have been entered in the Boone and
Crockett record book. However, the area has potential for producing
large moose, since antlers approach trophy size at 11-12 years of age.
Since 1967, 10-20 percent of the harvest has consisted of bulls 10 or
more years old. Some 6 year old ma1es can be expected to have antler
spreads in excess of 60 inches and by age 7 an occasional bull ~ay reach
70 inches. However, over one-third of all B to 12 year old moose measured
have had less than 55 inch antler spread and probably would not have
grown large antlers.
Poor access has resulted in ~inima1 hunting activity. Harvests have
been very light, probably never exceeding more than six an1ma1s per
year. Characteristics of the harvest. altHough not available specifically
for the Chena-Sa1cha ·area, may have been similar to surrounding~ more
accessible areas where harvests and hunter success have declined 66
percent from 196g 1eve1s. Ninety percent of the hunters have been
residents and they have taken 85 percent of the harvest. No guiding
operations are known to exist in the Chena-Sa1cha area proper. The area
has been subject to season reductions on bulls and deletion of ant1erless
moose seasons applicable to surrounding areas, instituted in response to
rapidly declining moose populations in much of interior Alaska. The
present bu11s-only season is September 1-20 and November 1-10.
Access has been limited due to the absence of off-road vehicle trails
and landing strips for light aircraft. The area is far enough from
existing roads that overland access is difficult and time consuming. A
cat trail runs up the East Fork of the Chena River approxi~ate1y 25
miles to the vicinity of Van Curlers bar, but before ~reeze-up it is
passable ooly by tracked vehicles. A trail also follows the ridge
parallel to the Salcha River for about 45 miles to the vicinity of The
Butte. 7his trai1 is passable by 4-wheel drive vehicles most of its
length, but teminates short of reaching the Uorth Fork.. There are no
vehicles trails into upper Birch Creek, but highway access to the headwaters
permits users to float the drainage by canoe. Aircraft access is
extremely limited in the fall due to the shortage of grave1 bars~ lakes
or airstrips. During the winter access is vas:ly imp~oved; light aircraft
on ski is can land in severa1 areas and snow machines can easily traverse
the back country.
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CENTRAL ALASKA RANGE

~OOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20 the area bounded on the south by the crest of
the Alaska Range, on the east by the Richardson Highway, on the north by
the Tanana River, the North Star Borough southern boundary, and a 1ine
extending the North Star Borough boundary due west to the Nenana River,
and on the west by the Nenana River.
THE SPECIES
ft.eria 1 moose surveys and genera 1 observations indicated increasing moose

numbers in the late 1950's and large ~oose populations in the period
1960-1965. This rapid population growth resulted fro~ favorable long
term effects of mild winters, abundant fall-winter range following
wildfire, low hunting pressure, and predator control. Severe winters
with long-lasting, deep snow in 1965-1966 and 1966-1967 may have red"ced
the moose population to less than 50 percent of the level present in
1964. Improved survival increased moose numbers in 1968 and 1969~ but a
substantial reduction in the population occurred d~ring the severe
winter of 1970-71. As a result of increased hunter harvest of moose
from 1970.73 and low survival of calves resulting from predatio~ and
'other natural "ortality from 1971-75, the population has failed to
increase to the level which the range could support. The density of
wolves in the area has been high in recent years (one wolf oer 23 square
miles in 1975, prior to removal of wolves by trappers and by the Department}*
and wolves have probably been the primary factor responsible for observed
low calf survival rates. Brown and black bears are also abundant in the
area and have undoubtedly contr~buted to moose mortality. The moose
population is currently maintained at a depressed level solely by non
hunting losses. Although precise estimates of moose numbers are unavailable~
a '1 best guess" estimate of numbers, derived from aerial moose sex and
age surveys, was about 2500 moose in 1975.
The Central Alaska Range has long been an important moose huntlng area
in Interior Alaska. The numbers of hunters increased rapidiy from 639
in 1969 to 1515 in 1973. A shorter season with some restriction on the
use of aircraft decreased the number of hunters to 1266 in 1974. Liberal
hunting seasons on bulls and cows were in effect until 1974 when the
season was reduced to 52 days for moose of either sex. In 1975 only a
10-day bulls-only season was allowed, substantially reducing hunting
pressure. Although guides are active in the area, only about one fourth
of all hunters are nonresidents. Most of the resident hunters come from
the Fa1rbanks area.
liberal hunting seasons, large numbers of hunters and high success rates
resulting from good accessibility of the hunting area resulted in large
harvests through 1974. From 1963 to 1970 an average of 222 moose were
taken annually, of which 30 percent were females, From 1971 to 1974 the
average kill rose to 478, of which 44 percent were females. Although
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more than half the harvest occurred prior to freeze-up~ increased use of
mechanized transport after 1970 increased harvests during November and
substantially raised total kills. About half the total reported harvest
in 1973 and 1974 came fron the Gold King-Japan Hills and the Wood River,
although hunters were a1so able to trave1 over much of the Tanana Flats
from access points at Fairbanks, Ft. Wainright~ the Richardson Highway,
Nenana and Clear.
Moose in this area must reach five or six years before they produce what
would be considered 11 trophyn size antlers of 50 inches in spread. Those
in the 10 to 12 year o1d category are probably of maximum trophy potential.
after which antler size does not increase. Between 1949 and 1964) seven
bulls wh~ch met minimum Boone and Crocket scores were harvested. 7he
outlook now for trophy size animals recruited to the population is not
promising, because calf production and survival since 1970 has been
poor. Calves which would have reached trophy status from 1976-1980 have
not survived in substantial numbers.

FAIRBANKS MOOSE
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 2GB~ that portfon of Goldstream drainage upstream
from Spier Creek; that portion of the Chena drainage west of Dark Hollow
and Smallwood Creeks, and downstream from the confluence of Smallwood
Creek and the Little Chena River; the Cher.a drainage west of the Transmitter
Site Road and south of the Chena Hot Springs Road; drainages of the
north bank of the Tanana River from Rosie Creek to rmose Creek and along
the north bank of Moose Creek to the Transmitter Site Road.
THE SPECIES

Observations of moose and the incidence of road Kills' and nuisance
complaints indicate a minimum of 150 moose utilize the Fairbanks area in
winter. Although habitat alteration resulting from road and trail
development and expanding residential areas has temporarily increased
the capacity of the area to support moose, the moose population is
declining. Numbers of moose declined substantially following the 1970
71 winter when most of the calf crop and many adults succumbed to deep
snow of long duration. Low increments to the population due to poor
calf production and survival since 1971 have prevented the population
from increasing. Predation by wolves has probably been the primary
natural mortality factor affecting moose within and adjacent to the
area. Wolves are regularly trapped or shot in defense of property on
the lower Chena River~ Rosie~ Moose and Goldstream Creeks) and they have
killed many dogs in the area in recent years.
The moose population has a low proportion of bulls {10 percent or less}
as a resu1t of the high rate of bull harvest, and most bulls remaining
in the population are less than 5 years old. The area was closed to
moose hunting in 1975 because of the low proportion of bu11s and also
because of extensive residential development. Reported harvests of
bulls for 1974, 1973, and 1972 were 28, 68, and 35, respectively. Most
moose were taken by local residents utilizing highway vehicles. Some
moose were taken along the Chena River by hunters using boats.
Urban expansion of the Fairbanks area has changed use patterns from
recreational hunting to noncons:m:ptive utilization. Roads and trails
once used by hunters are now part of existing or planned subdivisions.
Public safety requirements and demands for viewable wildlife as an
integra 1 part of the conn: unity preclude moose hunting except under
closely controlled conditions.
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CHARLEY RIVER MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20C, all drainages of the Charley River below the
confluence of its east and west forks.

THE SPECIES
Little data are available on this moose population. Only a few surveys have
been conducted, usually in conjunction with counts on caribou. While
the Charley River offers summer and fall moose habitat, winter range is
lacking in both quality and quantity except in the lower 5 miles of the
drainage. Moose which spend the summer and fall in the Charley River
drainages winter along the Yukon River.
Hunter access to the Charley River is primarily by river boat. The
river is difficult to negotiate in the upper reaches, particularly
during times of low water flow, but access to the lower reaches is not
particularly difficult for experienced boatmen using proper equipment.
The harvest from this area is very small, with most animals coming from
that portion of the drainage near the Yukon River. No airstrips or all
terrain vehicle trails are available on the lower half of the river and
float planes are able to utilize only the lower few m,les of river,·and
then only during years of adequate water flow. Usually the river is not
suitable for float plane use.
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KANT!SnNA RIVER MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game

r~nagement

Unit

20C~

the drainages of the Kantishna River.

THE SPECIES
The density of moose in the Kantishna River area apoears relatively low.
Changes in moose abundance have probably followed a pattern similar to that
of moose in adjacent areas where they have declined significantly during the
past decade. No detailed studies on moose have been conducted in the Kantishna
drainage, therefore little is known about the factors that influence them.
The Kantishna drainage is generally low qua1ity moose habitat composed primarily
of spruce forest with some deciduous forest in areas that have recently burned.
In response to declining moose populations and increasing hunting pressure~
moose hunting seasons in Interior Alaska have been shortened considerably in
recent years. However~ the harvest from the Kantishna River population has
declined only slightly, due to increasing hunter interest tn the area. Reported
annual harvests for the area have averaged 19 moose since 1969 and ranged from
6 during 1972 to a high of 35 in 1973. The actual kill probably averages well
in excess of 25 moose per year because harvest estimates based on voluntary
reports substantially underestimate harvest by bush residents and do not inc1ude
illegal take. Harvest levels are relatively light compared to the number of
moose in the area. However, if the population is det1ining, the impact of
present harvest rates on the population wil1 increase.
Most hunters utilizing the area during the past six years have been Alaska
residents~ which suggests little big game guiding activity.
The extent of
domestic use of moose is unknown~ although there are some residents in the
area who probably utilize moose as their primary source of meat.
Riverboats and aircraft provide the primary means of access to the area. The
Kantishna River and its ~ajar tributaries are ideal for boating. They offer
about 300 miles of navigable waterway and many additional miles suitable fo~
float trips~ Numerous lakes and gravel bars provide for access by airplane.
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BEAVER CREEK MOOSE

LOCATION
!n Garr.e f.lanagement Unit 20C, the drainages of Beaver Creek above its
confluence with t1oose Creek. including the drainage of Moose Creek.
THE SPECIES

The density of moose in the proposed management area is relatively low.
An approximate estimate of the total nu~ber is 400-500. Aerial surveys
indicate that mortality of calves is high. Conclusive evidence indicating
the causes of low calf survival is not available. The abundance of
wolves relative to moose suggests that predation is one of the major
factors limiting calf survival. Recruit~ent of young animals tQ the
Beaver Creek moose population a~pears lower than mortality of adults,
resulting in a population dec~ine.
The habitat is dominated by spruce forest with fairly extensive
of willow along rivers and creeks which provide winter browse.
successional stages of habitat following wildfires are commonly
by moose during early winter but represent only a smal1 portion
moose habitat in the area.

stands
Early
utilized
of the

In response to declining moose oopulations and increasing hunting
pressure, moose hunting seasons in Interior Alaska have been shortened
considerably in recent years. However, the harvest from the Beaver
Creek population has remained about the same because of increasing
hunter interest in the area. Estimates of total harvest by hunters
average 20-25 moose per year or approximately 5-7 percent of the estimated
moose population. Moose of the Beaver Creek drainage appear to have
average potential for producing trophy size antlers when compared with
other areas in Alaska. The effect of hunting during recent years has
been to accelerate the otherwise natural decline of moose in the area.
Hunters utilizing the area during the past six years have been almost
exclusively residents. Little guiding activity occurs there. Access is
gained primarily by aircraft and off·road vehicles utilizing trails from
the Steese and Elliot Highways. Access points have tended to concentrate
hunters in specific areas, resulting in high harvest rates in small
areas. A.n example is the upper reaches of the Beaver Creek drainage
accessible by the heavily used No~e Creek Trail leading off the Steese
Highway.
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G£RSTL£ RIVER MOOSE

LOCATIOH
In Game Management Unit 200, the Gerst1e River drainage above the
Alaska Highway,
THE SPECIES
Up to 300 moose may occupy the higher inaccessible elevations of the
Gerstle drainage. Moose surveys in the area indicated 6 calves per 100
cows, suggesting poor calf production or survival. Observed bu11:cow
ratios have been 34 bulls per 100 cows. Poor winter range condition and
heavy predation are probably responsible for low numbers of calves.
Winter range at lower elevations is intensively used. One large burn on
the winter range is no longer productive for moose browse.

Current harvests are relatively light due to difficult access. Twelve
bulls were taken in 1974 and 1975, while the hunting season was closed
from 1971 to 1973. Hunter effort is heavy at lower elevations and along
existing trails but hunter success is low. All hunting is recreational~
with 80 percent of the hunters originating from the Delta Junction and
Ft. Greely area. The remaining hunters are primarily residents from
other parts of Alaska. Few nonresldent hUnters use the area, and little
guiding aCtivity occurs. Access is usually via the Alcan Highway, and
all-terrain vehic1es, four wheel drive vehicles, horses and aircraft are
used for transportation in the area.
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DONNELLY-CLEARWATER MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 200, that area bounded on the west by the Delta
River; on the north by the Tanana River; on the east by the west bank of
Clearwater and Sawmill Creeks south to the AlasKa Highway, then west
along the Alaska Highway to the Richardson Highway, then south along the
Richardson Highway to Jarvis Creek to the Game Management Unit 13 boundary;
on the south by the Game Management Unit 13 boundary.
T~E

SPECIES

Moose densities in this area are unknown, but numbers of moose vary
seasonally. An average of 40 moose were taken annually by hunters
during the early l960 s, but the population declined in subsequent
years, and hunting has been prohibitea since 1971. The population
decline was probably due to a decrease i~ quantity and quality of habitat
resulting from land clearing for agriculture, roads anc housing, and
encroachment by spruce, mature aspen and birch on a burned area which
was excellent moose winter range un~il the early 1960 s. Predation is
currently contributing to poor moose ca1f survivai.
1

1

Most people viewing Donnelly-Clearwater moose are residents of the Delta
and Ft. Greely area, but resident and nonresident use is increasing
along the Richardson and Alcan Highways during summer.
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GRANITE MT. MOOSE

LOCATION

In Game Management Units 22 and 23, the drainages of the Koyuk River
above its confluence with Willow Creek~ the drainages of the East Fork
of the Koyuk River above its confluence wtth the Koyuk River, the drainages
of the Buckland .~iver above its confluence with Kilulik.puk Creek; the
drainages of the Tagagawik River upstream of latitude 66° 10' 7".

THE SPECIES
The Granite Mountain moose population evidently originated from animals
that immigrated to the area during the 1930's from drainages of the
Yukon River. The population increased in subsequent years~ reaching its
greatest density during the early 1960's. Moose currently occupy all
suitable habitat in densfties approaching the maximum that the range can
sustain. Aerial surveys in the spring of 1975 indicated at least 400
and possibly more than 600 moose occupy the area. Calf production and
survival through the first year has been good; surveys indicate about 20
percent of the population is slightly less than 1 year old. Antler
growth is rapid; bulls 6 years old often carry antlers with a spread of
60 inches. Nearly half of the bulls carry antlers with 40-inch spreads
or larger. Rapid antler growth and a high proportion of young animals
generally indicate excellent range condition. Moose winter habitat is
restricted to major river valleys in the area and overbrowsing has
occurred locally. Predators are scarce and are probably not causing
significant moose mortality.
Moose harvest levels can only be estimated~ but hunting pressure on the
Granite r~ountain moose population is low. No rore than 50 moose are
taken by hunters annually; calf production and survival rates indicate
the population could sustain a harvest of at least 100 animals per year.
~1ost moose are taken along rivers prior to freeze .. up by hunters using
light aircraft for transportation. Most animals are taken along the
Buckland and Koyuk R1vers; the Tagagawik River is relatively inaccessible
and seldom hunted. Shallow water genera1iy precludes river boat travel.
Residents of Buckland. Koyuk and Selawik occasionally hunt moose using
snowmachines after freeze-up, but few animals are taken since the meat
is considered less palatable after the breeding season.
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YUKON-TANANA MOOSE

LOCATION

That portion of Game Management Unit 24 not included in the Southwestern
Brooks and the Dietrich

r~oose

Management Plan areas; that portion of

Game Management Unit 20 not included in the Kantishna River, Beaver
Creek, Fairbanks, Chena-Salcha, Charley River, Central Alaska Range,
Donelly-Clearwater, and Gerstle

~1oose ~1anagement

Plan areas; and that

portion of Unit 12 not included in the Sixtymile Butte and Little Tok
Moose Management Plan areas.
THE SPECIES

Moose populations in much of this large area are at relatively low
levels and continue to decline from the higher numbers present in the
late 1960's. The area has received only sporadic survey coverage. Data
are not available on a detailed, comparative basis for the whole area or
a long period of time. In general moose are most abundant where willow
stands are plentiful as in recently burned areas on river bars. Islands
in the Yukon River are important habitat. Much of the area is not good
moose habitat and moose occur in low densities. Suppression of wildfires
during the past decade has inhibited the creation of new moose browse
habitat. Vegetational changes on existing moose ranges have reduced the
carrying capacity of the habitat over wide areas and is the primary
factor responsible for declining moose populations. Heavy, area~wide
winter mortality of moose occurred during severe winters in 1970~1972.
Wolf predation has depressed moose populations further in some portions
of the area by greatly reducing calf survival. Heavy hunting pressure
has also contributed to declines of moose in accessible areas.
In the drainage of the Koyukuk River, particularly downstream from
Hughes where better moose habitat exists, periodic surveys from 1954 to
1968 indicated high proportions of calves (about 20 percent) in the
population. Following severe winters and spring floods in 1970 and
1971, the population declined and the proportion of calves was reduced
to 8 to 11 percent. Heavy hunting and trapping of wolves in the Koyukuk
region has helped reduce calf mortality in recent years.
Because of less favorable habitat and greater human utilization by
villagers along the river; moose populations along the Yukon River
between Tanana and Eagle probably never approached those observed in the
Koyukuk drainage. Limited surveys in 1975 along the Yukon River above
Tanana indicated low moose densities and moderate to poor survival of
calves. r~oose were most abundant on the islands in the Yukon River.
The best habitat along the Yukon was located between the Kandik and
Nation Rivers. Very few moose were observed along the Porcupine, Sheenjek
and Coleen Rivers.
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Moose south of the Yukon River and in the Tanana River drainages show
the same pattern of declining populations and low proportions of calves.
To the east in the vicinity of the Taylor highway, populations are low
in both hunted and unhunted areas. November surveys in recent years
have indicated less than 25 calves per 100 cows and low percentages of
yearlings. Bu11/cow ratios have varied from 5 to 45 bulls per 100 cows~
depending on the hunting pressure experienced in different places.
Except for the lower Salcha river where high proportions of calves have
stabilized the moose population, the Tanana River drainages ard the
country around Fairbanks have declining populations. Production and
survival of calves has been 1ow, resulting in insufficient recruitrr~nt
to the population to replace losses to hunting and predation. Proportions
of bulls in accessible populations show the effects of hunting, with sex
ratios ranging from 14 to 37 bulls per 100 cows, down from 50-60 bulls
per 100 cows in the 1960's.
Harvest information is based primarily on harvest reports received from
hunters, but figures derived from harvest reports are rdnimal estimates
because many rura1 residents fail to report their kills. :n recent
years frorr, 500-1000 moose have been taken annually. In 1g73 a record
harvest of 1193 moose was reported. Harvests included antler1ess moose
in much of the area south of the Yukon until 1974 and north of the Yukon
through 1975. Regulations have become more restrictive in recent years
with reductions in hunting season length of 11 to 62 days and bag iinits
north of the Yukon from two moose to one per year. The greatest hunting
activity and moose harvest has occurred in the drainages of the Tanana
River and the Fairbanks vicinity where approximately 70 percent of the
reported harvest has been taken. Harvests in rural areas has been light
except near villages and along roads and major rivers. Hunter success
has declined significantly in all locations south of the Yukon River as
a result of reduced availability of moose, shortened hunting seasons.
and increased numbers of hunters. Competition among hunters has been
heavy in such traditional hunting locations as the Taylor highway, the
Salcha, Goodpaster, and Yanert Rivers, Seaver Creekt Nome Creekt Minto
Flats and the Stampede Trail. North of the Yukon River hunter success
has remained relatively high {more than 50 percent successfu1). Harvests
have been fairly we11 distributed through the upper Koyukuk and the
Chandalar drainages and in recent years, the easternmost drainages of
the upper Yukon River. The Sheenjek. Porcupine, Kandik and Nation
Rivers have experienced increases ~n hunting pressure.
More than 75 percent of the hunters have been Alaska residents, and the
majority of these residents have been from interior Alaska urban centers.
Nonresidents have been most heavily represented north of the Yukon (19
to 24 percent of hunters) and in the vicinity of Fairbanks {about 20
percent of hunters). Little guiding activity directed specifically to
moose has occurred. ln the upper Tanana Rfver drainages and in the
Alaska range~ guided hunters take moose in conjunction with their sheep
hunts.
of the area has poor access. Hunting activity is concentrated
along road and trail systems and on major rivers. Highway vehicles and

~~ch
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all-terrain vehicles are dominant methods of hunter transport in the
vicinity of the Taylor Highway, and near the road system radiating from
Fairbanks. Use of riverboats predominates along the YuKon River and
major tri~utaries 1 and along portions of the Tanana River. Aircraft are
an important means of access to the upper Koyukuk drainages and to some
remote areas south of the Yukon, but their use is limited over 1arge
areas by the lack of suitable landing sites.
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MOOSE IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Moose (A~aes alces) are distributed throughout Northwestern Alaska from
the Brooks Range to Norton Sound and from Walker Lake to Point Hope and
Cape Prince of Wales. In forested areas, such as the middle and upper
Kobuk River and its tributaries, they are widely distributed during
spring and summer. However, during winter they tend to congregate in
shrub and tree stands along major rivers and streams. In treeless
areas, such as most coastal areas and the western Seward Peninsula,
moose are most closely associated with streamside shrub communities.
During summer they may disperse onto the tundra and uplands where forage
occurs. During fall and winter they are restricted to shrub communities
along streams and rivers.
Moose were apparently rare in the Kobuk and Noatak River drainages and
were definitely absent from the Seward Peninsula and coastal areas of
the Chukchi Sea during the late 1800's and early 1900's. Their numbers
have gradually increased along the Kobuk and Noatak Rivers during the
past 50 years, corresponding roughly to their increase in the Brooks
Range. Moose are recent inhabitants of the Seward Peninsula and northern
coastal areas. They were occasionally seen in the western Seward Peninsula
during the 1950's, and have become particularly numerous· during the past
10 to 15 years. Over 3,000 moose currently occur on the Seward Peninsula.
South of the Seward Peninsula small groups of moose have been resident
for some time along streams where the treeline extends .to the coast.
In the past, the moose harvest on the Seward Peninsula and in the Norton
Sound area has been low. Between 1963 and 1972 the total annual reported
kill was less than 70 animals, while between 1973 and 1975 the annual
reported kill has ranged from 136 to 222. The moose harvest in the
Kotzebue Sound area, including the Kobuk and Noatak drainages has also
been low. Total reported harvest during 1974 and 1975 was 104 and 76
moose. respectively.
Many moose taken for domestic utilization by local residents are not
reported. Consequently harvests by all hunters may approach 700 per
year. t·1ost recreational hunters are residents of Nome and Kotzebue.
Riverboats are used extensively on the major rivers and aircraft provide
access to more remote areas.
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SE\-IARD-KOBUK-NOATAK MOOSE

LOCATION

Game Management Unit 22 except for the Nome Area and the Granite Mountain
"Moose Managerr.ent Plan areas; Game ~anagement Unit 23 except for the
Granite

r~ountain

and the Upper Noatak-Kobuk

r~aose

Management Plan areas.

THE SPECIES

Recent historical records indicate moose did not occur in northwest
Alaska prior to 1900. During the mid-1930 5, a few rr~ose moved into the
area~ probably originating from Yukon River drainages.
Gradual increases
in moose populations occurred~ mast noticably during the 1960 5, concurrent
with greater compliance with game regulations. By the 1970 s, they had
expanded into most areas of suitable habitat, and subpopulations increased
drarr~tica11y.
An example is the drainages of the Kuzittin River on the
Seward Peninsula where observed moose nurr.bers increased from 142 in 1972
to 526 in 1975. In spring, most moose are found along the ~ajar river
systems and it is possible to count a high percentage of the actual
population. The minimum number of ~noose observed in a portion of the
area in 1975 and 1976 was 1,630 ~oose, but the total may exceed 3,000
anirr.a.1s.
1

1

1

The average age of moose in this area is relatively low, but large older
bulls are ~ammon in some areas. especially in the northern portion. In
several survey areas bulls with antler spreads in excess of 40 inches
represented nearly half the males present. Calf production and survival
appear to be good. Winter and spring surveys indicate 25 percent of the
population consists Of moose 1ess than 1 year oid. With a population of
about 3)000 ani~~ls~ the area can support an annual harvest of at least
750 moose. Wolves are scarce on the Seward Peninsula and are not a
significant morta1ity factor there. E1sewhere in the area the wolf
popu1atian appears high and increaslng. Halves in this region prey
largely on caribou, but some moose are also taken and wolf predation on
moose may increase in the future.
1

The winter browse in rr.any river drainages will be unable to sustain
further increases in moose numbers. Along such rivers as the American
and Kougarok, overbrowsing is already a problem. ~illow forage is
limited to annual production, and some stands are overbrowsed to the
ooint that annual growth has been reduced by half. There is ample
willow browse in the foothills and ~igher elevations, but in late winter
it is usually unavailable because of deep snows. Unless moose are
carefully managed, serious range deterioration is likely, with long-tern
detrimental effects on moose populations.
Moose were unavai1able to 1oca1 h~nters until recent years, and consequently
they traditionally have not bee~ hunted by ~atives residing in coastal
villages. Recently~ however, villagers, i~c1uding those that have
historically depended an marine manma1s and caribou, are placing greater
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reliance on moose for meat. The importance of moose for domestic use
and for recreational hunting will undoubtedly increase.
The reported annual kill for the Seward-Kobuk-Noatak area has averaged
about 140 moose in past years but recently has exceeded 200. The actual
number killed is probably much higher, but the number is uncertain
because of noncompliance with harvest reports. The total harvest is
estimated at 600 or more annually. longer seasons in 1973 and 1974 with
liberal antlerless seasons resulted in greater hunter participation and
larger harvests. local residents kill 90 percent or more of all moose
taken. More than 50 percent of the moose harvested on the Seward Peninsula
are taken from one of three roads radiating from Nome. Road-based
hunters take moose primarily in the drainages of the Kuzitrin, including
the Kougarok, Pilgrim, and Noxapaga Rivers. Hunters also use the middle
Kiukluk River far access. The most prevalent hunting method is to
search for game while driving along roads. Off-road vehicles and river
boats are also becoming popular as means of access. Hunters using
aircraft (most based in Nome or Kotzebue) take about 20 percent of the
harvest generally in areas inaccessible by other means. Aircraft hunters
usually take moose from the upper Niukluk or American Rivers on the
Seward Peninsula and from the Noatak River or Kobuk tributaries north
and west of Kotzebue. Boat hunting is popular on the major river systems
and half or more of the harvest is taken in this manner.
Most moose are killed from August.through September prior to freeze-up.
When access becomes more difficult with the approach of winter, the kill
drops off sharply. A few moose are taken after November with the aid of
snowmachines, but interest is not high because many residents do not
find moose palatable after the onset of the rut. Although hunters are
currently removing about 15 percent of the total population, hunting
pressure is not evenly distributed throughout the area. Where access is
difficult, hunters are taking less than 5 percent of the population. In
other areas where access is easier, the harvest may be as high as 30
percent.
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.~OME

AREA MOOSE

LOCAT!ON

In Game Management Unit 22, all drainages into the Bering Sea west of
Solomon on the south. and west of the Hhite River drainage into the

Imuruk Basin on the north.

THE SPECIES
Moose were scarce or absent in the Nome area prior to the 1930 1 s. Since
then a few animals have immigrated from adjacent regions, but numbers
are still low due to iimited habitat. The 1976 overwintering population
in the area was 50 moose or less; more animals may be present during
summer. The moose population consists primarily of young animals, and
females consi~erably outnu~ber males.
Most hunting in the area occurs along roads, usually as a secondary
activity or while hunters are enroute to other hunting areas. The
annual kill has averaged 20 ani~als or less. Despite the low number of
woose~ this area is hunted intensively because it is so close to Nome.
Most moose are taken after September 1.
Nome is visite~ by a large number of tourists during summer, and ~ny
are avidly interested in viewing wildlife. Viewing and photography are
important uses whenever moose are accessible along the road system and
reported locations of animals may attract scores of people.
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UPPER NOATAK-KOBUK MOOSE
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 23 which includes the drainages of
the Noatak River above its confluence with Maiyumerak Creek and the
drainages of the Kobuk River above its confluence with the Mayneluk
River.

THE SPECIES
Recent historical records indicate moose were absent in the area prior
to 1930. The first animals probably emigrated from the Yukon River into
the upper drainages of the Kobuk and then gradually spread to the Noatak
river. They increased in the Kobuk area during the 1960's and appear to
have stabilized in the last few years. The Noatak moose population
increased more slowly. probably as a result of physical barriers to
immigration and lack of suitable winter habitat. The moose population
in the Noatak area is probably still below carrying capacity. An aerial
survey in the spring of 1975 revealed 128 moose in the upper Kobuk. The
following year 98 moose were seen after covering about l/8 of the upper
Noatak.· The total moose population in both areas is estimated to exceed
400 animals, and may be as high as 1,000.
Calf production and survival appears reasonably good. Calves slightly
less than 1 year old comprised about 19 percent of the spring, 1976
population. The area could probably support a harvest of at least 80
moose per year. Natural mortality factors are not well known. Winter
habitat on the Kobuk appears secure due to the diverse distribution of
browse species and abundant cover. Winter browse on the Noatak is
generally limited to areas along rivers and streams and is subject to
overutilization.
Hunting pressure is light. Less than 40 moose are taken annually despite
liberal hunting seasons. which generally extend from August through
December. The area could support a substantial increase in harvests
with no detrimental effects to the population. Most of moose are probably
taken by the use of aircraft, but float trips are popular on the Kobuk
and a few are taken in this manner. Most of the harvest occurs during
the first two months of the season. However, a few moose are killed by
hunters using snowmachines following freeze-up. Due to the area's
remoteness, few meat hunters use the area on a regular basis. Most of
the annual harvest is taken by recreational hunters.
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SOUTHWESTERN BROOKS MOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game

r~anagement

Unit 24 lying west of the Dietrich Moose

Management Plan area, and north of a 1ine beginning at Norutak Lake due
east to the Alatna River~ down the Alatna River to its conf1uence with
the Koyukuk River, up the KoyJkuk and South Fork of the Koyukuk River to
Fish Creek.

THE SPECIES
Based on limited survey data in the upper Koyukuk drainage and reports
of residents in the area, a 1ow density of moose probably exists west of
the pipeline corridor. Calf survival appears to be low compared with
the North Slope of the Brooks Range; calf percentages in the population
are comparable to low proportions observed along the upper Yukon and
Tanana drainages.
The total Unit 24 harvest has averaged 70 moose for the period 1970 to
1974. The harvest is well distributed throughout the upper Koyukuk
drainage* with the majority of the harvest occurring near timberline.
Some domestic hunting occurs, primarily from Bettles and Anaktuvuk Pass.
but the area overall is used little by domestic hunters beca~se few
people 1ive in the area. Guiding activity in this region is directed
primarily toward Dall Sheep and grizzly bear, although some moose hunts
are conducted. Several guides are currently active in the area, and
their numbers will probably increase as Brooks Range hunts become more
popular.
Access is prirnari1y by aircraft, although snow machines and river boats
or canoes could be utilized in certain instances. Few established
airstrips are available, although sand and grave1 bars provide some
landing areas.
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SOUTHEASTERN SROOKS

~OOSE

LOCATIO~

That portion of Game Management Unit 25 lying north of the West Fork of
the Chandalar River to its confluence with the East Fork of the Chandalar
River, the East Fork of the Chandaiar River to its confluence with Lush
Creek then a direct line eastward to Bob Lake and the Christian River.
the Christian River to its confluence with Otter Creek, Otter Creek,
Thluichohnjik Creek to its confluence with the Sheenjek River~ the
Sheenjek River to the southern boundary of the Arctic National Wildlife
Range, and the Arctic National Wildlife boundary to the Alaska-Canada
border.

THE SPECIES
Reports from guides who uti1ize the area east of the pipeline indicate
moose are sparsely distributed within a 70 mile radius of Arctic Village.
On the upper Coleen) Wind, and Sheenjek Rivers from Shoulder Mountain to
its headwaters, moose are relatively abundant during fall. On the
Koness River moose appear to be sparsely distributed. In the East Fork
Chandalar drainage moose are relatively sparse north of Wlchenthraw
Mountain~
Data regarding sex and age comoosition, productivit~ and
mortality are lacking. Oue to the limited habitat, [available] moose
populations in this area probably cannot withstand a high degree of
exploitation. The total reported harvests in Game Management Unit 25
have varied from 58 to 153 moose. The actual harvest has probably been
considerably larger because many rural residents fail to report their
moose kills. However. most of the moose taken in Unit 25 are killed
south of the Southeastern Brooks Area. Some domestic hunting occurs,
primarily from Arctic Village, but the area overall is used little by
domestic hunters because few people live in the area. Guiding activity
in this region is directed primariiy toward Dall Sheep and grizzly bear.
although some moose hunts are conducted. Several guides are currently
active in the area, and their number will probably increase as Brooks
Range hunts become more popular.
Access is primarily by aircraft, although snow machines and river boats
or canoes could be utilized in certain instances. Few established
airstrips are available. although sand and gravel bars provide some
landing areas.
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~lOOSE

Itl ARCTIC ALASKA

Moose (4laee alcea) occur throughout Arctic Alaska from the Chukchi Sea to the
Canadian border~ and from the Brooks Range to the Arctic Ocean. The major
factor influencing distribution of moose in this region is the availability of
suitable habitat. Streamside shrub communities~ consisting of wi11ows, alders~
and cottonwoods, are used throughout the year~ and are the most important
foraging areas for moose in northern Alaska. T~ese areas are the primary winter
range available to moose and they are also used for breeding and calving.
The northward expansion of moose into Arctic Alaska has apparently

occurred during the past 100 years. Nunamiut Eskimos relate that moose
were unknown north of the Brooks Range before 1870 to 1880. However,
beginning in 1880, moose were occasionally ki1led by Nunamiut on the
Colville River. The scarcity of moose in northern Alaska prior to 1900
is further supported by their absence from written accounts of naturalists
and explorers traveling north of the Brooks Range during this tine.
Nunamiut began observing occasional young adult moose noving north through the
Brooks Range about 1900, and moose probably existed in low n~bers on several
major North Slope rivers throughout the early 1900's. Native hunting and
predation along the Colville River and its tributaries may have retarded growth
of some populations during this time. ~1oose apparently began to increase in
nunbers and to expand their range in Arctic Alaska in the late 1940's and
early 1950's. A reduction of native hunting and expansion of predator control
during this time probably facilitated growth of moose populations and dispersal
of animals along streams thro~ghout most of the region.
The present status o~ moose populations in Arctic Alaska is very good. Moose
probably reach their greatest densities along the middle Colville River and
its tributaries. Winter densities of approximately two moose per square mile
have been observed on the Colville River between the Killik and Anaktuvuk
Rivers, and on the Chandlet and Anaktuvuk Rivers. t1oose also occur along
rivers and streams to the west, north and east of this area, although
densities are not as great. T~ey are occasionally observed as far west as
Cape Lisburne and as far north as Barrow. However~ they are probably Migrants
in these coastal areas! and winter along rivers further inland.
Annual reported rr,oose harvests in Arctic Alaska are low, ranging from one to
57 between 1963 and 1975. A considerable portion of the harvest !s reported
by hunters who reside elsewhere in A1aska. However, a large but unknown
number of moose are killed, but not reported. by residents of the region.
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DIETRICH MOOSE

LOCATION
In Game Management Units 24 and 25, the area bounded on the west by the
south fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with Fish Creek to
its confluence with John R. Creek, then northwest to the Middle Fork of
the Koyukuk River to the North Fork of the Koyukuk River, then the North
Fork of the Koyukuk River from its confluence with the riiddle Fork of
the Koyukuk River to its confluence with Glacier River, then by Glacier
River, Roy Creeks Upper Hammond River, the Itkillik River to its confluence
with the Colville River, and the Colville River to the ~.rctic Coast; on
the north by the Arctic Coast; on the east by the Sagavanirktok River to
its confluence with the Lupine River, then the Lupine River to the Game
lianagement Unit 25 boundary, then west and south along the boundary to
the headwaters of Fish Creek; on the south by Fish Creek.

THE SPECIES
Moose are not particularly abundant in this area. On the north side of
the Brooks Range small, isolated moose populations exist in the larger
drainages where streamside willow is abundant. These populations range
in size from 35 to 150 moose and total only 300-400 moose. Observations
suggest these ~o~ulatlons are doing well, but because of restricted
habitat they are not expected to increase. On the south side of the
Brooks Range moose are widespread in all drainages but exist in 1ow
densities. Based on limited data collected by game biologists and
hunters~ the survival of calves appears poor, which suggests that the
moose population. may be declining.
The trophy potential of bull moose in the Dietrich area is relatively
high. Presently, there is a high proportion of old bulls in the population.
Antler growth rates of these bu11s is near the average for Alaskan

moose.

Accurate estimates of harvest are not available because of the ineffectiveness
of the harvest reporting system in the bush. Although in some portions
of the area the harvest relative to the population size may be fairly
high, the total harvest is considered low.

Recently the reported kill for the Brooks Range has steadily increased
despite reduced hunting seasons and bag limits. Industrial development
in northern Alaska continues to attract attention and people to this
area. The residency of hunters currently utilizing the Dietrich area is
not available, but for the much larger northern Alaska area about 75
percent of the hunters have been Alaskans and 25 percent non-Alaskans.
The substantial number of nonresidents reflects the importance of puiding
in the area. Domestic use of moose in the Dietrich area is low since
few people reside there. There is some nonconsurnptive use of wildlife,
primarily during su~er in the mountainous portion. Present public
access is limited to aircraft and boats.
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COLVILLE MOOSE
LOCATION
ln Game Management Unit 26, the drainages of the Colville River excluding
the Dietrich Moose t1anagement Plan

area~

THE SPECIES
Present moose nunbers along the Colville River and its tributaries are
as high as they have ever been and may include nearly 1000 animals.
f1oose probably reach their greatest densities along the middle Colville
River and its tributaries. Densities of approximately two moose per
square mile have been observed on the Co1vi11e between the Killik and
Anaktuvuk Rivers~ and on the Chandler and Anaktuvuk Rivers. Hoose also
occur along rivers and streams to the west, north and east of these
rivers, although densities are ~ot as great.
The expansion of the moose population in this area began about 1880 but
numbers have probably shown their greatest increase since the early
1950's. Production and survival of calves is high, and the population
may be increasing slowly, Surveys conducted in spring 1976 along portions
of the Colville drainage indicated 22 percent of 743 animals seen were
calves. The area does not produce bulls with exceptionally large antlers
nor does it appear to have the potential for doing so; however, except
in localized areas of high hunting pressure~ the proportion of bu11s in
the population is about 50 bulls per 100 cows.
The habitat crucial to noose populations in this area and throughout the
north slope are shrub communities of willows} alders, and cottonwoods
along rivers. This is the only habitat available to moose during the
winter and is also used heavily during breeding and calving seasons.
Although this riparian habitat is extensively used~ at the present time
~o indications of overbrowsing by moose iave been observed.
BecaYse
moose are dependent on the 1imited shrub communities along rivers, their
vulnerability to habitat destruction and alteration, or to human disturbance
caused by resource development is clearly great.
r.fost of the moose hunting on the North Slope occurs along the Colville
River a~d its tributaries. Only 60~80 noose are ki11ed annually in this
drainage but up to 150-180 could be taken without affecting the population
size if hunting were dispersed throughout the river system and productivity
and survival of moose remain unchanged. Hunting pressure in the area
has been light in the past with locally heavy harvests near Umiat.
However, a trend towards increasing hunting effort began 1n 1968 and is
expected to continue. At this time, the increased k111 ~as not adversely
affected population size or composition. From 1968 to 1974, an average
of 84 percent of the hunter kill consisted of bulls, but the proportion
of bulls in the population remains high.
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The length of the season, from August 20 to December 31, is designed to
accommodate hunting for domestic use by local residents. Most of the
reported kill takes place within the first 30 days. The majority of use
in this area has come from recreational hunters. From 25-30 percent of
the moose hunters in the area are nonresidentst about 20 percent reside
within the area and the remainder are Alaskan residents, mostly from
urban areas in the Interior. The number of guided hunters is low compared
to other parts of the state but this use is increasing. Killing moose
for domestic use by local residents has been low in the past. Since the
establishment of Nuiqsut in 1973. this use has and will probably continue

to increase.

Hunter access to the Colville River drainage has been primarily by
aircraft; gravel bars suitable for landing light planes are numerous
along rivers. Boats and off-road vehicles have been used in conjunction
with aircraft, and a small amount of hunting takes p1ace solely with the
aid of boats.
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NORTHWEST ARCTIC MOOSE

LOCATION
Game t-1anagernent Unit 26A excluding the drainages of the Colville River.

THE SPECIES
While the abundance of moose in this area is low, it is probably as high
as it has ever been. From the limited survey results available, it

appears that although production of calves appears to be very good~ the
population growth is probably static or increasing only slightly. As in
most of the North Slope, the expansion of the moose popul~tion in this
area probably began about 1880 and has undergone the greatest increase
since the early 1950's.

The habitat most important to moose in this area and throughout the North
Slope are those shrub communities, including willows, alders, and
cottonwoods, which are found a1ong river courses. This is the only habitat
available to moose during the winter and it is also used heavily du~ing
breeding and calving seasons. Because moose are dependent on the limited
shrub communities along rivers, their vulnerability to habitat destruction,
alteration, or to human disturbance caused by resource development is great.
Including unre9orted kills~ the annual take by hunters in this area is
orobab.ly no r:1ore than 10-15. The harvest could increase to 30 animals with
little effect on population size if neither productivity nor survival of
calves decline. Hunting pressure throughout the North Slope has been 11ght
in the past, but a trend toward increasing hunting effort began in 1968 and
is exoected to continue. Thus far~ hunting has not adversely affected
poou1ation size cr composition. The majority of use in this area has been
by recreational hunters from urban areas in the Interior. The area has
rarely been used by guided hunters in the past but this use ~ay increase.
The taking of moose for domestic use by local residents has also been low.
With the exception of occasional use of river boat or snow machines, hunter
access to this area has been entirely by aircraft. These access patterns
are not expected to change unless extensive road systems are developed.
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NORTHEAST ARCTIC MOOSE

LOCATION
That portion of Game

Management Plan area.

~Tanagement

Unit 26 lying east of the Dietrich Moose

THE SPECIES
Moose density in this area is low, and it has probably never been high.
Based on limited surveys, production of calves is good, and population
numbers are probably stable or increasing slightly. As in most of the
North Slope, the expansion of moose into this area probably began about
1880 and increased rapidly during the 1950's and 1960's.
The most important moose habitat in this area are shrub communities of
willows, alders, and cottonwoods, which are found along rivers. This is
the only habitat available to moose during the winter and it is also
used heavily during breeding and calving seasons. Because moose are
dependent on the limited shrub communities along rivers, their vulnerability
to habitat destruction, alteration, and human disturbance is great.
The annual hunter harvest in this area is probably no more tha~ 10-15.
This figure could increase to 30 with little effect on population size
if neither productivity nor survival of calves decline. Hunting pressure
throughout the North Slope has been light but a trend toward increasing
hunting effort began in 1968 and is expected to continue. To date,
hunting has not adversely affected population size or composition.
The majority of use in this area has been by recreational hunters from
urban areas in the Interior. The number of guided moose hunters annually
is smallt but the interest by guides in this area is increasing. The
taking of moose for domestic use by local residents has been low. With
the possible exception of occasional snow machine use, hunter access to
this area has been entirety by aircraft. Aircraft are presently the
only feasible means of access to the area and wi11 remain so unless road
systems are developed.
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MUSKOXEN IN WESTERN ALASKA

Populations of muskoxen (LrJibos ~near~~~) in Western Alaska are present1y
found only an Nunivak lsland and Nelson Island. This species. extirpated
from its original range on Alaska's Arctic Slope in the mid~l800 s, was
re-introduced into Alaska with a transplant of 31 Greenland muskoxen to
Nunivak Island in 1935 and 1936. The purpose of the transplant was to
provide a nucleus herd from which muskoxen could be taken to re-establish
populations over their historic ranges in Alaska~ as well as to provide
for recreational~ scientific and agricultural utilization of the animals.
1

Following slow initial increases~ the population began increasing
rapidly after 1950, growing to about 500 in 1965. Despite the removal
of 33 calves in 1964 and 1965 for domestication experiments and a transplant
of 23 animals to ~elson Island in 1967 and 1968, the population reached
a level of about 750 animals in 1968. Concern was expressed by both
State and Federal biologists that the population must be reduced to
balance the herd with the available winter habitat. As a consequence, a
management plan which included both transplanting and hunting was
approved by the Alaska Board of Fish and Game in 1968. Although sport
hunting of excess bull muskoxen was delayed until 1975 by political
opposition, the State, in cooperation with the u.s. Fish and Wildlife
Service) was successful in transplanting a total of 136 muskoxen to
several Northwestern and Arctic Alaska sites in 1969 and 1970. In 1975,
40 animals were transplanted to Siberia in a cooperative program between
the Federal government and the Soviet government. On Nelson Island, the
population has experienced very rapid gr~Hth with a total population of
66 animals by fall, 1975.
Both Nunivak Island and Nelson Island are far south of the normal range
of muskoxen, whose historic range in the state probably included the
Arctic Slope westward to the Colville River. The primary winter habitat
requirements for musko~en seem to be windblown tundra areas with very
light snowfall which permits them to feed on the grasses and sedges
throughout the winter. Both Nelson Island and Nunivak Island have areas
meeting these requirements for acceptable muskox habitat. Frequent high
winds expose the ve9etation on coastal sand dunes and hills, providing
easy access to forage during the winter.
Unlike mainland habitats} Nunivak and Nelson Islands 1ack large predators.
On Nunivak Island, the chief causes of QOrtality to muskoxen are insufficient
food~ accidents and old age.
Animals a1so wander off the island in
winter and are unable to return when the ice shifts or melts.
Public use of musko~en has been very limited. Both Nunivak and Nelson
Islands are remote, expensive areas for people to visit. ~ few sightseers
and photographers have visited Nunivak and perhaps more will in the
future. Just knowing muskoxen are present in the state is satisfying to
many people. In 1975, the hunting public was able to begin to obtain
beneficial use of the muskox through carefully regulated sport hunting
of mature bulls. These animals provide a unique and valuable trophy and
it is the first opportunity for hunters to be ab1e to take this species
in the United States.
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NUNlVAK MUSKOX

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 18, Nunivak Island.
THE SPECIES
Muskoxen were established on Nunivak Island in 1935 and 1936 by an
introduction of 31 Greenland muskoxen. The herd increased rapidly and
numbered 750 in 1968. However, this was a larger population than the
winter range could support and aver 150 animals died. By 1970, 236
muskoxen had been removed by transplants, transplant mortality or
shooting. In 1975-76 hunters took an additional 50 bull muskoxen.
Presently there are about 500 muskoxen on Nunivak Island and the herd is
increasing slowly.
Much of the important dune winter range on the island is of poor
qualfty, having deteriorated as a result of years of overuse. Recent
range utilization studies suggest the Nunivak habitat can support 500 or
less muskoxen during a normal winter. However, forage availability and
consequently range carrying capacity are strongly inf1uenced by snowfall
and mid-winter thaws and rains which cause ice layers on the snow ana
ground.
Permit hunts for Nunivak muskoxen began in September 1975. Ten
permittees, selected by drawing, were successful in taking muskoxen.
Local residents acted as assistants and charged fees for their services.
Hunting was conducted from open boats piloted by Mekoryuk residents, A
second hunt was held in february-March lg76. Forty hunters: including
19 nonresidents~ killed muskoxen. Hunters were transported by
snowmachine. The Nunivak Island muskox herd has produced some of the
lar9est Greenland muskoxen on record and it should continue to produce
large animals. Howevert continued selective harvest of bulls will reduce
the number of larger bulls available to the hunter.
Primary access to Nunivak Island is by air to the Mekoryuk air field.
However~ refuge regulations prohibit the use of aircraft in hunting
muskoxen. Transportation to the hunting areas from Mekoryuk requires
boats or snawmachines. Access by foot is impractical considering the
difficult terrain* the distances of travel, and the size of the animal
to be handled. Weather conditions in the fall and spring can halt both
boat and snowmachine operation for many days.
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NELSON ISLAND MUSKOX

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 18, Nelson Island.

THE SPECIES
Transplants of muskoxen from Nunivak Island to Nelson Island were
conducted in 1967 and 1968. In March of 1967 six yearling males, and 2
yearling females were released on the north flats of Nelson Island. In
March, 1968, 5 yearling males, 9 yearling females and one sub-adult male
were released near Tununuk. A thorough search of Nelson Island in May,
1973 revealed 38 adults and 6 yearling muskoxen.
A census count in
May, 1975 revealed 65 animals including 53 adults, 9 yearlings, and 4
newborn calves. These counts suggest the Nelson Island herd has
increased at an average rate of approximately 20 percent annually since
1968, a high rate of increase considering that many of the transplanted
muskoxen would not have reached breeding age until 1970.
Some mortality to Nelson Island muskoxen has been reported. Falls off
cliffs seem to have been involved in most instances. Habitat
deterioration has not been detected on Nelson Island, nor has herd
productivity declined. Habitat conditions on Nelson Island are similar
to those on Nunivak. but dune and cliff habitat is not as extensive.
Possibly a generally higher relief results in more available winter
forage on south-facing slopes. However, estimates of carrying capacity
on Nelson Island are much lower than on Nunivak Island. Because
opportunity for expansion off Nelson Island is limited the herd size
should not exceed 75 animals until definitive range studies are
completed. This population level seems well within the carrying
capacity of the island habitat.
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MUSKOXEN IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Populations of ~uskoxen (OViboe mcsohatus) in Northwestern Alaska are
limited to the Seward Peninsula and to the coastal area ln the Cape
Thompson-Pt. Hope vicinity. This species, extirpated from its original
range on A1aska 1 S Arctic Slope in the mid l800 1 s was reintroduced into
A1aska with a transplant of 31 Greenland muskoxen to Nunivak Island in
1935 and 1936. The purpose of the transplant was to provide a nucleus
herd from which muskoxen could be taken to reestablish populations over
their historic ranges in Alaska~ as well as to provide for recreationa1,
scientific and agricultural utilization of the animals.
In March 1970 1 72 muskoxen were transported from Nunivak 1s1and to
Northwestern Alaska and released, 36 on the Seward Peninsula near the
Feather River and 36 at Cape Thompson. The anima1s re1eased on the
Feather River divided into small groups and remained in the general area
of the release for several months and then started a northward movement.
By 1974 most of these muskoxen had established themselves on the northern
part of the Seward Peninsula between Teller and Shishmaref, These
animals have apparently divided into two main groups, one of about 12
animals uslng the area between Brevig and Wales~ the Other of about 17
animals occupying an area near Ear Mountain. Observations indicate that
several other smaller groups and a few singTe animals may be in this
area. Sy 1974 it appeared that these animals were holding their own
with no apparent increase in numbers.
Less is known about the animals released at Cape Thompson. This vast
and remote area is difficult to survey. A few observations by Eskimos
at Pt. Hope and Kivalina placed this herd at about 17 adults and 3
calves by 1974. Four of these animals were sighted near Kivalina, the
remainder in the Pt. Hope area. ln 1976 the population numbered 25
animals.
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NORTHWESTERN ALASKA MUSKOX

LOCATION
All of

Ga~~

Managment Units 22 and 23.

THE SPECIES
Muskoxen were introduced into the area in 1970 when 36 animals were
released near the Feather River on the Seward Peninsula and an
additional 36 muskoxen were released near Cape 7hompson. southeast of
Pt. Hope. Success of the transplants was hampered by several factors.
Most of the animals were immature and therefore not immediately capable
of producing young. The absence of older animals also reduced potential
herd stability. At the ti~e of release holding pens were not available,
consequently the muskoxen had no opportunity to become conditioned to
their surroundings nor to form any sort of herd bond; many animals
wandered off by themselves. Of the original 72, nearly half
disappeared. At least one was killed by a griz~ly bear and four others
fell through ice and drowned.
Muskoxen have become established in two areas. In 1976, one herd to the
east of Pt. Hope contained 25 animals; the second, on the western end
of the Seward Peninsula contained 30 muskoxen. Taking into account
stragglers that have been reported at other distant locations, the total
estimated population may exceed 70 animals. Approximately 25 calves
liave been prod:..~ced since the introduction, but attrition seems to nearly
equal reproduction. Although it appears the introduction may be
successful, additional transplants are planned to boost the population
above the critical "threshold" level.
Presently there is no legal hunting of muskoxen allowed in the area and
none is likely for the next few years. Use of ~uskoxen for the most
part has been limited to viewing by 1ocal residents who are curious
about the unfamiliar animals. Initially, use of snowmachines to
approach muskoxen contributed to the wide dispersal of the animals. At
least two muskoxen were ki11ed by hunters when they were apparently
11
mistaken 11 for some other animal, one near Kiana in 1972 and one near
Selawik in 1975. Until the muskox population attains a sufficiently
large size to support hunting, nonconsumptive uses will predominate.
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MUSKOXEN IN ARCTIC ALASKA

Populations of muskoxen (~J{boa m?sahatus} in Arctic Alaska are presently
found on the North Slope between the Sagavanirktok River on the west and
the Canadian border on the east. They are normally found between the
coast and the foothills of the Brooks Range. Occasionally 1one animals
or small groups will wander long distances outside of these 11mits.
This species, extirpated from its original range on Alaska's Arctic
Slope in the mid-1800's, was reintroducted into Alaska with a transplant
of 31 Greenland muskoxen to Nunivak Island in 1935 and 1936. The purpose of the
transplant was to provide a nucleus herd from which muskoxen could be taken
to reestablish populations over their historic ranges in Alaska as wel1 as
to provide for recreational, scientific and agricultural utilization of
the animals.
The first transplant to the Arctic was made from the Nunivak herd in
March and April 1969 when 51 muskoxen were released in the vicinity of
Barter Island. At first the animals divided into small groups and
wandered in different directions~ a few migrattng into Canada and one
moving through the Brooks Range to the Chanda1ar River. Seven were
known to have died within three months. The stress associated with
capture and the corifinement in small crates for many hours, contributed
to this initial mortality. A second transplant to the North Slope was
made in 1970 with the release of 13 animals an the Kavik River.
During the next few years the muskoxen in the Arctic divided into three
well-defined groups each ranging in a different area. One group,
consisting of about 16 animals~ now occupies the area along the Canning
River between the coast and the foothills of the Brooks Range. They
rare1y move more than 20 miles from the river. A survey in 1974 revealed
nine adults and five calves in this group. A second group ranges along
the Sadlerochit River. This group contained nine adults and three
calves in 1974. A third group has settled between the Jago River and
the Kongakut River. This group consisted of eight adults and six calves
in 1974. Because of the large area inhabited by the muskoxen and the
difficulty of making surveys, those muskoxen observed represent a minimum
estimate of numbers.
The muskoxen appear to be healthy and are reproducing. however_ no
significant increases in the total number has been noted. The exact
cause of the mortality that does occur is unknown but it is probably
associated with animals wandering into areas of limited winter food or
it may be attributed to predation.
The winter habitat requirements for muskoxen seem to be windblown tundra
areas with very light snowfall which permits them to feed on grasses and
sedges throughout the winter. The North Siope meets these requirements
in many areas.
?ub1ic observation of muskoxen in the Arctic has been very limited,
because of the remoteness of the area, and the expense required to reach
it.
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ARCTIC SLOPE MUSKOX

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 26.
THE SPECIES
Although m~skoxen once ranged from Greenland through the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago to the coastal plain of Arctic Alaska, the last native
ani~~ls in Alaska were killed between 1850 and 1860.
In 1969 and 1970,
a total of 64 muskoxen were transplanted to the eastern North Slope and
released at Barter Island and on the Kavik River. Since that time most
of the muskox sightings have occurred on the Arctic National Wildlife
Range~ although a few individuals have been seen outslde of its boundaries.
There was substantial mortality or movement and 1oss to the herd and by
1971 a minimum estimate of 24 muskoxen was made, though the total number
was believed to be higher. By 1974, a total of 39 were seen in the
area. including 12 calves. A slow but steady increase of the herd is
anticipated.
Factors causing mortality among muskoxen are usually predation, old age,
or lack of forage during winter. The initial high mortality of these
animals after the transplant was undoubtedly partially due to stress
caused by physical handling and moving; in addition some single and
small groups of animals moved out of the area or were killed by hunters
unfamiliar with them. The level of mortality has probably stabilized at
this time and consists mostly of the death of old or immat~re animais.
Muskox habitat does not appear to be a limiting factor to their population
growth in this area. If, as records suggest, muskoxen once roamed
throughout the region, the habitat available should still be able to
support then, since it has not undergone any known alterations. The
preferred food species of Labrador tea. crowberry, lingonberry, dwarf
birch, willows, sedges, grasses, and horsetails are all found along the
coastal plain in Arctic Alaska.
At present no hunting of these aniw41S is allowed and none is anticipated
until the population is more firmly established, although the few adult
bulls which leave the herds could be hunted without affecting herd
integrity. Hikers and photographers rarely encounter muskoxen in Arctic
Alaska, even though the use by these groups of the Arctic National
Wildlife Range is high relative to the remainder of the North Slope.
Nevertheless~ the fact that muskoxen inhabit the area and that there is
a possibility of encountering them ~ndoubted1y increases the appeal of
the area.
Most of the nonconsumptive use of the area occurs during summer and early
fall. There is no do~stic use of the muskox by the people of Kaktovik,
although they rr.ay desire to act as guides for hur.ters once a population
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surplus exists to a11ow hunting. The same use pattern would be expected
if more transplants are made or the population grows and begins to expand
onto other locations along the coastal plain.
The difficulties of access and the small numbers of muskoxen result in
few human encounters wtth these animals. Access is restricted by the
charac~er of the environment:
local residents from Kaktovik use snow
machines throughout the area; ski-equipped aircraft can land in many
locations during the winter, but summer access by air is limited to
gravel bars and coastal abandoned DEW sites for wheel-planes and lakes
and coastal areas for float planes. The country is difficult to hike
through during the summer and most hikers travel along the rivers.
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ALASKA WOLF

LOCATION
Entire state except Game Management Units 7, 14C (see West Chugach Wolf
Plan location description), 15, and national parks or ather areas closed
to all hunting and trapping.

THE SPECIES
Wolves occur throughout mainland Alaska and on many islands in Southeastern
Alaska. Although wolf abundance varies greatly between areas and from
year to year, Department estimates indicate a statewide fall wolf population
of 8,000 or more. Southeastern Alaska has historically supported the
greatest wolf densities in the state. Wolves are common or abundant on
the Southeastern mainland coast from Yakutat Bay south and moderate on
islands south of Cape Fanshaw. Track sightings and wolf-killed deer an
1,168 square-mile Revi11agigedo Island between 1970 and 1972 indicated
about 125 wolves~ approximately 1 wolf per 10 square miles. Wolf numbers
there have since declined; winter aerial surveys between 1973 and 1975
indica~ed a winter population of between 30 and 40 animals.
Wolves are
rare on the mainland coast between Icy Cape and Yakutat Bay and absent
from Admiralty, Baranof and Chichagof Islands. Wolves in Southeastern
Alaska generally reach greater densities on islands, perhaps because
deer are important wolf prey on islands and are more abundant and vulnerable
than mountain goats, the primary mainland wolf prey.
South of the Alaska Range, historical accounts of wolf numbers in the
Nelchina and Copper River Basins date from the early 1900's. Wolves
were reported to be abundant around 1900 but declined to low numbers by
1907 and were uncommon until the late 1920's. Wolves were apparently
numerous during the 1930's and 1940's until a federally-administered
wolf control program reduced wolf numbers considerably. This program
lasted from 1948 until 1953 in the Nelchina Basin and until 1955 in the
Copper River Basin. An estimated 12 wolves remained in the Nelchina
Basin in 1953. Wolf hunting and trapping were prohibited in the Nelchina
Basin between 1957 and 1965-66. Wolves in the Ne1china had increased to
approximately 450 animals by 1965, a density of 1 wolf per 55 square
miles. Wolves were less numerous in the late 1960's but had again
increased by 1g72. In 1976, estimates of wolf density in the Nelchina
Basin are approximately 1 wolf per 70 square miles, and densities in the
Copper River Basin may be comparable. Wolves are much less numerous in
the Copper River Delta, and a resident population did not become established
there until about 1971. By 1975 an estimated 20 wolves occupied an area
east of the Copper River. Wolf numbers in the Matanuska and lower
Susitna River Valleys are unknown, although wolf pack sizes, which may
be directly related to abundance, have increased from an average of 2.5
wolves per pack in 1972-73 to 4.4 in 1973-74 and 5.2 in 1974-75. Packs
west of the lower Susitna River averaged 4.4 wolves in 1972-73, 2.0 in
1973-74 and 5.9 in 1974-75. The general increase in average pack size
suggests an increasing number of wolves, but these data are inconclusive
because few packs were counted in some years.
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Wolves occur throughout lower Cook Inlet and the drainages of Bristol
Bay, including Unimak in the Aleutian Islands. Wo1f densities in Southwestern
Alaska are unknown~ but populations appear to be comparatively 1ow on
the Alaska Peninsula. Wolves are more numerous from the Lake C1ark area
west to the foothills of the Kilbuck Mountains. Wolves are most abundant
where both caribou and moose occur, and in these areas appear to be
increasing in numbers.
The broad expanse of Interior Alaska north of the A1aska Range to the
Brooks Range is probably the most important wolf habitat in the state.
Although there are few wolves in the Yukon~Kuskokwim Delta and on the
Seward Peninsu1a, wo1f densities in the rest of the region are the
greatest in the state, except for Southeastern Alaska. Wo1f densities
from the middle Koyukuk River south to and including the drainages of
the Kuskokwim River ranged between 1 wolf per 40 square miles to 1 per
80 square miles during 1971 through 1975. The Holitna River area and
tributaries of the upper Kuskokwim support the greatest number of wolves
in the southern part of the region. Wolves are also abundant in areas
of the Nowitna and Jnnoko Rivers and along the middle Yukon. Although
far less numerous on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, wolves have been recorded
within the city limits of Sethe1 in recent years. Wolf populations in
the Koyukuk. Tanana and Upper Yukon drainages are in excellent condition,
presumably because the region supports diverse ungulate populations.
Within this broad interior region, wolves have increased since the late
1950's when control activities, including shooting from aircraft and
poisoning, were discontinued. Intensive wolf surveys have been done
only in a 7,000 square-mile area south of Fairbanks to the Alaska Range
which corresponds to Game Management Subunit 20A, and there on1y since
1973. Surveys in the winter of 1975-76 indicated a wolf population in
excess of 200 animals prior to removal of wolves from the area, a density
of 1 wolf per 35 square miles. Whether wolf density estimates derived
from Subunit 20A can be applied to the rest of the area is uncertain,
although wolves south of Delta Junction have also been increasing in
recent years and current densities probably equal those recorded for
Subunit 20A. Wolves also appear numerous in the Tanana Hills and from
the White Mountains north to the southern slopes of the Brooks Range,
but densities have not been documented.
Northwestern Alaska and the North Slope also support wolves~ but densities
are generally lower than south of the Brooks Range. Wolves occur as far
north as the Beaufort Sea, reaching greatest abundance in the foothills
and mountains of the Brooks Range in the southern portion of the region.
Wolves were scarce in the Arctic in the early 1900's, perhaps a reflection
of low caribou numbers. By the 1930's, both caribou and wolves had
substantially increased and continued to increase unti1 the early
1950's. Federal wolf control efforts and public aerial hunting resulted
in a sharp decline in the wolf population, and by the late 1960's wolves
again became scarce in the Arctic. Wolves have subsequently increased
following closure of the area to public aerial hunting in 1970. Wolf
densities in 1975 varied from 1 wolf per 60 square miles to 1 wolf per
120 square miles for a total North Slope wolf population of approximately
600 animals. Populations in Northwestern Alaska are less well known~
but are probably similar to North Slape densities. Wolves are most
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abundant in this region in the drainages of the Koyuk, Shaktoolik.
Ungalik, and Unalakleet Rivers. They also appear to be increasing in
number in this region.
Little is known of w01f natural mortality except in a general way and in
localized areas where wolves have been studied intensively. Natural
controls of wolf numbers seem to stem mainly from vagaries of prey
abundance and availability. Low prey abundance leads to poor wolf pup
survival and perhaps a decline in the proportion of breeding fema1es.
Natural mortality rates may be affected considerably by human exploitation.
Canadian investigations of nonhunted wolves reported lower pup survival
and a lower proportion of females producing pups in comparison to Alaska's
wolves~ indicating that increased mortality due to one factor may be
compensated for by lower Tosses to other causes. Some wolves undoubtedly
suffer injuries, perhaps occasionally death, while pursuing large ungulates.
A substantial decline in wolf populations between 1907 and 1925 throughout
Interior Alaska has been attributed to diseases such as mange, rabies
and distemper, reportedly introduced by domestic sled dogs.
The status of wolf habitat can presently be viewed only in term< of the
habitat of important wolf prey species. Hooved mammals are the major
source of food for wolves over much of Alaska, although small mammalss
such as voles, lerrmings, groun"d squirrels, hares, and beavers are occasionally
important dietary supplements in summer. Moose are the most important
prey species in much of Interior Alaska although wolves also take caribou
and Dall sheep. Wolves on the North Slope rely heavily on caribou, with
moose and Dall sheep being less important. Deer and mountain goats are
the most important prey species in Southeastern Alaska; deer on islands
and mountain goats on the mainland. Moose have been declining in numbers
over much of Alaska as a result of a decade of recurring harsh winters
and decreasing quality and quantity of moose browse. Caribou! also
important in wolf diets, have decreased in some areas from high population
levels in the mid-1960's. These declines have occurred in some areas as
a result of range overuse due to trampling and overgrazing. Improved
techniques in fire suppression and prevention by state and federal
agencies have probably been detrimental to moose but have probably aided
caribou. In Southeastern Alaska~ clearcut lagging practices are altering
much of the climax deer winter range and may result in fewer deer and
ultimately fewer wolves. U.S. Forest Service pla"s call for logging
almost all commercial grade timber in Southeastern Alaska~ and the
second-growth, closed~canopy vegetation that will follow will decrease
the quality of wolf habitat. Wolf habitat has been little altered by
human expansion in the remainder of Alaska, except in the vicinity of
settlements. Much of the Interior is currently economically unsuitable
for industrial or agricu1tura1 development. Despite the recent and
perhaps continuing increase in the number of wolves over the much of the
state in the last decade, the status of ungulate populations indicates
that wolf numbers will decline somewhat over the next few years. Moose
populations seem to be increasing along the lower reaches of the Yukon
and Kuskokwim Rivers, and wolves there are likely to become more common.
The increases in wolves during the past decade are probably related to
a substantial reduction in efforts at organized predator control, bans
on poisons~ and more restrictive regulations on wolf hunting, specifically
on shooting wolves from the air with shotguns.
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Wolf harvest data are derived from a combination of bounty records~
aerial permit reports, and since 1971, a mandatory sealing requirement
on all wolves taken. The harvest data are considered reasonably complete
although some people have taken wolves without collecting bounties and
others may not comply with sealing requirements. A gap in data exists
from 1969 when bounties were largely discontinued to 1971 when the
sealing requirement was initiated. The known wolf harvest by hunters
and trappers in A1aska has averaged 921 wolves annually since 1959. The
fewest wolves reported taken were 221 in 1959-60 and the most were 1711
in 1967-68. A reported 1,090 wolves were killed during the 1974-75
regulatory year. About 38 percent of the wolves harvested since statehood
were taken in east-central Alaska. Southeastern Alaska from Icy Bay
south, comprising about 6 percent of the state 1 s land area, has produced
more than 13 percent of the reported annual harvest. The wolf harvest
has generally consisted of slightly more males than females. Pups
comprise 40 to 50 percent of the ki11 each year.
Snow must be deep enough to allow tracking of wolves from the air and
for aircraft landings if wolf harvests are to be significant. There is
an unknown degree of noncompliance with the statewide wolf sealing
requirement. In remote areas less than half of the wolves taken in some
years may be reported, often because pelts are used locally. ·Illegal
aeria1 hunting also occurs except in Southeastern Alaska where it is
impractical due to the heavy forest cover. Since bounties are still
paid on wolves from Icy Bay south. the unreported harvest there is
probably small, although some bounty collectors may falsely state where
the animals were taken.
The intensity of consumptive use of wolves varies considerably. Hunting
and trapping pressure is comparatively light in the western portion of
the state. Hunting pressure on wolves seems high in eastern and central
Alaska~ but it is doubtful whether the current kill is significantly
impacting wolf numbers. Wolves in eastern Alaska have apparently
increased since aerial hunting was prohibited in 1971 despite growing
public interest in trophy wolf hunting and rising value of wo1f pelts.
~olf numbers in the Nelchina and Copper River Basins appear to have
fluctuated independently of harvests. Ground hunting and trapping are
the only feasible methods of taklng wolves in Southeastern Alaska.
Harvests may. at times, have exceeded 50 percent of the population on
Revi11agigedo Island, but there is no evidence that the harvests have
permanently reduced wo1f numbers. On the Harth Slope, wolves were
significantly suppressed by aerial hunting until the region was closed
to aerial hunting in 1970. Wolf numbers north of the Brooks Range
subsequently increased. It appears that continued aerial wolf hunting
can reduce wolf numbers where open terrain affords the animals little
escape cover. The number of wolves taken annually statewide is generally
dependent on winter snow conditions.
Hunting and trapping seasons for wolves have remained liberal since
statehood. Poisons were banned in 1960, and with their classification
as big game animals in 1963, wolves received additional protection from
regulations on seasons and hag limits. Aerial hunting permits were
issued during the l960 1 s and early 1970's, but were suspended in 1972.
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Wolves in the Nelchina Basin were protected from 1957 through June,
1966. Current hunting regulations stipulate a limit of two wolves over
most of the state with an August through April season; there is no
closed season or limit on wolves in Southeastern Alaska. Trapping
seasons generally extend from October or November through March or April
with no limit on the number that can be taken. Since 1g72 most wolves
have been taken by ground shooting (44 percent) or by trapping (41 percent).
Trapping success by individuals is generally low since many are inexperienced
trappers~ The majority of wolves harvested are taken by comparatively
few people. A combination of aerial spotting and shooting after landing
is becoming increasingly common. A few wolves are killed by hunters
incidentally to hunting for other big game species. Mast are harvested
between December and March) with March the most important month. Most
people taking wolves are resident Alaskans. While nonresident guided
hunts are becoming more popular, and nonresident trapping occurs extensively
on military lands, the number of wolves taken by nonresidents is small.
Wolves are sought primarily for the commercial value of the pelts in
northern and western Alaska. Over the rest of the state a combination
of recreation and commerce motivates wolf hunters and trappers. In
Southeastern Alaska, trapping and hunting of wolves seems to occur
primarily for recreational purposes~ since wolf fur quality there is
generally poor. Access to wolf hunting areas is pri~rily by airplane.
Snowmachines, both for hunting and checking traplines, are important
means of access in areas without roads and near remote villages. Most
wolves in Southeastern Al~ska are taken with traps set along beaches
where the lines can be checked by boat or plane.
East-central Alaska, bordered on the north by the Brooks Range and on
the south by the Alaska Range, produces the most desirable trophy wolves
in the state. Wolves there are generally larger. and their pelts are
often light gray, the color most preferred for trophies and by furriers.
Wolves in Southeastern Alaska, though still sought for trophies, are
generally smaller and darker and have shortert more coarse and less
dense fur than Interior wolves.
The number of people that enjoy seeing, hearing, or otherwise experiencing
wolves in Alaska each year is unknown. Relative1y few people see wolves
except from aircraft. A growing number of people are frequenting remote
areas during summer months, however, and incidental nonconsumptive use
W4Y be increasing. The northern Brooks Ranget where the open terrain
facilitates long-distance observation, may offer some of the best opportunities
for the nonconsumptive use of wolves in Alaska.
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WOLVES IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Wolves (canis Zupue) are present throughout Southeastern Alaska with the
exception of Admiralty, Baranof and Chichagof Islands and same of the smaller
islands where insufficient food is available to sustain wolves. Within historical
time populations have varied considerably depending on food availability.
Because of the dense forest cover and the elusive habits of the wolf, it is
difficult to accurately determine population status. Even though they have a
high reproductive potential, wolves are never abundant compared to most other
game species.
Mainland populations south of Glacier Bay have remained relatively stable over
the past 15 years with numbers in the southern half of the area holding at
moderate to high levels. On the islands in Southeastern Alaska where wolves
occur fluctuations in populations have been evident. Low population levels in
the early 1960's increased to a peak between 1967 and 1970. Populations then
began declining and are now again quite low. The trends have followed those of
deer. Wolves have only recently inhabited the area north of Glacier Bay. The
first wolf bountied there was in 1963-64. Wolf populations increased in the
area since their establishment and were present at relatively high levels in
1976.
Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents and pups of the
year, young of the previous year, and often other adult animals. The social
order in the pack is characterized by a dominance hierarchy with a separate
rank order among females and males. Fighting is uncommon within packs except
during periods of stress. Dominance order is maintained largely through ritualized
behavior. In Southeastern Alaska pack sizes usually range from 3 to 5, although
packs of 15 individuals have been seen. The range of a pack may include over
1,000 square miles, but their range is often restricted by the size of the
island occupied. During early summer when p~ps remain at dens, most adults
center their activities around dens. This reduces their mobility although
adults may travel 20 miles or more from dens while hunting.
When available, moose, deer and mountain goat are the major food sources for
wolves in Southeastern Alaska. During winter, these species constitute almost
the entire diet of wolves. Beaver are also a preferred food~ but are never
available in sufficient quantity to be a major food source. During summer, and
when big game species are not available, wolves will utilize almost any food
source including small mammals, birds. fish and even many of the sea invertebrates
found in the intertidal zone. When prey species are very scarce, wolves become
scavengers, finding much of their food along the beach. Carrion, as we11 as
anything edible, will be utilized.
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make because of
differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from vario~s studies of
wolf-prey relationships suggests that the effect of wolf predation is largely
conditional upon the relative densit1es of predators and prey, and the size and
reproductive potential of the prey species populations. The effect of wolf
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predation can range from one of minor significance in which wolves remove far
less than the annual recruitment to the prey population, to one in which wolves
can retard prey population growth or reduce a prey population by removing the
annual recruitment or more.
Studies of wolf populations indicate the high reproductive potential of wolves
is seldom realized* Several factors may regulate wolf population levels either
through reduced productivity or direct mortality. These include reduced fertility,
social inhibition of breeding, malnutrition and starvation (especially among
pups)~ cannibalism and the other forms of intra-specific strife, diseaset
accidents and predation. The importance of these factors varies. Various
studies of wolf ecology suggest that food supply is a primary determinant of
wolf densities. When prey are abundant or easily taken wolves exhibit increased
productivity giving birth to more, larger litters of pups~ and more pups survive
their first year of life. Conversely, when food is scarce~ fewer, sma11er
litters are produced, and mortality of pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. Natural mortality is greatest during the first year of life. Fifty
to sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight months~
Wolves may compensate for human uti1ization by increased production and survival
of young. In some cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of 50 percent of
the autumn population. Excessive human exp1oitation, however, can reduce wo~f
populations*
The treatment of wolves in Alaska has changed greatly during this century. In
1915, Alaska S first territorial legislature established a bounty on wolves,
which has persisted in Southeastern Alaska. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions
on the taking of wolves. From 1948 until 1959 the federal government conducted
intensive wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons, aeria1
shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management authority for
wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In 1963 the Board of
Fish and Game classified wolves as both furbearers and big game animals.
Re9ulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and bag limits were promulgated,
thus providing additional protection for wolves. In 1968 the legislature
authorized the Board of Fish and Game to abolish bounties and bounty payments
were suspended in all but Game Management Units 1, 2 and 3 in Southeastern
Alaska.
1

In Units l, 2 and 3; the wolf has always been considered by most residents as
a predator competing for game species, particularly deer. There has never been
a closed season or a bag limit for wolves in these Units and they are normally
taken when opportunity permits. In spite of no hunting restrictions~ human use
has had little impact on wolf populations. Presently, the area with the largest
wolf population (Unit 1A) also supports the most intensive human use. Southeastern
wolf pelts have never had a high commercial value, a1though 1 when added to the
fifty dollar bounty, they are sufficient incentive for some trappers to actively
attempt to take wolves when they are reasonably abundant. Today, most woives
are taken in the southern mainland area. At the present time most professional
trappers do not consider it worth their ti~e to trap on the is1ands.

WOLVES IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

WOlves (Canis lupus) occur throughout Southcentral Alaska except the
coastal area from Kachernak Bay to Cordova and the Islands of Prince
William Sound. They are abundant over most of their range but occur in
lower numbers in the heavily populated Matanuska Valley and Anchorage
areas. limited information suggests that wolf numbers have varied in
accordance with prey availability.
Two new wolf populations have become established ln the past decade.
Wolves disappeared from the Kenai Peninsula in the 1910 s, about the
same time that caribou disappeared. In the early 1960's wolves naturally
immigrated to the Kenai Peninsula and have since become we11 established.
On the Copper River and Bering River deltas wolves were rare visitors
prior to the establishment of a moose population in the 1950 1 s. Since
the late 1960's a sizable wolf population has become established.
1

In the past~ extensive poisoning of wolves over most of Southcentral
Alaska by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service caused drastic reductions
in wolf numbers. Control work in the Nelchina Basin between 1948 and
1953 reduced the population to an estimated 12 or fewer wolves. In 1957
wolves in the Nelchina basin received complete protection and by 1967
the population had completely recovered and aerial hunting and trapping
were again allowed.

In most of Southcentral Alaska, wolf populations in the 1960's were
moderately high. Aerial wolf hunting appears to have reduced wolf
numbers in certain areas where they were vulnerable to this hunting
technique. Following the cessation of aerial wolf hunting in 1972. wolf
populations increased to high levels in many areas.
Wolves are presently abundant over most of Southcentra1 Alaska and show
signs of increasing even in the heavily populated Anchorage and Matanuska
Valley areas.
'Nolves usually occui" in packs which may consist of related individuals
including parents and young of the year, young of the previous year and
often other adult animals. The social order in the pack is characterized
by a dominance hierai"chy with a separate rank order among females and
males. Fighting is uncommon within packs except during periods of
stress. Dominance order is maintained largely through ritualized behavior.
In the Southcentral Region pack sizes ~sually range from 5 to lZt
although packs of 36 individuals have been seen. !he range of a pack
may include over 1,000 square miles. However, where food resources are
optimal wolves may subsist in areas as sma11 as a few hundred square
miles. Even with adequate food, the ranges of packs often overlap.
During ear1y summer when pups remain at dens. most adults center their
activities around dens. This reduces their mobility although adu1ts may
travel 20 miles or l'll(}re from dens while hunting. Active dens are usuaily
at least 15, and often 25 or mare miles apart.
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The diet of wolves in Southcentral Alaska varies according to season,
locatfon, and prey species available. Moose and caribou are the ~~jor
prey, although Oa11 sheep are also taken. During winter these big game
species constitute almost the entire diet of wolves. Snowshoe hares are
an important supplement during some years. During summer, young ungulates
make up the major portion of the diet. Small animals such as voles.
lemmings, ground squirrels, snowshoe hares, beaver~ and occasionally
birds and fish are important supplements.
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from
various studies of wolf·prey relationships suggests that the effect of
wolf predation is largely conditional upon the relative densities of
predators and prey. and the size and reproductive potential of the prey
species populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of
minor significance in which wolves remove far less than the annual
recruitment to the prey population. to one in which wolves can retard
prey population growth or reduce a prey population by removing the
annual recruitment or more.
Studies of wolf populations indicate the high reproductive potential of
wolves is seldom realized. Several factors may regulate wolf population
levels either through reduced productivity or direct mortality. These
include reduced fertility, social inhibition of breeding, malnutrition
and starvation {especially among pups}, cannibalism and the other forms.
of intra-specific strife~ disease, accidents and predation. The importance
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that
food supply is a primary determinant of wolf densities. When prey are
abundant or easily taken, wolves exhibit increased productivity giving
birth to more, larger litters of pups, and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely, when food is scarce? fewer, smaller litters
are produced, and mortality of pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. Natura1 mortality is greatest durlng the first year of life.
Fifty to sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight
months.
Wo1ves may compensate for human utilization by increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of
50 percent of the autumn population. Excessive human exploitation*
however, can reduce wolf populations.
The treatment of wolves in Alaska has changed greatly during this century.
In 1915, Alaska•s first territorial legislature established a bounty on
wolves. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions on the taking of
wolves. From 1948 to 1959 the federal government conducted intensive
wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons, aerial
shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management authority
for wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In 1963 the
Board of Fish and Game classified wolves as both forbearers and big game
animals. Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and bag
limits were promulgated~ thus providing additional protection for wolves.
In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Game tc abolish
bounties and bounty payments were suspended in a11 but three Game Management
Units in Southeastern Alaska.
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The nature of human use of wa1ves in the Southcentral Region has also
changed during this century. Prior to the 1960's the major incentive
for wolf hunters and trappers was the bounty because wolf hides were of
relatively low value. During the 1960's the value of pe1ts increased
markedly and, in combination with bounty payments~ resulted in increased
efforts to take wolves. Even with the elimination of the bounty in
1968~ the value of pelts) which has continued to increase, has provided
a significant economic incentive for people to hunt and trap wolves.
Since 1962 the reported annual harvest of wolves in Southcentral Alaska
averaged 190 and ranged from 53 to 376 wolves with the largest numbers
taken during the winters of 1965-66, 1967-68 and 1974-75. Prior to the
elimination of aerial hunting in 1972 aerial hunters accounted for about
61 percent of the harvest each year. Trapping is presently the most
important consumptive use of wolves. A small number are also taken each
autumn by guided and unguided nonresident hunters incidental to hunts
for other big game animals. The trophy value of wolves continues to
gain importance.
Wolf pelts continue to be an important item for many Alaska natives who
manufacture items for sale from them. A portion of the wolf pelts
harvested in Southcentral A1aska are sold to natives in Northern Alaska
for use as parka trims and items of trade.
In recent years nonconsumptive use has increased in Southcentral Alaska.
Much of the area is forested~ limiting the opportunity to view wolves,
but listening for wolves is becoming increasingly popular. The value of
hearing wolves howl surpasses that of actually observing them to some
people. Opportunities for viewing wolves in McKinley Park are good and
some people are successful in seeing them there. The Denali Highway
also offers many people the opportunity to see or hear wolves.
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WEST CHUGACH WOLF
LOCATION
Game Management Unit 14C and in Game Management Unit 7, the drainages of
Glacier Creek and Twenty-Mile River.

THE SPECIES
Wolves are not abundant within the 2000 square-mile West Chugach area because
much of it lacks the wilderness characteristics wolves require. Incidental
observation during Game Division moose surveys, together with sightings by
private individuals, indicate there are only 3 or 4 packs of wolves in this
area. Prior to substantial human population increases~ wolves were probably
more abundant. In wilderness sections of the area, habitat requirements are
thought to be adequate. A moderate ungulate population, consisting of moose,
sheep, and goats, in addition to several small game species, is sufficient to
support the present population of resident wolves.
Wolves have been hunted and trapped in the area for at least the past 60
years. Past harvest levels are unknown~ but are not thought to have been
greater than 5 or 6 per year. Present use of wolves within the area is light.
Hunting and trapping are prohibited throughout most of the area. Since 1971,
when the Department initiated a mandatory wolf sealing program, only four
wolves, 3 males and 1 female, have been legally harvested. All wolves were
taken by local residents. Chances of taking a wolf by either hunting or
trapping are very slight. Ignorance of existing regu1ations and/or accidental
trapping may have resulted in some wolf fatalities unknown to the Department.
Present harvest levels are not thought to be detrimental to the population.
Nonconsumptive use of wolves throughout the year has involved viewing, listening,
photography and sign observation by hunters! hikers and skiiers in wilderness
sections of the area. Favorite routes into areas where wolves may be seen or
heard include the Arctic Valley road, the Ship Creek trail, the Eagle River
road and trail, and the Eklutna road and trail. Winter access via snowmachine
or cross-country skis allows greater mobility~ therefore increasing the probability
of observing wolves or their sign.
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KEHA! WOLF

LOCATION

Game Management Units 7 and 15, the Kenai Peninsula.

THE SPECIES
Wolves were absent from the Kenai Peninsula for a period of time extending from
prior to 1930 until the early 1960 1 s when the first reports of an occasional
wolf were verified. The first pack sighting (10 wolves) was made in 1968 and
the wolf popu1ation has since grown rapidly. In 1968 the center of distribution
of Kenai wolves was Tustumena Lake, but wolves have since spread to all parts
of the Kenai Peninsula except the coastal area from Seldovia to Cape Fairfield.
Wolves are now abundant over most of the Kenai Peninsula. A census conducted
in March of 1975 resulted in a population estimate of 90·105 wolves, but the
actual population level may be as high as 150. Considering the growth rate of
the wolf population on the Kenai Peninsula, natural mortality rates have been
low~
The high losses of moose calves to ma1nutritfon and the weakened condition
of adult moose resulting from severe winters from 1972·75 made food highly
available~ thereby benefiting the wolf population~
Wolf habitat has been
affected very little by man on the Kenai Peninsula. Wolves seem well able to
live in close proximity to man so long as they are not persecuted. A sharp
decline in moose~ the prime prey species of wolves in this area; may eventually
adversely effect the welfare of wolves but these effects have not yet been seen.
Harvesting of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula was initiated by a permit hunt ir.
1974. Six wolves were taken. In 1975 both hunting and trapping were allowed
and the harvest increased to 15 with 6 wolves taken by traps and 9 by shooting.
Although the 5 month season was liberal the harvest of wolves was much below
the level required to stabilize the population.
In excess of 90 percent of the wolves harvested on the Kenai Peninsula were
taken by residents of the Peninsula in the vicinity of their residence. The
remainder were taken by residents of Anchorage.
Over 50 percent of the wolves harvested were taken for trophies with the
remainder being sold to fur buyers. Almost all wolves were taken for
recreational purposes. Those that were trapped and the pelts sold were taken
for recreation, with the value received for pelts being a secondary benefit.
Most wolves are taken by hunters and trappers utilizing snowmachines or operating
from the road system. Some wolves have been taken by trappers utilizing
aircraft for running their traplines. Harvesting of wolves occurs from November
through March while most nonconsumptive uses occur in the summer and early
fa 11.
Because wolves are seldom seen they do not lend themselves well to viewing.
They are however, occasionally seen along the roadside or ~ncidental to
hunting and other recreational pursuits. Although wolves are seldom seen they
are often heard howling at night and campers derive considerable aesthetic
benefit from hearing them~
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WOLVES !N SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Wolves {Canis 2uous) occur throughout most of Southwestern Alaska} but
are absent on Kodiak !sland and the Aleutian Islands west of Unimak.
Generally they appear most abundant in the eastern portion of the region.
Since the turn of the century wolf abundance has apparently varied~
probably in response to numerical changes in big game prey species.
Limited government control work occurred during the 1950 5 and undoubtedly
affected local wolf populations. Aerial hunting has never had a sustained
impact on Alaska Peninsula wolves because winter snow conditions seldom
favor extensive use of this technique. It has~ however~ been both
popular and effective in the upper drainages of the Nushagak and Mulchatna
Rivers. Wolves are commonly observed throughout most areas of Southwestern
Alaska~ but estimates of wolf densities in specific areas are lacking.
1

Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents with pups of
the year~ young from the previous year and often other adult animals.
The social order in the pack is characterized by a dominance hierarchy
with a separate rank order among females and males. Fighting is uncommon
within packs except during periods of stress~ Dominance order is
maintained largely through ritualized behavior. In Southwestern Alaska
pack sizes usually range from 5 to a, although packs of 18 individuals
have been observed, The range of a pack may include a sizeable area~
but where optimal food resources exist wolves may utilize areas as small
as a few hundred square miles. Even with adequate food, ranges of packs
often overlap. During early summer, when pups remain at_ dens, most
adults center their activities around dens. This reduces their mobility
although adults may travel 20 miles or nore from dens while hunting.
The diet of wolves in Southwestern Alaska varies according to season,
location, and prey species available. Caribou are the major prey in
most of the Southwestern Region although moose are also important where
they occur. During winter~ these species constitute nearly the entire
diet of wolves. During summer! young ungulates make up the major portion
of the diet. Sma11 animals such as voles. lemmings. ground squirrels,
beaver and occasionally birds and fish are important supplements.
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from
various studies of wolf-prey relationships suggests the effect of wolf
predation is largely conditional upon the relative densities of predators
and prey~ and the size and reproductive potential of the prey species
populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of minor
significance in which wolves remove far less than the annual recruitment
to the prey population, to one in which wolves can retard prey population
growth or reduce a prey population by removing the annual recruitment or
more.

Studies of wolf populations indicate the relatively high reproductive
potential of wolves is seldom realized. Several factors may regulate
wolf population levels either by reduced productivity or direct mortality.
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These include reduced fertility. social inhibition of breeding, malnutrition
and starvation (especially among pups}, cannibalism and other forms of
intra-specific strife. disease? accidents and predation. The importance
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that~
food supply is a primary determinant of wolf densities. When prey are
abundant or easily taken, wolves exhibit increased productivity, giving
birth to more, larger litters of pups, and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely. when food is scarce, fewer. smaller litters
are produced. and mortality to pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. Natural mortality is greatest during the first year of life.
Fifty to sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight
months.
Wolves may compensate for human utilization by increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of
50 percent of the autumn population. Excessive human exploitation~ however~
can reduce wolf populations.
The treatment of wolves in Alaska has changed greatly during this century.
In 1915, Alaska s first territorial legislature established a bounty on
wolves. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions on the taking of
wolves. From 1948 until 1959, the federal government conducted intensive
wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons, aerial
shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management authority
for wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In 1963 the
Board of Fish and Game classified wolves as both forbearers and big
game animals. Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and bag
limits were promulgated thus providing additional protection for wolves.
In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Game to abolish
bounties and bounty payments were suspended in all but three Game
Management Units in Southeastern Alaska.
1

The nature of human use of wolves in Southwestern Alaska has also
changed during this century. Early harvests were primarily by trapping
or occasional ground shooting~ and harvest levels were low. This pattern
gradually shifted to aerial hunting and somewhat increased harvest
until the practice was discontinued in the early 1970 1 s. Presently
most wolves are taken by ground shooting, either by sport hunters or trappers,
Harvest is almost entirely by residents. Occasionally animals are taken
by nonresidents. Pelts are sold primarily to the fur market with only
a few used for local clothing or handicraft. Some of the animals
harvested are sold to hunters or taxidermists to be mounted as trophies.
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WOLVES IN WESTERN ALASKA

Wolves (Canis lupus) can be found throughout Western Alaska but are
uncommon on the coastal wetlands. Although information regarding the
distribution and abundance of wolves during the early part of this
century is limited, evidence suggests that wolves were relatively abundant
prior to about 1920. Between 1920 and 1925 wolves were apparently rare!
and it is thought that disease was the most likely cause for the decline.
Wolves gradually increased after 1925 and have continued to be moderately
abundant in most parts of Western Alaska. Predator control and aerial
hunting by private individuals during the 1950's and 1960's maintained
relatively low local populations during this period. Presently the
density of wolves in Western Alaska varies from approximately one wolf
per 45 to one wolf per 100 square miles.
Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of kindred individuals
including parents and pups of the year, young Of the previous year, and
often other adult animals. The social order in the pack is characterized
by a dominance hierarchy with a separate rank order among females and
males. Fighting is uncommon within packs except during periods of
stress. Dominance order is maintained largely through ritualized behavior.
In the Western Region pack sizes usually range from 6 to 10, although
packs of 20 individuals have been seen. The range of a pack may inclode
over 1,000 square miles. However, where food resources are optimal
wolves may subsist in areas as sma11 as a few hundred square miles.
Even with adequate food, the ranges of packs often overlap. Ouring
early summer when pups remain at dens, most adults also center their
activities around dens. This reduces their mobility, although adults
may travel 20 miles or more from dens while hunting. Active dens are
usually at least 15 and often 25 or more miles apart.
The diet of wolves in the Western Region varies according to season,
location, and moose are the major prey for wolves in the Western Region
although Oa11 sheep and caribou are important prey in certain areas.
During winter these big game species constitute almost the entire diet
of wolves. Snowshoe hares are an iRportant supplement at ti~s.
Ouring summer~ young ungulates make up the major portion of the diet.
Small animals such as voles, lemmings~ ground squirrels, snowshoe hares,
beaver, and occasionally birds and fish are important supplements.
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from
various studies of wolf-prey relationships suggests that the effect of
wolf predation is largely conditional upon the relative densities of
predators and prey. and the size and reproductive potential of the prey
species populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of
minor significance in which wolves remove far less than the annual
recruitment to the prey population, to one in which wolves can retard
prey population growth or reduce a prey population by removing the
annual recruitment or more.
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Studies of wolf populations indicate the high reproductive potential of
wolves is seldom realized. Several factors may regulate wolf population
levels either through reduced product1vity 'or direct mortality. These
include reduced fertility; social inhibition of breeding. malnutrition
and starvation {especially among pups), cannibalism and other farms of
intra-specific strife~ disease, accidents and predation. The importance
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that
food supply is a primary determinant of wolf densities. When prey are
abundant or easily taken. wolves exhibit increased productivity, giving
birth to more~ larger litters of pups~ and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely, when food is scarce~ fewer, smaller litters
are produced, and mortality of pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. Natural mortality is greatest during the first year of life.
Fifty to sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight months.
Wolves may compensate for human utilization by increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wo1ves can compensate for a harvest of
50 percent of the autumn papulation. Excessive human exploitation,
however~ can reduce wolf populations.
The treatment of wolves in Alaska has changed greatly during this .
century. In 1915, Alaska's first territorial legislature established a
bounty on wolves~ Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions of the
taking of wolves. From 1g4a until 1959 the federal government conducted
intensive wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons,
aerial shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management
authority for wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In
1963 the Board of Fish and Game classified wolves as both forbearers and
big game animals~ Regulatons governing methods of harvest. seasons and
bag limits were promulgated, thus providing additional protection for
wolves. In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Game
to abolish bounties and bounty payments were suspended in all but three
Game Management Units in Southeastern Alaska.
The nature of human use of wolves in Western Alaska has also changed
considerably during this century. Prior to the lg2Q 1 s trapping by
residents was the primary method used to take wolves. The pelts were
used locally to manufacture clothing. Aerial gunning by private citizens
became popular during the last 2 decades, but permits for this type of
hunting were terminated in 1972. Trapping and snariang are the primary
means now used to take wolves.
Since 1962 the reported annual harvest of wolves in Western Alaska has
averaged about 140 wolves and has ranged from 44 to 336 with most of the
harvest coming from the area east of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Presently
most wolf pelts enter the commercial market. Some pelts are used
locally in the manufacture of clothing.
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WOLVES IN INTERIOR ALASKA

Wolves (Canis lupus) have been recorded throughout Interior Alaska at
varying levels of abundance from the days of early settlement. Although
information reflecting wolf occurrence during the early part of this
century is limited, evidence suggests that wolves were abundant prior to
about 1920. Between 1920 and 1925 wolves were extremely scarce over
much of the Interior, and it is thought that disease was the most likely
cause for the decline. Wolves gradually increased after 1925 and have
continued to be moderately abundant in most parts of the Interior.
Predator control and aerial hunting by private individuals during the
1950's and 1960's maintained relatively low local populations during
this period. Presently the density of wolves in Interior Alaska varies
from approximately one wolf per 40 to one wolf per 100 square miles.
Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents and pups of
the year, young of the previous year, and often other adult animals.
The social order in the pack is characterized by a dominance hierarchy
with a separate rank order among females and males. Fighting is uncommon
within packs except during periods of stress~ Dominance order is maintained
largely through ritualized behavior. In the Interior Region pack sizes
usually range from 6 to 10! although packs of 20 individuals have been
seen. The range of a pack may include over 1,000 square miles. However,
where food resources are optimal wolves may subsist in areas as small as
a few hundred square miles. Even with adequate food, ranges of packs
often overlap. During early summer when pups remain at densJ most
adults center their activities around dens. This reduces their mobility
although adults may travel 20 miles or more from dens while hunting.
Active dens are usually at least 15, and often 25 or more miles apart.
The diet of wolves in the Interior Alaska varies according to season~
location, and prey species available. Moose are the major prey, for
wolves in much of the Interior Region although Dall sheep and caribou
are also taken. the latter being especially important in the northern
and eastcentral portions of the region. During winter~ these big game
species constitute almost the entire diet of wolves. Snowshoe hares are
an important supplement during some years. During summer, young ungulates
make up the major portion of the diet. Small animals such as voles,
lemmings, ground squirrels, snowshoe hares, beaver and occasionally
birds and fish are important supplements.
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from
various studies of wolf-prey relationships suggests that the effect of
wolf predation is largely conditional upon the relative densities of
predators and prey, and the size and reproductive potential of the prey
species populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of
minor significance in which wo1ves remove far less than the annual
recruitment to the prey population, to one in which wolves can retard
prey population growth or reduce a prey population by removing the
annual recruitment or more.
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Studies of wolf populations indicate the high reproductive potential of
wolves is seldom realized. Several factors may regulate wolf population
levels either through reduced productivity or direct mortality. These
include reduced fertility, social inhibition of breeding. malnutrition
and starvation {especially among pups), cannibalism and other forms of
intra-specific strife, disease, accidents and predation. The importance
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that
food supply is a primary determinant of wolf densities. When prey are
abundant or easi1y taken, wolves exhibit increased productivity, giving
birth to more, larger litters of pups, and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely, when food is scarce, fewer, smaller litters
are produceds and mortality of pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. Natural mortality is greatest during the first year of life.
Fifty to sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight
months.
Wolves may compensate for human utilization by increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wolves can compensate far a harvest of
50 percent of the autumn population. Excessive human exploitation,
however, can reduce wolf populations.
The treatment of wolves in Alaska has changed greatly during this
century. In 1915 Alaska's first territorial legislature established a
bounty on wolves. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions on the
taking of wolves. From 1948 until 1959, the federal government conducted
intensive wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons,
aerial shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management
authority for wolves. In 1g6o the use of poisons was discontinued. In
1963 the Board of Fish and Game classified wolves as both furbearers and
big game animals. Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and
bag limits were promulgated, thus providing additional protect ton for •
wolves. In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Game
to abolish bounties and bounty payments were suspended in all but three
Game Management Units in Southeastern Alaska~
The nature of human use of wolves in the Interior Region has also
changed during this century. Prior to the 1960's the major incentive
for wolf hunters and trappers was the ~ounty, because wo1f hides were of
relatively low value. During the 1960's the value of pelts increased
markedly and, in combination with bounty payments, resulted in increased
efforts to take wolves. Even with the elimination of the bounty ln
1968. the value of peltss which has continued to increase, has provided
a significant economic incentive for people to hunt and trap wolves.
Since 1962 the reported annual harvest of wolves in the Interior has
averaged 385 and ranged from 214 to 746 wolves with the largest numbers
taken during the winters of 1966-67, 1967-68 and 1971-72. Prior to the
elimination of aerial hunting in 1972 aerial hunters accounted for about
40 percent of the harvest each year, with trappers taking the majority
of wolves. Trapping is presently the most important consumptive use of
wolves. A small number are also taken each autumn by guided and unguided
nonresident hunters incidental to hunts for other big game animals.
Most wo1f pelts from the Interior enter the commercial fur market,
although many are used domestically in the manufacture of various types
of clothing, or are sold loca11Yt often to tourists.
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WOLVES IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

Wolves (Cani• lupus) occur throughout Northwestern Alaska although they
are more abundant in the eastern portion of the region. Inforwation
regarding the distribution and abundance of wolves during the early part
of this century is limited, but evidence suggests that wolves were ,
present at lower densities prior to 1940 than those presently observed.
This is probably due in large part to the absence of moose, which did
not establish significant populations in the area until about 1930, and
also to the low numbers of caribou present during this time. Since the
1930's wolves have been relatively abundant in the region east of the
Seward Peninsula. Ouring the late 1940's and 1950's the U. S. Fish and
',!li 1dl ife Service conducted extensive wo 1f control programs in Northwestern

Alaska to protect domestic reindeer herds. These programs reduced
numbers of wolves over much of the area. Control efforts were much
reduced in the late 1950 1 5 but have continued through the present on the
Seward Peninsula. As a result wolves are rare in this area. Wolves are
present 1n the remainder of the region at densities ranging from about
one wolf per 50 to one wolf per 100 square miles.
Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents and pups of
the year, young of the previous year, and often other adult animals.
The social order in the pack is characterized by a dominance hierarchy
with a separate rank order among females and males. Fighting is uncommon
within packs except during periods of stress. Dominance order is maintained
largely through ritualized behavior. In the Northwestern Region pack
sizes usually range from 6 to 10, althoogh packs of 20 individuals have
been seen. The range of a pack w~y include over 1,000 square miles.
However. where food resources are optimal wolves may subsist in areas as
small as a few hundred square miles. During winter in the Northwestern
Region, packs may at times abandon their usual range due to the temporary
absence of their major prey species. the migratory caribou. E'len with
adequate food. ranges of packs often overlap. During early summer when
pups remain at dens most adults center their activities around dens.
This reduces their mobility although adults may travel 20 miles or more
from dens while hunting. Active dens are usually at least 15, and often
25 or more miles apart.
The diet of wolves in Northwestern Alaska varies according to season2
location, and prey species available. Caribou are the major prey although
moose are important in some areas and Oa11 sheep are occasionally taken
in the northern part of the region. During winter these Dig game species
constitute a1most the entire diet of wolves. During summer young ungulates
make up the major portion of the diet. Small animals such as voles.
lemmings, ground squirrels, snowshoe hares, beaver, and occasionally
birds and fish are important supplements. Generalizations about wolfprey interactions are difficult to make because of differences between
areas and prey species. Evidence from various studies of wolf-prey
relationships suggests that the effect of wolf predation Is largely
conditional upon the relative densities of predators and prey, and the
size and reproductive potential of the prey species populations. 7he
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abundant or easily taken wolves exhibit increased productivity, g1v1ng
birth to more, larger Titters of pups, and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely, when food is scarce, fewer~ smaller litters
are produced, and mortality of pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. Natural mortality is greatest during the first year of 1ife.
Fifty to sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight
months.
Wolves may compensate for human utilization by increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of
50 percent of the autumn population. Excessive human exploitation,
however~ can reduce wolf populations.
In Northwestern Alaska, where
wo1ves in many areas are vulnerable to aerial hunting techniques~ intensive
human exploitation in previous years was a major factor affecting wolf
population levels.
The treatment of wolves in Alaska has changed greatly during this
century. In 1915, Alaska's first territorial legislature established a
bounty on wolves. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions on the
taking of wolves. From 1948 until 1959 the federal government conducted
intensive wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons,
aerial shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management
authority for wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In
1963 the Board of Fish and Game classified wolves as both furbearers and
big game animals. Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and
bag limits were promulgated, thus providing additional protection for
wolves. In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Game
to abolish bounties and bounty payments were suspended in all but three
Game Management Units in Southeastern Alaska.
~he nature of the human use of wolves in Northwestern Alaska has also
changed a great deal during this century. Prior to the 1930's a relatively
sma11 number of wolves was taken by residents for domestic use in the
manufacture of various types of clothing. In recent years the number of
wolves harvested has increased due to the use of aircraft and snow
machines in hunting and also because of some increase in the number of
wolves in the area. Since 1g62 the reported annual harvest for the
region has averaged about 100 wolves and ranged from 29 to 205, with the
largest harvest occurring in 1967-68. Prior to the elimination of
aerial hunting in 1972~ the majority of wolves were taken with the aid
of aircraft. Many wolves are now taken by hunters who use aircraft to
land near them to shoot with a rifle. Many wolves are also taken by
hunters who use snow machines to track the animals. The open nature of
much of the terrain in Northwestern Alaska makes these techniques very
effective. At present many wolf pelts enter the commercial market, but
a large number are also used domestically for parka ruffs, boots, mittens
and trim.
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WOlVES IN ARCTIC AlASKA
Wolves (Canis ~upus) occur throughout Arctic Alaska as far north as the
Beaufort Sea, although they are generally more abundant in the foothills
and mountains of the Brooks Range in the southerly portion of t~e region.
Since the turn of the century wolf abundance has varied a great deal in
this area. Wolves were scarce during the early 1900 5! reflecting low
arctic caribou numbers. By the 1930 s wolves and caribou increased in
numbers. Wolves were moderately abundant during the l940 s, and reached
a peak in the early 1950's~ Extensive government control work as well
as aerial hunting by private individuals during the 1950's and in subsequent
years caused a sharp decline in the wolf population. and by the late
1960's the population in the Arctic area had reached a very low level.
1

1

1

The 'o<t01f population increased following the closure of the area to

aerial hunting in 1970. Presently the density of wolves in Arctic
Alaska varies from approximately one wolf per 60 to one wolf per 120
square miles~
Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents and pups of
the yeir, young of the previous year and often other adult animals. The
social order in the pack is characterized by a dominance hierarchy with
a separate rank order among females and males. Fighting is uncommon
within packs except during periods of stress. Dominance order is maintained
largely through ritualized behavior. In the Arctic Region pack sizes
usually range from 6 to 10, although packs of 20 individuals have been
seen. The range of a pack may include over 1!000 square mi1es. However~
where food resources are optimal wolves may subsist in areas as small as
a few hundred square miles. During winter in the Arctic Region! packs
may at times abandon their usua1 range due to the temporary absence of
their major prey species~ the migratory caribou. Even with adequate
food the ranges of packs often overlap. During early summer when pups
remain at dens. most adults center their activities around dens. This
reduces their mobility although adults often travel 20 miles or more
from dens whi1e hunting. Active dens are usually at least 15, and often
25 or more miles apart. The diet of wolves in Arctic Alaska varies
according to season~ location, and prey species available.
Caribou are the major prey, although Da1l sheep and moose are also
taken. Ouring winter these big game species constitute almost the
entire diet of wolves. During summer~ young ungulates make up the major
portion of the diet. Small animals such as voles, lemmings, ground
squirrels, and occasionally birds and fish are important supplements~
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from
various studies of wolf-prey relationships suggests that the effect of
wa1f predation is largely conditional upon the relative densities of
predators and prey~ and the size and reproductive potential of the prey
species populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of
minor significance in which wolves remove far less than the annual
recruitment to the prey population, to one in which wolves can retard
prey population growth or reduce a prey population by removing the
annual recruitment or more.
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Studies of wolf populations indicate the high reproductive potential of
wolves is seldom reali%ed. Several factors may regulate wolf population
levels either through reduced productivity or direct mortality. These
include reduced fertility, social inhibition of breeding§ malnutrition
and starvation (especially among pups) 1 cannibalism and the other forms
of intra-specific strife, disease, accidents and predation. The importance
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that
food supply is a primary determinant of wolf densities. When prey are
abundant or easily taken~ wolves exhibit increased productivity giving
birth to more, larger litters of pups, and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely, when food is scarce, fewer, smaller litters
are produced, and mortality of pups to starvation and cannibalism increases.
Natural mortality is greatest during the first year of life. Fifty to
sixty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight months.
Wolves may compensate for human utilization by increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of
SO percent of the population. Excessive human exploitation~ however,
can reduce wolf populations. In Arctic Alaska, where wolves are vulnerable
to aerial hunting techniques, intensive human exploitation in previous
years was a major factor inhibiting the growth of wolf populations.
The treatrrent of w<>lves in Alaska has changed greatly during this century.
In 1915, Alaska's first territorial legislature established a bounty on
wolves. Prior to 1960 there were no restrictions on the taking of
wolves. From 1948 until 1959 the federal government conducted intensive
wolf control operations in many parts of Alaska using poisons7 aerial
shooting and trapping. In 1959 the State assumed management authority
for wolves. In 1960 the use of poisons was discontinued. In 1963 the
Board of Fish and Game classified wolves as both furbearers and big game
ani~ais,
Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and bag
limits, were promulgated, thus providing additional protection for
wolves. In 1968 the legislature authorized the Board of Fish and Game
to abolish bounties and bounty payments wene suspended in a11 but three
Game Management Units in Southeastern Alaska.
The nature of human use of wolves in the Arctic Region has also changed
a great deal during this century. Prior to the late 1930's there was
little human activity in the inland portion of the area because of a
prevailing scarcity of garnet especially caribou. The harvest of wolves
was correspondingly light, and was entirely subsistence use by residents.
During the 1940's the Nunamiut Eskimo, who repopulated the northcentral
Brooks Range. trapped and hunted wolves extensively for bounty and for
use in clothing and in trade. The Nunamiut took from 50 to 150 wolves
each year, with a sma11er number being taken by residents of coastal
villages. ln 1952 the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service conducted an
intensive wolf control program in the central portion of the area.
Following this, aerial bounty hunting by private individuals became
extensive and large numbers of wolves were killed. Aerial hunting
continued unti1 prohibited in 1970~ Resident trappers also took wo1ves
during this period, and~ until 1967, Nunamiut Eskimos searched for wolf
dens during summer to obtain wolves for bounty. Since 1970, resident
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hunters and trappers have been the primary consumptive users of wolves
during the winter months. A small number of wolves are taken each
autumn by guided and unguided nonresident hunters incidental to hunts
for other big game animals.
Wolf pelts remain important in the manufacture of various types of
clothing worn by residents of the area, and, since the 1ate 19so•s, have
been an important commodity in the handcrafting of caribou skin masks, a
key industry in Anaktuvuk Pass and other villages.
In recent years an increasing number of hikers and other nonconsumptive
users have frequented the northern Brooks Range during the warmer months.
The open nature of the terrain enables ready observation of wolves and
other wildlife antl an increasing number of people are taking advantage
of the excellent opportunities to observe wolves.
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DALL SHEEP IN SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

Dall sheep (Ovis daLZi) occupy alpine portions of al1 major mounta~n
ranges in Southcentral Alaska. An estimated 2~000 sheep inhabit the
Kenai Mountains north of Kachemak Bay and west of the Sargent rce Field.
About 3,000 sheep occupy the northwest and north slopes of the Chugach
Mountains between Anchorage and the Canadian border~ while another 3~000
are found in the Talkeetna and Watana Mountains. About 10,000 sheep
inhabit the Wrangell Mountains, of which only the southwestern slopes
are included in the Southcentral area. Approximately 2,000 sheep reside
in the Alaska Range southwest of McKinley Park, however~ only a relatively
small part of this herd occupies the southeastern slopes which are
included in the Southcentral region. These sheep are found primarily
west of the Skwentna River and from Lake Clark Pass north to the Yentna
River in those mountains protected from the heavy coastal snowfall by
intermediate ranges. Sheep generally do not occupy the remaining south
slopes of the Alaska Range, the south slopes of the Chugach Range~ nor
the eastern Kenai Mountains due to heavy accumulation of snow.
Like most northern ungulates~ Oa11 sheep populations are subject to
fluctuations in abundance. Numbers were reportedly high in the early
part of this century. A major decline occurred in the 1930's and early
1940's, probably as a result of unusually severe winters~ which left
sheep herds throughout the state at low levels. Herds increased again
throughout the 1950's and 1960's, Although data are not available for
all populations~ it appears that sheep numbers in Southcentra1 Alaska
peaked in about 1968 and have been stable or declining s1ow1y since
then. Sheep populations are probably near the carrying capacity of
winter ranges and may be expected to remain relatively stable or to
decline with the occurrence of abnormally severe winters.
Oa11 sheep usually occupy alpine habitats. During summer} they occupy
relatively large areas of thelr annual range and remain a1most entirely
above brushline. Alpine meadows and slopes are used for feeding and
resting, while nearby cliffs or large rocky outcrops are required for
escape cover. By early November. sheep begin to congregate on their
winter ranges. These are areas of limited size where forage is available
throughout the winter an windblown ridges or slopes. and where cliffs
and outcrops are avai1ab1e to enable escape from predators. A herd
occupying many square miles of summer habitat may be restricted to·, and
linited in size by, a winter range of relatively few acres. Some herds
occupy winter habitats several miles removed from their summer range and
migrate between the two, sometimes fallowing traditi ona1 routes 1eading
across timbered valleys. Breeding takes place from mid-November through
early December.
With the beginning of snow melt in springl most sheep move down from
their windswept wintering grounds to the lower, south-facing slopes
where green plants first emerge. At this time, they may be found down
in a1ders and near the upper limits of timber1inet much lower than at
any other season.
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Lambing occurs in May and early June. Parturient ewes seek isclation in
the most rugged cliffs available to give birth to their single lambs.
Escape terrain is particularly vital at this time to protect the comparatively
immobile mothers and newborn young from disturbance and predator attack.
Upon completion of lambing, the ewes and young fo11ow the retreating
snowline upward and move onto summer ranges. Rams may preceed ewes by
several weeks in moving to summer range.
Subsequent to lambingl sheep use natural mineral licks extensively. A
number of such licks are well known in this region and others undo~btedly
exist. Sheep, especially females and young~ will frequently travel
several miles over well-worn trails to congregate in mineral licks where
they spend hours eating the mineral~rich soil. Use of licks is heavy tn
early summer and gradually lessens as summer advances. Natural mineral
Ticks are apparently of extreme importance to many sheep~ although
mineral requirements are not yet clearly understood. Some herds apparently
do not have access to mineral licks and may substitute the use of :ertain
plant species to obtain the required minerals.
Oall sheep are primarily grazing animals; bunchgrasses, particularly
alpine fescue, and sedges make up the majority of their annual diet.
These are supplemented by smaller amounts of browse such as alpine
wil1ow. Various forbs are consumed during summer, whi1e lichens become
important quantitatively in winter.
Climate is the most important factor regulating sheep numbers and
distribution. Oeep, dense snows prevent sheep from reaching winter
forage and are important in limiting sheep distribution~ particularly in
the southern limits of Da11 sheep range where heavy snow acc~~ulations
occur due to maritime influences. Sheep require relatively light snowfa11
and wind to survive during winter. Cold temperatures keep the snow
powdery and soft, a11owing winds to remove it from ridgetops and slopes,
exposing winter forage. Warm winters or thaws result in dense, crusted
snow which the sheep cannot dig through nor the wind remove. By late
winter, sheep are often restricted to small areas of exposed, w~nd
scoured, low-quality vegetation which provides less nourishment than is
used in daily activities. Sheep then survive partially by metabolism of
stored body fat and tissue. If spring arrives late~ body reserves may
be used up and mortality occurs. Exceptionally severe winters, such as
those which occurred in the early 1940's, have been the only factor
known so far to have caused major 11 Crashesn in Dal1 sheep.
Overwinter survival of lambs is normally 1ow in comparison to adult
sheep and severe winters depress it further. Newborn lambs are particularly
susceptible to adverse spring weather such as cold wind, rain. or snow
during the critical lambing period. Summer weather. while not as critical
as that in winter~ is also important in providing an adequate growing
season and enough forage to enable sheep to store sufficient bocy fat
for survival during winter.
Predation does not appear to be important in population control except
under exceptional circumstances, such as when deep snows force sheep to
feed far from protective cliffs. Parasites, diseases and accidents also
take their to11, but apparently are usually of minor importance.
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Sheep were originally hunted for subsistence and the market during the
ear1y days of ATaska s settlement but they now are taken primarily by
recreational hunters. Traditionally~ only mature rams with horns of 3/4
curl or greater configuration have been legal game during an August
September season. Da11 sheep are recognized worldwide as one of North
America's outstanding trophy animals, and they are an important sport
hunted species in Southcentra1 Alaska.
1

Sheep harvests in the area have been characterized by increases in
numbers of hunters (about 1,890 in 1974) and slight decreases in number
of rams taken (1967-1974 average of 463 rams). Success has slowly de
creased with 27 percent of sheep hunters successful in 1974. About 30
percent of the harvest has been taken by nonresidents, who present1y
make up only 20 percent of the hunters. Their greater hunting success
is probably attributable to the requirement that nonresidents must be
accompanied by a guide while sheep hunting. Success of a11 hunters
would undoubtedly be lower, were it not for the use of mechanized off~
road vehicles, including aircraft, that are used for transport to otherwise
inaccessible hunting areas.
The hunting pressure in Southcentral Alaska is causing a decline in the
number of large rams in some herds even though adequate breeding stocks
remain. Increasing numbers of hunters are competing for a relatively
stable or declining number of lega1 rams. Under these circumstances
decreasing size and numbers of trophies taken and reduced hunter success
can be expected.
While ram-only hunting harvests do not control sheep populationsl
carefully regulated, experimental either-sex hunts have proven feasible
in controlling herd numbers. These provide more animals for harvest
while apparently increasing lamb production and survival. Such intensive
management may become necessary as hunting pressure increases.
Nonconsumptive uses of Dall sheep a1so are important. Two areas in the
region are currently protected from all sheep hunting in order to
provide easily accessible and relatively natural sheep herds for public
viewing, photography and scientific study. These are at Sheep ~ountain
on the Glenn Highway and Cooper Landing on the Kenal Peninsula. Both
are popular with tourists and residents al1ke.
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KENAI LAKE SHEEP
LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 7 bounded on the northwest by the
Kenai River and the Sterling Highway; on the northeast and east by the
Anchorage-Seward Highway; on the south by the north shore of Kenai Lake
between the Anchorage-Seward Highway and Porcupine Island and a line
extending from Porcupine Island to the south end of Upper Russian Lake;
and on the west by the Russian River and Upper and Lower Russian Lakes.

THE SPECIES
Aerial trend surveys indicate that Oai1 sheep populations over most of
the eastern Kenai Peninsula, including the Kenai lake area, increased
steadily from the early 1940's through the late 1960's and early 1970's.
Since then most populations have declined. Within the Kenai Lake area,
the Crescent Lake sheep population experienced a similar trend except
that the population was purposely reduced in 1971. Since 1971 the
Crescent Lake population has been w4intained at a fixed level tnrough
either-sex sport hunting. The other sheep population in the Kenai Lake
area, the Cooper Mountain herd, has continued to decline under ram-only
hunting.
In 1970 the Department initiated a sheep research program to assess the
impacts of various types of management. The Crescent Lake program
consisted of harvesting ewes and some full-curl rams in an attempt to
maintain the population below habitat carrying capacity. Between 1970
and 1974 a total of 124 sheep, including rams, ewes and lambs were taken
by recreational hunters under permit conditions. Population statistics
collected since initiation of this program indicate that the herd has
suffered lower mortality and higher lambing success than found in adjacent
unhunted sheep populations. In essence, the Crescent Lake sheep population
has provided a considerable number of sheep for consumptive use while
maintaining the population at a stable level compared with herds found
on nearby areas under no hunting or ram-only hunting regimes.
Participation in the limited ewe and full-curl hunts thus far has been
almost exclusively by Alaska residents. Most sportsmen interested in
pursuing ewe sheep are meat hunters. and this type of use is not attractive
to nonresident trophy hunters. This pattern of use is expected to
continue indefinitely. On the other hand, permit hunts for full-cur1
rams are expected to generate considerable enthusiam fro~ both resident
and nonresident hunters.
The Kenai Lake sheep population has long been available for nonconsurnptive
use. The area is bordered by roads on two sides and Kenai Lake provides
boat access. Seasonal viewing aiong the highway is a popular pursuit by
all classes of recreationists. The best opportunities to photograph
sheep probably require overnight camping in alpine conditions.
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COOPER LANDING SHEEP
LOCATION
ln Game Management Unit 7, that portion of the existing Cooper Landing
closed area lying north of the Sterling Highway.

THE SPECIES
The Cooper Landing sheep population gradually increased from a low point
in the early 1940's to a peak of 312 animals in 1973. Since then, it
has slowly declined_ The current population appears to be at the upper
limits of the range carrying capacity. Adverse winter weather and
crowded range conditions appear to be the predominant population 1fmiting
factors.
The area has been closed to both goat and sheep hunting since before
statehood. The Sterling Highway bordering one side provides excellent
year-round viewing opportunities, but most use occurs during the summer.
One roadside pu11off area has posted notices calling attention to these
opportunities. In addition, two well-developed trails provide year
round access through the area. A majority of the users are non~Peninsula
residents. Wildlife photography, a popular pursuit in Alaska, occurs in
the area to a limited but i~creasing extent. In recent years the area
has served as a sheep research control area.
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EASTERN KENAI PENINSULA SHEEP
LOCATION
Game Management Units 7 and 15 except the area within the Cooper Landing,
Kenai lake~ and Tustumena Sheep Managem~nt Plan areas.

THE SPECIES
Approximately 250 sheep inhabit this area. Sheep numbers increased
steadily from the early 1950's through 1968 but have since fluctuated.
The population is presently below the 1968 level. A major die-off of
sheep occurred on Surprise Mountain in the winter of 1970-71 and that
population has slowly declined since that time.
Lamb mortality at birth appears to be the major mortality factor limiting
sheep numbers. Lamb mortality appears to be directly related to range
condition but weather conditions at lambing time are also important.
~inter losses of adult and subadu1t sheep have occurred when snow conditions
prevented sheep from pawing through the snow to reach food. Such a dieoff occurred on Surprise Mountain in the winter of 1969-70. Coyote and
wolf predation occurs in this area, but its extent and effects are
unknown.

Sheep ranges have been altered little by human activity in this area but
range conditions are thought to be generally poor as the result of prior
overutilization. The overutilized range condition existing on Surprise
Mountain is probably representative of the area and is the primary
factor limiting lamb survivai. Parts of this area are also on the edge
of Oall sheep distribution, and other factors. particularly weather
eyeless may affect range and the availability of winter feed.
Large trophy sheep have been produced in this area in the past and large
trophies are still taken occasionally. However, for the most part
hunting pressure is so intense that rams are harvested the first year
they become legal. V2ry few rams reach 1arge trophy size. Between 20
and 25 rams have been harvested annually since 1962.
7he hunting season has traditionally been August 10-September 20 with
only rams with 3/4-cur1 or larger horns being legal. Most hunting
occurs during the first two weeks of the season and mast sheep are taken
during that period.
Most hunters who pursue sheep on the Kenai Peninsula are either Anchorage
area or Kenai Peninsula residents. Very few nonresiaents or hunters
from other areas of the state hunt in this area. Nearly all hunting is
recreational, primarily in pursuit of a trophy. A few people hunt sheep
primarily for the meat with trophies being of secondary importance.
Very little guiding occurs in this area. Most hunters reach their
hunting areas by hiking in from the road system. A few hunters fly into
lakes to reach their hunting area.
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Harvesting of rams only has greatly distorted the sex ratio of the
populations and limited the availability of large rams.
A minor amount of viewing takes place along the road system, particularly
in May and June when sheep are visible in several areas. Some viewing
also occurs incidental to hunting for other species and hiking in the
area. Opportunities for roadside viewing are much better in the nearby
Cooper Landing Sheep Management Area.
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TUSTUMENA SHEEP

LOCATION

That portion of Game Management Unit 15 south of Skilak Glacier, River
and Lake and within the Kenai National Moose Range boundary.

THE SPEClES
The Tustull'.ena area presently contains iOO to BOO sheep. The population
peaked in 1968 when 989 sheep were observed on surveys and then declined
until about 1974. A survey of a portion of the area in 1975 indicated

that sheep may again be increasing,

Lamb mortality at birth appears to be the w~jor factor limiting sheep
populations in this area. La~b mortality is a function of range quality
and quantity and inc1ement weather at lambing time. Mortality of adults
from malnutrition occurs when snow conditions are such that sheep can
not paw through snow to reach forage. A sheep die-off was documented on
Surprise Mountain in the winter of 1969-1970 and is thought to have
occurred in the Tustumena area a1so. Predation by wolves and coyotes
occurs, but it is not considered a limiting factor on the sheep population
at this time.
Sheep ranges in this managment area have been unaffected by human activities.
There are no developments in the area, and the only use has been recreational.
The quality of the habitat may have been damaged by excessive sheep use
in the late 1960 S. Fewer sheep in the early 1970's may have allowed at
1east a partial recovery of the range.
1

The Tustumena area has produced trophy rams in past years, but heavy
hunting pressure has reduced the availability of large trophies. About
10 percent of the legal rams in the area are full-curl or larger. Most
rams are harvested the first year they reach legal size.
Hunting pressure is heavy and concentrated in the northern half of the
area and is moderately heavy in the southern half. The annual harvest
of sheep has averaged between 30 and 35 3/4-curl or larger rams. ~ost
of the harvest and hunting pressure occur during the first two weeks of
the season, but in recent years hunter effort has increased in the later
part of the season. Hunting seasons and bag limits have not changed
since statehood. Hunters pursuing sheep in this area are almost entirely
Kenai Peninsula and Anchorage area residents. Few hunters fro~ other
areas pursue sheep in th1s area because of the crowded hunting conditio~s.
Hunting is mostly recreational hunting for trophies. A few individuals
hunt primarily for recreation and meat. A11 animals killed are used for
food. Harvesting of 3/4-c~rl and larger rams has distorted the sex
ratio in favor of ewes with an increased potential population productivity.
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Access to the north ha1f of the area is by floatplanes landing on mountain
lakes. by horse trails and by boat and foot trails from Skilak and
Tustumena Lakes. Access is more restricted in the south halft being
limited to boats from Tustumena Lake, with no established trails. In
the northern half of the area, most hunting occurs within a few miles of
the access lakes. Hunters willing to hike long distances from the lakes
are much more likely to be successful.
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FAREWELL SHEEP

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 9 draining into Lake Clark east of
and including the Tanalian River, and draining into Cook Inlet north of
the Johnsen River; that portion of Game Management Unit 17 drained by
the Chilikadrotna and Mulcnatna Rivers east of the cutlet of Turquoise
LaKe; and that portion of Game Management Unit 19 including the area
lying east of a line drawn from the northwest corner of Mt. McKinley
National Park west southwest to Farewell, west to Lone Mountain, and
south southeast to the confluence of the Telaquana River and Trail
Creek, and the area drained by Trail Creek.

THE SPECIES
Little information is available regarding past sheep populations in this
area. Local residents report sheep were not abundant during the 1940's,
but became more numerous during the 1950's and 1960 1 s. After 1968 the
sheep population declined somewhat duri~g a series of severe winters.
The Farewell sheep population shows signs of good recovery frorr, this
setback. Aerial surveys of sheep in this area during the summers of
1972 and 1973 suggested the population may exceed 2,000 animals. Composition
data from both years indicated rams composed about 25 percent of the
herd. Roughly 10 percent of the sheep observed were 3/4 curl rams or
larger. Summer lamb:ewe counts in 1972-75 ranged from 20 lambs to 60
lambs per 100 ewes, with low values in 1972 and 1973 following severe
winters and delayed springs. Range conditions in the Farewell area are
poorly understood, but a ground reconnaissance of tne heavily used
lambing and wintering area in the Sheep Creek drainage indicated there
has been some range damage occurring from heavy use. Another important
lambing and wintering area occurs along the headwaters of the Tonzona
River. Range conditions in this section are not presently known.
Sheep hunting became popular in the Farewell area in the early 1960 s,
and hunting pressure has increased to moderate or heavy levels in much
of the area. Harvests have ranged from 24 sheep ln 1962 to 119 in 1974.
Since 1973 more than 200 hunters have hunted ln the area each year. The
harvest is fairly evenly distributed through the 42-day season.
1

Hunter success has ranged from 70 to 49 percent, depending on weatl"'er
conditions. Although resident hunters outnumber nonresident in most
years; more than half the harvest is taken by nonresidents. Higher
success by nonresidents results from the requirement that they be accompanied
by guides. About 15 guides operate in the area.
The sheep harvest has not significantly reduceG the availability of
1ega1 rams except in some heavily hunted drainages. Sheep in some
drainages rarely see hunters due to problems of access. Hunters have
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taken many trophy sheep from the area, including several rams exceeding
42 inches in horn length. Horn cur1 sizes have averaged about 34.0
inches over the past 10 years.
Access into the area has been primarily by aircraft, with 90 percent of
the sheep being taken by airborne hunters. A few hunters utilize horses,
boats, and all-terrain vehicles. There are few differences between
local, nonloca1, and nonresident means of access.
Domestic use of the Alaska Range sheep was important to villagers of
Nikolai and Telida prior to 1955. Hunting usually took place after the
first snowfalls in mid-October or early November. Travel was by dog
team and the meat was hauled back to tne villages by sled.
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UPPER CHITINA VAllEY SHEEP

LOCATION

That portion of Game Management Unit 11 in the upper Chitina Valley,
bounded on the west by the Tana and Nizina Rivers, on the north by the
crest of the Wrangell Mountains. on the east by the Canadian border, and
on the south by the crest of the Chugach Mountains.
IHE SPECIES

An aerial count of most of the Upper Chitina Valley area durlng 1973
disclosed 758 sheep of which 13 percent (~) were legal rams. Some of
the best of this sheep habitat was not surveyed during 1973, and not all
of the sheep in the surveyed areas were seen. The area probably contains
1,000 to 1,500 sheep, including 120 to 190 legal rams. Trend counts in
portions of the upper Chitina Valley show that sheep populations have
been relatively stable since at least the mid-1960's. Although relatively
low lamb crops have been frequently seen, causes of lamb mortality and
the condition of the range are unknown. This area has great potential
for producing large-horned Oall rams. ~at only have some of the largest
sheep come fran this area, but they attain their horn growth at an early
age. On the average rams from this area attain three-quarter-curl by 5
years of age and full-curl by 7 years of age.
Current sheep hunting regulations limit hunters to one three-quarter
curl ram or larger during an annual 42-day season. Ram harvests from
the Wrangell Mountains portion of this area for the 1972-75 seasons have
annually averaged 84 rams. Harvests from the Chugach Mountains portion
of this area have annually averaged 3 rams during the same period.
Sheep density in the Chugach portion is much lower and access is difficult.
Presently fewer large rams are available in the Wrangell Mountains than
several years ago~ although the total number of legal rall'.S harvested has
not changed appreciably. Seventy percent of the hunters since 1971 have
been residents of Alaska, but most rams have been killed by nonresidents.
Nonresidents are twice as likely to kill a sheep as are residents,
reflecting the advantages of hiring a guide. Most sheep hunting in this
area has been for trophies. Hunter access has been almost exclusively
by aircraft.
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WRANGELL-MENTASTA MOUNTAINS SHEEP
LOCATION
The Wrangell and Mentasta Mountains in Game Management Unit 12 and that
portion of Game Management Unit 11 lying to the east of Boulder Creek
and north of Mt. Wrangell.

THE SPECIES
The Wrangell-Mentasta Mountains contain some of the best sheep habitat
in Alaska, and as a result some of the largest shee~ populations are
located in this area. An estimated minimum population of 6,500 sheep
inhabit the area. Sheep populations of highest density appear to occur
near Wiki Peak near Ptarmigan Lake in the Wrangells and from Noyes
Mountain southeast to the Nabesna River in the Mentasta Mountains.
Production of lambs appears to be high throughout the Wrangell-Mentasta
Mountains, although survival rates to two years of age are generally
unknown~
limited surveys indicate fluctuations in lamb survival rates
from year to year. Recognizable rams comprise between 17 and 32 percent
of various populations in the area.

The Wrangell and Mentasta Mountains have 1ong been popular sheep hunting
locations. Annual harvests have ranged from about 120 to 225 sheep,
with about 70 ~ercent of the kill occuring in drainages of the Nabesna
River and in the vicinity of Ptarmigan Lake. In recent years approximately
400 hunters have reported hunting in the area. Three-fourths of the
hunters are residents, and their success rate is about 33 ~ercent.
Nonresident hunters who are required to employ guides~ have a hunting
success of 75 percent.
Harvests have reduced the percentage of legal rams in the population and
the availability of large horned rams. This is particularly obvious in
the Nabesna River drainage and ~art of the Wiki Peak area~ both of which
sup~ort most the sheep harvest.
However, there are portions of the area
that receive little hunting pressure and have a relatively large number
of large horned rams in the population. As hunting pressure increases
it is expected such areas will receive more hunter effort and will
exhibit corresponding reductions in proportions of large rams.
Hunter access is primarily by means of aircraft and a11 terrain vehicles,
although horses are used in the Chisana and White River drainages and~
around Beaver Creek. All terrain vehicles are used in the Mentasta
Mountains, particularly on the southwest side; aircraft are the common
access vehicle in other areas. A limited number of airstrips are available
in the Wrangell-Mentasta Mountainst although some gravel bars are adequate
for airstrips. Access in some areas? such as glacial regions and much
of the Wrange1ls north of Beaver Creek~ is limited to walking. Access
from the road system is confined to the Mentasta Mountains where hunters
walk from the Nabesna Road.
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TONSINA SHEEP

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 13, that area bounded on the west by the Richardson
Highway, on the north by the Edgerton Highway, on the east by the Copper
River, and on the south by the north bank of the Tasnuna and Lowe Rivers.
THE SPECIES
Oall sheep in this area may number 200. Quantitative data on sheep
population status and on sheep range conditions are not available~
Prior to 1973 sheep hunters made relatively light use of the Tonsina
area. Although all-terrain vehicle access was possible via the Bernard
Creek, Tiger Mine and Tonsina Trails, the number of hunters was small.
Airstrips were not available and the lakes near sheep habitat were too
small for safe aircraft landings. In 1968, 1970 and 1972 no sheep were
reported harvested in the area+ Aircraft landing strips were established
and two guides operating with aircraft and a few local residents using
pack animals started using the area in 1973 and 1974, Of the 24 legal
rams reported taken in the area since 1968~ eleven were ki11ed in 1974.
The area was designated a wa1k-in area (no mechanized vehicles or pack
animals from August 5 to September 30) during 1975. Five legal rams
were reported taken in 1975} four by Alaskan residents and one by a
nonresident hunter.
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NELCHINA BASIN SHEEP

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 13 except for the areas included in the Tonsina and
Sheep Mtn. Management Plans; that portion of Game Management Unit 11
lying to the west of Boulder Creek and the crest of the Wrangell Mtns;
and that portion of Game Management Unit 14A lying south of the Matanuska
River.
THE SPECIES
The Nelchina Basin has had fairly abundant sheep populations since at
least the mid-1950's. Inventory counts have been made of portions of
this area at various times in the past decade. In 1969, 833 sheep were
counted in the Chugach Mountains east of Coal Creek. In 1973 counts in
the Chugach Mountains west of Coal Creek totalled 475 sheep. Also in
1973~ 176 sheep were counted in the Watana Hills, and 1542 sheep were
seen in the Wrangell Mountains portion of the area. ln 1974j 1558 sheep
were counted in the Talkeetna Mountains portion of the area. The northern
Talkeetna Mountains may contain an additional 1000 sheep. A total
estimate of 5600 sheep in the Nelchina Basin area is conservative. Of
the sheep that were classified, 9 percent were legal rams and 14 percent
were lambs.
Major natura1 mortality factors include severe winters and wolf predation.
Sheep habitat in this area has not been studied. Compared to other
areas in the state, this area has only a moderate potential for producing
large-horned sheep. Sheep here generally have 3/4-curl horns at 5 years
of age and full curl at 8 years.
The average annual harvest from the Wrangell Mountains portion cf the
area has been approximately 71 rams. Harvests in the remainder of the
area have averaged 152 rams annua11y. The current proportion of legal
rams 1n the population, 9 ?ercent~ indicates that the combined annual
harvest of 223 rams has not been excessive for this area. Hunter success
has averaged 44 percent. being highest fn the w~ange11 Mountains and
lowest in the eastern Talkeetna Mountains. Seventy-five percent of the
hunters have been A1askan residents. with the easterOTalkeetna Mountains
most used by residents. A smaller proportion of Alaskan hunters use the
Wrangell Mountains. Most sheep hunting is a combination of trophy and
recreational use. although domestic use of the meat is important to many
hunters. Most sheep hunting takes p1ace early in the season. Early
arrival of winter snow cover has markedly reduced harvests in the past.
Most hunters use air transportation for access to the hunting areas.
Horses, off-road vehicles, and foot travel from nearby highways are
other less used means of transportation.
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SHEEP MOUNTAIN SHEEP

19CATION
In Game Management Unit 13, the Sheep Mountain Closed Area: the boundary
beginning at Caribou Creek, Milepost 107 Glenn Highway, thence easterly
along the Glenn Highway to Milepost 123, thence along a line north to
Squaw Creek~ thence downstream to Caribou Creek and to the point of
beginning.
THE SPECIES
Observations from local pilots and guides in addition to Alaska Department
of Fish and Game counts suggest that Sheep Mountain sheep are part of a
more extensive subpopulation extending to the north and possibly to the
south as we11. Strong winds along the Matanuska River make portions of
Sheep Mountain snow free and usable as winter range. tn addition, the
southern exposures of Sheep Mountain provide an area where grasses and
forbs leaf out early in the spring. Sheep Mountain is probably an
attractive core area of a much larger sheep range. Past total counts
have varied from 84 to 227 sheep with legal rams usually comprising 20
to 25 percent. This is a substantially higher proportion than adjacent
areas in the southern Talkeetna Moun~ains; however. percentages of lambs
have been substantially less than in adjacent areas. A combination of
protection from hunting plus segregation of the sheep population probably
accounts for these composition differences. No habitat studies have
been made on Sheep Mountain.
Sheep Mountain has been closed to sheep hunting since statehood. Past
use has been mainly recreational viewing and photography. A large
number of people look for sheep while driving past Sheep Mountainl a
smaller number view sheep from roadside pu11-outs, and a few people
climb Sheep Mountain for close range viewing and photography. Sheep are
usually close to the road and easily viewed during the spring> but they
are usually higher on the mountain and less viewable during the remainder
of the year. The lower portion of Sheep Mountain is not too difficult
for humans to cliwb given sufficient time and stamina.
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WESTERN TALKEETNA MOUNTAINS SHEEP

LOCATION
Those portions of Game Management Units 13 and 14 enclosed by a line
drawn from the Chickaloon River headwaters to Kosina Creek, down Kosina
Creek to the Susitna River, down the Susitna River to Cook Inlet~ then
up the Matanuska River and the Chickaloon River to the starting point.

THE SPECIES
Approximately 80 percent of the sheep habitat in this area was surveyed
by aircraft in 1974. A total of 423 sheep were seen including 114 rams,
246 ewes (and young rams) and 63 lambs. Little is known about sheep
population size prior to the survey. It is probable that numbers were
higher in the past than they are now.
Wolves, eagles 7 grizzlies, black bears and coyotes are all present in
the area and are potential predators of sheep) however, their impact is
unknown. lo.'eather may be an important factor in population regulation;
icing conditions are known to have caused declines in several sheep
populations around the state. Little is known about the condition of
the sheep range in this area; however, the ewe:lamb ratio is probably an
indicator of fair to good range condition. No known extensive fires
have taken place on the sheep range.
Hunter interest in the area seems to be low. This lack of interest may
be due to the comparative difficulty in getting to most of this sheep
habitat compared to other more accessible areas that have higher density
sheep populations. Ram harvests in this area averaged 13 per year frorr.
1970 through 1975 with about one-third of this harvest occurring in the
Chickaloon River drainage. The proportion of legal rams in the population
has been reduced by nunting in easily accessible areas. Most hunters in
this area f1y to camps and then hunt on foot, but this form of access is
limited to a few suitable landing sites. Nearly all sheep hunting is
recreationalt although some hunters may hunt primarily for meat.
Guided hunts are infrequent in the area. Sheep hunting seasons have
traditionally been from August 10 through September 20 for 3/4 curl or
larger rams only.
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WEST CHUGACH SHEEP

LOCATJON

Game Management Unit l4C, and in Game Management Unit 7, the drainages
of Glacier Creek and Twentymile River.

TliE SPECIES
Sheep are found throughout the mountainous portions of the area excluding
Portage Creek and Twentymi1e River drainages and land east of Lake
George and Late George Glacier. Aerial surveys conducted in 1951J 1968
and 1972 resulted in counts of 477, 868 and 1050 sheep, respectively.
A 1975 survey of selected areas showed concentrations similar to those
of 1972. These surveys. coupled with the Peters Creek trend area counts
(the lands between Eagle Rher and Eklutna River), which have been
sporadically conducted since 1950, indicate that sheep numbers increased
during the 1950 s and have remained fairly constant since then. Depending
on time of year and weather conditions, aerial survey counts are thought
to represent 70-90 percent of the actual population.
1

fairly extensive natural mortality among sheep in the area has been
documented. Hunters and hikers have reported finding remains of both
young and adult sheep in old snowslide sites or on wintering grounds.
Natural mortality factors have probably not adversely affected current
population levels.
Habitat conditions within drainages containing major sheep concentrations
are considered excellent. Important drainages include Ship Creek, Eagle
Kiver, Peters Creek, Thunderbird Creek, Eklutna River, Goat Creek and
Hunter Creek. Habitat conditions in Carnpbe11 Creek, Indian Creek~ and
Bird Creek are considered fair. Sheep habitat is limited in t~e Lake
George area and from Glacier Creek south to Portage.
Sheep have been hunted in the area for many yearst although harvest
levels prior to 1962 are unknown. Between 1962 and 1967, approximately
35·40 sheep were killed annually. Since 1968, a yearly average of 30
three-quarter curl and larger rams have been taken. A high of 50 were
harvested in 1969 and a low of 12 in 1973. ln 1975, 29 were taken.
Several extremely large sheep have been taken from the area, although it
is not known for producing exceptional trophies on a regular basis. In
1975t all sheep legally harvested were taken by 1oca1 residents~ and a11
but 5 of 80 unsuccessful hunters were also local residents. Only 2
hunters were nonresidents. In addition to legal kills, several illegal
kills have been reported annually in the accessible sections of the
area.
During the period 1968 to 1972 an annual average of 298 persons reported
hunting soeep in the area. From 1973 to 1975, the average was 118. The
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decrease in hunter pressure is mainly attributable to a shortened season
throughout most of the area. The hunting season extended from August 10
to September 20 from statehood until 1972. Since 1973 the season has
been from the day after labor Day until September 20 in most of the area
where sheep are found~ Hunter success has fluctuated between 10 and 27
percent over the past 8 years. Higher suc~ess has been achieved in
recent years with reduced hunter pressure.
Access to hunting sites is via several major roads and numerous connecting
trails~
Hunter transport is restricted to foot travel and horseback.
Because of access and transport limitations, hunting pressure and harvests
have been fairly well distributed throughout the areas of major sheep
concentrations. Harvests over the past 25 years have reduced the proportion
of legal rams in the population from approximately 13 percent in 1950 to
7 or 8 percent during the past decade with no significant effect on
population productivity or total numbers.
Other uses of sheep in the area include viewing and photography, Bands
of 10 to 50 sheep are visible from the Seward Highway near Indian, the
Eagle River Road and trail and the Eklutna road. No roadside viewing
sites comparable to Sheep Mountain or the Cooper Landing Closed Areas
are found within the West Chugach area, but several excellent viewing
sites in proximity to mineral licks are located near the headwaters of
Peters and Ship Creeks. Few people utilize these sites spec1f1cally for
viewing. Opportunities for viewing and photography i~ accessible locations
are best in late spring when sheep are at lower elevations on their
winter and lambing ranges. Such opportunities diminish in summer and
fall and are almost nonexistent during winter. Viewing and photography
access restrictions are only slightly more lenient than those for hunt1ng.
Winter travel limitations for snowmachines have in some areas reduced
opportunities to view and photograph sheep.
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RAINY PASS SHEEP

LOCATION

Game Management Unit 16.
THE SPECIES

In June 1970, the only aerial survey conducted on sheep in Game Management
Unit 16 was completed. One~hundred and forty-eight sheep were seen~ most of
them from the Happy River drainage to the west and south, No subsequent
surveys have been made. Although not all sheep seen were categorized, 105
adults were seen of which 27 were rams; 18 others were lambs. It is unknown
if the present population is lower or higher than it has been in the past.
No habitat studies have been conducted. Predation by wolves~ wolverine!
eagles, and possibly bears occurs, but its importance is unknown. Winters
are severe in the area and are probably the primary limiting factor to
extended papulation growth.
Hunter pressure is light, but increasing. Two-hundred and thirteen sheep
hunters were reported in the Rainy Pass area in 1974, and they harvested
21 sheep, while the average for the previous seven years was 151 hunters
and 12 sheep. Since 1973, twice as many residents as nonresidents have
hunted in the area. Guides have hunted sheep in this area for many
years, particularly in the immediate vicinity of Rainy Pass. Most sheep
are taken as trophies, but horn sizes have not been exceptional. Most
hunters use aircraft to get into the area, then hike and camp out to
take shee~. The only known trail in the area is the Iditarod dog sled
trail and it is doubtful that sheep hunters use it.
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DALL SHEEP IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

In Southwestern Alaska, Oa11 sheep (C~is daZti) occupy alpine portions
of the western slope of the Alaska Range from the head of Lake Clark
northward. Population surveys have been limited in this areat but a
count conducted in 1967 showed a minimum of 258 sheep between lake Clark
and Two Lakes.
Oa11 sheep were introduced to kodiak Island with releases of 13 sheep in
1965 and 2 sheep in 1967. Initial heavy mortality and subsequent lack
of observations suggested the transplant attempt had failed. However.
in the winter of 1974, seven sheep, including one adult ram, two lambs,
and four ewes, were observed near the head of Zacher Bay. Habitat on
Kodiak ls1and is believed to be marginal for sheep due to unfavorable
snow accumulation. and it remains to be seen whether a viable sheep herd
will become established.
Like most northern ungulates~ Da11 sheep are subject to fluctuations in
abundance. Numbers were reportedly high in the early part of this
century. A major decline occurred in the 1930's and early 1940's,
probably as a result of unusually severe winters, which left sheep herds
throughout the state at low levels. Herds increased again throughout
the 1950's and 1960's. It is probable that herds in Southwestern Alaska
reached a peak in the late 196~'s, as did sheep herds elsewhere in the
state. Since this region contains the southernmost limit of Dall sheep
habitat in the Alaska Range, a limlt probably imposed by snow depth, it
is expected that sheep numbers would f1uctuate more than in more suitable
habitats to the north. Reports by local residents suggest the population
in the Lake Clark-Twin lakes area may have been reduced during the
severe winter of 1969-70. Additional population data are unavailable,
but harvest information suggests that the population is again increasing
in the area.
Oa11 sheep are 1arge1y animals of alpine habitat. During summer, they
occupy relatively large areas of their annual range and remain almost
entirely above brushline. Alpine meadows and slopes are used for feeding
and resting, while nearby cliffs or large rocky outcrops are required
for escape cover. By early November, sheep begin to congregate on their
winter ranges. These are areas of li~ited size where forage is available
throughout the winter on windblown ridges or slopesl and where cliTfs
and outcrops are available to enable escape from predators. A herd
occupying many square miles of summer habitat may be restricted to~ and
limited in size by, a winter range of relatively few acres. Some herds
occupy winter habitats several miles removed from their summer range and
migrate between the two, sometimes fo11owing traditional routes leading
across timbered valleys. Breeding takes place from mid~November through
eariy December.
With the beginning of snow melt in spring, mast sheep move down from
their windswept wintering grounds to the lower. south-facing slopes
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where green plants first emerge. At this time, they may be found down
in alders and near the upper limits of timberline, much lower than at
any other season.
Lambing occurs in May and early June. Parturient ewes seek isolation in
the most rugged cliffs available to give birth to their single lambs.
Escape terrain is particularly vital at this time to protect the comparatively
immobile mothers and newborn young from predator attack. Upon completion
of lambing~ the ewes and young follow the retreating snowline upward and
move onto summer ranges. Rams may preceed ewes by several weeks in
moving to summer range.
Subsequent to lambing, sheep use natural mineral licks extensively.
Severa1 such licks are known in this region and others undoubtedly
exist. Sheept especially females and young, will frequently travel
several miles over we11-worn trails to congregate in mineral licks where
they spend hours eating the minera1·rich soil. Use of licks is heavy in
early summer and gradually lessens as summer advances. Natural mineral
licks are apparently of extreme importance to many sheep, a1though
mineral requirements are not yet clearly understood. Some herds apparently
do not have access to mineral licks and may substitute the use of certain
plant species to obtain the required minerals.
Dall sheep are primarily grazing animals; bunchgrasses. particularly
alpine fescue~ and sedges make up the majority of their annual diet.
These are supplemented by smaller amounts of browse such as alpine
willow. Various forbs are consumed during summer, while lichens become
important quantitatively in winter.
Climate is the most important factor regulating sheep numbers and
distribution. Deep, dense snows prevent sheep from reaching winter
forage and are important in limiting distribution, particularly in the
southern limits of Oa11 sheep range where heavy snow accumulation occurs
due to maritime influences. Sheep require re1ative1y iight snowfall and
wind to survive during winter. Cold temperatures keep the snow powdery
and soft allowing winds to remove it from ridgetops and slopes, exposing
winter forage. Warm winters or thaws result in dense, crusted snow
which the sheep cannot dig through nor the wind remove. By late winter,
sheep are often restricted to small areas of exposed, wind-scoured, low
quality vegetation which provides less nourishment than is used in daily
activities. Sheep then survive partially by metabolism of stored body
fat and tissue. If spring arrives late. body reserves may be used up
and mortality occurs. Exceptionally severe winters, such as those which
occurred in the early 1940ls, have been the only factor known so far to
have caused major "crashes" in Oall sheep oopuTations.
Overwinter survival of lambs is normally low in comparison to adult
sheep and severe winters depress it further. Mewborn lambs are particularly
susceptible to adverse spring weather such as cold wind, rain, or snow
d~ring the critical lambing period. Summer weather, while not as critical
as that in winter, is also important in p~oviding an adequate growing
season and enough forage to enable sheep to store sufficient body fat
for survival during winter.
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Predation does not appear to be important in population control except
under exceptional circumstances, such as when deep winter snows force
sheep to feed far from protective cliffs. Parasites, diseases and
accidents also take their toll, but apparently are usually of minor
importance.
Sheep were originally hunted for subsistence and the market during the
early days of Alaska's settlement. but they now are taken primarily by
recreational hunters. Traditionally, only mature rams with horns of 3/4
curl or greater configuration have been legal game during an August
September season. Da11 sheep are recognized worldwide as one of North
America's outstanding trophy animals, and they are an important sport
hunted species in Southwestern Alaska.
Sheep harvests in this relatively srr411 portion of Alaska's sheep range
have increased gradually over the past 13 years during which harvest
data have been available. Although sheep harvests have often fluctuated
in relation to weather during sheep hunting seasons, a distinct peak was
reached in this region in 1968, followed by a decline in 1970 aod then a
steady rise until 1975. This pattern possibly reflects the 1969-70
population decline as well as increasing hunting pressure in the region.
The average annual harvest over the past 13 years was 11 rams, while 18
were taken in 1975. Nonresident hunters took 59 percent of the harvest
in 1975 although they constituted only 34 percent of the hunters. Their
greater hunting success is probably attributable to the requirement that
nonresidents must be accompanied by a guide while sheep hunting.
Success of all hunters would undoubtedly be lower, were it not for the
use of mechanized off-road vehicles, including aircraft~ that are used
for transport to otherwise inaccessible hunting areas.
The number of hunters utilizing the Alaska Range west of Mt. McKinley
National Park has been increasing steadily, while hunting success has
been decreasing. This increased hunting pressure may possibly cause the
number of large rams to decline in some herds even though adequate
breeding stocks remain. Increasing numbers of hunters are competing for
a relatively stable or declining number of legal rams. Under these
circumstances decreasing size and numbers of trophies taken and reduced
hunter success can be expected. However, the average age of rams taken
in recent harvests remains above the average age required to reach full
curl in this region. This indicates that sufficient older rams still
remain to a11ow hunters to be selective far large animals rather than
merely taking the minimum legal size.
Whi1e ram-only hunting harvests do not control sheep populations,
carefully regulated, experimental either-sex hunts have proven feasible
in controlling herd numbers. These provide more animals for harvest
while apparently increasing lamb production and survival. Such intensive
management may become necessary as hunting pressure increases.
Although nonconsumptive uses of Oa11 sheep are important in other areas
of Alaska, little such use occurs in Southwestern Alaska due to its
inaccessibility to the general public.
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DALL SHEEP IN WESTERN ALASKA
Dall sheep {~Jia datZi} occupy alpine portions of the Alaska Range north and east
from Lake Clark, primarily on the western and northern slopes. An
estimated 2,000 sheep occupy the Alaska Range west of Mt. McKinley
National Park. About 1.000) reside in that portion of the Alaska Range
included in the western Region.

Surveys in this area have been limited

and population estimates are only approximate.
Like most northern ungulates, Qa11 sheep populations are subject to
fluctuations in abundance. Numbers were repo~tedly high in the early
part of this century. A major decline occurred in the 1930's and ear1y
1940's, probably as a result of unusua1iy severe winters~ which left
sheep herds throughout the state at law levels. Herds increased again
throughout the 1950's and 1960's. Although data are not available for
all populations, it is probable that sheep numbers in Western Alaska
reached a peak by the late 1960 1 S as they did elsewhere in the state~
and have been stable or declining slowly since then. Sheep populations
are probably near the carrying capacity of winter ranges and may be
expected to remain relatively stable or to decline with the occurrence
of abnormally severe winters.
Dall sheep are largely animals of alpine habitat. During the summer,
they occupy relatively large areas of their annual range and remain
a1most entirely above brush1ine. A1pine meadows and slopes are used for
feeding and resting, while nearby cliffs or large rocky outcrops are
required for escape cover. By early November. sheep begin to congregate
on their winter ranges. These are areas of limited size where forage is
available throughout the winter on windblown ridges or slopes, and where
cliffs and outcrops are available to enable escape from predato~s. A
herd occupying many square mi1es of summer habitat may be restricted to,
and limited in size by, a winter range of relatively few acres. Some
herds occupy winter habitats several miles removed from their summer
range and Migrate between the two, sometimes following traditional
routes leading across timbered valleys. Breeding takes place from mid
November throughout early Oecember.
With the beginning of snow melt in spring, most sheep mo•te down ~rom
their windswept wintering grounds to the lower, south-facing slopes
where green plants first emerge. At this time, they may be found down
in alders and near the upper limits of timberline, much lower than at
any other season.
Lambing occurs in May and early June. Parturient ewes seek isolation in
the most rugged cliffs available, to give birth to their single lambs.
Escape terrain is particularly vital at this time to protect the comparatively
immobile mothers and newborn young from disturbance and predator attack.
Upon completion of lambing, the ewes and young follow the retreatfng
snowline upward and move onto summer ranges. Rams may precede ewes by
several weeks in moving to summer range.
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Subsequent to lambing, sheep use natural mineral licks extensively,
Although such licks have not be charted in this region. some undoubtedly
exist. Sheep~ especially females and young, will frequently travel
several miles over well~worn trails to congregate in mineral licks where
they spend hours eating the mineral-rich soil. Use of licks is heavy in
early summer and gradually lessens as summer advances. Natura1 mineral
licks are apparently of extreme importance to many sheep, although
mineral requirements are not yet clearly understood. Some herds apparently
do not have access to mineral licks and may substitute the use of certain
plant species to obtain the required minerals.
Dall sheep are primarily grazing animals; bunchgrasses, particularly
alpine fescue, and sedges make up the majority of their annual diet.
These are supplemented by smaller amounts of browse such as aipine
willow. Various forbs are consumed during summer, while lichens become
important quantitatively in winter.
Climate is the most important factor regulating sheep numbers and
distribution. Oeep. dense snows prevent sheep from reaching winter
forage and are important in limiting sheep distribution, particularly in
the southern limits of Da11 sheep range where heavy snow accumulations
occur due to maritime influences. Sheep require relatively light snowfall
and wind to survive during winter. Low temperatures keep the snow
powdery and softt allowing winds to remove it from ridgetops and slopes,
exposing winter forage. Warm winters or thaws. result in dense, crusted
snow through which the sheep cannot easily dig nor the wind remove. By
late winter, sheep are often restricted to small areas of exposed~ wind
scoured, low~quality vegetation which provides less nourishment than is
used in daily activities. Sheep then rely, in part~ on metabolism of
stored body fat and tissue. If spring arrives late, body reserves may
be used up and mortality occurs. Exceptiona11y severe winter, such as
those which occurred in the early 1940's, have been the only factor
known so far to. have caused major 11 Crashes" tn Da1l sheep populations.
Overwinter survival of lambs is normally low in comparison to that of
adult sheep and severe winters depress it further. Newborn 1ambs are
particularly susceptible to adverse spring weather such as cold wind,
rain~ or snow during the critical lambing period.
Summer weather, while
not as critfcal as that in winter, must provide an adequate growing
season for forage to enable sheep to store sufficient body fat for
survival during winter.
Predation does not appear to be important in population control except
under exceptional circumstances. such as when deep winter snows force
sheep to feed far from protective cliffs. Parasites, and diseases also
take their to11, but their importance in Alaska is not well understood,
Accidents are probably uncommon.
Sheep were originally hunted for subsistence and the market during the
early days of Alaskajs settlement, but they now are taken primarily by
recreational hunters. Traditionally, only mature rams wlth horns of 3/4
curl or greater configuration have been legal game during an August
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September season. Oall sheep are recognized worldwide as one of North
America's outstanding trophy animals, and they are an important sport~
hunted species in Western Alaska.
Sheep harvests in the area have been characterized by increases in
numbers of hunters (about 115 in 1975) and in number of rams taken
(1967-1975 average of 66 rams with 69 taken in 1975). Success is slowly
decreasing with 60 percent of 1975 hunters successful. About 54 percent
of the 1975 harvest was taken by nonresidents. who made up only 36
percent of the hunters~ Their greater hunting success is probably
attributable to the requirement that nonresidents must be accompanied by
a guide while sheep hunting. Success of all hunters would undoubtedly
be lower, were it not for the use of mechanized off-road vehicles,
including aircraftt that are used for transport to otherwise inaccessible
hunting areas.
The increasing hunting pressure in Western Alaska will probably cause
the number of large rams to decline in some herds even though adequate
breeding stocks remain. Increasing numbers of hunters are competing for
a relatively stable or dec1tning number of legal rams. Under these
circumstances decreasing size and numbers of trophies taken and reduced
hunter success can be expected. rlowever, the average age of rams taken
in recent harvests remains above the average age required to reach full
curl in this region. This indlcates that sufficient older rams still
remain to allow hunters to be selective for large animals rather than
merely taking the minimum legal size.
While ram-only hunting harvests do not control sheep populations.
carefully regulated~ experimental either-sex hunts have proven feasible
in controlling herd numbers. These provide more animals for harvest
while apparently increasing lamb production and survival. Such intensive
management may become necessary as huntlng pressure increases.
Although nonconsumptive uses of Oa11 sheep are important in other areas
of Alaska, litt1e such use occurs in Western Alaska due to its inaccessiblity
to the general public. Adjacent Mt. McKinley National Park contains a
large number of sheep and provides considerable opportunities for
nonconsumptive use of sheep.
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DALL SHEEP IN INTERIOR ALASKA

In Interior Alaska Oall sheep {avis daZli} are found ln the Tanana
White Mountains, Mentasta Mountains and the north side of the
Alaska Range and
Wrangell Mountains. Sheep are also continuously distributed along the
south slope of the Brooks Range from the canadian border west to the
Schwatka Mountains. Alaska Range sheep are continuous in their distribution
from the Muldroe Glacier in Mt. McKinley National Park eastward to the
Mentasta Mountains and along the north side of the Wrangell Mountains to
the Canadian border. In the Tanana Hills sheep occupy the alpine areas
of Glacier Mountain. the headwaters of the Charley River. Twin Mountain,
West Point, Mount Sorenson and the headwaters of the Salcha and East
Fork of the Chena Rivers. In the White Mountains sheep are found in the
vicinity of Mount Victoria, Mount Schwatka~ Mount Prindle and lime Peak.
Hills~

Recent surveys have established minimum numbers of Da11 sheep in 1nterior
Alaska as follows; Mt. McKinley Park 900, the Alaska Range from McKinley
Park to the Delta River 4200. the Alaska Range from the Delta River to
the Tok-S1ana cutoff 2300 and the Mentasta Mountains and north side of
the Wrangell Mountains 3700. The south slope of the Brooks Range is
thought to contain at least 7500 sheep.
No we11 documented population fluctuations have been observed in Interior
sheep populations except for those in Mt. McKinley Park. Park populations
experienced drastic reductions in 192g and 1932 as a result of unusually
severe winters. Since that time the population appears to have fluctuated
about a mean of about 1000 sheep. No Interior sheep populations are
currently known to be expanding, and it is thought that sheep numbers in
the region, while subject to fluctuations, are comparitively stable at
about current numbers.
Dall sheep are usually found in alpine habitat. During summer, they
occupy relatively large areas of their annual range and remain almost
entirely above brush1ine. Sheep in the Tanana Hills and White Mountains,
however, occupy habitat which is lower in elevation. These sheep are
often seen near spruce forests and apparently descend to valley bottoms
in order to obtain water. Mineral licks are an important component of
sheep summer habitat on many rnterior sheep ranges. Many important
mineral licks are known throughout the Alaska Range and Brooks Range.
Some have been located in the White Mountains and northern Wrangells.
Sheep. especially ewes with lambs will frequently travel several miles
to use mineral licks where they eagerly eat the mineral rich soil. The
exact nature of Dall sheep dependence on mineral licks is not fully
understood. The use of mineral licks also serves to intermingle otherwise
discrete populations and is of importance in maintaining genetically
heal thy herds.
Winter ranges are the third critical component of Dal1 sheep habitat.
Winter ran9es are characterized by windblown ridges or slopes. These
ranges usually occur at the mouths af tributaries along major drainages
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where prevailing winds clear winter snow from forage. A herd occupying
many square miles of summer habitat may be restricted to. and limited in
size by, a winter range of relatively few acres. Some herds occupy
winter ranges which are several niles from their summer ranges and
migrate between the two. These seasonal migrations often include side
trips to utilize mineral licks, and are the ingrained tradition of each
population. Dall sheep are extremely loyal to their traditional summer
ranges, winter ranges and mineral licks and appear on these ranges at
about the same time each year.
Predation in the Alaska Range and Wrange11s does not appear to be a
major factor in limiting sheep numbers, however, occasional situations
arise where predation may depress sheep numbers. Wolves are the main
predator on sheep, but wolverines~ bears, lynx and sometimes eagles have
been known to take sheep. The terratn of the Tanana Hills and White
Mountains is less ~ugged than that of the Alaska Range and Wrangell
Mountains and conseque~tly may not provide sheep with frequent escape
possibilities. Consequently, it is thought that predation, particularly
by wolves~ may p1ay a more important role in these areas than further
south. Little is known of predation in the Brooks Range.
Sheep were formerly hunted for market i~ the Alaska Range, but the
current uses of sheep are primarily for recreation. Sheep in Mt.
McKinley Park in the Alaska Range are used exclusively for viewing,
photography and associated nonconsumptive wilderness values. In other
parts of Interior Alaska sheep are used for recreational hunting as well
as for ~onconsumptive values. Traditionally only rams with horns of 3/4
curl or greater have been legal ga~e during an August-September season.
For the 1ast 4 yea~s sheep hunters have spent an average of about 5~000
man days per year hunting for sheep in Interior Alaska. The number of
hunters has averaged about 1~150 and the number of rams harvested has
averaged about 450 over this period. Resident hunters comprise about 77
percent of the hunter effort and have a success ratio of about 31
percent. Nonresident hunters have a success rate of about 67 percent~
perhaps reflecting the benefit of the nandatory ~resence of a guide.
Recreational hunting pressure in the tnterior is expected to increase in
proportion to increases in human populations. Domestic use of Oa11
sheep has never played a significant role in the Interior Region. Some
domestic use is traditional in the Brooks Range, but sheep are not a
major food item.
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TOK SHEEP

LOCATION

In Game Management Units 12 and 20, the area known as the Tok Management
Area.
THE SPECIES

An estimated 1650 sheep inhabit the Tok area. Productivity of the
population and survival of lambs are high. Surveys in 1975 indicated 40
lambs per 100 ewes and 32 yearlings per 100 ewes. Rams with three
quarter curl horns or larger comprise about nine percent of the populatlon
(150). The population is capable of producing large numbers of large
rams in a relatively Short time. It is not unusual to find eight-year~
old ra~s that have full-curl horns. Based on studies of other Alaskan
sheep populations, about 50 rams may enter the full-curl category annually.
little is known of the re1ative importance of natural mortality factors
or condition of the range. Based on observed lamb production and survival
rates, the range seems in good condition. The sheep population is
probably increasing throughout the Tok area.
The Board of Fish and Game created the Tok Management Area in 1974 to
provide hunters with an area containing large-horned sheep-and uncrowded,
high~quality hunting conditions.
The eastern end of the Alaska Range
was chosen for its healthy. growing sheep population, good accessibii1ty
by various transportation modes including walking. and a low number of
guides using the area. The regulations included ewe hunting to provide
for control of the sheep population size and adjust~ent of the sex
ratio. The population appeared capable of producing 30 full-curl rams
annually and regulations were promulgated to achieve this harvest. In
1974. 60 permits were lssued for rams and 60 were issued for ewes. Only
five rams and nine ewes were taken. a success of 8 and 15 percent,
respectively. In 1975. 120 ram permits were issued, resulting in 29
successful hunters out of 67 permittees who actually hunted. No ewes
were harvested during 1975, although 10 permittees reported hunting.
Transportation into the area has been by air, foot, off~road vehicles
and horses. with most people using aircraft or walking. Off-road vehicles
have been popular along the Tok River, where horses have also been used
to a limited extent. Some small, gravel bar airstrips are present in
the Robertson and Johnson Rivers; in the Tok drainage only 2 or 3 such
strips are present. There are no landing areas (for wheel-equipped
planes) in the Dry Tok River drainage. Burnt Lake, in Sikosina Pass,
can also be used by float planes. Most walk-in hunters use the Yerrick
Creek-Sheep Creek-Clearwater Creek areas. This section receives fairly
heavy foot traffic along with pressure from off-road vehicle and aircraft
users via the Tok River. Hunters in the Dry Tok must hike from Burnt
Lake or use horses or off-road vehit1es. The Tok area has traditionally
been used by A1aska residents. Four guides used the area prior to
establishment of permit restrictions. Now only one guide regularly
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hunts there, although others are free to do so provided their clients
possess pe~its. Nonresidents are restricted to no more than 10 percent
of the available permits under current regulations.
Sheep can frequently be observed during May and early June from the Tok
Cutoff between Mile 91 and Mile 85 as the animals feed on new vegetation
along the cliffs bordering the highways. Few animals are located here
at other times of the year, however.
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\IH!TE MOUNTAINS SHEEP

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 20, that area included in the drainages of
Preacher Creek upstream from its confluence with the north for~ of
Preacher Creek~ Beaver Creek upstream from its confluence with Moose
Creekt and all drainages into Beaver Creek which 1ie south of a line
drawn from Why Lake to Three Sleep Point.
THE SPECIES

In the White Mountains area Dall sheep occupy approximately 534 square
miles of alpine habitat in the vicinity of Mount Victoria, Mount Schwatka,
Mount Prindle, lime Peak, Cache Mountain and the White Mountains. The
population numbers about 285 animals and is geographically isolated from
other sheep populations. Sheep occur in small, widely scattered groups
throughout the range.
Habitat is limited by the low elevations and encroachment of surrounding
spruce forests on the alpine tundra. Sheep often travel through forested
areas either to reach water in the valley bottoms or to reach other
suitable sheep habitat. The necessity of traversing forested areas, as
well as the scarcity of rugged escape terrain in the alpine areas~ makes
these sheep more vulnerable to predators; however, data on mortality
factors and rates are not available. The area is drier than other sheep
range due to the light annual snowfa!1 and dry Interior climate and the
rapid drainage provided by the porous sandstone and limestone substrate.
Two other requisites for sheep habitat are available: mineral licks and
windblown slopes during the winter. The Tanana Hills-White Mountains
area has potential for sustaining high densities of sheep; however, the
present density of 0.5 sheep per square mile is among the lowest in
Interior Alaska. There is no indication that sheep have overutilized
the range. Although annual survey data are lacking, observations indicate
that the population is stable.
Composition and productivity information was gathered at the Mt. Schwatka
mineral lick during 1973 and 1974. Productivity was low with only 33
lambs per 100 ewes in 1973 and 23 per 100 in 1974. However, lamb survival
in 1973 was excellent; there were 30 yearlings per 100 ewes in 1974.
Information on productivity is not availab1e either for preceding years
at Mt. Schwatka or for the rest of the area. The small amount of hunting
that has taken place during recent years has probably not affected
productivity or availability of legal rams. Human exploitation and
development have not occurred to any appreciable extentt Providing a
wilderness situation that is virtually undisturbed. However, some loss
of sheep habitat may be occurring due to natural plant succession.
The area has the potential for producing trophy sheep. The average ages
when rams attain 3/4-curl and fu11-cur1 horns are 5.7 years and 8.B years,
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respectively. Average horn measurements at these ages are 27.0 inches and
35.9 inches. respectively. Horn growth data from throughout Interior Alaska
suggest that low sheep density may correlate with high trophy quality.
Human use of this sheep population has been light. Harvest reports for
which specific locations are noted show that only three sheep were taken
in 1975, three in 1974 and one in 1973. The numbers of hunters afield
were 10, 5 and a. respectively, Thus, hunter success varied greatly, ranging
from 12 to 60 percent. Most hunters have been residents and 90-100 percent
of the harvest is taken by residents.
Liberal hunting seasons and bag limits prior to 1942 were followed by
progressive restrictions which closed the area to sheep hunting from
1949 through 1954. In 1955 the present season of August 10 through
September 20 was initiated. The legal bag limit since then has remained
one 3/4-curl or larger ram per year.
User access is primarily by aircraft~ despite the scarcity of landing sites.
One unimproved strip near Lime Peak provides the closest access to sheep.
Two private strips and several gravel bars along Seaver Creek are within
walking distance of sheep habitat. In addition~ float planes can land on
small lakes north of Mt. Schwatka or on Beaver Creek near Victoria Creek
during some years. Ground access is primarily from the Steese Highway;
however, it is possible to approach the area via two trails to Seaver Creek
from the Elliott Highway. The Steese Highway is closer to sheep range and
has three mining access roads suitable for off-road vehicle use.
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TANAN~

HILLS SHEEP

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 20, all drainages flowing into the south bank of
the Yukon River between Circ1e and Eagle; all drainages of the North
fork of the Fortymile River above its confluence with the Middle Fork of
the Fortymile River, all drainages of the Salcha River above its confluence
with Stone Boy Creek, all drainages of the North Fork of the Salcha
River above its confluence with Rick's Creek, all drainages of the Chena
River above lts confluence with Wolf Creek. and all drainages into the
South bank of the Coulombes Fork of Birch Creek and Birch Creek, south
of the Steese Highway crossing and south of the Steese Highway between
that point and Circle.

THE SPECIES
Oa11 sheep occupy about 1,420 square miles of alpine habitat in the
Tanana Hi11s of eastern Interior Alaska. The most important sheep range
is near the headwaters of the Charley and Seventymile Rivers, the East
Fork of the Chena River, Birch Creek and the North Fork of the Fortymile
River. About 285 Oall sheep occur in the Tanana Hills in small+ scattered
bands. There is evidently little interchange between sheep bands~ and
the population as a whoie is isolated from other Alaska sheep populations.
local sheep bands often have distinctive coloration. Glacier Mountain
sheep have black or dark-colored tails and frequently have dark hairs
interspersed in their otherwise white coats. The genetic history of
these populations and reasons for their distinct coloration are unknown.
Tanana Hills Da11 sheep habitat is limited because of the area's comparatively
low elevation. Spruce forests encroach on sheep alpine habitat~ and
there are few rugged and steep rock outcrops typical of sheep range
e1sewhere in Alaska. Sheep often travel through timber to water and
adjacent alpine areas. Numerous mineral licks and broad expanses of
mountain slopes that are blown free of snow in winter, provide sheep
easy access to forage. The area generally receives 1ess precipitation
than most other sheep ranges in Alaska. The effects of human activities
in the Tanana Hills have been inslgntficant; and the area remains virtually
an undisturbed wilderness. Same loss of sheep habitat may be occurring
as a result of natural vegetation succession.
Although survey data are generally 1acking7 sheep numbers appear to be
stable in the Tanana Hills. and there is no indication that the ~ange is
overgrazed. Aerial Stirveys of Glacier Mountain sheep indicate that rams
with horns of three-quarter curi or larger constitute about 20 percent
of the population. An average of 18 percent of ewes have been accompanied
by lambs in mid-summer on G1acie~ Mountain. ihe Tanana Hills area in
general appears capable of sustaining high sheep densities, although
current estimates of sheep per square mile of habitat (0.20) is the
lowest on record for interior Alaska.
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The rate of ram horn growth in the ianana Hills indicates that the area
is potentially capable of producing trophy sheep. Horn growth rate.
although slower than for Wrangell Mountains sheep~ is faster than for
rams occupying the Brooks Range. The ages of ram with three-quarter and
full-curl horns average 5.7 and 8.8 yearss respectively, in the Tanana
area. Horn measurements at these ages average 26 and 35 inches, respectively.
Studies elsewhere in Alaska indicate that rapid horn growth is correlated
with low sheep density.
Sheep losses to natural causes are unknown. Tanana Hills sheep may be
vulnerable to predators due to the scarcity of steep slopes for escape
and because they must traverse wooded areas.
Human use of Tanana Hills Da11 sheep has been limited. An average of
about 17 hunters per year reported killing three rams in 1975, nine in
1974 and none in 1973. Hunting success has varied from 0 to almost 50
percent. Sheep in the Tanana Hills occasionally move long distances and
may not return to the same areas in successive years. These erratic
movements may account partially for the considerable annual variation in
hunting success. Most sheep hunters who use the Tanana Hii1s are Alaskan
residents. Ninety percent or more of the Dal1 sheep harvest has been by
residents. Planes are the most common means of access to the Tanana
Hi11s, but few landing sites are avai1able. There are improved airstrips
along rivers, but these,are generally too far from the sheep bands for
practical use by Aunters. Light aircraft can land on some ridges.
Hunters also enter the area via the Charley River and by wa1king from
the Taylor Highway starting at American Summit. Use of motorized vehicles
or pack animals for transportation of hunters, hunting gear or game
taken has been p-rohibited in the Glacier Mountain Management Area since
1971. Most hunters reach Glacier Mountain by embarking at Mile 140 of
the Taylor Highway and walking ridgetops to the Management Area. a
distance of about 20 miles. The current season of August 10 through
September 20 and bag limits of one ram with three-quarter curl horns or
larger date from 1955. The limited number of sheep taken from the area
has had an insignificant impact on herd productivity. The number of
three-quarter curl and larger rams has been significantly reduced in
some 1oca1 areas. such as Twin Mountain.
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CENTRAL ALASKA RAN&E SHEEP
LOCATION
That portion of &arne Management Units 20A and 20C bounded on the east by the
Delta River downstream from McGinnis Creek, on the north by the Tanana River,
on the west by the Nenana River and on the south by the crest of the Alaska
Range as far east as McGinnis peak down the western limit of the McGinnis
Glacier and the north bank of McGinnis Creek to the Delta River.

THE SPECIES
Sheep which inhabit the Central Alaska Range exist in discrete populations~
each of which has its well-defined traditional ranges. Based on aerial
surveys, the number of sheep in the area is estimated to exceed 5tDOO.
In the past numbers of sheep were probably much lower than they are now.
Sheep populations in the area probably followed similar patterns of
fluctuation to those of McKinley Park sheep which experienced drastic
reductions in 192g and 1932. Current densities of Oall sheep are high
but the sheep are lower in vigor and size than almost anywhere else in
the state. It is not known whether this is inherent in the sheep or a
result of poor range conditions. At the present time populations ~re
either stable or in a slight decline which is probably related to weather
patterns of recent years. The sheep-habitat interactions present in the
Central Alaska Range are not ideal for producing trophies; in fact, this
area is among the poorer trophy production areas in Alaska.
Most n~tural mort~lity of sheep is caused by weather, predation. and disease.
Predation influences are not known, but are thought to be minimal under
normal conditions. The influences of weather are most apparent in production
of lambs, and sometimes adverse winters result in the 1oss of a lamb crop.
Population structure and the number of harvestable rams in the population
are inf1uenced by the weather events of five to six years before. It is
not unusual to have poor 1amb survival every five or six years.

'

'

Sheep in the central Alaska Range have been heavily hunted for the last nine
years. Hunter numbers have ranged from 220 in 1968 to 312 in 1972 and have
averaged about 225. An average of about 110 sheep are killed each year.
This harvest is about two percent of the total population. Recently the
percent of legal rams in the herd has been low~ near three percent. Horn
length has decreased over the last 8 years from an average of 34 inches
to an average of 32 inches, and average age of sheep harvested has declined
from about 8 years of age to about 6 years of age. All these measures
~ndicate that hunter pressure in the area is intense.
About 1600 man days of recreation are expended annually by sheep hunters
in this area and the average man days for each sheep harvested is 13.1
days. Use of the hunting area is primarily by resident hunters (about
80 percent) who reside in interior Alaska. Guiding effort is significant
in the area and guided hunters usually take about 30 oercent of the harvest
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even though they comprise only about 20 percent of the hunters. There is
little nonconsumptive use of Da11 sheep in the area except for the Hea1y-Lignite
closed area. The hunting season has been unchanged in the area since
statehood. and most of the harvest occurs early in the hunting season.
There is no subsistence hunting in the area although some users hunt pri~arily
for sheep meat. The heavy exploitation of rams in this area has lead to fewer
available trophies, compounded in recent years by the poor lamb production
of five to seven years ago. Virtually all sheep hunting is with the aid of
aircraft. Some guides use horses~ but clients usually are flown to base camp.
Some off-road vehicles are used and established trails exist.
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DELTA SHEEP

LOCATION
Game Management Unit 200 and that portion of Game Management Unit 20A
lying east and south of McGinnis Glacier and Creek.
THE SPECIES
Dall sheep in the Delta area number approximately 1500 animals. The
population size appears stable, despite high production and good survival
of lambs to yearling age {usually indicative of a growing population).
Sheep habitat is apparently in good condition. Predation may be limiting
population growth in the area. The proportion of rams in the population
has been reduced by hunting and now stands at about 7 percent. Legal
ram recruitment may be reduced, at least for the 1976 season, due to the
severe winter of 1970-71.
Since 1968 an average of 191 hunters have taken an average of 51 sheep
per year in the Delta area. Hunting success has averaged 27 percent
annually. More than 90 percent of the hunters are Alaskan residents.
About half of the hunters come from Fairbanks, 20 percent from Delta
Junction, and 20 percent from other areas in Alaska, From 1971 to 1974
use of the area was equally distributed between walk-in hunters and
vehicular users by imposing restrictions on the use of vehicles during
the 1atter part of the season. In 1975 vehicular access was prohibited
and only walk-in hunters now use the area. Currently sheep in the
remote and inaccessible areas such as July Creek and the Johnson, Gerst1e
and Litt1e Gerst1e Rivers sustain only 19 percent of the harvest while
sheep in the accessible Granite Mountains and the Alaska Range adjacent
to the Richardson Highway support 81 percent.
Hunting has affected the availability and size of rams in the population.
Average horn size of rams harvested has declined from 35.2 inches in
1968 to 30.6 inches in 1975. Hunting effort or success would have to be
reduced if an increased proportion and size of rams in the population is
desired.
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DALL SHEEP IN NORTHWESTERN ALASKA

In Northwestern Alaska Da11 sheep {:A.tis dalU} inhabit the De1ong 1'lountains

from Howard Pass to the western Wulik Peaks. Distribution is not continuous
and sheep populations may be separated by several drainages. The
influences of coastal weather may make habitat in Northwestern Alaska
marginal for Oall sheep. The total population in the region is estimated
to be aboot 1,500 sheep,
Oa11 sheep are usually found in alpine habitat, During summer they
occupy relatively large areas. Mineral licks are an important component
of sheep habitat in summer. Many important mineral licks are known
throughout the Brooks Range, but few have been identified in Northwestern
Alaska. Sheep, especially ewes with lambs~ wi11 frequently travel
several mi1es to use mineral licks where they eagerly eat the mineral
rich soil. The exact nature of sheep dependence on mineral licks is not
fu11y understood. The use of mineral licks also serves to intermingle
otherwise discrete populations and is of importance in maintaining
genetically healthy herds.
Winter ranges are the third critical component of Dall sheep habitat.
Winter ranges are characterized by windblown ridges or slopes. These"
ranges usually occur at the mouths of.tributaries along major drainages
where prevailing winds clear winter sncw from forage. A herd occupying
many square miles of summer habitat may be restricted to, and limited in
size by, a winter range of relatively few acres. Some herds occupy
winter ranges which are several miles ~rom their summer ranges and
migrate between the two. These seasonal migrations often include side
trips to utilize mineral licks~ and are the ingrained tradition of each
population. Sheep are extremely loyal to their traditional summer
ran9es, winter ranges and mineral licks and appear on these ranges at
about the same time each year.
Predation in Northwestern Alaska does not appear to be a major factor in
limiting sheep numbers, however occasional situations arise where
predation may depress sheep numbers. Wolves are the main predator on
sheep, but wolverines. bears and sometimes eagles have been known to
take sheep.
Dall sheep in Northwestern Alaska are used for noncansumptive wilderness
values and for consumptive recreational and domestic utilization. In
recent years the recreational harvest in ~orthwestern Alaska has averaged
less than 20 rams and hunter success has averaged about 50 percent.
About ha1f of the harvest has been by nonresident hunters. Domestic use
of Oall sheep has played a minor but continuing role; such use has been
limited and nontraditional. It is difficult to assess the future
trends of hunter pressure and harvest in Northwestern Alaska, but hunter
effort will probably increase.
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DALL SHEEP IN ARCTIC ALASKA

In Arctic Alaska Oa11 sheep (~;is da~ti} are continuously distributed
along the north slope of the Brooks Range from the Canadian border as
far west as the Wulik Peaks. Minimum estimates of sheep numbers in the
region place the current population size at about 10,000 sheep. No
well-documented population fluctuations have been observed in the sheep
populations throughout Arctic Alaska. No popuiations are currently
known to be expanding~ and it is thought that sheep numbers in the
region, while subject to fluctuations, are comparatively stable at about
current numbers.
Da11 sheep are usually found in alpine habitat. During summer. they
occupy relatively large areas. Mineral licks are an important component
of sheep habitat in sum~r. Many important mineral licks are known
throughout the Brooks Range. Sheep~ especially ewes with lambs, will
frequently travel several miles to use mineral licks where they eagerly
eat the mine~al rich soil. The exact nature of sheep dependence on
mineral licks is not fully understood. The use of mineral licks also
serves to intermtng1e otherwlse discrete populations and is of importance
in maintaining genetically healthy herds.
Winter ranges are the thi~d critical component of Dall sheep habitat.
Winter ranges are characterized by windblown ridges or slopes. These
ranges usually occur at the mouths of tributaries along major drainages
where prevailing winds clear winter snow from forage. A herd occupying
many square miles of summer habitat may be restricted to, and limited in
size by a winter range of relatively few acres, Some herds occupy
winter ranges which are several miles from their summer ranges and
migrate between the two. These seasonal ~igrations often include side
trips to utilize minera1 licks, and are an ingrained tradition of each
popu1ation. Sheep are extremely loyal to their traditional summer
ranges~ winter ranges and mineral licks and appear on these ranges at
about the same time each year.
Predation in Arctic Alaska does not appear to be a major factor in
limiting sheep numbers) however, occasional situations arise where
predation may depress sheep numbers. Wolves are the main predator on
sheep, but wolverines. bears and sometimes eagles have been known to
take sheep.
Dal1 sheep in Arctic Alaska are used for nonconsumptive wilderness
values and for comsumptive recreational and domestic utilization.
Traditionally only rams with horns of 3/4 curl or greater have been
legal game during an AugustRSeptember season. For the last several
years sheep hunters have spent an average of about 700 man days per year
hunting for sheep in the region. The number of hunters has averaged
about 150 and the number of rams harvested annually has averaged about
110 over this period. Resident hunters comprise about 65 percent of the
hunter effort and have a success ratio of about 60 percent. Nonresi~ent
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hunters have a success rate of about 85 percent, perhaps reflecting the
benefit of the mandatory presence of a guide. Domestic utilization of
Dall sheep has played a minor but continuing role in the Arctic Region.
Kaktovik and Anaktuvuk Pass Eskimos take sheep, but these people have
never been entirely dependent on sheep for food. It is difficult to
assess the future trends of hunter pressure and harvest in the Arctic
Region but hunter effort will probably be greater than it has been in
the past.
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WESTERN BROOKS RANGE SHEEP

LOCATION

The portion of Game Management Unit 23 draining into the Kobuk River and
the drainages into the Noatak River below Mayumerak Creek.
THE SPECIES

Sheep in this area can be separated into three distinct geographical
populations: those in the drainages of the upper Kobuk River; those in
the Baird Mountains south of the Noatak River; and those in the Delong
Mountains. north of the Noatak River. The total sheep population in the
area is estimated to be 700. While the Kobuk drainage appears to be
good habitat# it contains relatively few sheep. The area has not been
thoroughly surveyed, but it is estimated to support only 150 animals.
The Baird Mountain region is sparsely populated, with most sheep occurring
in the western portion. A cursory survey i~ 1974 revealed 44 sheep~ but
the area is estimated to contain 150. Sheep inhabit a relatively large
area in the Delong Mountains from the Wulik River in the west to the
Nimiuktuk River in the east, but density is low. The area is estimated
to contain 400 animals.
Presently sheep are about one-half their former numbers in the Western
Brooks Range. Information indicates that the sheep population began to
decline in the early to mid-l960 1 s and has continued to do so. The
decrease does not seem to be a result of hunting alone, but more likely
is a combi~ation of several factors. These include range conditions,
weather, predation and subsistence hunting.
A fall survey in 1974 revealed that lambs comprised about 24 percent of
the population in the Western Brooks Range and 17 percent in an area
near the upper Kobuk River. For the population as a whole natural mortality
is estimated to be about 6 to 9 percent annually.
It appears that sheep distribution has shrunk during the last three
decades. Although the causes are uncertain, sheep habitat in the 'rlestern
Brooks Range is marginal, perhaps because of its proxtmity to the arctic
coastal environment. When sub-populations are extirpated, recolonization
apparently occurs very slowly. Even with good lamb survival it is not
likely that the population will expand quickly.
Considering the size of the land mass, hunting pressure has been relatively
light, but due to the limited number of aircraft landing sites. pressure
has been high in localized areas. The greatest number of hunters have
concentrated on the main tributaries of the Noatak River in drainages of
the E1i, Kelly and Kugurorok Rivers. Reported annual harvests in the
area have averaged about 8 rams for the last 10 years. In recent years

"

there has been a slight increase in hunting pressure which is not entirely
reflected in the harvest statistics because hunter success has been
lower. Local residents have taken most of the harvest, but a few nonnatives
using the services of a guide have also been successful. Wheeled or
float-equipped aircraft have been the transporation means used most
often! in about equal proportions. Average walking distance from the
point of landing to where the sheep were killed has probably averaged
less than five miles. Hunter success has been greater than 60 percent
for both residents and nonresidents.
Twenty or thirty years ago local hunters probably killed 3 to 4 times
(or more) as many sheep as did recreational hunters. With few exceptions
this kill occurred outside the 1ega1 hunting season and included all
sheep regardless of age or sex. This practice continues today but now
domestic use more nearly equals the recreational harvest. The vast
majority of this kill still occurs outside the open season, usually when
the sheep are on their wintering grounds and can be reached with the aid
of a snowmachine. The greatest number of sheep taken by domestic hunters
come from the drainages of the Wulik, Kivalina, and lower Noatak Rivers.
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SOUTHERN BROOKS RANG£ SHEEP

LOCATION
Game Management Units 24, 25 and that portion of 23 which includes the
drainages of the Noatak River above its confluence with Mayumerak Creek.

TH£ SPECIES
Sheep which inhabit this large area exist in discrete populations each
of which has its well-defined traditional ranges. The entire extent of
the area included in this plan has never been completely surveyed for
Oa11 sheep so the actual number of animals present is not known. Based
on limited aerial surveys~ the number of Dall sheep in this area is
estimated to be at least 7,500. There is Tittle doubt that Dall sheep
numbers fluctuate and that there may be declines or increases in the
future! but these fluctuations are not expected to be extreme. Unless
exceptionally adverse conditions occur, sheep population numbers will
probably continue to·fluctuate near present levels.
Most natura) mortality is caused by weather and predation. The influences
of predation are not known, but are thought to be minimal under normal
conditions. The influences of weather are most apparent in lamb production
and sometimes result in the loss of a lamb crop. Where hunter pressure
is light. as it has been in much of the southern Brooks Range, weather
influences on trophy production are not readily seen because of the
standing stock of trophies on the range. In much of the southern Brooks
Range trophy availability is good. This high availability of trophies
results from the presence of lightly hunted populations containing
relatively large numbers of old rams. A few areas with good access have
received high hunter pressure in the last few years.
The southern Brooks Range has received an increased amount of use in the
1970's, but the number of hunters appears to have leveled off in the
past 2 to 3 years at about 200 hunters per year. These h~nters harvest
about 115 rams per year. About 65 percent of the hunters are residents
and they take about 55 percent of the harvest. In the past few years
there has been a trend toward increased hunting by residents in the
area. About 1,000 man days are spent hunting sheep in the southern
Brooks Range each year. Some domestic utilization by local residents
occurs in the area, but it is limited and represents the opportunistic
taking of sheep rather than an actual deoendence on them as a food item.
Nonconsumptive utilization of sheep in the southern 3rooks Range occurs,
but the extent to which it is incidental to other activities is not
known. Many big game guides and outfitters have interests in this vast
area. They are responsible for about 45 percent of the Da11 ~am harvest
each year. Some guide operations ha~e oermanent facilities in the area.
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ATIGUN SHEEP
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 26. T11S, R12E and
~HE

TllS~

R13E, Umiat Meridian.

SPECIES

The Atigun Canyon area contains important sheep winter range~ lambing
areas and mineral licks. Reliable sheep survey data for the Atigun area
are available for 1970 only. At that time 372 sheep were counted in the
Atigun River drainage, 91 of which were in the Atigun Canyon area~ The
present status of Atigun Da11 sheep is unknown, but there is no reason
to suppose that substantial changes in numbers have occurred.
Data on natural mortality and condition of the range are lacking.
Wolves are the most important predator and are abundant in the area,
Grizzly bears and eagles also frequent the area and prey upon sheep or
scavenge on sheep remains.
Hunting seasons and bag 1iAits have been in effect in the area since
1925. Beginning with the 1951 season. hunters were restricted to taking
rams with 3/4-curl horns· or larger. Hunting seasons have varied between
11.days and 133 days; bag limits varied from 1 to 3 sheep. Current
regulations allow hunting from August 10 through September 20 with a bag
limit of 1 three-quarter curl ram.
Sheep harvests are reported by drainage, and hunting pressure in the
Atigun Canyon can be inferred only from returns for the whole of the
Atigun River drainage. Twenty-nine sheep have been reported killed by
hunters from 1968 through 1975 for the Atigun River drainage. Sixty-one
percent of the hunters who reported hunting in the Atigun drainage were
nonresidents 7 a higher figure than for the Brooks Range as a whole (35
50 percent}. Harvests have probably not affected population size or
structure.
Prior to 1974, sole access to the Atigun Canyon area was by light aircraft.
Wheel-equipped aircraft were able to land on gravel bars along the
Atigun and Sagavanirktok Rivers and float-equipped aircraft could land
on Galbraith Lake. The service road for the Trans-A1aska Pipeline now
traverses the length of the Atigun River except for Atigun Canyon and,
when opened to public use, will allow people to drive to the upper end
of the canyon. In addition. a 5,200 foot permanent airstrip now exists
near the north end of Galbraith Lake. The Atigun Canyon area will be
easily accessible once these facilities are open to the public.
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NORTH SLOPE BROOKS RANGE SHEEP
LOCATION
Game Management Unit 26, the north slope of the BrooKs Range.

THE SPECIES
About 10,000 Dall sheep are currently estimated to occur north of the
crest of the Brooks Range. No significant population fluctuations have
been documented for sheep of this area.
Natural mortality rather than hunting is the primary source of mortality,
Although predation may occasionally depress local sheep populations, it

does not appear to be a major factor in limiting sheep numbers at this
time. Wolves are the main predator on sheep. but wolverines. bears and
sometimes eagles are occasional predators. Other causes of natural
mortality such as accidents, disease, and starvation also limit population
growth.

The condition of the Brooks Range Dall sheep habitat is not known. but
stability of sheep numbers in recent years suggests that range conditions
have remained unchanged. Because of the long winters and short cool
summers, vegetation growth is s1ow and habitat is limited; further

expansion of the sheep population is not anticipated.
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Dali sheep in the Brooks Range are used both for nonconsumptive wilderness
vaiues and for recreational hunting. The wilderness character of the
region and the opportunity to hunt in an area where chances of encountering
ather peap1e are minimal are factors which draw many recreational
hunters to the area •
About 150 hunters annually have hunted in the area in recent years •
taking an average of 110 sheep each year. Residents comprise about 65
percent of the hunters and have a success ratio of about 60 percent.
Nonresident hunters have a success rate of a~aut 85 percent (the mandatory
presence of a guide may result tn higher success).
The use of Dall sheep for food by Kaktovik and Anakt~vuk Pass Eskimos
has played a minor but continuing role. This use has been traditional,
but these people have never been entirely dependent an sheep far food.
ihe current use of the resource in late winter with the aid of aircraft
and snow machines underscores the changing pattern of use from that of
former years .
Although boats~ horses and off-road vehicles are also employed) the
large majority of sheep hunters in the Brooks Range use aircraft to
reach hunting areas. Since access bY air is limited to suitable landing
sites on lakes or gravel bars~ overharvests may occur in those portions
of drainages near such landing areas~. As hunting pressure and demand
fer use of access points increases, it is expected that overharvest and
hunter crowding wi11 increase near these locations unless otherwise
regulated.
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